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PREFACE

The following pages owe their origin to a desire to reflect upon
the Sanskrit fragment edited as No 450 m the collection of
Balinese hymns and fragments "'Stuti and Stava^’ This frag-

ment of 21 slokas interspersed by prose mantras^, called Maha-
maya, describes the supranormal effects of a meditation upon
Visnu’s Maya, here to be understood as that god’s ability to

change his appearance at will I did not succeed in finding

Its Indian place of origin, although it very probably originally

formed part of some Tantra or Agama Perhaps it will some
day be recognized by an expert in the field In essence, the^

present book is a commentary on this fragment grown out of size

It might be asked whether the large amount of relevant mate-
rial which has been adduced from Sanskrit sources did not lead,

to a regrettable disturbance of coherence For instance, the

connecting thread between the first chapter and the rest of the

book is not always visible, because emphasis has been laid here

upon features (like form changing as an aspect ofMaya) which
play only a very restricted role in the later chapters I have
tried to minimize this evil by including a number of cross-refe-

rences Perhaps there occurred a contamination of two aims
a thorough elucidation of a small Sanskrit text and an introduc-

tory survey of magical lore in Ancient Indian religious literature

The original plan, however, to build up the book round a single

fragment as nucleus seems to have kept its value at the comple-
tion of this study The governing idea is that the supranormal
powers of human practitioners have been ultimately derived

from, and shaped after the form of, divine examples revealed

m mythology
Another setback might be the desire to write for historians of

religion as well as for mdologists This has led to the side-by-

side existence of rather technical parts (especially in chs 3 and

6) and many pages the contents of which will be familiar to

any student of Ancient Indian culture But Indologists are

few in number and India is admittedly one of the most fertile

fields of exploitation for those interested in the religious side oF
human experience
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The division of the book into six chapters has evolved in a

natural w ay from the grouping of the material The third chapter

serves as a nucleus it contains a new edition and translation

of the Mahamaya text^ accompanied by a philological commen-
tary The first two chapters contain data which were originally

meant to be introductory ^ but their size has outgrown that

qualification The chapters 4, 5 and 6 deal with subjects which
clarify the background of the Mahamaya fragment but which
were far too large to be included m the commentary in ch 3

A short survey of the contents of the chapters might be desi-

rable

Chapter 1 discusses some instances of the Maya as supernatural

power wielded by the Vedic and Brahmanical gods for various

ends Particular attention has been paid to shape changing
and an-ethical, seemingly irresponsible behaviour Sometimes
the execution of such Maya has been compared m the texts to

the activities of malicious magicians, while its effects have been
expressed in terms of magic The figure of Visnu-Krsna has
been studied m the first place, but also Indra and Siva come to

the foreground Although the material included in this chapter

(which is certainly not exhaustive) is generally known, it consti-

tutes an aspect of Maya which seems to have been comparatively
neglected in monographs on the subject Such monographs
tend to emphasize the Maya’s philosophical side

Chapter 2 deals with the appropriation of supranormal power
by means of intense meditation In its Indian form, presuppos-
ed by the Mahamaya fragment, this is the self-identification

by a human performer, a Tantric adept or magician, with a
particular deity In the course of the process the performer is

assisted by potent utterances, the mantras or bijas, considered
to be identical with the deity and bearers of the desii ed powers
Special emphasis has been laid upon the aims with which such
processes were to be carried out according to the sources

Chapter 3 mentions, besides the discussion of the Mahamaya
fragment, a few other instances of meditation on Visnu and the
Ma^a A special section has been included on the role of the
Aghoramantra

Chapter 4 contains a study of the role of the colours in medita-
tions of the kind described in the preceding chapters It appears
that they play an important role as determinants m a stereo-
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typed pattern of division of reality and of gradation of human
objectives Very often the colours serve to enhance the potency
of mantra^ power of thought and sacred object

In Chapter 5 some remarks are given on the nature of the magic
described in Vedic and Sanskrit texts, with some emphasis upon
the magician as impersonating divine faculties and upon the

aims striven after by him It seemed necessary to include

such a chapter m the absence of a badly needed general history

of Sanskiitized magic
Chapter 6 has grown to disproportionate size on account of the

abundance of the material which has, however, not at all been
exhausted Its aim was to study the place in Sanskrit (especially

Tantric) literature of some terms of magic which occur in the

Mahamaya fragment, it became a systematical discussion of
the Tantric performances generally known as the Six Acts
The chief angle of vision has again been that of the aims for

which the magical powers were considered applicable It has
been shown that these aims most often were similar to those

sought at present by humanity by means of greatly improved
technical resources Also the claims of the Tantric wonder-
workers were for the greater part based upon, and motivated
by, the prevailing social and economic circumstances

In some cases it has been deemed of interest to add references

to, or short discussions of, comparable phenomena in other

cultures or to the findings of the history of leligion They have,

however, been intentionally restricted, it must be conceded that

they are often due to accidental familiarity with the subject

The same holds good for comparisons with data taken from
the India of modern times An exception has to be made,
however, for passages from Balinese hymns which I have often

tried to involve in the discussion This has been done with

the twofold aim to promote research into the background of

Balinese Sanskrit literature and to make some corrections to the

edition and translation in “Stuti and Stava” The interested

reader is therefore referred to Appendix 3 where the passages

from “Stuti and Stava"’ discussed m the present book have

been systematically registered

A remark on the method of presentation in order to restrict

the number and size of the notes, the relevant literature has

often been referred to within the text by means of the author’s
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name between brackets The bibliographical particulars can
be found in the Bibliography under that author’s name Num-
bers put in ihe text between square brackets refer to the Sanskrit

text of a passage which can be found in Appendix 1

This book claims no originality
^
many sources ofinspiration to

which I should have expressed gratitude remained unnamed
Letme mention at least a few of them in the first place Professor

G Hooykaas who disclosed to me the Balinese field of study

^

my colleagues Sanjukta Gupta, George Champarathy, Karel
van Kooy and Tillman Vetter, the students at Nijmegen who
enabled me to read their excerpts of two important articles,

and my wife who by her solidarity greatly facilitated the com-
pletion of this book
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1 THE MAYA OF THE GODS

1 Mdyd in the Veda

Flora the earliest sources onwards the idea of mdyd is

piesent as an important element in Indian religious history-

It IS unnecessary to present here a detailed study, or even a
rapid survey, of the various applications of this word in the

Rgveda and other Vedic literature It may suffice to refer to

Gonda’s study^ and to repeat his conclusion that all the appli-

cations and shades of meaning which this term has acquired

during the many centuries of Indian religious history have
not essentially changed The central meaning of maya is,

in Gonda’s words, ‘^an incomprehensible wisdom and power
enabling its possessor, or being able itself, to create, devise,

contrive, effect, or do something’’ ^ While presenting this

definition, Gonda also referred to P D Shastri,® who circum-
sciibed the term maya as follows (for the Rgveda) wondrous,
supernatural power, an extraordinary skill,” and, further on^-

^^supernatural power mysterious will-power ” Almost the same
circumscription was already given by Oldenberg^ ^^Maya ist,

wie bekannt (in note 2 Oldenberg refers to earlier literature),

die an sich guten wie bosen Wesen beilegbare geheime Kraft
und Kunst, Wunderwirkungen zu erzielen, die dem allgemeinen
Konnen und Verstehen unbegreiflich smd ”

In the RV there is a strong ‘"magical” connotation to the

word maya By executing maya, for exeimple, one is able to*

trick one’s adversaries This connotation still more clearly

emerges from the AV This is not to say that maya originally

was no other thing than “magic”, but only that m the non-
speculative mind the ideas connected with it were liable to

gravitate around that focus, while its execution became asso-

ciated with magical processes

In our View, this “magical” tradition has been often over-

shadowed by maya’s “metaphysical” traits, yet it has never

since lost its ground in Hindu religious history It is the object

of the present study to trace something, however casually and
superficially, of this non-speculative side of the idea of maya
In the present chapter, the attention will be chiefly directed
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to mythological subjects^ because ^^mythology establishes the

validity of the belief in witchcraft’" ®

As we concentrate upon this aspect of maya, a certain

onesidedness will be unavoidable We emphasize in the fiist

place,, then, that very often in the Veda the word maya stands

for the creation of a real, material form be it human or non-

human, by means of which the creator of that form shows his

incomprehensible power ^ The wondrous powei may be wield-

ed by either gods or counter-gods (as we shall henceforth call

the Asuras) It may be noticed further that the creator the

maya in question always has some end in view when he executes

his power—an obvious statement, but perhaps not unneces-

sary to be expressed here For example, Indra tries to over-

powei the counter-gods (RV 1, 11, 7, 1, 32, 4), the counter-

gods use their maya against Indra (PVBr 13, 6, 9) or tiy to

conquer the world, the Adityas make use of it m ordei to harm
then foes (RV 2, 27, 16) Accordingly, fox the present pur-

pose Gonda’s definition may be paraphrased and nai rowed
as follows (maya is) a wondious power which is used in order

to create some unexpected or novel appearance with a cei tain

end in view”
In Itself the maya is a neutral force, not for good nor foi

evil It all depends on who makes use of it From an anthropo-

centrical point of view—and which othei ooint of view would
be imaginable ^—the maya is a force foi good when it is used by
the gods—hence they may be called sumdya—and an evil threat

when It originates from the counter-gods ® In both cases,

however, the common feature is that something is placed before

the eyes of ordinary creatures which they cannot understand
Also human beings can acquire a maya, for example that of
Soma by producing the soma (RV 9, 83, 3) But in the human
environment maya is Jiable to degenerate into ''deceit”, as in

Prasna Up 1, 16 nayem jihmam anrtam na mdyd ca "in whom
there is no crookedness, lie or deceit”, or into "illusionist

tricks” (Oldenberg, 1 c
)

The god, counter-god or demon who applies maya can
do this in two ways he may cause some novel appeal ance to

originate as it were spontaneousivj out of nothing (for example,
Varuna’s maya which appears from the fact that there is an
ocean which always remains the same although the rivers conti-
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Hue to flow into it, and that there is an eaith anchored and
stabilized in a mysterious way RV 5, 85 ) , or he can apply
his creative power to himself, so that he appears in another
form as before, in a disguise the real nature of which remains
unperceived by a mortal (cf Gonda 1965, p 168) The
most famous instance is Indra. (purum^a—in RV 6, 18, 12) who
’^‘goes around in man;^ forms by means of his powers of maya’’
(RV 6 47, IS') In RV 3, 53, 8 the poet says rupam rupam
Maghava bx)bhavitt maydh krnvdnds tanuam pan svam ^^the Generous
One repeatedly appears in different forms, executing feats

of maya on his own body"” And in RV 10, 54, 2 yad acaras

tanud vdvrdhdno baldnmdra prabruvdnS janesujmdyet sd te ^^when
Thou walkedst around constantly growing in size, proclaiming
Thy powers among the people, O Indra that was a maya of

Thine Of this miraculous power, some instances will be
described now, taken from the Veda and more recent litera-

ture
Beforehand one should note that the '^philosophicar

application of this motif has become one of the leading facets

of Upamsadic speculation the Primeval Lord became the

cause of creation by disguising himself in other forms Probably
the oldest occurrence of the word maya in the Upamsads is

BAUp 2, 5, 19 where it is said that Prajapati ^‘became corres-

ponding in every form to every form This (woild) is to be
looked upon as a form of him’’ , and after these words the Upani-
sad cites the passage just mentioned from the Rgveda (6, 47,

18 on Indra) Katha Up 5, 12 speaks of '"the Inner Essence

of all things which makes Its unique form manifold” ® On
the other side, SvetUp 6, 10 asserts that the Lord conceals him-
self by means of his maya within his primordial material mani-
festation {pradhdnam') just like a spider within its threads But
It IS not the speculative use of the word maya that interests us

here in the first place (we refer to Gonda, 1965 p 168ff
)

In the Veda the word maya can stand for various aspects

of the process involved the power which creates a new appear-

ance, the creation of that appearance as an abstract peiformance,

and the result of the process, i e the created foim itbclf The
power. Its manifestation and its result are not distinguished

by name, nor does it matter if the result is real or illusory from

our standpoint In the meamng "outward appearance” the
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word maya occurs e g in RV 6, 58, 1 This use is frequent in

post-Vedic texts In a philosophical context it is only a small

step to apply it to the phenomenal worlds which is in deepest

sense no other thing than an incomprehensible or (if one pre-

fers the word) magical creation by the Supreme God (SvetUp

4, 10 maydm tuprakrhm vidydi)

As ^ power”, the maya can be compared to or equated,

with sakti^ as ^'material form”, it can be identified with prakrti

In Samkhya philosophy, prakrti or maya remains in a primor-

dial state by means of an equilibrium of the three gunas sattva

(white of colour), rajas (red of colour) and tamas (black of
colour) When the Supreme God, Who is Umque, seems to

appear in multiple forms this can be speculatively expressed

in this way that the ni$kala becomes sakala (the indivisible as-

pect of the godhead becomes divisible) and creates the pheno-
mena of nature The mythological counterpart of this is that

God IS able to appear in many different or identical forms

In non-speculative sense, maya as "'created form’’ can
stand for the creation of a form by a magician RV 7, 104, 24
( =«AV 8, 4, 24) contains an address to Indra who is invoked
against the maya of sorcerers who present themselves in the

guise of wild
j
animals—a well-known feat of such people

In later sources, the form created m this way is most often only
illusory When m the epic Indra conjures up a terrible vision

of an imagmary character in order to trick a person (Mbh 18,

3, 34, Gonda, 1965, p 173), this vision is called a maya The
same holds good in the epics when the god or demon applies,

the maya to himself In the Ramayana of Valmiki (Ram 3,

41, 7) Rama and his companions are confronted with the noto-
rious gazelle which is the demon Marica m another form
mdyazfd ht na samiayah "Vithout any doubt this is a maya”
In St 6 asya mdydvido mdydmrgarupam tdam krtam gandharvU’-

purasamnibham "this illusory manifestation of a deer has been
created by that knower of maya, it is like afata morgana^*

In Mbh 3, 80, 126 Rudra manifests himself m ten million
forms in order to end a quarrel between ten million sages This
feat is described with the help of the word yoga

Tato yogeivarendpi yogam dsthdya bhupate te^dm manyuprandi-'
drtham r^fndm bkdvitdtmandm {127) sr^tdkopstu Rudrdnant
rpndm agratah stfntd
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2 Indra^s disguises

The motif of the god who walks on earth in a disguised

shape IS a famous one and we need not erlarge upon it here

The European peoples knew it from ancient times onwards
That the Greek gods with Zeus in the first place sometimes^
disguised themselves is a thing familiar to all students of classi-

cal literature Among the Germanic peoples Woden has

been said to possess such powers The Balinese have their

legend of the ^^divine guest’^

In Vedic literature it is the god Indra in the first place

who possesses a marked ability to change himself into all kinds

of living beings ofhuman as well as animal shape Some of Indra’s

appearances as an animal have been memorized by Oertel

Thus the SadvBr 1, 1^ 18, m a passage which enurreiates some
of Indra’s characteristic designations^ calls him rutting buf-

falo'*’ who emerges out of the wood in order to drink the soma
Very often m the Rgvedic hymns he is called a bull But these

are only literary comparisons There are other places which
allude to real transformations of the god’s shape As a monkey,
Indra stole the sacrificial cake and thus disturbed the sacrifice

prepared by the sages in the Naimisa wood In JaimBr 2, 79
he appears as a ram who drank Medhatithi’s soma [Medhdti^

ther ha me^o bhutvd rdjdnam papau')^ and the same is alluded to

in JaimBr 3, 233 tesdm {VibhinduHydndm) ha smendro Medhdti-

ther mesasya rupam krtvd somam vratayati Sayara mentions the

same feat in his commentary on RV 1,51 1 and adds that since

then Indra is called a ram Of course, sometimes words like

^'bull” or ""ram” may be applied m poetic figurative language,
but Hillebrandt^® was certainly right in pointing out that real

animal appearances will have to be admitted as manifestations

of Indra’s maya He is even light, in our opinion, when he
asserts that such passages as RV 6, 47, 18 {Iiidro mdyabhih puru-

rupa lyate) or RV 3, 53, 8 refer to such theiiomorphic appear-
ances in the first place, despite the later ""philosophical” ex-

planation by the commentators and the Upanisads
Oertel, o c , does not refer to the other version of the

Indra-as-ram story which goes back to RV 8, 2, 40 and is

recorded in SadvBr 1,1, 15 According to these sources Indra as

a ram took Medhatithi with him to heaven (cf Bollee, p 18)
There are still other animal manifestation^ of Indra men-
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tioned by Oertel^ oc According to Sayana on RV 10, 119,

Indra applied that hymn in order to regain his own shape after

he had been caught on the spot by the sages when he tried to

drink the soma in the form of a quail {Indro labarupam dsthdya

somapdnam kurvan )
In TAr 1, 5, 2 there is a tale of Indra

appearing as an ant He becomes a horsetail in RV R 32, 12

{dsvyo varo abhavah) and a leech in JaimBr l^ 125f On the

same place he becomes a parrot and perhaps a caterpillar

There is also a connection between Indra ard the falcon or

eagle {syena^^) to which he is likened in RV 1, 32, 14ardRV
10, 99, 8 but also other gods, such as Soma are likened to or

identified with this bird According to TS 6, 2, 4, 4 India
conquered the earth from the asuras by making three steps in

the guise ofa sdldvrki (jackal sa Indrah scldvrkirupam krtvemdm

trih sarvatah paryakrdmat

In later texts Indra still adds to these marvellous feats

by becoming a peacock (Ram 7, 18), and a cat (i a Kathas
3, 17, 140) during the Ahalya episode

These animal manifestations are a very real and important
part of Indra’s power It is just these manifestations which are
alluded to in BAUp 2, 5, 19 when it is said that he (Prajapati)

became corresponding in every form to every form The same
Upanisad seems to present this in more detail in 1 , 4, 4 by describ-

ing how the Primeval Being created a female out of himself,

this female tried to evade him by changing heiself mto various
animal shapes The male being copulated with her in all these

respective animal shapes, and thus created the animated world
The typically magical powei of changing oneself into an ani-
mal for purposes of one’s own has here been incorpoiated into

the speculations on the incomprehensible fiat of the origin of
existence

Indra also appeared in human foim in order to meddle
with human affairs for various purposes Probably best known
is his role in the famous tale of Sunahsepa In the version as
told in AitBr 7, 15 Rohita the son of king Hariscandra
has been pledged by his father as a sacrifice to Varuna The
boy resents this, says ^“^no” and takes to the wood But when he
hears that his father has been punished by the angry god with
dropsy, he resolves to return and offer himself to be sacrificed

Now Indra appears, he meets Rohita on the way in the guise
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of a man and causes him to change his mind by reciting a stanza

m praise of the life of a wanderer According to this stanza,

the best thing a man can do is to practise the homeless life,

because ‘‘Indra is the wanderer’s friend” {Indra ic caratoh sakhd)

Indra adds that a person who does not move from his place

commits evil pdpo nrsadvaro janahy a statement which is m
flat contradiction with the usual convictions as expressed e g
in JaimBr 2, 134 padhhydm pdpam karoti yo janam eti '^a person

who goes to foreign people commits a sm with his feet”

Next yeaij when Rohita has again resolved to return,

Indra appears saying another stanza with the same result

The scene repeats itself durmg five successive years Five
impressive starzas on the wandering life—and this probably
means the life of a religious mendicant—are proclaimed by
Irdia, who adds, by the way that he heard them from a

brahman In one of these stanzas there is a comparison with

the game of dice

Kalih saydno bhavati samjihdnas tu dvdparah /

uttisihams tretd bhavati krtam sampadyate caran //

^Tfone lies on his back he is Kali (the worst throw in the game) ,

while springing up he is Dvapara (the second woist throw),

while standmg upright he is Treta (the second best throw),

and while walking he constitutes Ktta (the best throw)”
In the sixth year at last (according to a parallel version

m the Sankhayana Srautasutra in the seventh year) Rohita
on his wanderings finds the wretched biahnran family of Aji-

garta who hands over to him after some deliberation his second

son Sunahbepa to be sacrificed m Rohita’s place Sunahsepa’s

miraculous rescue lies outside the scope of the present study,

the important fact for which is Indra’s appearance in order to

impart some (religious) instruction This instruction contra-

dicts the standar s of fashionable and ethical behaviour Rohita

is ad\ised to seek the wandeiing life and not to heed Varuna’s

wrath and his father’s illness

\ reference to Indra’s wanderings in a completelv diffe-

rent context IS discussed by Kane, 1962, p 728, n 1156 When
during the Pravargva ritual a ''wild forest dog” {ekavrka-)

IS hea d barking, the priest should utter these words vi gd
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Indra vicman spdsayasva '"O Indra, obsei\e the cows while you
move about’"’ (translation by Kane) Here Indra would be
addressed as a kind of walking guardian Kare inteiprets

the passage as if India should look after the cows while he is

on his routine wand eimgs But another translation is present-

ed by van Buitenen^® “Go around ard make a tally of the

COWS 5 O Indra” In that case Indra’s moving about would
be only a consequence of the cider given by the priests

The iSatBr relates how Indra changed himself into an
embiyo and entered into the intercourse of Sacrifice and Speech^

out of fear that from this mtercourse a terrible monstei w ould

be born^^® and a manifestation of Indra as child is alluded to

in the same SatBr when Indra is addressed in 3, 4^ 19 as

Kausika Sayara m his commentary on RV 1^ 10, 11 tells us

that Indra was born as Kusika’s son in order to comply with a

desire of Kmika that he would obtain a son equal to India
This mteipretation is open to question, but it illustiates the

belief in India’s manifestations in disguise

On another occasion Indra furtheied the cause of the

gods by changing himself into the sage Gautama The episode

IS told in SadvBr 1, 1, 24 the gods and the counter-gods vied
with each other Between the two hostile camps the sage
Gautama was absorbed m asceticism Indra asked him to

act as a spy for the gods out of his stiategical position When
the holy man refused this, Indra pioposed to change himself
into Gautama’s shape and take his seat on the seer’s place
This was granted, and that is the reason why the piicst up-
till now during the Subrahmanya iitanv calls India b\ the
words “O Thou Who callst Thyself Gautama ^ SadvBr.
1 , 1, 23, according to the Jaiminiyas the sage in question w^as

Kau^ika)
By operating in this tricky way, Indra made the good

cause to pievail Involuntarily the scene of this god piactismg
austerities and perhaps teachmg as Gautama between two hos-
tile armies is associated with the setting of the Bhaga\ad Gita
where Krsna taught his fallacious doctrine to Arjuna between
the aimies of the Pandavas and the Kauravas on the of
the Bharata war

Indra had some experience in actirg as Gautama It is a
famous story how he seduced that sage’s wife Ahalya by appear-
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mg to her in her husband’s guise during the hours before sun-

rise, when Gautama had gone to perform his mornmg religious

'duties Some versions of this tale still add to Indra’s versati-

lity by relating how the god as a cock deceived Gautama by
crowing too early before sunrise, while as a cat he tried to evade
the sage’s terrible wrath through the window

The purpose for which the god applied his maya is rather

malevolent this time brmgmg the wife of another man under
Ins control We know of Indra’s amorous disposition by some
other stories which need not be presented here The legend
of Indra and the wife of Gautama does not occur m the RV ,

It IS alluded upon in the first chapter of the SadvBr mentioned
before where Indra is invoked with various names in the cadre
of the Subrahmanya litany In 1, 1, 19 the priest addresses

him with the words ^'Thou, Lover of Ahalya
Sometimes Indra is told to covet demons’ wives presum-

ably in the cadre of the eternal strife between gods and their

adversaries Thus in the Veda he loves Vilistenga (see below),
in the Mbh the wife of Bali(Mbh 5, 15) It is noted m pass-

ing that also Indra’s wife, Indrani, is able to destroy adversa-

ries with a magical means (RV 10, 145

)

Theie may be an indication in the Veda of a surprising

fact the king of the gods, the bellowing bull, was able to assume
the form of a woman That a quality of female affection could

be ascribed to him is proved by RV 8, 1, 2 where the poet states

his loving familiarity with his chosen deity

Vasydm Indrdsi me pihir uta bhrdtur abhunjatah mdta ca

me chadayathah samd Vaso

‘"Thou, Indra, art better for me than my father or my brother,

who do not feed me. Thou pleasest me, being equal to a

mother ”

The place where Indra is called a wife oi woman (RV
1, 51, 13) is very obscuie, one of those many allusions to un-
known or veiy defectively known myths in which the Rgveda
IS so abundant In the stanza mentioned it is said that “Thou
gavest to the aged and staggering Kaksivant, when he piessed

soma, a young girl Vreaya, thou becamest the Mena of Vrsa-

nasva, O ingenious One, all these (deeds) of Thine should be
proclaimed at the sacrificial sessions” [1]
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The SadvBr 1, 16 in the passage on the Subrahmanya

referred to above calls Indra also by the name '"Mena of Vrsa-

nasva and offers as an explanation of this u'^age that Indra

was m love with Menaka^, the daughter of Vrsanasva Mena—an

unsatisfactory statement, for if this was the case, why should

Indra have been said to become a M!ena^ Sayana on RV 1,51,

13 avoids this difficulty by asserting that Indra came to Menaka
in the form of Mena who was a woman in Vrsanasva’s house-

hold It IS not clear what he means by this Did Indra really

assume Mena's form or did he only disguise himself as this

woman as Geldner interprets That he really became Mena is

said unambiguously in JaimBr 2 78 Vr^anasvasya ha Mend bhutvd

Maghavd kula uvdsa "having become Mena, the Bounteous One
lived in Vrsanasva’s household’’ In the same tradition stands

MS 2, 5, 5 (p 54, 7) KS 13, 5 (p 186, 6) gives a similar

story but with Vilistenga in the leading part Indro vai Vihster gam
ddnavim akamayata^ so ^suresv acarat Stry eva stn^v abhavaty pumdn
pumsu "Indra loved the demoness Vilistenga He lived among the

Asuras He became a woman among the women, a man among
the men” This version points to temporary disguises assure ed by
the god in order to have unhampered access to his beloved

—

a motif which exists also later m Indian literature Oertel^'*

collected some instances from popular folklore and liteiature

on the motif of a man who approaches his beloved by disguising

himself as a woman, ceitamly they constitute interesting read-

ing from the viewpoint of cultural history, but in our opinion
they are of no avail for explaining the obscuiitv of the Rgvedic
allusion to Mena Oertel takes foi granted the SadvBi
author’s assertion that Indra changed himself m order to win
the king’s daughter, but it is better to be sceptical about the
trustworthiness of this tradition Eggeling, while commenting
on SatBr 3, 3, 4, 17,^® deems it bkely that the myth in question
had been forgotten in the time of the SadvBr when a new
version had come into existence In any case we aie not in
a position to permit oui selves a definite judgment on the prob-
lem Besides, the word mend is used also on othei places m
the RV as a noun meaning "woman” or "wife” And the
place RV 1, 51, 13 has been interpieted in a completely diffe-

rent way by Kane, 1962, p 950f This author, who tried to
show on the pages mentioned that there existed in the Veda
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a lively tradition of devotion to Indra (Indra-bhakti)^ suggests

that Indra’s becoming a wife was done out of compassion
‘"It will be clear that he (Indra) assumed the form of a

wife for the sake of a devotee After gi\ing a few other

instances of Indra’s compassionate nature, the author says

“these stories remind us of the stories in the works of the

medieval sages’’

It is very impiobable that medieval themes can be trans-

planted as such into the Vedic age with its completely different

social setting and economic background But Kane’s ascrip-

tion of this feat of Indra to his compassion as motif does not at

first sight seem impossible, the less so because in the same stanza

Indra is said to have given Vrcaya, apparently as a boony to

his worshipper the aged Kaksivant Is it unthinkable that

India became a human woman in order to gratify the wish
of a privileged devotee ^ The motif of Mena—as an mcarnation
of Indra or not—would m that case be related to that of Urvasi,

the divine “nymph” who lived with king Pururavas In later

tradition Menaka—who seems to be a mythological double
of Mena—mdeed appears as an Apsaras and also (mostly with
the name Mena) as the wife of the Himavant and the mother
of Pai vati

The Mena problem is complicated still further when the

question is posed who was the Vrsana^va whose Mena Indra
became His name is mentioned only once in the RV and
thus there is no contemporary hint that he was even a king at

all And it is necessary to look with Geldner, 1 c
,
to RV 1 , 121

,

2b anu svajdm mahisas caksata vram mendm asvasya pan mdtaram
goh ‘‘as a buffalo he desired the lusty female boin from himself,

the mena of the horse he made into the mother of the cow”
And V lOy 111, 3b says an mendm krnvann acyuto bhuvad goh

patir divah sanaja apratitah “the Stable One, producing a mena
of the cow, the Ancient One, he became the Lord of heaven,

without adversaries” In the stanza cited first Indra seems to

be presented as desiring his own daughtei, a mare, he fecundat-

es her with or changes her into a cow In the second stanza

the mejid is said to be a cow herself, and it is noticed that Indra’

s

maivellous feat assures him cosmical supremacy The details

are completely unclear, especially when it is remembeied that

the name Vrsanasva means “bull-horse” or pe-^haps “stallion”
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It seems <xs if the human and the animal element merge in this

dim distance
3
and we wonder if the Mena has been conceived

as a theriomorphic deity by appearing as whom Indra played
an important creative role

These allusions in the RV remain obscure^ but m any case

Indra seems to have been thought of as changing himself into

a female, be it of a human or an animal form In the other

Mantras and the Brahmanas, however, there is the tradition,

as we saw, that Indra might become a woman with selfish ends
in view (we notice that according to RV 8, 104, 24 z. yatudhana

or sorcerer is able to appear both as a man or a woman) Accord-
ing to the SadvBr 1 c , Indra is called Mena because he
loved Menaka In the KS 1 c , it is said that he moves among
the Asuras in order to make love in secret to their woman Vilis-

tenga, although we have to admit that according to AV 7,

38, 2 the Asura woman forced him to come to her No wonder
that the texts recognize that Indra incuried grave dangers by
behaving himself like this The MS 2, p 54, 4 (accoiding to

Geldner 1 c
)
says that ‘^^by Nirrti that woman is caught who

possesses a male form and also that man who possesses a female
form’% adding that when Indra became Vrsanasva’s Mena he
was caught by Niirti The ritual cadre in the MS is that Indra
succeeded in liberating himself by performing the subiahn anya
sacrifice Something similai is told m the KS on the occasion
of the Vilistenga myth Nirrti chased away by Indra became
a castrated animal Thus, uptill now, the texts conclude, if

a person feels caught by Nirrti (impotent abnormally inclin-

ed'!^), liQ should offer a castrated animal to Indra It should
be added that during this same ceremony the officiating piiest

himself IS also called Subrahmanya, that is he is addressed as

a female Like his divine prototype, he acts by may a, with
natural human ends in view for himself or the sacrificer his

client, and evades the dangers
We add succinctly that in post-Vedic literature when Indra

has lost his paramount position, he is still sometimes said to

figure on earth in a human shape, usually to take human beings
to test or to present some religious truth In the story ofUttanka
in Mbh 1, 3 the hero of the legend is presented by Indra, who
appears on his way as a horseman, with startling difficulties,

despite the fact that Uttanka was on a very urgent and delicate
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mission In the cadre of this mission Uttarka’s immediate
goal appears to be that the serpent demons come under his power
indgd me va§am lyur itz)y and Indra turns out to be the one who
helps him realize this In Mbh 1, 76, 4 during the tale of
Yayati it is told that Indra in the shape ofVayu the god ofWind
blows into confusion the clothes of bathing girls One other
instance, from the Kathas 1, 7, 89 as a falcon (syena-) Indra
takes K-ing Sibi to test He pursues Dharma who has changed
himself mto the guise of a pigeon (mdydkapotavapu^am) The
pigeon takes refuge with §ibi who offers to the falcon as much of

his own flesh as the pigeon weighs The pigeon keeps growing,
and at last Sibi lays himselfdown on the scale At that moment
a divine voice cheers at him and Indra and Dharma again
assume their usual form

As a modern instance we mention a tale told by Swami
Ramdas, in which Indra humiliates a deluded brahman

Having thus discussed a few mstances of the application

by the god Indra of his maya or power of changing himself into

another form, one may try to resume the methods apphed by
him and the goals which he aspires after When Bergaigne

points out^® that in the Veda Indra is only benevolent in charac-

ter because he always fights the demons this may be true when
seen out of the dualistic conception of the eternal strife of the

Devas agamst the Asuras But we can say something more.
Both gods and counter-gods make use of their maya, and both
do this with their own ends in view The fact that the human
beings are on the side of the gods turns the latters’ maya, so

to say, into ‘‘'white’’ and that ofthe Asuras into “black Morals
do not exist in their own right in Vedic society, or, in any case,

in another way than in our own times The gods, when fight-

ing the Asuras, take off the truth of their Speech and depose it

with the Asvins and with Pusan, after they have conquered the

Asuras by untruth, they again obtain truth from the Alvins and
Pusan Also a human being, even when pursuing selfish

goals from our point of view, may try to reahze them by means
of the maya which is, of course, “white” for him An instance

IS furnished by AV 4, 38, 3, where luck in gambhng is invoked

by the aid ofmaya (Devanandan, p 21

)

Turning now again to Indra, and applying ethical stan-

dards, we cannot say that this god uses his wonder-working
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power always m an honest way On the contrary^ he sometimes

acts like a murderer and a deceiver We shall overlook the

fact that he is a drunkard, but he is invoked to bring the ene-

mies out of their senses (AV 3, 1, 5) He casts his net of magic
(Indrajala) over his adversaries (AV 8, 8, 8, see below, Ch 5)

he tricks them into death by means of ignominious ruses He
kills Namuci while basing himself upon a flagrantly mischievous

Intel pretation of their mutual tieaty He steals the sun

He steals the Water-of-Life from the snakes (Mbh) He craves

for another’s wife His behaviour became even too much for

the gods themselves who decide to exclude him from the Soma
draught because of his misdeeds against Visvarfipa the son of

Tvastar, against Vrtra, the Yatis, the Arurmaghas and Brhas-

pati Yet Indra gained access to the Soma by stealing it from
Tvastar

The malicious sides of Indra’s character are brought into

the foreground by a younger Vedic text, the KausBUp (3, 1 )

where the god boastmgly admits them himself during a remark-

able discourse with Prataidana ""The supreme gift’% Indra

says there, ""is to know me” In the next paragraph he expounds
that he is to be considered as the prana or life breath, but before

that he gives a short survey of his mighty deeds [2] “I killed

the three-headed son of Tvastar (Visvarupa, his own domestic

priest) 5 I delivered the Arunmukha Yatis C^) to the Salavrkas

(jackals ^ sorcerers or demons in the guise of woKes by
transgressing many treaties I ciushed the sons of Prahlada (these

were millions of Asuras of great magical powers accoiding to

the Skt commentary) m heaven, in the intermediate space

(I crushed) the Paulomas, on earth the Kalakahjas, and m all

the'^e circumstances no hair of my body was hurt A.nd he
who knows me (the Skt commentary interprets who creates

me before his eyes, sdksdt kurvatah')^ by no deeds of his of what-
ever nature will his future world {loka-

^

one might expect
/<?mfl-‘"hair of his body”) be hurt, not by theft, not by killing

a brahman
5
not by killing his own mother or father, of him,

even when he commits evil, the bloom (thus Cowell, text

nilam^ comm kdnti-) will not depart from his face ” The
Skt commentary adds that Indra is the knower of the Atman,
and because he possesses that insight, the ordinary ethical code
does not apply to him His insight was the result of his good
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]varmaii In the same way, the person who associates himself
with this Indra and obtains insight mto the nature of prana
and atman stands above morality We observe how the tradi-

tion of Indra’s divme amoral behaviour has been adapted in

this esoteric passage into the pattern of the emancipatory role

of the yogin’s course

Still the meditation upon Indra '’s delusive powers may
lead man also to more worldly ends, as is stated by SadvBr
1, 2, 7-11 the priest who calls Indra during the Subrahmanya
litany with the names memorizing his various mayas or wondrous
transformations^ adding some formulas for driving away evil

spirits, will procure to his sacrificer in an abundant manner
the salutary forces of brahman and sri And in the next para-

graph It IS added that “^"this is the expiatory rite {prdjiaicitti-)

for all that is known and that is not known
Our Vedic sources on the subject are too vague But

what must have been meant by the two text passages discussed

above is that by a summing up of and meditation on the mani-
festations of Indra’s maya the worshipper or sacrificer obtains

earthly welfare, atonement for evil, and even, if he has realized

the faculty ofmystical insight, the way to release from the lound
of births

3 VisnvCs mdyd in the epic

The considerable change m economical and social cir-

cumstances which took place between the periods of the early

Veda and the epic is reflected by the emergence of other views

of the world, other ideals, a changed mythology and other

gods m the pantheon We now turn especially to Visnu who
IS in some lespects Indra’s successor in Indian religious his-

tory^^ and observe how this god applies his maya or suprai ormal
creative power Already m the Vedas it is said that Visnu

by his mighty three steps kills his iivals In the epics the

faculty of maya is often ascribed to the Supreme God, be he
Visnu or another, and his unpredictable and seemingly irres-

ponsible dealings with mankind We dwell here on a few

instances m which the maya of Visnu/Krsna is reflected upon
in a characteristic manner They belong to the best known
passages from the Mahabharata

Ip Mbh 3, 31, 1& the leader of the Pandavas, Yudhisthira,
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has been beaten by Sakuni in the game of dice and in conse-

quence thereof the Pandavas with their common wife Draupadi
are driven out of the capital Hastmapura This causes Draupadi
to lament on God^s unfair treatment of mankind as the cause

of their precarious situation The passage is worth to be looked,

at with some attention [3 ]

‘*My mind comes to an extreme state of bewilderment,"*

Draupadi says, ""and is distressed now that I have realized our
sorrow and calamity of this size Certam old sayings now come
to my mind the world stays in the power {vase) of the Lord, it

has no power over itself It is the Creator Who disposes happi-

ness and sorrow, experiences which are hoped for or detested,

to the creatures, pronouncing the bright things first Just

as a clever and experienced man keeps in motion the limbs of

a wooden woman puppet [I follow the Southern recension],

m the same way (God acts with) these creatures, O King Like

Space, the Lord pervades all beings and distributes here on
earth the good and evil (experiences) This (world) without doubt
IS powerless, abiding in the power of the Lord, no master over

Itself nor over others, just like a bird bound to a thread Like

a jewel tied to a string, like a bull bound by a nose ring (the

world) follows the Creator’s instructions, it is completely His,

consigned to Him Man is not even for a moment of time master
over himself, like a tree torn loose from the bank and floating

in the middle of the stream These creatures are ignorant and
without control over their own happiness or unhappiness,

urged on by the Lord they reach heaven or hell Just as some
tips of grass are in the power of the overwhelming wind, so all

creatures are in the power (va^e) of the Creator, O Bharata (28)

No matter if the Lord binds them to noble or evil karman,
penetrating the creatures He roams about without being
observed Observe the power of His maya, as it is wielded
by the Lord He causes living beings to kill living beings,

having deluded them by His own maya (31) (35 ) that Lord,
the Spontaneously-Born One, the Primeval Grandfather, dis-

guising Himself (chadma krtvd) harms the living beings, using

them as His tools, this Lord, combining and separating, actmg
according to His own desire, plays as it were with His creatures

just like a child with his toys Not like a mother or a father

O King, does the Creator deal with His creatures, it seems as
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if He acts in a rage^ lust like all other human beings here on
earth"’ When I observe how noble and righteous beings

are in a shameful and wretched position^ and how the rascals

(andrya) are happy,, my mind is disturbed ’’

In this impressive lament Draupadi shows herself over-

whelmed by man’s powerlessness and helplessness before the

irresponsible drive of the divine activity which seems to play
a cruel play with mankind It is true that the divmity address-

ed here is Brahma, the Creator and Grandfather of the human
race, but Yudhisthira in his answer in the next chapter (Mbh
3, 32) clearly identifies this Creator with Krsna/Narayana
Who is the All-god The essence of Yudhisthira’s pious plead*

mg IS that Draupadi by speakmg thus has fallen into an
irreligious point ofview One should on the contrary

always honour and adore the Lord Who opens the door to

final release out of the evils of the world, says Yudhisthira But
Draupadi’s words retain their force and are certainly not with*

out parallels Already m AV 4, 16, 5 (a cursmg stanza)

It has been said that Varuna handles his creatures according

to his will, like a dice player the dices Another instance is

to be found in the drama Mrcchakatika, where in the sixth

act Vasantasena says^^ ‘‘'Alas * alas * O Lord, Destroyer ^

Thou playest with the fortunes of mankind which for Thee aic
equal to drops ofwater fallen from a lotus leaf” [4]

Visnu’s maya is alluded to on several places m the Great
Epic For example, in 12, 325, 4 Visnu is called among others

by the name mahdmdyddhara “Bearer of supranormal Maya”
(compare PST 21, 59 mdydtman), In Mbh 12 290, 57 [5] it

IS stated by Bhisma that the world is to be compaied to foam of

the waters, enveloped as it is by Visnu’s hundreds of mayas In
the next lines the speaker dilates upon the pool pf inertness

(famai*) in which the quality of activity {rajas) has been immers-
ed like a helpless {avasa-) elephant sagged in the wet mud
of a drinking pool Only those who reflect {sdmkhydh) are
able to cut these bonds by the sword of wisdom and the rod
of asceticism (st 60), the perfect mums cross the dreadful ocean
of existence After some intermediate stages they reach the

Lord Narayana who at last causes them to enter the Supieme
Atman (76)

The best known statement on Visnu’s maya from the Mbh*
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-IS Without doubt BhGita 7^ 13-15 [6] ‘‘By these three

ways of existence which consist cl the (three) basic qualities

(gunas) this whole world is deluded {mohitam) ^ it does not

recognize Me as being elevated above them and impeiishable,.

for divine and difficult to overcome is this maya of Mine v^hich

connsts of these thiee qualities But those who seek then le-

fuge in Me alone will cross this maya The evildoeis, the delud-

ed {mudhdh)y the despicable sort of men;, do not seek their

refuge m Me, their insight has been taken away by the maya,
so that they cling to a demoniac state of existence’’

In this passage the maya occurs as a deceptive power
by means of which the Supreme Lord subdues those who do
not resort to Him or worship Him as then God Those who
possess the insight realize that this maya is no other thing than

the three basic strands of the cosmic process The evildoers,

however, are caught by these three and deluded by them
This means that they have fallen into the state of demons,
or, more exactly, counter-gods (Asuras) doomed to be tucked
and subdued by God’s power The Vedic Asuras who were
overpowered by Indra and the other gods have taken on human
-flesh and blood here as the smners and heretics The god
who wields this maya has some affinity with the god of the Old
Testament who made the King of Egypt to harden his heart

No clear distinction is made between human responsibility

and divine decree of destiny The deluded are the same as

the evildoers

It IS important to note in this connexion that by His
maya God as it were conceals Himself from ordinary creatures

Although we evade the quesUon of etymology, one should pomt
to one of the names by which Visnu is known in Tamil litera-

ture Mayon ^‘He who conceals Himself” (Tamil root mdy^
*‘to conceal”)

In BhGita 7, 25 Krsna says that he is not revealed to

everyone because he is veiled by his maya which is a yoga,
which means that it realizes itself by a methodical exertion from
the side of God In Mbh 12, 323, 42 it is told how Visnu
appeared on a certain hour of worship, while the people pre-
sent were unable to observe him ‘‘deluded by his maya” {yayam
Xv enam na pasydmo mohitds tasya m^qyd, place discussed by Deva-
nandant, p* 66)* From later literature we cite KulaCT 1, 18,
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mdvaydcchddya cdtmdnam ^^havixig veiled Myself by maya’’ (here

the Great Goddess is the speaker) , while Kabir m one of his

poems accuses Han (Visnu) of being a brigard who avoids

being recogn zed h ding hunself and terrorizing the innocent

soul

The maya is a veil^ a shroud like the shroud in the temple
by which the image of God is usually concealed from the eye

of the spectators Ramanuia^ on EhGita 1y 14, mentions as

the specific function of the maya that it causes the real nature
of the Lord to disappear {asydh kdryam Bhagavatsvarupatirodhcnam)

Nilakantha in his commentary on the same passage of the

BnGita calls the maya a minor created by phantasy in the Pure
Intelligence {cit) in v^hich no diffetence between Gcd ard soul

exists The false representations created by this mmer over-

power or subjugate {vastkit^a) the individual soul which m
reality is no other thing than a reflection of that Pure Intelli-

gencca- and obscure that reflection

It IS lemarkable how this idea of ‘"subjugating’’ {vasi-^

katana-^ is in the minds of the epic authors and the commenta-
tors when they come to reflect on God’s maya God is some-
times called a vasin “Possessor of subjugating power’’^ perhaps
for the first time in jSvetUp 6^ 12 eko vait mskriydndm bahundm
“the unique Possessor of the power which subjugates the many
(souls) which are without activity” The Mbh calls Han a
vahn in 12, 326, 9 And the Balinese hymn called Vedasara
(Stuti & Stava No 381) in its second stanza says the same:
^asikaro devo Vi^nuhy sarvaSatrubhqyamkarah “God Visnu is a Sub-
jugator Who inspires fear in all His enemies” Draupadi
insisted that the entire world is in the Lord’s power (see above),
and the same is implied m Mbh* 8, 49, 17 where Krsna pro-

nounces his judgment on mankind
Amicqyajno ht narah kdrydkdryavimsccyej

avaio muhyate pdrtha jathd tvam mudha eva tu]]

'^‘‘Man IS incapable of any decision on the moment of decision

between what should be done and what should not be doncj^

devoid of disposing power, he is subjected to delusion, O
Arjuna, just as you are deluded ”

In Mbh. 13, 135, 135 it is agam declared that “this world
comprising all moving and unmovmg creatures, includmg the

gods, counter-gods, Gandharvas, Yak§as, Serpents andRaksasas,
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IS m the subjugating power of K.rsna’% and, in st 140 ""The

unique Visnu, the Supranormal Being, has penetiated the

beings separately in different forms, the three worlds, and He,
Whose Self is identical with the beings, enjoys them, the En-
joyer of all, the Impeiishable One^" [7]

In a more philosophical context the maya itself is stated

to be a subjugating force by Nilakantha in his commentary on
BhGita 7, 14 ""The mirror of maya which has been conceived

within the Pure Intelligence in which no separation between
Soul and Lord exists— (this maya), having subjugated the Soul

the form of Which is a reflection of Intelligence proceeds ob-

structing the quality of Intelligence mheient in its reflectoiy

nature” [8] Another view is expressed in two stanzas quoted

by Dhanapati in his commentary on the same passage of the

BhGita ""It is taught that Nature {prakrti) which consists

of the three stiands of inertia, activitv and lucidity is twofold

(viz pure and impure) , it is further taught that out of the pure
and impure aspects of its nature develop maya and avidya
(""Ignorance”) The Lord, the Omniscient One, Whose
reflection is the maya, keeps Her (Nature) in subjection”

The reader might remember the words of the SvetUp 4, 9

""’Out of it the Wielder of maya creates this entiie world,
but by this same maya the otheis are being captivated withm
it’^ [9] Sankara on BhGita 9, 8, while paiaphrasmg the woid
avastabhya which denotes the activity by which God is said to

ihfiuence Nature, again uses the term vasikrtya ""having sub-
jugated^’ As an instance from the Puranas there is DeviBh-
Pur 6, 31, 46f ""the whole world including gods, countcr-gods
knd human beings is subjected to maya, the embodied soul,

being subjected to maya, moves about in obedience to its sub-
jugating power” [10] This power of subjugation {vohk^ ranvii)

is also one of the most characteiistic faculties of the caithly
magician, as will appear below (see Chapter 6 5)

4 Deluded by maya

Another faculty which is of a specifically magical charac-
ter and which is constantly, almost invaiiably expressed side
by side with the Load’s maya is that of ""delusive power” The
AV (3, 1, 5} invited Indra to delude the mimical army with the
words Indra sindm mohayd and Indrah sendm mohayatu (st 6),
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while in AV 6^ 67 both Indra and Pusan were addressed for

this end with an additional command to the army itself muhyantv

adyamtih sSnd amitrdndm these armies of the enemies should at

this moment become deluded (lose their senses)’’ This idea

of causing others to lose their senses {mohana-') is applied in

the epic and the Puranas on the speculative plane Visnu
deludes {mohayati) mankind and mankind is beang deluded
(mohita-) by Him so that they are bereft of their senses {mudha-)

and lose the way to final release out of sight Nilakantha on
BhGita 7, 15 paraphrases mudhah with dtmdndtmavivekahindh

^foeing devoid of the insight into what is the Self and what is not
the Self’% indeed the word moha ‘^delusion” often occurs in

philosophical texts as a synonym of ajndna “ignorance”^ the

fundamental cause of man’s being bound to the karmic exis-

tence This delusion is compared to the state of the credulous

spectators at a performance of jugglery who with open mouth
gaze at the creation of mystery without realizing the trick

Ramanuja on BhGita 7^ 14 argues that also a magician is called

mdydvin ^ ^possessor of maya” because during a magical perfor-

mance he creates the idea of reality with respect to something
which IS devoid of meanings he does so by means of spells,

herbs and other ingredients Further on he adds '‘this whole
worlds deluded by the maya of the Lord, does not recognize

the Lord as the embodiment of unceasing boundless joy” [11]

Some other statements on the delusive character of Visnu’

s

maya are presented now It would be easy to increase their

numbei A few cases weie already mentioned in passing

Draupadi complains (Mbh 3, 31, 31) that the Lord “deludes

people by His ^maya” According to BhGita 7, 13 the world
is deluded by the three gunas This state of affairs is due to

God’s maya (7, 14) The evildoers are deluded ^ their insight

is taken away by maya (7, 15) Sankara on BhGita 7, 14

considers the maya as the force which deludes all beings {sarva--

bhutamohimm) In Mbh 12, 323, 42 those present declare that

they are unable to behold Han “being deluded by His maya”
In Mbh 12, 47, 48 Visnu is addressed with these words

To mohayati bhutdm snehardgdnubandhanaih I

sargasya raksandrthdya tasmaz mohdtmane namah / /

“He who causes the beings to be deluded by th|^G|tfering
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emotions of attachment and passion in order to preserve

creation—to Him Whose Self is delusion, honoui'" Haiivan^sa

(78, 32 Ciitical note line 12f
)
says that on a ceitain tm e the

karma of all souls will become manifest, and that the ira'^a

which IS difficult to see through even foi the gods will dis-

appear^ the fact that this woild is deluded is caused only by
the karman [12]

Instances from other texts are abundant The compara-
tively recent K.i*sna Up m stanza 12 duibodham kuhakam tasya

Tndyayd mohitam jagat “difficult to lealize are His tricky w^ays,

by maya is the world deluded^" The Puianas aie nevei tiied of
repeating the point over and again MtPur 47, 1 1 says with

respect to K.rsna

So ^vatirno mahim devah pravisio mdnusLVi tai U7V j

mohayan sa^vabhutd^ii yogdtmd yogamdyayd/

/

“He, the God, has descended on earth ard enteicd a hriran
body, deluding all creatures, by the supranoimal feat of PIis

maya-j because His Self is supranormal activity’’ Here we
again observe the close relation which sometimes exists between
the woids yoga ard maya Gonda, 1970, p 199, n 120, who
cit s the passage, translates maya with “his inscrutable cicative

powei*’ It seems, however, that the idea of “cieativity^’ is not
exactly what is meant in a context like this It is the incompre-
hensible faculty of fallacious shape-charging which causes man-
kind to lose Its orientation which is glorified heie as the guiding
prirciple of divint behaviour

From younger sources BrVPur Krsnajanirakhanaa, 78,

19 asserts that man is “enveloped in all his works by passion,

anger, greed and delusion, always being deluded by m^ya,
devoid of insight and weak’' [13] The same text, Ganapati-
khanda, 7, 122 reports Parvati’s words to Visnu Thy
maya I became the Maya, and having deluded the Asuias m
former times I killed them all ” In ch 8 of the same khanda
(st 2), Parvati is allowed to obtain the sight of Krsna’s foim
which IS the cause of delusion to all {sarvamohanam

) ,
this occurs

in the cadre of her observance which was taken up in oider to
obtain a child In BhPur 8, 12, 21 Siva beholds Visnu in the
guise of a woman who “deludes the world by her own maya’^
{vimohayantim jagad dtmamdyayd) And some lines further
(st 38) Visnu, having resumed his own form, says to J§iva
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Congratulations to Thee, Thou art again restored in Thy
normal state of mind, because Thou hast been easily deluded
by me in the guise of a woman^ by the force of My maya
In stanza 43 Siva then addresses the sages “Have you beheld
the maya of the Unborn One, the Supreme Man, the most
exalted Divinity I,. Who am the Bull of divine constituents^

am bv.ing deluded by it, although independent of nature va^a --)

,

how much more others who are dependent f’' The whole twelfth

chapter bears the name Sankaramayamohanam The BhPur^
constantly repeats the theme In 8^ 5, 30 Visnu is praised
“whose maya nobody is able to overcome, (the maya^) by which
people IS being deluded and does not know what is best” In
12,10,2 “by Whose maya even the gods are deluded, and which
IS cleared up only by insight” In 3, 6, 39 “the maya of the
Lord, which deludes even other possessors of maya”, and in

10, 23y 50 in honour of Krsna “Honour be to Thee, O Lord
Krsna of the razor-shaip insight, by Whose maya our intelli-

gence has been deluded, so that we wander on the byways of
karman’’ [14]

The South Indian Vaikhanasa Agama called Vimanar-
canakalpa and ascribed to the sage Marici in its concise dis-

cussion on the nature of existence (ch 88, p 505 ) argues

“this soul text dehah)y having undergone birth and being
fetteied with the noose of family life, is deluded by the mav^
of the Lord, and that is the reason that he commits all these

sms of passion, angei, greed delusion, piide, jealousy, and
violence” [15] The BNarPur (36, 10) varies the same theme
with “They who, being deluded in their minds by His maya,
do not observe the Self although it is within their reach , these

same people, when the maya has gone away from them, observe

His own form which is the Self of all” [16] We do not give

instances from literary sources and content ourselves with

pointing to Kathas 12, 25, 51 mdydjdlam vimohdya “a net of maya
in order to cause delusion” and 12, 25, 64 tanmdydmohitah

“being deluded by His maya”
But also iSiva is the owner of a maya and by it ne created

delusion according to LiPur 2, 51, 10 mohaydmdsa mdyayd

In SivaPur (p 180, st 25) the maya of !§iva is stated to be
“difficult to be seen through for all embodied beings here on
this earth, except for the devotee who has surrendered himself
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to God, the whole world is being deluded by it"’ [17] Not
insight but bhakti is here the quality which is able to lead

man out of the maya The same force is ascribed to the Great

Goddess in DeviBhPur 6, 25^ 24 '""the maya is strong, O brah-

man, and difficult to be left behind by those "who have not

developed themselves, it is formless and devoid of symbols

,

It deludes even those who possess insight”, and in 6, 26, 2

^hn this round of births there is no embodied being free from
delusion ” Even all gods including Visnu and the ancient

sages are enveloped by it and wander about on the path of

existence A little further, 6, 28, 2 again repeats ‘^by maya
the entire world is deluded including moving and unmoMng
beings” [18] A related text, the Tripuiarahasya, Malles-

varakhanda, 9, 61, declares anadisaktya tava mayayd vat baddha

janas ctrakalad vimudhdh ""by Thy maya which is the beginning-

less Energy mankind is bound and deluded from length of

time’’ The same woik, Jhanakhanda,^^ connects the maya
also with Siva ""People continue to lament without anv cause,

being deluded by the maya of Mahade\a” May^'a is like a
snake created by magic, but this illusory powei of the divine
consciousness has no effects on that consciousness itself, just as

a juggler is by no means deluded by his own tricks (idem, p
117) One might compare BhPur 12, 10, 30 ""Not for so

much, the experience of the Lord is not defiled by these
activities which are only manifestations of His maya, just like

the tricks of a juggler {mdyinY^ [18a] The image of the jug-
gler has been alluded to above

Even Buddhist texts apply the theme The K CT (2, 12)
teaches that everybody experiences sorrow in all six states of
his life, and that this whole woild is deluded by maya {sakala-

jagad tdam mohitam mayayd ca) The MMD (22,76) recognizes
the maya as the force which ""always is the cause of the woild’s
delusion” {jagatsammohznz sadd) The famous Namdev says

there is scarcely one who understands Him, all being delud-
ed by the variegated picture drawn by Maya”

As a special feature of God’s maya it is sometimes told
that He assumes other forms in ordei to delude mankind by
teaching false doctrines The best known instance is ViPur
3, 18, lOff , according to which Visnu incarnated as the ascetic
Mayamoha and led the heretics astray An interesting aspect
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is that Vismi did this in order to come to the aid of the gods
who had been defeated by the Asuras Against the Pahca-
ratra school the argument wasiaised that God had taught its

tenets for the delusion of the unbelievers The same assertion

was also made with predilection against the unorthodox Tan-
tric cults

These instances may suffice It is clear that there is a
very close connection between the maya ofGod and the magical
power of spreading delusion It has been shown also that the
maya of this sort is not restricted to Visnu Siva and Devi are

also said to possess this power, although probably less frequently

In Mbh 13, 17, 85 Siva also is called Mahamaya (Visnu is

called by this name in Mbh 13, 135, 31) Thus the names of

the gods may differ, but the way in which they wield their ins-

crutable powers is essentially the same These powers appear
to human experience as magical in nature God is a magician
He plays with his subiects They are brought to bewilderment,
they are deprived of their senses and subjugated completely
to His discretion They wander helplessly about on the path
of life, being driven out of their homes, as has been so beauti-

fully stated by BhPur 10, 23,50 cited above But by the

same powers they are being iiresistibly attracted towards
God as the Cowherdesses once were to Krsna the divine Herds-
man and their enchanting Lover, they all forgot their married
state and hurried towards him This is His magical povver of

attraction (dkarsana’')^ even recognized by the Balinese hymn
(Stull & Stava No 540) in its stumbling Archipelago Sans-

krit JVdrdvana kdkarsanam ^^Naravana is the force of atti action’’

This force is described simply but effectivel’)^ m this passage

from a tribal song of the Bhumi]^®

‘‘What to do and where to go ^

I can stay no more in my home
Which magic has he played ^

I can stay no more in my home ”

5 Krma^s fallaciousness

The question may be asked which are Visnu’s motives for

applying His delusive powers It is a fortunate circumstance
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that He very often acts in this way in order to destroy enemies

and demons who menace the human race In this quality he

IS in the Veda the chief companion, later one of the chief succes-

sors of Indra It is unnecessary to dwell upon this point here

The motivation of Visnu’s incarnation as Krsna is twofold

according to MtPur 47,12 restoration of the dh.2irrn'3L{dharmasja

samsthdnarn) and destruction ofthe Asuras (asurdndm prand^anam)

In the Mbh, Krsna energetically supports the sake of the Five

Pandavas He slays a great number of Asuras He is one of

the chief driving forces behind their ultimate victory With
Arjuna he forms a famous pair of ^^Black and White’" He has
been considered to represent m particular Visnu’s nature of
maya, the Krsna Up (st 11) calls him mayavigrahadharana

"bearing the bodily manifestation of the maya”
But we may well ask who is this Krsna The fallacious,

even treacherous sides of his character are too well known to be
dilated upon here^^ We shortly recall a few instances He
tricked the enemies m various ways such as confronting them
with unnatural darkness (Mbh 7, 121, 15ff ) He took away
Rukmini who was the betrothed of §isupala(2, 42, ISff He
suggested to Drona that his son Asvatthaman had been slam
which was not true (7, 164, lOlf ) He censured Yudhisthira
for his generous behaviour towards Duryodhana (9, 32, Iff )

It was Krsna who advised Arjuna to take the oppoitunity and
kill Kama while that hero was busy repairing the wheel of his

war chariot, notwithstanding Kama’s request to wait till he
had finished the repair (8, 66, 60ff ) Again incited by Ki sna^

Arjuna had already beforehand attacked Bhuri^-ravas fiom be-
hind and cut off his arm (7, 117, 54fF ) Of course the oppo-
nents do not lag behind in practising evil methods, yet one
necessarily feels sympathy for men like Bhlsma, Drona and
Kama who are fighters of pure and steady mind

,
perhaps even

for Duryodhana who is cruel and ill-tempered but also
honestly courageous in battle Contrary to the codes of martial
behaviour he is killed after being struck on the thigh by Bhima
on Krsna’s advice (9, 57) In Bhasa’s one-act dramatic play
Urubhanga ""The Breaking of the thigh” the details aie still

more explicit Krsna had slapped his own thigh as a secret
token for Bhima when the latter came into conflict with Dur-
yodhana (prose after st 22) When Bhima swung his mace
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for the decisive blow^ Krsna himself entered the weapon^^^
Duryodhana^s reaction after he has been struck down is that

he frankly admits Krsna's divinity "^He^ by whom Indra’s celes-

tial tree has been robbed together with that deity^’s bumptious-
ness, and who by His playfulness remained sleeping on the

ocean for a thousand years of the gods, by Him, Han, Who is

loved by the world, I have been referred to the clutches of Death
after He had entered the hard mace of Bhima, because He
prefers the fight with divine display of power^’ [19] Yet on
a former occasion the same Duryodhana, according to the Duta-
vakya by the same author®^, had uncompromisingly and haugh-
tily thrown all KLrsna's deceptive methods before his feet, when
the latter entered Duryodhana’s palace as an envoy After

Duryodhana refused to speak with him still further, Krsna fell

into vulgar abuses Duiyodhana ordered his bi others to kill

the envoy who had exceeded all restrictions inherent m his func-

tion, and even after Krsna had assumed his multiple divine

form {visvarupa) Duryodhana asserted that he would kill him
even if he used all his divine mayas (I, 40)

When Krsna comes to speak on his insights respecting

truth and untiuth^^, he frankly confesses himself to a policy of

pure-self interest in certain difficult circumstances untruthfulness

is admissible He brings this into practice e g , m Mbh 7, 164,

99 where he addresses Arjuna ^^Thou shouldst save us from
Diona let untruth prevail over truth, for when speaking untruth
in a matter of life and death one is not stained by one’s untruth-

fulness” [20] It is unnecessary to push the matter further,

Krsna’s character and methods are too well known and in

pioving this we would only repeat other authors This does

not imply that one should adhere to the 19th centuiy theory of
a reorientation from the Kaurava to the Pandava side in the

'prehistory” of the epic The point is only that Krsna, this

trickster, is the Supreme God who is the ultimate refuge of all

mankind His position involves that he is elevated above all

ethics of the ordinary Lind "Observe God’s supreme nature
and greatness, O Narada, He is never stained by His deeds,

be they good or evil” [21] And the Puiana author (MtPur
4, 6 ) applies this consideration to divine behaviour m general
"Because things which should be done or not be done do not
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entail their effects ofhappiness or soriow for the gods, therefore

It IS not meet that man should deliberate on their actions’’

Kdryakarye na devandm subhdsubhaphalaprade J

yasmdt tasmdn na rdjendia tadvicaro nrndm subhah I j

Like Indra^ Krsna is a lover of mariied women This

side ofhis nature has been amply illuminated by the Puranas and
later devotional literature The gopzs oi cowherdesses were
already alluded to above (p 25) ,

they are married to human
husbands but their heart is with Krsna At night they leave

their home and go to Him Do not their husbands have any
notion of what is gomg on ^ Certainly not, for Krsna by his

maya creates pseudo-gopis who spend the night with the deceived

husbands By this method, which is described only in compaia-
tively late sources, Krsna avoids the taint of adultery, be it m a

rather circumstantial way the real gopis as a matter of fact are

only his own (svakzya-)

^

while the husbands content themselves

With their magically created counterparts

It needs hardly be said that God Visnu in His own foim
IS irresistible for womankind The Sivaite LiPur (1, 80, 19f )

describes how the ladies of heaven are exalted withjoy when they
observe Visnu entering the celestial city, just as earthly women
are often described to rejoice when their king enters the residence

“^Then the women, having beheld Visnu, with eyes moving to

and fro out of passion, with hips broad, immediately set them-
selves to dancing, merrimaking and singing, and some of these

women, when they saw Han, sang with their faces gently smiling,

their garments somewhat loosened with strings of gold falling

loose’’ [22] The ability of inspiimg womankind with love

seems to have been considered an essential feature of divine

state Let us add that the gods, especially Krsna and Indra
(see above p 9 ) often apply this power m order to seduce the

wives of the demons or counter-gods , acts by which they weaken
the latters’ power^^ In shoit, Indra and Visnu may be umeli-
able, but after all they are on the side of mankind Perhaps
they are unreliable exactly because they are on this side Thus
the maya can be a power which woiks for good

6 Vi^nu in disguise

In keeping with what has been said before about an impor-
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tant aspect of the word maya in the Veda;, it should be noted
here that in epic and puranic Hinduism Visnu’s maya often

reveals itself by the creation of appearances in which this God
presents himselfin disguise The first allusion to the assumption
of another form by Visnu seems to be RV 7,1 00^6 ‘^^what has
been Thy motive^ O Visnu^ when Thou proclaimedst am
Sipivista'’ ^ Do not conceal this assumed form from us^ whenThou
wart present m the conflict m another shape”^^ [23] The
ability to assume disguises has been considered to be a peculiarity
ofVisnu’s power from the earliest known source ofIndian religion

onwards In a speculative context even the whole world may
be recognized as this God in disguise;, because by His maya God,
who IS in reality One and Unique, appears as ifHe were mani-
fold®^ In the Mbh (5, 109, 5 Grit Note) Visnu appears in

the Northern region as ‘'‘'with thousand eyes, thousand legs, impe-
rishable , with thousand heads, full of lustre, and observed as

manifold by His maya’'’ [24]

One of Visnu’s oldest manifestations in disguise seems to be
the Dwarf, who is repeatedly alluded to in the Veda By means
of this maya manifestation Visnu was able to deceive the king
of the demons, Bali the son ofVirocana, who had obtained sway
over the universe The Dwarf induced Bali to grant to him
as much ground as he could encompass by three steps When
this had been granted, Visnu changed himself into cosmic size

and by making three steps won the earth, atmosphere and heaven
while Ball was relegated to the nether world®® According to

AV 10, 5, 25-36 these three steps can be repeated m the cadre of
a ritual for destroying the enemy The Rgvidhana (1, 17,4-6),
commenting on RV 1, 22, 17-21 records another interesting

application of the Dwarf myth Stating that Visnu as Dwarf
appeared on eaith in the size ofa thumb in order to kill demons.
It suggests that during the funeral rite ofsrdddha a brahman should
put his thumb into the food (saying the Rgveda stanzasm ques-

tion) in order to remove the demons who surround the ritual

scene Obviously the performer’s thumb has been thought

mystically to repiesent Visnu in dwarfish manifestation, and the

motif IS, as always fighting the enemies of mankind
The tradition of the Visnu ofsmall size is further represent-

ed by his manifestations as a child The best known is of

course the child'Krsna who in a characteristic passage in Bhasa’s
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Balacarita “The Adventures of the Child (Krsna)” is honoured
by Narada as “the Lord of the threefold space who has assumed
the state of a babe by His maya”®’ The recently born Krsna
IS brought by Devaki outside the house in her arms, and this is

described as follows “She, troubled by sorrow yet peaceful,
the moon-faced one, cairies in her arms the Teacher of the gods
Who IS the Cause of security to the worlds. Who effectuates the
end ofthe demons, in Whose hand is the Disc, as if she carried the
mountain Mandara” The comparison of the baby ELisna
with the immense mythical mountain Mandaia by means of
which m former times the gods churned the ocean enhances the
mystery of God who has become child [25] Like Simeon,
Narada honours the new-born God and he concludes with
satisfaction hantaitad utpannam kalahasya mulatn “well, a souice
of strife has here arisen”

Another important manifestation of Visnu as child is

alluded to in Mbh 12, 47, 38 “He, Who sleeps as a child,
having consumed all cieatures and made the whoie world into
a flood, being Himself the only living being still existent, to
Him Whose Self is maya honour” [26] At the end of the
world (which means in the period between the existence of
two world aeons) Visnu lives on the waters as a child, and this
child contains the whole of existence within himself This
was revealed to the sage Markandeya who had obtained the
boon of perpetuated existence during an immense period of
time The Mbh (3,186,77fF ) introduces to us Markandeya
swimming on the cosmical flood after the final deluge When
he becomes tired and does not find a place to rest he observes
a fig tree {nyagrodha) raising out of the water, and on one of its
branches a child resting, whose face is like that of the full moon
The sage wonders who this may be The child who is Visnu
invites Markandeya to enter his mouth and rest inside his body
as long as the sage may wish “Then that child suddenly
opened his mouth wide, and I, being no master over myself
{avaia-) was caused to enter into it by the action of destiny
{daxvayogdt) (st 91) Then, having entered his belly without
hesitation, O King, I saw the whole earth occupied by king-
doms and cities, and the G'anga (and other rivers ) all these
xivers I saw, roaming about in the belly of that exalted One
(96). Then I saw the ocean filled by shoals of sea monsters.
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the treasury of jewels^ the gathering place of waters , and I saw
Space^ lighted by the Sun and Moon, flaming intensely by Its

powers ofheating which were equal to fire and sun, and I saw
the earth, O king, adorned with nuggets At that tune brah-
mans were busy sacrificing by means of various kinds of sacrifi-

cial ceremonies
,
and the ksatriyas were busy pleasing all the

other ranks of society, the vaisyas perfoimed their ploughing
activities in the required method, and those of the lowest ranks
were content by serving the twice born in obedience” [27]
The sage also saw the mountains ofJambudvipa and all kinds

of animals, the gods, demigods and demons, in short, all that

IS present in the world during its period of existence he saw in

the belly of that divine Child (109) By this vision Markan-
deya is strengthened, he feels himself reborn and falls to the

child’s feet (120) He expresses his desire for a full explana-
tion of the things he has seen and which are summarized
by him with the word maya jndtum icchdmt tvdm deva maydm
cemdm tavottamdm (122) In answer the Child Visnu explains

his cosmical functions and his identity with the other gods and
all existence (ch 187) He sets the wheel of time {kdlacakra-)

into motion (187, 34) He is present in everything, but is

observed by nobody All afflictions whichwere experienced

by Markandeya are aimed in deepest sense at his own hail (37

)

The vision ofMarkandeya has been retold in the Puranas^®

The essence remains the same the child manifestation ofVisnu,
resting on the primeval waters, contains in itself the whole of
creation The BhPur (12, 10, 1) calls this manifestation a
proof of *^the power of purposeful application of maya created

by Narayana’’ Ndrdyanavimrmitam vaibhavamyogamdydydh The
sage in devotion delivered himself to God and He, agam by
His maya, entered the space of his heart {tadguhdkdiam^ 12, 10,

10) This IS a hint to the psychological explanation of the

vision this manifestation of Visnu m the waters is present in

the very heart of him who by his insight and devotion has ob-
tained communion with the Lord As is cited by Nilakantha
jin his commentary on GaneSa Gita 3, 6 [28]

'‘^The past and the future, the moment as well as the aeon,

that what is to come, be it near or removed , the coarse

[^and the minute,
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that the performer of a rite should shoot an arrow on a designed
figure on the ground (Jacques, p 245 f

,
cf Renou, Anthologie

sanskrite, p 55 ) The five arrows ofKama are a topic in court
literature^^

Coming now to Visnu’s human manifestations, we may
pass in silence his classical anthropomorphic avataras like Rama
and Krsna because of their great celebrity Some aspects ofi

Krsna, who is much more of a maya manifestation than Rama,
were discussed above Here we spend only some attention to

the occasions on which the god assumed a momentarily changed
form in order to influence some situation on earth There was
already occasion to refer to his appearance as a muni teaching
false doctrines (p 24) In the Ceylonese Buddhist historical

poem the Mahavamsa (7, 5fF ) he is entrusted under the name
Uppalavanna with the guardianship of Lanka by Sakka
(Indra) and incarnates himself as an ascetic, in which guise he
IS met by Prince Vijaya whom he protects against a dangerous
Yakkhini [29] The Puranas present other instances of a
more capricious character BrVPur Ganapatikhanda (8, 19)

relates how Visnu m the guise of an old, emaciated brahman
beggar called at the door of the place where Siva and Parvatf

were engaged in amorous play and interrupted their intercourse

by demanding food and protection [30]

In LiPur (Uparibhaga, ch 5) he assumes the form of a
beautiful young man in order to teach Narada and Parvata a
lesson In stanzas 86 ff it is described how these two devotees

have decided to compete for the daughter of king Ambarisa,
called Srimati, on her svayamvara (a ceremony during which a
princess chooses her own husband from the assembled suitors

who usually are expected to be of royal rank) Visnu by his

maya suddenly takes up his position between the two would-

be aspirants They are aware of the fact that this can be no
other thing than somebody’s maya, and soon realize that the

greatest possessor of maya is their Lord, Janardana Himself

(108) As was to be expected, the girl chooses the deceitful

god by hanging a wreath of flowers around him
,

and he takes

her away with him The two devotees declare themselves

shocked by such behaviour of their God and become bhaktas

of Siva ^ (156) ^'Anybody who listens to this tale”, the Purana
author asserts, ‘^^will become pure of self, push off the maya
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and reach Rudra’s abode"^ Of course the author^ who pio-

xnulgates ^Sava's greatness^ taxes to make some fun of Visnu’s

activities, but this tale is m keeping with what other sources

relate on the subject of this god’s behaviour In one of the Siva

legends of Madurai (Dessigane, 1960, p 75) Markandeya mis-

trusts Visnu during their conversation on the cosmical waters

after the destruction of the world, just because of the god’s

deceiving his own devotees on the occasion related above
A variant legend is found m Siva Pur (p 184fF

) Narada
had become proud because of his sanctity and was in the assump-

tion of having vanquished God Kama Conforming to Siva’s

desire, Visnu thereupon created {cakdra) a maya, as he is the

god experienced in maya (st 4 mayavisdrada-) He made a

town on the muni’s path a hundred miles wide The king of

that town, called Silamdhi, desires to give his daughter Srimati

away by means of a svayamvara He receives Narada hospi-

tably and asks him to foretell his daughter’s future Narada
broods on a means of obtaining her hand He runs for his

Master and begs him for the temporary possession of that God’s
beautiful appearance This is granted, but m secret Visnu
provides Narada with a monkey’s face on the divine body®®

Those present on the ceremony do not notice the monkey face

except {Srimati herself and two of Rudra’s servants who are

among the assistants Srimati feels herself insulted by the sage’s

appearance and falls into a rage At that moment Visnu him-
self arrives in the shape of a king, invisible for all except for

Srimati who chooses him for her husband Afterwards the two
servants of Rudra inform Narada of the real state of affaiis,

and the sage m his fury curses them to become Raksasas
There certainly existed a beliefamong the people of God’s

power over the minds of women Cases are nai rated of clever
youths who take advantage of this belief by presenting them-
selves as Visnu, for example a weaver m Pahcatantra 1, 5
(cf Wmtermtz/Jha, III, 1, p 323), and the Brahman Loha-
jangha in Kathas 2, 4, 148ff In both cases, the pseudo-Visnu
also terrifies the mimical army by appearing in the sky riding on
^'Garuda”

7 The deceitful manifestations of Siva

As an interlude within the presentation of the various
aspects of the maya of Visnu, it is illuminating to have a side-
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glance at similar characteristics of iSiva Both Visnu and J§iva

can assume the character of mysterious wielders of power^
incomprehensible to man, changing their form and intentions

at will, holding creatures in their grip, even deluding and cheat-
ing them It seems as if the idea of the divine in the Indian
mind IS unavoidablv mixed up with irrationality, irresponsibility

and malicious playfulness We recall a few characteristic

points In the first place, it will become clear that Siva, who
acts out of supernatural power for his own ends, is also consider-

ed a source for those faculties by which man, if endowed with
the right knowledge, is able to act supranormally himself

A short look at the mythological inventory of the primitive
peoples of Central India reveals that they sometimes deduce
man’s magical powers from a mythical first magician This
timeless figure, called Nanga Baiga by the Baiga (Hermanns,

p 303), IS considered to be mystically present whenever his

faculties are being executed on earth by present-day man
The Nanga Baiga was wedded with his own sister Nanga Baigm
and was made by Bhagwan, the all-overseeing deus otiosus^ to

Be henceforth the Lord of Animals, Pasupati, and at the same
time a powerful magician and sacrificial priest The Hinduiz-
mg traits m this myth of origin have identified the primeval
magician with an important aspect of the l§iva of Hinduism
The same Hinduizmg tendency is still more pronounced with
the Gonds, where the first husband and wife are told to be
Mahadeo (Mahadeva =!§iva) and Parvati Although these

identifications are due to the ever increasing influence of the
“great tradition” of classical Hinduism, yet a basic similarity

must be the necessary prerequisite which renders such an identi-

fication possible

The Korkus believe that the powers ofsorcery ofthe Parihar
priests have been derived from Mahadeo (Hermanns, p 85f

)

When a Parihar is to treat a sick person, he begins by invoking
this Mahadeo who is for the Korku the primeval magician and
the tutelary spirit of the performers of magic of today (Her-
manns, p 107) It should be noted that among this people
Mahadeo fulfils only this function and does not act as the creator

and destroyer like the Siva of classical Hinduism During
creation he only plays a secondary role as a kind of demiurge
beside Bhagwan
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Leaving these data foi what they are and coming now to

Sanskrit literature^ we notice that Rudra/Siva from the Veda
onwards has been conceived ofas an uncanny figure, a dangerous

being who wanders outside human habitations and is prayed

to turn his back immediately after receiving his share which has

been set apart for him by a perhaps trembling hand It may
be that of his names Rudra represents an Aryan tradition, as

Hermanns (p 109) asserts, the problem is not relevant here.

What IS relevant is that this god is repeatedly spoken of with

respect and awe in Vedic literature and even identified with

the Supreme Being m SvetUp (ch 3)^’^

The Siva of classical Hinduism retains uncanny qualities

similar to those of the Vedic Rudra Besides, Siva is considered

a great yogm, wonderworker and magician His appearance

—

untidy, the hair untrimmed, clad m tiger’s skin, beating a drum,
indeed recalls that of the magician (Hermanns, p 187fF )

He haunts cemeteries He intrudes while his presence is un-
wished for by other gods or humans In the Mbh there is the

famous tale that he destroyed the sacrifice of the semi-divine

ancestor Daksa because he had not been invited The same
epic gives the legend of Siva as a child with five locks of hair

seated on Parvati’s lap (Mbh 13, 145, 30), when Indra made
ready for killing the child with his thunderbolt, Siva paialyzed
Indra’s arm

Moral considerations do not figure highm Siva’s psycho-

logy It seems as if this god acts as a personal representation

not only of man’s dangerous surroundings, but also of the fear-

some aspects of his(man’s)own psychical possibilities and liabi-

lities The Southern Indian Agamas ofthe Sivaite denomination
contain references to the incorporation of fearsome psychic
qualities in the figure of Siva The Ajitagama (Kriyapada,

1, 13) asserts that among other qualities Siva incorporates

passion (rdga-) and hate (dvesa-) ragadvesam ca jantundm
sarvam etat sa eve§ah In 1,22 the continuity which connects this

Siva with the ancient tradition of the sages is emphasized .

catvdras ca tathd Veda rahasyena vadanti tam ^^also the four Vedas
mystically proclaim Him”, and in the following stanza Siva
IS said to encompass all religious lore of all denominations
^^also m the (tradition) of the Fearsome God, and in the other
(traditions) like that of the Lord ofAnimals, and in the Visnuite
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and Buddhist lore as well as in the worship of the deities of the

regions all that is no other than He, the Ruler of the gods, the

Eternal, called Siva’"* [31]

It IS often emphasized that this God’s conduct runs counter

to the usual codes of fashionable behaviour A characteristic

assertion occurs in Stuti & Stava (No 471, iSivastava, st 7)

Abhaksyabhaksanas catva surdpdnamaddnvitah /

yuvatiratisamyuktah sandhyabhrastas tu samyutah jf

^^He consumes what is forbidden for consumption. He
IS intoxicated with the drinking offermented liquors

, He practi-

ses enjoyment of love with young women. He is in the habit of
breaking His agreements” (the last quarter contains a corrup-
tion) All these deeds are unambiguously ascribed to Siva in

the following stanza (8) etdm sarvakarmdmyah karoti Mahdhvah
“He Who performs all these deeds is the Great Siva” And
almost immediately afterwards, in stanza 10 of this hymn,
follows the statement that person, whether he is impure or

pure, even when he is involved in all kinds of actions (v 1

desires), should meditate on God Is ana (Siva), and he becomes
pure outwardly and inwardly”

Aiuctr vd §uc%r vdpi sarvakarmagato ^pt vd /

cintayed devam Isdnam^ sabdhydbhyantarah sucih /

/

This is only one example of a tradition known all over
India where Siva is adored A beautiful summary of iSiva’s

abnormal or extra-human conduct is contained m Manikka
Vachakar’s Hymn No 12 (Pope, p 159f )

As IS to be expected, Sanskrit literature contains also

some references to Siva’s maya The famous place SvetXJp

4, 10 asserts that Nature is maya and that the Lord is the Owner
of maya In 3, 1, this text of Sivaite outlook uses the word
jdlavdn “possessing net(s)” while giving a description of the

mystical nature of Rudra Siva Carrying a net may be consi-

dered a symbolical expression for the activity of the divine

magician who holds mankind in his grip by means of his in-

comprehensible maya (see below Ch 5 ) The commentary by
Upamsad-Brahmayogin in this place of the !§vetUp explains

)dla as “the Energy called Maya, the characteristic activity

of which is that it catches the fishes which are human souls”
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That the Lord wields this net denotes that he presides over and
enlivens this cosmical energy of Maya {tadadhisthatrtvena tadvan

Isvarah) In this way he rules all by his ruling powers (Svet-

Up Isambhihy explained again by the commentator as mdyd^

saktibhih) [32]

Later Upanisads are more explicit about Siva^'s maya
The Sarabha Up (st 31 )

states “by the subjugating power of

His maya the gods are deluded with the conceptions of "mine’

etc 5 it IS impossible to pioclaim even a minute particle of His
greatness” Kaivalya Up (st 12, Saiva Ups

, p 52)3 ^‘He

(the Jiva or human soul)^ his self being completely deluded by
the maya, descends to a body and performs all acts , by means
of various enjoyments such as women^ eating and drinking

he attains satisfaction in the waking state” [33] Pahcabiahma
Up 24 ""Being deluded by the maya of the Gracious One the

gods do not recognize the Great God^ the Teacher of the world^^

the Cause of all causes” [34] These places again adduce
material for the frequent association of the foicc of maya with
the magical act of ""delusion” {mohay see above p 20f

) A
characteristic of Siva’s maya also is that he hides his real nature

by it It IS often said of iSiva that he conceals his nature fiom
human beings He is wont to have his superior play with other

beings trodding about in darkness His dance constitutes the

three strands of creation (gunas, Kalidasa, Malavikagnimitia,

1,4) The world m its outward appearance is like a dream city

created by a yogin ofmagic powers, as is expressed in the Santis*

tava by Tyagaraja (st 31) mdyikasya jagatah sthitih svapna--

kdlanagariva yoginah

There are numerous legends, especially South Indian, in

which Siva is revealed as the divine Bewilderer and Deluder
Many of his famous sixty-four ""sports” or ""plays” in

and around Madurai were aimed at the bewilderment
of the devotees, m order to try them or to prove then wrong
convictions, ""and in several of these the God is represented
in an exceedingly unfavourable light”, as Pope (p xxxvii)
with Victorian authoritativeness assures us Anything in life,

especially what is unexpected, terrible, or incomprehensible
can be the manifestation of that fearsome arbitiariness of the
God Who plays havoc with human emotions For example,
any religious mendicant may be Siva Himself It is therefore
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advisable to treat such persons generously and hospitablyy

no matter what demands theymaymake on the host's endurance
Pope^ 1 c , refers to the tale how Siva as a religious mendicant
took to test a “lowly de\otee'% who, by the way, was a distin-

guished doctor, tender of horses and warrior The mendicant
demanded as the food destined for him the flesh of the devotee's

only son After this wish had been granted out of superior

devotion, everything turned out to be a mirage, delusion, divine

sport

As an ascetic J§iva sometimes is said to have appeared m
order to test the virtue ofmarried women In the thirty-second

of the “sports" at Madurai he becomes a Kapalika (skull-

bearing Sivaite mendicant) for this end (Dessigane, 1960, p
48) He appears before the wives of brahman sages and of
course they cannot stand the test They are cursed by their

husbands to be reborn as merchants' daughters in the town
of Madurai, where Siva again comes in their way as a vendor of
bracelets The most famous instance of Siva's seducing the

wives of ascetics or sages is the Daruvana legend which is relat-

ed m LiPur I, 29-34, whereby his maya the god caused them
to fall into evil ways (LiPur I, 29, vzparitdm petur Bhavamd-
yayd ) the legend is also alluded tom inscriptions andm stotras®®

Some literary references to the pranks and deceit wrought by
Siva are to be found in Gonda, 1970, p 1 14f

There can be no doubt that the character of the divine

trickster belongs to Siva as well as to Visnu Krsna, these tradi-

tions seem to represent a general conviction about the nature
of divine power as manifested to man in the vicissitudes of his

existence But it is the greatness of these gods that they, besides

enveloping the soul m a veil of incomprehensible mystery, by
their grace grant the way towards release from the ocean of
existence by means of unfailing devotion

The similaiity which exists between Visnu and Siva in

certain traits of character is parallelled to a certain extent by
recurient statements of their mystical identity That §iva

and Visnu, often flanked by Brahma as the third member of
the Trimurti, are in reality but one is perceived by the wise

devotee who is gifted with insight by divine grace Gonda
(1970, p 96 , p 198, n 93 , p 202, n 186) mentions several

cases from the Puranas, to which may be added some places
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from the BNarPur cited by Jacob on Skanda Up 9 (Eleven Ath
Ups 5 p 161) This late Parana in 14^ 213f warns that the

devotee who makes a difference between Kara (Siva) and
Visnu is guilty of thousands of murders of brahmans and goes

straightway to numberless hells In 15^ 74-76 Visnu says ^'wor-

ship the Gracious One (iSiva), who is a manifestation of Mine,
with songs of praise as much as you can. He will convey to you
all good things without any doubt I Myself daily worship
that Husband of Parvati , therefore, pacify that Ruler with songs

of praise. Who is worthy of praise and will grant happiness to

you That God, Who is without beginning or end, and who
grants the fruition ofall desires, when honoured by you, O King,
will procure the best to you’" [35]

DeviBhPur (6, 18, 44f ) describes Visnu as meditating on
^iva and !§iva on Visnu There is no difference between them
Visnu even assures that his own devotees will go to hell when
they hate Siva A late Upamsad, the Rudrahrdaya Up declares

(st 5) ®^They who honour Govinda, honour Sankara
,
they

who worship Haxi with devotion, worship Him Who carries the

bull sign , they who hate Him of the Deformed Eyes (Siva),

hate the Inciter ofMankind (Visnu) , they who do not recognize
Rudra, do not know the Long-haired One” The text in st 7

then alludes to the respective roles of the two gods in the cosmic
process ^"the seed comes from Rudra, and Janardana is the

womb of the seed” In other words, iSiva acts as the Fathei of
creation, Visnu as the Mother

,
a doctrine which is found else-

where and which might be compared to the legends of Visnu
incarnating as a woman and seducing Siva (see below p 42 )

A similar idea is expressed with the help of the image of the
cosmic sacrifice in Stuti & Stava No 636 ('"Tribhuvana”

, st 2)
Matvedyam Brahma Visnus cabhoktd devo Mahesvarah '‘Brahma and
Visnu are the offered food of the sacrifice, Mahesvara is the
divine Consumer”

The Skanda Up (st 9)declares on the identity of the two
gods '‘Just as Visnu consists ofSiva, thus Siva consists ofVisnu

,

just as I do not perceive any difference, thus there may be well-
being during my whole period of life

,
just as there is no cleavage

between Siva and the Long-haired One, thusmybody is proclaim-
ed to be a seat of the divine

, that soul is the pure Siva” [36]
In this Upamsad, the mystical insight of a religious adept is
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recorded, and its tone is therefore different from the passages in

the Puranas on the same subject, which are of a more didactical

or moralizing character The devotee in this Upamsad claims

the supranormal insight into the secret realities of the divine,

together with impregnability during his existence on earth as a

direct consequence ofthat insight , and this is brought into effect

hy way of the parallellism which exists between the unity of the

divine and the integrated state of the devotee’s self

The equally late SarabhaUp (st 24) connects the similaii-

ty between Visnu and Siva with their maya ^^The Maya ofme
and of Visnu, O pious one, is the cause of excessive delusion,

hut She, although difficult to cross, becomes easy to cross by
means of the meditation on His (Visnu’s) lotus feet”

Atzmohakarz mdya mama Vtsnoi ca suvrata /

tasya padamhujadhyanad dustard sutard bhavet / /

S Mohtm

Returning now to Visnu we shall consider an important

aspect of his maya not yet taken into account his manifestation

as a woman The loving and tender side of this god’s character

certainly was apt to evoke the idea of womanliness In Mbh
3, 187, 55, for example, Visnu is called the Father and Mother
of all It is also in the Mbh that we find the first occurrence of

the legend of Visnu’s incarnation as a woman The first book
(Adiparvan, ch 16) relates how during the churning of the

ocean the Water of life was obtained by the gods while the

Asuras laid in wait Stanzas 38-40 ^‘When the demons saw
that most wonderful object, there arose among them a loud out-

cry for the Water oflife, while they roared ^This ismine ^ ’ Then
the Lord Narayana took on a delusive false appearance {maydm
dsthzto mohtmm) He assumed the wonderful form of a woman
and betook himself to the demons Then these, their minds
deluded, gave that water of life to her, to that woman, all the

Danavas and Daityas, because they had lost their minds on her
account” [37] The episode is told very briefly indeed The
name of the woman is not mentioned It is only said that this

appearance was ^"delusive” {mohtm) Later tradition consi-

dered the word Mohini to be the woman’s pioper name Be-
sides, the epic, as often, seems to put up two contrasting tradi-
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tionSj, the next chapter implies that Visnu obtained the Amrta
by force "'^Then God Visnu, the Heroic One, took that Water
of life and snatched it from the kings of the demons, the Ruler,

assisted by Nara'''’ (1,17,2) "'Then all the groups of the gods
drank that Water of life, having obtained it from Visnu during
the confused struggle^’ (3) [38] It is clear that Visnu as

Mohini would not have needed Nara’s help, while no allusion

to his heroism would have been necessary In our opinion,

the version of ch 17 is the oldest at this place In some mss
of the Southern Recension a few lines have been inserted (after

16, 40) which render the controversy still more striking "She,
the maya of Narayana, bearing the jug (with the Amita)

—

while the Daityas together with the Danavas were sitting down

—

gave the gods to drink, but not the demons, whereupon they
wept"’ In ch 17 (after 3) almost the same mss add "Han
had the gods drink the Water of life and at the same time kept
the bowbearing (demons) far off by the strength of his arm and
by his bow” [39]

Although the legend is thus alluded to rather vaguely
and confusedly, the motif is cleai by deceiving the demons and
snatching the Amrta from them, Visnu provides for the gods^
ascendancy and, as a happy consequence, for the safety of the

human race The motif can indeed be compared with that of
Vac during the ritual Soma purchase in the Veda, as has been
argued by Gonda, 1965, p 68 f

,
to whom we refer for more

particulars

The Mohmi legend became popular and has been retold

in several later sources The adventuies of Visnu/ Mohinl
have also increased m number among devotional circles of
various regions m India In his regrettably biased book "The
land of the Lingam”, Arthur Miles (p 37) relates that iSiva

was once persecuted by a giant Visnu changed himself into

a young girl and distracted the giant’s attention from Siv^a who
was hiding in a castor oil plantation Stones of the female
Visnu in connection with Siva seem to have been popular m
the Indian South The Bh-Pur (a southern source) gives one
of them m 8, 8, 41 ff and 8, 12, 12fF After Visnu had once
deceived the demons by his maya female form {maydyo^tdva-

pur Harih^ 8, 9, 8)!§iva desired to behold that ravishing form
of Visnu for a second time When the other agrees, Siva
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loses his head and runs after the woman while his own wife^

Uma, looks on (8^ 12, 25) He is subjugated by Kama (27

Kdmasya vasam nitah) His seed falls on the ground while he
runs after her, and lo * on all these places there originated holy

places {k§etrdni^ 33) of silver and gold Visnu, however, is

pleased and says (39) ‘‘What man will free himself of attach-

ment beside Thee and cross My maya which creates manifold
emotions, being difficult to overcome by those who have not
subdued themselves ^ This maya, which consists of the gunas,

will not subject Thee’’, and Visnu promises that the Maya
will become the female halfofSiva in his manifestation ofArdha-
nans vara In stanza 47 the reciter pays his honour to God
“He Who took on the deceitful manifestation of a young
woman, deluding the demons, to Him I pay honour” [40]

The same legend is told with some variation in the South
Indian ^akta text Tripurarahasya (Mahatmyakhanda, ch

48) According to this source Siva desired to behold Visnu’s

Mohini form again and expressed this wish to Visnu This god
considered that Siva at that time was an ascetic and that he
himself would be liable to be killed by fire from Siva’s third

eye just as had happened in former times to Kama In order

to avoid this he worshipped Tripura, the Great Goddess Tri-

pura promised to him (22) “no matter if you wish to assume
a ravishing male or female form, you can have it You will

obtain half as much as my own beauty” Visnu now presents

himself before Siva as Mohmi Only by touching her Siva has

an emission of semen “just like a quite ordinary man” (51),
which means that all the merits of his yoga were lost at one
stroke The morale of the passage is of course with the help
of Tripuia everything is possible

In still another version Siva and Mohmi become the parents

of the South Indian god Sastar*^^ And Pope (p Ixii) tells

the story of Patanjali from the Tamil Koyil Pmanam Siva
accompanied by the female Visnu enters the wood Taraka in

order to visit some disobedient seers Siva acts as a religious

mendicant, Visnu as his wife When the wives of the sages

behold Siva, they all fall in love with him, while at the same time
their husbands desire Visnu A tumultuous scene follows

The seers go as far as performing a black magical sacrifice

against Siva by means of which they produce a tiger, a snake
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and a dwarf When they realize that all their effort is in vain they

submit themselves before the divine masters of tiickmess

The name of this very effective manifestation of Visnu
has found its way into human magic, with the Baiga of Central

India mohtm is the word for "^erotic magic’’ or "spell of eiotic

magic” It used to play an important role in the life of this

people (Hermanns, p 296 ff )

The chief truth to be drawn from the various versions of

the Mohini motif is that God when disguised in female form is

irresistible even for supranormal beings The female Visnu
IS the impersonation of the magically delusive nature of existence

which fetters all beings to the rounds of births and deaths and
the vicissitudes of life But our interpretation must take another

step All human life is a play of the bewildering piesentation

by the Maya Earthly women are no other thing than an
incarnation of the Disguised God This is taught in the texts

by means of the experience of that quarrelsome and conceited

devotee of Visnu, Narada, when he questioned his Lord on
the exact nature of maya The legend is told m the Sakta
text DeviBhPur (6, chs 27-30) and is worth to be recounted
here in some detaiP^ The context is that Narada enlightens

Vyasa on that sage’s question after the cause of the delusion

because of which he wanders through the samsara (6,25,61)
Narada explains that without delusion as the force which main-
tains life on earth nobody would be incarnated Even the gods
are enveloped by maya (6, 26, Iff ) Having narrated how
by God’s maya he had been induced to woo a princess and puni-
shed for this by means of a curse of his fellow-devotee Paivata,
Narada proceeds (6, 27, 51) ""Once when I visited Visnu
and when we were walking m a sportive mood, God took
fancy to change me into a woman I became a Ling’s daughter,
being deluded by the strength of maya” The tale is unfolded
further in ch 28 ""Hear from me, O best of the munis, the
salutary legend, maya’s strength is difficult to realize even by
munis who are excellent experts in yoga The whole world
including the moving as well as the unmoving beings, from
Brahma down to a blade of grass, is deluded by the maya which
IS invincible and difficult to become conscious of” [41]

At a certain time Narada entered Visnu’s palace
while the Lord sat in the company of His consort Laksmi
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Immediately when she saw the sage enterings the goddess made
for her inner apartments Narada^ somewhat annoyed by this,

questioned Visnu about the reason for her behaviour am
no bonvivant, no rogue, but an ascetic who has subdued his

senses, his wrath and all illusion (pfamdyah^ 6, 28, 11)” God
answers that aman should never stay in the company of a woman
married to another, because ^"maya is very difficult to overcome,
O wise one, even by yoginswho have subdued their breath” (14)^
One should never say of oneself that one has conquered the
maya , even Brahma, Siva and Visnu himself are her subjects

how much more earthly creatures^ Time (Kala), Who is

formless, assumes her form as His own (19) ,
m her power live

all souls When Narada asks for more particulars, God ex-
plains that the maya is threefold, i e that she consists of the

three gunas, that she is the support of all, she is omniscient,

invincible, assumes many forms and abides m the world pervad-
ing everything (24 sarvamvydpya sthitdmjagat) ‘^Tfyou desire

to behold the maya, O Narada, then ascend Garuda with me
and accompany me on a journey” They then betake them-
selves to the neighbourhood of Kanyakubja, where Visnu
ordains Narada to bathe himself in a lotus pool nearby The
place IS adorned with many blooming lotuses of many colours,

aquatic birds and swarms ofhumming bees, in short a beautiful

scenery By means of his bath in this pool Narada is suddenly

changed into a woman When the transformation has occur-

red, Visnu secretly takes his leave Narada, having assumed his

ravishing form (47 mohimrupam) is just coming out of the water

when a young and handsome king by the name of Talavrnta

observes her He asks her after her identity and the woman,
who has forgotten her former existence, can only say that she

does not know her antecedents and has nobody to rely on (ch

29, first stanzas) This opens the way for the king who, sick

of love, marries her in due ceremony She obtains the name
Saubhagyasundari “the Beautiful of the happy family life”

The king was so fond of her that he neglected the state affairs

and she also was “subjugated by the emotions of amorous play”

(29, 17 kriddrasavaszkrtd) She was completely absorbed in

her small happy circle and had forgotten all about former wisdom
and asceticism She obtained twenty sons, and “I was again

deluded by guarding them and fondling them with tenderness’
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(29, 29 mohitd^ham tadd te^dm prityd pdlanaldlane) Still later

the grandchildren added greatly to her delusion^ and besides

there arose within her a certain feeling of egotism ( ahamkdra) by
the thought am the most fortunate of all women’’ "'^So

was Narada resumes, "^"being deluded by Krsna” The
vicissitudes of fortune, however, took a fatal direction A fierce

enemy declared war on the kingdom and in the ensuing battle

just outside the walls of the capital all the woman’s sons and
grandsons were slaughtered The king himself, a broken man,
brought the news The matron went to the battlefield herself

and wept over the bodies of her dear ones Then again Visnu
m the guise of a brahman came to her and said (51 ) ^^Why
dost Thou despair, O slender one ^ Here the ramble of our life

has been revealed, because husband, sons and home are no
other thing than a cuckoo’s cry caused by delusion” [42]

^^Millions ofmothers”, the brahman continues, "^dost their sons

Get up and cease weeping Your sons have reached the other

world They will certainly not return by your crying You had
better go and bathe yourselfin that beautiful place of holy water
{tirthay^ The woman obeyed and by the bath in that pool,

which was the same as the preceding one, she became the man
Narada again At that moment Narada obtained the recogni-

tion {pratyabhijfid) am Narada, and being in the company
ofHan I obtained the existence of a woman, being deluded by
maya (64 harind saha stribhdvam prop to mdydvimohitah ) The
man is perplexed but a smiling Han on the bank calls him
Please come out of that water, what are you doing there

Of course it is true that the maya which was explained to

Narada in such a lively form is not exactly Visnu’s but Devi’s,

but the fact remains that Visnu is the god who communicates
this mysterious force to his worshipper , and he seems to have
devised this ingenious method of instruction on his own accord
There is one other thing in this complicated legend a certain

peculiar structure might be recognized We shall revert to this

below —
Beside Visnu’s appearance as a woman there is the concep-

tion of the Maya acting independently as a female being A
short mentioning of a few facts will suffice , the subject is too

comprehensive The Gonds know a Maya devi (Hermanns,

p 418f ), but she might have been borrowed from Hinduism
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In Sanskrit literature, Maya is often identified with Prakrti, pri-

mordial Nature, after SvetXJp 4, 10 ^*^One should know that

Nature is a Maya, and that the Great Lord is the Owner of the
Maya’’ The Maya is also considered to be Visnu’s spouse, Sri

or Laksmi, especially in Pahcaratra speculation, where the

Mayas akti is said to issue from Laksmi,"^^ but also in some
places in the Puranas (e g AgPur 308, KuPur 2, 20) In its first

chapter (st 34),theKuPur presents Visnu saying She is My
Maya, My Beloved, without limit, by Her this world is main-
tained She brings forth the entire world. Nature which con-

sists of the three basic qualities” [43] According to BhPur
3, 25 the Maya is impregnated by God There is also the doct-

rine that the Maya is Sita, the wife ofRama Devanandan on

p 169 refers to some passages in the work of Tulsi Das on this

point , and one might compare KalPur 62, 2 Iff (Van Kooy,

p 108f ) Not only God’s spouse, also God’s mother may be
referred to as Maya We only passingly refer to Buddha’s mother
whose name was Maya The rather recent Krsna Up (st 7)
considers Krsna’s mother Devaki as such ^'Also the invincible

Maya ofVisnu, unconquered even by theUnborn One (Brahma )

in former times, is She, Devaki, the Sacred Wisdom Who is

praised in song by the gods” The commentary adds that from
Her originated the Brahman in the form of K.rsna [44]

The Great Goddess, Durga, is repeatedly called by thename
Maya, for example by the Vaisnava text BhPur (2, 3, 3) devim

mdydm tu srikdmo (yajet) ‘‘A personwho desires welfare should wor-
ship the Goddess Maya,” and the commentator says that on this

place Maya=Durga. MkPur 81, 41f ( =Devimahatmya 1, 41f )

says ''One should not be astounded at this , it is the yoga sleep

of the Lord of the world, the Great Maya ofHan , by Her the

world IS brought to delusion That venerable Goddess as

Mahamaya attracts by force even the minds of the wise and
hands them over to delusion” [45] The DeviBhPur as a matter
of course speculates on the nature of the Goddess as Maya or the

Lady ofMaya In 6, 3 1 , 29 Vyasa, after having heard of Narada’s
adventures described above, instructs Janamejaya as follows

*'just as some magician takes a wooden puppet into his hand
and makes it dance according to his free wish because it is in his

power (cf what Draupadi says in the epic, see above p 16),

so the Maya causes the entire world of moving and unmoving
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beings to dance , from Brahma down to a blade ofgrass^ xncludmg^

the gods, counter-gods and human beings, all who are provided

with the five senses and obey their mind and thought The
basic qualities are the cause for this, O King’’ [46] These
basic qualities or gunas, the text proceeds, in then turn have
their origin in maya The maya is subiected to the Goddess,

Who IS the Lady of the maya (Mayes vaii) The same DeviBh-

Pur (5, 33, 6fF seems to identify the Goddess with Maya out-

right King Suratha has been vanquished by his enemies and is

brought to reflection on the nature of delusion m this world and
within himself He is instructed by Sumedha that She Who is

called Mahamaya holds all beings in direct dependence upon
Her She has created the world and this world now ‘"abides in

subjection to Her, being enclosed by the net ofdelusion” tadvase

variate nunam mohajdlenayantritam (st 13) Even the gods are in

Her power because “they also wander about in this world in

delusion, by the power of passion” te ^pz rdgavasdl lake bhramantz

parzmohitdh (st 15) It is indeed remarkable how the expressions

“subjugating power” and “delusion” {moha-) sometimes
accompanied by a form of the verbal root bhram—“to roam,
wander”, return again and again in the relevant passages, so that

they seem to have become little more than commonplaces It is

not without reason that the poetm a meditation stanza on Durga
in the Asurikalpa"^® honours her as “the Asura Lady Who subju-

gates the whole” Durgdm akhzlavasakarlm dsmim tvdm namdmi^
The Tantric texts are acquainted with the cult of Maya

iSakti, as IS shown by Devanandan (p 67fF ) ,
this Sakti is the

direct cause ofthe world ofchange and sorrow and is personaliz-

ed in Durga, Kali or any other name whichmay be given to the

Goddess In one ofthe sacred texts of the Dharma Cult of West
Bengal and Orissa it is stated that Mahamaya was produced from
the left side of Lord Dharma When she had grown up. Lord
Dharma married her against her wilF® In KulaCT (3, 42)
Mahalaksmi is called Mahamoha , in his introduction to this

text on p 11 Avalon equates these names to Mahamaya
It is quite imaginable that for those who are truly impressed

by the transitory and pitiful state of existence the Goddess of
Maya assumes a terrible shape The Puranas know Maya as the

Mother ofDeath (MkPur 50, 30 ,ViPur according to Devanan-
dan) Ekanath, one of the poets of bhakti from the Maratha
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country, sees the Maya as ""the Great Enchantress^’ (Devanandan^

p 159) Also ELabir is haunted by the vision of the Woman
(Devanandan, p 172, who rightlyemphasizes themagical charac-
ter of the bewilderment caused by Maya ) According to Kabir,
the three worlds are held by Herm subjection by means of Her
magic spell She is a huntress She is a whore who shamelessly
strips herself before anyone who happens to look on

,
a love-sick

princess who prosecutes the poor weaver Kabir But the poet
has taken his refuge with Rama

, againstHim She is powerless^"^

9 The terrible Visnu

Like the Maya Visnu himself as the owner of the power of
cosmic bewilderment sometimes manifests himself to human
consciousness as a terrible god The maya is His bow, Kala is

His arrow which kills the beings (KrsnaUp 25) Visnu who is

usually the friendly and compassionate Protector ofHis creatures,

may in a few cases go as far as assuming the threatening traits

of a demon It was argued (above p 2) that in the Veda
there seems to exist no essential difference between the wondrous
mayas wielded by the gods and those which are in the possession

ofthe counter-gods or demons Indra is considered a favourable

god because he happens to fight on the side of man Varuna’s
character as the supreme judge and sovereign ruler is still more
ambivalent That the samepowersmayseem divine or demoniac
is functionally connected with the different roles played by them
m the eternal struggle for the vital parts of the cosmical

organism
In post-Vedic times the Asuramaya, the magically creative

power ofthe enemies ofthe gods and the humans, has been partly
inherited by iSiva and Visnu and sometimes also by the other

gods BhGita 9, 1 2 calls Nature ""Asuri” and ""Mohini” !§iva’s

terrible appearances are so frequently mentioned and so essential

a part of his mythology that they need not be dilated upon
here The dreadful side ofVisnu is less frequent and, as a conse-

quence, less known ,
but occasional references in the texts bear

testimony to the fear which still remained within the god’s

staunchest devotees According to the Vaikhanasa text KJ (ch

99 ,
trsl Goudriaan p 298), ifworship is omitted for some time

in His temple, the Lord will take it ill , the demons haunt the

place and extensive ceremonies should be carefully performed m.
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order to avert the god’s wrath In general, any omission in

temple ritual will cause its evil results, ifno corrective rites {praya-

Jcitta-) of some kind are made If the image is not constructed

with the expenditure which suits the sacrificer’s wealth and
status, that person’s death will follow (KJ, ch 21, end) If

the measurements are too small, the children will die (KJ, ch

42)
The ambivalence of all the three chief gods Brahma,

^iva and Visnu, is explained by Vyasa in DevlBhPur (6, 31,33)
Here again, the three gunas are referred to as its cause ^^These

basic qualities are different m nature from each other They
have sprung from maya There are three of them, of different

sort pacified (Jdnta')^ horrible (ghora) and deluded (mudha) ,

therefore, man is always constituted out of these How would
he be able to exist without them As apiece of cloth can-

not exist without the threads from which it has been woven, so

both god and man are necessarily built up out ofthe three gunas
The gods may be tender {pritiyukta— ), resentful {apritiyuta— ) or

despondent {vi^ddayukta— , 37 )
This holds good for Brahma and

for Rudra, but also for Visnu (41 )
‘"Also Madhava, when He

is in His pacified state, tender and full ofwisdom, will always in

all respects be based upon the quality of Lucidity (saftva)
,

but
by a preponderance of Passion {rajas) He will become resentful

and of a horrible appearance to all beings, because also Rama’s
Lord IS dependent upon the basic qualities” [47] And the

ViPur (1, 2, 63) while arguing Visnu’s identity with the other
gods of the Trimurti, is even more radical “When the quality of
Darkness is preponderantwithinHim at the end of a world period,

the Inciter of Mankind, assuming the form of Rudra, consumes
all creatures m an extremely horrible manifestation, O Mai-
treya”

Tamodreki ca kalpante Rudrarupi Janardanah /

Maitreydkhilabhutdm bhak^ayaty atiddrunah /

/

And in 1,2, 7, this text described Visnu as the god who
‘desires to swallow the All’ ’

(
Vtsnum grasi^num viivasya ) Another

source, while praising him as the Cosmical Being, locates Yama
in his eyebrows and Kala in his eyelashes

, these two gods of
death and destruction thus are made into inherent parts on vital
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places of Visnu’s cosmical body (BhPur 8, 5, 42 bhruvor Tamah
paksmabhavas tu Kdlah) When resentful^ Visnu wields his disc

{cakra ) as a terrible weapon, ofwhich stories are told in the Pura-
nas (eg BhPur 9, 4, 48ff ) The fearsome manifestation of the

Disc IS described in PST 22, 14fF and other Tantras
One of Visnu’s Avataras is especially known as a fierce

terrible figure ,Narasimha, the Man-lion who came out ofthe pil-

lar and slew the demon Hiranyakasipu In the Nrsimha-Uttara-
tapaniya Up the maya is said to be Narasimha’s creative power
(Gonda, 1965, p 170) The Narasimhastaka recorded in Bali

(Stuti & Stava No 100), unfortunately in a very defective form,

describes Narasimha’s cosmical body In other Balinese Sanskrit

fragments he appears as a protecting deity of the noblemen'^® (see

also below
The most famous description of the Terrible Visnu is

communicated in the BhGita(ch ll)bythe messenger Sanjaya
to King Dhrtarastra the vision which Krsna granted to Arjuna
when the latter asked him to show his divine secret form It is

not enough to casually declare that this vision symbolizes the

Cosmic Fire (IndeCl , I^ p 486) It stands in the Vedic tradi-

tion of the Primeval Purusa whom one might call with some
anachronism the anthropomorphic representation of existence

and also shows a connection with the revelation of the Child on
the waters (above p 30) In some earlier passages the BhGita
already laid stress on the maya, that magical, supernatural and
delusive power ofGod A part of the relevant stanzas from ch 1

1

are translated once more below, because they are indispensable

in the present context (the translation is especially indebted to

that by Edgerton)

(11, 7) ^‘Behold, here m My body the whole world and
everything which you desire to see is confined on one place, with
Its creatures moving and unmoving you are unable to behold
Me with this ordinary eye ofyours

,
I give you a divine eye , behold

My supreme and lordly mystic power Krsna now assumes
his divine form and Arjuna bows his head in and praises

God (11, 16fF
)

‘^With manifold arms, bellies, faces and eyes

I behold Thee, Thy form without limit anywhere^
I do not discern an end, middle or origin

of Thee, Lord of all, Who appearest as the A|t3
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I see Thy ornaments the Diadem^ Club and Disc^

Thou art a mass of fire, glowing eveiywhere
Thou art hard to look at, no matter from which side.

Thou shinest like the flaming sun of immeasurable size

Thou art the Eternal, supreme Goal of wisdom,
The ultimate Resort of the whole of existence.

Thou art standing forever as the guardian of dharma,
I experience Thee as the timeless Being

I behold Thee as the Infinite of infinite heroism.

Whose arms are without limit. Whose eyes are the Sun
and Moon,

Whose countenance flames like a fire blazing fiercely.

Who heats all this world by His fiery power

Between heaven and earth this world is confined

and all this and the regions are pervaded by Thee alone

When beholding this form of Thine, wondrous and over--

whelming,
the threefold world is brought to confusion, O Great One *

For behold, into Thee all these throngs of gods enter,

some of them, full of fear, with folded hands praise Thee

—

saying ^^hail be to Thee crowds of seers and perfect ones
exalt Thee by means of ingenious hymns of praise

When seeing this huge form of Thine, O Great-armed One,
with many faces and eyes, many arms, thighs and feet,

with many bellies, and many mouths tusked and gaping,
these worlds are confused in the same way as I am

Having seen Thee reaching to the sky, multicoloured,

opening Thy mouth wide and Thy large eyes flaming,

my self has fallen into a state of confusion

and I find no strength and no rest, O God Visnu *

At the moment of seeing Thy mouths tusked and gaping
like the Fire at the end of the world fiercely burning,

I do not know where to go and how to reach any shelter

,

be gracious, O Lord ofthe gods, Who stays within us *
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Just as moths who enter the flaming fire

with still increasing speed fly towards their destruction^

in the same way towards their destruction these worlds
enter also Thy mouths with speed still increasing

Thou lickest while devouring these worlds
on all sides with Thy flaming mouths

^

with Thy fiery appearances Thou fillst the whole world
and Thy fearful rays burn it^ O Visnu

Arjuna trembling and stammering expresses his complete sub-

jection to this God and his preparedness to obey His commands
without question Krsna made clear (11, 32f ) that in his

frightful appearance he is Time m its destructive aspect who will

cause the world to end ^ all creatures will disappear as the course

of nature

This passage from the BhGita has set the pattern of similar

descriptions of terrible gods or goddesses with cosmic symbolism
Another apocalyptic manifestation of Visnu was experienced
by Bhisma, a longhymn bywhom on Visnu’s greatness is handed
down in Mbh 12, 47 In stanzas 37 and 38^ the warrior-sage

says [48]

“He Who at the end of the thousand world-periods

(appearing as) the Fire with flaming rays

will absorb the creatures

—

to Him m His horrible nature, honour ^

To Him Who, having absorbed all creatures

and having made the world into one great deluge,

appears alone as a sleeping child,

to Him ofthe incomprehensible self {mdydtmane ) , honour *
^ *

The cosmical nature of this manifestation is accentuated in

St 44

“Whose mouth is Fiie, Whose crest is Heaven,
Whose navel is Space, Whose feet the Earth,

Whose eye the Sun, Whose ears are the farthest ends

—

to Him in His cosmical nature, honour

Of other descriptions of Visnu as the cosmical being we mention
BhPur 12, 11, 6ff “This is His form as the Purusa His feet
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are the earth, His head is heaven. His navel is space. His eyes

are the sun, the wind is in His nose, the regions are His ears

His genital organ is Prajapati, death is His lower circulation of

breath The Protectors of the worlds are His arms , the moon
His mind, Yama His eyebrows. His upper lip is shame, gieed

His lowei lip, moonlight His teeth, error His smile Among
his ornaments, He bears His maya which consists of the gunas

as His wreath ofwild flowers The weapons have also symbolic

meanings (14) the club is the element earth, the conch is

water, the disc is fire, his sword is darkness, his bow is Time
{kdla) and his quiver consists of karma, while the airows are

the senses [49], and the description still goes on We do not

try to give here a systematic presentation of this Mahapurusa
tradition, but it may be emphasized that very often it is the

force ofKala, destructive time, that is equated with these cosmi-

cal manifestations of horrible form iSiva in his fearsome aspect

IS called Kala, Durga appears as Kali with hanging tongue and
breasts, emaciated, swallowing human bodies (as in the Kalika-

stotra, cf Stuti & Stava No 324, 12 ) According to DeviBhPur
6, 28, 18f

,
the Maya Herself appears as Kala ^"How would a

man who consists of the three (gunas) be able to vanquish
that Maya ^ Because Kala Itself is Her form, although It is

devoid of form and creates Its own foim T^) ,
the embodied soul

stays in Its power, no matter ifIt IS wise, dull or mediocre” [50]

Demoniac figures can be described in a similar manner.
The Balinese hymns to the King of the Demons (Stuti & Stava
Nos 133 and 136) say of Ravana that he is “very horrible,

possessing the brilliance of a thousand solai rays, piovided with
six heads he has huge eyes he bears all kinds of weapons
he is seated on a big corpse, and he is adorned with a serpent

as his sacred thread ” And “he has ten heads. He is a
great deity, inspiring terrorwith his thousand arms

, he is horrible,

bearing all kinds of weapons, while his row of teeth is equal in

lustre to the moofi” [51] The cosmical nature of this Demon
King is proved by stanza 3 ofNo 1 33

I§ah puruso vidya ca kdlo rdgo rajas tamah /

sattvam buddhtr ahamkdro mana§ catkdda§dnanah I
j

“The three realities, the Loid, soul and wisdom, time,
passion, the three strands of activity, inertia and lucidity.
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reflection^ ego-consciousness and mind, these are His eleven,

faces”

By realizing the terrible and demoniac nature of existence

man obtains for himself, seemingly contradictory to say, a high,

degree of safety and protection Meditation on the Terrible

God means identifying oneself with Him In iconographical

tradition, fear-mspirmg figures of gods and demons often have
a protecting function In the Mbh (3, 186, 16), Markandeya
declares "'Who knows this Purusa, even the gods do not know
him” The Balinese Buddhastava (Stuti & Stava No 528)
which describes Buddha as the "subjugator of all creatures^’^

sarvabhdvavasamkara^ st2) with ""flaming mouth” {jvdld-

mukha^ 3) ,
but this same "adept m yoga” {mahdyogi^ 4) is paci-

fied {sdntika^S) and liberates from all stains sarvaklesain^

muktandy 4

)

There is another aspect of Visnu^s maya nature which has
not been discussed in these pages his ability to assume
different colours This subject will be treated below (ch 4)
Instead, the next chapter further concentrates on the utility

the maya of the gods can have for mankind itself, especially for

the religious adept who is able to say (GarPur 194, 22) ""I

include all the gods m myself, I am invulnerable to all creatures,

because ofmy meditating on the God ofgods, Visnu of boundless

fiery lustre”

Apradhrsyo^smt bhutdndm sarvadevamayo hy aham j

smaranad devadevasya Visnor amitatejasah Ij



2 WORSHIP AS SADHANA

1 Divine power and man

At the beginning of this chapter it seems opportune to

repeat some important trends of Indian religion and world view

They may shed a better light upon the chapters which are to

follow while providing the link with what has been argued in

the preceding pages

1 A fundamental aspect of Indian thought is the con-

ception of a basiCj mystic unity between macrocosm and
microcosm The cosmic process is reflected in human existence

Speculations on the nature of things, the cosmos, and God find

their parallel in speculations on the individual soul and personal

life The structure of creation is comparable to the structure

of the human body Man is the centre and a replica of the

universe This belief is illustrated cleaily for the first time in

the Upamsads, where speculations on the gods and the universe

{adhidaivatam) are often followed and parallelled by those on the

own self {adhydtmam)'^

2 A concomitant belief is that cosmical and personal

events not only resemble but also influence each other Appea-
rances in the sky, movements of animals, apparitions in dreams
etc have inevitable consequences for human life Besides, the

deeds of gods, heroes and progenitors of the human race

performed m the beginning of times have set the example for

present patterns of conduct and states of affairs on earth ^

Myths and legends fulfil the task of keeping man infoimed of
the divine prototypes of his actions

3 A third important fact which should be restated here

IS that it is man’s basic desire to emphasize, strengthen and, if

necessary, to recreate this mystical connexion between his own
existence and the cosmical process His own actions should reflect

their mythical prototypes performed by divine agents , his indivi-

dual soul should be a replica of the cosmical essence or the deity’s

secret nature In the identification with the universal source
of existence lies the individual’s salvation This desire is exemp-
lified by the speculations on Brahman and Atman in the Upani-
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sads and later philosophical texts, but also in the numerous
sources which treat on the worship of deities or the Supreme
Deity In short, and not without an element of generaliza-

tion, one can say that the essence of worship of a personal god
in Indian devotional literature consists of the desire after identi-

fication with this god The supreme goal of the true bhakta or

devotee m medieval Indian religious works is the attainment of

sdrupyam ''being of the same form"’ with God, a state which is

reached through successive stages of increasing similarity with
the deity’s nature When the texts describe the ritual of puja
or ceremonial worship of a deity, it is sometimes expressly stated

by them that the officiating priest should identify himself with
God "He should meditate on himself as being Han” says the
Vaikhanasa text Yajhadhikara ascribed to Bhrgu (32, 20
dtmdnam bhavayed dHarim)^ On Bali the same goal of identifi-

cation with the divine, together with similar techniques of
preparation, is shared by the Saiva priests of the island (Hooy-
iaas—esp on p 28f , 36f , 66-85 ) One of the Balinese stutis

(Stuti & Stava, No 145), between stanzas 9 and 10 in some mss
contains the prescription Ide §arirdntar Brahmamurtim
"I Meditate on thy body as being a manifestation of Brahma”

The Tantrie ritual ofnyasa is one of the methods employed
for this end The divine presence is invoked into the individual

Body by means of the application thereon of sacred syllables

which contain the supranormal as it were in a nutshell When
the woi shipping priest has gone through the identificatory

techniques at least a part of God’s strength comes to him and
by way of him God creates well-being for the people But
also each individual peison may, at least theoretically, reach
communion with the divine by means of certain procedures
which have been elaborated in the Agamas and Tantras of
post-epm Hinduism It is conceivable that such a communion
or even identification will transmit to that individual some part,

however small, of God’s cosmic powers Or stated differently

by identification of his own self with the universal harmony and
unity, one may be able to appropriate something of the mystic
power which is believed to permeate the universe Similarly,

the objectives which the gods attain by means of their supra-

normal faculties and the means by which they attain them are

able to show the way to the worshipper or meditator to attain
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the same objectives by the same means^ although on a small

scale, m his personal or social existence on earth And this

IS pel haps the point where we touch the way of thought called

magic
The essence of magic is a grasp foi pov/er At its base

lies the idea that the object or end desired becomes one with the

individual who desires it, that it becomes in a certain way as it

were absorbed within him ^ In magic one strives after concrete,

practical goals with the help of non-natural methods and
powers This is not to say that magic as such would be non-
natural or abnormal The recourse to such methods and powers
IS a function of the gap which exists between the realities of the

natural environment and the sovereign motivating force

Desire And the foiemost bearers of supernatural powers are

the gods
In primitive cultures there is a widespread tradition that

the gods or the spirits were the first and foremost possessois of

magic In olden times they transmitted its secrets to mankind,
because mankind would be unable to live without its possession ®

In general the suprahuman powers which created man also

presented him with the means and tools to make life on earth

possible and enjoyable to him Seen in this light religion is

not so much a means of attaining release or of the thrusting to

the heait of cosmic mysteiies as rather a technique which helps

man in keeping his ground in the needs and exigencies of daily

life Radin (p 61 ) emphasizes that the chief diive for magical
coercion of the supernatuial lies m the existence of fundamental
organic needs hunger and the sex instinct The oldest and
most persistent rites of magic cluster round these two poles

Besides, it is essential that the perfoimer of such rites should be
protected from any danger which may befall him duiing his

interference with the supernatural

Also in India, the foremost function of both piimitive and
popular religion—that is, the religion of people who foi various

reasons live on the level of bare subsistence—is ''not to inter-

pret life, but to obtain those things which are accounted needful

to Its existence’"® When, for example, the Kamkkars of South-
ern Kerala worshipped the moon on full moon day, they tried

to obtain cure of whooping cough Toda praycis expiess

the need for eaithly things They contain expressions like
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^"may it be well with the buffaloes and calves, may there be
no disease no destroyer no poisonous animals no wild

beasts no fire may ram fall may clouds rise may grass

flourish may water spring”^

When a ^
^higher’’ form ofreligion, in casu Hinduism, takes

Its hold on the minds of the people, and they become acquaint-

ed with prescriptions and ideals of a more '"ethicaP’ character,

nevertheless the old fundamental goals and needs persist and
remain expressed time and again And even m complex socie-

ties like the Hindu society of Ancient India with a highly spiritua-
lized religious lore thought out and elaborated by a class of
specialists like the Brahmanas, the strive after daily well-being

and material goods of the common people remained charac-

terized up to a high degree by magic Even the adoration ofa
Supreme Deitymay be motivated for the greater part by econo-
mic factors and may function in a magical pattern of
thought ^

While they deal with the worship ofGod, it is often claimed

by the Hindu Sanskrit texts that the woishipper^s exertions will

have their results both for ultimate release from existence

(mukti— ) as for enjoyment of earthly objectives {bhukti— ')

Already in the Brahmanas (e g SatBr 13, 1, 3, 3 and 4) the

hope IS expressed that the sacrificer attains heaven, but that he
also becomes ^'firmly based"” {pratisfhita-) m this world In the

Tantras the proclamation of bhukti as well as mukti sometime s^

becomes a standard phrase For the Puranas we refer to

MtPur 95, 35, KalPur (van Kooy, p 23) The same claim

IS made by the Vaikhanasas for their temple cult (KJ ch 1

,

105) Nor is this statement ofthe double-sided result of religion

absent from the Buddhist tradition In his Tattvasamgraha^^

the Mahayana author iSantaraksita says “That bywhich earthly

welfare is constituted as well as the supreme good, such is called

“the Dharma” by all the learned’^

Tato^bhyudayamspattir yato nzhsreyasasya ca /

sa dharma ucyate tddrk sarvatr eva vicaksanath j j

By strengthening the suprahuman powers and by identify-

ing oneselfwith them, the religious man obtains a fresh quantity

of the sacred vigour which permeates the entire world ofcreation

This divine gift realizes itself for him in the sphere of his daily
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life and practical objectives—^welfare and happiness, a good
crop, absence of disease, absence offear and danger, continuance

of life, happiness in marriage and so on And if this holds good
for the worship of the ‘'high deities'^’ of the great tradition of

Hinduism, how much more for those much smaller and closer

divinities to which the ordinary village man was wont to address

himself in his daily needs ^ The fundamental economic and
psychological piesuppositions lie at the root of their creation,

and, as has been ably summarized by K Das^^ "The villagers

never worship any God aimlessly"

When the worshipper strives for release from the rounds of

births and deaths, his state ofmind is apt to be called "pure""

religion or philosophy When he strives after earthly objectives,

his religion is often considered to be of a "lower"" character

When he considers the divine or demoniac powers, or even
God’s sovereign will-power as a tool set in motion by his "wor-
ship"" for the attainment of such objectives, and operating auto-

matically, his religion is said to be mixed up with magic But
It would create a false impression to try to separate these aspects

of religious feeling "Religion is replete with magic’" (Radin,

p 61 )
Man is practical, he is fixed a great deal by his environ-

ment He has concrete, often immediate, ends in view The
religious man, even the religious formulator, even the philoso-

pher, may at the same time, consciously or unconsciously, be a
magician It may be true, as Heiler (p 27) says, that the

magician stands above his object and the religious man below
It, but It should be added that the magician and the leligious

man can be one and the same person And it seems better to

refrain from the statement that the combination magic-reli-

gion would be secondary (Heiler, 1 c ) It has indeed sometimes
been said that "in the beginning there was magic"" (cf Radm,
p 60, 75 )

This should however, not lead us to distinguish

between a "primitive"" or "original"" state in human develop-
ment which would have been characterized exclusively by magic,
and which would have been followed by a religious stage

Nor the reversal happens to be true Man as such seems to

be capable for religious feelings and magical convictions at the

same time At least he appears to us to be so from those speci-

mens of Sanskrit literature which were utilized for this study
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Andj ifmagic is defined in a slightly different way^ he still is so

in our own times

The man who practises magic may or may not need the

aid of the gods for his rituals ^ it does not make an essential

difference The fact that a deity’s or demon’s power is utilized

in ritual for human ends is encountered almost universally.

Of course^ magic is a law of nature effective m itself, but it can
use with profit any additional power which might be adduced
to Its help When it is practised in a primitive society, powerful
spirits are often invoked and presented with sacrificial gifts

before the ritual itself is executed In the Veda the hymns of a
magical purport may or may not contain invocations to the gods
(Malaviya) The god can be the guarantee that the man will

obtain the things desired by him, and as the gods’ methods are
not basically influenced by ^"ethical” considerations, why should
their human followers act otherwise ^

But what IS good and desirable for the one, may not be
so for the other, it may straightway cause him harm It is

tragic that there is often no place under the sun for free and
unbounded self-development of the individual and his neigh-
bour (or between neighbouring communities) And magic,
which had been originally intended by the gods or ancestors for

the common good, is sometimes said to have been diverted by
the evil-minded for selfish ends No wonder, all social life

is beset with conflict There is a suggestive word play m a
Balinese Yamarajastava (Stuti & Stava, No 815, 10) the word
mrdmaya ^ ^unhurt, healthy”, when read backwards, produces
Tamardm ^

the name of the fearsome Goddess of Death It is

highly significant that the primitive traditions sometimes re-

cord that the Creator (s) at the beginning of times were also the

first teachers of kinds of destructive magic They have some
times been presented as the first evildoers or black magicians
themselves

In the preceding chapter it was argued how the ancient

Indians sometimes thought of their gods as possessors of myste-

rious, uncanny powers, which they did not hesitate to apply

fallaciously It seemed a matter of foremost importance for

man to be on the right (that is the winning) side in the face

of such powers and their wielders Only in that case could he

hope to appropriate the faculties of divine sorcery for himself
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in order to ward off dangers and enemies of the most diverse

kinds and to promote his own happiness Consequently, be-

sides bhukti and mukti^ a third legitimate goal is expressed in the

Sanskrit texts by the word abhicdra—"hmmical action’"

Incantations are sometimes recommended by a reference to

their first use by some god m the cadre of a cosmical contest,

asm the AgPur (133,31) in connection with a mantra belonging

to Uma and destined for use against enemies ‘hn former times

it has been carried in the hands and on other (places of the

body) by Brahma, Rudra, Indra and Visnu, and during the

terrible battle the gods were protected by the spell”

Hastadyair dharitd purvam Brahmarudrendravisnubhth j

gurusangrdmakdle tu vidyaya raksttdh surah j /

In Vedic as well as Tantric literature the intentions of the wor-
shipper are sometimes expressed most unambiguously One
instance from the Bagalamukhirahasya (p 124) which its

author says to have quoted from the Rudrayamalatantra

Te sarve vilayam ydntu ye mam himsanti himsakdh /

mrtyurogabhayakleidh patantu ripumastake //

^‘^may all these evildoers who cause harm to^ me go to their

annihilation, death, illness, fear and affliction should fall upon
my enemy’s skull” In Balinese stutis the own protection is

more than once proclaimed in one breath with the adversaiy’s

destruction, as in Stuti & Stava, No 145, 2 dtmaraksam idam
stotram sarvaiatruvindsanam this word of praise (to Brahma)
should serve for my own protection and for the destruction of
all the enemies” It would of course be difficult to maintain
that the trend of thought shortly delineated above has been
extinguished by what we call modern civilization

2 Appropriation of supranormal powers according to Sanskrit sources

In Sanskrit literature a wealth of material exists to illus-

trate what has been said above In the first place there is what
one might call the '^magical application of speculative ideas or
religious truth” A prominent case in the Veda, the word
brahman denotes the fundamental supporting power of the
universe It reveals itself especially in the sacred formula as
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It IS applied during the sacrificial ceremonies, but also in hymns
and prayers, while it is embodied in the priest himself Very
often this brahman is felt to be a supernatural power loaded

with magical effectivity There is a conviction that medita-

tion on brahman cleans and purifies the subject or, for that

matter, the object on which the subject in addition concentrates

his thoughts, and anything which is pure is less liable to evil

influence In a certain set of sacrificial formulas recorded in

the Baudhayanagrhyapansistasutra (2, 13) and elsewhere

some articles of worship are said to be putd brahmapavtfrena

‘'purified by the Purifier which is Brahman” Evil karman
does not attach itself to the wise man who knows the mystic
truth of the Atman (GhUp 4, 14, 3) BhGita 10, 12 says of

Krsna param brahma param dhdma pavitram paramam bhavdn

^"Thou art the supreme Brahman, the supreme Abode, the

supreme Purifier” From Tantric literature the Tantrasara

p 73 cites the Visuddhesvara Tantra which says ‘^the purifica-

tion ofthe elements which exist in the shape ofthe body by means
of their unification with the imperishable Brahman, this is taught
to be the "purification of the elements ” [1]

It is also said sometimes that the brahman speculation

can help the adept towards material prosperity In the Upani-
sads such prosperity is more than once promised m unequivocal
terms for those who have obtained insight into the secrets of
the universe For example, ChUp 4, 5, 3 ""He whom knowing
him in this way, meditates on the fourfold fourth part of Brah-
man as luminous, becomes luminous in this world He conquers
luminous worlds ” In 4, 12, 2 ""He who, knowing thus,

meditates on this {purusa ) , drives away the evil craft, he possesses

a world, he reaches his complete time of life, he lives long, his

offspring does not dwindle away We (thus say the sacrificial

fires) support in this and yonder world him who knows and
meditates thus” At the same time it is said of those who follow

the path of brahman (4, 15, 6) ""those who follow it do not
return to this human vortex” In 5, 19, 2 the text promises
for him who knows the Atman in its totality ""he reaches satis-

faction by offspring, cattle, food, lustre, lustre of the brahman
class’ [2] This is the harvest of a cursory glance m the ChUp
only

The power of brahman is applied not only for promoting
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the good^ but also for warding ofi the enemies There are

various instances m the AV beside a few ip the RV In AV
5, 20, 10 the effect of a wardrum is said to be sharpened by
Brahman The Brahmaudana ‘^sacrificial poriidge of Brah-

man” can be directed against enemies (e g , Kaus S 49^ 15ff
)

In Rgvidh 1, 15, 4f the recitation of a mantra in inverted order

IS advised for the destruction of foes , its effectivity is ascribed

to “the strength ofbrahman” {etad vat brahmano balam^ 1 , 15^ 5d)

In Rgvidh 2, 4^ 4 another spell which destroyed the Vasisthas

is called “a Brahman pronounced by Kusika” {brahmaitat

Kusikoditam) AitBr 8, 28 describes a ritual c2illcd Brahmanah
partmarah “the killing around Brahman” Its essence consists

in a meditation on the processes of nature in which five devatdh

“forces of nature” in succession disappear around brahman
which IS Wind The adept should realize this and connect

this with his personal situation When he observes, for example,

the lightning disappearing into rain, he should meditate

dvisan me mriyatdm so ^ntardhiyatdm tarn md nirjfidstsuh “my foe

should die, he should disappear, people should not recognize

him any more” The effect will follow suit The performer

should realize himself, however, that the foices of nature are

always born again, he should therefore add some additional

imprecations against the rebirth of his personal enemies, at

the same time expressly allowing the lightning and the other

forces to run their natural course The Brahmanah partmarah

IS said to have been applied first by Maitreya Kausarava for

king Sutvan Kairisi, and indeed five inimical kings are said to

have died around Sutvan while he himself reached mahat “a
great position” An additional injunction is that one should

never take a seat before the enemy does so, and never go to

sleep before him
IntheMbh the Brahmastra “missile ofbrahman” is known

as a supernatural weapon of infallible effect Later its deity

IS said to be the goddess Bagalamukhi (see below Ch 2 ) The
Siddhanagarjunakaksaputa (N), a textbook of magic, records

a ceremony (p 310) for obtaining such a Brahmastra so that

the client will be able to conquer all his enemies

That the word brahman in the minds of the people often

meant little more than “spell” or “sorcery” is proved by Mbh
3, 63, 18 (Nala 14, 18) where brahmavtd occurs in the meaning^
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of ^^sorcerer” In the tale of Mandapala at the end of the
Adiparvan (Mbh Book 1 ) the effect of the brahman said by
the young bird sage Drona (st 88ff) is twofold the liberation

of himself and his brothers from the fire, and the burning by
that same fire of their enemies, the wild cats The Dattatreya
Tantra, another magical tract, according to its Benares edition

(2, 4) allows killing by magic only for those who ^^with the eye
ofwisdom behold the Atman which is Brahman

)
in its cosmic

expansion"’ [3] N 4, 26 (p 287) applies the mantra Om
ananda brahma svdhd during ritual of the subjugation of a woman
This mantra is a corrupted form of one of the most famous
maxims from the Upanisads ‘^^Brahman is joy” Having
looked at these data one better understands the words of Vayu
Pur 65, 27 ‘^The science of Brahman was provided with two
heads and bodies ,

with terrible devices of witchcraft as well as

with methods for warding off such evils”

Brahmavedas tathd ghoraih krtyavidhibhir anvitah /

pratyangirasayogaxi ca dvt^arfrahro ^bhavatjj

It is also understandable that the students of such science,

and the philosophers or yogms who strive after mystical insights,

have been often considered to possess magical powers The
sources on yoga often allude to the miraculous faculties {stddht)

to which the yogin gains access, although he is warned not to

misuse them The word yoga itself is sometimes used m a sense

approaching to
^‘magic” Stuti & Stava, No 507 (Viramantra),

a prose spell, contains the words sarvamantrdn sarvayogdn vthana

vihana “destroy all spells, all methods of magic” The magical

tracts edited in the Indrajalavidyasamgraha often conclude

their descriptions by siddhayoga uddhrtah “thus an unfailing

method has been expounded” In Kathas— 12, 22, 25 the

master sorcerer Muladeva has at his disposal a yogagulika

“magic pilP" by which he is able to change himself into an old

brahman, by a second one a young man is reshaped into a

beautiful girl [4] This connotation of the word yoga cannot

be separated from its general meaning of “a creative discipline

of mind” by which one obtains supranormal power The
:§atBi (11, 5, 7, 1) says that Veda study {svadhydya) causes a

person to hcyuktamandh “disciplined ofmind”, which also means

“of powerful mmdTorce” (cf Oldenberg, p 149, n 2)
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According* to SvetUp 2^1 Savitar m olden times raised himself

up from the earth by ^"disciplining his mind’’ {yufijdnah pratha^

mam manah) ^
and m the next stanza the poet expresses his desire

to imitate this divine example The gods are indeed the fore-

most possessors of this enviable faculty In Mbh 12, 47^ 8

Visnu is called Togesvara ""Lord of yoga” The BhPur (10^ 23,

48 ) overstates this with Togesvare^vara ""Lord of the lords ofyoga”
^iva is also ^ yogesvara (Mbh 3, 80, 126) when he creates ten

million examples of his own form (see above p 4) In BhGita
9 5 Krsna invites Arjuna to contemplate his ""lordly yoga”,
yogam aisvaram^ m 7, 25 yoga serves to specify the word maya
in the compound yogamdyd The two words yoga and maya
sometimes denote two sides of the same mysterious divine force

Zimmer (p 62) remarks that the questions after the maya
and the divine magic called yoga amount to the same because
what IS called maya from the side of the creatures who are enve-

loped by It IS yoga for the God Who wields this maya The
divine siddhis are exemplified in creation God is "'more minute
than the minute, greater than the great” (TAr 10, 10, 1

)

The compound yogamdyd further occurs in the Puranas,

as in BhPur 12, 10, 10, where iSiva by yogamdyd enters into

Markandeya’s heart According to the same text, 8, 5, 43,

the gunas which regulate karman have been fixed by the Loid’s

yogamdyd y
in 3, 6, 35 the institution of the grades of society is

said to spring from the power of this yogamdyd {yogamdyd-

balodayam) K yogin^ just like a rndyin^ can be a magician or

wonderworker SM (No 93, p 181) uses the word in this

sense saptdhena taddyogi labhet kanydm svavdnchitam ""by a period

of seven days the yogin will obtain the lady desiied by him”
For this text there seems to be no difference between the methodi-
cal psychic exertion by the aspirant for lelease from the Laimic
bond and the exertion performed by the adept m supranormal
power for earthly objectives They can be one and the same
person In popular usage, a yogin often is tantamount to a
performer of magic (Jacques, p 264) or a wandering beggar
(K Das, p 110), these two varieties also might be embodied
in the same man

The power ascribed to such real or reputed possessors of
religious wisdom in the popular mind often assumes the character
of a magic force Sayana m the beginning of his commentary
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on the BA Up says that by esoterical knowledge one is able to

gam the same results as by the horse sacrifice The !§ankara-

‘digvijaya, the legendary biography of the great philosopher
Sankara, reflects this when on the occasion of the victory of
Sankara over Mandana in a philosophical dispute it states

tit vaiikrtamandanapanditah ‘^having thus subjugated the Pandit
Mandana’% using the magical term vasikrta—for the defeated

opponent The philosophers or founders of religions have often

been believed to be possessors ofmagic powers also In various

texts ofBuddhism the Buddha is represented as possessing power-
ful spells 22 Likewise, in Jainism Parsva and Mahavira have
been thought to have pronounced magical formulas 23 The
Jatakas give evidence of the belief in the great magical effect

of sanctity (Pick, p 152) The famous Buddhist philosopher

Nagarjuna was believed to have been a great magician at the

same time It seems to be pretty certain now that there were
at least two Nagarjunas, the philosopher and the adept in

Tantrism who lived centuries afterwards, but Joshi (p 316)
mentions the Tibetan traditions that the philosopher Nagarjuna
was also a mahasiddha (Joshi ‘‘'great magician” ) who proclaimed
dhdranis and sddhanas an expert in medicine, alchemic and
divination It does not matter for us here in the first place if

this tradition was correct, the interesting fact to note is that such

a tradition actually existed Something similar has been said

by Taranatha about the later philosopher Vagisvarakirti (Conze,

p 171 ) Sankara whom we met already above is said to have
laid the base of the wealth of the temple at Tirupati by designing

there a dhandkarsanayantra^ a symbolic figure drawn on the ground
or on some other object in order to attract money (Ramesan,

p 65, see also below— ) The PST and other Tantras have
been ascribed to the same Sankara (Kane, 1962, p 1105)

These traditions testify to a without doubt frequent tendency of

the popular mind, a tendency related to that almost universal

belief that piety and religiosity result, or ought to result, in

success in earthly matters And who knows if there is not a

germ of truth in the persistent tradition of philosophers and
scholars with magical inclinations ^ In any case, those who
devoted themselves to the divine were believed to be able to

appropriate divine powers for themselves

Besides, an appeal to a fundamental truth is said to ward
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off evil and dangers The GhUp desciibes how a man who has

been accused of theft and subjected to an ordeal defends him-
self by solemnly declaring his innocence so that his hand is not
burned by the heated axe (6, 16^ 1) The place shows that

truth could be thought of as a kind of armoui able to protect

him who appealed to it On a certain place m the Jama
canon Truth is praised as the source of all power (Jhavery, p
274) In modern times this conviction was revived, of course in

modified form, by Gandhi and his followers when they developed
the satyagraha pattern of social action

The same conviction that fundamental principles or

supreme truths when appealed to will avert evil meets us m the

Balinese Sanskrit hymns In Stuti & Stava, No 307 (Vira-

mantra) protection is requested among others against inimical

spells and sorcery, the litany is concluded with the words sarva--

sattva svdhd Thou Who art all beings (or Who art equal
to all reality), hail The same expression occurs in No 504
(Astamahabhaya Kim) No 336 (Bhairava-naramamsa-
sunyastava) praises the Buddhist interpretation of reality as the

Void, the supreme secret which devours all, the hymn is applied
against poisoned food The effectivity of this hymn is created

by the mystical analogy between the all-devouring Void and the

human performer who swallows all food unhurt In No 636
(Tribhuvana) a statement of the mystical nature of Brahma
and Visnu as the cosmical food and Mahesvara as the cosmical
consumer is followed immediately by a statement of rewards
which promises the annihilation of disease, and victory, fame
and success m all things, besides at the end communion wath
the Supreme J§iva [5]

3 The sacred word

A related phenomenon is the application of hymns or
other utterances from the Veda for other ends than they were
originally meant for That the AV and its ritual companion
the KausS were usually meant to be applied m magical context
is self-evident But some of these AV hymns are identical with
hymns m the RV and thus originally destined for invocation
by the hotar priest Besides, many of the RV hymns were also

used out of their ritual context for goals such as promoting ferti-
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lity, a long life^ warding off or curing disease or doing harm to

an enemy A list of such usages exists as in the Rgvidhana
(see below, —ch 5 ) The SVBr applies the stanza Ud vayam
tamasah pan “Upwards from the darkness we (RV 1, 50,

10) in a ritual of defeating old age and death, and the same
stanza m 2, 5, 3 for subjugation Very powerful is the Gayatri
(RV 3, 62, 10) , Rgvidh, 2, 6—2, 12 is devoted to it In the

LiPur It forms the kernel ofa Vajresvari vidyd (2,51, 18) while it

could also be assigned to the body in the form of a kavaca or

magical armour (introduction to Gayatri Tantra by Pandit
Taraka Natha Bhattacarya, p 3) It is not different with the

Samaveda GhUp 2, 2 states the effects of a fivefold Saman
for obtaining ram AitBr 3, 46 lays down the magical use of a

part of the Vamadevya saman (the syllables pu-ru-sah) for

procuring sdntiy which means freedom from evils and mimical
magic The JaimBr sometimes describes the samans as fear-

some agents of destruction (thus in 1, 129, 1,152) sent away to

the enemy like evil demons summoned by the singer The
SVBr contains directions for such applications of the samans

In general the sacred word is considered to bestow effects

mysteriously created but at the same time very real and practical

In the West, the powei of quotations from the Bible was widely

recognized in the Middle Ages and afterwards Prayers often

were and are used as means working automatically to acquire

elementarv needs This is even the most basic form ofa prayer

Besides, the prayer and the sacred word in general are useful

to ward off dangers and demons they aie products of the mmd
{manas) whose pow^erful, creative thinking {manana)TcsMlts in a

mantra That is why Stuti & Sta\a, No 362 (“iSivalayata-

ttva’’ ) m stanza 36 promises “by the mantra one obtains release,

by the mantra one will gain piosperity, the mantra destroys the

sorrows, it is a purifier destroying evii, even the man who com-
mits evils m vaiious ways, who (kills) even his own father and
mother, his soul becomes purified by means of the mantra.

It purifies all e\ iF’ [ 6 ] (the mantra m question is a short formula

of praise directed to a manifestation of Siva) The act of such

“thinking’’ is praised m ST 3 ' By thinking one saves (others)

from evil, by thinking one reaches heaven, by thinking one

reaches release, and one will realize the four ends of life""’
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Manandt pdpatas trdti mananat svargam asnute /

manandn mok^am dpnoti caturvargamayo bhavet //

Among Indian primitive peoples, the solemn or sacred

word IS often believed necessarily to create its effect Her-
manns (p 286) relates how a Baiga girl evoked a tiger against

some enemies of hers only by saying ^ the tiger should kill them’ ’

Hermanns proposes that the magical word is considered to be
an imitation of the divine archetype Bhagwan, the Creator and
Supreme God, spoke only one word and created by that alone

He provided the primeval magician with the same powers
In Indian literature the cursing power of brahmans is a universal

motif
One of the most powerful kinds of sacred word is created

by the recitation of a god’s name The name is intimately

connected with its bearei and has the powei to evoke, often

even to compel that bearer Its soul is identical with the bearer’s

soul By muttering a god’s name man is able as it were magi-
cally to attract that god to his presence and to force him to listen

to the wishes pronounced to him
Thus the Kamkkar of Kerala used to mutter every morning

the names of their important gods in order to ward off evil

spirits (lyei
, p 38f

)
The name of the Buddha occurs as a

wonder-working power among the Sinhalese of Ceylon In
Northern India, Rama’s name written on the door ofthe lymg-in
chamber was thought to chase away evil spirits (O ’Malley, p
134) Stuti & Stava, No 229, Ramakavaca, for the greater

part identical with the Indian Ramaraksastoti a, honours Rama
with a number of epithets which taken together summarize his

exploits Cold m the Ramayana The recitation of the hymn is

advised for the lonely wayfarer (stanza 20 in the Indian version

)

It IS significantly accompanied by a kavaca or “armour” during
which the names of a god are invoked for protection on various

parts of the body A very fine example of a Visnukavaca is to

be found in GarPur 194 Pronouncing the names of Visnu is

considered by AgPur 270,15 to lead to the destruction of all

evil occurrences acyutandmakirtandt pranasaye t tu trividham mama-
subham) No wonder that the religious specialists tried to invent
and to assemble as much names as possible which at the same
time described some aspect of the divine nature and activity

The results are recorded in the Sahasranamastotras “Hymns
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containing a thousand names’’ in the Mbh and later sources

The effects of some of the many names of Visnu are specified

in AgPur 284 For example, the name Damodara "^With the
band on his belly” frees from bondage, Puskaraksa "*The
Lotus-eyed” drives away a disease of the eye (284, 9)

The mentioning of a god’s names thus most often implies

allusions to his exploits By this method that god’s powers
are activated, and these powers may come to man’s help and
even enable him to perform miraculous deeds A remarkable
instance is furnished by Stuti & Stava, No 97, called Viramantra
or Pahcaraksaksama in the manuscripts This hymn of praise

to the Five Tathagatas of Mahayana Buddhism occurs also

m the Indian SM It describes in obstruse style the mysterious
and gracious nature of the Tathagatas One of the two Bali-

nese manuscript sources says that recitation of the hymn pio-

cures wisdom {pnajd^ TCB.d prajnd) ^ but it also suggests its applica-

tion for the following ends 1 Cure of poison 2 Becoming
dear to anybody (see also below,) 3 Defeating the

enemies 4 Release from calamities like those caused by
planets 5 In the next life, obtaining the faculty ofremember-
ing one’s former births

The Divine Name is also considered very powerful when
It occurs in a short formula of praise accompanied by the word
namah ‘^‘honour” For instance, the words srfganesdya namah
^^Honour to the Venerable Ganesa” when painted on a wall

were thought to contain the sakti of that deity (Abbott, p 446

)

Another important mantia of this kind is the Sivaite PahcaL-

sara, that is the five syllBhlcsna-mah Si-vd-ya ‘^honour to Siva”

Their recitation has been sometimes advised in order straightway

to obtain release from samsara (Pope, pi xxxix-xlii) They
symbolize the Five Entities of iSaiva Siddhanta Siva, His Sakti,

Anavamala ^"Primeval Stain”, Maya "'Force of becoming”,

and Atma At the same time it can represent man’s religious

development in a nutshell §i and Va are the "mystic action of

Siva’s grace”, Na and Ma the "whirl of impurity”, and between
them there is Ya, the Soul He who strives after release should

take care to recite Si’-vdya na-mah^ not na~mah Si-vdya Accord-

ing to the Gokarnesvaramanasikaradhanam, a praise of Siva

as Lord of the place of pilgrimage Gokarna, stanza 19 (Aithal,

p 163), these fiv’^e syllables destroy the five major sins A
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person with more earthly aims can apply them in the method
advised bv LiPur 85, 1 1 3f He should assign ^-hem to the fingers

by the method of nydsa while reciting them {argulijapa^ 109)

When this is done with the right concentration of mind, the

following lesults will appear, the thumb brings about release,

the index destruction of enemies, the middle fingei wealth, the

fourth finger safety (Jdntt) In addition, the peiformei should

note the direction faced by him The east bungs about power,
the south black magic, the west wealth, the north safety In

Stuti & Stava, No 450, Mahamaya (see below ch 3), a spell

consisting mainly of the words Aghorebhyo namati “To the Non-
terrible manifestations (of Siva), honour"" is applied together

with meditation on Visnu for the realization of five feats of

magic

4 Some powerful words and syllables

The word namah may appear also alone with a special

connotation, but most often in cooperation with a few other

small words When the Visnuite brahman priest of South
India in the cadre of his worship prepaies himself for receiving

the God m his body and mind, he peifoims among othei iituals

the sadanganydsa During this act he assigns higher power to

SIX parts of his body and appaiel The act is accompanied by
formulas which are concluded by six small woids, the fiist of
them being namah According to Rangachaii (p 134) the

Srivaisnava brahmans perform it in this way the piiest touches
his heart while %d^y\ng^jhdndyahrdaydya namah

^

his head, saying
aihvarydya iirase svdhd^ his tuft of hair, saying saktyat nkhdyai
zausat, his shoulders, saying baldya kavaedya hum^ then “he takes

round his head his right hand and slaps both the palms twnce"’

saying virydya astraya phat
,
and he touches his eyes with his right

hand and says tejase netrdbhydm vausat In this way he appro-
priates the SIX divine qualities postulated by the Pancaiatra
school wisdom, dominion, energy, strength, supranormal
power of mind, and fiery eneigy Their iivals, the Vai-
khanasa priests, omit these six qualities but say the same words
at the end of their six formulas during Sadanganyasa An
unedited treatise on Vaikhanasa daily worship, the Arcanasa-
rasamgraha, presents these six formulas as follows 1 Srim
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om h dayaya namah 2 om Hrase svdhd 3 Dram om stkhdyat

z)ausat 4 Hrdm om kavacdya hum 5 Klim om netratraydya

vausat 6 Ram om astraya phat In Sivaite South Indian
Agamas and also in the Balinese Suryasevana, the six words
namah^ svdhd

^
oausat {or vasat) hum vansat and phat are often

replaced by six occurrences of the word namah The six

words just mentioned for the greater part have no meaning in

Ordinal y Sanskrit, but apparently they were thought to be indis-

pensible on this stage of the ritual because they contained an
element ofsupernatural power They constitute a good example
of shoit, often apparently meaningless words which came to be
considered as highly potent bearers of the supernatural and the
magical These six words are an inheritance from the Veda
Some of them, especially sodhd and vausat^ are often applied m
the Vedic ritual as mvervemng exclamations A few instances

suffice to prove that they were believed to contain a mysterious
power In AitBr 2, 4 it is said oisvdhd that its nature is prati§thd

ipratisthdtmaka) and that in this quality it provides the performer
of the ritual or his sponsor with a firm base (pratisthd) in exis-

tence The word vasat possesses a more malevolent power
AitBr 6 argues that if one desires the death of his enemy he
should exclaim vasat while concentrating his thoughts upon him,
because the sound vasat is equal to the front of a thunderbolt

{vajrasya pratikam^ presumably because both words vasat and
vajra begin with the syllable va , Malaviya, p 36) The
same is implied in SatBr 1, 6, 3, 28 and again in GopBr 2, 3, 3

(Malaviya, p 169) TS 3, 4, 8, 5 says yad vacah kruram
tena vasatkaroti “"he pionounces vasat with the evil force of

Speech'
’
(Caland—p 161, n 18)

Peihaps one should interpret in this light the passage from
Stuti & Stava, No 314, stanza 1 sdntipustivasatkarma^ kdrya-

siddhzs ca jdyate ^‘^(by worship of the Guru's feet) the rituals of

pacification, creation of welfare and black magic are realized,

and also success in one’s enterprises” (in Stuti Stava, vasat

has been tianslated here with ^^offering”) The word vasat

would in that case have been meant as a synonym for abhicara,

which often occurs together with santi and push in a triad of

human strivings m the theory of ritualism (see below, p 95)

The word phat is loaded with magic Originally it seems
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to have been an onomatopoeic denoting a breaking or cracking

sound Kane, 1962 (p 1037, n 1) devotes some attention to

this word It occurs in the sense of ‘'^sound of breaking’’ in MS
7, 3 upan prut0 bhangena hato ^sau phat N is killed by the

breaking caused by that which comes upon him from above :

crack” (the place is also referred to by Malaviya, p 95) KausS
47, 17-22 also mentions phat in a context of abhicdra (Henry,

p 224 ,
read 47, 21 ) In the Rgvidh, (3, 20, 1 ) it is pronoun-

ced during the breaking of an image of the pei former’s beloved

Gonda m his commentary on this place (p 81) refers to BhPur
6, 8, 8 where Indra is said to have conquered his enemies by
applying phat after the formula Om Visnave namah in the four

quarters of the sky

So much IS clear that an enumeration of the six words in

question in a fixed sequence evokes foices foi good as well as

for evil Their tradition is maintained and elaborated in the

Tantric tradition and the Puranas influenced by it AgPur
(125, 41 f ) recoids that saying namah fits in with rites of paci-

cation and conciliation, vausat is coirect during ceiemonies

for obtaining welfare, subjugation of others, and the like, hum
is for liquidation of an enemy or for destruction of somebody’s
goodwill, phat is for causing people to hate each othei and for

driving them from their homes, vasat for a soma saciifice and
for ''Dipti and the like” (enumerating the eight saktis of Surya,.

the first of who is Dipta^) [7] According to Kane, 1962

(p 1111) the Jayakhya Samhita says that svdhd is for homa,
svadha for ancestor worship, phat for destructive activities, hum
for creating hatred, and namah for release The piobably
15th-century compilation Mantramahodadhi (MMD") (24,

92ff ) divides all formulas into three groups male, female and
""^eunuch” Those which end by vasat and phat are said to

be male, those which end by vausat and svdhd are female, those

with hum and namah are ^'eunuch” The male formulas are

useful for subjugation, eradication and obstruction
,
the female

ones bring about a quick success in destroying those of evil

intentions the eunuchs are applied m rites of destructive magic

[8] The doctrine of the ^^sex” of formulas is well known fiom
other sources for instance the KJ This text at the end of ch

4 says that all formulas which end in namah are female, while

those in svdhd are male and all others neuter
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The same principle of the application of these six words
for good as well as for evil ends is present in the Buddhist KGT
(3^ 80) Here the mantras which end by svdhd bring about
welfare^ those on namah cause pacification ^ those on vau§at
are useful for attracting someone towards oneself , on vasat
are for subjugation, those on hum for black magic , those onphat
for '"piercmg'% that is rendering immovable (on ""piercing’%
see below,—ch 6, 8) [9] It is easily seen that, although in these
different sources the principle of application is the same, the
details differ widely

The idea that stiort, unintelligible formulas or syllables
may contain great power is widely diffused Their effect can
be applied for the realization of material goals including some-
times evil designs but they can also serve as a guide for reaching
the realization of infinite bliss and salvation In Indian mantra
lore they are called bija ^^seed syllables’’ or ^‘kernel syllables”^
They are taught to contain the essence or body of a divinity
They are found already in Vedic literature As is often the
case, Tantrism did here little more than elaborate on ideas
conceived by the Vedic sages Behind the mantra and bija
tradition lies the conviction that all phenomena in the universe
are mystically connected while manifesting themselves in diffe-

rent categories of reality Consequently the world of visible
existence and its divine prototype must be parallelled by a range
of audible manifestations materialized for our experience in a
number of basic sounds or syllables (sounds and syllables are
closely connected with each other in Indian linguistic specula-
tion) As the universe is permeated by forces both good and
evil, the world of sound and its symbols must be invested with
the same forces

The chief difference between the Vedic and the Tantrie

tradition seems to lie in the former’s exclusive character, while
Tantrism piesents itself as accessible to people of all classes and
descent In Tantric texts some practices seem to have acclima-
tized which were the cultural property of castes or tribes oF
non-Aryan provenance But one should be veiy careful m
making statements like this Nor is this to deny that the Vedic
Aryans knew and practized magic But the kinds of magic
owned by different ethnic stocks or stiata of society may have
contained important differences Rudrayamaia Tantia 17,.
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121 fF (Kane, 1962, p 1034) asserts that the light sadhanas
(meditations on deities in magical context) should be acquired
from three sources, the regions of the Buddhists, the Atharva-
veda and Mahacina (Tibet and other Himalayan regions)

The most important and perhaps also the oldest of the

bijas IS of course the syllable OM The speculation on this

sacred sound begins in the Upamsads and continues into the

Tantric texts It is thought to represent the sound aspect of

brahman Its three components A-u-m—are equal to the

Trimurti Brahma, Visnu and Siva who are said to create,

maintain and destroy the universe According to the Siva

Pur, a text which deals profusely with the symbolism of Om,
the Three Deities just mentioned originated from these three

components In the same text (p 841 )
Om is divided into

five components the w, m, nada and bindu They possess

as their presiding deities Brahma, Visnu, Rudra, Mahe^vara
andSadasiva who together constitute a Sivaite pentad perfor-

ming the Five Acts of Siva (Siva Pur, p 761) At the same
time these five components ofOm symbolize the Five Faces of

Siva Sadyojata, Vamadeva, Aghora, Tatpurusa and Isana

(Siva Pur, p 762) In Saiva Siddhanta speculation, Om
contains the five entities Siva, his Sakti, the Primeval Stain

(Anavamala'), Maya and the Soul ( Pope, p xl) Just like its

philosophical counterpai t Brahman, the sellable Om has the

powei of protection The GT (p 2) ad\ises those who
recite the Gayatil always to pronounce Om at its beginning
or end in older to drive off the evil {pranavam prajaped dhimdn

pdpocedtanakarmam) This is without doubt one oftheieasons
why the syllable Om came to be repeated so frequently at the

beginning oi/and the end of all kinds of mantias
We will not occupy oui selves with the numerous other

bijas heie It is worth mentioning that Om often occuis m
combination with olhei svllable*^, thus helping to constitute a

poweiful soit of man^ias The Buddhist MMK (I,p 15),

for instance deals with the mantra Om dh hum This is the

heait mantia of Yamantaka Krodharaja, the ‘'Lord of Anger’"*

It accomplishes all things, such as pacification, welfaic, des-

tiuctive magic, miiaculous powei s like rendering oneself

invisible It has been taught by Mahjughosa (Manjusri)
and destroys all obstructions In combination with the words
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Naman Stvdya (see above p ) ^Om gives the Sadaksara ^'mantra
of SIX syllables"^ Om namah Stvdya It is praised by Stun and
Stava^, No 809 ^'The Sadaksara is a great spell, secret and
supremely effective, it is called the Bodv of Sadasiva, and it

destioys the greatest sins’’

Sadak^aram mahdjapyam guhyam paramasddhakam /

Saddsivdngam ity uktam mahdpdtakand^^anam //

One particular kind of mantra which deserves to receive

some attention here is the dhdram As its name says, it is

believed to ^"bear” or ^^contain” {xootdhr ) some power—

a

meaning which does not differ much from that of brahman in

^"supporting and protecting force”^’ The dharanis are foundm
Hinduism, Buddhism and Jamism, usually not m the earlier

sources In Hinduism they are considered to belong to the

characteristics of Tantric influence They are probably most
frequent in Buddhist texts A dharani most often consists of

an introductory formula paving honour to some deity,

followed by an invocation ofsome power which is requested to

protect the speaker and to destroy all evils that beset him Its

most lively element is the use of a chain ofimperatives, each
usually repeated once, which should adduce strength to the

spell It is often not at all clear which power is invoked and
ordered by means of these imperatives to assist the speaker
The dharani usually ends with a few of the potent words known
in ritual, like hum or svdhd

^

Its translation is often extremely
difficult

From the mass of dharanis recorded in Buddhist litera-

ture, we present here as an instance the relatively simple one
found in MMK III, p 662[10] The context is as follows

Indra had been defeated bv the Asuras In his distress he
sought refuge with Kasyapa, and this sage taught him the

formula in question in order to activate the powder of the

Bodhisattva Mahjusri (the chief deity adored bv the MMK)
This IS the spell ""Honoui to all the Buddhas and Bodhi-
sattvas, whose commands are iriesistible Om, kill kill all

dangeis, conquer, uproot, terrify, crush, split, break, fame,
flame ,

hum phat svdhd'"'^ It is to be noted that its introduction

IS of the same kind as those which are found at the beginning

of the canonical sutias The foimula had hardlv been said or

Mahjusri, the Kumara, shook the earth, and besides the words
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of this mantra became presided over {adhisthita) by all the
Buddhas Indra^ his eyes wide open in admiration^ woi shipped
Mahjusrij learnt the mantia by heart, and advanced against
the Asuras who made off in panic for the nether world Thus
Mahjusri, bodily present in his mantra, shaped the opportu-
nity for Indra to create his ^^new ordei’^ Indra installed a
picture of Manju li on his banner and from that time onwards
the danger from the counter-gods had vanished

An interesting context is also furnished by the dharani
recorded by the MMK a few pages further (HI, p 666)
Mahju.ri there says to Buddha that in the future people will

cease to maintain their faith m the word of the Buddha and by
that reason will fall into a state of the utmost depression It

will be necessary then to provide for then help The Buddha
praises Mahju< ri for his merciful character and teaches him a
vidydrdja or ‘'^king of spells’ % a mantra of especially high potency,
which will serve ^Tor the profit, the good and the welfaie of all

beings and for showing compassion to the woild” saroa-

sattvdndm arthdya hitdya sukhdya lokdnukampdyat This mantra
should be memorized particularly m the hour of death Mah-
jusri IS again its deity Like the preceding one, the spell is

introduced by a phrase borrowed from canonical sciipture

It runs as follows '^Honour to all Tathagatas the Qualified
Ones, Who have become duly enlightened ^ Om, O Thou Who
possessest the form of a princely youth, Origin of all, come,
come, lahu lahu^ thrum bhrum^ O Conqueror of the conqueiors,
O Mahjusriya, Whose glory is eminent, save me from all soi-

rows, phat^ pacify pacify, O Thou Who hast originated from the
Water of life, destroy my evil, svdhd [11] To the person
who memorizes thus, the MMK says, Mara will not find an
entrance All his obstructions will disappear

This dharani is somewhat more elaborated than the pre-
ceding one At the same time it contains more obscuie ex-
piessions, a featuie which probably has been deliberate ly sought
m order to enhance its magical potency The language which
IS not understood by the hearer oi speaker may be the language
of the spirits, the demons or the gods themselves

As to the evolution of the Indian dharani, it can be said
with safety that its antiquity must be considerable Vedic
literature contains passages which may have served as models
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for such formulas One may compare RV 7 104, 1 ‘^Indra

^nd Soma, burn the evil demon, press down, throw down, O
Bulls, those who rejoice in the darkness ^ crush those who
are devoid of sense, burn them down, kill, drive awav, sharpen
(Thyselves against) the devourers [12] In later times the

hearing of imperativesis said to be a good omen by KJ ch

13 (trsl p 52) 'hf he heais words like "go bring, take, speak,

win, command, be gracious’ he should announce highest

welfare” It is understandable that imperatives, the most
direct representation m language of the working of a person’s

will, are considered auspicious and magically potent
Another aspect of the dharam is that it may contain words

or expressions used out of their original context, sometimes
taken over without regard to their original meaning It has

been noted already how its introductory formula sometimes
resembles those found in canonical sutras Bat also important
doctrinal statements may be applied within a dharani Al-
though Bharati (p 113) is too categorical in saying that the

dharanis are originally ‘'^contractions of longer canonical
passages”, sometimes indeed they contain such contractions

or deformations of important statements which presented some
essence of the doctrine in a compact form A good example
has been furnished and amply discussed by Bernhard^® He
showed that the wo^ds me mine dapphe dadapphe which often occur,

sometimes in a slightlv modified form, in Buddhist magical
formulas, are deformations of a compact summary of the Four
Noble Truths of Buddhism in a Dravidian language As Bern-
hard says (p 167), the Four Noble Truths, when still under-
stood to be meant by the above-mentioned mysterious foui

words, may have been applied by way of a satyakriyd ""appeal to

truth” (see above p 67) Later they assumed the character of
mere sacred syllables applicable for magical protection Their
chief function seems to have been the destruction of poison
(Bernhard, p 162) In HT (p 2) the words ili mill phuh phuh
which probably are a further corruption of the Four Noble
Truths in Dravidian occur against snakes

Besides the mysterious efficacy of sacred words, there are

the sacred object and the sacred action as additional souices

of power The belief is common that the effect of liturgical

performances will occur ex opere operato Religious objects
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like leliquia or sacred ashes are widely venerated (Heilei,

p 295) As an instance fiom theBalinese Stutis we mentionNo
121, eatitled Bhasma Agama-Tirtha ^‘'The HoH Water tradi-

tion of the Ashes'% the first sloka of which is "^The bath with
ashes is the best purifier, Siva in the nature of the ashes will

protect, ashes are also a means ofconquering threefold Space ’’

Bhasmasndnam varam tirtham pavitram pdpandsanam /

bhasmarupam §zvam raksed bhasmam trailokyasddkanam //

In utterances like this the sacred object is considered an inde-

pendent means of acquiring purification and even supreme
wisdom At the same time it remains a charm, a magically

potent object which effects protection from danger and destroys

mimical beings and powers A magical performance, in order

to be effective, needs not only effective words or formulas but
also potent objects which serve as receptacles of the powers
handled by man In Sanskrit words, a magical sadhana, in

order to reach siddhi ^^completion” should have not otAy mantra

at Its disposal, but also As a yantra any object may
serve which is able to guide and strengthen the performei’s

meditation By thus activating his spiritual powers such

objects are the \isible counterparts of the audible formula
In this way the three aspects ofhuman action thinking, speak-

ing and acting, are mobilized together m order to reach the

greatest possible effect

5 The aims of worship

An appeal to the gods can be caused out of a pure icii-

gious feeling or be motivated by material needs or desiies

The person who attempts to invoke a deity may stiive aftci

release from samsara or after the completion of his mundane
designs Perhaps he strives after both at the same time The
same duality in the motives foi the worship of the gods can be

observed in the motivation for asceticism The ascetic by

his mortification obtains the mastery ofsupernaturai faculties

His goal may be definitely to escape the world’s plights and
sorrow but he might also be motivated by the desire after other

things like the execution ofpower over other beings, or the win-

ning over of the beloved (as Parvati did when she desii ed to w in

Siva) oi the obtaining of a husband (as Draupadi did, Mbh
1,157, 6ff) In fact, in Ancient Indian iiteratme this second
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motivation of the performance of austerities is extremely fre-

quent A standard pattern is that the gods out of their celestial
dwellings obseive somebody on earth who is engaged in rigorous
asceticism \A^ithout further delibeiation they assume that
this person does not strive after i elease but that he tries to coerce
them, for instance by compelling them to grant him a boon of
enormous size (as Bah did) The ascetic’s coercive activity

can even lesult in driving the gods away from their positions

and occupying them himself (as Hiranyakas ipu did, Vi Pur
1,17, 2fF)

These two roads to power asceticism and worship of the

gods, can be combined By a difficult, ascetic preparation one
can compel some god to appear before oneself and comply to

one’s wishes Such a piocedure is called sadhana or sddhana

^^realization” (of the deitv concerned or of the desired result)

T t contains also the nuances of ^evocation” and 'propitiation’

’

The same word can be used for a course of action the goal of

which is liberation fiom existence Success in both types of

sadhana is called siddJn A person \A'ho strives after siddhi and
who IS on his way to realize it, is called a sddhaka^ those who
have reached their goal are the siddha In the remainder of

this chanter we shall pav attention to a number of sadhanas

In the Vedic religion, all kind of success was expected as

a result of the sacrificial ceremonies The various types ofsuch

ceiemonies were each destined for the creation of their own
specific results ,

thus the commentary on Pancavim a Br (6,3,2 )

says ukthyena pasukdmoyajeta "he who stiives after cattle should

sacrifice by means of an ukthya ceremony” Of another kind

are the presciiptions as found for instance in AitBr25 l (Adhyaya

6 )
for obtaining different results th.cyupa should be made out

of dilTeient kmds of wood The sacrifice was thought to

bring about its results without divine intervention

In post-Vedic Hinduism, the wor-^hip of the gcds by
means of images occupies the chief place In Sanskrit terms,

yajna or vedakrnd w^s for the greater part superseded by pujd

The sadhanas for mateiial ends remained possible however,

this time bv the manipulation of the puja ceremony and the

image of the god concerned This is not to say that the old

methods disappeared the sacrificial fire, for example, remained

an essential part of the ritual procedure and even an important
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tool ofmagic (see below-ch 6 3 ) But the image of the gods deve-

loped into one of the most powerful kinds of (see p 80)

Of course the most diverging objects can be utilized as such,

often it will be a mandala or sacred diagram, but also a pot filled

with water, a plant, a part of an animars body When the

ritual IS accompanied by a prayer to a deity, which means
that the deity is invoked as a strengthening force which comes
to the performer’s aid, the image itself takes the foremost role

as a material source of power Images of the gods were often

thought to possess such a power of their own right According

to KJ ch 53f and other ritualist and iconographic sources,

different kinds of images produce or are helpful to produce
different kinds of results {yoga^ bhoga^ abhicdra and so on)^^

The image of course need not be of stone nor even of any other

material it may exist merely in the performer’s mind where it

IS created by him by way of creative meditation {bhdvand') for

his specific purpose As we saw above, the gods are the posses-

sors and the wielders of mava, and the performer’s identifica-

tion with such a god by means of his compelling meditation

will result in obtaining what he desires and subjugating whom
he desires

The pattern of image worship of magical character,

performed for the realization of specific ends, is frequently

represented from a variety of literary sources The performer
invokes the deity, sometimes after a long period of preparatory

sacrifices, concentration ofmind, or asceticism, and pronounces
his desire to that deity The god, who has been forced into a
benevolent state of mind by the performer’s exertions, mani-
fests himselfand allows the ‘‘worshipper” the gratification ofhis

wish The constant recitation of one or more mantras is of
course necessary in order to secure success An instance from
popular legend in connexion with the Visnuite temple of
Akiripalli near Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh, it is told that a
certain king named Subhavrata meditated during a long period
on Visnu while performing rigorous asceticism At last Visnu
appeared to him and granted him a boon The king, who was
a sincere bhakta^ requested his God that He might deign to

incarnate together with His spouse Laksmi in his own body
Besides, the same iSubhavrata also performed asceticism for
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Siva That is the reason that both Siva and Visnu settled till

the present time on the hill Sobhanadri^^
These were acts performed by a pious man out of devotion

There are many others described which have been ventured
upon for the lealization of boons connected with earthly life

Famous is the penance dome for obtaining a child, usually a son
It IS often described in literature, for instance in the tale of
Savitri (Mbh 3, 277) where King Aivapati while employing
the mantra Savitri subjects himselfto rigorous restrictions during
eighteen years After this period the goddess Savitri, who is a
personification of the mantra, manifests herself and announces
to the king the future birth of a daughter who will bear the

same name Ceremonies of worship of a certain god during a

certain period of time have been very frequently executed by
women for the same end (the vrata) But other goals were
not lacking King Pururavas paid worship to Visnu m order
to obtain a large kingdom (MtPur 115, 12 rdjyakamah) The
Dattatreya Tantra (13,17) describes worship of the iSivalinga

thrice a day accompanied by the presentation of gifts of fran-

kincense m particular The result is that a Yaksmi appears
and grants the boon of material wealth and a long life Other
religious ceremonies conducted for certain specific ends may be
ritual bathing, the organization of festivals, pilgrimages The
result of a festival is expected to be welfare for the ruler (who
sponsors the festival and has it organized) as well as for his

subjects, or, when it has been organized in time of crisis, the

averting of danger (KJ, ch 88, beginning, andch 90, conclu-

sion)

In the Tantric ‘‘'way of mantra^’, z. sadhana proper, in

order to be performed correctly, usually needs a deity, a for-

mula, a visible aid {yantra), and a human mediator (guru)

The role of this human mediator is stressed much in the later

texts Besides, the MMD emphasizes the point that during
such a ceremony one should never omit to feed the brahmans
(24,131 sambhojyandndnnaih) The same text (25, 49fF ) lays down
that duringexpiation or comparatively innocent ceremonies of

magic the brahmans should obtain one tenth of the sacrificial

food, during more serious rites of sorcery, they should obtain

one fifth, one third, or even as much as the amount sacrificed

In the last case a ceremony of magical killing is concerned
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For the performance of a Tantric sadhana a mantra
suitable for the particular deity and purpose is necessary This
mantra in itself is usually not yet able to come into effect It

should be perfected {sadhita--) by a ritual of purascarana—
"‘preliminary course’’ or purvasevd “preliminary worship’

%

during which the mantra is recited for a certain great number
of times together with certain offerings and other rituals

During sadhana the performer concentrates his thoughts on the

deity concerned, especially on the outward characteristics of

Its figure {dhydna-) ,
he conducts acts of worship, accompanied

by the worship of attendant deities, invocation on a pedestal,

offering of eatables and other attendances This puja should

by preference be done in the mind {mdnast pujd) The help

ofa visible aid is facultative The sadhana is always concluded

by the statement of the rewards brought about by it {phala-)

As an instance may serve the sadhana of the monkey
god Hanuman described m MMD ch 13 For the sake of

convenience it is divided here into eight elements

1 (stanzas 1-4) The wantroddhdra^ the description of

the mantra in the circumscriptive method characteristic for

Tantric literature

2 (5-7 Assignment on the body {nydsa-) of the kernel

syllables (Sz/a) which accompany the mantra and ofthe syllables

of the mantra itself, which are 21 in number
3 (stanza 8) Dhyana of Hanuman
4 (stanza 9) Rules for the recitation {japa-^) of the

mantra for a great number of times, accompanied by oblations

into a fire {homa-) The elements 2-4 together form the

purascarana

5 (10-12) puja of Hanuman after invocation on a

pedestal {pitha-) The pedestal is considered to have the

form of a lotus On its filament the limbs of Hanuman’s body
are worshipped, on its leaves, his other names, which are eight

im number
6 (12, 13) On the tips of the leaves, Hanuman’s

attendants, the monkeys, led by Sugriva They are also eight

m number, they are accompanied by the I ords of the regions

{dikpatt- )

^ 7 The results They comprise by far the greatest part

of the passage (14-45) When the mantia has been perfected
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in the way described above {evamstddke manau)^ the mantrm
IS able to realize all his wishes, both those of himself as those

cherished by others Then follows a discussion of the specific

results, they can be brought about by such expedients as the
use of different kinds of materials (see below—ch 6 3)

8 Stanzas 46fr describe xh.^yantra or mystical diagram
of Hanuman The word yantra is used here in a narrower
sense as above In the present context it usually denotes a
special kind of diagram destined for a specific purpose, often

one of destructive magic
A few points should be emphasized here The acquisition

of the result desired by means of manipulation of the super-

natural demands a difficult and protracted course of prepara-
tion This couise can have the form of rigorous asceticism, as

we saw in the instances mentioned a few pages before But
as a rule the preparatory measures consist of the performance
of a great number of oblations into the fire, accompanied by
recitation for an even greater number of times of the correct

mantra These recitations amount to thousands or even
hundreds of thousands The supernatural is not easy to coerce
In primitive societies it has often been stated that rigorous

preparatory measures are necessary in order to reach contact

with the world of the spirits^^ Oi course some restrictions or

taboos should also be observed by the performer Only
thus will he be able to overcome the resistance offered by the

world of the supernatural This resistance may consist of

dreadful appearances of ghost*^ or attempts at seduction by
beautiful women (JT 17, 13ff , PST 13, 38fF

,
see also

below)
The second thing to be stated will concern us in more

detail in the following pages A sadhana can be performed

for the gratification of one’s desire also when this implies ‘the

harming of others In the Mbh it is described how Arjuna
performed rigorous penance in order that Siva might appear

to him and present him with the Pasupatastra, a legendary

weapon which would enable him to destroy all his enemies

His purpose was granted by Siva, but not before that god had
put Arjuna to test by appearing before him m the guise of a

primitive mountaineer (Kirata) and fighting with him In

general the more serious and fearsome the goal which the
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performer has in mind, the more difficult and dangerous his
preparation^®

The appropriation of the divine power can be equally
effective on the field of love Visnu is the foiemost god who
subjugates all womankind by his beauty (see above p 28)
Mt Pur (70, 32ff

) gives the rules for courtezans who desire to
be sure that their charming talents will be successful They
should worship Visnu and meditate on his identity with Kama
the god of love This is done by concentrating on each parti-
cular limb of Visnu as being a limb ofKama His feet should
be addressed with ‘‘to Kama (honour)’’

, his legs with
“to Him Who creates bewilderment {mohakdrzne)^\ and so on
After this the woman in question should invite a brahman who
knows the dharma, worship him as the God ofLove and surren-
der herself to him After a year there is another ceremony
during which the same brahman and his wife are adorned and
worshipped as Kama and his spouse and the courtezan pro-
nounces among others thes ewords ‘‘Just as I never observe
any difference between Kama and Kesava (Visnu), in the same
way all my desires should constantly come true, O Visnu”
“Just as the Lotus Woman (Laksmi) never departs from Thy
body, O Ke^ava, let in the same way my (body) be a part of
Thy own body, O Lord” [13] In former times this Ve^ya-
dharma (also called a vrata) had been told by Indra to the
demons’ wives with the injunction that they should, behave
themselves in the manner of public women to the sage IDalbhya
(MtPur 70, 28, 70, 61)

Subjugation even of kings is also possible by way of a
sadhana Kane, 1962 (p 1103) refers to the gaiadatilaka
(10, 105ff ) where a certain mantra is enjoined to be repeated
for 500 000 times, together with 50 000 outpourings of ghee
while the goddess Devi should be worshipped Wh.cn these
requests have been followed up correctly one gains c'vcrything
desired up to the subjugation of kings The same text
(in 9, 103 ) describes a sadhana for gaming the control over
women

The recitation of hymns can be effective for similar ends
The authors ofstotras usually do not omit to state at the; end the
rewards for saying or hearing their poem The Varahamukhis-
tava, also called Varahyanugrahastakam “Poem of eight
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stanzas to Varahi^s grace” (Aithal, No 18) records as its

results among others 1 Taratt mpadah ^"one overcomes one’s

troubles” 2 Lordship over demons (bhutas) and the roam-
ing dead (pretas) 3 Eradication of enemies, brought about
by devotion to Varahl (stanza 3 ) 4 Fluency of speech
(stanzas 2 and 8 ) 5 Subjugation ofthe entire world {vasayatt

jagat sarvam^ stanza 2) It would be worthwhile to execute

further research into the results stated by the devotional

literature in Sanskrit

As to harming the enemy, a festival may also be organized
for that same result by a ruler The Devipurana promises such
rewards from the Durgotsava (Kane, 1958, p 156, n 399)
For the Dasahra festival the Dharmasindhu enjoins worship
of Aparajita Devi for those kings who want to undertake a
military expedition (Kane, oc

, p 190) Besides, appeals to

the gods by individuals with evil ends in view must have been
done in practice Some comparatively recent cases are recorded
by Dare (p 53, about the year 1930)

For such kind of ceremonies, it has been considered some-
times especially rewarding to associate oneself with power of

darkness such as evil spirits or demons, or with those gods whose
power was feared m a special degree As a matter of fact,

approaching and manipulating such dreaded powers was con-
sidered highly dangerous, the more so as the aims were often

amoral On the manipulation of demons we return presently

First we give an instance of worship of a much feared group
of heavenly forces, the planets TheMt Pur (93,140fF ) advises

the worship of the nine planets for a person who has m mind to

practise various kinds of destructive magic The ceremony
should be accompanied by an offering for ten thousand times

by means of particular kinds of fire-wood, flowers andmcense
There should be present three pots filled with the blood ofre-

centlv killed crows, the performers should sacrificewith dishev-

elled hair while meditating on the enemy’s misfortune ( 151

)

Muttering a certain sinister mantra, one should manufacture
an image of the enemy and cut it into pieces with a knife

The pieces he should throw into the fire [14]

It should be added that performances of this kind need
not to be restricted to the worship of fearsome forces The
MMD, for example, often prescribes the invocation of a usually
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benevolent deity for thoroughly honourable ends or for un-
specified results like' all desiies are fulfilled’" ox "any objective
realized’% butiiumediately afteiwaids in the cadie of the same
invocation it often adds special methods for those who follow
the path of sorcery For example^ in 12, 139ff "when he
thus constantly worships the Venerable Ladv SundarJ together
with her nine groups of suirounding deities^his senses subdued,
he will obtain all desires From here on the special methods
will be explained which confer on the perfoimer {sadhaka-)

his particular wishes” [15] These wishes appear to include

becoming equal to Rudra, obtaining lordship of speech delu-

ding the world, obtaining a kingdom They belong to the lange
of divine powers appropriated bv the ritual adept when he
minutely follows the rules The alternatives in the ritual

which help to realize these objectives are in this case the sacrifice

ofcertain specified kinds of flowers (see also below, ch 6 3)
We may surmise that the performer has been cautious and that

he expectea nothing moie than that such oblations stimulated

him m his strivings after the goal he had set himself

Which are the results stiiven aftei bv means of such kind

of magical sadhanas'^ The texts themselves sometimes contain

elaborate statements of such lesults The AIJMD ch 13 con-

cludes the discussion of the puja to Hanuman (see above)
with such a list which is lepiesented heic in an abiidged foim

1 A thousandfold offeiing with friiits of the kadali

(banana), bijapura^ and mango duiing which the biahmans
are fed regularly, will i esult in the desti action of all dangei for

bhutas, poison, thieves and so on
2 A 108-fold recitation ol the mantia desnoys poison

3 A 900-fold recitation peifoimed at night duiing n ne
successive nights removes the danger fiom enemies and rulers

4 In case of fevei inflicted bv soiceitis oi demons, the

mantra should be utteied above watei or ashes while the patient

IS hit with It After three days the fever will be gone

5 (stanza 19) A sick pei son shoidd consume a certain

herb over which the mantra has been spoken, he will icgain his

health

6 Ashes or water overwhich the mantra has been spoken,

when smeared on the body, will render the person invulnerable

in battle
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7 Festering wounds will dry up (^)

8 In case the danger from enemies is imminent^ one
should say the mantra duiing seven nights while burying a
wooden peg together with ashes The result will be that the
enemies begin to quarrel under another {oidvesam mztha
dpanndh) and make off

9 (st 24) A mixture of ashes water and sandal is

spoken over with the mantra Such a mixture^ when brought
into contact with a certain person, for instance by being put
into his food, will render that person a slave of the performer

10 One should make a small image of Hanuman, of
the size of a thumb, and endow it with ^^life”

{prana-) Such an image, when buried under one’s door, will

have the effect of warding off all calamities and dangeis
Besides, one will become prospeious and obtain sons

1 1 On a cemetery one should pierce an image of the

enemy while muttering the mantra and the name ofthe victim,

accompanied bv the words chtnddhi ^cut through” and 6

‘ split asunder” and mdraya "‘kill” After that one should press

the image together (it has been made of clay or similai mate-
1 al) This should be lepeated during seven nights The
enemy will die

12 \ sacrifice perfoimed m a sacrificial pit m the shape
of a half moon, and by means of products associated with evil

such as the wings of crows and sticks fi om the slesmdtaka tree,

IS also very harmful towards an enemy One should perform
It With dishevelled hair during the nighi while facing the South,

and lepeat it 300 times After that the enemy v ill die

13 (st 35) The mantra should be lecited for 600 times

at night on a cemeteiy A vetdla (vampi’^e, a demon which
incarnates in the bodies of persons who have recently died)

will appeal and predict the future to the peiformei

The list 1 ^ continued still furthei, but the instances given

above present a fan impiession of the power of Hanuman’s
mantra We give a few other instances from the same MMD
Chapter 2 deals w th the mantras of Ganesa The mantra of

SIX syhables {Vakratunddya hwn'\^ when recited 12 000 times

during half a yeai wdiile the god is worshipped, will destroy

poverty When the perfoimer recites the mantra 10 000 times

while making 1 08 outpourings (ofghee “^
) a day, he will become
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wealthy {dhanasamrddhimdn) A sacrifice repeated a thousand
times a dav with the aid of certain fragrant plants will result in

the acquisition of a mass of wealth within a month After a
variation of the same rite he needs only a fortnight to become
as wealthy as Kubera

Another mantra of Ganesa, comprising 31 syllables, is

also able to effect the acquisition of wealth {nidhi-^) When a
person desires to conquer or otherwise obtain a kingdom, he
should say the mantra while woi shipping an image of Ucchista-
Ganes a of the size of a thumb and meditate on his own identity

with the god The kinds of clay of which such an image has
been made are conducive to specified results Potters’ clay

brings about the gam of a kingdom, while clay mixed with
salt brings the enemies into confusion {k$obhayed arm) Clay
from under a nimba tree destroys the enemies The mantra can
produce also victory in gambling or in a dispute It is added
that Kubera himself gamed his position as Lord of Wealth
by muttering exactly this mantra

Inch 18,169 the propitiation of Candi
(
aform of Durga)

IS recommendedwhen calamities beset the king, such as a famine,
an earthquake, excessive rain or drought, or when mimical
armies have approached \11 these obstructions or their effects

will disappear when the hundredfold method of Candi has
been executed Diseases are annihilated and enemies des-

troyed, and one becomes rich m wealth and sons (18,170f )

sarvavighnd vinasyanti §atacandlvidhau krte I

rogdiidm vairindm ndso dhanaputrasamrddhayah //

The worship of Svapnavarahi is advised especially for

the subjugation of all kinds of people and wild beasts (10,56)
A colourful statement is made m 10,112 when Varahi has

been worshipped according to a certain method, during which
she is accompanied by secondary figures, the effect will be that

the whole throng of enemies is consumed by troops of super-

natural ‘"^sorceresses” {evam krte vairivrndam bhak^yate yogini--

ganaih) In general we can say that m the description of the

MMD any effect is attainable by the worship of any god
There is not much evidence of a specialization of the gods m
a particular kind of effectivity

The Buddhist MMK is much older than the MMD
It IS usually considered to be one of the oldest Buddhist Tantras
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It mentions a great number of vidyas (spells) and concomi-
tant ritual for very divergent aims Some instances from the

second chapter (p 26-52) On pp 26-29 a number of vidyas
IS prescribed which will help destroy the enemies and inflict

illnesses on them All kinds of evil are warded off On p 30
the mantra Om riti svdhd is said to destroy poison^ while Om
niti wards off the planetary evils Om nth attracts Yaksinis^

Omjhaih hits Dakmis The mantra Om varade svdhd is conducive
to prosperity {sreyasdtmaka-') ^ Om bhuri svdhd removes fever,

Om nu re svdhd removes obstruction On p 31, Om vilokim

svdhd is said to procure the mastery of treasures A certain

long mantra opens the possibility to enter into the body of

whatever other creature {sarvasattvdvesim) The Mahasveta-
vidya, Om svetasrwapuh svdhd^ effects marital happiness or the
mastery over husband or wife The Yoginividya overcomes all

evil beings Its wording is as follows ^^Om khikhirikhirt^ Thou
Who art able to break in classical Sanskrit the word bhanguri

would mean fragile), all enemies immobilize, devour, delude,

bring under Thy sway, svdhd^^ {Om khikhirikhiri bhanguri sarva^

satrum stambhaya jambhaya mohaya va§am dnaya svdhd)

The words Om srih are able to procure the command of a
kingdom On p 32 a mantia is given for the warding off of
enemies On p 33 a spell is said to attract material goods,
while another one effects all results desired by man {sarvamd-

nu^akaphala-) The Karttikeyamahjusrimantra, when accom-
panied by the worship of its deity, performs all works, terrifies

all spirits, attracts, subjugates, causes to dry out, hits, in short

effects anvthing which might be desired by the wielder of the

spell {yathepsitam vd vidyddharasya tat sarvam sampddayatt) It

IS clear that the constraining of demons and other supernatural

beings occupies an important place in prescriptions of this kind
Great emphasis is also laid on the procuring of material gain
and mastery over other beings, subjects in which all moderation
seems to be lost out of the eve

Another interesting spell (on p 33 of the MJMK) is the

Mahabrahmamantra Om brahma subrahma brahmavarcase

idntim kuru svdhd Brahman, Benevolent Brahman, pro-

cure pacification to him who possesses the lustre of brahman
(or for attaining the lustre of bjahman), svdha"^ It is impor-
tant to note how this Buddhist text makes use of Hindu philo-
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sophical concepts (although not unknown in Buddhism) for

the enrichment of its magical lore The effects of the Maha-
brahmamantra aie that all spirits and especially Sitala^ the
dreaded smallpox goddess, are pacified A general state of
safety {svastyayana-') occurs Besides, this spell is also appli-

cable in abhicara [abhicdresu sarvesu athavo cedapathyate^ ^ which
reminds of the application of the Brahman concept in the Veda
(see above p 63

)

A few other objectives mentioned in the MJMK, chs 2

and 3 on p 34, all spirits will be destroyed Poison is anti-

doted by means of a Vainateya mantra, directed to Garuda the

legendary enemy of snakes On p 39 destiuction of all hin-

drance by spirits and all beings of evil intentions {dustacetasa-)

is obtained by means of the mantra and worship of Yamantaka
Krodharaja, the ""‘King of Anger” In ch 3 (p 53) a mandala
together with a mantia of one syllable {jah) is advised for

those who desire sovereignty over a kingdom, material wealth
{bhoga-) ,sons, elephants or horses, and for those who suffer of

all kinds of ailments like snakebite, fever, possession by Raksa-
sas or Pisacas and so on All those people should be initiated

into this mandala on different places On p 54 special

directions are given for those who desire the kinds of

fame which are particular to a man or woman {striydh

purusasya vd yaso ^rthindm) (the author probably means
potency and fecundity), or for those who suffer of diseases of

all sorts At last theie is a phalasruH "statement of results” in

general terms of a stylized and conventional kind "One is

released from all illness and obtains the things desiied he who
has no son obtains a son, he who is poor (m marital happiness)
will become happy, a beggar obtains material goods, only by
looking to this mandala, one wiU always obtain success of the

kind desired, no mattei which, (the kind desired) by a woman
or man, or by (those who organize) the sraddha ritual” [16]

In one of its later chapters (55, vol III, p 668ff
) the

MMK gives prescriptions for those who wish to wield power
over their fellow-beings, in the first place by binding then part-

ners in love Even the queen is subjugated by him who, while

respecting the ritual prescriptions, hits the image of Mafijusri,

which has been painted on a cloth, {pata-) on the forehead with
white flowers for 8 000 times He who desires to subjugate a
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brahman woman should sacrifice m front of that image on cloth

80 000 bilva flowers The result of other manipulations with
the same painted image is that one obtains wealth, becomes
invisible, gams o\ erlordship over all Siddhas, is able to procure
food merely by meditating about it {manasdhdram iitbadyate^^

or to live for 500 years \ peison who desires to evoke all

nagas (serpen^- demons) and cause them to execute all his

commands should lay down the painted image of Maujusri
on the bank of the Gaiiga and build on it a dome {caitya-') of
sand He should have this accompanied by an offering of
honey and milk, food appreciated by snakes In order to attract

the Yaksas for similar ends, one should lay down the pata on
the top of a mountain and offer to them candasakahka (^) watered
with sesamum oil On p 669 prescriptions are given by follow-

mg which one will attract the Vidyadharas or the King of the

Serpents This personage will give to the perfoimer a jewel
and he will gain the status of a Vidyadhara for himself On p
678ff rules are given for those w^ho wish to become master
over a village {grdmasvdimn)

^

to carry off victory m a debate,

to be invincible in battle, to pacify Marl the goddess of pesti-

lence, to be immune to pain, to live for ten thousand years, to

have a safe delivery {sukham prasavati

)

or to deliver a son (p
685) to become dear to all people {sartajanapri'yo bhavati^ p

686)

,
and so on For the last-mentioned end one should among

others apply a mark of beauty to the forehead {laldte tilakam

krtvd^ see below—ch 6 5)

So far for the MMK These instances show that nothing
IS impossible for the magician who knows and applies the rule*^

and formulas m the right method Another Buddhist Tantra
of the Vajrayana school is the Hevajra Tantra (HT) It con-

tains a great deal of magic of the sort discussed from the prece-

ding texts A few instances of the results promised in ch 2

the attraction of ram {parsdyana^
^
the splitting of clouds (for

the same puipose^) during which the performer should seat

himself on old or ragged garments on a cemetery (^, smasdna-

karpata-') while he mutters the mantra Om dryasmasdnaprtydya

hum hum hum phat svdhd^th.^ destruction ofan inimical army by
means of the "‘method of the cutting thunderbolt’" (yajrakarta-

rwidhi-')^ during which a mantra should be recited 1 000 000
times, or 100 000 times after a preceding ptija, inflicting fever on
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the enemv by means of the mantia Om Hevajra jvala satrun

thrum hum hum hum phat svdhd Hevajra, burn burn the

enemies causing a victim to vomit alcoholics, subjugating

a young woman, for which end one should clothe oneself in

red and eat fruits of the madanaphala while he says the mantra
Om hrih amukt me vahbhavatu svdhd ^‘^the lady N N should come
under my power ’’ for 10 000 times, even for subjugating the

sun and moon, which means to cause them to stand still, as

appears from the mantra The heroic dimension of this last

feat IS reflected by the prescription that the mantra in question

should be recited 7 000 000 times^*^

The Balinese Sanskrit hymns edited m Stuti & Stava are

often accompanied in the mss by prescriptions about how to

apply them and which results to be expected from them (see

in Stuti & Stava the rubrics called ^'Ritual Environment”)
An anthology of some of these results release for the deceased

(046) or liberation for oneself (091,223) ,
protection, very often

in battle (passim) ,
the subjugation (094, 097, 546) or destruc-

tion (094, 381 ,
507 and others) of enemies , rescue from planets

(097, 507), protection against inimical spells (630), against

disease (136, 157, 193, 369 and others), against epidemics

(154, 369, 790, 851, 902), against calamities (202, 396,450,
857), protection of the crops (302, 345, 369), against mice
(378), obtaining lam (348), longevity (369), welfare of the

house (733), purification (166, 286, 345 ), exorcism of demons
(369, 414, 504, and passim , see Appendix 4 to Stuti & Stava
s v bhutas) y protection against or cure from poison (097, 336,

441, 507), becoming dear to others (097), control over others

(325), obtaining a better memory (712) The list isnot com-
plete and one should bear m mind that there are many other
hymns destined for the propitiation and praise of a god and
nothing more

The rituals prescribed in the Indian Tantric literature for

the attaining of goals like the preceding often seem to be fanta-

stic,sinister or even impracticable When one remembers how
Joshua m the Old Testament (Joshua 10, 12) called the sun
and moon to a halt in order to influence the course of a battle.

It is difficult to imagine how this same goal could be reached bv
someone who had first to recite a certain mantra for seven
million times It is even most surprising for a modern reader
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to find concrete ritual prescriptions for realizing this feat alto-

gether In some cases, especially in a yoga context, it seems
better to assume that such powers have been stated only as

functions of the evolved state of spiritual development won by
the adept which he realizes only and merely by his meditation
The accompanying ritual would then onlv serve as an external

aid to help him bring about this spiritual stage Recitation of
a high number of mantras during such ceremonies is certainly

attainable with the help of a rosary (cf Jacques, p 259, and
below ch 6 3 C for specific functions of the rosary) Besides,

the fantastic and hyperbolical seems to be an essential

prerequisite for the language of magic (see below, ch 5 6,

for lamblichus’ exposition of this point, see de Jong, p 149)
The effects kept in view bv the performers can be summa-

rized under three heads those of pacification or warding off

evil, disease or danger (sdnti)
,
those of promoting happiness

or material wealth {push) and those destined to harm others

{abhicdra) This triad is often mentioned by the texts them-
selves The author of the KJ in ch 4 enumerates the objects

connected with the rituals of sdnti Then m chs 5-8 he makes
a digression on the magical lotus fire, after which in ch 9 he
discusses the appeasement of evil forebodings, a subject which
equall'y falls under the heading of santi Then m ch 10 follows

the enumeration of the objects which cause welfare {push)

and those which spread evil influence {abhicdra) The latter

class IS constituted by all objects and actions which run con-

trary to the usual prescriptions, such as an image not installed

m the correct method, a fire kindled m a skull, fire-wood taken

from trees of bad renown
The MMK (I, p 123) distinguishes three kinds of logs

of wood for sacrifice to Agni They are applicable respective-

ly in rituals of pacificatory, acquisitive and fearsome purpose
{tathd prayuktasya sdnhkapaushkaraudrakarme^u tridha samidha--

kd$thdni bhavanti) The fire during these three kinds of ritual

is characterized by three shades of colour white, red and black

or smoky (see below ch 4 2) We need not give other instances

on this place It might only be mentioned that the Sricakra-

sambhara Tantra^® mentions four goals of the ritual sdnti^

pusti^ vasikarana and mdrana^ which the translator renders by
‘"peacefur% "^grand”, ""fascinating’’ and ""destructive” We
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emphasize, however, that these three (or four) objectives can-

not be sharply separated from each other for instance, harming
an enemy by destructive magic may be executed for the wel-

fare and safety of the own communitv

6 The mampiilation of supernatm al beings

The usual attitude to spirits or demons in India is to drive

them away or at least to request them to leave The request

IS most often accompanied by a small ofTeimg {bah) which is

destined to propitiate the spnit Of course there are many
kinds of such beings Some of them are extremely vague,

otheis possess the dim outlines of an anthi opomorphic figure

or even the beginnings of a mythology Some are rather in-

nocuous, they may even consider the protection of the human
community as their duty Others are evil minded and special-

ize in wrongdoing, which langes from petty teasing up to out-

right menace with disease and death The demons in the stric-

ter meaning of the term are always evilly minded^^
It IS, howevei, possible for an energetical person to mani-

pulate them and utilize their powers foi his own ends The
invocation of demons or spirits for such purposes is consideied

to be a poweiful kind of sadhana It usually takes the form of

conjuring and compelling them These piactices areceitainly

old The Jatakas allude to those who practise this art, they

are called bhutavejja- m Pali (Pick, p 153) Fiom classical

Greek and Latin literature there are indications of the same
practices having been performed Plotinus fEnneads 4, 4, 43)
mentions the liability of demons to be influenced by magic
(de Jong, p 129) In primitive societies the magician who
has mastered one or more demons often occurs Such demons
which often accompany and serve their masters are called the

magicians’ ' 'familiars” The Indian aboiiginals know them
and their magicians employ them (Elwin, p 64, 66) In
Ceylon the conjurmg up of demons was practised for various

purposes, it was effected chieflv by the utterance of powerful
spells by which the demons weie considered to be irresistibly

fascinated (Goonei atne

)

The conjuring of the supernatural world sometimes goes

even so far as insulting and menacing the spirit in question
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Dare (p 127) refers to this practice as a current phenomenon
among those who try to exercise their magic on the gods or
godlings The Kamkkars of Kerala^ while going out on a
hunting expedition, first revere their Muthans or hunting deities,

they add that, might there be no game, their conclusion will

be that there are also no Muthans This menace always pro-
cures its effect within a week (Iyer, p 53) The Egyptian
magical papyri contain many instances of menacing the god by
the magician (de Jong, p 147ff ) The reason may be that

the magician who dares to menace the inhabitants of the spiri-

tual worlds not only thereby gives a clear show of his own super-
natural power, but also creates a mystic communion between
himself and these spiritual bemgs Bv such excessive statements

he becomes one of the gods himself (see below, ch 5 6)
Among the primitive or semi-literate societies the magi-

cians often execute pressure upon the spirits In Malacca a
sorcerer who invokes the help of Prophet Tap for his mani-
pulations may say to him *hf you do not make N N sick or

kill him, you will rebel against God The MMK (III, p
565) in the cadre of the rules for the Yaksini Natika considers

the case that she does not arrive after the prescribed prepara-

tions have been made In that situation the performer should
mention the King of Anger in his formulas, and then she will

come without any doubt {krodharajasahitam japed myatam dgac^

chati) SM No 111 (Tarasadhana) contains provisions for

the case that the goddess refuses to release a person in prison

The performer carries on expressing his demand, and there

will be pain in the head, severe fever, an evil sharp pain P),

and she manifests herself to the performer, and on the seventh

day necessarily ^ets (the prisoner or the performer) free’’ [1^]

But on the other side, he who ventures upon the danger-

ous path of conjuring up the malicious powers of the unseen

should realize himself that he plays with fire The demons
will stubbornly try to lesist the call of the magician which threat-

ens to subjugate them, and they wall do this by all kinds of

teasing or menacing The performer should, however, not be
impiessed by ail this and quietly stand his ground A.s KT
(p 6) expi esses It, en ifa demonm stiength equal to I’^dra

appeals before him, he should certainly not feai him, he
should wander around m the manner of a bon”
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Sakratulyo ^pi yo dailyah purato bhavati m^citam /

bhayam tatra na kurvita stmharupena paryatet //

Crooke (1, p 262) makes mention of the particular

dangers which await those who meet the Bhut called Airi

Such a person runs the risk of being burnt by a flash of his eye

or being devoured by his dogs But if one comes through this,

the Bhut will show him the way to hidden treasures

We now proceed to give some instances of the manipula-

tion of some specific kinds of supernatural beings Late Vedic
texts give rules for such acts, for example Rgvidh, 4, 5 (the

Night), SVBr 3, 7, 3 (Pisacas), 3, 7, 5 (Gandharvas and
Apsarases) We concentrate on Tantric literature and come
first to the Yaksinis These are female spirits most often believ-

ed to inhabit trees or other representants of the vegetative

world^^ Their manipulation is often described The most
common motif for it is certainly the acquisition of wealth

A few instances MMD (ch 7) describes the sadhana

of Vatayaksini and other similar figures Of the magical

treatises edited in the Indra-jalavidyasamgraha, K mentions

the Yaksimsadhana on p 122, N inch 14 D gives similar rules

in ch 12 According to this last text, the sadhana of Yaksinis

^vill result m the gratification of all desires In the version of

the Indrajalavidyasamgraha the author proceeds by des-

cribing the method for the Yaksini Dhanadatri Giver of

moneys* The performer should climb an asvattha tree, con-

centrate his mind and mutter the formula Om aim klim irim

dhanam kuru kuru svdhd procure money, svdhd^^ When he
climbs a mango tree, he will obtain a son In that case the

mantra should be Om hram hrim hrum putram kuru kuru svdhd

The climbing of trees suggests the habit of Yaksinis who are

sometimes depicted as leaning against a tree, as in the famous
railings of the stupa at Sanchi Other trees in the same way
concede their particulai results climbing a vata procures wel-

fare (ot), an arka^ victory, sitting on the root of a tulasi^ a

kingdom (6 tulasimulam drudho rdjyam dpnoti) , on kuia

grass, success m enterprise, on apdmdrga^ success in disputes,

and so on
The same chapter (D 12, 13fF

, Benares ed 17, prose)

describes the worship of the Yaksini Surasundari The per-

former should worship the Linga regularly thrice a day, pre-
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senting fragrances and muttering the mantra for three thousand
times This mantra runs Om hrtm dgaccha dgaccha Surasundart

svdhd hrtm^ come come^ S , svdhd^^ After one month she

arrives^ and he should address her with these words God-
dess ^ I am stricken by poverty^ be the cause ofits destruction’^

He should present her with arghya offerings and make a bow
to her Then she asks ""^What do you want and after

hearing his wish, she is well pleased and grants to him wealth
and a long life [18] The simplicity of the description is indeed
striking Another Yaksini mentioned in this chapter is Amrta
who hands out the Water of Life (st 15) The mantra for

her is Om klzm candnke hamsah om klim svdhd (Ben ed krtm klim-

svdhd) In stanza 16 there is Karnapis acini who grants the

faculty of prediction In st 17, Hamsi concedes freedom
from obstruction The Benares ed in st 18 mentions the wor-
ship of Manohari and m the following stanzas that ofKamavati
and Kamesvari who both may become the sadhaka’s wives

MMK in Its peculiar kind of Sanskrit gives an instance

of the manipulation of a Yaksmi in ch 26 (II 293) ‘‘The

person who desires to attract a Yaksini should, uttering her

name, worship for seven days with oblations of a§oka flowers

On the seventh day she comes and grants a boon, within a
week she necessarily arrives (again), and (becomes) his mother,

sister, or wife, just as his request is but, if she does not come,

her (his ^) head will split asunder” [19] In the same way a

ndgi or serpent woman is dealt with She is worshipped with

“serpent flowers”, ndgapuspa The threatenmgs uttered in

connection with the Yaksini are repeated in slightly other form
on p 294, where the male god Vajrapam is the object “after

seven nights without any doubt he concedes his presence, if

he does not do so, he (or the performer ^) will go to ruin”

{saptardtram myatam darsanam daddti , atha na daddti vinasyati )

And further on, in connection with Mahesvara “ if he does

not concede his presence, his (or the performer’s ^ ) head will

split asunder in twenty one parts” {dar§anam daddti yadz na

daddti trisaptadhd murdhnd sphutati) The purport of these re-

marks is as yet unclear to us

Further on (III, p 564fF ) the MMK describes the sadhana
of a group of eight Yaksmis Natika, Natta, Bhatta, Revati,

Mekhala, Sumekhaia, Alokmi and Tamasundarya Natika,
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the first of them, is worshipped with the mantra Om NaH Mahdrt'-

ati dgaccha dgaccha divyarupim svdhd Nati^ G^eatDancer, come
come^ O Thou of divine form^ svaha"^ This spell should be

said 8 000 times K figure of her should be drawn she is

sparkling blacky richly decorated, and leans to a tree {yrksd-

sritd) Her hair hangs loose, her eyes are red, she smiles a

little, beckoning the sadhaka with her right hand while clutching

with her left hand the branch of the tree The recitation of

the mantra should be accompanied by the same number of

oblations by means of palasa wood This should be going on
thrice a day during seven days On the seventh day a rich

offering (uddrabah-) should be presented The performer

should wait till midnight He should light the lamps with

ghee and continue saving the mantra At last she arrives m
her usual form and says ^‘'what can I do "I he sadhaka

answers ‘‘be my wife’’ She concedes this and disappears,

but from that moment onwards she is indeed the sadhaka’s

wife who procures to him all his desires and leads him to her

palace She even gives to him the ehxir vitae^ and he obtains

a celestial form In the case that she should not come on
his command he introduces the King of Anger, as we saw above

The second Yaksmi, Natta, is treated similarly, only her

mantra is as follows Om Matte iuklambaramdlyadharim maithuna-^

priye svdhd “Om, Natta, who wearest a white garment and gar-

land, Who art desirous of sexual intercourse, svdha"^ Bhatta,

the third one, is attracted by “Om Bhatta, Thou Who observest,

why dost Thou hesitate, come come, come here (2x), perform

my work, svaha""* [20] She also becomes the sadhaka’s wife

and grants to him all things he desires He plays the game of

love with her, and she renders him omniscient tayd sardham

kridati sarvajnam sampddayati Revati is mvoked in this way
“honour to all Yaksmis, Om, Thou Red One, with shining

red lustre, with red unguent, svdhd'''' Her further description

“Revati is the most desirable of the Yaksmis, she is sportive and
loves intercourse, her garment is reddish, hei haii is black and
somewhat undulating, this Yaksi’s limbs are all beautiful, she

always delights mthe enJoyment^ of love, she constantK giants

enjoyment and wealth, one should chaiacteiize her as someone
who grants boons” [21]

The next one, Mekhala, is invoked bj Oin Mckhale mahd-
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yakstni mama karyam sampadaya svdhd JVI , Great Yaksini^

perform my woik ’’ Sumekhala is invoked by Om Mekhale
Sumekhale mahdyaksi^i sarvdrthasddham om samayam anusmara
svdhd Who realizest all objectives, Om^ remember our
agreement, svdhd^'^ Alokmi has a short mantra Om lokim

lokavati svdhd The last of the eight is Tamasundarya or Andha-
rasundaii (= Andhakarasundari ) Her mantra is Om ghunu
guhyake ghunu ghunu guhye ehi eht guhyake svdhd Her being ad-
dressed as a Guhyaka "‘secret being’’ gives her a special position

among tnis group The word ghunu might be a corruption of
ghurnaya “cause to shake or tremble” which occurs in a mantia
m AgPur 323,21 The mantra of Tamasundarya should be
said for 10 000 times during a full moon’s night on a lonely
secluded place, accompanied by worship During one month
the ritual should be maintained in this way one should before
going to sleep say the mantra 800 times over the right arm
Then she will airive without any doubt m the next full moon’s
night He should not speak when he beholds her, but make
love to her, and lepeat this for six months {tusmmbhdoena kdmayi--

tavyd sadbhih mdsath) From then onwards she will be mastered
{siddha) She becomes his wife and procures all his desires

These may be of the most extravagant character For instance

(p 567) she can take him on her back and bring him to Mount
Meru night she can lead him around the world She
enables him to kill an enemy ev en as remote as a hundred miles

Theie is, however, one important condition the sadhaka is

forbidden to desire any other woman Henceforth he should

completely commit himself to his supernatural spouse

The MAIK (III, 567ff ) then describes the mastering of

another gi oup, this time of seven Yaksinis These are Andhara-
vasmi, Guhavasim, Naravira, Kumaii, MadhuyaksI or Vadhu-
yaksl, Manojpa and Surasundari They roam about over the

earth in the desire to do the good ofcreatures They are beauti-

ful and follow up all instructions They have been revealed

by the Bodhisattva (Mahjusri) in order to realize the enjoy-

ment of creatures The first of them, Andharavasini, is the

same as the last of the eight Yaksinis mentioned above The
second, Guhyavasmi (the manuscript is not consistent m its

spelling) is atti acted by the mantra Om guhile guhairati Guha-

van dnaya bhagavati maydntikam samayam anusmara svdhd ^^Om Secret
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One, of secret intentions. Thou Who dwellst m secret, bring-

to my presence ,
O Lady, remember the agreement, svdhd^^

She IS said to live in a cave in Mount Meru Her figure should

be depicted on a cloth {pata-) Her colour xs golden She
arrives after the necessary preparations by the performer and
says ‘"My dear, what can I do And he asks her to become
his mother Under no circumstances should he desire her as

his wife From that moment onwards she does everything

for him just as a mother would do
The third of the group of seven Yaksinis, Naravira, is

invoked with a simple formula Om JSfaravire ^vdhd (p 568)

She stands grasping an A^oka tree with her hand She is

willing to become the performer’s sister Among her feats is

the ability to attiact women for her master The fourth one
Yaksakumarika (she has been announced previously by the

text as Kumar!) is evoked with Om Tak^akumdrike svdhd She
also grasps an Asoka tree She is Kubera’s daughter The
sadhaka, aftei having succeeded in evoking her, gives her a

choice becoming his mother, sister or wife As a mother she

will procure him whatever he desires As a sister she is able to

bring a woman to him even from a distance of a hundred miles

As a wife she lives with him for a thousand vears and realizes

all his wishes The fifth, Vadhuyaksmi, is evoked by the

short mantra Om nih She arrives and clutches her arms around
the performer’s neck She becomes his dear wife At night

she comes to serve him, in the morrow she disappears again

And after each night she leaves a string of pearls and a thousand
golden coins in the sadhaka’s possession He is warned, how-
ever, never to disclose anything of his adventures He should,

of course, cease to love any other woman, including even his

own wife

Mano)ha, the sixth, is attracted by her mantra Om ManO'~

hare madonmadakari vicitrarupim maithunapnye svdhd ^^Om Charming
One Who art a cause of exhilaration. Who appearest in mani-
fold forms, Who desirest intercourse, svdhd^^ The essential

lines of her worship {upacdra-
) are the sadhaka lays ready a

garment for her, after which she arrives m the night without
clothes and puts on the garment (p 571 ) Then the sadhaka
enjovs love with her as long as a lamp lighted by him keeps
burning When the lamp has gone out she disappears leaving
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the garment behind, but not without having put a piece of gold
on It At that same moment the sadhaka should try to take

hold of her, bv her finger, head, foot or some other part of her
body The ornament caught by him in the process is given
to him by her The sadhaka should not hesitate to spend the

money obtained from her on the same day This Yaksini
may also become his wife She can be invoked by anotheir

mantra Om mahdnagm nagnije svdhd Great Prostitute, born
from a prostitute, or Naked One The
seventh Yaksini, Surasundari, has been met already above from
the Dattatreya Tantra She is invoked with Om Surasundari

svdhd^ and executes the performer’s wishes According to N
(p 351), when duly worshipped, she dailv makes a gift of a
thousand dinaias

On p 572, the MMK reiterates the theme in a passage
of poetry He who desires to have intercourse with super*

natural women can evoke with his mantras all kinds of female
demons and live with them m the nether world (^pdtdla-

)

for a
complete world-period {kalpa-) Besides, when the future

Buddha, Maitreya, will arrive on earth, he will hear the Noble
Doctrine and be liberated from existence The performer is

even able to subjugate divine ladies {surakanydh) by such methods
But hencefoith he should not even touch earthly women
On p 573, the same text describes the worship of the Yaksmls
Padmocca, Samoda, Ajita and Jaya The ceremonies are

delineated according to the same pattern

The successes the performer is able to win with these

Yaksmls might be an expression of the siddhis he is considered

inevitably to obtain in the course of visionary processes Hallu-
cinatory experiences are apt to occur after a difficult and pro-

longed course of physical and mental preparation or after huge
exertions involving lack of sleep

It IS perhaps striking that experiences similar to those just

described, viz the appearance at first of demons evoking fear

and afterwards of beautiful damsels offering their love, were
pait of the Buddha’s ^^temptation bv Mara”, and siddhis like

these also occui to the yogms or Buddhist monks who strive

aftei release by way of a course of introspective psychical exer-

tion A yogin might be able to make use of these siddhis if he
chooses to do so, but he should abstain from them if he really
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clings to liberation from existence as his direct goal Seen m
this light, the MMK presents an aspect of genuine Buddhist

tradition, but it deviates in this respect that the sway over the

supernatural world seems to be considered by it as a goal in

Its own right

From a theistic point of view it should moreover be noted
that the meditation on the chief gods like Siva and Visnu also

implies that the worshipper is confronted with a host of atten-

dants and other secondary divinities He should pay them
honour before proceeding on his way, but as his goal is to identify

himself v ith the god of his choice, it is imaginable that on a

cei tain moment he will be able to rule over them

7 Sadhana ofJemale deziies

Besides the Yak^inls there are other females whose sei vices

sometimes are less innocuous Such a one is Pratyangira

Her name ^"Gountei magic’’ implies a direct connexion with
the \tharvavedic practice In the Rgvidh (4, 6, 4) the

method of applying to Pratyangirasa, a male figure, is advised

m order to counteract evil rites performed by experts in the

Atharvaveda (cf Gonda, n 4 on p 105 of his translat on)
In more recent times Pratyangira seems to fulfil a similar func-

tion She has been known and adored by the Jamas Jhavery

{p 224) presents the first and 25 th (last
;
stanza of a Piatvangi-

lastotra wiitten by Balacandrasuri The last stanza piomises

for the 1 enters of the hymn that Pratyangua, being satisfied,

will procure all kind of welfare and destroy ail distress An-
othei Jam doctor wrote a Pratyaneirakalpa, piesumably m the

thirteenth century The Buddhist SM contains a sadhana
of Mahapratvangira (No 202 vol 2, p 402) Among the

characteiistics of her figure are hei blackness and her six

arms
Hei sadhana is also discussed in AIMD 9, 84fF Her

mam function is that she destroys the magical creations of

enemies {^parakrtydv'^maydim^ She is evoked by means of the

following mantra of 37 syllables m Sanskrit

Om hrzm hrdm Tam kalpayanti no ^rqyah krurdm krtydm oadhum /

zva biahmand apamrnudmah pratyak kartdram yeehatu hrtm om j j
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hrim^ tbe magical form which our enemies create

like a -^oung woman, the horrible one, hrdm^ we push it hack
by means of the brahman, it should return and hit its creator,

krim 0771^"^ This spell is presupposed by Bihaddevata 8, 45,

which means that it is of considerable age It may be assigned

bv the performer on fourteen places of his body in a method
explained in the Sanskrit commentary to the MIvID Besides,

It should be recited for 100 000 times while one meditates on
the deitv (MMD 9, 91 ) In this wav the spell becomes
^ 'mastered’ % "eTectua^ed” {siddhamanv-) For special objec-

tives {prayoga-) it should still be recited for a hundred times

A ball to the spirits might for example be brought, while the

following words are recited ten times into the directions of the

compass ' The evil which exists to the East of mine, by cause
ofmy evil deeds here on earth, Indra the King of the gods should
bleak, anoint (^), stupefv, destroy, kill it, he should assign

the Kali to it, for me it is well (krta-)^ for me it is beneficial

for me there should be safety and welfare” [22] In
this way one should say the formula into the other directions

also, except of course that he mentions the lespective directions

instead of the East, and that he replaces the name Indra by
those of the other Lokapala gods We have here an instance

of how old Vedic formulas continued to be in use as effective

spells and destioyers of evil into the Tantric surioundmgs
\nother of these figures is Bagalaniukhi whose worship

is piesented bv the same JSTMD in ch 10 It seems that"*this

IS originally a deity with an animal face ( = Ghagalamukhi,
^'The Goat-faced One” and thus akin to such goddesses

as Svapnavarahi or to Sasthi who was originally cat-faced

The woiship of such goddesses was prominent in the vrata reli-

gionof the legions of the lower Ganges and its De'lta (S K Ray,

p 10 14) BagalamukhI is sometimes considered to be one
of die ten Alahavidyas or chief female manifestations of §iva

(Mon ^ViUiams, Hinduism, p 87) Her special function is

the immobilization of the acts of an enemy (she is satrundm

sta^nbhmi) She is the deity of a shrine {pitha) at Datia iieai

Gwalioi A. treatise dedicated to her worship at this place

written by the head of the pitha has been issued in 1965"^^

The author begiris by asserting that BagalamukhI is able to

grant the foui aims oi hxxxriBXi (^catiirvidhapurusditha--)
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and that her worship has been expounded already in a number
of Tantric texts He wants to give a summary of these tradi-

tions The text most often cited by him is the Samkhyayana-
tantra^ but he also presents portions from the MMD^ Meru-
tantra^ KLundikatantra^ AgPur etc

The origin of the goddess is that during the Krtayuga she
was seen emerging at midnight from a great yellow pool {mahdpi-

tahrada-y yellow is her specific colour) in the form of her vidya
(mantra )

3

the Brahmastravidya , this vidya was able to immo-
bilize the threefold world Her glow was derived from Visnu,
among her names is Mahamaya (p 25) The mantra runs

§rivtdys samaye mahese Bagale The opportunity for the new
goddess to assert herself came soon when Skanda found himselfi

unable to overcome a Raksasa who possessed vaiious forms of
sorcery {ndna-mdydvin) iSiva was applied to for he]p^ but soon
he recognized that without a Brahmastra they would be unable
to destroy the enemy Then he informed Skanda of the exis-

tence of Bagala, ‘the Brahmdstra-stambhim-vidyd^ who immobi-
lizes all maya and mantra , also the lady Bagala is able to call

all activities to a halt’’ Besides, the vidya was able to perform
many other works which are passed over here in silence It

is important to note how there is scarcely made any difference

m this fragment between the mantra and the goddess Both
are identical

, the mantra is the sound manifestation of the body
of that power which we call a goddess when repiesentmg it in

an image in external material or m the mind
Another powerful goddess of this kind is Svapnavarahi

(“The Swine Lady of Dreams”) whose worship is discussed m
MMD (10,35fF) and SST (3,19,32-73) Her special ability

is to bring others under her power (she is vasakdrini) She is

surrounded by a group of sixteen attendants (saktis) Ucca-
tani “The Eradicating One”, Sosani “Who dries up”, Marani
“Who liquidates”, Bhisani “Who teriifies”, Trasani “Who
evokes fear”, Kampani “Who causes to shudder”, Ajiiavivar-

tam “Who causes others to follow up her commands”, the

Ladies (isvari, isi) accompanying these seven (Uccatamsi
etc ), Vastujate^vari “The Lady of the multiplicity ofobjects”,

and Sarvasampadanisvari “The Lady of the procurement of
all things” The author ofMMD enjoins that also the Mothers
and Bhairavas associated with this goddess should be worship-
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pedj without^ however, mentioning their names The goddess

should be regaled with coconut milk and water from bathing
places On an uncanny place one should fabricate a small

image {puttali) of the victim (sddhya-) One should prepare a
yantra and write the goddess’ mantra within it, provided with
the victim’s name in the accusative and the following words
‘^eradicate, dry out, liquidate, terrify, destroy {ndsaya , very

probably a wrong reading for trdsaya “evoke fear”), cause the

head to shake, cause (somebody, N N ) to follow up my com-
mands, procure that particular kind of substance, perform
everything, svdhd^^ Each item of this list should be repeated
once [23] The reader notices that there is a particular sakti

available ready to execute each of the performer’s commands
One may choose the commands most fitting m one’s particular

circumstances

Among other figures we onlv shortly notice on this place

Jay a, one of the secondary deities accompanying Laksmi in

the description of the LT Her sadhana is described in LT
48 (Gupta, p 317fF) Above all she affords victory in battle,

as her name implies^^

The AgPur m chs 123-149 gives a number of rituals

destined for him who desires to obtain victory in battle and to get
rid of an invading enemy by means of magical methods This
portion of the text is called Yuddhajayarnava “Ocean of rituals

granting victory in battle”, it includes the worship of several

deities, mainly female, by methods similai to those described

above One of these is the terrible Trailokyavijava Her
vidya is contained m ch 134"^^ We try to give a translation

of this chapter

“Isvara said I will expound the Trailokyavijaya Who
crushes all charms (yantra ) OmhumksRm hram^Om honour. Lady
of the tusks, of horrible countenance, of greatly fearsome appear-
ance, hill hili^ of red eyes, kill kill (Shastri’s translation “shriek

and sound”), of terrible sound, kulu^ Orriy of lightning tongue,

Om, Emaciated One, kata kata^ Thou Whose ornament is (the

snake) Gonasa, cili cili^ Whose garland consists of coipses

—

put to flight
,
Om^ greatly horrible One, Who art clad in a hide

still moisty, yawn, Om^ dance. Thou Who bearest swords like

ivy (^), Whose eyes are frowned. Whose countenance is marked
bv malicious looks, Whose limbs are smeared with fat and
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marrow, kaha kaha (''eat Shastii "roar’’ ), 0;?z, laugh laugh,

lage rage, 0?7Z, Thou of the colour of a black ram cloud. Who
hast made Thyself an ornament out ofa string ofclouds, vibi ate

,

Ow, Thou Whose body is bedecked by tingling bells, Om^ Thou
Who ait standing (or seated) upon a lioness {simsisthe

^

read as

simhisthe)^ Whose colour is that of dawn, Om, hiam hrtm hrum^

Whose appearaxice is horrible, hum hrim klimOm hrim hum^ Om,
attract, Ow, shattei, Om he hah khah^ Wielder of the Thunder-
bolt, hum ksiim Whose appearance is angry, burn through,

burn through, Thou who art terrible and frightening,

break, Om, Thou of impressive size, split, Om, Thou of open
mouth, kiti kiti ('cut”^), O Great Mother of the demons,
^Vho wardest off all those of evil mind, O Jaya, Om, Vijaya,

Om, Trailokyavijaya hum phat svdhd^^

The passage winds up "During a magical act of securing

victory one should sacrifice to her, who is daik blue of colour,

who stands upon a coipse, who has twenty arms, and having

piactised the assignment of the mantra on five limbs of the body,

one should sacrifice led floweis into the fire, in a battle the lout

of the mimical aimy will come to pass aftei the recitation of

Trailokyavijaya’’ The reader notices that here again the

Sanskrit text scaicely differentiates between the mantia and
Its goddess

Aftei this comes another mantra which, strangely enough,

is addi essed to a male deity whose name is not mentioned
"Om, Thou of manifold foims, stupefy stupefy, om, delude

, om,

put all enemies to flight, Om, attract Brahma, Om, attract

Visnu, om, attract Mahes vara, om, kick {tdlqya= tadaya ^ Shastri

"make tremble”) Indra, Om, shake the mountains, om, diy out

the seven oceans, om, split split, to Thou of manifold forms
(Shastri the god Bahuiupa), honour” The excessive de-

mands made to this last deity again serve to emphasize the

magician’s participation in the cosmical powers which aie able

to mould oi destioy according to their will A last unclear
stanza seems to imply that the performer should meditate on
the enemy as being the serpent adorning the goddess’ body

The same passage directed to Trailokyavijaya has been
preserved m corrupted form in Bali (Stuti & Stava, No 325")

The motives for ritual application of the fragment contained
1X1 the sole manuscript include individual protection (m battle)

,
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regaining influence by a person (presumably a nobleman)
who IS '^despised’% the exercise of control over another or even

over the gods (for this last end, the fragment should be recited

for a thousand times) It is unclear in how far this Trailokya-

vijaya is identical with the Mahayana goddess of that name
alluded to in the Introduction to the Balinese version

Of other such goddesses we mention the names Kubjika
and Tvarita, discussed m AgPur 143 and 309-312 respectively

And of course there are the deities of Buddhist Tantrism des-

cubed m the SM and other texts One example from the HT
1,11^ end Kurukulla, who is said to subjugate all beings She
IS described as follows ^^The goddess who was born from the

syllable hrih^ red of colour^ having four arms, having arrow and
bow in her hands, bearing lotus and elephant hook , bv merely
meditating on her one mav bring the threefold world under
one’s power, by means of a hundred thousand fold (recitation

ofher mantra) the kings (are subjugated), by means ofa number
of ten thousand the subjects (^prajdloka- ) , by means of ten million,

cattle and Yaksas, bv means of 700 000, the Asuras, by means
of 200 000 (“J^), the gods, by means of onlv a hundred, those

who utter spells”[24] Kurukulla seems to have been named
after a mountain somewhere in the Himalayas^® Sadhanas
of her occur in SM Nos 171-190 No 173 advises the use of the

the mantra Om Kurukulle hrih amukam me vasam dnq)a hoh

svdhd ^'Om, Kurukulla, bring N N under my power ”

After a correct performance the adept will then see his oppo-
nent lying terrified at his feet, completely subjugated by the

goddess and her mantra No 174 promises that by a ten

thousand fold recitation of the mantra all ordinar-)- people will

be subjugated, by reciting a million times, all sorcerers, hy
reciting a hundred thousand times, all kings In Jainism Kuru-
kulla has also been known as a protective deity of the Jam
mantravadins Jhavery (p 217) records a contest betv\een the

Jam Devasuri and a certain yogin who had a numbei of poi

sonous snakes at his command Thecieatuies even managed to

crecD ovei some magical lines drawn bv Devasuri and weie
abou^ to attack him when the goddess in th^ form of a bud
prey inteiveied and picived up the snakes The s^^me Deva-
suri composed a hymn to Kumiulla by lecitatioi of v^hlch one
is protected against snal ebite \ Kmukullamantia against
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all kinds of dangers is handed down already in the Maham-
sitha (Jhavery, p 284) The mantra Om Kurukulle svdhd^

given against snakebite in GarPur 19, 14-15 according to Jhavery

(p 298) IS however read in the edition of GarPur used by us as

Om kuru Kunde svdha

In this connexion attention may be drawn to the cere-

monies discussed by KJ ch 7 and 8 In ch 7 there occurs a

description of an extraordinary worship of Sri, Visnu’s spouse,

by someone who desires to obtain welfare (fn) for himself

Such a person should bring a sacrifice into the lotus fire {paunda--

nkdgm-^y a particular kind offire hearth fit for magical purposes

The author first distinguishes two kinds of frf, ^‘secular*’ and
^‘spirituaF’ The ‘^spirituaP^ frf (JBrahmasrt) should be honoured

in particular by Brahmans He who feels himself inclined to

approach the Secular ^ri can know himself to be backed by a

word from the Veda ""One should exert oneself in order to

obtain prosperity” (quotation unidentified) The course of

the worship of Secular Sri m the lotus fire is as follows one

prepaies a fiieplace with 200 leaves and alight the fire, mean-
while observing the forebodings which manifest themselves m
the fire’s behaviour He should offer oblations with the right

hand only, lest the Yatudhanas should catch them He should

not speak in the meantime, lest the Asuras should master them
While performing his oblations, he should practise meditation

on the figure of )§ri as the Goddess of Lotuses, glowing with

beauty After a hundred thousand fold oblation with lotuses

accompanied by the recitation of the Srisukta the Goddess will

manifest herself and the performer may ask for the object de-

sired, which Sri is certain to grant him ‘"By mere meditation

on this goddess, one will become wealthy, let alone by serving

her”, the author asserts

A sadhana of Sri is also described m AgPur 308 The
worshipper should choose one particular part of a nine fold

mantra and recite it 100 000 times or more, m preference in a

temple of §ri or Visnu The results, specified in accordance
with the kind ofofferings he chooses to bring, are welfare {bhuti-)^

wealth, the subjugation of kings, the destruction of the evil

influence of planets, and so on The instructions include a
meditation on the Goddess’ appearance and worship of her
attendants After stanza 16 the chapter proceeds with direc-
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tions for the worship of Durga In the Kathas (2, 2, 10)

we come across a literary reference to the worship of §ri for

obtaining wealth, performed by a young Brahman, ELalanemi,

at Pataliputra '^Having observed that these others, house-

holders, were rich, Kalanemi out of jealousy tried to master

{sadhaydmdsa) Sri, concentrating on his observance, and she,

5ri, being satisfied, appeared to him and spoke to him
The goddess promises to Kalanemi future wealth His son

will even become a king, but he himself will die as a thief,

because he made oblations into the fire with his mind obscured

by impatience [25]
Having discussed the worship of l§ri, KJ m ch 8 proceeds

to describe the method for Sarasvati for him who strives after

wisdom The performer should proceed as follows He pro-

vides the fireplace of the lotus fire with 96 leaves, uses firesticks

of asvattha wood, and offers beforehand oblations to other gods,

among whom is Visnu Then he should concentrate himself

on Sarasvati as the manifestation ofwisdom {hidydrupdm^ ms L)
in the form of a beautiful lady adorned with jewels He should

offer the oblation to the goddess for 12 000 times during twelve

nights Then, characteristically, in the night of the thirteenth

day a terrible figure manifests itself The performer should not

be shocked, even not when afterwards he observes another ghost

of deformed figure His steadfastness will at last be rewarded
by the appearance of the Lady Herself He should consider

her as his mother and pay homage, after which the goddess

grants him a boon He should not express himself immediately,

but first utter the mantra of Sarasvati for 108 times and implore
the goddess’ grace When these rules have been followed, the

goddess will certainly comply with his desire for wisdom
The woi bliip of Sarasvati has been described by the author

of the KJ with somewhat more liveliness and detail than the

propitiation of Sri in the preceding chapter It conforms in a

remarkable way to the descriptions of the Yaksinisadhanas

given by the MMK The Vaikhanasa author judged it desi-

rable to describe an example of such methods, but rather chose

a higher Hindu goddess as the object of the ritual Of course

in confrontation with such a respectable personage the adept

should be courteous and submissive—but the results of his

worship” are as certain as m the case of the Yaksmis
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Sarasvati’s worship is often described by other texts, for

example the Devi BhPur (9, 4, 10) where the author states that

any blockhead will become a wise man by it In 9, 4, 30ff

this text describes the puja to Sarasvati, and in the stanzas 73fF

of the same chapter her kavaca, which begins hrirriy

to Sarasvati, svdhd^ She should protect my head from all sides,

to the Goddess of Speech, sodhd^ She should further my ciane

constantly ’’ [26] In stanza 89 come the results after

saying the kavaca for 300 000 times, it becomes ‘^mastered’’

{siddha-^ The performer becomes equal to Brhaspati, a great

rhetor, a loid of poets, and able to be master of everything in

the world—and in concrete this might mean that he is able to

secure for himself a safe and lucrative position as a court poet^^

Those goddesses who are said to be particularly able to

''delude” the world may confer important magical powers to

their worshippers We saw that Durga or Uma is wor-

shipped also under the name Maya (p 47) The BhPur
says that one who is desirous of prosperity {sri) should worship

Goddess Mava and the commentator explains Maya as Durga
In AgPur (137, 15) the use of mahdmdydpata (cloth with a

painting of Mahamaya on it ‘^) is recommended in battle (on

other Mayasadhanas see below p 129) A similar goddess,

indeed only another manifestation ofDurga, is Gauri Trailokya-

mohani "Deluder of the Threefold World” described in MMD
(9,30ff ) In stanza 36 she is mvocated "She Whose lotus

feet are honoured by a throng of celestials, Whose lustre is

that ofdawn, Whose headdress is adorned by the waxing moon.
Who dehghts in Her outfit of a red garment, red unguent and
red flowers, Who bears an elephant goad and a noose She
should be gracious towards us” [27] The goddess may be
worshipped in this way her mantra is recited for 10 000 times,

while 1 000 oblations aie made with rice boiled in milk and with
ghee The performer meditates on her as residing m a lotus

Her limbs aie on the filament The Mothers, Biahmi etc ,

are on the leaves Outside aie the guardians of the regions

and their weapons When worshipped in this manner, the

goddess will grant happiness and prosperity He who ‘^acii-

fices during three davs with grams, sesamum, fiuits, led lotuses,

will be able within a month to subjugate all giades of society

(39) An alternative is that one meditates on the goddess as
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abiding in a mandala of the sun In this case only 1 08 oblations
are required for subjugation of the world Afterwards follows
a mantra of forty svllables in which the goddess is requested to

subjugate all people for the worshipper {mama vasam kuru kwUy
42 ) The stanzas 50fF advise to make a small image of a vic-

tim^ infuse it with breath {prana-) and bury it into the ground
In this case the victim will become the performer’s slave

As the last of this series of goddesses we mention Kala-
ratri, a fearsome appearance of Durga, whose method is

described in MMD 18 The commentary begins by giving
her mantra aim hrim klim srim^ Kahnesvari, Thou Who
charmest all people^ Who stupefiest the mouths of all^ Who
subjugatest all kings. Who tramplest upon all evildoers, Who
attractst all women and men,—destroy all fetters and bonds (^,

vandtsrngalah)

^

rout rout all enemies, crush crush all haters,

stupefy stupefy everything, eradicate eradicate the haters with
Thy delusive missile, subjugate subjugate everything, svdhd^

grant grant everything, O Kalaratri, Lady of the throng of

heavenly women, honour” [28] The passage in the MMD
text contains specialized procedures accompanied by then
own mantras Thus, for subjugation {oasikarana-)^ the follow-

ing spell is recommended aim klim hrim srtm glaum
hsauhy honour, O Kahnesvari, delude delude everything, O
Black One of black colour. Who wearest a black garment,
attract attract everybody, subjugate subjugate them quicklv,

aim hrim klim srirn^'' [29] For immobilizing a victim

{s*ambhana)

^

one should pay worship with yellow objects

such as gorocana and cows’ urine The yantra should be
constructed upon a cloth dyed with turmeric The mantra
IS ^^Omhldmhhmhlum^ Thou of charming eyes Tor Kamaksi)
and of elusive appearance {mdydrupim)

^

Who charmst all,

immobilize immobilize, obstruct obstruct, delude delude,

kldm klim klum^ O Kamaksi, O Kahnesvari, hum hum hum''^\_S0'\

Stanzas 60ff contain the directions for practising delu-

sion {mohana^ i e causing the victim to lose control over his

senses) to this end the adept should act on a Sunday He
should mix up turmeric with mothermilk With the product

he should design a circular yantra *1 he accompanying mantra
is relatively simple to Kdma^ klaum klim^ to the Lovely

One, khm^\ By this method the adept will be able ""to delude
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the entire world”, provided that he keeps on for five days
reciting the mantra, and that he manages to maintain an
angr> mind (he should be kruddhamanasa-) Other magical
procedures follow attraction (67ff ) , eradication (79fr ,

this should be done in an empty house on the fourteenth of
the dark half of the month) ,

sowing discord (86ff , two planks
to be buried near to an ant hill), and liquidation (93fF, cut

off the head of a small image of the victim)

8 Sadhana of male deities

Besides Yaksiris there are also their male counterparts,

the Yaksas, who are liable to be influenced by the human
will The attraction of Yaksas is dealt with in MMK II,

p 293f (ch 26) The sadhaka’s goal is a boon to be con-

ferred on him He should sacrifice during three months,
after which the Yaksas headed by their leader Kubera will

appear Henceforth they send one from their number each

day to serve him Such a yaksa servant is ready to lead a

woman to the sadhaka over a distance of a hundred miles

{yojanasatad apt striyam dnayati) The sadhaka may climb on
his back and go where he pleases Yet it seems as if the

Yaksas, and in general all male gods, are not valued as highly

by the magically minded adept as the female supernatural

beings At least they do not seem to be manipulated as

frequently m the texts

One of these Yaksas is Ghantakarna "Tell Ear” who is

described in the AgPur (50, 41f ) with eighteen arm*^ He is

invoked especially against diseases like smallpox and tumors
and he has played a considerable role m popular religion

(see Jhavery, p 285) Kathas-9,6,94 summarily men-
tions a propitiation of the Yaksa Sthulasiiah ‘Tig Head”
in order to force him to concede a certain demand of a king
The king is advised in the matter by his Chief Minister who
declares ""There is a Yaksa named S ,

and of him I know the

propitiatory mantra, by which he (is foiced to) give the

requested boon”
Asti Sthulanrd ndma Taksas tasya ca vedmy ahamf
mantram aradhanam yena varam isiam dadati sahj

j

An interesting passage on the conjuring up of the King
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of the Counter gods (Asurendra) is contained in the KGT
(4^ 159ff ) The adept is a Buddhist ofthe Kalacakra denom-
ination who conducts his ritual in the course of his Bodhi-
sattva vow His goal is to win higher powers in order to

help the world on its way towards spiritual illumination,
his motivation is Compassion (166, tasmdt sattodrthahetoh

paramakarunayd sddhanlyo ^surendrah) He begins by medita-
ting upon an image of the Buddha in combination with the

recitation of a mantra Om hrim hrem hum phat Mantra
and image should be mastered {siddha-) first within the own
mind (which means that the performer accumulates into

himself the power of both), otherwise nothing willbe achieved
A mandala should now be drawn, and pu]a and oblations

brought The place fit for the ceremonv is the cremation
ground After the preliminaries have been handled in the

correct way, the King of the Counter-gods appears (163)
*^When the oblations have been completed (he appears),

flaming, his tongue and head quivering (^ laladasirasinah)

^

his tusks sharp, wuth three eyes, and by roaring and trampling
the ground with his feet he tries to terrify the performer,

having taken his stand within the fireplace he laughs kaha

kaha^ and he dances, his body fear-mspirmg, the mantrin
who beholds him with fear will lose his mind and falls into

Yama’s stronghold (the abode of the dead) within a moment*’
But the sadhaka (164) ‘^who strives after realization of the

powers of his mantra on the cremation ground should not

fear even the Asurendra, unshocked in his mind should he be
when beholding him, in this way the Lord of Demons is

mastered, when he has heard (the Demon) saying T am
mastered by thee, Heroic Man, speak what thou wilst, what
can I do for thee now the sadhaka should ask for the interest

of others desired by him in his mind” [31] In stanza 165,

the nature of the sadhaka’s noble request is expounded, it

appears to lie in the field of magical properties and substances

such as potent stuffs like the fruit \mrta, (go)rocana, afijana^

other kinds of ointments and especially the e^ght siddhis or

supernatural performances which are believed to he within

the reach of the successful yogin, further, the feats of destruc-

tive magic such as causing other people to hate each other,

drivine: them from their homes, finding treasures, immobi-
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lizmg, attracting After hearing the requests^, the Demon
says "‘I shall comply with all that’% and disappears ‘^Hav-

ing mastered the Lord of the Demons”, says st 166, ®Hhe
sadhaka is able to go where he pleases, within the nether

world or through the air up to the sphere of the most eminent
gods, on top of the Meru, to the other side of the ocean,

having ascended Him with a sword m his hand, he accom-
plishes the weal of the world during a dissolution of the earth”

[32] The KCT mentions the manipulation of other such
demons more concisely in ch 2, 154fF

These remarkable stanzas are clearly the account of

spiritual exercises of a visionary charactei, stylized by Buddhist
Tantrie tradition The performer should realize that all

terrible appearances evoked by him are the products of his

own mind Thus the function of this description is m the

first place purely psychological, but on the other hand the

adept IS without doubt considered to become enabled to

execute real feats of sorcery It seems as if the emphasis on
the uncanny powers of witchcraft has been encompassed here

within the ideal of spiritual emancipation and made an expe-

dient on the way to this very goal

The MMK (ch 2, vol I, p 29) deals with a related

figure the Six-headed King of Anger (Sanmukha Krodha-
raja) This demon is conjured up by the following mantra,
which starts in the way usual in Buddhist Mahayana sutras

^"Honour to all Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, whose commands
are irresistible Om, perform perform, do do my work, break
break all obstructions, burn burn all obstructor (s ) of the
Vajra, O Thou Whose head

, Who causest life to end.
Whose appearance is awesome and deformed , digest digest

all the evilly minded, O Thou Who causest even the life of
the mighty Ganapati to end, bind bind all evil planets , O
Thou of the six heads f Thou of the six arms ^ Thou of the six

feet ^ Bring Rudra here * BringVisnu here ’ Bring here all the
gods headed by Brahma ^ do not tarry, do not tarry, jhal jhal
{=jvala ^), cause (them) to enter into the middle of the
mandala, remember the Agreement, hum (6x), phat phat^

svdha^'' [33] This King ofAnger is able to destroy all obstruc-
tions It is understandable that this figure with his six faces

is set to work against obstructions and obstructors, and even
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against Ganapati who in ordinary Hindu mythology is also

the god who removes (but also causes) obstructions of all

kinds Moreover, the Vinayakas ‘‘^Obstructors’% a kind of

secondary manifestations of Gane^a, are said to be six in

number, they are enumerated for example in Stuti & Stava,

No 519, 3

When the mantra translated above has been recited,

the author of the MMK asserts, all Bodhisattvas run away in

panic How much more the evilly minded who cause the

obstructions * Besides, one may recite this King of Anger’s
most intimate formula {hrdayamantra-) Om hrih jnihvikrtanana

hum sarvaiatrun ndsaya stambhaya phat phat svaha"^ ^^Thou of

the deformed face destroy, immobilize all enemies ”

When the enemies hear this, they are all afflicted with the

disease called mahdsula in which one feels pierced by iron

pins There are still other mantras At the end the Demon
is sent away by means of a special mantra of dismissal which
contains the words ^^enter again into Thy abode”

There is a similarity between this Krodharaja and the

Skanda who is conjured up m the same MMK (vol I, p 32 )

,

the text calls him Kumara This god who is famous from
classical Hinduism is described by the text as six-headed, red

of colour, and of a horrible countenance He is equated with
Angaraka, the fiery red planet Mars The sadhaka requests

him to perform all kinds of work for him Skanda is able to

attract even Brahma and the other gods, let alone a result

desired by man On the next page he appears to be an in-

ferior manifestation of the chief deity of the MMK, the Bodhi-
sattva Mafijusri, who is indeed often called Kumara Skanda
Kumara’s mantra on this place is (the mantra of) Karttikeya-

manju^ri (Karttikeya= Skanda) Like most mantras taught

m the MMK it is very short, Om hum jah Its special function

IS to attract all kinds of enjoyments {bhogdkarsanatatparah)

On p 153 he is described as he appears against evil dreams
'"The Great (personification) ofAnger is constituted, with six

arms and six faces, a great mantra of four syllables has been
emitted from the mouth of Kumara, it has a horrible appea-
rance, awesome and horrible, originating fiom the Swine
manifestation hung about with the coils of snakes, with a

sword in its hand of great overwhelming power” [34]
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Again he drives away all obstructions and evil creatures

The mantra this time runs ^Ttear^ hear, O Great Anger ^

Six headed One ^ Six footed One • Slayer of all obstructions

^

hum hum^ why dost Thou tarry. Obstructor » Thou Who
causest life to end ’ destroy my evil dream * leap over, leap

over ^ remember the agreement, phat^ phat^ svdhd [35]
Immediately after its recitation all obstructive ghosts and
demons appear m terror and pay honour to the Lord Buddha
Sakyamuni and to Mahjusii On p 154 the author intimates

that this King of Anger on the sadhaka's request is ready to

burn and dry out all evil beings, but not to kill them
In chs 50-52 of the MMK (vol III), the six-headed

demoniac figuie is again conjured He is called now Yaman-
taka “Destroyer of Yama"’ His services are for example
sought in ch 51 against mimical kings The King of Anger
IS also described m KGT 4, 134fF, where he assists m the

mastering of demons and clouds Sadhanas of Yamari and
Yamantaka are lurther contained m SM Nos 268-282 (a

six-headed Black Yamari in No 274) With such six-headed
figures one may compare the Bhutaraja “King of the Demons’’
who IS addressed in Stuti & Stava, No 133

Bkutardjd mahdkrurah sahasrakiranaprabhah /

sadvaktrasamyutas caioa sakali^yatasekharah //

“The King of the Demons, very horrible, having the
brilliance of a thousand solar rays, and provided with six

heads, his crown is ” (last quarter corrupt) In stanza 2
he appears to possess twelve arms and to ride upon a corpse
The two next stanzas, however, explain his symbolical nature
he possesses eleven ) faces which consist of Sivaite philoso-
phical concepts, and he seems to be identified with 8iva
Unfortunately the text is hazy and unclear (See also above,
p54)

Not only demigods and demons, but also the higher
gods of Hinduism and Buddhism are liable to be manipulated
by the adejit’s prowess For example, the MMK describes a
sadhana of the great Mafijusri himself (ch 11, vol I, p
1061f ) The ritual should be accomplished at night, and
preferably on top of a mountain A mantra should be recit-

ed for 600,000 times The sadhaka should take a meal of
prescribed composition and guide his meditation by means of
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a painted cloth, he also performs 8,000 oblations At mid-
night there will appear the demon Mahakrsnameghavata-
mandali "''She of the circle of storms of great black clouds’’

This IS a critical moment The adept should not be frightened
He should not rise from his seat He should merely protect

himself by means of Mahjusri’s most intimate mantia of eight

syllables, and by ‘"binding the mvstical diagram” {mandala-^

bandha^ Then the demoness disappears, but the trial

has not yet come to an end A number of beautiful women
appear, who declare to have been mastered by the performer
But he should present them with the usual gifts of hospitality

combined with fragrant water and jdti flowers (white)

This induces also these women to disappear The sadhaka
now takes up the pata, worships all the Buddhas and Bodhi-
sattvas and betakes himself to another place suitable for the

last stage o^ his sadhana There he should remain during the

night, making a sacrifice for 8,000 times of white flowers

He should continue in this way duiing twenty-one days

At last at midnight, Manjusri himself appears to him
These preparations of the sadhaka, although not clear

m all respects from the description given by the MMK, again

remind msome aspects ofthe visions undergone by the Buddha
himself during his meditation under the Bodhi tree While
the Buddha’s goal was the obtaining ofthe spiritual illumina-

tion which leads to final emancipation, the aim set himself

by the sadhaka of the MMK may be in essence the same, but
It IS expressed in quite other language ""He beholds the Ven-
erable Manjusri from eye to eye He (Alahjusri) grants to

him the boon chosen, the ability to fly through the air, or to

disappear at will, the stages of the Bodhisattva and the state

of an Individual Buddha {pratyekabuddhatvam) ^ the state of

being a learned monk, or the Five fold Wisdom (possessed by
the Five Buddhas), the gift of longevity , the obtamment of

a large kingdom or of exquisite enjoyment, or the gift of

being the favourite of princes, or the gift of being allowed
to wander together with the Venerable Manjusri, in short,

anything desired by him, all this He gives, or for what he
asks, that he concedes And all material goods he may gam

,

and he is able to attract all powerful beings (in order to extract

gifts from them), in short, anything mentioned by him. He
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Will give Also sms committed in former times are cleaned by
Him, thus spoke the Venerable Lord iSakyamuni’" In the

text now follows another sadhana of Mahjusri with similar

results In ch 26 (vol II^ p 294), the author discusses the

sadh^xna of Vajrapani^®
The forces of nature can also be conjuied MMK ch 26

(vol II, p 298) describes how a performer who wants to try

his art on the ocean should act ‘'"Having laid down his painted

cloth on the seashore, facing the West, he should kindle a

file h\ means of logs of ndga wood and bring an oblation of

100,000 ndga flowers ^o the ocean Then the waves of the

ocean will approach him, but the adept should not be frigh-

tened, if he desires to reahze his objectives When he persists

in this way, the ocean will appear to him after some time in

the guise of a brahman and say "What have I to do
The sadhaka should say "Be an addicted servant to me {pasyo

me bhavay After that the ocean will do anything desired by
(the performer)’’ [36] In this connection we can refer to

a ceremony conducted near a river and aimed at the obtain-

ment of wealth described m AVPar 36,26 In the descrip-

tion of the MMK the force of the procedure is enhanced be-

cause the methods have been adjusted to the power to be
manipulated The performer faces the West because this is

the region dominated by the Lord of the Ocean, Varuna
(and It seems to be implied that the ceremony should be con-

ducted on the shore of the Western, i e Arabic, sea) He uses

ndga logs and flowers because the Nagas (Serpents) are inhabi-

tants of the aquatic element The sadhaka is aware of the

harmony of the cosmos and handles it

There are other rituals of this kind The MMK and
other texts sometimes allude to a peculiar kind of sadhana
embarking on a boat and seeking the large or diiftmg down a
river In RV 7, 88, a ""mystical” hymn to Varuna, the poet
describes m the third stanza his longings for union with his

chosen deity by sailing with him m the same boat Sailing

over the water is described more than once as an image of
mystical rapture or as the scene ofspiritual revelation Accord-
ing to the MtPur, Manu received his revelations from Visnu
as Fish while sailing on the ocean during the Primeval
Flood'^® A case of ""water magic” from the Veda theKausS
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(19,95 Galand, p 48) assigns the hymn AV 2,24 to such an
act Galand (n 7) explains that a performer should betake

himself to the middle of the lake on a raft made ofreed covered

with clay On this raft he should bring oblations of ghee
Unfortunately the allusions given by the text are vague

As a short instance of the manipulation of one of the

higher gods of Hinduism may serve the discussion of the

^‘worship’^ of Ganesa in the Varadapurvatapani Up
(ed in Jacob, p 131) The god is installed on a pedestal,

on the sides ofwhich are invoked among others the Six Vinaya-
kas ‘‘He who by means of this (ritual) brings oblations

of 100,000 sacrificial cakes on the fourth days of both halves

of the month (the fourth day being sacred to Ganesa), from
that same moment onwards he w 11 be Klubera, the Bestower
of Wealth (by his riches) If he offers during three months
a rice dish called siddhaudana into the fire, his mind concen-
trated, while m the same time sacrificing prthuka rice grains,

he will become Vaisravana (Kubera) in own person’’ [37]

A sacrifice with vibhitaka flowers, brought by someone with
evil intentions, will drive the enemy away, if products from
poisonous trees are applied (Skt commentary from the kdras^

kara)^ the victim will be liquidated Lotuses are apt to

subjugate the object of the ritual We had already an occasion

to point to the results expected from the sadhana of Ganesa
in the MMD, ch 2 (see above p 89) Another such cere-

mony can be found in PST 17

Sanskrit literature often speaks of the fear of the gods,

especially Indra their king, from other beings who bv their

austerities or other feats try to secure themselves a place

among the gods or to push them from their throne That
Indra’s feelings were not entirely without reason might be
inferred from a passage like A.gPur 302,3 where a sadhana of

Indra is taught for the benefit of someone who desires to

master also that deity Stanzas 6ff in the same chapter

contain the method for subjugating Kama, the god of love

The mantra is “Om hrtm om^ honour to Kama who procures

the good for all beings, who deludes all beings, who flames

brightly, cause cause that the hearts of all people become
directed towards myself, [38] The same chapter at

the end gives rules for procuring the aid of ^iva Tryambaka
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for the protection of the cows A sadhana of Siva is included
m the MMK (ch 26^ vol II^ p 293) Siva is approached
in his Daksmamurti Here also, a frightful experience awaits
the performer, there occurs a sound calling out ha ha
But if he stands it, Siva is sure to appear prepared to meet the
adept’s wishes®^ In the same way also Visnu and Brahma
can be attracted, but only after the performer has carefully

taken his measures in order to protect himself On the sadhana
of Visnu more will be said in the next chapter
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3 MEDITATION ON VISNU’S MAYA

1 Indian Vtsnusddhanas

The Kathas (2,43l27fF ) relates how the clever Brah-

man, Lohajangha, tells King Vibhisana a story that some
time ago, being oppressed by poverty, he performed penance

in a Visnu temple by remaining for some time in front of

the god without taking any food Visnu then came to him in

a dream and instructed him to seek the company of Vibhisana

of Lanka, because that king would give money to him Of
course the author presents this tale as a phantasy invented by
Lohajangha in order to win Vibhisana’s favour , but the hero

of the tale expected to be believed on it, and thus it might
have a base in historical performances of such procedures as

alluded to above And we indeed find descriptions of them
m the texts of prescriptive character For example, the Skt

commentary on the Narayana Up (ed Jacob, p 64f ) cites a
passage from the Nrsimhapurana, Narayanadhyaya, which
gives the rules for a meditation on Visnu with the help of the

silent recitation (japa) of the mantra of eight syllables, the

famous Om narno Mdrdyandya The fragment begins by pre-

senting the prospect of release {mukti) and eternal communion
with Visnu, which means Nirvana This final goal can
however onlv be reached by reciting the formula for 800,000
times As this number may deter most aspirants, but perhaps

m the first place because many of them set upon the worship

of Visnu with other ideals in their minds, the text proceeds by
summing up more practical aims to be achieved by a perhaps
smaller amount of exercise evil dreams, demons, thieves and
disease are powerless against him who performs the japa of

this formula And the performer may also expect a long life,

material wealth, sons, cattle, wisdom and renown In short,

such a person obtains the four ends of life keeping up with
tradition {dharma)^ the winning of the goods of the earth

{artha)y various kinds of enjoyment (kdma) and, if he gives

proof of his desire for it by holding out long enough, final

release {moksa)
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Ayusyam dhanaputrams ca paiun vidyam mahad yaiah!

dharmdrthakdmamoksdmi ca labhate ca japan narahll

The phalairuti further contains the assertion that also

the seers of -yore^ the ancestors, the perfected (siddhas) and
even the Asuras and Raksasas reached their highest perfec-

tion by means of this japa It is said to be specially effective

for someone who still carries on with it during the last moments
of his life Such a person immediately reaches Visnu's
Supreme Abode {paramam padam)^

Of course the method for propitiating a god for the

attainment of mundane designs is a feature wholly accepted
and uniformly spread m Hindu religious literature Some
instances were discussed in the preceding chapter The
BhGita (7 22) says “The person who, animated by faith for

(a particular deitv), seeks to worship that (deity), obtains

from him all his desires
,

I Myself ordain them to be fulfilled”

The Vaikhanasa text Atri-samhita promises istdn kdmdn
avdpnoti tadiyam ca param padam “one obtains the desire scheri-

shed, and also His (Visnu’s) Supreme Abode” (1, 28)
From the passage from the Nrsimhapurana mentioned above
It appears clearly that there is only a gradual difference bet-

ween the various ends of life what is good for the realisation

of final release may also be useful while one still dwells in the

earthly body, and thus why not make use of it ^

But this invocation of the god for the goal of mundane
prosperity and safety implies also an effective protection from
those who are intent upon destroying these aims No wonder
that Vis u can also be worshipped by somebody who wants
to overcome his nemies The KJ (ch 10, trsl p 44)
expresses this quite clearly “The destination of a ruler is to

win victory over his enemies The method by which he is

able to gam that victory o\er them, because he has worshipped
the Lord beforehand, is called the "magicaF method {abhi^

cdrtka-y^ Then follows in that text a list of objects, creatures,

images of the gods and other items which by some or another
reason are of an uncanny character and as such may be of
use for a person who desires to execute a ritual with the ob-
jective of harming an enemy (and not, as the translation of
KIJ says, which are liable to magic, abhicdrika means “leading
to [the execution of] magic” just as ranhAa-means ^‘leading
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to safety” and pamhka—^^leading to prosperity”) Such
unfavourable objects may be a piece of land (destined for the

erection of a sanctuary) when unfavourable trees like the

nimba^ arka or vibhitaka grow on it, when the wrong kind of

animals roam on it or when the wrong kind of birds sound
their ominous voice ox^er it, ‘hf the colours red and black are

too fiequent in it” (abhicarika is further) an image made of

bricks or mud (and not of precious metal, as would befit

a temporal ruler) , an image not constructed according to the

exact measurements prescribed in the iconogiaphical canons
of the silpasdstras ^ an image installed during the wrong time
under evil constellations, a fire kindled in a skull or other

unfavourable objects, an image of Visnu if painted with
unnatural colours like dark blue or green, or bereft of its

spouse, J§rl
,
in short, anything which is not done in accordance

with the rules as presented by the ritual handbooks of the

Vaikhanasas We must however concede that this list of

abhicarika objects in the KJ is theoretical in character, and
that one of its functions is presumably to inform the rulers

who intend to finance ritual practice what is expected of them
and what not Expected is a lavish spend in accordance with
the priests’ standards and methods, if this is not followed up,

one falls into a category w hich one never had wished for

The possibility of perfoiming incorrect rituals with the

aim of doing harm to the enemy again appears from KJ ch

53, where the different kinds of Visnu images are discussed ,

but here also there is an atmosphere of theory One of the

images is the v^raha type, a standing one which is not accom-
panied by the two spouses of the god, l§ri and Bhumi, and
also bereft of the usual attributes conch and disc The Atri

Samhita discusses this image also (20, 17-18) [1] This kind

of image can perhaps be identified with the abhicarika image
described by another and more famous Vaikhanasa Agama,
Marici’s Vimanarcanakalpa (ch 19, p 81fF ) Marici
distinguishes three types of abhicarika images a standing,

sitting and recumbent one The standing one is furnished

with two or four arms, its colour is grey, its lips dark, its face

emaciated It is characterized by the basic quality of inertia

{tamas)y whatever this may mean in practice, its eyes gaze
upwards Attendant figures are lacking, and the image is
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installed on a wrong place under an evil constellation The
sitting image has similar characteristics, it should face the
direction of the sky in which the enemy is located {satru^

dtnmukke) In the recumbent variety both Visnu and the
serpent Sesa on whom he rests should be furnished with evil

characteristics

It seems, however, that the theory of abhicarika images
propounded in these works has been seldom or never put into

practice These books were meant to be guides for the temple
cult organized and sponsored by a member of the ruling class

,

in case of war there would be too little time to have such an
image constructed and installed, and one would scarcely

think about having constructed it beforehand, because such
a dangerous object would act like a boomerang upon one’s

own position Besides, a ruler would perhaps by preference

leave such malicious tasks to specialists who handled their

own deities—if he would resort ^o such practices at all And
as a rule destructi\ e magic tends to be executed by individuals

In any case practically no Visnu images of this type have
been found^, although one might consider Naiasimha and
Hayagriva as abhicara aspects of Visnu^ But the goal of

victory over enemies, held in view by rulers and their vassals,

appears clearly from a few of the Balinese stutjs In Bah,
Visnu IS the favourite deity of the nobility and its lepresen^-

tants considered themselves Visnuite as distinct from the

padanda priests who are Siva or Buddha worshippers This
state of affairs is reflected in Stuti & Stava, No 384 (Janar-
dana mahavira) and No 381 (Janardana labhet karyam)^

The Man-Lion incarnation of Visnu (Narasimha) is

further present m the Balinese stutis as a terrifying appearance
on whom the warrior should concentrate before engaging
in battle Stuti No 100, Narasimhastaka, contains expressions

like candadamstro Yamdbhah '"with impetuous fangs, equal
to Yama”, tiksnadamstrakardlam "with wide open mouth and
sharp fangs” or bhimdttahdsam "of the terrible roars of laugh-
ter”, but It winds up with vxdadhatu iripdram "should bestow
on you the highest degree of prosperitv”, thus reminding the

reader of the benedictory stanzas found often at the beginning
of Sanskrit works No 842, Lokamantra, describes the Man-
Lion in very defective Sanskrit as dark blue of colour, four-
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armed and three-headed, and provided with the weapons
mace and disc In the Sprinkling Formula at the end he
IS equated with Pasupati and the Fire of Dissolution

, the

formula is concluded by the spell Om vasat om va^at namah
stdhd (see below ch 3 5) No 887 is borrowed from theNrsimha-
purvatapaniya Up, it is none other than the famous stanza

of worship to Narasimha which begins with Ugram Vtmiim

mahdvlram ‘^'The fear inspiring Visnu ofmighty force” Some
of the Balinese mss which contain it continue by suggesting

a meditation on oneselfas the Narasimha who slavs the demon
Hiranyakasipu as in the famous legend of Prahlada , one
should also meditate on eight supernatural weapons which
surround one’s body on all sides

Indian texts also teach the efficacy of Narasimha Al-

though Tantric texts like the MMD are usually meant for

individual worship and not for ^‘social” performances done
for the public sake as is for example the case with the Vaikha-
nasa puja, the MMD while discussing the mantras of Visnu
(ch 14) also gives attention to a mantra and sadhana of

Narasimha The mantra may be krim ksraiim hrim or Om
k raum Om Its syllables should be assigned to the canonical

‘^^six limbs” {sadangdni^ One is advised to meditate on
Narasimha’s appearance while performing a puja to him
The results are said to be manifold, the author summarizes
them by saying '"why fall into prolixity ^ The Man-Lion
is able to grant all the results desired by man” In the

stanzas 25fF the text gives the sadhana of another manifes-

tation of the same god called Bhitiharistasadhaka "Remover
of feai and Realizer of the desire” The mantra in this case

runs "Om §rim hrim^ be victorious
,
to the Beloved of Laksmi,

Whose mind is eternally filled with jo'y, of Whose body the

(left) half IS inhabited by Laksmi, srim hiim^ honour” [2]

In stanzas 48fF follows the mantra for Abhayanrsimha "The
Man-Lion Who grants safety”

Nrsimha (and Hayagriva) are invested with such

particular potency because they are theriomorphic manifes-

tations Together with Varaha, Visnu’s third incarnation,

thev form male counterparts of the animal-faced goddesses

discussed shortly above (p 105ff) Visnu’s power of presenting

himself as an animal was alluded to on p 32
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We now come to Visnu’s human manifestation of Krsna
(as to the other famous human appearance^ Rama, we only

refer to Stuti & Stava, No 229, Ramakavaca) Krsna’s deeds

and marvellous qualities were shortly dealt with inch 1 (p 25)
The MMD in the chapter 14 mentioned just above proceeds

(51ff )
by presenting the rules for the Gopalamantras (the

Formulas of the Cowherd') This means in the first place the

formula of ten syllables Gopijanavallabhdya svdhd ‘^To the

Beloved of the Gowherdesses, szdhd^^ From stanza 64 onwards
the text enjoins special rules for various aims like the allega-

tion of fever or hatred and the destruction of enemies
, for

this last end one should meditate on oneself as being Krsna
who killed the tyrant Kamsa {dtmdnam samsmaran Harim
Kamsaripum) One may also succeed in subjugating any-

body whom one desires (72 vasam ety acirdt ^apuHapa§uhdn-

dhavaK) A.nother effective method for subjugating others,

this time probably in the first place in erotic matters, is to

meditate on the Krsna who as a cowherd sung his songs m
the idyllic Vrndavan in the company of the Gowherdesses

,

the performer should in that case make oblations with the

magically highly effective apdmdrga plant If one meditates

on Krsna as being engaged in amoious sports {rasah^ddgata-)

and at the same time sacrifices for 10,000 times and keeps on
doing this during six months, one will obtain any girl one
desires as a wife {pdnchitdm kanydm udvahed bhaktitatparah)

On the other hand, a woman who says the mantra a thousand
times, meditating on Visnu as being present in a kadamba
flower, obtains the desired husband He who sacrifices with
products of the bilva (Laksmi’s tree), honey and lotuses,

becomes Lord of Laksmi, which probably means that he
obtains material wealth In stanza 77 the author again says

that further discussion is unnecessary because Krsna grants

all Its wishes to mankind
Still another mantra of Krsna is discussed in stanzas

77ff khm Hrnkesdya namah A performer who makes obla-

tions oivijayd ^'victory” flowers early in the morning, of course
while reciting this mantra, will gam anything which he desires

within a month A woman who sacrifices 10,000 times with
ghee will obtain mastery over her lover oi husband {bhojayet
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she will cause him to enjoy her) A man who applies the

mantra for similar ends is able to beguile a throng of lovely

women t he becomes kdminwargamohaka)

^

Another mantra
of sixteen syllables serves to beguile all people {lokavimohana-)

Om name bhagavate Rukmtmlvallabhdya svdhd honour to the

Lord, the beloved of Rukmini, svdhd^* A person who wants to

put this mantra into effect should recite it a million times

while making oblations of lotuses Visnu should be worship-
ped and the names of his manifestations invoked in the direc-

tions of the sky Another mantra, kltm Govallabhdya svaha^

when brought to perfection, will enable the performer to

become a ‘'"dwelling of prosperities” {sampaddm dlayah^ 103)
To achieve this end he should say the mantra 800,000 times

and sacrifice for 8,000 times The manifestations of Visnu
which are to be worshipped here beside the god are

Vasudeva, Sainkarsana, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, Rukmini,
Satyabhama, Laksmana, Jambavati, further the Guardians
of the Regions and the Weapons personified {dyudhdni)

The stanzas 104fF give the rules of the short mantra klim

Kr^na klim The performer of this ritual should meditate
on the naughty child Krsna who steals the butter One
should recite the mantra 400,000 times, and sacrifice 40,000
times with bilvas Visnu and Jus manifestations and atten-

dants are again worshipped and the god is this time humbly
requested (st 111) for the boon desired [3]

""O Son of Devaki, Govinda, Son of Vasudeva, l4ord

of the world,

give me a son, O Krsna, I have taken my refuge unto
Thee”

2 Some sadhanas on divine Delusion and Mdyd

Visnu's Mava is often said to manifest itself by the delu-

sion with which it envelops the world of creatures
,

and
Visnu himself is often called the god who deludes {mohayaii'^

that world (see above p 21) For the Indian worshipper thi^

IS an impressive, sometimes even sinister, aspect of Visnn’s

supernatural faculties Its appropriation bv an act of sadhara
IS described by the A.gPur (ch 307), the same mantia can

be found in PST (36,6ff
)

The Lord of Fire who pioclaims

the Purana announces that he will explain the mantra of
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Visnu Trailokyamohana “Who deludes the Threefold world”

for the perfection {siddhi) of all the four stages of life This

elaborate mantra runs “Om srim hrtm hrum om, honour,

the Most Perfect Person , Thou Whose appearance is that

of the Most Perfect Person ,
Dwelling place of Laksmi, Shaker

of the whole world, Tearer of the hearts of all womankind.

Who causest the threefold world to lose its senses , the minds

of gods, men and womanfolk heat heat, light light, dry out

dryout, kill kill, stupefy stupefy, mollify mollifv, attract attract,

O Thou of supreme loveliness. Who art the cause of all

marital happiness, Bestower of desires, kill kill N N with

Thy disc, with Thy mace. Thy sword, with all Thy airows

pierce pierce, wifh Thy noose bind bind (^, hatta)
,
with Thy

hook hit hit (^, with the elephant hook, ankusa, one usually

forcibly attracts the victim), hurry hurry, why dost Thou not

move, very quicklv what is desiied by me should become

realized, hum phat Another mantra follows imme-

diately “Om, O Most Perfect Person, Who causest the three-

fold world to lose its senses, hum phat, to the heart honour
,

attract attract, O Thou of great strength, hum phat, to the

Missile O liOrd of the threefold world, the minds of all

people kill kill, tear up tear up, bring bring under my power ,

hum phat, to the Eye, O Beguiler of the threefold cosmos.

Who appearest as Hrsike a, O Thou Who attractst the hearts

of all women, come come, honour” This last formula seems

to be corrupt and to be meant for directing the assignment

of the force of Trailokyamohana to the Six Limbs The
perfoimer, while reciting, should sprinkle the fire 50,000

times, then offer a sacrificial dish into the fire for a hundred
times, and so on In the course of the ritual a special gayatri

stanza for Ti ailokvamohana is also said TrailoLyamohanqya

jidmahe, Smaraya dhimahi, tan no Visnuh pracodayat “we direct

our mtelleci towards Tr
,
Vi.e meditate towards Smara ("Kama) ,

let thus Visnu impel us” The god himself should be medi-

tated upon (st 13ff 1 as sitting on Garuda who stands upon
a lotus, his limbs are those of a beautiful young man but

his eyes flicker while being red with exhilaration , his behaviour

is unsteady because he is possessed by Love, he smiles and is

adorned by a celestial wreath, garment and unguents, he

bears the five ariows (ofKama) and is surrounded by celestial
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women This appearance of Visnu is clearly intended to be
a manifestation identical with Kama AgPur gives as the

result ofsuch a worship a concise remark (23 ) that one obtains

all desires, it further only mentions the goal of longevity

(25) PST 36,56ff gives more particulars By worshipping
the god only once one is promised to obtain Laksmi (a vague
statement alluding to wealth or lustre), by sacrificing 8,000
times happiness in family life is the result , other aims are the

cure of disease, annihilation of sorrow, obtaining a woman,
rendering princes one’s slaves (becoming their favourite),

forcing a thief to return the stolen property, and various

others It should be added that the Trailokyamohana dis-

cussed above is different from the figure described by T G
Rao, I, 1, p 257 There he is said to have sixteen arms,
ride on Garuda, bear a great number of attributes and have
two of his hands in the yogamudra He has four faces, res-

pectively those of a man, of Narasimha, of Varaha and of
Kapila^

Before concentrating on the meditation of Visnu’s
Maya, we shall first shortly consider a few other Maya-
sadhanas, leaving aside those directed to a female Maya
repiesentant A Varadapurvatapani Up, devoted to Ganesa,
contains the following passage on Ganesa’s maya (ed Jacob,

p 123fF ) ‘""Of Him {"Ganesa) there are Six Limbs {sad--

angdni) O/p, to the Heart, honoui
, to the Head, svdhd, to the

Tuft vasat

^

to the \rmour, hum^ to the Three Eyes, vaiisat

^

to the Missile, phat, thus for the fiist time with the first

(syllable), for the second time with the second for the sixth

time v^Tth the sixth, for each syllable there aie on both sides

the Maya and the Laksmi”[5] This obscure statement is

elucidated bv its Skt commentary It appears that lules are
presented here for the recitation of a few w^oids m pseudo-
Vedic style rdyasposasja data ca “Ihe Bestower of wealth and
welfare” Each of the eight syllables of this concise desci^p-

tiop of Gane a’s foremost function is preceaed by the M^ya
(represented in Tantric loie bv the syllable and followed

by Laksmi o" Sri (lepresented by the syllable orim) The
result IS as follows m ram srim zm ymn ^rim m sjoni (read

spom) srnn m sam srim zm syam srlm im dam sfim an tdm sr m im

cam srim hrdaydya namah The same is repeated for six times.
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each time followed by another part of the six limbs instead

of the heart The Up gives a further comment on the mystical

implication of this practice ^ Tor this Maya ofVinayaka creates

all this world, protects all this world and destroys all this world,
therefore he who knows this Maya as the Cosmical Energy,
he conquers death, he overcomes evil, he attains extraordi-

nary lustre {sri)
^ he becomes a skilled debater {abhivadiriy

explained by the commentary with dbhimukhyena vadanasilah)

^

a master in the Six Acts (jatkarmasamsiddhah

y

see below ch 6),

and reaches Immortality’’, The fragment is practically

identical with a passage from the Nrsimhapurvatapani Up
(3,1) only with vaindyakl instead of ndTastmhty so that also

Narasunha has been the object of the same meditation

Does not its statement of rewards remind one of what had been
expressed long before in SadvBr 1, 2, 7-11 (see above

P 15).

An interesting description of a Buddhist male Mahamaya
is found in the NispY (p 22) As the editor explains in p 43
of the Introduction to that text, this is the name of a particular

manifestation of the Vajrayana deity Heruka It has four

faces and four arms, and is accompanied by its ^akti Buddhada-
kini The editor mistakenly states that the deity’s colour is

^‘black or blue”, the text itself makes clear that this Maya
can assume four colours nilapita§vetahaTitamulasavyapa§cimavd’-

macaturmukhah ‘‘He possesses four faces the chief one, and (the

others) directed towards the right, back and left, their colour is

respectively dark blue, yellow, white and green” Then
follows the description of the arms and their attributes, and that

of the accompanying four goddesses called respectively Vajra-,

Ratna-,Padma-and Visva-dakmi (in the E , S , W ,
and N )

All of them possess four faces with four different colours The
front faces have the colours dark blue, yellow, white and green,

in harmony with the colour of Mahamaya Heruka’s faces m the

four directions The Buddha-dakmi, who resides m the Centre,

has her front face red (and not white as the editor says on

p 16) Each of these Dakini belong to one ofthe Families {kula-)

of the Dhyanibuddhas, while Mahamaya belongs to Aksobhya’s
Family The kernel mantras of the four Dakmis at the sides

when combined together form the words Om svdhdy written
Om-svd-a-hd
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Such a kind of multicoloured and multiform deity is not
uncommon in the NispY On p 26 of the text, there is for

example a Samvaramandala, the deity of which also has four

heads, while the colours are black, green, red and yellow It

appears, however, that there is only little affinity between the

Buddhist Mahamaya discussed just abo\e (or related figures)

and the Visnuite one which we shall deal with below
We mention one other example of Buddhist provenance

There exists a tract devoted to the Bodhisattva Mahjusri,
called Maajusrijndnasattvasya parammthd ndmasamgitih '"Procla-

mation of supreme \alue regarding the names of Mahjusri
the Personification of Wisdom’^"^ In 1, 28ff it deals with the

greatness of the syllable a from which the Buddha took his

origin In 30ff this syllable is identified with the Families of
the basic Vices Passion {ragd)^ Hate (dvesa)^ Delusion ijnoha)^

Anger (krodha) and Greed {lobha) which are presided over by
the Five Tathagatas Tiien (32fF ) a number of epithets are

added, all beginning with mahd-^ and among them are Maha-
mayadhara ""Bearer of mighty Illusory Power’% Mahamaya-
rthasadhaka ""Realizer of the Meaning of mighty Illusory

Power”, Mahamayaratih ""Delighting in ” and Mahama-
yendrajalika ""The Magician Who wields mighty Illusory power”
(on the vsfovd indrajdla^ see below p ch 5 1 ) After an elaborate

string of other epithets, stanza 162 addresses the same entity

as Ma\ajala ""Net ofMaya” and then in the second part of this

stanza there is a fiagment from the Five Pahcabrahmamantras
(see below p 156) namas te sarva sarvebhyah ""Honour to Thee,
All, to those who are the A.!!” In the preceding stanza (161)
there is a quotation from another of these Five mantras bhavod-

bhava " Thou Who art born from existence” (‘^)
,

the text reads

abhaoodbhava^ wffi^ch is against the metre and the tradition)

The Five Mantias are diiected towards the Five Faces of Siva,

the Pahcamukha or Pahcabrahma, and their occurrence—or

at least the occurrence of a few parts fiom them—is significant

It shows the tendency tov^aids identification of similar concepts

which had arisen in the same period within different religions

The related concept in this case is the fivefold representation of

the Chief Goa in the Centre and in the four mam directions

accompanied by symbolic explanations—and also the Visnuite

Mahamaya of five aspects discussed presently is meditated upon
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With the help of a fragment from the same Pahcabrahmamantras,
while It IS characterized at the same time by its assuming diflfe*

rent colours Regarding this last feature we also refer to KCT
5^24:5, where Kalacakra is called vtsvadivarnam ^^possessing a
multiplicity of colours and also the other (colours separately)/’

while 5^248 sums up sitaharitamahdvisvavarnaikavaniah "'having

a white and a green colour^ a multiplicity of colours and at the

same time a unique colour” And stanza 247 promises that

this God of manifold appearances will obtain the result of any
act conceived by Him in his mind

3 Vtsnu^s Mahdmdyd %n Bah

Among the Sanskrit hymns and fragments handed down
by the Brahman Sivaite and Buddhist priests of Bah, Indonesia,,

there is a curious fragment which deals with the Maya as the

Delusive Manifestation of Visnu and its sadhana In Stuti

& Stava It has been edited and translated as No 450 of the

collection The complete passage of 21 stanzas is present m
only one ms, a relatively good one preserved in the Museum
ofEthnography, Rotterdam It describes the Puja Ksatriya, the

daily worship of the orthodox Vimuite Balinese nobleman,
of which the present fragment seems to constitute a facultative

part Another ms, now in the Leiden Oriental Collection,

contains stanzas 1-17 Both these sources present also a para-
phrase in Old Javanese which proved very helpful in determi-
ning and interpreting the Sanskrit text The title ofthe fragment
in these sources is Mahdmdyd "The Great Delusive (or Illusory)

Manifestation” (and under this name it will be henceforth
referred to

)

Besides, the stanzas 14-16 occur in at least five other
Balinese mss and in S Levi’s publication "Sanskrit Texts from
Bah” (Gaekwad Or Ser No 68) These three stanzas are
usually called by the name Caturvarnaprdyascitta "The appease-
ment by means of the four colours” As to the ritual applica-

tion of the Mahamaya fragment, the Rotterdam ms states that

It might be recited daily for the warding off of all disease and
calamities Although the text has been edited and discussed

in Stuti & Stava it is necessary to deal with it again in the pre-
sent context, and it seems desirable to do this in a detailed
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manner, because much can still be said on it while the treat-

ment m Stuti & Stava was not completely satisfactory The
Mahamaya has not been handed down faultlessly, but its original

wording and meaning is generally clear, not in the last place

by the help of the paraphrases mentioned already above®

When restored, the Sanskrit appears to be generally correct

and even ofmore than mediocre quality, although a few irregu-

larities cannot be explained away Without doubt its prove-

nance IS Indian, its style is better than that of the average
Tantra or Agama from the Indian “Middle Ages” Unfortu-
nately we did not succeed in tracmg it in its original environ-

ment

INDEX



mahAmay^
1 Mayatattvam idam ^antam pavitram caiva durlabham /

/ah srutva cintavan vapi sarvapapat pramucyate //

2 Devo Visnur dvinetras ca gadasankhasicakrabhrt /

catuibhujas, ca sauvarnah pithamburuhasamsthitah //

3 Sarvamaraganasevyah sarvabharanabhusitah /

Omkarajapane hldaro sarvabhayanivaranam //

Oirj om Visnave namah svaha
4 Yady akarsanakaryarthi svetam devam vicintayet /

svetavastiam sapuspadyam vasad am vasad ucyate//

Om vasat Am vasat namah svaha
5 Dvipantaragato bhutva durasthananikahtah /

samprapto raja dravyani samdadyat sadhake natah //

6 Pravrddhambhodasambhutajalasampurita sarit /

'antajala viniyati pratilomam ca krsyate//

7 Vasikaranakarye ca raktam devam vicintayet/

raktavastram sapuspadyam vasad ghom vasad ucyate/
Om vasat Ghom vasat namah svaha

8 Aladavantas ca kannah pramattah kruramanasah /

ripava^ capy avijeya vasyante japakaranat //

9 Alattamatangagaminyah pinottungapayodharah /

candramavadanakara dasibhuta japen narah//
10 Yadi stambhanakaryam ca pitam devam vicintayet

/

pitavastram sapuspadyam hum phad rem hum phad
ucyate //

Om hum phat Rem hum phat namah svaha
1 1 Sarpah kruratarah kruddha bhramanto bhaksyacmtanat /

stambhanat sadhakendranam rudhyante samitendriyah //

12 Yady uccatanakaryarthi nilam devam vicintayet /

nilavastram sapuspadyam hum phad bhyah hum phad
ucyate //

Om hum phat Bhyah hum phat namah svaha
13 Kathinatmativipulah sthavarah pranavarjitah /

sailendras ca vmasyanti ksanam sadhakalilaya //

14 Prayascittakaro yogi caturvarnam vicintayet /

caturvastram sapuspadyam am ghom rem bhyas tathotta-
mam //

Om Am Ghom Rem Bhyah namah svaha
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15 Ulkapatasahasrani naksatradhumasaxnyutam /

grahayuddham silavarsam samayet sadhakah ksamah//
16 Satasamvatsare vyadhisamghaghataturo janah /

ucchinnas cet pankhinnah prayascittat sukhi bhavet //

17 Ity evam devakarmani mtyakarma tatah srnu /

trisandhyam pujyate Maya vasyate ca dme dine //

18 Dhyavet sindhurasadrsam vasyakarmani Larmani/
marane krsnavarnam tu \idvesah syamarupadhrk //

Om hrom vasat namah vasat hrom om /

Om hrom hum namah hum hrom om //

19 Uccatane dhumravarnam svetam caiva yaso ’rthinah /

mayurakanthasadrsam stambhane ’bhinayet sada //

Om hrom hum namah hum hrom om
Om hrom \asat (namah vasat) hrom om
hum

20 Omkaram vin^asen murdhm amkaram mukhamandale /

ghoinkaram hrdaye sthapyam remkaram yonike nyaset //

21 Bhyahkaram padayor nyasyam mustina bahyakam nyaset /

evam nyasah prayoktavyah svasarire mahatmana //

Om vasat Om vasat namah
Om vasat Am vasat namah
Om vasat Ghom vasat namah
Om hum phat Rem hum phat namah
Om hum phat Bhyah hum phat namah

Iti sarvaprayascitta-

IThe Great Delusive Alamfestation

(14-16) The Pacification with the Fow Colours

1 One who will have heard of or meditated upon
the nature of this Delusive Manifestation in pacified form
Which is a Purifier difficult to obtaiUj

—

he is released from all evil

2 The God (of your meditation be) Visnu,

and He with iwo eves, bearing

mace, conch, sword and disc, with four aims,

golden of colour, standing upon a lotus as pedestal

He is to be honoured by all the hosts of the Immortals,

adorned with all kinds of ornaments.
3
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in the case of a recitationm combination with the sound Om
this (mantra) averts all danger
(mantra

)

4 If one needs an act of attraction,

one should meditate on the God as white,

with a white garment, and flowers (and other gifts) white,

one utters the words vasat am vasat

(mantra)

5 (Then) a king, even when he lives in another continent

and when he has been driven away to a remote place,

will appear on the scene and humbly present

his riches to the performer

6 A river filled to the rim with water
which came from swollen ram clouds,

quietly streams forth with her water pacified

and IS pulled into the opposite direction

7 And in case of an act of subjugation,

one should meditate on the God as red,

with a red garment, and flowers and other (gifts) red,

one utters the words casat ghom vasat

(mantra)
8 And (then) elephants in rut, excited and of a cruel mind^

and also unconquerable enemies
are subjugated by the recitation (of this spell

)

9 (Damsels) with the gait of rutting elephants,

with breasts full and high,

with faces shaped like the moon,
become his servants if a man recites (the spell)

10 And if an act of immobilization has to be performed,
one should meditate on the God as yellow
with a yellow garment, and flowers and other (gifts)

yellow
,

one utters the words hum phat rem hum phat
(mantra)

11 (Then) serpents of a very ferocious nature, malicious,,

roaming about in their desire for prey,

are restrained with their organs of sense brought to rest

by the immobilizing act of the lordly performers
If one needs an act of eradication
one should meditate on the God as dark blue.

12
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With a blue garment, and flowers and other (gifts) blue,

one utters the words hum phat bhyah hum phat

(mantra )

13 And mountains of hard material and enormous size,

immovable and devoid of life

are destroyed within a moment
by the performer’s effortless activity

14 A yogin who acts for pacification

should meditate on (Visnu) as possessing four colours

with garments, flowers and other (gifts) of four (colours)

and says am ghom rem bhyah

,

this is preferable

(mantra)

15 (Thus) the able performer will appease

thousands of cases of falling meteors,

opposition of planets, and hailstones,

combined with the smoke of stars

16 Ifa man suffers under the strokes ofa multitude of diseases,

if he has been cut off (from life or health) or is exhausted ,

he will become happy during a hundred years,

as a result of (this) pacification

17 Such are the acts concerning the God,
now listen to the regular performance
the Maya is worshipped on the three crucial points of the

day
and will be subjugated from day to day

18 During each act of subjugation

one should meditate on (the God) as being like vermillion

(in colour)

,

during an act of liquidation (He should be thought of
as) black of colour,

when causing dissension, (He has) a green form
(mantras

)

19 During eiadication one should imagine (the God) grey
of colour,

and white in the case one desires fame,
and (coloured) like a peacock’s throat

during an act of immobilization

(mantras

)

20 One should assign the syllable om to the head,

the syllable am to the circle of the face,
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the syllable ghom should be placed on the heart,

the sv liable rem he should assign to the organ of generation

21 The syllable bhyah should be assigned to both feet,

\\ith the first one should assign them from outside,

thus the assignment should be practised

on the body by an eminent person

Thus the pacification of all things

The first thing to say on this fragment is that it contains

a description of another kind of magical sadhana The powerful

Delusive Manifestation of Visnu is approached in the mind
by an individual performer who seems to apply this meditation

to the realization of various acts of magic This Manifestation

IS called the Maya, but the Maya is not a female entity It is

the God Visnu Who disguises Himself, Who assumes another

appearance foi the delusion of the world of creatures The
Maya is constituted by Visnu’s multi-coloured manifestations,

and the worshipper contemplates the figure of the God m
these changing colouis Visnu’s ability to change his colour

will be discussed again below (p 179) It is taught in the

Mbh that he changes his colour in the four world periods, and
as the ages of the world evolve along a deteriorating course,

these coloured manifestations assume an increasingly malevolent
chaiacter The sequence of colours which occuis in the Mbh
is maintained m the present fragment except for the occuiience
of the multicoloured Visnu in the stanzas 14-16

The meditation is accompanied by the recitation of

mantras, the essence of which are the words Om namo Vtsnave

and Om Aghorebhyah To the Reassuring Ones^% the last

one also distiibuted ovei diffeient parts of the fragment On
these mantras, see below (p 154) Perhaps also a puja to

the god is implied The meditation on Visnu’s different colours,

accompanied b^ the mantra and peihaps the puja, is sufficient

for the worshipper to obtain the desired result Visnu letams
his usual appeal ance There are no fiery eyes, no frightful

fangs The image made up in the sadhaka’s mind is not at

all of the abhicara type (see above p 125) It is a conventional
kind of Visnu image with two eyes and four arms, although
these lack the lotus and hold foui maitial attributes® It is

adorned with a rich variety of ornaments and is honoured by
gods and men
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The fragment deserves a more detailed discussion of its

contents and implications Hereafter, some notes follow on the

contents They are mainly philological and might be' ignored

by those not interested in the textual problems After these, the

following chapters will deal with a few more general topics, espe-

cially the role of the colours and the sort of magic alluded to

4 Some explicatory notes on the Mahdmdyd stanzas [6]

Stanza 1 The Skt text adopted is not quite clear and
seems to be incorrect in the third quarter {yan srutvd cintaidn

vdpi) The idea of ^‘hearmg’^ beside ‘"meditating upon’’ as

a condition for success gives the impression of being a literary

topic. It IS expressed m Mbh 1, 56, 14

'ka tdam irdvayed vidvanyas cedam srnuydn narah /

te brahmanah sthdnam etya prdpnuyur devaiulyatdm //

“He who will proclaim this (Mahabharata), a wise man,
and the man who will listen to it, both will reach the abode
ofBrahma and gam a position equal to that of the gods” Of
course, such a promise is more in its place in the epic destined

to be recited and listened to than in a description of a sadhana
for which meditation is the essential condition

The first word in the text, Mayatattvam “The Nature
of the Delusive Manifestation” is not unknown in the Agama
literature It occurs in the ISP (3,1,84) and is paraphrased
there with indrajdlabija “the kernel (lit “seed”) of magical
creation” The words pavitram caiva durlabham are again more
or less topical The Svet Up (6, 21) already calls itself a
paramam pavitram “supreme Purifier”

A difficult point m this stanza is the word “pacified”, a
translation of Skt Mntam The two mss do not read idntam^

but syatam This is impossible in correct Skt
,
although it

exists m “Archipelago Skt ” as a corruption of the optative

“let it be” But this would imply that the stanza has been
written by someone who lacked a reasonable knowledge of

Skt
,
an assumption which is contradicted by the whole fragment

It IS better to assume a corruption in the t^^adition and the

emendation to sdntam seems the best one, the n oie so because
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It implies that the Maya can also show its other side, becoming
horrible (ghora-) to the worshipper’s enemies The term

sdntamaya—occurs^ eg in Kathas (12, 25, 76)

Stanza 2 demands some comment The chief problem

is here that one of Visnu’s attributes, the sword, is due to an
emendation of the text The Stuti & Stava edition followed

the reading of the mss gaddsankhan ca cakrahhrt ‘^bearing his

mace, conch and disc”, which results m a quite incorrect Skt

and at first sight an irregular iconographical representation

ofthe god The correction oisankhan ca into ^ankhdsi is certainly

admissible in Balinese manuscript tradition (see Stuti & Stava,

p 7fF ) But the OJ paraphrase repeats the reading of the

mss And the unusual representation of Visnu with only three

attributes might be due to the particular magical character of

the dhydna in question Besides, it is indeed not without para-

llels in literature On at least three places, the Mbh describes

Visnu with just the same three attributes In 3,187,38, during

the description of Visnu as the Child on the waters after the

dissolution of the world (see above p 30), the God says

Aham Ndrdyano ndma satikhacakragadadhcrah /

'T am Narayana by name, the Bearer of conch, disc and mace”

,

and he further explains to Markandeya that he remains asleep

during a period of a thousand yugas embodying the all m
himself befoie he wakes up for anomer creation A second

place from the Mbh is a stanza inserteu after 12, 47, 51 in some
mss of the Southern Recension It deals with Krsna

To jdto Vasudevena Devakydm Tadunandanah /

sankhacauragadapanir Vdsudevdtmane namah //

who IS born from Vasudeva and Devaki, the Pride of the

Yadus, bearing the conch, disc and mace m His hands, to Him
Who is "'The Son of Vasudeva’, honour” The stanza occuis

m the hymn sung by Bhisma (see above p 53) and is thexe-

fore directed to Visnu-Krsna’s awe-inspirmg appearance It

would lay a welcome connexion with the Mahamaya fragment
the more so as this appearance ofVisnu has been also addressed
by Bhisma as mdydtman (38) and as mohdtman (48) It is tempt-
ing to cite also the next stanza m the same chapter (stanza 52

)
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Pancabhutdtmabhutdya bhutddimdhandtmane f

akrodhadrohamohdya tasmai idntdtmane namah //

“To Him Who exists as the Self of the Five Elements (i e

the world^'s material cause). Who embodies the origin and
destruction of creatures. Who is free from rage, deception and
delusion, and Whose Self is pacified, honour One other

example from the Mbh stanza 5,48,23 mentions Krsna as

sar khacakragaddhastam y
he is flanked by Arjuna ofthe formidable

bow taking up his weapons
The three attributes again emerge in the Vasudeva Up

2 (Jacob, p 27) sankhacakragaddpdne^ and in the Atmabodha
Up (Jacob, p 77) Om namo Mdrdyandya sar khacakragada^-

dhardya AgPur 308, 10 deals with a meditation on Visnu’s

four emanations Vasude\a, Samkarsana, Pradyumna and
Aniruddha, sarkhacakragadddharah

^

and characterized by the

colours black, white, red and yellow respectively [7] LT
(10, 2 Iff) again discusses the iconographical representations

of these four Vyuhas of the Pancaratra tradition They are

provided with the six divine qualities (i e the first of them
possess all six, -the other three each two, cf Guptajp 55) In
the realm of waking {jdgratpdda- ) they possess four arms and are

provided with all their attributes and ornaments The first of
these Vyuhas, Vasudeva, holds the three attributes disc, conch
and mace, and besides keeps his fourth hand in the pose of

security {abhayamndrd) Three attributes are further described

in connexion with Rama by Bhasa ( -kbhisekanataka 4, 14)

Mdnvsam rupam dstkdya cakrasarngagadadhai ah /

svayam kdrapabhutah san kdrydrthi samupd^ata^ //

‘‘Having assumed a human form, bearing disc, bow and mace,
he has come to us for the sake of his cieation although being
the Cieator Himr^elf”

The iconography of South East Asian Hinduism sometimes
deviates fiom the Indian prescriptions This is \eiy often the

case m the lepiesentations of Vis^^u in Buima (N R Rav,

p 15-48) At Pagan a Visnu image has been found, provided
with ornaments, and bearing the atti^butes conch, disc and
mace, while keeping the fourth hand in the pose of liberality

{oaradamudrd)'^^ We can also cite the Indonesian Sivaite mv^stical

tract Kumaratattva (Balinese Kutva ms 2322), stanza 49
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Svapnan ca Vz^nur ity uktam divyarupas caturbhujah /

sankkacakraga{dd)hastah khagendravaravdhanah h

^^Visnn IS told to incorporate the state of dreaming, divine of

form, provided with four arms, bearing the conch, disc and
mace m his hands, riding upon the foremost of royal birds”

This seems to be eloquent evidence, but it should be
remarked that all these text-places mention the three attributes

within one verse-quarter of a verv formal character, while

the sequence is always the same , conch, disc (or bow ) and mace
The gadd never leads the series, as is the case in the Mahamaya
fragment Besides, there exist other representations of Visnu
with four attributes m which the sword is added to the afore-

mentioned three In ViPur 1,4, 12 the Earth praises Visnu
in his Boar incarnation, describing him as sankhacakragadd^

dhara^ but m the same chapter (stanza 31) the yogins address

the same Varaha with these words

Jayesvardndm paramesa Kesava prabho gaddsankhadharasicakradhrk /

prasutindsasthitihetur z^varas tvam eva ndnyat paramam ca yatpadam /

/

O Kesava, foremost Sovereign of the victorious rulers, O
Lord bearing mace and conch and also sword and disc. Thou
only art the Ruler, the Cause of creation, destruction and
preservation, and nothing else exists as the Supreme Abode”
No better proof could be given for the misleading formality

of the compound sankhacakragadadhara And at the same time

one observes that the sequence m which the four attributes

are summed up m stanza 3 1 is exactly the same as in the Maha-
maya fragment It might be remarked also that the god who
bears these four attributes is addressed as the cause of destruction

as well as of creation and preservation We further point to

the MMK (vol I, p 44) which describes Visnu in the cadre of

the preparation of a mandala as follows “Visnu holds the disc

in his hand, possesses four arms, bears also the mace, conch and
sword {gaddsankhdsiy again the same sequence) in his hands
rides upon Garuda, and is adorned with all his ornaments” [8]
In South East Asian iconography, the Lotus as an attribute of
Visnu is often replaced by the Earth (K Bhattacharya,

p 103f ), but in some cases by the sword
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In the light of this evidence it seems preferable to choose the

emendation of the text which imphes the representation of Visnu

with four attributes including the sword Philologically this is

also the best solution because it constitutes a correct Skt The
reading of the mss leaves the text with a peculiar cruxby break-

ing up a compound by means ofthe word Such a thing would

not be quite impossible in the worser kind ofAgamic Skt ,
but

It would be below the stvlistic standard of the present fragment

We return to stanza 2 There is another point which
needs comment the word sauvarnah ‘^golden’’ The Stuti

8^ Stava, following the mss and the OJ paraphrase, reads

sarvajnahy but it is difficult to imagine what omniscience might
mean in an iconographical context Replacement by sauvarnah

seemed to be the best solution, although it is certainly a far-

reaching emendation The representation of Visnu with the

colour ofgold IS indeed common in the tradition, and gold is the

metal often associated with this god^^ We have then to accept

that Visnu would be first described with a standard colour, while
afterwards, when the sadhaka chooses to meditate on the god
with a particular purpose the colour is changed An additional

argument may be that sauvarnah is stylistically preferable

At last, the reading pifhdmburuha is an emendation of
pztdmburuha ^*yellow lotus” The yellowness of the lotus does

not seem to matter here (and it would be difficult to find a

parallel for it ) , but its serving as a pedestal does In its emended
form the compound is of the identificatory karmadhdraya type

Stanza 3 The third quarter is translated from an emen-
dation of the text not yet represented in Stuti & Stava There
the text reads Omkdram ca pathet siddham^ and the translation

was *'one should recite the syllable Om which is perfect”

This IS Itself an interpretation of the evidence of the mss, one
of which reads capadhehiddhan and the other japadehindan It

seems that the word Japa is present here m any case As it is

a very frequent feature in Balinese mss that n is changed into

d or vice versa, the emendation into Omkdrajapane htdam- seems
to be perfectly admissible Also siddham would be possible

instead of hidain^ but it presupposes a change from into h m the

mss The sense obtained in the piesent translation seems
better to suit the context Still another interpretation remains
possible, based upon an emendation into Omkdrajapane siddhah
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sarvabhayamvdranah '‘He (Visnu) is mastered (or realized)

in the course of the recitation of the syllable Om^ and He averts

all danger”
Stanzas 1-3 taken together describe the preliminary medi-

tation on (and worship of Visnu {puraicarana^ see above p 84)

required for the adept before his rituals and the mantra employed

by him can be able to effect their full result It is accompanied

by the (without doubt frequent) repetition of a general and
basic mantra "Om Om Honour to Visnu^ svaha"^ In this mantra

the twofold occurrence of om is due to a change m the mss text

which reads om um The two syllables om and um are confoun-

ded very often in the mss and usually it is no easy venture to rest-

ore the correct state of things In the present case the change

was made with a view to stanza 20 Omkdram vinyasen murdhm
Stanza 4 The magical procedures begin with dkar^ana

"'‘attraction”, a famous aspect of supernatural power to which

we will revert below (ch 6 4) As attraction is most often

relatively innocuous, it is accompanied here by a meditation

of the white Visnu, although the combination of attraction with

the colour white is not the usual state of affairs The first

quarter of the s loka contains the change of kdrydni into kdrydrthi

in order to complete the grammatical structure, the same read-

ing occurs also in Stuti & Stava in stanza 12 As to the

^‘flowers” in the third quarter, it was assumed that they were

meant as ingredients of worship, with the implication that an
imaginary puja is also performed to the deity, but they might

also be a part of the god’s apparel The Skt is somewhat
cryptic here, the mss give sa- "possessing” as the first element

of the compound, but in other stanzas where this quarter recurs

(7, 10, 12, 14) they read ca "and” as an independent word,

which would create a difficulty in the Skt On the mantra
after stanza 4, see below (p 154)

Stanza 5 The Skt text is based to some extent upon
emendation and interpretation The first word, dvipdntara

"another continent” is pretty certain, although the most impor-
tant ms reads dvinara The OJ commentarv explains it by
saying nusantara "other islands” and mentions the land Klin,

(Java or India ^) as an example In the second quarter

durasthdna is an emendation for durasthan ca In the last

quarter the optative samdadydt corresponds to the absolutive
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sandatva of the mss As to sadhake the mss say sadhako^ but this

IS again corrected by the OJ paraphrase This stanza implies

that the worshipper’s magic power acquired by his meditation
IS able to attract anybody from any place and to acquire all his

possessions

Stanza 6 promises the mastery of floods^ or banjirs as they

are called in Indonesia For the magician it is not enough to

evoke the ram in times of drought, he should also be able to

control the phenomena of nature when they occur^^ In a
strict sense the stanza does not describe an act of attraction,

but rather one of driving away TheSkt as edited here is again

partly based upon emendations The first and second quarters

were combined into one compound, which resulted m a better

sense The word sdnta in the third pada is read in the mss as

iyanta (which in Archipelago Skt is a form for atyanta) An-
other, less probable, possibility would be tyakta—^‘‘having lost

(its water)” In the fourth pada, pratilomam ca corresponds

with tiloman cati in the sources Thus we have to admit that

those words which allude to the ^^pacification” or ^'drawing

back” of the waters are only based upon hypothetical emen-
dations But the OJ commentary is on our side because it

decidedly speaks of a returning of the water into its normal
course from which it had flown over during the rainy season

(kdla mn rerren^

Stanza 7 “Subjugation”, the magical standard term
vasikarana (see below ch 6 5) It has been argued (p 19)

how this power of bringing people under one’s control {vasa)

was believed to be an important aspect of the Maya wielded by
Visnu in Ancient Indian literature The colour red is indeed

often associated with this magical act

Stanza-8 “Elephants”, it seems somewhat out of order

that in this sloka two different objects, to wit the elephants

and the enemies are dealt with, while usually in this fragment
only one subject is treated m each stanza Instead of the text

of the first quarter which now contains the word Larinah “ele-

phants”, one could surmise a long adjective compound on
-kdrinah “effecting ”, which would then express a peculiarity

of the enemies mentioned in the third quarter The OJ para-

phrase is against this it actually mentions the elephants {liman)

In the third quarter, the word “unconquerable” {avijeydh)
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IS based upon a change in the mss which read amjfieydh ''unknow-

able'% the emendation is backed by the OJ tan vnan inalahaken

"who cannot be conquered’^

Stanza 9 The subjugation of girls is a frequent feature

in this sort of magic^ it is often reckoned under the heading

dkarsana (ch 6 4) Here also^ the activities of Visnu himself^

particularly in his Krsna avatdra^ act as a prototype (p 25)

On the other hand;, reducing other people to the state of ser-

vants or slaves is a characteristical accomplishment of "sub-

jugation'" (see cb 6 5) The stylistic standard of this stanza

proves that the author must have had a sound experience in

composing Skt poetry The OJ commentator on this stanza

contents himself with a casual note that "also girls are subjuga-

ted by the sadhaka"
Stanza 10 "Immobilization” the Skt stambhana is

again a standard term (see below ch 6 6 ) The colour yellow

IS characteristic for this act Bagalamukhi, the goddess who
specializes in stambhana^ prefers the same colour (p 106)

Stanza 11 "Serpents” the mss give sarva instead of
sarpa^ but the OJ commentator points to the correct reading

(OJ ula) Here again, the Skt is of literary quality Allitera-

tion IS applied lavishly In the last quarter, the reading

tendriyah remains closer to the mss (5'^mejf-and sapit-) than the

interpretation stambhitendriyah m Stuti & Stava The OJ is

vague on this place

Stanza 11a On this place, the OJ contains some words
of mysterious provenance which describe another act ofmagic
"If black clouds completely darken the sky during the rainy
season, they will certainly disappear by worshipping the yellow
Maya Mantra ” There is no Skt stanza here It

might indeed have fallen out, the act of stambhana is described m
only one stanza while two have been devoted to both dkarsana

and vasikarana In that case it would, however, still be diffi-

cult to account for the mentioning of a superfluous mantra in

the last quarter by which the subtle balance of the mantrie

structure of the fragment would be thoroughly upset The
subject of this passage IS again the contiol of tropical rain which
might be of great use to an Indonesian magician another argu-
ment for Its secondary nature

Stanza 12 "Eiadication”, ucedtana On this feat of
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magic, see ch 6 7 ^‘'Dark blue” the Skt mla indicates a very
dark colour and sometimes seems to be used as an equivalent
for ^^black” Stanza 19, however, prescribes grey for uccdtana^

and for this more parallels from Indian text can be adduced
Stanza 13 ‘"‘Ofhard material”, emended kathindtma^

backed by the OJ pirakasa nikan vuktr ^"^no matter the hardness
of a mountain” The mss read kadina instead of kathind- ^‘^By

the effortless activity” the reading lilahd of the mss (not com-
mented upon b'^ the paraphrase) has been emended into

lilqyd This results in very good sense, because it implies a
reference to the ^^playful” action of the divine example The
Indian religious texts often mention the lild or cosmical play by
which Visnu or another Supreme God performs the acts of
creation, maintenance and destruction of the cosmos The
example which is given in the present fragment of the act of
uccdtana—the splitting of rocks—seems to be unique in the Indian
cultural area

Stanza 14 ^'Pacification”, the Skt term prdyascitta

has a ritual connotation Usually it stands for the atonement
to be performed for omissions and faults in the ritual, but here

it is meant as a synonym for idnti^ a word which in this context

summarizes the magical acts ofprotection (see below ch 69 )—"Yogm” a striking use of this word as a synonym for sadhaka
"^'perfoimer”, "adept” "practisant” of the Stanza 15 On these

examples of omina, see below P O magical ritual (for the use of

yogm as "magician”, see p 66)
Stanza 16 This difficult sloka has been emended with

the help of the paraphrase, which is not always clear itself

The pioblems have been discussed shortly in Stuti & Stava

(p 280, n 8) In the third quartei it seemed better to change
the hypothetical rendeimg of Stuti & Stava uksandc cet parik-

linnah "when he has been wetted by sprinkling The
onlv possible explanation in that case would be that a patient

IS sprinkled with a kind of Holy Water by the adept while he

lecites the mantra in question There are indeed parallels for

the term {pari)klinna-‘ occmiing m a context of Holy Water
of ritual bathing We mention two places from the Rama-
yana (Bombay ed ) 2, 63, 17 and 1, 48, 25, m this last case the

sage Gautama is said to be tirthodakapariklinna- But the Holy
Water is not alluded to m the text, nor m the OJ paraphrase
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By adopting pankhtnnah instead of parikltnnah^ we return to

an old emendation by Levi (p 47 and ucchinnah seems
better to represent the OJ alupa narakaharepnya vetmka sakitanya

a man has forgotten his former beauty by reason of his

sickness” Yet we admit that the Stuti & Stava version is

nearer to the reading of the best mss uksinayet parikhnnah

Another possibility would be ksiyate caparikhinnah "hfhe dwindles

away in exhaustion” So much is certain^ that the stanza

contains a praise of the adept’s medical accomplishments
Stanza 17 reflects the fragmentary nature of the text

In all probability it does not link up with the preceding passage

It would indeed better serve as an introduction to the next

stanzas It occurs in only three mss as against at least six sources

for the stanzas 14-16^ but on the other hand the following slokas

occur in only one source The best hypothesis seems to be
that here another passage on the worship of the Maya, hailing

from another Tantrie tex^, has been attached to the preceding

fragment This hypothesis is corroborated by the fact that the

contents of stanzas 18-21 deviate considerably from what has

been stated by the stanzas 1-16 (see below) In stanza 17

It remains unclear what is being meant by ^Hhe acts concerning
the God” as against the ‘Tegalai performance” announced
now The differences which exist between the two fragments
do not warrant such a strong distinction between ‘^'worship of
God” and ^“^regular worship” Both fragments deal with pres-

criptions for individual contemplation for particular ends As
long as we do not possess more particulars about the context^

we cannot give a definite judgment on the point

^Worshipped” as we saw, the cadre is supposed to be a
puja Aheady m the Veda human beings can acquire Maya
by sacrificing (Devanandan, p 21) "Ts subjugated” the
Maya is thought to be brought under the performer’s power
by his exei tions This is the normal course of eventsm a magical
sadhana (ch 2) Skt vasyate is, however, an emendation for

pasyate^ the reading of the mss and Stuti & Stava The OJ
commentator is silent here

Stanza 18 "Causing dissension” Skt vidvesah is an
emendation for vaddhe se^ Stuti & Stava vadhesah "the Lord of
killing” Vidvesah is certainly the correct reading, it is the
standard term for a certain act of magic (see below ch 6 8)
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—‘‘Green’’ like m/a, denotes a very dark shade of colour
It cannot, however, stand for “black” here, because that colour
IS already a condition for mdrana

Stanza 19 “In the case one desires fame” {ya&d'rthinah^

the ms yasotvinah^ the OJ paraphrase says yan makadon
huYipan ivvap “when he has the intention of reanimating"

a person” These are seemingly conflicting statements, but both
can be reckoned under the heading of sdnti (or rdyascitta) as

mentioned in stanza 14

Stanza 20 In the last twoslokas the ?i}dsa of the syllables

of the mantra is expounded Here the svllables applied m
the stanzas 1-16 occur again —“Organ of generation”, the
wordjanz, said usually in connection with a female subject, here
presumably serves as a general term

Stanza 21 “With the fist” the ms says ustina Pro-
bably a second m has fallen out—“From outside”

(bdhyakam)
^ there is also an “internal” on the inner organs

The diiferences between the contents of stanzas 1-16

and those of stanzas 18-21 may be resumed now
a In stanza 18, the magical acts of Liquidation (mdrana)

and Causing Dissension (vidvesa) are mentioned, while they are

absent m the fiist part For mdrana^ see ch 6 8 ,
it is indeed

usually associated wuth a black colour The omission of this

act in 1-16 is peihaps not without reason Buddhist and Jama
Tantias, even v\hen the^ full> acknowledge the powers acquired

by a sadhaka often keep theii. ground in forbidding their adepts

to make use of the power to kill, otherwise there would be a flag-

rant \iolation of the basic rule of non-violence (ahimsd) enjoined

by these religions Fox a few instances, see below (p ch 6 8)

b The coloui v Inch characterizes a eradication is said

in 19 to be gie\ ^ dhumraoarnam^ ht “smoke-coloured”) and
not dark blue as in 12 Gre\ would indeed be the colour

expected in a text which confoims to the usual theorv

c In stanza 19, the white Ma>a is advised for meditavion

for someone who desires fame (an aim which is an aspect of

pusti “welfare” “acquisition”, and this in its turn falls under
sdnti

^

although it is often mentioned as a separate heading, see

p 6 9) White IS said to be the characteristic of attraction m
stanza 4 Here again, it is the second pait which conforms to

the usual tradition
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d The *^colour of a peacock’s throat” (a deep blue)

IS not the usual yellow which accompanies the act of immobiliza-

tion (st 10) In this isolated case, the first part reflects the

ti adition

e The mantras given by the OJ paraphrase after 18

and 19 deviate from those which belong to 1-16 and 20-21

They are characterized by the occurrence of the bija (kernel

syllable) hrom Unfortunately they have not been preserved

intact m the mss tradition*

f Of the mantras prescribed after stanza 21, the first

Om vasat Om va$at namah^ is not found in the fragment 1-16

After stanza 3 another mantra occurs on its place

g The caption at the end is iti sarvaprdyascitta ^'thus the

pacification of all things”, an expression which is not found in

the title, but it indeed occurs in the OJ after stanza 16

This again suggests a different provenance for the two
fragments

The most impressive feature of the Mahamaya fragment

IS without doubt the application its author has made of the

doctrine of the four colours assumed by Visnu in the successive

ages of the world We refer to Ch 4 below for a discussion of

this topic in Skt literature, m the course of which attention will

be drawn to the uncanny, delusive side of Visnu’s coloured

manifestation The application of colours and of coloured

images in magical ceremonies appears to have been a fairly

fiequent phenomenon in the texts The Mahamaya fragment,

however, handles the tradition in its own way, as appears also

from the meditation on the multicoloured Visnu for the goal

of piotection (stanzas 14-16) Most often a white colour is

advised for this end (as has been done indeed m stanza 19),

while variegated or multicoloured manifestations are sometimes
considered characteristic of the delusion or terror inflicted by
the god in question (cf BhGita 11, 24 anekavarnam) In the

piesent meditation on the protective Mahamaya the point seems
not to be its possessing four colours, but the harmonv of these

colours occurring together Such a meditation is symbolical
for and thus truly identical with the victory over the separate

manifestations of existence, represented here by the fearsome
appearances ofVisnu m the individual colours Just as the god
Visnu was so often considered to be the source of the fundamental
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delusion which holds mankind under its swav (see p 18), thus

the spiritual adept is able by contemplating on this Visnu to

identify himself with one of His fearsome appearances and thus

to assume the God’s role

This leads to the question which are the real aims which
the worshipper or performer strives to attain Does he really

want only to practise ordinary magic, be it of the ^^white” or
^ black” variety^ Such an assumption would be immediately
contradicted bv what is said in stanza 1 sarvapdpdt pramucyate

^'one is released from all evils”, a remark which on the contrary

strongly suggests that we have to do here with an admittedly
unconventional element of a course for liberation from samsdra

Howe\er it be, the procedures expounded and illustrated by
examples in the present fragment are ofa purely magical charac-

ter The Skt words which hold a key position are dkarsana

*^atti action” (4), vasikarana ^^subjugation” (7), stambhana

^immobilization’ (10), uccdtana ‘^'eradication” (12) and prdyai^

citta "pacification” (m this context, 14) Besides, the stanzas

18 and 19 contain the terras mdrana "liquidation” and vidv€§a{nd)

"creating dissension” while they circumscribe the pray

ritta or sdnti with "desiring fame” These words are technical

terms in the magical Tantras of India where they constitute

the standard actions of magical prowess of an adept, the

"Six Acts” {sat karmdm^ satkarmarL) It has alreadv been re-

marked that onlv the portion constituted bv stanzas 18-21

presents these six in accordance with the regular tradition

The stanzas 1-16 mention only five of them Aloreover, the

act of dkarsana does not belong to the Sue in strict sense although

It often occurs in the relevant lists For a discussion of these

acts of magic we refer to ch 6

It should be stated that the subject is treated by the poet

in a ver\ stylized manner He has not tried to give a simple

mattei-of-fact description of the ritual or the meditation This
IS again an indication that we do not have to do with a set of

magical prescriptions pure and simple The present function

of the fiagment as expressed in one of the mss "to be performed
dailv foi warding off all diseases and calamities” (Stuti <S^ Stava,

p 275) probably reflects an adaptation to the needs and expec-

tations of the owners who were members of the nobility

Perhaps we have to assume that these coloured images were
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originally meant to be the material tools {yantra) for the per-

former, even if (or just because) they existed only in his own
mind In that case they fulfilled the same function as the

demons mastered in the sadhanas described above (ch 2 6).

The accompanying mantras are as it were the magical arrows

directed against the opponent But while coercing the supers

natural for the goal of exercizing destructive magic one incurs

grave dangers, just like the Indra of yore during his amoral
feats of valour (p 12) In order to meet them the performer

needs an act of s anti and he brings this about by contempla-
ting the Visnu who harmonizes within himself the diversity of

colours Thus he escapes the inexorable law of karman, and
he becomes the like of Markandeya who witnessed the destruc-

tion of the universe, but who by a boon of the Lord was admitted

to enter His body at the end of the four yugas (p 30) The
human sadhaVa who by contemplating Visnu’s Maya of colours

also completed a symbolical couise of yugas would be freed

from death and destruction, although m the course of his spiri-

tual development he had mastered just those powers which
would enable him to inflict this same fate upon others

5 Xhe Aghommantra and its implications

Some words should now be said on the mantrn structure

of the fragment, especially of the stanzas 1-16 They are

accompanied by six mantras which are to conduct six different

acts of meditation The text edited above is misleading in that

It sugges^-s that these mantias foim an inherent pa^'t of it This

IS not exactly so In their entirety they occur only in the OJ
paraphrase on the stanzas concerned (3, 4, 7, 10, 12, 14), the

stanzas themselves contain short references to them
The fiist of these mantras (occurrins* after st 3) Om om

(or perhaps Om um) Visnave namah svdhd, contains no peculiar

features The next four are all constructed on the same pattern,

instead of the woids Om Visnave thev insert other groups ofwoids
of symmetric construction (on mantrie symmetnsm, see

Bharati, p 129) These mseited passages are respectively vasat

Am vasat oasat^ Ghom vasat^ hum phat Rem hum phat^ and hum phat
Bhyah hum phat With the mantras thus built up one should

compare the formula which is to accompanv sprinkling during
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recitation of the hymn Stuti & Stava No 842 Om vasat om
vasat namah svdhd This mantra is almost identical with the

one given m our fragment after st 4, and, significantly, the

hymn No 842, Simharidde vydgktam Caioa^ is addressed to Visnum
his terrible aspect and destined to guide a concentration on a
three-headed Visnu emerging from the mouth of a tiger ^ The
our mantras from the present fragment contain the small words
va^at and hum phat The first word usually occurs m combina-
tion with relatively innocuous acts of magic (but there are

exceptions), while the last two are incorporated in the mantras
which accompany more dangerous performances, a state

of affairs which is reflected m the fragment Together with
namah and svdhd they occur m the list of the potent six words-

discussed above (ch 2 4)
The central syllables of these four mantras, Am^ Ghom^

Rem and Bhyah^ occur together m the sixth mantra given after

stanza 14 which belongs to the salutary act ofprdyascitta This
last mantra m a way summarizes and integrates the preceding
ones The syllables in question, when read together, form the

word Aghorebhyah ^^To the Reassuring Ones’’ This signifi-

cant expression forms part of the famous Pancabrahmamantras
directed to Siva’s Five Faces (Stuti & Stava No 360)

On these Five Faces, most often called Paficamukha or

Pancabrahma, some comment is necessary in this context

As we shall see, the gods hav e sometimes been corceiv’^ed of as a
fivefold manifestation, and this mav’- be expressed iconographic-

ally by means of five faces This aspect of Siva is verv important

and has repeatedly been discussed, recentl'^ b\^ Gonda, 1970

(pp 42-48 ) We intend here to give only’- a short characterization

of them from the viewpoint of their multicolouredness

The word Aghorebhyah from the Mahamaya fragment is

identical with the first w^ord of the classical formula of Aghora,
one of the Fi\e Faces (^the others are Isana, Tatpurusa, Vama-
deva and Sadvojata) This mantra runs as follows (version

of the MNUp)

Aghorebhyo Hha ghorebhyah^ ghoraghoratarebhyai> ca

sarvatan sarvasarvebhyo namas te Rudra rupebhyah

‘‘To the Reassuring One Who aie also awesome. Who are
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even more awesome than the awesome. Who are all and com-
plete in all respects honour to Thy manifestations, O Rudra ^

’’

The mantra is sometimes applied in magic, for example m K
(p 107) where the context is the ""resurrection of the dead’’

{mrtasamjivana-)

^

and in N (p 310), where it is directed against

enemies The question is who are the forces addressed by the

plural Aghorebhyah They must be manifestations of Rudra/
Siva, as is said in the mantra, and in our context it seems reason-

able to assume that they stand for all Five Faces together The
mantra when applied in the Mahamaya fragment is cut into

four syllables all accompanying a meditation on Visnu in a

particular colour, while the acts are concluded with saying the

name \ghorebhyah m full, the last procedure being apt to pro-

cure sdnti In this way there is a series of five acts accompanied
by five methods of dealing with the mantra

,
if the five aspects

of the divine had been located spatially, as is often the case,

they would have been situated in the four mam directions of the

sky while the last and pacificatory manifestation would have been
located in the Centre The last act seems to be absolutely

necessary in the Mahamaya description (it is indeed the one
preserved in most sources)

,
it is destined to round off and at the

same time to pacify the magical procedures alluded to in the

foimer acts This is further m concord with the idea of the

fifth number in the Centre as wielding sovereignty over the other

four (below, p 190)

It seems that also Siva’s Five Faces had the function to

expiess the God’s omnipresent manifestation as a divine Sovereign

who leigns over all gods and other beings m the quarters of
space and incorporates all aspects from benign to terrible

The Face which is known to particularly represent the tei rib le

aspect is the Southern One, Aghora ""the Non-terrible One”
as he is called by euphemism (Gonda, 1970, p 43) The
LiPur (20, 50, 18 ff ) during the description of an abhicdra

(black magical) iitual enjoins that one should meditate on
oneself as Aghora, among other rituals one should also cons-

truct five sacrificial healths and mutter the mantra to Aghora
But on the other hand, the same Southern Face is approached for

protection in SvetUp 4, 21, while in more recent times there

is a separate manifestation of Siva as Divine Teacher called

Daksmamukha ""the Face in the South” The word ""euphe-
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mism” would thus not be a happy one in connection with

Aghora^ because it suggests that the thing or being designed

by It IS unable to change its malicious or evil character, while

Siva/Aghora can manifest his other side upon the devotees^

plea Galling such a power by its friendly name is the first

step towards evoking its friendly manifestation Rudra,
Thy body which is wholesome (szva)^ reassuring (aghora)^

not looking badly, with that body which is most pacifying, O
Ruler ofthe Mountain, appear before us’’ [9] is a famous stanza

from the Veda (Vajasaneyi Samhita 16, 2, SvetUp 3, 5)
The five Pancabrahmamantras alluded to above occur

for the first time m TAr~10, 43-47 (-MNUp 7, 3-7) These
five have remained m vogue m Sivaite worship It seems that

the ideas underlying them can for the greater part be recognized

also in the SvetUp, although this text does not mention them as

a body Aghora is mentioned in iSvetUp 3, 5, (Tat)purusa m
3, 8, Is ana in 4, 11, while he is suggested bv 3, 1 and 3, 2

Sadyojata ®^the Recently-born One” is at lease suggested by
4, 3, a passage which underlines the God’s incomprehensible
ability to manifest himself in the world in vaiious shapes

‘‘Thou art woman. Thou art man. Thou a boy. Thou a girl.

Thou as the decrepit old man stumblest with the help of a stick

,

Thou art the recently born one, having faces on all sides”[10]

The stanza 4, 12 further contains the words hiranyagaTbham

pasyata jdyamdnam “behold the Golden Germ being born”
The Sivapujastava by Jnanasiva (Aithal, No 41 ), after describ-

ing the positions of the Five Faces in the five directions in st

22, in the next stanza (23) speaks of their manifestations in

human beings

lsaiatpuru$dghoravdmdjavadanam §ivam /

bdlayauvanavrddhastrinardkdram namdmy aham h

“I honour that Siva whose Faces, Isa, Tatpurusa, Aghora,
Varna (deva) and Aja (Sadyojata) have the form of a child,

a youth, an old man, a woman and a man”
The Fi\e Faces are not the only representations of Rudra

in the five directions The TS (5, 5, 7, 1-3) honouis Rudra
with his bow m the S

,
the \V

,
the N and the Zenith in connec-

tion with foul kinds of years, the Caturmasyas or quartet 1-^

sacrifices aie also alluded to (Kane, 1958, p 487) Theie are
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also Siva’s Five Murtis (manifestations) Brahma, Visnu,
Rudra, Mahesvara, Sadaj^iva (Siva Pur p 927, 3) In Bali

we have Isvara (E ), Brahma (S ), Mahadeva (W ), Visnu
(N )

and Siva (C )
(Stuti & Stava, No 369, and elsewhere)

The worship of Sadasiva with five faces existed in Medieval
BengaP^

The Puranas give ample attention to the Five Faces Is ana
etc An interesting discussion for our purpose is presented by
the LiPur (vol 1, chs 11-15) This text describes how in

former ages the Five Brahmas (=the Five Faces) appeared in

answer to Brahma’s meditation as his sons At first there

appeared a youth in a white-red colour, accompanied and
adored by four pupils clad in white This was Sadyojata (1,

11) The second to manifest himself was Vamadeva who is,

together with his pupils, characterized by a red colour (1^12,

10) raktambaradhardh sarve raktamdlydnulepandh ‘^all wearing
red garments and red garlands and unguent” as the time-

honoured phrase runs This occurred m the thirtieth Kalpa
(world period), in which Brahma himself is said to have been
of a red colour (1,12, 1) [11] In the next kalpa Brahma was
ofa yellow colour and when he again desired to have a son there

appeared to him a yellow manifestation, Tatpurusa, wearing
a yellow garment, his body anointed with yellow ointment, with
a yellow garland and upper garment with a sacred thread
of golden colour, and a yellow headdress” (1, 13, 2f

)

[12] The following kalpa^ called the Black {asita) witnessed
the appearance of a black youth, who was Aghora, ‘‘of a black
colour, very powerful, glowing with fiery energy, wearing a
black garment and headdress, wearing a black sacred cord

,

endowed with a black crown, and a black garland and black
ointment” (1, 14, 4f ) [13 ] This Aghora was also accompanied
by four pupils in black

At the end of this kalpa Brahma, overwhelmed by the
sight of this fourth manifestation, praised Siva The God
became satisfied by this and declared that by means of this

manifestation of Aghora He would remove all evils and sms,
no matter how severe or serious For example by muttering a
formula for 100,000 times to the Reassuring On^s{Aghorebhyah)
even a killer ofa brahman is released from h.is sin ^ lak^am japtvd
hy aghorebhyo brahmahd mucyate prabho (1, 15, 6) It is possible
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that this stanza means that the formula to be muttered consists

of the mere word Aghorebhyah itself In that case there would
be a far-reaching agreement between the LiPur and the Maha-
maya fragment which prescribes saying this same word as a
supreme prdyaJcitta {iov prayaicitta as pacification of evil deeds,

see below Recitation for 50,000 times, the LiPur proceeds,

results m the pacification of all sins committed by speech,
reciting half that amount destroys all sinful thoughts But
four times as much is required if the sin has been premeditated
and eight times as much if it has been committed in anger (^)

He who kills a ksatriya {yiTaha-') should recite for 100,000
times, and he who kills a brahman for ten million times He
who kills his mother should recite for a million times in order
to reach purification For all killers of cows or women, or for

those who do not heed the good deeds done by others to them,
a recitation of ten thousand times may sufiice The rewards
stated look artificial and do not by any means deviate from similar

descriptions in the Puranas, but it is interesting that the idea of

pacification is worked out in such detail specially in connection

with the figure of Aghora and his mantra which begins with the

word Aghorebhyah The last stanza of this chapter (LiPur

1, 15, 31) states that ^^this is the secret doctrine of Lord
Aghora

,
by it a Twice-born w^ll be continually victorious m

order to purify all kinds of sin”

Etad rahasyam kathitam Aghoresaprasangatah /

tasmaj joyed dvijo nityam sartapdpavisuddhaye //

At last (ch 1, 16) the LiPur relates how the fifth and chief

one of the Five Faces, Is ana, made his appearance to Brahma
m the form of the Sarasvati of variegated colour ^‘With great

sound there appeared the Sarasvati of variegated colour

{vtsvarupd)^ wearing garland and garment, sacred thread and
headdiess of variegated colour, anointed with ointment of

variegated colour, the Mothei of all” (1, 16, 3f ) [14]

Isana himself is, however, characterized by the hue of pure

crystal (1, 16, 4b) On the coloured Sarasvati, see below

(P 201)
In Its presentation of the appearance of the Five Faces

with different colours in a given sequence, the LiPur on this

place shows a remarkable similarity to the Mahamaya frag-
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ment The sequence of colours in both texts is white—red

—

yellow—black—variegated (viiva-) Both texts lay special

stress upon the word (or the formula) Aghorebhyah as a magical
device for destroying the consequences of evil, although they

do this in different connexions in the Maya fragment the word
Aghorebhyah as a whole is prescribed during the meditation on
the last and central manifestation, in the LiPur during the fourth

and not the last one In the Maya fragment supranormal feats

are further promised by a recitation of one of the syllables of the

word in isolation That Aghora’s name came to be considered

as able to represent the other faces of Siva, can be explained

best out of his special character as the Southern Face of terrible

appearance, already in the Veda his is the most distinct indivi-

duality (Gonda, 1970, p 43) Danielou (p 325) refers to a

passage from the Mbh (Calc ed 13, 6384fF ) which locates

the Five Faces in the quarters of the sky and also states that the

Southern Face is terrible while the others bear benign express-

ions The South is the dreaded region of the dead Aghora’s
Maya is emphasized in the iSivapujastava referred to above
(Aithal, No 41) he is called bahurupin in stanza 28 Let us
add that in Stuti & Stava, No 362 (stanza 35) he is represented

as the fourth manifestation of 6iva m the North, which means
that m the Balinese Sivaite world view he occupies the same
place as the black Visnu This feature renders the identity

between Visnu’s and Siva’s coloured manifestations as the

*‘Aghoras” in the Maya fragment the more acceptable—and
it is in complete accordance with the Indonesian tendency to

coalescence of the two poles of Visnuism and Sivaism in Hindu
speculation

In most places, however, not Aghora but Is ana occupies

the central position As an example we refer to the Pahca-
brahma Up, a text which concentrates on the mystical equa-
tions around the Five Faces (Saiva Ups

, p 79-86) It

presents (Sff ) a fourfold system in which the Vedas, the Vedic
fires and the Sivaite s aktis are introduced
Sadyojata—eardi—Rgveda—Garhapatya—yellow—kriydsakfi

Aghora—^water—^Yajurveda— Daksina — black — icchdsakti

Vamade\a—fire—Samaveda — Ahavaniya — White/dark

—

sakttdvaya

Tatpuru sa—air—^Ath veda—

F

i\ efold Fire—red—saroasakti
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Is ana—space—seems to escape all other characteristics He is

described by means of a number of general epithets which
delineate his fundamental position \mong these are ‘‘pacified’’

{sdnta\^ “superior' to the pacified state” {iantyatUa--) (20)
Stanza 25 declares “By Him everything obtains its lustre and
in Him everything will disappear, that is Brahman, the Supreme,
the Pacified, I Mvselfam that Brahman, the Supreme Abode”
And 27 “Knowing that these are Brahman’s acts one reaches
Is ana, having caused this All, which is the Fivefold Brahman
( =the Five Faces), to disappear within oneself, the wise should
realize ‘I am He’ and become immortal in Brahman” [15]
As w e see, in this passage the Paiicabrahma speculation is applied
in an Advaita context of Atman-Brahman identification The
adept who by his spiritual exercise ejfiects the unification of the
fivefold function of the Five Faces into himself, obtains the

position of the Supreme GodWho is Brahman, and immorta-
lity, but not only that, he also wields His supernatural power
or maya, as appears from stanza 22 “Having performed the

dissolution of the Five Brahmans into himself, (the adept)
remains concentrated within himself, having dissoKed all

by his own maya”

Pancabrahmopasamhdram krtvd svdtmam saijisthttam /

svamdydvaibhavdt sarvdn samhrtya svdtmam sthitah //

The Pancabrahma Up also mentions (stanza 36fF ) the

more immediate effects of worship of the Five Faces They
include the bestowal of all kinds of earthly and heavenly gifts

on the worshipper Sadyojata grants the result of all desires,

Aghora destroys the floods of sms, allays all evil and grants all

kinds of dominion Vamadeva grants illumination and, besides,

a happv family life on earth {saubhdgya) together with success

bestowed on all actions Tatpurusa heals all diseases and is the

cause of creation, maintenance and destruction Isana is the

cause of all and will at the end of time again incorporate every-

thing within himself This description deviates from the usual

meanings of the five functions of the Fivefold Siva, which are

creation, maintenance, destruction or reabsorption, obscura-

tion (of God’s real nature), and divine Grace which is the cause

of the souls’ release These functions are said to be executed

by respectively Sadyojata, Vamadeva, Aghora, Tatpuruba
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and I^ana (see Gonda, 1970, p 47f , who cites other sources)

As a matter of fact, however, also these classical five functions

might in a sense be seen as magical acts, similar to those des-

cribed in the Mahamaya fragment Creation draws mankind
into samsara (akar^ana ) ,

Maintenance of the world causes

people to be fascinated and subjugated by life’s mirage {vahka-

rana)
,
Reabsorption (or, on the individual plane death)

snatches them away from their positions which they assumed

to be safe {uccdtana)

,

Obscuration makes them to stay motion-

less in samsara immobilizing them as it were {stambhana) by
delusion, but Grace, by leading the way to final emancipation,

affords the atonement for all evils committed {prdyaJcitta)



4 BEWILDERING COLOURS

1 A note on colour symbolism

The Balinese Mahamaya fragment discussed in the pre-
ceding chapter lays great stress on the colours as magical opera-
tors It describes a meditation of a Visnu of changing colours
to the aim of inflicting the results of various kinds of magical
feats upon a victim These feats always involve that the victim
is psychologically affected, deluded or otherwise loses the normal
use of his faculties of mind Actually it is often said that the
colours are directly connected with certain psychological or
physical processes^ It seems, however, that only little has as

yet been done in asserting the influence of colour symbolism
m traditional lore There are surprisingly little references to

the subject in Smith Thompson’s admittedly far from complete
Motif Index of Folk-literature (vol V,p 552f

,

562)
From Indian folklore some data are presented by Abbott (p
276-283) The Indian mind loves colours, and the same holds

good for the peoples living on the sidelines ofthe Indian cultural

area, such as the Nagas^
In this chapter we shall confine ourselves to a survey of

some places from Ancient Indian Literature that gi\ e evidence

of the power thought to be executed by the colours ,
and m

particular of the faculties of delusion, sometimes even of terroi

,

considered to be inherent m their purposeful combination m
ritual context

At first we lecall that Svet Up (4, 1) speaks of the God
who "‘though being unique and colourless, appeals manifold
by the application {jogat) of His cosmical energy, assuming
manifold colours”, m the same stanza, this God is lequested

to piovide the poet with “an auspicious resolve” {buddhyd

subhayd) [1] Multicolouredness is seen here as chaiacteristic

of the evolved state of creation through divine agency, no matter

if this state is m its last sense real or imaginary And the multi-

form aspect of the divine is indeed ambivalent In BhGita

11, 24 one of the characteristics of Visnu’s fearsome cosmical

manifestation (see above p 51) is his assuming manifold

colours {anekavarnam^ These are among the factors that rob
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Arjuna of his peace of mind “I find no stability nor equani-

mity’" are his words in the same stanza The Indian com-
mentators tend to interpret the word varna- m this context

in a wider sense of ^‘distinction, situation” Sankara, foi

example, paraphrases anekavarnd bhayamkard ndndsamsthdnd

yasmin “in Whom there are various varnas^ that is terrifying diffe-

rent positions”^ Madhusudana repeats this phrase The
Bhasyotkarsadipika says aneke ndnd bhayavkard varrd yasmin tarn

“m whom there are various, that means different sorts of,

varnas which evoke fear”, without explaining the word varna

further

A combination of beautiful colours is further said to delude

human beings The magical deer desciibed in Ram 3,41

which is no deer but a product of maya, the demon Maiica
in disguise (see above p 4), steals Sita’s heart

, its body is

“brightened by various sorts of colours” {ndndvarnavicitrdnga^

3, 41, 13) Sita desires to possess it and amuse herself with

It {kriddrtham^ 3, 41, 9) There is no doubt here on the trans-

lation of varna as colour, and symbolically the wonderful stag

might be seen as representing the Maya which overawes and
attracts mankind, creating in it the desire to amuse itself with
Her

The image of the delusive colours is found also in soterio-

logical speculation The twelfth book of the Mbh contains an
interesting doctrine of the colours of the soul (12, 271, 33-55)

which has been discussed by Bedekar (esp on p 335f ) ,
we

refer to his interpretation of the passage Bedekar also points

out that Bhisma in the preceding chapter (12, 270) argued
that the soul by its own nature is spotless white but has been
coloured by coming into contact with the products of karma,
as the wind seems to assume a colour when polluted by various

kinds of stuffs like red arsenic or black pigment At the base
of this process lies Ignorance {ajudna) which is scarcely diffe-

rent from the Delusion {moha) caused by Maya (see above

p 20) The colour assumed by the soul determines the state

to be attained by it m a future birth (12, 271, 35), and this

colour in its turn has been brought about by Kala, the force of
Time which is equal to the Terrible Visnu (above p 53)
The essence of this fragment is that the colours are cosmical
agents who influence the soul and create destinations One
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needs not to be convinced by Bedekar^s argument (p 337)
that this doctrine must be ofJama origin in order to grasp the

importance of the fragment m the present context^

Another instance The Sivajuanabodham, a short but
basic text of the Saiva Siddhanta school of Sivaite philosophy

(13th century A D ) in stanza 8 introduces God speaking to the

soul ""Brought up among savages^ the five senses^ thou hast

lost consciousness"% and the commentator adds ""These souls^

confused hy the fi\ e senses, do not know themseK es, for the five

senses repeal what they re\eal like the colours in a crystal""

The image is explained further ""Like the crystal which dis-

plays many colours, the soul assumes that its nature is displayed

in the organs of sense Then, perceiving that the false organs

of sense, like the (cry staFs) many colours, are different from it.

It discerns the True and rejects the false as false (trsl

Gordon Matthews, Oxford 1948, p 21) On stanza 9 the

commentator lemarks ""When the various colours which are

non-real are perceived to be non-real, what thus arises is rightly

understood to be Knowledge itself {jnanasoarupa ,
Matthews,

oc, p 23) Here again, the image of multicolouredness

characterizes the evolved and degraded state of creation and
the fatal incarnation of the Pure Soul in the body of transmigra-

tion Modern explainers continue to use the same image
Thus Paranjoti (p 80) asserts that (in a certain state

of the soul) ""the various products of maya are here present

in their iich v^ariety To the soul these seem attractive

It sees the world m false colours and leads a restless life in pursuit

of the gaudy tiifles

The doctrine of the colourlessness of the unevolved pure

state of being has its counterpari in statements that Prakrti,

the unevolved material cause of the w^orld, is white (which

means colourless) Thus ViDhPur (3,48,19) v\ hile commen-
ting upon the symbolism of the Siva Mahadeva image,

remarks

Jagato yad abhaoas tu Prakitih sd prakirtitd /

siikld ca Piak^tih sarvd tena suklo Alahesvarah 1

1

"‘The state of non-existence of the woi Id is taught to be Piakrti,

and Prakrti m hei completeness is white—therefore the Great
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Lord IS white'’’ And the PST (1, 23) comes near to this when
It states that the Prakrti cannot be perceived by a differentia-

tion of colours

Ka svetaraktapftddivarnair mrdhdrya cocyate

‘Tt IS taught that (Prakrti) cannot be ascertained by means
of the colours like white, red, or yellow” Although white here

plays the role of just an ordinary colour beside the others, the

pattern is the same Prakrti is characterized by the absence of

the delusive interplay of cosmical colours In this connection

it IS understandable that colours sometimes play a role in yogic

meditation This is, for example, the case in the Yogavacara
manual of the Theravada monks^ The Balinese stuti collec-

tion contains a description of involutive meditation on the Seven
Selves (Stuti & Stava, No 103, in reverse, evolutive order in

No 456) beginning with the Atman (identified with god
Brahma) and ending with the Sunyatman (identified with

Paramasiva) All of them except the last two are characterized

by a certain colour As they are also thought to be present in

parts of the body from the navel upwards, there is some simi-

larity to the Tantrie practices, for example of meditation on
the cakras (see, for example, Avalon, 1958, p 28)

2 "The three colours

From the Veda onwards there are descriptions involving

the combination of three colours, usually white, red and black
The role of these three colours when occurring m combination
has been dealt with by V W Turner in connection with their

symbolical value in the cultural pattern of the Ndembu, an
African tribe® According to Turner, these colours belong to

the earliest symbols of humanity and represent various products,

from the human body Analogies to this physical experience
are then found m society and cosmos, and this leads to colour
systematization in these fields also In this way the three

colours would become a workable instrument for symbolizing a
primordial classification of reality Turner also refers to the
ChUp This text (6, 4, 1 )

presents the three colours as charac-
teristics of the three basic constituents of nature white of water.
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red of fire, black of food All three can be present in all these

three elements, so that in reality we obtain mixtures—but
each colour dominates in its own province

The same division into three colours is maintained in-

the doctrine of the three gunas worked out in Samkhya philo-

sophy (Frauwallner, p 306f ) A primordial state of Prakrti

(sometimes also called Maya) is maintained by the equilibrium

of these three gunas {sattva—white, rajas—red, tamos—black ,

on the gunas, see also Eliade, p 365f ,
with further literature)

Svet Up (4, 5) contains the image of the Goat {qja- which can
also be interpreted as ^‘'the Unborn One”) of three colours,

red, white, and black
, it gives birth to many children and is

temporarily enjoyed by the He-goat, the Soul [2]

An interesting description of the three gunas occurs in

the Mbh (12,326,26) “ (The thinkers) declare that these are the

gunas lucidity {sattvam)^ passion {rajas) and inertia {tamas,

lit darkness) These are present m a quiet or a moving state

in all bodies The soul enjoys (experiences ) these gunas,

but IS not experienced by them The soul is itself devoid of
these gunas, but it experiences them , it creates them, being

Itself superior to them” The text then proceeds discussing the

hierarchy of evolution, particularly the five elements In
stanza 54 the speaker, who is God Himself, declares ^'^Observe

these three gunas which are present in Me, but devoid ofform”
The Krsna Up st 5 (ed Jacob, p 4) seems directly to continue

the argument 'when it declares ‘'^this is called My threefold

Ma'ya, consisting of sattva, rajas and tamas, the element of

satt\a is declared to be present in Rudra, that of rajas m a

devoted brahman, that of tamas in the party of the demons,
thus the Maya is explained to be threefold” [3] Here the

three basic strands with their three colours are interpreted as

characteristics of the divine Maya which deludes mankind;
while the tripartite mystical nature of Reality is connected with

the gods, the religious performers (and monopolists of religious

literature), and the antagonists of both

A similar statement is made m the DeviBhPur (6, 37,.

48-50) the power of Maya manifests itself in this way that the

three gunas are the cause of the embodiment of souls

(dehasambhava) The same text declared (6, 26, 2) that without

delusion {moha) no soul would be embodied It is also said (6,
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3 1 a 32 ) that the gunas have their ox igin in Maya {rndydsamud-

hhavdh) In their turn the gunas are basic to the three cosmical

energies^ those of Wisdom {jndnasakii)

^

Action (kriydsakti)

and Matter {dravyasakti) In BhPur (8^ 5, 44) Visnu is add-

ressed vnth the words gunesu mdydracite^u tHbhir na sajjamdndya

(Thee) Who art unattached to the activities in the scope

of the gunas which are the product of Mava’’
Now this concept of the three gunas of three colours can

be shown to have been connected with rituals and then aims

A passage in the PST (6, 71ff )
deals with the distinction of

the tongues of the ceremonial fire into three groups Stanza

76 differentiates them according to aims Oblation in the

sattvika group is advised during worship of the gods, the group
belonging to rajas is connected with the rites motivated by a

paiticular desire from the side of the sacrificer, ihe group charac-

teiized by tamas is destined for acts of evil intention

Sdttvikd divyapujdsu 7djasyah I dmyakmrtiasu I

tdmasyah krurakdryesu pi ayoktavyd vipascitd Ij

W e now make a digression in order to include some
instances ofthe powers with which the three colours were thought
to be endowed also separately Usually a white colour is

considered to bring about all kinds of good influence, freedom
fiom fear, and so on The Vaikhanasa priest who laid himself
to sleep m the temple precincts m ordei to have a dieam of

good omen had to clothe himself in a white garment (Atri

Samhita 13, 26) Sri is clad m white (KJ 7) White flowers

cause santi (KJ 72) Kane, 1962 (p 1106) discusses a Ivlaha-

sveta (Great White) mantra directed to the Sun, it brings
about any result desired In some cases a white colour is

associated with the foreboding of wealth or a magical iite to

achieve this The Mahamaya fragment cornects white with
the acquisition of wealth (see p 138) This tiadition has its

roots m the Veda, the SVBr advises wearing white clothing and
fasting during the bright half of the month for obtaining all

kinds of desire The commentary superficially specifies the aims
with the word rdjddibhogan (more probably rdjyddiohogdn

^'enjoyment of a kingdom and other goods’’) MtPur 93
describes the worship of the planets Immediately after the
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remark in stanza 57 that this ritual is destined for the reahza-

tion of all desires [sarvakamapUsiddhaye')

^

stanza 58 enjoins that

the sacrificer should be clad in white and smeared with white

unguents {suklambaradharali iuklagandhdnulepanah ) JMAIK.

(vol II, p 538 ad\ises to hit the images of a certain group

of goddesses jdti flowers (white) for a certain number of

times saying a certain mantra in the required state of mind
the lesult will be that the king becomes subjugated The same
act executed, with buds of the jJ/f flower results in obtaining

a beautiful princess with a rich dowry[4] The ViDhPur (2^

1765 33 J
pi escribes a white garment and wreath for a king in

the couise of a ritual aiming at \ictory in a military campaign
Instances of a beliefm the effectiveness of the white colour can
be traced fiom the modem folklore of the Indian subcontinent

Elwin (p 65) relates how a witch predicted a man’s future by
sucking a little of his blood and mixing it up with milk If

the pi oduct w as 1 ed, the man w ould die, if it w as w hite, he would
become wealth\ In Cevlonese folklore white clothes were
presciibed for piinces who set out on a hunting party , in an-

othei folktale from Ceylon a prince who desires to win a lady
has to procure a cei tain flower first To this end he is endowed
with a white garment by a local deity and thrice beaten with a
white staff i^Gooneratne, p 47)

Black, on the contrar\, is uni\ersally associated with the

poweis of cmI, sometimes wnth death It seems unnecessary
hcie to e^^patiate upon this point" JMore rele\ant in our con-
text IS that a combination of white and black is sometimes
considered s\ mbolical for a fundamental dualism A peculiar

case IS constituted by the names of the two heroes of the Maha-
bharala, Krsna and -\ijuna, who form a pair of mischievous,

"^et Victorious “Black” and “^Vhite” The black Krsna forms
a similai pan with h’s brother Balarama who is described as

white in South India (Paipola, p 16) \liead> in the RV,
a distinction is expressed between the “black dav” (the night)

and the “white day” (Gonda, 1954, p 159") White is associ-

ated with the RV, black wnth the SV in the s'^mbolism of the

Veda student’s antelope skin seat (Gonda, 1960, p 119, n 19)

The antelope skin also seives as a garment for god Biahma
accoidmg to ViDhPur (3, 46, llb-12a), and its pattern of
white—and—black is explained here as symbolical for the ambi-
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valence of the aims of vedic sacrifice^ ‘*white’" and “black*’

Tajnam vitanvate santah iukldiuklena karmand j

sukldsuklam ato jneyam vdsah kr^ndjtnam Vibhoh //

The Mbh in its Pausya section (1^ 3) relates Uttanka’s con*
frontation in the nether world with two women weaving white
and black threads into a garment His teacher explains to him
afterwards that they represent the two gods Dhatar “Creator’*

and Vidhatar “Disposer” and that the threads are day and
night There is also a psychological variant of the image of
^^white” and “black” According to the VayuPur Siva’s

female aspect in the beginning of times divided itself into a

white and a black half From the first one sprung the mild
Saktis like Uma and Laksmi , from the other one the fierce

^aktis such as Durga and Kali (Monier Williams, p 86 f )

A “philosophical” application is presented by the ViDhPur
(3, 47, 5) Visnu’s garment, composed of white and black,

represents Avidya “Delusion”, the white threads symbo*
lize Vidya “Wisdom”, the black ones Ajhana “Ignorance”^
the two forces whose interplay is responsible for Avidya accord-

ing to this author Still more interesting in the present context

are those cases in which the two colours are associated with
the two aspects of the mind the “dark” one haunted by a

propensity for evil, and the “bright” one which strives after

light and virtue

The third of the “three colours”, red, is also connected
with a rich folklore Only a few aspects are shortly repeated

here Red is associated with fertility and reproduction, but
also often considered to be dangerous There is of course a

connection between the red colour and blood Christian tradi-

tion has tended to identify the wine of the Lord’s Supper with
it^ According to Elwin (p 68ff ), the belief in the purifying

and healing power of blood among the Maria tribe might even
lead to murder The same idea of the “power of blood” is

present among the Hindus and Muslims of India (Elwm, 1 c
,

who refers to Crooke, 1896 ed , II, p 172 ff
)

The drinking of
blood can lead to supernatural power Bhima, the epic hero,

did It, the Kapalikas did it, O’Malley (p 145) describes how
some villagers drank the blood of victim animals® This dan-
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gerous nature of the red colour is further exemplified by a Vedic

rite called 3yenaydga- ‘‘falcon sacrifice’’ (discussed by Kane,
1962, p 1114, n 1818) It is an abhicara ritual (ApSr 22, 4,

13ff and 23, SadvBr 3, 8) The oflSciants don a red headdress
and a red garment {lohito$ni$d lohitavdsasah, SadvBr 3, 8, 22)^
The victim should also be red {lohttah pa§uh^ 3, 8, 18) The*
meaning of the rite is that just as the falcon catches other birds,

so the sacrificer catches his enemy Red is applied in a rite

of destructive magic also in MtPur (93, 150)^® The colour

of blood IS also often associated with dominion especially oF
the beloved Mirabai sung “Mira will be dyed with the dye of

her own dear Han” (Mirabai, Saint and Singer of India,

London 1934, p 33), and “Beloved, I have dyed mvself
with the dye of Thy love” (o c , p 62) MtPur (93, 145)

prescribes the sacrifice of bilva flowers and red lotuses in a rite

of subjugation (for other examp les see below ch 6 5 )

Red and black are sometimes mentioned together as two
ominous colours, as in KJ (ch 10, trsl Goudriaan, p 44)
a plot of land should be considered abhicarika when the colours^

red and black dominate in it (see also the trsl , n 6 ) Meyer
(I, p 61fF ) gives some further instances to which may be

added the myth of the Baiga that the blood of the Primeval

Being, Nanga Baiga, consisted of two colours, black from his

right side and red from his left side Whoever drank the black

blood became a witch, while a man who drank the red blood
became a guma^ \'vhite magician (Hermanns, p 2691, who cites

Elwin, The Baiga) AgPur (323, 3) addresses Kali as the

goddess who consumes flesh and blood and whose face is red-

with-black {rndmsaiomtabhojane raktakrsnamukhi) ^
and she is*

ordered to subjugate other people for the reciter of the spell

{yasam dnaya mdnusdn) The KausS (16, 20), commenting on
AV 8, 8, 24, ordains that in the cadre of a rite against enemies-

a red branch should be wrapped up with two threads, a black

and a red one [nilalohite sutre) and thro'v\ n away into a southern

direction^^ Red and black thus are seen to figure as comple*
mentary symbols of fierce supernatural effectiveness

Now we return to the “three colours” occurring in com-
bination The ritual manipulation of a combination of three

colours is attested already in JaimBr (1, 80f , description of the

ritual by Oertel, p 190-192) The text deals with the legend
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of Svarblianu, a demon who darkened the sun The seer Atri

succeeded in diiving away the darkness in three paits The
first part became a black sheep, the second a grey sheep, the

third a pale {phalguni) sheep And in his own circumstances

the ritualist can master and manipulate these three sheep of

darkness ^hf one desiies of somebody that he may suffei evil,

one should throw a black (object) into that pei son's strainer,

the pel son will suffer e\il, but if one desires 'let him be far nor
near', one should throw a grey object into that person’s strainer

,

he will be far nor near, and if one desires of somebody 'let him
be better off and attain splendour’, one should throw a pale

object into his stramei, and the person will be better off” [5]

This IS an eaily instance of that kind of theoretical coloui diffe-

lentiation of ritual aims v hich is so frequent in the later sources

A typical example occurs in the MJMK (vol I, p 123ff
) This

passage discusses the sacrifice of three logs of wood into the fire

in the case of the three sorts of iitual idntika, paustika^ and
raud^akarma, which aim after pacification, welfare and evil

effects On p 126 the text lays down that in these three «iorts

of iitual the fire should assume the three coloui s white {sdntika--)

^

red (paustika-^ and black oi smoky {payika- ,
text corrupt,

perhaps lead iipajika-^ presenting a device” which would be an
euphemism for abhicdrtka) In this w^ay the "three colours”

aie combined with the three aims of sacrifice and worship
i>d7iti^ pmti and abJncdra (see above, p 95)— a significant

elaboration of the "white-and-black” dualism discussed above
The distinction of thiee colours in rituals is parallelled by

the application of the same principle in iconogiaphy The
well-known tendency towards concretization has been operative

a^so here AgPai (ch 137) describes a Mahamari (goddess

of pestilence) with three faces in three colours, a black face to

the Ea^^t, a red and feaisome one to the South, and a white one
to the West 3-6) According to the KalPur (55, 24, van
Kooy, p 46) Mahamaya possesses three eyes of the colours red,

white and black Devi is meditated upon with thiee colours

in vertical order in TSS 22, 70 for the destruction of evils

MNT (5, 55-60) enjoins a meditation on the Gayatri of the

three colours during the morning, noon and evening In
morning she is a young g rl ofred colour, at noon she is a mature
woman and black, in the evening she is old and white (accord-
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ing to Nowotn\5 p 148, n 188) The ^andilya Up distingui-

shes three foims of the three parts of the sound Om The a

IS represented by the goddess Ga\atri who is red ,
the u by

Savitrl who is hite
, and the m by the black Sarasvati (Nowotny^

1 c ) The ascriptions of the colours to the three goddesses in

these two sources is different, but the principle is the same
It IS also this piixiciple which ascribes the presidence over the

three cosmical functions of creation, maintenance and destruc-

tion to the three members of the Trimurti, Brahma (red),

Visnu (white) and Rudra (black)

The doctrine of the three goddesses of the crucial points

of the day is widely established m common Brahmanic ritual

There are interesting \ariants which contain a threefold medi-
tation on a goddess in consonance with the three cosmical

functions mentioned just above T (p 430) describes a three-

fold meditation on Ugratara In the variety of creation {sr^ti')

the goddess should be contemplated upon as possessing four

faces and eight arms, endowed with a white garment, and riding

upon a goose {hamsa) The meditation of maintenance
{sthiti) describes the goddess clad m red and standing upon a

ship (leading over the ocean of samsara) The destructive

{samhdra) meditation creates the goddess m the mind as clad in

black and provided with nine faces MMD (5, 74fF ) deals

with another meditation on three colours of Sarasvati ‘T

proclaim her threefold meditation, m accordance with the

three gunas led by sattva, at first the meditation of creation,

during this one should contemplate (on the goddess as) being

clad in a white garment, standing upon a goose, being adorned
with pearls, four-faced, and holding in her eight hands a

kundika^ a lotus, a noose, lance, rosary and garland of flowers,

while showing the gestures of liberality and security, and stand-

ing upon {sabdapayomdhauY^ The second meditation is

as follows one should concentrate upon her as v earing a red

garment, seated upon a red throne adorned with gold, ha\ing

one face, and her four arms characterized by respectively a

rosary, a dish for drinking, and the gestures of security and
liberality She dwells in the W'hite Continent The medi-

tation of destruction implies concentration on the goddess as

wearing a black garment and standing upon a ship (in devia-

tion of the description of T cited just above) Bones aie her
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ornaments She has nine faces and eighteen hands with
predominatingly frightening attributes She stands upon a

red lotus In this way the performer of the mantric method
should meditate during rituals that are frightening {krura) or

auspicious {saumya) ^^when the mantra has been made potent

in this way, the performer will be like the Lord of Speech in

the debate^’[6] The last sentence shows that the meditation

on the threefold Sarasvati is a part of the prescriptions about

the manipulation of her mantra, and that this mantra should

first be made operative by way of the preliminary worship

The real goal is the attainment of fluency of speech We can
compare this procedure to the meditaion on the bija of Tripura
in three colours for three different kinds of results (JT ch 19)

A Jam goddess of three colours, Ambika, is described by
Jhavery (p 324f ) Her usual colour is that of gold (compare
this with the basic colour of theVisnu Mahamaya which seems

to be also that of gold
,
above p 145) She may, however, be

meditated upon as white, red or black (or dark blue) in the

Sattvika, Rajasa and Tamasa varieties of meditation Among
the goals of Sattvika meditation are peace and selfless devotion

Those of Rajasa kind are mundane in character, in general

prosperity or happiness Tamasa meditation is practised m
Older to haim an enemy In the usual Sattvika form the goddess

is in a sitting posture and has two arms, her Rajasa form stands

upright and has eight a’^ms, her Tamasa form is provided with a

great number of arms—the exact number depends upon the

object desired by the performer There is indeed a striking

similarity to the stanza Stuti & Stava, 483, 2, where Agni is

piesented as threefold, possessing three colours while he manifests

himself respectively as Brahma, Visnu and Mahesvara, the

effects of these manifestations are santika, paustika (or raksana
^"protective”) and abhicarika

Trivarno bhagavdn Agntr, Brahma Visnur Mahe§varah /

sdntikam pausUkam caiva rak^anam cdbhicdrikam //

The Satkarmadipika varies on the same pattern when it

associates m a certain context (stanza 34, p 184) the coloui

white with Sattvika meditation aiming at release from existence,

the colours yellow, red and green with Rajasa meditation practi-
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sed by those who strive after dominion, and black with Tamasa
meditation which should be directed against enemies and other

kinds of evils

These last instances clearly show how a meditation with
the help of three colours can be conducive to the three chief

objects of the ritual (at least in theory) pacification of evil,

acquisition or happiness, and putting down all mimical forces

At the same time these three colours are associated with the

cosmic processes of creation, preservation and destruction.

In other words, a yogic performer’s (or magician’s) spiritual

accomplishment is greatly enhanced when he is aware that his

meditation or his ritual is based upon, symbolic of, and even
identical with, the law of the cosmic cycle which realizes itself

on the plane of the divine At the same time we notice that

within the three colour systems, at least one colour is usually

associated with peaceful, salutary ends But this is not nece-

ssarily so The Stuti & Stava collection contains for example
a set of three short hymns, each directed to a member of the

Tnmurti (Nos 151, 366, 534) Brahma is described as four-

faced and red, Isvara as five-faced and white, and Visnu as

three-faced and black, but m all three cases the effect is the

destruction of the enemy {sarvasatruvindsanam)

The fact that especially goddesses of three colours are

frequent may perhaps be connected with the relation of the three

gunas with the threefold Maya, a principle which is worked
out in the Agamic tradition of the three Saktis In "Western

folklore we still have the figure of Snow White, the banished

princess who died but was re\ived by a kiss of her prince, her

cheeks were white, her lips red and her hair black

3 The jour tolour^i

The number four is replete with symbolism It is a

"‘cosmic number”, which means that it can serve to express the

geographical and chronological dimensions of the tiaditional

world view “There are four directions of the sky”, sa’^s the

TB (3, 8, 5, 4) and he who is aware of this will have a firm base,

which means security, m these directions {catasro disah, dikst

eva pratiUsthati) Four dishes containing a brahmaudana are

offered to the four officiants who sit in the four directions during
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a certain phase of the Asvamedha ritual (BaudhSr 15^3

In the Veda there were further said to be four parts of the

Primeval Being (RVIO^ 90, 2) only one of which was revealed

to mankind In more recent Hindu speculation there are four

constituents ofthe basic syllable Om , four states ofconsciousness,,

four stages in life, four grades of society Even four magical

glances are mentioned (HT 11) In this section a few instances

are presented of the forces which were thought to reside in

the combination of four colours m various circumstances, but

particularly when applied to an image These four colours

usually are the "‘three colours^’ white, red and black, with yellow

added to them In the Mahamaya fragment, the yellow colour

IS connected with -“immobilizing"’ of an enemy, and
m the magical tradition of the Tantras this is indeed the act

most often associated with the colour ofhate (see below ch 6 6

In folklore, yellow is renowned for its protective quality (Abbott,

p 282f
,
Crooke, II, 28flF) Meditation on Tripura’s yellow

bija enables an adept to cure diseases (JT 19, 30fF ) Embracing
a woman clad and adorned m yellow during one’s dream is

an auspicious omen (BrVPur, Krsnajanmakhanda, 77, 36)

The four colours are sometimes said to be characteristic

of the Four Vedas Association of the Vedas with colours is

attested by GhUp Ij 7, 4 where the RV is equated with the white

part of the eye and the SV with its dark part The GT (p

29) prescribes a meditation on the goddesses of the four Vedas
with the aid of mantras The SV is thought to be white, the

RV red, theYV yellow {gaura ) and theAV black, a colour which
fits in very well with its contents of magic Articles of worship
can be also distinguished according to four colours The
Ajitagama (22, 36-43, ed Bhatt p 271f ) admits four kinds of
flowers white, red, yellow and black The priest who is about
to pay worship with flowers should be familiar with this dis-

tinction and Its symbolic value The same division of flowers

into four colours is given by KJ (ch 72

)

A very important application of the “four colours” which
should be concisely dealt with here is that they are sometimes
combined with the four grades of society Indeed the Sanskiit

word for “colour” and for “grade of society” is identical (varna-)

It can be argued that the colour of people’s skin has been an
important factor, at least for the brahman theorists, but piobably
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also in practice, in determining status in the Vedic cultural

environment (as it sometimes still is in the India of today
Segal, p 60) The Vedic \ryans despised the indigenous
inhabitants of the subcontinent not in the last place because
they wexe ^^blacks” (see egRV 9, 41, 1-2, 1,101, 1 ,

Sharma,
1958, p 12) The dominating attitude of theAryans against the
non-Aryans must ha\e been one of contempt mixed with fear

(Jacques, p 254) , a situation apt to be enhanced by their asso-

ciation of black with e\il and darkness The contempt for the
""black varna” is attested also by the Brahmamcal lawbooks
The despised group in the meantime developed from ""non-

Aryans” into Sudras (on this process, cf Sharma, 1958) Black
IS the colour of the Sudra according toAVPar 53, 4,3 (Gonda,
1965, p 419) The Baudhayana Dharmasutra says that a

brahman who serves the"" black varna” should perform ablutions

(Ram Gopal, p 128, n C)
, about the same is enjoined by

Apastamba Dharmasutra 1, 9, 27, 10-11 An eloquent rule is

laid down by the comparatively liberal Vasistha Dharmasutra
(18,18) krsnavarnd yd rdmd ramandyatva na dharmdya ""tne

woman of the black colour (grade) is for amusement onlv,

not for the fulfilment of one’s duty” In other words, a man
of high grade may have intercourse with a woman of theb lack

grade, but he can never beget a lawful son and heir with her

One is reminded here of India’s adventure with the demoness
Vilistenga (above p 12)

This IS not the right place to take part in the discussion

of the question if the word varna m this kind of context means
m the first place ""colour” or ""grade of society” The second

meaning was defended by Ram Gopal (p 115) It is enough
to emphasize here that social and also ethical values could be

associated with colours In early Buddhism the distinction

noble-debased was sometimes still svmbolized by the white-

black pattern (DN I, p 93, DN III, p 82 ariya versus kanha)

This pattern has been elaborated and harmonized with the later

four grade pattern imposed upon contemporal y society bv the

brahmamcal social theorists White became svmbolical foi

the Brahmans, red for the Ksatriyas, 'yellow for the Vaisyas

and olack for the Sudras Damais (p 77) mentions statements

in the BihatbamhUa to that extent Even the ancestors are

divided according to this pattern in GarPur (50, 36) ""The
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(ancestors) of the Twice-born should be worshipped in the

colour of a white lily or of the moon, those of the Ksatriyas have
the colour of the flaming sun, those of the Vanyas have the

spotless hue of gold, and those of the iSudra folk have a dark
shade'”[7] And this same symbolism is applied in the ritual

Thus, the Ajitagama (Kriyapada 4, 14) says that the hnga of

Siva should have the four colours mentioned m the case ofworship
by each of the four grades of society {sild sifd raktanibha ca pita

kr^nd ca vipradisii yojamyd) The colours of these four grades

are combined with the directions of the sky in BrhSamh (3,

19, a o
,
Damais, p 77) to this effect that the Brahman grade is

located in the North, the Ksatriya m the East, the Vai^ya m
the South and the Sudra m the West, so that we obtain the

colours white, red, yellow and black in the four mentioned
directions Another application is s^t forth in WPar (70a,

1 and 2) ,the colours of omina obseived in the water apply to the

four grades in the usual way white ones to the Brahmans, red

ones to Ksatriyas, yellow ones to Vaisyas, black ones to ^udras

[8] In some cases the four grades simply lend their names to

their respective colouis without a differential apphcation to them
being intended, thus for example m T (p 373), the earth on
which the ritual fiicpit is to be constructed can be white, in that

case she is brdhmi^ or led {Lsatriyd)^ yellow {vaisyd) or black

{sudra) A similar distinction is made in SivaPur (p 142,

St 7) concerning the mud used in a ceremony The same
four-colour distinction of articles of ritual is, however sometimes
made without reference to the four vainas, as we saw above
But in any case we can say that the expression caturvarna—“the
four colour system’" car also mean “the four grade system” which
stands foi “orderly traditional society” This double meaning
greatly enhances the symbolic value of the “four colours”, and
it shows how colour distinction was one of the chief patterns by
which the Hindu theorists shaped their cultural environment

These same “foui colours” are moreover often applied
to gods and their images This can be done in two methods
one god is thought of, likeVisnu, to manifest himself in foui

colours, or a combination of four gods with four different colours

IS thought to harmonize into a certain pattern, usually that of
the four directions It is here the place to first concentrate on
Visnu
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Visnu’s ability to assume different colours is an impor-

tant aspect of his incomprehensible, fallacious maya nature

Visnu^s Maya appears in manifold forms The Ambikastuti

by Hanuman (st 6 , Aithal, p 62) says "‘The multiform

Energy of Indra and all the other gods, and of the Sun and
other heavenly luminaries, which manifests itself, the Maya
of Visnu I honour”

Indradisartadevandm suryadijyotisdm api /

yd saktir drsyate citrd Visnumdyd namdmi tdm //

In JMbh 12, 326, Bhisma relates how Visnu once enabled
His privileged devotee Narada to obtain a \iew of His omni-
fold manifestation He appeared before the sage’s eves ^ for

some part of a pure nature like the moon, foi some pai t even
more eminent than the moon , for some part ha\ mg the colour

of fire, for another part appearing like a comet ” Other
colours assumed by Visnu m this passage are that of pariots’

featheis, of crystal, black ointment, gold, shoots of coral, white,

the colour of gold, cats’ eye gem, black cats, eye gem, sapphire,

peacock’s neck (dark blue), and a string of peails (st 3-5)

The next stanzas are also worth consideration ‘The Eternal

One contains these manifold colours in His form, the Illustiious

One, furnished with a hundied heads and a thousand eyes,

feet, bellies and aims, the Unlimited One, Heemitsthe syllable

Om from His mouth together with its companion, tne Savitri,

and fiom His other mouths He chanted tne piecioas essence

which issues fiom tne Four Vedas the Secret Wis ^om [dr wyaLam')

—He, the God, Han, Nara\ana, the Subjugating One” [9]

These last lines suggest ttiat Visnu when leciung the Veda is m
the possession of four n>ouths—e\ en of e wdien the sellable

On IS corsideied to ic,sue fiom a cential mouth In this

appeal ance 1 e is o milar to B ah na The two gods in this

case dotio^T s to embod\ the same concept that of omni-
potent ^ isdom dnecung itself tow aids (and at the same time
enco ixpassingj tne whole of creation Even Siv3 possesses

a Similar foui -faced manifestation that of Tumbuiu, who
accoidmg to a Cambodian inscription emits four Tantric texts

of the Left Gouise from his four mouths^ This Tumburu is

usually suriounded by four female companions led by Jaya,
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and m the description devoted to them by the ViDhPur (3^

66, 10) these females are said to possess the four colours white^

redj yellow and black
,

and the same is repeated with a small

variation m the MMK (vol II, p 526ff )

That Visnu is fourfold is stated also by Mbh 12547,17

caturbhis caturdtmdnam Of special importance is the tradition

referred to m the preceding chapter that this god assumes four

different colours during the four successive periods of the world
called yugas This theory of the four world periods is permeated
by a profound pessimism^® Creation is thought to be sub-

jected to ever increasing decay Dharma diminishes, ethical

values will disappear Time and fate inexorably follow their

terrible course Against this background Visnu's manifesta-

tion m four different colours during these four yugas assumes a

peculiarly uncanny character The best known place on the

subject from the Mbh is 3,148 The context is that Bhima, who
has obtained the privilege to converse with the monkey god
Hanuman, requests him to manifest himself in the same immea-
surable size in which he in former times jumped over the ocean
and reached Lanka Hanuman, who is an incarnation of
Visnu, laughs and explains to Bhima that this is impossible

because what was performed in a former age cannot be repeated

in the present destructive Kali age (3,148, 6) Time cannot
be revolted against (st 8 kdlo hi duratikramah) This
answer arouses Bhima’s interest into the laws of the succession

of times He asks Hanuman to explain the subject to him, and
this is conceded (st 10-39) The four periods of time Krta,
Treta, Dvapara and Kali are treated in succession, and among
other characteristics it is also explained that Visnu m these four

periods is characterized by the successive colours white, red,

yellow and black (st 16, 23, 26, 33) Besides, the four mani-
festations have different names, so that a scheme may be drawn
up

Yuga Name of Visnu Colour
Krta Narayana white
Treta Acyuta red
Dvapara Visnu yellow
Kah Kesava black

Indeed, Visnu appears in the Mbh as the black Krsna who is

nicknamed Kesava and, as we saw (p 25 f ), he has mischievous
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inclinations, while he is also a clever wielder of maya In
another place m the Vanaparvan of the Mbh (3,187,31 ), Visnu
in his manifestation of the Child on the waters (above p 30)

resumes for Markandeya his four colour appearance (with

a change in the sequence of red and yellow)

Svetah krtayuge varnah pitas tretdyuge mama /

rakto dvdparam asddya kr^nah kaliyuge tathd 1

1

^^White is my colour m the Krta yuga, yellow in the Tretayu-
ga, red after reaching the Dvapara, and black in the Kaliyuga’’

And at the end of time He will appear as Kala m exceedingly

hoirible form (atiddrunah) and destroy this whole world This
IS His wielding the wheel of time {kdlacakra^ 34) ,

but notwith-

standing all this, God is the essence of all, and the ultimate

source of joy of all beings {sarvdtmd sarvalokasukhdvahah^ 33)
He IS the formless Brahman which pacifies all creatures (brah-

mann aham arupi vat samanam sarvabhutdndm) y and this whole
process of creation and destruction is brought about by His
own ma\a {dtmamdyaydy 29) [10]

The doctrine of Visnu’s changing appearance during
the four \ ugas has become classical in Hindu religious specula-

tion Bhlsa describes it in the opening stanza of his Balacarita

(ed De\adhar, p 511) where the Sutradhara (stage director)

addies 2>es his audience ‘^‘He Who in former times, during the

Krtavuga, (^appeared) with the colour of ‘^milL or a conch shelF

sa ikhaksira)

y

Nara\ana by name , and during the Treta
as Visnu, of golaen colour, in his ability to encompass the three-

fold world bv th^ee strides , in t le IDvapara age as Rama, of a

colour daik like a blade of durvd grass, engaged in the killing

of Ra\ana , and m the Kali^uga with the (black) hue of colly-

iium, Damodara (==Krsna)—He should umrteriuptedly
protect \ ou’ ’[11] The scheme implied in this stanza is strikingly

at vaiiance witii the evidence of the Mbh It is as follows

Yuga
Krta
Treta
Dvapara
Kah

Name of Vimu Colour
Narayana white

Visnu (Trivikrama) golden

Rama dark (green)

Krsna Damodara black
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The most important difference is that the colour led is

lacking and its place taken by sydma which is indeed the specific

colour of Rama There is no fundamental difference between
yellow and the colour of gold, they occur also on other places

as synonyms The Mbh and Bhasa are in complete agreement

in the first and last yuga only The yellow Visnu seems to

ha\e moved from the third to the second age (or the re\erse)

The same four colour doctrine is repeated m the Puranas,

e g the BhPur (10, 8, 13) ‘"'There were three colours of Him
when He incarnated m three successive yugas white, red and
yellow, and nowadays he has assumed a black shape’^ [12]

The place is cited by Dasgupta (p 357) BNarPur (38,13ff )

says the same, and the doctrine is also repioduced in LT 36,

62 (Gupta, p 218, n 2, who refers to Sattvata Samhita 5,

82-92) Rupa Gosvamin, the i6th century Vaisnava mystic,

also knew it (Dasgupta, p 357) All these sources agiee in

mentioning the colour sequence white, red, yellow, and black

for the four successive ages, thus following the doctiine of the

Mbh (3, 148) Only Rupa Gosvamin ascribes a dark green

{sydma-) colour to the Dvapaia manifestation But in general

one can say that the tradition is a consistent one, and that our
present e\il age, of which the Puranas give such vivid and
startling descriptions^^, is overshadowed by the black manifes-
tation of the frightening Visnu

On this point we recall that the word varna may mean
"giade of society’" as well as "colour” As there are piecisely

four giades of society in Hindu theory, there is no doubt a
connection between this concept and the idea of the foui colours

Visnu is called varndtman "having the social grades as His self”

in the Mbh (12, 47, 43) where Bhisma praises the god with
these words "TL o Him, Whose mouth is the support of Spiiitual

Foice (the mythical principle sustaining the Brahman grade).
Whose arms are the support of the pimciple of nobility. Whose
belly and thighs in their completeness are the support of the
productive grade, and Whose feet are the support ofthe labouring
grade, to Him Whose selfare the grades ofsociety, honour ^’"[13]

Here, of course, the famous stanza from the Purusa hymn (RV
10, 90, 12) operates m the author’s mind The myth of the
primeval anthropomorphic state of the univeisal common-
wealth, out of whose body the four grades originated, was
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reshaped by the Brahmans in order to explain as a divine,

universal law an institution of huma i theory which existed

during a certain time People are encompassed by this immova-
ble fiame, they have to li\e and woiL within it, it is part of

the divine nature itself E\ en the BhPur, w^hich on some places

does not withhold its criticism of the Brahmans, handles the

myth (3, 6, 33-35) and adds ‘‘These varnas, in accordance
with then own clhaima, saciifice to their authority (guru)

Han with reliance, in oidci to purif\ themseUes, because they

have been boin (fiom Him "^5 together with their means of

subsj^stence, O luler, such is the divine work of the Lord m His
own foim Who would daie to mfiinge on it ^—its origin is

the force of PIis exertion ofsupernatural power {yogamdyd j’’ [1^]

We also ^efei to Mlikande^a’s \ision in JSIbh 3, 186 ^see p 30

above) In this it is concei\ab^e that Visnu, the mam-
tamer of socicu

,
as embodied m the earthlv king w hose destina-

tion IS to lule his kingdom and pieser\e the existing state of

affaiis (see also below, ch 5 5 )

Another fourfold manifestation of Visnu realizes itself m
the category of space In this form it is a heading principle in

Pahearatra speculation In this s\stem God's four Vvuhas
Vasudeva, Samkaisana, Pradyumna and \niiuddha, are

associated with four colours We onlv discuss here LT 10, 2 Iff

Visnu’s four Vvfihas, piovided with the six basic qualities, m
the ^ealm of waking ^jagraipade') possess four arms and all kinds

of o naments ard attiibutes Of them Vasude\a is white and
wears a vellow ga^^ment Samkaisana is red, his gaiment has

the ('v ellow ) coloui of the flower of the flax plant Piadvumna
has the colon ot gold oi of a fiieflv and a red garment He
also beais a banpc> piovided with a dDlphin and as one of his

attributes the bow and airow’^s—characteiistics of the god of

love His wife is Alavavati (Zimmer, p 384f ) At last,

Aniiuddhn is black of colour and his garment is -^ellow^ The
LT(11, 41) fuither explains that these multi-coloured mani-

festations of the Loid apoeai for the sake of the bestowing of

compassion and giace {anuKarnpa- ^
anugraha-') (Gupta, p 56,

61 ) The Vyuhas are usually located in the four mam points

of the compass beginning with the East, in the sequence in

which they are mentioned abov e

A fivefold manifestation of Visnu is worshipped in the
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equally South Indian Vaikhanasa tradition Four of them are

to be installed (or meditated upon) m the four points of the

compass, and the fifth who is the base and origin of the four

others has its place in the Centre The Vaikhanasa ritual

handbook KJ describes worship of this Pahcamurti in ch 77

The central form is called Visnu, the foui others are Purusa
(E ), Satya (S ), Acyuta (W ) and Aniruddha (N) They
possess the four qualities ofdharma,jhana, aisvarya and vaiiagya

respectively Their colours are white for Purusa (garment
presumably red), black for Satya (yellow garment), golden for

Acyuta (with the light green colour of parrots^ feathers), and
spaiLlmg like coral for Aniruddha (garment black) The
central Visnu should obtain a deep black colour (like a black

cloud) The division of colours here is original, but the prim
ciple IS the same The texts add that the Four Manifestations

(Purusa etc ) also stand for the four yugas, the four stages of

life, the four grades of society and the foui Vedas , if duly wor-
shipped, they are a cause of welfare to all

The principle followed in these last-mentioned instances

IS that of four divine manifestations (or a fourfold manifestation

of one dwmity) in the category of space, which means the four

main points of the compass Each manifestation has its own
colour, and the four colours aie most often white, red, vellow
and black The idea expiessed seems to be m the first place the

di\ipe victorious omnipresence It is useful to note in this con-
text that also the symbol ofVisnu’s all-coxiquering soveie gnty,

the Disc {cakra-) has been described as having four colours
According to PST (22, 35) its central part should be ^ ellow,

the spokes vermillion, the intermediate space between the spokes
dark, and the outer rim white AgPur 306, 9 says the same,
and although the place is corrupt, the A\oiding is so snnilar
that both texts must recoid a common tiadition [15] The
colours located in the four points of the compass must have been
felt as powerful magical operatois W^e cannot help lecordmg
a remarkaole parallel from the Navaho Prostitution Way Chant
Legend two famous magicians from the past, when assailing
another witch who had piotected himself bv guards in all the
four directions, collected some hail of four colours black, blue,
yellow and w^hite The black hail they blew to the East, the
blue to the S , the yellow to the W, and tlie white to the N
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These de\ eloped into four clouds which started hailing, so that

the guards in all the four directions were scared aw^ay inside

(Kluckhohn, p 172) Although the principle of the colours

of the four points of the compass is not present in the Maha-
mava fragment discussed in the preceding chapter, it is so fre-

quent in the minds of the formulators, Balinese as w ell as Indian,

that one is tempted to assume that it has been understood and
implied also the author of that fragment

Thus, the usual pattern is four deities, four directions,

four colours The deities can however also be only surrounding
figures of minor importance attending a central God There
w as ahead\ an occasion to mention Tumburu’s four companions

Ja\ a etc
,
and w e also refer to the AgPur (308, 6fF )which enume-

rates four gatekeepers of §ri Trailokyamohmi Balaka stands

in the E and she holds a white lotus
,
Vanamalmi in the S

holding a red lotus
,
Vibhisika in the W with a white lotus ,

and Sankari in the N without a flower being mentioned for

her The ladies themseK es are characterized b\ other colours

sydr'a^ white, g^een, (we doubt the correctness of the text

tradition ^ As to the four manifestations of a single deity

this idea is sometimes expressed m iconography by a figure

'ivnh four faces (cf Visnu, Brahma and Tumburu above)
\nothei instance mav be taken from the SM (No 93, Vajra-

tarasadhana ) which describes Tara in the Centre of a mandala
of the ^lotheis, with eight arms and four faces embodying
four a tides of worships The South is faced b\ Dhupatara
\vbo is black, the by^ a \ellow Dipatara, the N by'- a red

Gandha^aia, and the E bv a white Puspataia Bv meditation

OP this deity the woi shipper is able to effectuate his recitation of

her mantra and to perfoim \arious feats of magic A similar

figiire IS Mahap^ atisai ^ in hei ^adhana included in the SM
as No 194 (\ol II, p 396) Hei figure is \ellow, but she

possesses foui faces the first (Eastern) one of which iS vellow,

the second whUe, the thud daik blue a id the fouith led [16]

PST (^29, 60) desci ibes a Taiani (
= Ga\atri) of four faces

\ h^ch e \diite
5
vellow, black and led (jivanddrdhL'ayai ocandn-

ja.^yotdcc] dbhair wul hcih) In thxS tradition probabK stands

Stu^i 8^ Sta^a, No 600, Si sta\a, when it desciibes Sri as

caiutociid 'Toui-colouied’’ (s^ 1
)
and as (‘Touifold’’^

,

St 3), she IS p«aised as the “essence of wisdom and peisonal
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effectiveness” {prajndvityasdia-

^

in Stati & Stava this is translat-

ed bv ‘^'essential wisdom and heio sm”)
Sivaite variant of this svstem which is verv frequent in

Ball and which might indeed be called a leading element in the

tiaditional world view of the Balinese brahman priest is the

following the East is occupied by Is vara who is white, the S

by the red Brahma, the \V by the yellovv Mahadeva, while the

black Visnu stands in the N It is remarkable that this

sequence of colours is again m agreement with the sequence of

Visnu's manifestations in the four yugas according to the Mbh
The system is amply represented m the Stuti & Stava collec-

tion, although there are exceptions like Stuti & Stava No 372,

Caturkumbha or Gaturdevastava, where Brahma sarpiismgly

obtains a grey instead of a red colour in stanza 2 This might
be due to a coalescence of Biahma with Agni which is attested

also elsewhere in Indonesian tradition^®, the stanza in question

mentions Svaha, usuallv attached to Agni, as Biahma’s spouse

The same principle of division of the cosmos into four

colours IS met with in the Atom cultme on the Eastern Indo-
nesian island of Timor (Schulte Noidholt) A^fter emphasizing
the encompassing nature of the Atom political system which is

based on sacral relations of various kinds (p 198), the author
expounds the fundamental dualism which underlays it male-
female, right-left, heaven-earth, and so on The male is

also associated with the colours \v^hite and red, and the female
with \ ellow and black The colours are moreover associated
with the same points of the compass as m Bali, while the sequence
is clockwise fiom East to North (Schulte Nordholt, p 202)
In assessing the position of these Indonesian traditions against
the Indian doctrine, it is advisable to follow Schulte Nordholt
(p 223) and Swelleng^ebel (p 51) in their opinion that tiie

Indonesian foui -colour and four-direction system is pie-Hindu
(or non-Hmdu) in origin, but in any case knowdedge of Indian
religious and political speculation has served greatly to confirm
the existing pattern

It IS now time to give some attention of the application of
the four colour system in a context of Tantric magic HT
(2, 1) leserves the white colour foi a ritual firepit during a
ceremony of pacification, yellow foi a rite of acquisition, red
for subjugation and black for destruction[l 7] This doctime
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IS indeed typical and mav serve as an example for many other

statements of this kind For example, the SCT (p 52if of

the trsl ) prescribes meditation on some mantras of the Buddha
for a performer who desires to accomplish the *Tour kinds of

effects'’^ no doubt as a proof of his spiritual development
During a Mnti rite one should imagine the mantras a

dazzling white string’’ (issuing from the own heart, one medi-
tates on oneself as being the deitv concerned ) , in the case of
pusti^'^3.cq}xisition.''\ the mantras assume ^^a bright vellow coloui”,

during vai^tkarana 'subjugation” the\ are red and "linked to*

gethei like a chain”, and for destruction (mdrana-^th.Q colour is

black Emphasis is laid on the need for supernatural bright-

ness and intenseness of the respecti\e colouis One obsen es

that the allocation of the colours to the magical aims m the SCT
IS identical with that m the HT, although m one case they

belong to the fiiepit and m the other text to the mantias
JT 17, 83-87 IS an interesting place because here the

colouis are combined with the acts of magic as well as with
the directions of the sky If the woi shipper embarks upon
worship of §i\a’s spouse with particular desires, he should

obsei ve the following rules In the case ofstambhana ^'immobili-

zation” he should sit down facing the East upon a yellow seat,

worshipping with \ellow mateiials, for subjugation, he should

face the Noith and apply a red colour
,
sitting towards the West

and apphipg sandal, he obtains the power to chaim anv woman
he like‘=’, facing the South and apphing the black coloui, he
may rob an advcrsarv of his memory (on the combination of

magical acts with the directions of the sky, see also below
ch 6 3,B4 KCT (4, 130) assigns the colours to magical acts in

still another wa\ w hite is said to belong to sdnti and pu ,
red to

attraction and subjugation, yellow^ to immobilization and delus-

ion, and black {kasanaghananibha-^ to hauidation and eradicat-

ion In this case the colouis aie combined with the deity

meditated upon b\ the sadhaka, while the whole process is

said to woik Itself out m the mind

Sietah sdnti77i ca pustim soamanasz kuriite rakta dki stivasyam /

pitaJi stambham ca moham kasanaghanantbho mdranocedtanarn ca [I

In stanza 156 of ch 4 the KCT connects the acts with five
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colours and in a slightly different way A different pattern is

also followed by N (p 271) white is characteristic for sdnti and
push and some other acts, red for vasya^ stainbhana^ mohana and
dkmsana^ yellow for eradication and the causing of dissension,

and black for liquidation It is clear that, although details

ma\ differ, there is a system in the association of colours with
feats of magic in the Tantrie texts The most common are

the combinations of red with subjugation and black with-hqui-

dation or other evil acts, but also the associations white sdnti

(m deviation from the Mahamaya fragment) and yellow

—

stambhana are fairly constant In a few cases the yellow colour

is combined with push ‘ 'acquisition’’

Anothei instance of the meditation upon a god who assumes
•different colours for achieving the aims of magic is furnished by
the AgPur (301, 15ff ==TSS 25, 47 ff ) in connection with the

Sun There is no leference to a manifestation of this god in

the categories of time and space (also m the Mahamaya frag-

ment a direct allusion to the four colour appearance of Visnu
duiing the yugas was absent) "Having assigned the basic

(mantra) fiom the head to the feet and having worshipped
one’s own limbs with the gestures m accordance with the assign-

ment (of the syllables as elements of the divine presence in the

own body), one should meditate upon oneself as being the Sun
His meditation should be on the red (Sun) duimg subjugation,
on the yellow during immobilization (TSS icadmg), on the

white during acquisition {dpydyana-)
^
on the black during the

ritual foi liquidation of an enemy, while one should inflict delu-
sion with the colour of Indra’s bow (blue) He who is constan-
tly engaged m thepiactice of initiation {abhiseLa-^)

^

silent lecita-

tion, contemplation, puja and fire sacrifice, becomes filled with
fiery eneigy, invincible, illustiious, and will gam victory on sea
or land” [18] One obseives that the AgPur usually contains
ceiemomal advxce for eaithly rulers and their purohitas, and
this is especially to be noted because the ritual application of
the JVIahamava fiagment according to the Balinese manuscript
is also the private worship of the aristocrat class (we shall

return to this point in ch 5 5 below)
The goddess Ugratara whom we already met above also

affords the different aims when meditated upon with the four
colouis (T, p 426) "One should create her m the mind as red
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during subjugation , one should meditate on her as golden of
colour during immobilization, as grey during eradication, and
as black during the ritual of liquidation’’ [19] An application

on a more restricted scale is found in the SM (No 181 ,
vol

p 378) m connection with Kurukulla in a context of snake
charming a white meditation delivers of poison , a yellow one
effects immobilization of the snake, a red meditation causes the

poison to coagulate or to be crushed, a green one brings about
the patient’s regeneration The Kurukullasadhana m which
these prescriptions occur has been deri\ed, accoiding to the

compiler of the SM, from a Mavajalamahavogatantra An-
other meditation on Kurukulla (SMNo 185) specifies as follows

by a white colour one destroys the poison, b> a colour of crystal

one obtains wisdom, by golden colour one subjugates, and b\
the red of a lotus one destroys (one’s adversaries)

To conclude this section we give a Jam instance which
is recorded by Jhavery m his Appendix 25 It consists of a
Mayabijastotra ‘^^Hymn to the kernel syllable of the Maya”
This syllable is hrim which is called Mava also in Hindu Tantras
(Bharati, p 119) It can be meditated upon as possessing

four colours (Jhavery on p 336 abusively speaks of a Trivama-
dhyana) As has been remarked by Jhaverv^ the stotra is

corrupt, and we give only a tentative translation of the stanzas

4-7 ^^He who is contemplating upon Thee as resembling a

white ray of moonlight, comprising the threefold space—from
that moment onwards wisdom, pacification and acquisition

take their abode in him in a flawless shape He who m his

meditation beholds Thee as having the colour of the disc of the

recently risen sun, illuminating bv^ Thy net of ra*^ s the entire

world (^), to him an /thing m this world wull necessarily become
subjugated He w^ho creates Thee as be ng on all sides of a

dark yellow colour with a pleasant lustie equal to molten gold

—

m his house the Goddess of Fortune (Kamala =Laksmi)
,
al-

though She IS unstable, will aUvays make me’’ry with full delight

And he who observes Thee as black, equal to the colour of the

mixture of lamp-black, or grey like the smoke of cdtu^a-^

certainly, the throng of his enemies arrives instantly at its

destruction like a mango tiee hit b\ the gale” [20] In this

poetical passage the symbolic value of tne colours m the standard

magical acts performed by a yogin is again in general harmony
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With the instances cited above White is combined with santi

and pusti, red with subjugation, yellow again with pusti (in

this case not with immobilization), and black with destruction

It seems as if there has been a tradition generally known in

Tantric lore of all three denominations Hinduism, Buddhism
and Jainism about the magical effectiveness of these 'Tour

colours’’

4 The Five Colours

The number five is generally believed to be very auspi-

cious-^ From the Veda onwards a fivefold order is consideied

to exist in nature “This all, whatever there is, is fivefold”

(B\Up 1,4,17 a o ,
cf Gonda, 1970, p 45 for other text places

and more instances of quintuples in the Veda) By recognizing

twice fi\e elements in the recitals of the hotar and udqatar priests

(respectively called sastra and stotta) one reaches the virdj

(Soxeieignty represented in the category of number) (AitBi,

Pancika 3, 23, 4) The ChUp (2, 2-7) discusses the supranoi-

mal effects of recognizing a fivefold order in the phenomena of

nature and daily life one should meditate on a fivefold saman
as mystically present in the macrocosmic elements eaith, fiie,

atmosphere, sun and heaven r2, 2), m the various phenomena
of the weathei (2, 3) ,

in the waters (2, 4) , in the seasons (2, 5)

,

in the animal worlds (2, 6), in the ^ntal breaths (2, 7) All

these meditations are directed towards specified goals Thus,
he who meditates upon the fivefold saman as present m the

animal woild, becomes rich m animals The realizatio i of
the secret quintuple natuie of life in this method becomes an
imoortant souice of powder

The belief that “five” expresses sovereigntV“^ is a nply
expiessea by a number of allusions to conquest of the eaith m
all the five ooints of the compass {digvijaya-) In the RV India
IS lequcsl^-U to conquer ^he five legions of the earth for the woi-
sniopcr (RV 10, 131, 1, Gonda, 1970, p 158, n 53) Accoid-
ing to the AitBr fS, 14) Indra is anointed by the gods in the
dnections of the sky (this time numbering 6) as the divine
king From post-Vedic literature we mention here a remax li-

able passage in Mbh 1,55,28-30 where four of the five Pandavas
are stated to have conquered the four directions, while Yudhisth-
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ira IS intended to reside in the Centie as a universal ruler

^^Bhimasena conquered the Eastern direction in his mighty
strength

3 the hero iVrjuna the Northern one, and Nakula the

West, the Southexn direction has been conquered by Sahadeva,
the slayer of the inimical heroes, in this way they brought this

whole earth into then subjection {vase) The earth shone
brightly by means of a sixfold sun the biight Surya Himself,
and the five Pandavas of unfailing courage, \\ ho are equal to

the Sun themselves” [21] The theoretical, almost lituigical

nature of this passage is the moie significant because it has no
connection with the course of events in this part of the ]Mbh

The idea of the sovereign ruler in the Centre who controls

the four ends of the earth is often lepeated in Skt liteiatuie

It has been concisely expressed in a stanza of the Mbh not far

from the passage discussed just abo\e (l,62,3fr
) wheie king

Duhsyanta, the forebear of the Puru line, is said to have been
‘‘'the protector of the whole earth with its four limits, he, the
ruler of mankind, enjoyed the whole of the earth divided into

four” and ^^all regions inhabited bv people of the four

grades of society” [22] It should be remarked that while
the sovereign is as it were the fifth who resides in the Centie,

the number four m such statements easily becomes connected
with the subjects there are four points of the compass i tiled

over, and they are inhabited by the four gi ades of society On
the divine plane this sovereignty is sometimes expressed bv the

fiveheadedness of gods There is a legend that Brahma oiigi-

nall/ possessed five headb, but that Si\a deprr ed birn of his

lordly power by cutting the central bead oT Siv”*, on the

contiary, is conceived as five-headed in his manifestations as

the Paficabrahma and as Sada< i\a , while as Tumbt xU he may
be depicted as standing m the Centre and suiiounded h\ his

consorts Ja\ a, Vijaya, Javan i aid A^paicjna (\ iDbPui \ ol

3, ch OS') In Paficaiatia speculation the numbci of the foui

VyQhab has been extended by adding a Vi^akba \ tipa
( a vague

VcUiC dea of the axis muadi ab;stiacted fiom the lerl seciih^ial

post, yupa) in the Centre-*^ Among the five- "aced dci les

figuies also Hanuman (in JMahaiashtra, Gharye, p 235)
while the SvetUp (2, 16) speaks of the i\tman as the god m
the own heart who faces all directions [sarvatomuU a~ ) Gods are

often invoked with five names symbolizing five aspects or mam-
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festations Jacob (p 28) gives some instances for Krsna,.

one of the sources even states that worship of the five Krsnas

IS sufficient to stop reincarnation Five Kamas are also known.

(JT 2^48) while the five gods Brahma, Visnu, Rudia, Is vara

and Sada;^ iva serve as five Pretas ^^Corpses’’ in the mystical

symbolism preached in JT 3, 11

We now come to some instances of quintuples m connec-

tion with colours The five colour system and its relation to the

five points of the compass has been discussed also by Kirfel

who refers to the existence of a similar system in Chinese specu-

lation As Kirfel’s article was not accessible to us, we cannot

go into further details here^® In the first place now Parpola’s

opinion may be mentioned that the colours of the chief five

planets which are known from Sanskrit and Tamil sources

(Mars—red, Mercury—green, Jupiter—golden or yellow,

Venus—^white, Saturn—black) were familiar already to the

Indus people who were proto-Dravidians and who mentioned
them in their seals^^ As to the Veda and its literature, rele-

vant places on the five colours and the points of the compass
in which they have been located according to the GhUp and
the BAUp have been given by Damais (p 76) BAUp (4, 4,9)
gives these colours as white (Jukla’-)y dark blue or black {nzla--')^

brownish {pingala-), green {harita”) and red {lohtta--) The
GhUp (3, 1-5) distinguishes five forms {rupdm) of the San,
the colours of which are respectively red, white, black, deep
black and “that what as it were throbs in the middle of the

Sun’’ {etadyad etad adityasya madhye k^obhata ivd) These colours,

although five m number, are little more than a modification of
the “three colours” white, red and black A colour group of
more identity also mentioned by Damais occurs in GhUp 8, 6,1

This group IS identical with the one from BAUp, with the
exception that yellow {pita-) occurs instead of green, so that we
have white, black, yellow, red and “brownish” Their func-
tion in this context is that they are the agents by which the
arteries {nddi) of the heart and the sun are mystically connec-
ted with each othei At tlie end of his life the man who Knows
this correspondence is conveved to heaven (a world beyond the
sun) by means of these arteries which are indeed the sun’s
rays The aim is thus clearl/ expressed here as in other places
of the GhUp Transferred into terms of latei Hinduism, it
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would be stated thus that the performer of this meditation is

able to reach release {mukti) by it As we saw (p 59) religion

IS thought to procure the means foi release as well as enjoy-
ment of mundare benefits, i^ all depends on the worshipper’s
personal disposition, although this disposition itself may have
been shaped to a great extent bv karmic law

An important application of the five colour system is

within the doctrine ofthe five elements The Five Elements
play an important role in mystic speculation The Mbh (12,

326, 32) asserts

Prthivi vdyur akdsam dpo jyotis ca pancamam [

te sametd mahdtmdnah sarlram iti samjhtam /

^^The Earth, Wind, Space, Water and Light (Fire) as the

fifth—these together are known to be the body of the Universal

Soul” Like other notions of universal dimensions, the five

Elements are ambwalent in nature (see above p 64) and that

IS the reason why one or more ofthem have been sometimes found
applicable in magic iites of a ^‘^blacL” character (for some
instances from the Veda, see Henry, p 231 ,

and Shende, p 160,

who relevates that m preparation to a ceremony of witchcraft

one should perform a sacrifice to Fire, Wind, Sun, Moon and
Waters according to the AV ritual) In Samkh-ya speculation

the Elements can be characterized by the three states of §dnta

^^pacified” ghora Tearsome” and mudha ^Mull” due to the res-

pective preponderance of the three gunas of sattva, rajas and
tamas (Frauwallner, p 355), and the same doctrine is repeated

m the ViPur (1,2,49 )2o

Now, according to Damelou (p 515) the Earth was
connected with yellow. Water with white, Fire with red, Air

or Wind with black, and Space again with white—^which means
the "Tour colours” with a double occurrence of one of them
There is, however, a tradition which connects them with the

colours m a different way On an 18th century painting from

Nepal published by Mookerjee (plate 62) the Elements are

represented by five pairs of hands beside each other, each hold-

ing up a cup of amrta Their colouis are white, yellowy red,

green and blue Midway between these two tiaditions is the

doctrine of the KGT (5, 185) also lepresented by Damais (p
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85) which equates five metals with the five elements combined
with jewels of their respective colours, as follows [23]

Metal Element Colour

gold earth yellow

silver water white

red copper fire red

iron air black

lead void (space) green

It IS interesting to combine this with a feature from the

crypto-Buddhist Dharma cult practised in recent times in

Bengal and Orissa In this sect the use of five metals is pres-

cribed for the worship of Lord Dharma on the five gates in the

five directions The metals are gold in the West, silver in

the South, copper in the East, red copper in the North, and
diamond m the East Metals have been associated with the

planets in the various directions by Varahamihira in his Yoga-
yatra (6,2-18, Damais, p 78f ) It is significant that the five

elements are also connected with Visnu m the ritual of the

Pancamahabhuta\rata ^^Observation of the Five Elements’

This implies that the worshipper should adore Visnu in the form
of the elements during a full year beginning on the fifth day of
the bright half of Caitra (Febr —March) The ritual is dis-

cussed by Kane, 1958, p 337 By thus strengthening Visnu
m his completeness as the fivefold natural structure, also the

most significant entity of the chronological pattern, the year,

IS constituted It has been shown above that also Siva in his

Paficabrahma aspect has been associated with the five elements,
although the fifth and central manifestation, Is ana, was not
combined with a colour like the others (p 159) Identifi-

cation of the Five Deities of Balinese Sivaism Brahma, Visnu,
Mahadeva, 1 vara and Sadasiva, with the five elements is implied
by Stuti ^ Stava, No 223 (Pranavabheda), where these five

gods are combined in stanzas 6 and 7 with the five components
of the svllable Om while the sprinkling formula which immedia-
tely follows mentions the Five Elements

But the quintuple pattern also involves the human body
Itself Eliade (p 138) discusses a place from the Yogatattva
Up, where a meditation is prescribed on the five elements as
being present in the body with the five colours The part from
the feet to the knees represents the earth which is yellow and
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square of form, its syllable is la^ its deity Brahma After a
sufficient meditation on this aspect the yogin will be master
over the earth and free from the danger of death The part from
the knees to the rectum represents the water, and meditation on
It frees from the danger of drowning The part from rectum
to heart symbolizes fire and meditation on it is a safeguard
against burning The air is represented bv the part from the
heart to the brows, and space by the part of the head above the

brows Meditation on this last element enables the yogin to

fly through the air Such a practice is clearly related to the
association of the cakras in the body with the elements taught
by the Satcakranirupana^® The lowest cakra, the Muladhara,
contains the mandala of the Earth which is yellow, the white
mandala of Water is present in the Svadhisthana cakra, the

red one of Fire in the Manipura, the grey one of Air in the
Anahata, and the white one of Space in the Vi^uddha cakra

The five colours feature also in a ritual context where
they again seem to symbolize completeness The Mahavamsa
(5,27) relates that for A oka’s inauguration the gods procured
garments in five colours {pancaoanndni vatthdni) A parallel

for this IS found in the Pahcamurtivrata described by Kane,
1958, p 337 This observance is to be maintained, like the

Pahcamahabhutavrata referred to just above, from the light

half of the month Caitra onwards during a year on the fifth

day of each light month half Visnu’s attributes and the Earth
are adored on these occasions, and at the year’s end five gar-

ments in different colours are to be donated The reward
equals that ofthe Rajasuva, w hich means that it may be imagined
in terms of unlimited political sovereignty

The five colour pattern is further applied to the cow It

is stated that in ideal circumstances the Paucagavya ^Tive
products of the cow” should be prepared from five kinds of

cows (Ajitagama, Kriyapada, 22, 7, p 266) urine from a

reddish brown one {kapild)^ faeces from a red one, fresh milk
from a black one, curds from a white one, and ghee from a

grey one The reddish brown cow is also admitted as a source

for all the elements of the pahcagavya In a note the editor

cites the Karanagama (l,35,35b-37a) which says that a black

cow should procure the faeces, a dark blue one the urine, a

reddish brown one the ghee, a white one the curds, and a red
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one the milk The reader observes that even within two texts

of the same Siva Agama tradition there is no unanimity on the

subject, but what matters more is that the five colour system is

consciously applied m both sources Even the mythical ^^cows

of abundance” (kamaduh-) have been subjected to this system

According to the Brhajjabala Up (1,1 Off )
there are five of them

m five colours, and they are at the same time associated with
the Paficabrahma and the five elements, while they produce
five kinds of sacred ashes by means of their dung The scheme
IS

Cow colour element Aspect ofSiva

Nanda kapila Earth Sadyojata
Bhadra black Water Vamadeva
Surabhi red Fire Aghora
Susila white Air Tatpurusa
Sumana citra

(variegated

)

Space ISana

We note that kaptla occupies the place of yellow^’ in the most
common variety of the five colour system, while ciLra which
denotes a variegated mixture ofcolours now occurs on the crucial
fifth place That the combination of the colours with the
elements and the Five Aspects of Siva does not tally with
preceding instances needs not to concern us much by now

In some cases mention is made of the construction of
mandalas with the help of the five colours The Saradatilaka
(3, 106-130, according to Kane, 1962, p 1132 who mentions
a few other instances) discusses the Sarvatobhadramandala
(mandala of the '^good from every direction”) which is to be
prepared by means of powders of five colours, viz yellow from
turmeric, w^hite from husked rice grains, red from the powder
of the Kusumbha^ black from pulverized half-burnt cereals, and
gieenish fiom pow^der of the bilva leaf The PST (5,63flf

) gives
similar directions and also notes the locations of the colours
vvathin a mandala In the cadre of the Dipavali an earthly
ruler might design a figure of Bali, the demon king, within a
mandala of five coloured powders (Bhavisyottara Pur 140,
47-73, according to Kane, 1958, p 201 ) The MMK discusses
a mandala with five colours in vol I, p 39, which proves that
the system was not unknown m Buddhist ciicles It should
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be noted that the mandalas, and especially the variety called

yantra (those mandalas which belong to a particular divine

figure, such as the Sriyantra, and prepared for a particular aina)

were and are used for magical purposes, such as destruction of

enemies or attraction of womankind (Kane, 1962, p 1132)

This brings us to the magical application of the five

colour pattern A good example is afforded by the JT (20,

170) while dealing with the five arrows ofKama meditation

on the white one is conducive to pacification, the yellow one
causes immobilization, the red one is for subjugation and attrac-

tion, and for agitation {ksobhana-^^ while it calls hither the be-

loved one , and black is declared to be applicable during killing,

and grey during eradication and the like’ [24] The colours

are here differentiated over the various tvpes of magical in-

fluence mentioned above , and the system is remarkably akin

to that of the Mahamaya fragment foi the meditation on the

different colours of Visnu The relation is especially explicit

with the stanzas 18 and 19 of that fragment, wheie also grey

is said to belong to eradication and white to pacification (and
welfare), only the colour for immobilization differs It has

been observed (p 86) that Visnu may be worshipped in his

aspect ofKama , many teacheis have probably believed m their

virtual identity

Sanskrit texts occasionally contain meditations on other

gods who assume five colours One of the oldest instances is

without doubt AVPar 50, 5, 4-6, where the observation of diffe-

rent colours m the moon is interpreted to imply an omen for

corresponding classes of cieatures, to vMt the four giades of

society and the animal world A green colour of the moon
leads to death in the animal world

,
a black colour to death for

the Sudras, yellow spells death for the Vaisv^-as and red for the

Ksatriyas, but, significantly, the (usual) white colour leads to

increase o£ hrah.xna.n (spiiitual power) [25] This passage thus

contains the familiar association of the four colour svstem with
the four grades of society extended bv a fifth colour combined
with the animal world ,

the ascription of the ‘ four colours”

together with green as the fifth to the moon reminds us of the

planetary role of these five colour shades noted above (p 192)

This first instance does not, like the following ones, con-

cern a deity who assumes five colours at the same time as an
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inherent aspect of its personality Possessing five colours seems

to have been felt to be a symbol of the omnipotent, sovereign

and all deluding power of a Supreme God Manikka Vachakar

(Tiruvachakaml,50, 1, ed Pope^p 5, line 1), while meditating

upon the great Siva adored by him, exclaims mrangalor aindu-

datydy “Thou hast the colours five (irsl by Pope, these five

colours seem to refer to the five senses as the all-deluding powers
)

Siva is sometimes said to possess five heads of different colours

The MNT (14, 33) describes Sadasiva as having his five heads

in the colours grey, yellow, vermillion {aruna-)^ white and red^"^

The famous Paficabrahma or Paficamukha (Sadyojata etc )

have more than once been described in five colours, for example

m the LiPur (see above p 158) The Sivapujastotra by Jfiana-

siva (st 21 )
also alludes to the colours of the Five Faces (Aithal,

p 265)2® And this peculiarity of the Five Faces again implies

the division of the five colours over five points of the compass

Such a division has indeed been expiessed m Stuti & Stava,

No 594, Rudranalagni “The Flaming Fire of Rudra”, perhaps

the title should be emended into Rudrananagni “The Fire of

Rudra’s Faces"" which would give better sense, the more so as

6iva in his Fire manifestation is described in the first quarter of

the hymn as/?a?2r^^r^<y<3-“five“necked"" There are seven stanzas

in incorrect Skt which describe Rudra/^^iva’s secret nature as

a fivefold Fire located in the five regions and characterized by
five colours The division of these colours is the usual one in

Ball white m the East, red in the S ,
yellow in theW

,
and black

in the N For the Centre no colour is mentioned but we may
expect a variegated colour {vzsva, pancavarna')

Another method to express a god"s five-colouredness is to

divide his body in five parts and ascribe the colours to them in a
vertical sequence Thus the PST (23, 18) describes the Varaha
manifestation of Vibiiu as “from the knees to the feet like glit-

tering gold, equal to snow from the navel to the knees, from the
neck to the navel in the glow of fire , then, from the head to the
throat of a dark blue colour

, and in the hue of Space from the
crown to {dkankaralasaty''[2&\ Similai descriptions exist

of Visnu"s mount and attendant Garuda, and this particular
feature seems to ha\e been associated even with Garuda in the
first place KJ (chs 35 and 49) says that Garuda"s body from
feet to head consists of the five elements and, as we saw, these
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elements have been associated with colours^^ The ascription

of the five colours to the aquiline deity has been made explicit

in the KGT (43 182), and here we meet also the variegated
colour as the fifth ^^Garuda by name, yellow from the feet up
to the hips, and white like snow up to the line of the navel,
red of colour up to the neck, and black like a raincloud up to

the line of the brows
,
and possessing all colours upwards from

there, accompanied by the familv of snakes, and sealed by means
of the five elements (perhaps = accompanied by the gestures

symbolic of the five elements and made by the worshipper)

—

when meditated upon (m this way) m combination with the

gesture symbolic of him, he removes the poison of snakes and
also demons, disease and other evils’^[27] The destruction

of poison IS generally the aim achieved by sadhanas of Garuda
This Garuda of five colours has also been known m Indonesia,

because he is the addressee in a Balinese hymn called Bhaira-

vastava (Stuti & Stava, No 441 ) This hymn which is known
to Buddhist priests describes Garuda as fearsome, with a sharp

beak and red eyes and a massive ne^k, quick like the wind
The second stanza which has been imperfectly translated in

Stuti & Stava (p 270) ascribes a golden colour to the god^s

knee (which must mean from the feet up to the knees) The
navel (i e the part from knees to navel) is said to be acaldkrtih

y

this must be corrupt, and we expect a white colour In any
case Levi in his ‘^‘'Sanskrit Texts from Bah” completely mis*

understood the purport of the passage as is shown by his accep-

tance of the reading of one manuscript nan caiva khagdkrtih

The stanza proceeds bv ascribing the colour of the sun to the

throat (i e from navel to throat), and the hue of “^‘divided”

collyrium (deep black) to the head

Jdnuh kdficanavarnas ca nabhis caivdcaldkrtiJi /

kanthas caivdrkasannibho murdhd bhinndnjandkrtih 1

1

The third and fourth stanzas to this hymn contain nothing else

than an explanation of stanza 2 in clear and unambiguous
language—a point missed m Stuti & Stava The sprinkling

formula added to the body of the hymn is corrupt, but it con-

tained without any doubt beside a repetition of the four colours

also a mentioning of four elements (wind and fire are actually
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mentioned) The fifth element and the fifth colour have not

been pieserved in this fragmentary piece but the aim of its

recitation is again the destiuction of poison, according to

Juynboll (see Stuti & Stava, 1 c )

A Ganesa of five colours has probably been expressed by
means of five manifestations of that deity in an originally poly-

chrome Vajradhatumandala handed down in Japanese esote-

rism Lokesh Chandia, who discussed the five forms, could

unfortunately mention only the colour of one of them, viz

Jaya or Jobukuten in the North, who should be "'of a pale flesh

colour" Even the Buddha may be represented in five colours,

as is the case on a Tibetan tanka (Eracle, p 47), where the

colours are white, green, blue, yellow and red while the Buddha
IS depicted preaching to the five kinds of creatures It v/ill be

sufficient only to mention on this place the famous representa-

tion of the five Dhyambuddhas with five colours in the points

of the compass, "Stuti and Stava” contains an enumeration

of them With their characteristics and colours in No 477,

Anangavayusutra, edited earliei by F D K Bosch The
Dhyanibuddha system has been dealt with repeatedly, for

example by Dasgupta (p 353) and by Damais (p 85-88) It

lies perhaps at the base of the tradition of the Dharma cult that

Lord Dhaima is sui rounded in the diiections of the sky by five

Pandits whose colouis are white, blue, red, yellow and green
(their names are Setai, Nilai, Kamsai, Ramai and Gomsai)
It IS important in oui context to note that each of these Pandits

IS also said to accompany the Lord in his (the Pandit’s) res-

pective colour in one of the five ages of the world (Dasgupta, p
351, 349) As to the Five Buddhas, the conclusion lies near at

hand that meditation on and identification with them must
have been felt to yield magical powers to the aspirant

, but we
could not find explicit infoimation on this point in the texts

studied by us Yet on a stone inscription found in Sumatra
(Damais, p 93 )

the names of the Five Buddhas are mentioned
and followed by phat^ that meaningful syllable discussed above

(p 73) The Hevajra Tantra connects yogins of the different

colours with the Five Buddhas "Any yogm who is black has
Aksobhya as his deity”, and so on white belongs to Vairocana,
dark green to Amoghasiddhi, yellow (ptnga-) to Ratnesa, and
red-with-white (raktagaura-) to Amitabha^ In addition, the
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yogin who is white-and-pale {sietagaura-) belongs to Vajra-
sattva’s family, so that we have here strictly speaking a six-

colour system The Buddhist-Si\aite coalescence in Indonesia
led to the identification of the Five Buddhas with the Five
Manifestations of Siva Rudra, Brahma, Mahadeva, Visnu
and Sadasiva^^ It is a consequence of the same tendency
that m Stuti & Stava, No 145 (Lokanatha) the Five Buddhas
occur immediately after an enumeration of the Hindu Loka-
palas

But also in the worship of goddesses one comes across

instances of the five colour system In the hymn Stuti & Stava

No 800, Pafica-Sarasvatimantra, the ^^Goddess of learning”

IS described m quite ungrammatical Skt as wearing garments,

bearing garlands and ointment, and loving flowers, of the five

colours These colours are, as might be expected m an Indo-
nesian text, white, red, yellow, black and variegated (vzsva-)

,

the colours and their sequence conform to the Mahamaya
fragment Saras\ati must ha\e been thought of by the author

of the ‘‘hymn” as able to manifest herself in the same way as

Visnu in five different colours m person (although this is not

said explicitly, the colour system is limited to the goddess’

apparel) Besides, this Pahcasaras\atlmantra has been applied,

by means of small changes in its text, to other gods also to the

Five Tathagatas (or Dhvambuddhas , No 801), to the Four
Lokapalas led by Indra (No 802, the last stanza omitted), and
to the four gods Brahma, Visnu, Isvara and Rudra and their

spouses (No 803, here also, the last stanza has been omitted)

The mentioning of the Lokapalas indicates an important fact

that here also the “four” are associated with the four directions

of the sky, while the “fifth” is reserved for the central position of

sovereignty The division ofthe colours in combination with the

strict s'ystematism of the orientation pattern seems to be typical

for Indonesia (see abo\e, p 186, on the importance of visva-^

sarvavarna-or pancavarna ,
see Damais, p 90f and 116f ) Further

in No 658 of the Stuti & Stava collection, Piajnaparamita

in her Bharali form seems to be connected with the five colours,

at least, a hymn directed to her is followed by a prose “Sprink-

ling Formula” which mentions a fivefold Ganga (symbol of the

Water of Life, a pivotal aspect of Balinese religion) m the

colours variegated, red, white, black and yellow, and connected
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With five syllables of her chief mantra Om Dih Srutzvzjna

The meditation in question has been handed down also in SM
as No 156, where the mantra runs Om Dhfh Srutismrtivijaye

svdka """"Om Vision, O Goddess Who conquers Vedic and
Post-vedic wisdom, svaha"^ On the division of the colours over

the separate syllables of a mantra , a feature which occurs also

in the Mahamaya fragment, we shall return in short presently

A study of goddess worship m the Tantras easily affords

other examples of the five colour system Two instances from
the PST connected with Durga will suffice They are especially

interesting because the colour pattern has here again been asso-

ciated with the standard feats of magic PST 35, 17 discusses

the b3jas of Siva’s spouse and their effectivity m combination
with colours

Btjdm raktdm tu vasyakarmany ambhodhardbhdny abhicdrakdle /

dhumrdm vidvesavidhau sahomepitdm samstambhavidhau smarecca //

^*One should meditate on the kernel syllables as red during the

act of subjugation, as having the colour of a ramcloud (black)

at the time of an evil act, as grey during a ritual of creating

dissension accompanied by a fire sacrifice
,

as yellow during the

ritual of immobilization” Although only four colours have
been mentioned, a fifth colour is clearly implied because grey
never serves as a 'Tourth colour’” and because santi which is

usually associated with white has not been mentioned On
another place (30, 54ff ) the PST gives a more detailed des-

cription of the effectiveness of the colours in this field The
alternatives this time concern the figure of the goddess herself,

besides, changes m the saciificed objects and the goddess’ appa-
rel help to bring about the different aims (the system will be
discussed m detail m ch 6 3) (Durga,) when yellow and
bearing the hilt of a sword and a mace in her hands, will cause
immobilization by a methodical sacrifice by means of pulaka
grams with buffalo ghee poured over them, and of kodravaka
grams, while the fuel should consist of vibhitaka and arista wood
(trees of evil renown) Durga will quickly effect subjugation
when spotless white, when bearing the noose and elephant
hook, being watered ("^ sambhinnd) by a rushing torrent of
water, while a sacrifice is being performed with sweet stuffs
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by means of fuel from rotan, when red, and bearing noose and
elephant hook, Durga subjugates the world by a nocturnal
sacrifice with flowers of the agmsikha and kesara watered with
the sap of sandal, and being more like vermillion, bearing
the noose and elephant hook together with a trident and skull

m her (four) hands, Durga will effect attraction with the help
of a small image (of the victim) made of salt and by means of
a sacrifice wetted by the three sweet stuffs, by a meditation on
a grey (Durga) with club and trident in her hands, and m
combination with a sacrifice of bones wetted with a sharp sub-
stance and of camphor m combination with the ghee of sheep
covered with mmba leaves {nimba being believed to create dissen-

sion )—by this, dissension (is created ) ,
(anothermethod with

the grey Duiga)
,

having the colour of fire and bearing arrow
and trident in her hands, Durga will cause delusion by means
of a sacrifice of evil intention with intoxicating seeds (or

seeds of the matta plant) wetted with mustard oil, or w ith pepper
mixed with (powder of) the rdji plant, being black and bearing

trident and sword in her hands, Durga will cause (the enemy’s)

death within a month by means of a sacrifice of exquisite fuel

sticks which have been cut on a crucial (astrological ) dav of the

enemy and which have been wetted with ghee from biting

(plants)” [28] The passage proceeds with some other

methods of liquidation to be effected by the black Durga Now
descriptions like this are by no means uncommon m certain

Tantras The details, including the number of colours and
their ascription to the magical acts, may vary more or less,

the above passage contains six acts (seven, if one of the omitted

stanzas is included) combined with the colours yellow, white,

red, vermillion, grey, fiery and black \s vermillion and fiery

may be considered as varieties of red, one may recognize a

five colour system, but it is unnecessary^^ to stick to this point

because there are other passages which quite unambiguously

deal with six, seven, or eight colours

It is only left now to discuss an instance of the application

of the five colour system to the syllables of a sacred formula

In the Mahamaya fragment the syllables of the word Aghore-

bhyah were combined with a particular colour, and the word
as a whole with a harmonious mixture of the same colours

A similar feature was alluded to in a hymn to Prajhaparamita
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discussed two pages above And the same system has been

applied to the formula Jiamah Sivdya ^ ^Honour to Siva” which has

been made the object of a refined speculation in Sivaite schools

AgPur succinctly prescribes (304, 16) kramdt kr^asitasydmarakta-

pita mantrdrndh ^'the syllables of the mantra are respectively

black, white, green, red and yellow”, besides, their figures

should be meditated upon as staff-bearers {dandinah)^ while

assignment should be made on the five fingers and five parts

of the body In the LiPur, a whole chapter (1,85) is devoted

to the speculation on this Paficaksaramantra The stanzas

48ff characterize its five syllables in various ways, as follows

Syllable Colour Region Presiding

deity

Sage

Na yellow E Indra Gautama
via (A) black S Rudra Atri

grey w Visnu Visvamitra

vd golden N Brahmi. Angiras

ya red Zenith Skanda Bharadvaja

In this system, the sages are those who are supposed to have

'‘^beheld” these syllables in primeval ages The division of the

colours over the syllables is completely different from that of

the AgPur A nydsa is prescribed also here (54£f ) ,
in three

varieties utpatti '^origin” from head to feet and suitable for

Brahmacarms (religious students), sthiti “maintenance” during

which one starts from the heart, fitting for Grhasthas (house-

holders) ,
and samhdra “dissolution”, done from the feet upwards,

this last method is advised for Yatis (ascetic wanderers) The
deviances of the piesent identifications from the usual ones m
later Hindu speculation concerning colour, points of the com-
pass, etc are suggestive of a relatively early date of this system

preserved in the LiPur It is perhaps unnecessary to add that

in §aiva Siddhanta speculation the formula Namah Sivdya can
be applied as an effective means of realizing final emancipation
(Pope, p XXXIXff

,
a translation of the relevant ninth chapter

of Umapati's “The Fruit of DxVine Grace”) But the same
mantra can be used for magical ends the LiPur (1,85,113)
describes how for this end the syllables should be assigned to

the fingers A pointing towards the E means subjugation.
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to the S destructive magic, to the W ,
acquisition of wealth,

to the N 5
pacification

'Tat purvdbhimukham tasyam daksinan cdbhicdrikam /

pascimam dhanadam vidjad uttaram sdntikam bhavet j

j

5 Six and more colours

It should be remarked at the outset of this last section that

the division of this chapter according to number systems nece-

ssarily contains an element of arbitrariness In many cases

there seems to be no fundamental difference between, say,

magical prescriptions involving meditation on a deity or mantra
in four, five or six colours ,

but on the other side the advantages

of the followed system will have appeared, we trust, from the

preceding pages A threefold system centres round the con-

ception of the three gunas ,
the number four is mainly associated

with the four varnas and the orientation pattern of the four

points of the compass, while the fifth number provides this

pattern with a meaningful centre When the number five is

exceeded, a pattern becomes less easily recognizable Still

the number six might be connected with orientation by means
of the four quarters, the zenith and the nadir In the Smga-
lovadasutta (DN, No 31) the Buddha rebukes a person who
worships the ‘'six quarters’" Moreover, the number six may
contain an element of ill luck or uncanny power It exceeds

the auspicious number five by one There are six Vmayakas,

six organs of sense, six constituents of man’s e\il nature, and,

above all in this context, six acts ofmagic The preparation of

six colours needed for the construction of a mandala of Hevajra

is a weird procedure according to the HT (1,2) Black should

be composed with the help of ashes from the place of cremation

{imasdndrigdra-) ,
white by means of puKeiized human bones

(jiardsthicurna-) ,
yellow by haritdlakta ) , red bv means ofbricks

from the cremation place
,
green b> means of powder composed

oicaurya leaves and human bones
,
and dark blue by means of a

mixture of human bones and ashes of the cremation ground

On other occasions we meet a desciiption of a god m
six colours In LiPur (l,21,43f )

Siva is addressed as follows
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JVamo dhumrdya svetdya krsndya lohitdya ca /

pisitdya pisangdya p^tdya ca nisangine //

^^Honour to the Grey One^ the White One, the Black One, the

Red One, the Adorned One P) and the Tawny One, the Yellow
One, Who bears the quiver’’ The KalPur (68,2 Iff

,
van

Kooy, p 167) contains a short description of a form ofthe goddess

Karnes varl with six heads facing six directions white to the

N E
,
red to the E

,
yellow to the S

,
green to the W

,
black to

the N and variegated in the Centre It may be argued that

this IS a five colour system with the auspicious N E direction

added to it while usurping the white colour Van Kooy, 1 c
,

surmises that this six-headed form is based upon the five-headed

‘^akti of Sadasiva while the colours might have been directly or

indirectly taken from the five heads of Siva himself In any
case, deities of six colours are unfrequent A description of an
XJgratara of this form is perhaps concealed in a citation from the

Matsyasukta contained in T (p 380) The colours of the

goddess are here combined with magical acts The performer

is enjoined to meditate on Ugratara without particulars when
he hopes to attain release, for pacification he should imagine
her as being white like the full moon, and when duly worship-

ped in a grey colour within a mandala of Wind the goddess
without any doubt renders the enemies’ army and mind sense-

less [29] At this point unfortunately the citation breaks off

The number six is also sometimes connected with the

mystical side of the human psychic and physical system There
was already occasion to refer to the epic doctrine of six

colours of the soul (JVIbh 12, 271, 33-55 and the study made on
this passage by Bedekar

, see above, p 164) The six colours have
been combined in this fragment with the stages of spiritual

development, an association which has been made also m
Jainism (Bedekar, p 336 )

The six colours ofthe soul are black,

grey, dark blue, red, yellow and white—a sequence from dark
to light which symbolizes the ascending course of man’s eternal
principle, at the same time we note that this sequence fairly

accurately tallies with the colour sequence of the magical acts m
the Mahamaya fragment and other texts on the standard acts

of magic (of course into the opposite direction) Only red
and yellow have changed position Just as the colours in their
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mystical essence serve to characterize and influence man’s soten-
ological course, in the same way they can lead the yogm who
chooses to tread the path of magic towards obtaining power
over other people’s psychic and physical condition

Another instance of this """^psychologicar approach is to

be found m the KGT (2,29) ^‘'the conditions {bhdva-) enter
the body like the experience of unity {samarasa-) the Space, and
in the grip of these conditions the body should be understood
by those who are experienced in yoga by means of the differences

which are brought about by the basic strands of unevolved
matter These differences relate especiallv to the elements
and the colours the colours yellow, black, vermillion and white
apply to earth, wind, fire and water respecti\ely, while to

(the elements) wisdom and space the colours dark blue and
green apply, this is in accordance with the different conditions

of the body” [30] The reader is of course reminded of the

familiar doctrine of the six cakras in the body on which we need
not expatiate here The above fragment from the KCT
is a good instance of the Tantiic tendency to identify the human
and the divine plane in psychology, very topical is also the

doctrine expounded by the same text shortly before f2, 6)
that Visnu’s ten Avataras are realized in the human life from
conception onwards

The importance of the number seven needs not to be
emphasized There are some instances of colours having been
associated with senes of this number The ''seven planets”

have their own colours Mars is red. Mercury green, Jupiter

yellow, Venus variegated, Saturn black, the Sun red and the

Moon white according to Varahamihira’s Brhajjataka (Kane,

1958, p 573) The commentary on IViMD 11, 48 records a

meditation on a sevenfold Tripurasundari Graharupinl ‘^in the

Planet Manifestation” whose colours are those of the grahas

(the details of the system differ) Stuti 8c Stava, No 103,

Saptomkara, referred to above, describes seven kinds of Atmans
in ascending sequence which have the colours red, dark blue,

white, yellow, equal to the Sun, spotless {nirmala-) and formless

{mrdkrtt-) Now there are places which connect seven acts

oFmagic with colouis This is succinctly done by the Javakhya
Samhita (14, 76-78) "The mantra should be meditated upon
as follows during recitation in the case of pacification one
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should meditate on it as clear like crystal, as yellow during
acquisition {paushka-)

^
with the (deep red) colour of the

flower during subjugation, like the rock Nrpa ) during attrac-

tion, like lampblack during liquidation, like the feathers of

the blue jay during the creation of dissension, and as grey

during eradication ”[31]'^'^ A different version of the

same pattern is worked out m the PST (28, 13), according to

which the mantra of Ardhanaribvara Siva can be applied in

different forms and different colours for different ends The
passage can best be rendered schematically

First letter of

mantra
Colour Aim

i {3ukla) white pusti^ §dnU

r (rakta) red dkrsti^ va§ya

h golden ksobhana "agitation”

samstobhana "paralyzing’

y (samna) grey mardana "crushing’ ’

uccdtana "eradication’ ’

m yellow stambhana
— spotless white mukti

black causing various diseases

It IS clear that there is no differencem principle between passages
like these and others which involve six, five, or perhaps four

kinds of magic The pivotal point is always the mayic effecti-

vity of the colouis

A special case of a seven colour system is constituted by
the Saktis or tongues of the god of Fire AgPur (304, 22)
enjoins meditation on Agni’s nine Saktis in the form of flames

,

they aie called respectively Sveta ^ 'White’ % Rakta "Red”, Sita

"White”, Pita "Yellow”, Syama "Green”, Vahnimbha "Fiery”
Asita "Black”, Krsna "Black” and Aruna "Vermillion” Better
known is the doctrine ofAgni’s Seven (or thrice seven) Tongues
which also have female names (e g in MuUp 1,2,4 , PST 6, 72 ,

MMD 25, 47ff
, MMD 1, 133ff

,
Ajitagama, Kriyapada, 21,

112f
, S 2, 17) The magical effectivity of these tongues is

dealt with m LiPur (2, 25, 55ff ) They are also located m
the dll ections of the sky The central one is significantly called
Bahuiupa "Multifoim” and is characteiized by a vaiiety of
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colours The others are also named after their colours The
second, Hiranya ^"Golden’’ is located in the N E and affords
wisdom Kanaka “Golden’’ belongs to the E , a specific

effectivity is not mentioned for her Rakta “Red” belongs to
the S E , she is able to effect dissension and delusion {vidvefana’-

mohana-) Krsna “Black” is located m the SW and causes
death Suprabha “Bright” flames in the W of the fire, she
has the hue of a pearl and grants santi and pusti The N*W
tongue, Atirakta (text abkivyaktd) eradicates the enemy- The
central tongue, Bahurupa, besides granting santi and pusti,
is also conducive to moksa One observ es that Agni s mystical
tongues can help a performer to all possible aims he may ha\ e
set himself, and there is again no division in principle between
mundane designs and the desire for release It is even strough
suggested that the religious adept who masters the intricacies

ofthe magical system is at the same time m a fa\ Durable position

on the way to the final goal of emancipation
It seems unnecessary to go into details here on the s\stem

of the eight colours in eight directions of the skv practised in

Indonesia (we refer to Damais, p 95ff
)

The JT (17,83ff )

also contains a passage on destructive magic executed into the

eight regions, but it mentions onlv four colours In the next
chapter (18) the JT discusses the effectivity of nine jewels

The “Nine Gods’ are constituted in Indonesia by adding the

God of the Centre to the group of eight alluded to above A
special case of an eight colour system is the speculation on the

svllables of the Visnuite mantra of eight syllables Om namo

Ndrdyandya Meditation on their different colours and other

characteristics is prescribed in the “spurious” chapters 106

and 107 of the KJ, and also in PST (20, 49 ff ) Jacob (p

61 and 64) records two further cases from the ^lahakapiia-

pahcaratra and the Nrsimhapurana
This chapter may be wound up by once more calling

attention to the integrative role of the harmonious combination

of colours which sublimates the possible evil results of each

colour operating separately In the Mahamay^a fragment this

has been expressed by Gaturvarnam “The fourfold colour”,

in other Indonesian patterns by Pahcavarna or \isva(vaina)

,

in connection with Agni’s Seven Tongues by Bahurupa In
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the orientation pattern its place is in the key position, the

Cen^^re (see also ch 6 3) , on the plane of supranormal

effects It is conducive to mukU “final emancipation” or to

fanti “pacification”
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5 1 Indrajdlam a divine example for earthly magic

In the Mahamaya fragment the subject is magic , that is to
^ay^ a specialized and sophisticated form of magic with a long
tradition behind it In order to be able to effectively elucidate
this particular aspect of the fragment, \\e shall ha\e to cast a
glance upon some features of this tradition at the hand of the
Sanskrit sources It is only natural to start with the Veda,
but this does not of course mean that the Vedic texts themselves
present the earliest stage of Indian magic or even of the varieties

ofmagic which are of relevance here With the Veda we only
obtain for the first time the foothold of documentary evidence

In the first chapter it has been shown how in the RV the
god Indra had been conceived of as a great magician, at least

a great possessor and wielder of maya By his application of
this maya the god was able to trick his enemies by their own
weapons, for these enemies also were in the possession of this

supranormal gift But Indra’s maya proved to be victorious

and this meant that human life and prosperity on earth could
be continued In this way Indra could even be invoked as a
protector against mimical sorcery (AV 8, 4, 20-23) The
methods by which the Slaver of Vrtra achieved his goal were
often not of what we ^vould call a high moral standard, but
an ethical outlook is entirely out of the question here By his

maya Indra, conjuring up appearances, changing himself into

all kinds of beings, human as well as animal, succeeded m murd-
ering his enemies, seducing women, winning riches and glory

—

peiformances which were and are often attributed to accompli-

shed magicians, and which they execute in behalf of them-
selves or of their clients This does not imply that Indra should

be considered merely a divine prototype of an earthly magician

his mythology is much too complicated for that Nor is he the

only god who possesses maya and who applies it for aims salutary

to man Gods like Vaiuna or Soma also wield their maya
It is only argued that the ways and methods by which Indra

reached his goals are often of a character similar to those which
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have been applied by persons who specialized in securing human
life and prosperity by penetrating into and making use of the

mystical powers of nature The supranormal powers displayed

by the god for his ends were felt as exemplary for the human
community and attainable for those who sought to imitate them
That IS why the KausS (47, 12-22 ) prescribes that the magician

in the cadre of his diksa should take a staff which symbolizes

Indra’s vajra (Gonda, 1965, p 323) In RV 10, 166, 2 the

poet unambiguously states that the achievements of Indra have
been realized also by himself

Aham asmt sapatnahendra ivdristo aksatah

adhdh sapdtnd me pador ime sarve abhisthitdh

‘T am the killer ofmy rivals, unharmed, unhurt like Indra

all these rivals ofmine have been placed under my feet"’ It is

to the background of this line of thought that Indra’s teaching to

Pratardana from the Kau BUp might be studied (see above

p 14) A hymn directed to Indra may even lack such references

to the slaying of the enemies or the killing of rivals, and yet have
been applied m such a context afterwards Such a case is

presented by Rgvidh 1, 18, 1 ‘‘He who mutters after correct

preparation the hymn by Hiranyastupa (R VI, 32) praising

the deeds of Indra restrains his enemies without effort” [1]

It was considered sufficient to set into motion (by piaismg)
the enormous overwhelming force represented by the god in

order to gain the upper hand over one’s enemies—assuming, of
course, that the person who performs the rite is qualified by
birth and ritual purity and that he makes the right preparations
In the same way the GopBr (2, 1, 18) says that one who per-
forms a certain ritual will become free from rivals {apratzratha-)

just as Indra had conquered the Asuras and became free from
rivals (Malaviya, p 168) The imitation of Indra might also

have been a governing motive for the Syenayaga, an abhicara
rite discussed above The executors act as "falcons”, and also

Indra has been likened to a falcon (the point is discussed by
Eggeling, Vol II, Introd p XIX) Further, the magician
addresses his girdle m the AV (6,133) as the daughter of Faith
who will bring to him Indra’s wisdom and strength (Shende,

p 154)
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Such instances might be added to Their general pattern
IS that by associating oneself with Indra’s mighty deeds the
human performer becomes an imitator of the god, so to say his

earthly manifestation which achieves the same ends on the
mundane plane While in this way he reaches the god’s status,

he reduces his adversaries to a low position from where they
can only “croak upwards” to him ^"like frogs” (RV 10, 166, 5
adhaspadan ma udvadata manddka udakadtvd) The SatBr (4,

2,7,5 K.SS ed ) sa'^s that just like Indra in mythical times con-
quered the Vrtra, the great obstructor, and afterwards lived in

safety, in the same way nowadays “when they praise by means
of this pressurage at noon, then the daksina cows aie brought
to a conquered, fearless and safe place, thus also he (the sacri-

ficer) by means of these five spoonfuls (ofsoma) hurls a thunder-
bolt against his antagonist and his rival, having destroyed the
Obstructor, the Evil One, he lives in a conquered, fearless and
safe place

, therefore he takes these five spoonfuls”[2]
In short god’s victory lays the pattern for human victory

The same principle continues to underlie the royal ideology in

Kavya sources (for a few instances, see Gonda, 1970, p 116 and
n 68)

In the Puranas the pattern is varied by the assertion that

a certain spell or magical object has been applied by the gods
beforehand and on that occasion proved its efficacy In the

AgPur (133,31) an incantation in the shape of an address to

Uma, applicable against enemies, is recommended by the

statement that the same spell had been borne on the wrist be-

forehand by Brahma, Rudra, Indra and Visnu so that the

gods were protected by it in battle [3] The Visnupanjara, a

prose stotra to Visnu printed in the BSR (p 77f )and also present

in the Balinese collection of stutis (Stuti & Stava, No 787)
has, according to its author, been inaugurated by Brahma
who communicated it to Siva when the latter went out to des-

troy Tripura {Tnpuram dahamdnasya Harasya Brahmanoditam^

Indian version, st 3a) Thus the divine use of spells before

thev were divulged on earth seems to be kind of a topic in Skt.

religious literature

The association of Indra with earthly magic appears from
the very name given to the performance of occult feats by magi-
cians in Skt tndrajdlam “Indra’s net” Sometimes this
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word IS used in a broad sense in which it can be more or less

equated with the English ^^magic^"' On other places its use is

restricted to the performance of spectacular feats like jugglery
or the creation of phantasms The word indrajala seems to
trace its origin from the AV (8, 8, 5-8) where it is used in a
magical context Stanza 8 runs

Aydm loko jdlam dsic Chakrasya mahato mahan /

tendham Indrajdlena amun tamasdbhi dadhdmi sawan j

‘'"this world was the net of the great Sakra (Indra), of mighty
size

,
by means of this net of Indra I envelop those people all

with darkness The speaker first states the power wielded by
the divine prototype on a mythical occasion and then adds his.

own pretensions, emphasizing that he himself applies the same
means These consist of a weapon of cosmical size, equal to

the whole ‘^world” {loka-)^ which means the sphere of activity
of all the creatures in their earthly existence The cosmical
nature of this net has been expounded by the author beforehand
in st 5 The ^^net” itself was characterized there as the anta^
riksa-^ the intermediate space between heaven and earth, while
the directions of the sky were the net’s sticks {danddh) by means,
of which It was fastened into the earth With this net Indra
conquered all his enemies In st 6 the god is invited to apply
it against the common foe

,
in st 7 Indra’s victory is proclaimed

The broadness of vision applied in the cosmical equation is the
most effective source of power employed by the reciter—it

might be compared to the ^^mystical insights” recorded m the
ChUp and their practical results (see above, p 63) The
hymn as a whole is intended for application in behalf of a tribal
chiefm time of war, KausS includes the ritual connected with
It within the ^'army rites” (16, 9-20 ) and among other things-
states that the footmaiks of the mimical army should be strewn
with symbolical objects, among others a net prepared from hemp
The next stanzas of the incantation clearly show the reciter’s
intentions the enemy will be stricken with all kind of disease
and calamity, the adversaries are bound with the bonds of
death, and so on In his last stanza (24) the poet concludes
by saying that he sprtads over his enemies a net of black-and-
red colour mlalokitena aTwdn abhyavatauoTni^ which has also been
interpreted as =‘by means of the Black-and-Red One (Siva)
I spread the net over them ”
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As a supernatural weapon the word indrajala occurs in the
Mbh^ where it is applied by Arjuna (3, 14995 Cal ed )

5 2 The net as a magical device in Sanskrit literary tradition

In the preceding section the net used bv Indra appeared
to be a weapon supernaturally effective by means of which this

god conquered his enemies, like a fowler catches the birds who
unsuspectingly come under the net spread by him The same
motif occurs in AV 8, 4, 13, where the "'^net'’’ is expressed by
means of the word prasiti ^'He kills the raksas^ he kills the

speaker of untruth , both he within the net of Indra” hdnti

rak$o hanty dsad vadantam ubhuv indrasya prasitau ^aydte It is to

be noted here that the subject who executes the act is not Indra
but Soma, although this god also makes use of ‘Tndra’s net”

—

an indication that this expression was on the wav to become a
term for an act of magic m general without being confined to

Indra any more The idea of the '^net” at the same time

suggests the ‘‘^noose” {pdsa’-)^ the characteristic attribute of
Varuna, who by means of this device catches those who trans-

gress his ordinances like animals (Jacques, p 266) AV 8, 8,.

the same hymn in which the simile of Indra’s net is worked out,

also speaks (st 16) ofthe ‘^nooses ofdeath”, mrtyupdsdh^hYy^hicloi

the enemies are caught
Like the noose, the net is apt to develop into a symbol of

the divine superiority, the malicious infallibility by which its

wielder is able to conquer and destroy those whom he chooses,,

no matter if the choice has been motivated by sheer malice, by
the decree of fate, or by providence This idea is expressed by
the SvetUp (3, 1) ya eko jdlavdn isata isambhih '‘He who, with

His net, rules alone by means of His sovereign powers ” This
passage describes the greatness of the Rudra who is proclaimed

to be the Supreme God and identical \\ ith the Atman Sankara
in his commentary on this place calls him the Paramatman
and explains jdla by mdyd^ emphasizing the infallibility of this

mdyd by citing BhGita 7, 14 mama mdyd duratyaya "My Maya
is impossible to overcome ” According to the same commen-
tator, this infallibility is the mam identificatory factor between
jdla and mdyd '

' the net is the maya because of its being impossible

to o\ercome” {jdlam mdyd duratyayatvat) Sankaia’s conclusion
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IS that the Wielder of the ^^net’’ is the same as the Possessor of

the maya (jdlavdn mdydvUy arthah) Who is described as such in

the same SvetUp (4, 10), and Who by His maya keeps all

others in check (^vetUp 4, 9) (for another commentator on

:§vetUp 3, 1, see abo\e, p 37) So the ‘‘net” is an image well

fitted to illustrate the action of the divine Maya Indeed the

terms Indrajala and Maya are sometimes used as synonyms

Rgvidh (4, 23, 1 ) says Sdmbarim Indrajdlam vd mdydm etena

vdrayet ‘‘one will restrain by this (stanza) the maya called

^ambari and the maya called Indrajala ” Indrajala here

appears as a subdivision of the general term maya, but on other

places the two terms are identified outright, as m the place

already cited from the ISP (3,1,84, see above p —141) The
Santistava by Tyagaraja, st 22 (Aithal, p 141) declares that

he who has obtained the insight that all this existence is only a

short-lived product of indrajala reaches the supreme peace

{sdnti)^ which consists of the realization of the own identity

with Siva [4] An elaborate stanza quoted in Bohtlingk,

Indische Spruche (St Petersburg 1863), Nr 2277, says of Siva

yanmdyd htrunaddhi visvam jdlavat “Whose maya restrains the

all like a net ”

The identity of the Maya with a net spread over mankind
can also be expressed by means of a compound mdydjdla—“the

net which is maya ” This word does not occur in PD The
Kathas (^12, 25, 51 )mentions a certain spell (yidya) creates

^^a net of maya destined for delusion”, mdydjdlam vimohdya^ and
this “net” significantly appears to consist of the performer’s

transformation into another human being which undergoes

a course of life without insight (the pattern has been discussed

above, p 44f
)

The word mdydjdla is again used in the same
context in stanza 69 of the same chapter It further occurs

twice in an inscription from medieval Nepal the date of which
is lost ,

It IS preserved now m the Government Museum m Kath-
mandu (Regmi, p 13) Stanza 4 of this inscription, addressed

to Siva, begins with mdydjdlamada- “the intoxication caused by
the net which is mdya'^ The next stanza is directed to Dur-
vasas, the irascible sage, who is styled a mdydjdlakalanka-mardaka

“Crusher of the stain caused by the net of maya” In this

function the sage is said to have abandoned his wrath {krodham

mhdya svakam) The word mdydjdla is also found in the Buddhist
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tract MPN (st 162") among an extensi\e list of names of

ManjusrI SM (No 181) mentions a Nfavajala-mahayoga-
tantra, a title which connects the net of the Maya with the term
_yoga (cf p 66^ \ variant of maydjdla is maydyantra’- ®‘the device

which IS maya*’ which occurs in GarPur (18, 1) Brahmadhyd^

nam pravaksydmi mdydyantrapramardakam shall proclaim the

meditation on Brahman, a meditation which crushes the appa-
ratus ofmaya ” A further search would certainly result m more
instances

Beside the maya, other notions of a similar character are

sometimes considered to be "^nets’* and described bv means of

compounds None of these compounds occurs in the PD The
term moha ‘Melusion’^ which, as has been argued above (ch 14),
IS \ery often associated with ma\a, produces mohajdla- ‘The

net of delusion’’ in the Vedanta philosopher Suresvara’s expla-

natory stanzas on Sankara’s commentary on the Taittiriya

XJp (2, 166, van Boetzelaer, p 83) According to this stanza,

the human mind is enveloped by this net and afterwards carried

offby the hook of desire The round ofbirths, samsdra^ is called

a net m YogV (Nirvanaprakarana, 1,20,23), where the

crow sage Ganda addresses his twenty-one sons “Sons, have
you by now found the way out of this net of samsara which has
been woven by means of the endless threads of the psychic

strands [5] The term Brahmajdla occurs as the name of

the famous first Sutta of the Pah Dighamkava Duhkhajdla^

“the net of sorrow” is found in GarPur (223, 24) japed idam

santataduhkhajdlam jahdti rihdram tvdmsumdli “if one recites this

fmantra of Narasimha) one lea\es the net ofconstant sorrows

like the sun the mist ” SM (p 4) contains klesaduhkhajalan

“the nets of affliction and sorrow” which the Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas are asked to disperse The word do$ajdla- “net of

faults” occurs m the same SM (No 66, p 133) in a description

of Vajradharma who disperses this net {Srivajradharmam dhuta-

dosajdlam) wbile he emits a ‘net of rays”, rasmijdlam^ himself

The KulaCT (5, 48) say^s that the goddess Kulasundari has been
“woven by means of a net of all faults”, samastadosajdlena grathitd

Kulasundari Pdpajdla- “net of e\ il” is found in SkPur (2, 26, 6)

where it is argued by the sacred livers of India that “all human
beings, being beset b\ evil, exert themselves m bathing in our
“waters, having got rid of their nets of evil people have leached
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thexr goal and return home, but how will this net of evil (having
attached itself) to us, be completely destroyed [6*] The
JT (17, 14) states that ^‘Naga damsels coming from the nether
world are intent upon agitating” the yogin, but ^‘'the sadhaka is

not brought to delusion by the nets of their sidelong glances”
{katdk^ajdlaih) [7] A Tantra belonging to the ^^Right Course”
{daksinasrotas) is called Yogmijala, thus suggesting the over-

whelming powers of the Yogini (s) m question (Bagchi, p 217)
A mantra m the Siddhanagarjunakaksaputa (2, 17) speaks of a
goddess Vajrajalini '"^Foremost Possessor ofthe net” Who ‘^sub-

jugates all the world” {sarvalokavasankart) It may be repeated
that this list of occurrences of compounds featuring jdla is cer-

tainly not exhaustive, it might only serve as a sample
Now the human magician by applying the magic called

mdrajala in imitation of his divine forerunners spreads his net

of maya over those he has chosen to be the object of his mani-
pulations Just as the maya seems m the first place to denote*

a creative power or facultv, bv means ofwhich its bearer is able

to create as it were out of nothing (see above, p 1 ) so the indra-

jala often implies that the magician creates something before

the eyes of the spectators which does not really exist, or rather*

which does exist only in the spectators’ minds as a result of the

fallacious powers of the indrajalin ^ That the Buddha acted as

an indrajalin—or was believed to have acted in that way,
which makes no essential difference in this context—by his

miraculous performance at Sravasti where he multiplied himself,

has been noted by Jacques (p 265) The Lalitavistara

mentions a Bodhisattva called Indrajalin (PD, s v
)

At this point a short excursus may be made into Classical

Antiquity where this kind of illusory magic has also been prac-
tised Origenes, the famous Church Father, cites his adversary
Celsus, an Epicurean who lived in the second cy A D and who
polemized against the Christians, trying to show that the miracles

which were performed by Jesus were also within the reach of
pagan sorcerers Celsus’ argument is that even if it be true

that Jesus in a miraculous wav procured bread and fish for a
multitude of five thousand (and the feat is reported only in the

apostles’ tales), the Egyptian magicians were able to create out
of nothing sumptuous dinners, richly loaded tables with exqui-
site dishes, all non-existent but quite real to the minds of the
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public ^‘'Should we have to call all these doctors the Sons of
God Celsus exclaims ^ Another treatise hy a Christian

author, presumably of the fifth cy AD, argues that this

kind of magic was characteristic for the miracles wrought by
demons, while those which come from God, for instance the

miracles performed by Moses and Aaron, did result in a real

change in the object in question (Pseudo-Justinus, Quaestiones

ad Orthodoxos, 26, cited by de Jong, p 153)
If one confines indrajala to its stricter sense of creation oF

illusory appearances before the public, it is understandable that

this activity was very apt to become an image for the great

Illusion which holds ignorant mankind in its grasp according to

the Advaita theorists It is also significant that there seems to

be no essential difference between avtdyd ^hgnorance” andmoAa
‘^delusion’’ as the factors which lead to this '"human bondage
In Suresvara’s Taittiriyabhasyavarttika referred to above the

words avidya and moha seem to have been used indiscrimina-

tmgly For instance, in 2,469f ignorance is the all-encompassing

cosmical power which holds mankind in the grip of fear, but

in the next stanza (2,471) delusion is called the cause of this

fear, the same m 2,473 And m the preceding stanza (2,468)

the Lord Himself is said to be responsible for it (translation oF
this passage by van Boetzelaer, p 133f) *\fi?Aais paraphrased
by ajndna by the commentator (Sayana) on SVBr 1, 2, 7 and
3, 7, 1 Suresvara in his work mentioned just abo\e also sa-ys

(2, 374) that "this daily manifestation of both name and form
from Visnu is the 'becoming’ world, like the multiplicity (con-

jured up) b\ a magician” (translation b\ \an Boetzelaer, p
118) [8] In the Dattatieva Tantra (11, 11), Narayana is

c\cn requested b\ the poet to perform miraculous feats of Indra-

jala Visnu as a magician is an image w^orked out by Kabir
in one of his poems the conjurer Han makes a show of his

tricks and attracts spectators b\ beating his drum, inviting every-

body into his tent Nobodv has seen through his trickery except

Kabir himself (Vaudeville, p 109)

5 3 Magic in the Veda

It IS impossible to pi esent an\ thing like a historv of Vedic
magic in the cadre of this study \lthough the subject ha^^ been
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Studied by various authors, a careful reappraisal of the material

in the light of recent developments in the science of religion

might result in an important monograph^ If the term "'magic'"

IS circumscribed by paraphrasing Webster (p 55) with "the

utilization of the supranormal power thought to be inherent

in the universe for public or private ends”, then it must be stated

that the Veda is replete wtth it The entire mechanism of

Vedic sacrifice is destined for effectuating certain aims cheri-

shed by those by whom or for whom the sacrifice is performed,

the aims are mentioned in the texts and their realization as an
effect of the automatism of the ritual performed and the texts

uttered is confidently stated That all this is sometimes com-
bined with the worship of lofty divine figures or even with

passages which express flashes of mystical rapture—nobody
will deny it "Magic” and "religion” sometimes go inextri-

cably together (the point was discussed above on p 60) In
the magical mantras themselves the gods’ assistance is invoked

(Malaviya on p 34 and elsewhere distinguishes abhicdra and
prdrthandy but this division cannot be strictly maintained)

The most important source for our knowledge of Vedic
magic IS of course the AV, supplemented by its ancillary texts,

in the first place the KausS and its commentaries A brief

survey of the aims expressed in some hymns from the first six

books of the AV is given now (they are taken from the transla-

tion by Whitney/Lanman) in order to convey an impression

of the subjects cherished most by the authors of these poems
These aims include in the first place victory over enemies

(1, 19-21, 2, 19-23, 4,31 and 32 addressed to Fury, 4,40,

6, 65-67, 6,98 to Indra), but also the discovery of mimical
sorcerers (1, 7 and 8 to Agni) or the counteracting of witch-
craft (2,11) and curses (2, 7), cure of the possession by demons
(2,9, 5,29), protection by worship of the deities of the quarters

of the sky (1,31, 3,26 and 27), the destruction of snakebite

(5, 13,6,12, 6,56 ) or of poison in general (4, 6 and 7 , 6, 1 00 ) ,

getting rid of wild animals and thieves (4, 3) or of birds of ill

omen (6, 27-29), success of the chief by means of an amulet
(1,29), obtaining wealth (1,15) or success in trade (3,15),
abundance of ram (4,15), winning the love of a woman or girl

{1,34, 2,30, 3,25, 6, 8 and 9), precaution against premature
birth (6, 17), victory in disputations (2, 27) The Kau^S
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has done much to systematize this veritable spectrum (see the

survey over KausS 7-52 given bv Caland, pp 1-9) One
might say that the contents of the AV are of a double nature

on the one side, the desire to avert dangers, to allay the fear of
misfortunes of all kinds

,
on the other side, the effort to eliminate

the enemy, or to gratify one’s hate or passion It would thus be
too onesided a statement (although it may be true to a great

extent) to say with Shende (p 154) that the primary aim of all

witchcraft is self-defence It depends on one’s angle of vision

There is certainly also a good deal of self-assertion in it, and this

IS reflected in a traditional twofold division of the AV itself

1 Those mantras which are intended for idntZy for the

allaying of all sorts of dangers and evils, they are called Pratyan-

giramantrdh or Atharvanah Beside Santi, they aim at greater

welfare {pu^fz-') or extension of life {d^u^^jam)

2 Those mantras destined for abhicara, which means
for harming others They are called Angzrdmantrdh or Aiigi-

rasah ^

The fundamental power {brahman') which penetrates

existence is neutral in itself and can be utilized by qualified

specialists for good as well as for evil ends (Shende, p 153,

see also above, p—62fF )

The rituals which are presupposed by these hymns called

mantras are expounded in the KausS From the technical

side they can hardly be considered to form a separate class

within the bodv ofVedic ritual tradition As Shende (p 162)
remarks, there is no essential difference between the methods
of a normal sacrifice and a sacrifice with abhicara as its goal

The magician’s initiation is also similar to the initiation of a

priest (Shende, p 154 , on the initiation of magicians, see also

Gonda, 1970, p 322f , Henry, p 223f ) The difference lies

m the first place in the performers’ and the sponsors’ intentions,

but in this context it should also be emphasized that the KausS
most often presents rites of theoretically salutary character,

such as defence against demons or diseases General pres-

criptions for abhicara rites are, however, included (47, 1-11,

cf Caland, p 157, n 1 )

Both the usual srauta or grhy a sacrifices and the ^^magical ’

ritual can be denoted m Skt by means of words derived from
the root Ar-'^to do, make” Karma ^"deed” can mean a sacrifi*
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cial ritual of all kinds, the same holds good for kriyd-Krtvan

‘^proficient in deeds^% a characteristic of the Arjikas in the RV
(9, 65, 23) seems to mean at the same time “proficient in witch-

craft^’ Krtdm “things done” is used instead of“acts ofsorcery”

in SVBr (3, 5, 6-8) nainam krtdm htmsanti tdny eva pratigacchanti

“things done do not hurt him, they just turn back ” The
commentator paraphrases with parakrtdbhicdrddiprayuktam krtyd

dim “devices such as krtyas which are employed in abhicara

rites or other means created by the enemy ” This word krtyd

“creation” has, as is well known, specialized in an abhicara

sense It denotes a figure, usually female, created by the magi-
cian m order to inflict some evil upon a victim AV 10, 1

has such a krtya as its subject The KausS (ch 39) discusses

the removal of krtyas {kriydpratiharana

^

see Caland,p 132ff

according to whom krtya here means a bewitched doll whichmay
for instance be buried near the enemy’s house) The Rgvidh

(2, 9, 3) also mentions a krtya which rises from the water and
Gonda in his note on this place (p 42) refers to Mbh 13, 93,

\vhere a certain Vrsadarbhi prepares a krtya called a Yatu-
dhani The krtvas have not become extinct m the Tantrie

texts PST 30, 79 alludes to their destruction by means of a

cert2i\n meinti a. {jap tvdmantram amum ca rogasahitdh krtyd mkrtyd

krtdh )
and stanza 84 in the same chapter describes how a krtya

returns to its creator and destroys him “The krtya is destroyed

by his (the performer’s) gaze without fear (as well as) evil

planets and the like, (or) a krtya wrathfully turns back upon
Its creator and causes him to be lost body and soul” [9] The
Satkarmadipika suggests a rite in which a krtya is created by
the performer himself and instructed to drink the blood of

the enemy’s heart (p 191) This text even addresses the

Krtya at the outset as a kind of protective deity in stanza 2

(p 179) “I bow before the KrtyaWho flameswith rage. Who
emits fire from Her mouth, Who burns creation and swallows

the demon, Who utters terrible sounds and Who roars with

hunger, the Terrible Kali”

Krodhaj jvalanttm jvalanam vamantim

sr^ttm dahantim ditijam grasantim

bhimam nadantim pranamdmi Krtydm

roruyamdndm ksudhayograkdlim
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The magical tradition is continued in texts of the late

Vedic age and in the Vedic ‘‘appendices’’ New rituals and
new practices occur mall four Vedic specializations the Rgveda
Brahmans produced their Rgvidhana, the Samavedms the
Sadvimsa and Sama\idhana Brahmanas, the A^tharvavedins

the Atharvavedaparisistas The Samavidhanabrahmana
(SVBr) has been composed with the objective of providing
the priests with the rules for the use of the samans, Vedic chants,

in ritual ceremonies destined to procure all kinds of results

The performer has to prepare himself for these rituals just as

in the case of a srauta sacrifice, b\ fasting or doing other kind
of penance He should have obtained a thorough knowledge
of the means to restore faults in the rituals performed (prdyaJ-

citta-

}

Aftei communicating all these necessary preliminaries

in Part 1, the text proceeds m Part 2 bv discussing the kdmydni^

the rituals which procure the desired ends In general these

are related to the mam concerns of life obtaining a long span
of life {ayu^ydiii') ^ averting disease, protecting life and health of

the children—alw^avs apiecarious matter— ,
release from the grip

of demons, protection against snakebite, procuring an abun-
dant crop, obtaining a safe journey In the confrontation with
enemies the samans can also be very helpful a group of them,
when meditated upon, procures invulnerability for the vveapons

of the appi oachmg foe (SVBr 2, 4, 4 on the Dev avrata samans

)

A Ling and his purohita by the correct application of another

senes of samans can effect victory m battle (SVBr 3, 6) In
the personal life also results can be obtained SVBi 2, 5 and 2, 6
discuss the method of securing the friendliness and lov e of the

membeis of one’s household, the wife m the first place This

procedure is dvartanam “turning fothers) toward oneself”.

It procures saubhdgyam “domestic happiness” Such rituals,

may, however, assume an aggressive character m one of them
the performer makes use of the notorious device of preparing

—

and then cutting into pieces—a small image of the person who
is to be influenced by the ritual Alter he has consumed the

heart of the image himself (the image is made out of grams)
the performer necessarily brings the victim under his power

(2, 5, 5) Another ceremony (2, 6, 16) is still more dreadful

after a fast of three days the performer takes something from the

ashes of a burnt corpse and after an animal sacrifice strews a
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part of It in the antagonist’s house The result is that the rival

finds no rest and is forced to leave the neighbourhood. Among
the other goals are the obtamment of victory in disputation

(2, 7), the obtamment of healthy sons (2^ 8) and of wealth m
various forms (3, 1-3) , in connection with the latter the passage

3, 3, 7 gives rules for the widely diffused ceremony of securing

safety for a recently built house {vdstusamanam) Foretelling

the future in various ways (3^ 4) , anointing a king
( 3, 5 ) and

subjugating various supernatural beings (3, 7, 3f ) also belong
to the practices knowledge of which is considered desirable by
the author of the SVBr for those brahmans of his school who aie

ready to offer their services—without doubt for a good price

to the public By ^^public” one should in the first place

understand the king or the nobleman (see below) The
Rgvidhana has been written with a similar purpose, but its

arrangement is different the order of the RV is syste-

matically followed and the author presents his notes on the

various applications of the Rgvedic hymns m due sequence

This may be due to the author’s more recent date In his

Latin introduction the German editor of this text distinguishes

four kinds of ritual {karma) kdma^ destined for accomplishing

various desires, sdnti^ for averting misfortune, abhicdra^ for in-

flicting misfortune or subjugating other people, and grhya^

domestic rites, for instance those concerning marriage and
death The editor systematically notes instances of each of
these four sorts of ritual from the contents of the Rgvidh This
distinction implies that all kama and abhicara rituals would
be executed for the public benefit by specialists, which may not
always have been the case although it certainly holds good for

the great majority of such ceremonies The distinction into

four tends to obscure the real state of affairs when the kamas
or desiies are separated in this way from the performance of

santi or abhicara, all these actions are based upon particular

mundane motivations and might as such be said to belong to

the sphere of ‘"desire” Strictly speaking of course, all (Vedic)

ritual IS done out of a motivation to promote human aims
This is also what Manu says (Manusmrti 2, 4) “Here on this

earth there is no (ritual) action whatsoever performed by some-
body Without a purpose, anything which is performed is per-

formed by the urge of desire ”
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Akdmasya kriyd kacid drsyate neha karhicit /

yad yad dhi kurute kimcit tat tat kdmasya ce^titam //

The Rgvidh itself also summarizes all moti\ation for its

rituals under the head of ^^utterance of desire'’^ (dsdsyam^ 1, 6)
^‘The utterance of desire has been told in former times to be
fourfold longevity, a hea\enH status, wealth, and sons, (but)

other desires ha\e been pointed out m hundreds b'v the sages
m their hymns, together with deities (presiding over them)"*’*

Ayuh svargo draoinam sunavas ca

caturvidham proktam dsdsyam agre /

anye kdmdh iatasah sampradistdh

samstuvadbhzr rsibhir devaids ca //

The reader obser\es that among the mundane designs

also obtaining a place in hea\en is mentioned In the \iew of
these authors, religion and the tools afforded b\ it express the

care for the present life as well as the hereafter Besides, \er\

frequently in the Brahmanas the gods are stated to hav e reached
hea\en by means of a certain new device in the ' rauta ritual

and the same result is on such occasions usually promised to the

sacrificer The integration of all objectives is seen even clearer

in the SVBr (3, 7, 1 ) There immediately after some instruct

tions destined for the liquidation of an enemy another saman is

taught by means of w^hich the performer is freed from ignorance

or delusion (moha^ the text says amuhyan ^ 'being free from delu-

sion’’) in his future births, a wording which suggests that the

subject tries to eventuallv reach the final emancipation fiom
the round of births The saman in question is SV 1,421,1-RV

5, 79, 1 make no adya bodhaya "for greatness awake us todav ”

But immediately after this loftv goal the SVBr teaches how to

obtain supremacy^ over the element of fire, and how to cause

demons to appear who will execute one’s wishes It thus

appeals that the same people who might be expected to have

the final emancipation within then reach, oi in an\ case who
possess some knowledge of the path which leads tow aids it, aie

at the same time able to handle the means of piocuiiiig various

effects in the mundane sphere bv methods vvliich v.e \vould call

magical, and by such methods the^^ hold then o^\ i ip the woild

or even more than that Among these efiecis the 1 gv idh

( 1 , 2,5 ) mentions vtdvesana "causing people to hate each othei ” ,

samvanana 'procuring somebody’s friendly disposition’, visaghna
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(means for) destroying poison’% and rogandsana "destruction of
illness ” Other objectives from the Rgvidh have been rubri-

cated by Meyer (Introd to his ed ^ p Xllff
) It may be

useful to give one instance of the way in which the Vedic hymns
aie handled, RV 1,1 Agntm ile purohitam ""I praise Agni, Who
IS placed at the head” can be applied in a rite procuring wealth
(Rgvidh 1,13,5) , it contains m stanza 3 the words Agmnd rayim

amavat po?am eva divedive ""by Agni one will obtain richness and
welfare day after day”, m stanza 1 Agm is called hotdram ratna-

dhatamam ""invoking priest most able to bestow iiches ” In
other cases the connection of the contents of the recited hymn
with the aim ofthe ritual as taught by the Rgvidh is less evident
The Savitr (RV 3, 62, 10), believed to be a particular!’^ power-
ful mantra, is able to procure a great diversity of results avert-

ing e\il, procuring wealth and cattle, and welfare
, but also,

when said m an inverted order, the destruction of the enemy
(Rgvidh 1,15,4, tisl Gonda, p 20)

It might be emphasized that the Rgvidh also stresses the
importance of the preparation of the perfoimer by means of
austeiities, asceticism, study of sacied texts and preliminary
ceiemonies as well as internal preparation consisting of restric-

tion of the organs of sense and the emotions (Rgvidh l,2f
)

The same point is relevated by Hillebiandt (p 173) who refers

to ApSi 15, 19, 8 It IS tiue that the RV hymns aie all diiected
to gods, but these gods aie not woi shipped in the Rgvidh as
almighty poweis who giaciouslv grant the worshipper’s desires
as an answer to his humble pia>ers The man who utteis the
stanzas after the coriect preparations have been made and who
sticks to the con ect details of the ritual can be confident that he
by these means wins a position of powei For him the gods are
no more than auxiliaiics who help to procure what he wants
on his behest By the right application the mantras inevitably
lead to success (Rgvidh 1, 2, 1 , 1, 2, 5 and 1,3, 1 , cf Gonda,
Introd

, p 3)

The AVPar is completely permeated with similai consi-
derations This text contains a great number of alternatives
taught on details of the ritual for those who strive after some
particular goal Besides, it discusses a number of ceremonies
of a predominantly magical character We mention ch 35,
Asurikalpa, which contains the ritual for various magical
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piactices with the black mustard plant’’ ^Bolling^\on Xegelem,
ed of WPar, p 215 The chapter is preceded b\ a few prose
mantras which in\ite the dsuri plant to kill, burn, or subjugate
the cnemv or the woman desiied b\ the speaker A. \ariant
on stanza 4 sa\ s that this plant ''''destro\ s the enemies’ objecti\ es

and causes the spells of the good people to bear fiiiit” (hanti

kdryam ca satrundm sadhiindm mantrasadhanam > The next stanzas

contain dnections for the sribjugation ofmembers of all the four

grades of societ% Among others those lesults are stated that an
enem\ is afflicted with epileps\ 'apasmdri^ 35,1,10 or madness
{hdsyasilo ^bhijayate^ explained b\ the commentar\ as sa unmatto

bhahati^ 35,1,13) fiom which the \ictim ma\, howe\er, be
released again f st 14, tasya mok^o tidhiyate

,
further, the h\pnoti-

zing of others so that the^ become one’s sla\es 35 2,3 ,, the

realizing of domestic happiness ^35,2,4^ , changing watei into

milk (35,2,6) and so on Dominion and fertiliU are realized

b-y him m whose home the dMiri resides ''35 2,11, jidnan^oaiyam

ndprajatcam yasya de^y dsuri grhe
,
thus the author concludes his

chapter The next chapter ^36;, called Ucchusmakalpa, in-

\okes the Ucchusmas, manifestations of Rudra, b\ means of a

seiics oi mantias utteied for similar objecti\es The performer
should take care to piepaie himself b\ a rite of self-piotection

duimg which mantras are said into the six dnections ^the four

quaiteis, the centre and the zeiith^, imoking the respective

presiding deities with their weapons This is followed in the text

bv shoit prose spells stvled hi day a— heait formula la^aca—
'"armour” and astra—"missile” in the \ ogue of the Tantiic texts

—but the kavaca does not at all correspond to the t\pe known
fiom later sources The desciiption of the iites themselves

(in 36, 2 ff y
includes some picturesque cei emonics which should

not be missing fiom a histoiv of magical practices The aims

expiessed aie of the familiar kind subjugation of people of the

foul giades, winning a ladv
,
causing disease, sepaiatmg a victim

from his familv or destroving that lamilv {kulotsdda-
^
\3.r kuloc-

cheda^ 36,8,5) Ch 36, 9 contains a few dharanis and an
interesting series of names of Rudia manifestations The
chapter winds up ' m 36,30) with a few geneial remarks, among
which features the prescription that during an abhicara iite

one should meditate, contrary to the usual ritual practice, on
the deity as turning his back to the performer
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5 4 Some notes on magic in posUVedic sources

It has often been said that in such texts as discussed in the

preceding section a number ofnon-Aiyan or non-Vedic practices

have been admitted into the sacred literature of the brahmans
and sometimes been assimilated to their convictions This

may be true, just as it is true that already in the RV the poets

express their contempt for the godless magicians, wicked people

who did not shrink from causing the death of man and beast

Vasistha even emphatically and solemnly declared that he was
no magician {^yatudhana-') himself (Kane, 1962, p 1035) On
the other hand, one may have one’s doubts as to the difference

m motivation between the Aryan and the non-Aryan or the

Vedic and the non-Vedic religious specialists Many hymns
of the AV are also destined for the destruction of enemies.

It is inadmissible that all evil practice be ascribed to non-

Aryan influence It seems that both parties had the same in-

tentions and strived after similar goals welfare for themselves

or their sponsors, and the putting down of the enemies or of the

rivals in the own camp In the minds of the contemporaries

It all just depended on the performer’s provenance was he one
of the own community or not This mentality is reflected by
the attitude assumed on the subject of maya Mava has been
thought of perhaps m the first place as being the characteristic

of the demons’ way of dealing with others But since maya
is a force neutral by itself, it may as well, ifneed be, be applied by
the gods and their human followers against their adversaries

—

and the adversaries of the human performers are of course consi-

dered to associate themselves with the demons (on maya, see

above ch 1 1 , on the attitude to maya in the epic outlook, see

Hopkins, p 312f)
It would even be a hazardous venture to try to distinguish

Aryan and non-Aryan mattei at all Not all beliefs and piac-
tices of the Aryans are reflected in the Veda, and the Veda may
already contain elements box rowed from the tradition of the
indigenous inhabitants of India Besides, it is possible that
Aryans and non-Aryans in some cases tried to realize the same
ends with similar means One had thus rathei speak of a
Hmduization or perhaps Indiamzation which realized itself in
the course of the centuries after the period of the Vedic Sam-
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hita literature This process resulted in the viewpoints and
practices laid down in the Puranas and the Tantras But it

has been argued more than once that even the Tantras which
represent the complete Hmduization of the subject-matter >et

often declare themselves to continue and to culminate the

revelations given bv theW ^ Also according to Jam authorities

Tantrism developed from the W (Jhaverv, p 95, who cites

passages to this extent from the Sutrakrtanga Tika hy Silanka)

On the other hand, the Jamas trace the origin of their Mantra-
vada—science of spells—back to their legendarv^ founder Parsv a-

natha who is reputed to have flourished 250 vears before

Mahavira (Jhaveiv, p 147ff ) The SST refers to three cradles

ofTantrie loie the regions of the Buddhists, Tibet (Mahacina
and the AV (Jhavery, p 57 citing Avalon, 1952, on Maha-
cina, see Bharati, p 58fF) Vajrayana Buddhism is reputed

to have fused together the best traditions from Hinduism as well

as Buddhism (B Bhattachar^a, p XXXVI) In this wav the

Tantras themselves point to the Vedic and non-Vedic origins

of their wisdom as being mextricablv interwoven And it is

indeed certain that manv Tantiic practices and beliefs are m
reality little more than adaptations, restatements or amplifica-

tions ofsubject-matter alreadv found in the Vedic corpus (Gonda,

1963, p 29f This presupposes that the promulgators of

Tantric doctrine at least partlv came forth fiom the same
schools or communities whichm earlier peiiods helped to produce
the Vedic literature, in the first place the W It is handed
down that the Bhairavas v\ho propagated Yamala Tantiism
were in part Athaivan Brahmans ® \nd v\hat can be said of

Tantric doctrinem genei al, should also be said ofw hat vv e vv ould

call piactices of magic In practice biahmans until recentl-y

sometimes served as piofessional exorcizers specializing on
Tantric magic (Crooke, p 149) There is less innovation here,

let alone revolution, than one v\ould at first sight suppose v\hen

comparing the chief characteristics of Vedic and Tantric

tradition

Professional magicians aie often tiaceabie m post-Vedic
litei ature Thei e ai e numerous allusions to people w ho claimed
supernatural pov\ers b-^ their application of spells and secret

1 ituals
,
and m some cases thev seem to hav e plav ed an important

role m the society of their davs Ehade (p 143) translates
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Ap(Dh) Sutra (259523,6-8) which mentions people who are

able to realize all their wishes by merely concentrating then

minds, they can cause ram to fall on earth, gaze into a far dis-

tance or move as fast as they wish Of course these allusions

to siddhis (supranormal pow^eis) acquired by yogins are quite

numerous What specially interests us here is that such siddhis

or othei miiaculous powers weie often used (or only claimed)

by persons who wished to make a living out of them The
Jatakas describe brahmans who act as sorcerers, they believe in

the magical effects of their asceticism and make use of various

spells, they can create a lain of precious stones, they know the

languages of animals, they understand the science of conjuring

demons and spirits {bhutavijjd) and they ward off diseases and
snakebite, they possess spells by means of which the earth can

be conquered (Fick, p 151ff The science of occurs

also in DN 1, Brahmajalasutta, where it features in a long list

ofundesirable occupations w^hich constitute the ^‘net ofBrahma’’
A general term in this Sutta for such occupations is tiracchdna’-

vijjd ‘^animal wisdom” (Hillebiandt, p 168, who also records

other places from Pah literature) In the Tevijja Sutta the

Buddha strongly condemns brahmans who make their living by
sorcery (Jacques, p 275)

The Jama canon often refers to the use of vidyas and
mantras (for the data we aie indebted to Jhavery) Ascetics

weie believed to possess miraculous powers by means of which
they even, if irritated, might burn their victim to ashes—

a

belief also amply illustrated m Hindu literature The same
people were reputed to possess spells and charms by which they

could wield all kind of supernatural influence over others ®

A certain text (Prasnavyakarana 1,1,17) even contains refe-

lences to yantras or diagrams loaded with power which are

constructed for driving away an opponent (Jhavery, p 274)
Other places refer to the subjugation, stupefaction or rendering
senseless of enemies by magical means The Avasyaka Nii-

yukti (vs 927) mentions eleven kinds of Siddhas 'Terfected’'"

among whom are the Vidyasiddhas, Mantrasiddhas and Yoga-
siddhas A Yogasiddha, to take an example, is acquainted with
various mixtures of powders which he applies m his ritual A
Jama Sadhu is warned not to use all this kind ofpractices except in

cases of dire need, and even then only for themselves, not for
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the benefit of others rjha\er\5 p 279, this author s\ stematicallv

collected refeiences of this kind in the Tama Canon, on p
271-287j

The Puranas abound in descriptions of magical practices

There are complete chapters de\oted to them, especiall\ in the

Agni and Garuda Puranas, but also in the ZMtPur ^93 ?, LiPur
(2,50 , and others The rites dealt with b\ the Pmanic authors,

ho\ve\er are usualK destined to be executed in the pohtical

oi social sphere hail of the own communit\, elimination of
political antagonists, etc Their performers would not bv
prefeience be called \ogins The\ are to be sought among
the piiestlv functionaries at courts, oi other professional ritua-

lists But It is difficult to decide which people weie the piiests’""

or the ‘magicians'” or the “>ogms’'‘ Perhaps such labels could
ha\e often been applied to one and the same peison It is also

impossible to distinguish sociologically between those who
conducted the Vedic rituals from those who piactised all kinds

of other ceremonies for securing their own or their clients’

interests For the client, the method b\ which his aim is realized

was the concern of the religious specialist, no matter if he was a

guru \ogin or purohita , his own concern was onl\ that the

effects were obtained The religious specialist was expected

perhaps to ha\e \arious expedients at his disposal The same
goal might, for example be stri\en aftei b\ wa\ of similar ritual

ingredients and piocedure, but in one case with Vedic mantras
and on another occasion with meditation on a Hindu deity

and Its bija f A.gPur 260, 24 describes a common ritual for

^‘becoming dear to others” with the recitation ofa Vedic passage)

In the cultural en\iionment piesupposed b\ some Puranas

the teacher of bhakti may ha\ e e\ en been the same as the practi-

ser of the Six Acts of magic in the GaiPur, ch 104 on
the latter subject is immediateK followed b\ ch 105 Varayana-
bhakti Foi the la\man those who taught the road to saKation

h\ means of philosoph\ oi m\sticism seem to have sometimes
been scarcely distinguishable fiom great w onderworkeis (see

also above, p 66F ^ In Tribal India of lecent times terms for

“hoiv man” are sometimes also applied to ‘ wizards” oi

‘ magicians” Piofessional teacheis of the magic ait aie apt
to be called guru (Crooke, I, p 147) It must be conceded
that there is often a difference between a purelv lehgious func-
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tionary and a ‘^spirit-doctor’^ With the Korku of Central

India any Bhumaka (sacrificial priest)
,
should, however, be at

the same time a proficient Parihar (magician)
,
only then will

he be admitted to the function of village priest (Hermanns,

p 84)

Thus in Ancient Indian literature as well as in the Tribal
India of the present century we meet the religious specialist—

•

in former times called guru, acarya or purohita, or in some cases

yogin—who combines into himself the knowledge of various

expedients for procuring the welfare of the clients as individuals

or of the community as a whole These expedients include

praising the gods and praying to them, performing the fire-

sacrifice, if one was qualified for it
,
curing the sick

,
driving out

demons, and so on Such a person was sometimes expected to

be a sacrificial priest, political adviser, religious teacher and
magician at the same time It would not be opportune to

trv to consider this state of affairs as a characteristic of Aryan
society , however much similarity these functionaries may have
had with their counterparts among other nations speaking Indo-
European languages, like the Druids in the Celtic regions

One should rather look for the reasons of the Indian situation

m the social and economic structure of Ancient India itself

The brahman oi religious specialist who for his subsistence often

had to rely on the patronage of his clients had to assert his indis-

pensability by offering that what people expected most of him
ceremonies securing safety and welfare as well as victory over

enemies Starving brahmans like Ajigarta who would go to

the length of selling their own son to be the victim m a human
sacrifice (AitBr 7, 15) would certainly not object mixing their

Vedic tiadition with more popular devices The brahman,
in order to inciease his indispensability, tended to emphasize
the dangers by which human life was beset on all sides—a ten-

dency very much alive in religious specialists from the primitive

situation onwaids, as has been demonstrated so brilliantly by
Kadin (passim^ cf p 17, 22, 24, 142) The greater the risks and
dangers, the gi eater the need of those who knew the methods
for aveiting and counteracting them, the more expensive also

the ceremonies and the moie intricated the spells and iitual

details necessary to e\oke the salutary powers In this way the

religious specialists made their services highly esteemed and
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their persons dreaded The\ capitalized on the innate feelings

of fear for natural danger and suspicion of strange elements

The religious specialist also tended to emphasize his o'wn

particular power of inflicting damage on those who counteract-

ed or neglected him in an\ wa\ A.lread\ the RV ^10,1 17,6)

calls off e\il o\er the niggard who declines to gi\e the brahman
bis due AV asserts that the brahmans pursue those who
offend them with their tapas and their manyu 'Tur\’^ and pierce

these offenders from a distance fOldenberg, p 146) Their
curse IS a missile conceded m the mind f'iXIbh 8566,41 , inserted

stanzas 1123 and 1124, cf Hophins, p 313^ It is true that

the practice of magic is frowned upon b\ ]Manu and other

Dharma authorities, but the penances inflicted for it are com-
parati\el> light (Jacques, p 273f

,
and these authors perhaps

deal with it as a possible source of danger for the rulers them-
selves and the stability ofsociet\ , or the\ ma\ envisage practisers

among the common people who ti\ to make a living bv their

arts without being sanctioned bv public authority Thev
certainly did not mean to include those who practised for the

weal of the communit*^ or who defended the interests of the

brahman grade of societv And the Manusmrti itself argues

f 11, 31-34^ that the brahman, who has no means to defend

himself beside his knov\ ledge of sacred texts, mav use them as a

weapon In case of need, iManu emphasizes, the brahman
should chastise evildoers bv means of his personal potencv

f izrjam) which is stionger than the cuyam of the king f 1 1,32) ,

the next stanza states more pieciselv that one ‘‘^should not hesi-

tate to make use of the spells of the \tharvaveda, for Speech is

the biahman’s weapon, and bv it the tv\ ice-born should kill

his enemies W hile the ksatriva ovei comes his difficulties bv

the v^alour of his arms and the vaisva and sudra bv means of

money, the biahman should (obtain this end) bv recitation

(of mantras) combined v\ith libation (mto the firej’^ [ 10]

The impoitance of this passage has been dulv undei stood

bv other theorists Rgvidh 1,2 3 is identical vMth ZManu 11,34

while SatkaimadTpika 1 ,
5 copies 2vlanu 11, 32 Of Western

authoison the subject of *\ncient Indian magic, Heniv (p 220)

and Jacques (p 273f )
devoted attention to it \n idea which

lb paiticulailv insisted upon bv IManu m these stanzas is that of

this denotes the brahman’s special store of supranormal
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power by which he performs miraculous deeds effecting welfare

or destruction just as he chooses The Mbh (1,7 1,9) calls

Kav^^'a a possessor of virya-hecsiuse he knows the samjivinividyd^

the ability to restore a dead person to life (cf below,—ch 6 8)

A person in the possession of such virya-\% a vira~^ like Vasistha

according to Mbh 1 ,224,28 It is significant that also those who
were initiated in Left hand Tantrie esoterism were called

mra-

As has been argued above, the brahmans emphasized their

supernatural abilities in order to enhance the importance of

their services to potential clients Among these figure in the

first place the kings and nobles and this implies that the magical

rites advocated in the texts have very often been meant to be
applied m the political sphere The magician who acted for

the ruler enabled that ruler by means of his functionary to

execute supernatural functions in ruling his subjects and elimina-

ting his enemies This point deserves some attention

5 5 Application of mdyd in politics

It has been argued by earlier writers that there are con-

nections between the figure ofthe ruler and the cosmical functions

executed by Visnu (Gonda, 1954, p 164fF ) The BhPur
adores Visnu as the Protector of the varna system and ascribes

its origin to an act of this god’s maya (see above, p—183) The
SkPur (7, 1, 9, 38) also addresses Visnu as caturvarnyasya pra--

bhavas caturvarnjaya raksitd ^'origin and protector of the four

varna system” (Awasthi, p 279) And, like the religious

specialist, also the political ruler should imitate his divine

example In a Vedic environment this was Indra m the first

place, but later Indra’s role was largely taken over by Visnu
Yet the India ideology left its traces Indra kept his position,

at least in theory, as '"king of the gods”, and m literary conven-
tion earthly rulers continued to be ver-y frequently compared to

him The Mbh (1,57) relates the career of King Uparicara,
alias Vasu, who acted as an earthly ruler on principles communi-
cated to him by Indra himself By conforming to such piinciples

the king, so to say performed an "Tndravrata” (term by the

present author) and this of couise implies that he would, like

Indra in days of yoie, spare no efforts to smite those who stood.
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against him without scruples ^on Indra's unscrupulousness,

see abo\e p— 13^ \nd it did not matter if the king adhered to

a ^"^Visnuv rata” instead

With this m mind it will not surprise us to lead in the

MtPur (222 2f ^ that mdiajala or ma\a is a necessar\ com-
ponent of rdjaniii^ the science of politics In most cases the

magical methods and aims piopounded in the Puranas will

ha\e been destined for application b\ the luler i,b\ means of

his ritual functionar\ In the ViDhPur, second khanda,

which treats m detail the rights and duties of the king

dharma-) theie is also a list of magical practices to be realized

with the help of the recitation of the mahdcjdhftt mantra (ViDh-
Pur 2, 125, 1-14^ The passage also occurs m the AgPur
(260, 1-14) , m both cases it falls under vhe heading of \ajur-

vidhanam ^‘The method of (magical application of
j
Yajur\eda

mantras ” The mere fact that Yajur\idhanam has been put

to the ser\ice of the king in the fiist place suggests that this will

also have been the case with the Sama-and Rg\idhanam dis-

cussed abo\e \ccordmg to the last-mentioned passage the

aims cherished b\ a sacrificer who embarks upon the mahdtyd,

hrti method include sdnti^ the winning of cattle, food or gold-

attaining of the masters o'vei a \illage f for a local grandee ,

reco\ ery from illness, killing of enemies or creating dissension

between them, obtaining a son, driving the cnemv from his

home The use of magic against political enemies is of course

amply testified, beginning with the W The SV^Br demotes at

least one chapter (3, 6) to the subject, immediateh after its

treatment of the anointing ceremom of the king (^abhi^ecanam)

The mantras to be said on the occasion ofthat ceremom already

contain a refrain nainam krtdm himsanti tail} e^a pratigacchanti

^‘things done do not harm him (the new kmg^, the\ just return

(to their devisei)”, and the Skt commentar\, to a\oid all

doubts, intimates, as we saw, that '^‘'things done” refers to para-

kitdhhicdrddiprqyuktdm krtjadinz ‘ de\ices emplo\ed in black magic
or other e'vil practices done b\ the ad\eisaries 3

such as KrUas
This shows how maMC peifoimances distmctl\ operated m the

consciousness of the rulers and their ideologues, the court

priests \nd the answer against possible attacks with the aid

of such performances lies iead\ m S\ Bi 3, 6 The armament
race (if we ma\ use this gioss anachionism ) fought on the
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mantric plane entailed a challenge to the ingenuity of the ritual

specialist^ and without doubt an important, although risky,

road to prestige

\n important passage on the subject is GautDh 2,2,17

It gives a short survey of magical practices serviceable to a ruler

(the chapter 2, 2 deals with rajadharma) ‘"‘In the central fire of

the residence”, the author lays down, ‘^^one should perform
rites destined for welfare, viz sdnti^ creating an auspicious day,

a safe course, longevity, good auspices, as well as those rites

which pertain to the creation of dissension, to winning over

(a rival)
,
to destructive magic, or to the ruin of the enemy” ( 1 1

)

Here the author makes a clear distinction between rites promo-
ting the good of the own party, and those aiming at the harm of

others The Skt commentary Mitaksara gives useful informa-

tion on the natuie of the rituals alluded to What interests us

here m the first place is that it explains ^^the creation of dissen-

sion” {vidvesanam) as yendsya satruh prakrtindm vidvesyo bhavati''^

(a rite) by which one’s enemy becomes hated among his

subjects ” Divide and rule ’ ^‘Winning over” {samvananam')

is a rite yendsya satravo vasydh prampatanti ‘‘by which one’s ene-

mies are subjugated and fall to one’s feet” (this is perhaps a

somewhat too radical interpretation by our commentator)
^‘Destructive magic” is straightway commented upon as a

ileviceyendsya satravo mnyante “by which one’s enemies are liqui-

dated” The “rum of the enemy” means rddher abhdvah

yendsya satravo vigataisvaryd bhavanti “the absence of prosperity

(a rite) by which the enemies are bereft of their sovereignty ”

The rite ofsdnti “pacification” mentioned also in the above
passage comprises a great variety of ceremonies executed very

frequently in behalf of the ruler and his kingdom That the

execution of s anti rites is in the first place the king’s concern is

argued by BrhSamh 45, 3 , nrpah sdntim rdstre prayunjita “the king
should peiform a sant^ iite m his kingdom ” The context here
is the warding off of the effects of evil omina {utpdta-^ nimitta)^

but these are intei connected with the political realities The
ViDhPur (2, 159,47) praises another kind of santi rite (the

nirdjana-) as “leading to wealth and fame, and to the destruction

of the enemy, bringing about happiness, unsurpassable, to be
performed with the utmost exertion by rulers for the sake of the

kingdom, O Scion of the Bhrgu race”
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Dhanyd yasasyd rtpundsani ca

sukhdvahd sdntir anuttamd ca

kdryd nrpai rdstrazivrddhihetoh

sarvaprayatnena Bhrgupradra
In this stanza the accomplishment of santi is associated

also with the destruction of the enemy %\ e shall ha\e occasion

below (ch 6 9 ) to return to the subject ofthe relation betw een
santi and abhicara As to the political application of abhicara^

we can once again refer to the KJ (ch 10 trsl p 44) which
asserts that the method by which a king is able to \anquish his

foes IS called the abhicarika method The use of magical means
m political Strife can be attested from historical sources also

The Yaudheyas who began to extend their power in the course
of the 2nd century AD m the N W of India seem to ha\ e

designed themsel\es as ^^bearers of the mantra of \ictor\^^

{jayamantradhardh)2iCCOTd\'n.g to a clay seal found near Ludhiana
(MajumdarJAltekar, p 30) We ma\ assume that other
dynasties will have made use of similar de\ices 2vlany of such
mantraSj combined with appeals to the gods, are found in the

Purpnas, especially in AgPur chs 123«1495 a section called

Yuddhajayarnava ^^Ocean of Victory in Battle” The same
section includes other methods such as determining the enemy^’s

unfavourable days by astrolog^^ The Kathas (9,6,94) refers

to the sadhana of a Yaksa m case of danger of war Magic
can also be employed by those who are sceptics themselves as

a means ofpsychological warfare As is w ell know n, Kautily a^s

Arthasastra in ch 14 discusses such methods as ‘^Secret means
to injure an enemy”, they look rather artificial Also the

ViDhPur (2,148 and 149) advises to trx performances of

mdrajala in an inimical country In ch 148 such feats, which
include the artificial creation of omma, are summarized by

the word mdyd m the next chapter by mdrajala or maydjdla

(the latter term refers to the creation out of nothing of a com-
plete armv) But one should not o\ ersti ess the importance

of such devices, both the chapteis 148 and 149 in ViDhPur 2

aie very shoit and without doubt then function was meant to

be marginal But less spectaculai rites w ill ha\ e been practi-

sed frequently at courts and we find allusions to them also in

Tan trie texts The MMK (III, p 551ff ) describes a Yaman-
takapata which can be applied against the ruler’s enemies
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The PST (24, 36) refers to magic executed by a specialist for
a king who desires to overrun another country atha parardstra-

jayeccho rdjMh kurydt We can safely assume that also the Six
Acts (see ch 6) will have often been applied at courts, for the
benefit of the rulers, and in their service S (p 188) warns
that a sadhaka who embarks upon an abhicara rite on a remote
place should make sure that he is protected by a company of
soldiers, lest “another xing, having oeen informed of the situa-

tion by means of spies, would kill him” na cec cdnyah ksitipatis

cdrair jnatvd mhanty amum The passage suggests that the king
himself IS the sadhaka in th^s case It may be remarked that

the ritual environment of the Mahamaya fragment which
ascribes its recitation to the Balinese nobleman himself “for
warding off all diseases and calamities” (see above, p—153)
may have its loots in an Indian custom But in general, espe-

cially in the oldei period, the ruler will have left these matters
to one or more religious specialists employed by him

Such a specialist fiom the Vedic period onwards usually

seited as pmohita or “court priest” Of course the purohita’s
functions were many-sided (see also above, p—231) but here we
are interested only in his perfoimance of magical rites He
has his mythical counterpaits, in the Mbh (l,71,5fF) we are
informed of the rivaliy which existed between the two purohitas
of the gods and the counter-gods, Brhaspati and Sukra The
background is the eternal strife between these two classes of
divine beings—the mythical forerunner of all political clashes
on earth The Mitaksaia commentary on the passage of
the GautDh(2, 2, 17) discussed just above, after explaining the
meaning of the rituals commended, deals with the question
who IS supposed to execute them “Who (should perform these
rites) ^ The king He becomes equal to an executor by the
meie fact that he sponsois (the ceremony) by means of procuring
the materials and other (facilities)” This woiding implies
that not the king, but the purohda is the actual perfoimer
ofthe ceremonies A little before, the Sutra (in 2,2,12) enjoined
that the king should appoint a brahman as purohita, and perform
the rituals according to that functionary’s directions {brdhmanam
ca purodadhita tatprasutah (comm tadanujfldtah

) karmdm kur-
mta) The commentary on 2,2,17 records the opinion of
-another authority that “the purohita should perform the rites
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which lead to welfare himself, but lea\e the execution of the

other iites h e the abhicara rites to others” [12] But in

SVBr 3, 6 the purohita is cleaiK meant to execute the ritual

directed against the enemies himself The purohita is also the

one who applied his force of brahman h\ sa\ing the ^"^political

h’^mns” from the W, compendia like the AVPar were destined

for use b\ him *\nd the biahman might use his spiritual force

also against the king, foi example to force him into bene\ olent

attitude which would induce him to take the brahman into his

ser\ ice oi otherwise pa\ himfa\ouis cf WParSG, 26 i There
are se\eiai allusions to wjacasif arana subjugation of the king”
m Tantric sources (see below —cl 6 3 and it is also in this

light that one ma\ peihaps mterpiet the fifth stanza of the

Mahamata fragment (abote, p— 146f

In am case a consideiable number of brahmans must
ha\ e found emplo^ment at the courts as performers of magic,

in their qualm of purohita oi otherwise Fick p 156 con-

cludes from allusions in the Jataka tales that biahmans who
occupied themseKes with such rites were for the greater part

acti\e at the io\al court, and Jha\er\ p 232; argues that m
the Middle \ges peisons who were reputed to be able to per-

form such prodigies might reckon to be fa’' ouiabh iecei\ed b\
the king Such doctors e\en ^^ometimes competed with each
other in the ro^al presence It is not necessar\ to puisue the

subject furthei The point is often onl\ vagueK alluded to, as

in LiPur 2,50,17 dtmano ^rtham Jitpasja td Tor his own sake or

for the king ” LT ('49, 42} sa\s that one should alwa\s per-

form mdrajala piactices ""hn the piesence of ro\alt\” (Gupta,

p 324) ^Magicians who \isit the court to this end are some-
times mentioned in literature, for example Rajasekhara’s Kar-
puramahjarl (l,21fF ) Budhas\amm’s Brhatkathaslokasamgiaha

(19, 2ff
,
the king’s brother) oi the 5[ ogV’' (Ij tpattipiakarana,

ch 104, 26ff)i^

There is another aspect of political magic the impoitance

of which is still moie difficult to assess but which should be at

least shortly mentioned here its role in the i elation between a

ruler and his subjects AIala\i>a (p 47f
}

calls attention to a

place in the AitBi (3,19, adhya^a 13) which describes a super-

natural device to be employed bv the hotai priest in the course

of his recitation m order to ensure lor his employer, a member
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of the ksatriya grade of society, that he will be able to vanquish

the vais>as To this end the hotar should interrupt the hymn
recited by him by thiee mtercalatory passages called nivids

As the hymn(i'iZA^<2~) symbolizes the vaisya grade and the nivids

the ksatra, in this way the vaisya grade is pierced and vanquished

by the ksatra grade SatBr 6,4,4,13 mentions as the secret

meaning ofa certain ceremonial detail that the two lower grades

of society are enclosed for subjection by the two upper grades,

the brahmans and ksatriyas

But the Janus face of the magical science can show also

Its other side The passage from the AitBr referred to just

above contains an additional regulation in which, by changing

a detail in the recitation, the opposite effect is reached that

the ksatriya grade is pierced by the vaisya grade The Veda
contains other references to abhicara devices which may work
themselves out against the employer if he for some reason in-

curred the wiath of the officiating priests An instance from

the Puranas is ViDhPur 2,125,8 (
= AgPur 260,8), where it is

suggested that a brahman may ^^make an image of the king
consisting entiiely of iice, and sacrifice it into the fire m a thou-

sand portions, (in this way the king) will come under the power
of his subjects”

Sarvavrihimayim krtvd rdjnah pratikrtim dvijah

sahasrasas tu juhuydt projdvasagato bhavet

We are left entirely in the dark as to who these ‘^'subjects” may
be Most probably the king m question is a political enemy and
the ceremony in that case would be destined to evoke a revolt

m his country Only very seldom do we come across an allusion

in a post-Vedic text to application of magic against the own
king The LiPur (2,50,48) gives a negative indication by
warning that abhicaia rites may never be executed against the

rulei of the own countiy
, a fool who would try to do this would

destioy himselfm the fiist place and his whole family also [13]
Statements like these suggest that as a rule the Hindu ruleis

managed to keep efFecti\ e control of those who conducted the

ceremonies foi them On the othei side, there exists mscrip-
tional evidence fiom the Indonesian empire of Srivija-ya that

persons who rebelled against the king tried to employ magic as a
means of overthrowing him (see below,—ch 65 ) The frequent
allusions to persons who ""desire a kingdom” {rdjyakdmdh) in
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magical passages oi m statements of rewards might perhaps
ha\e been meant to include similai cases Exiled princes who
had recourse to guerrilla tactics might ha\e been m special

need of some supernatural aid The term rdjyakdma- will pre-

sumably ha\e in the first place been meant for those who could
claim a legal right to succession This is clearly the case m
MMK I, p 49 which ordains initiation in a ^‘'great mandala’’
for ^‘'a prince of the blood (lit son of the king ) anointed on the

head” or the son of a ksatriy a (i e one ofprmceH blood), or any
other person who desires great status or a kingdom” [14] The
MMK contains a number of othei rites destined for one who
strives after royal dignity (e g I p 129ff

,
II, p 284fF )

In vol

I (p 51) such a person is addressed during the Java\ija\a-
bhiseka '"Anointing to victory and conquest” with thewoids
"Unassailable for all creatures, inconquerable for all beings,

obtain Thou according to Thy wish the conquering force of all

(Thy) mantras” (or, perhaps better " the ability^ to conquer
all inimical mantras”) [15] The MMK, being a Buddhist
text, basically conforms to the same social pattern as some
Puranas it is destined as a handbook and guide for those who
want to be of use to the ruler with a set of still more forceful rites

annex background ideology In the Middle \ges Hinduism,
Buddhism, Jainism and Islam all \ied with each other in pro-

ducing wonder workers at the courts who all presented their

own version of supernatural means And if on some occasion

another dynasty secured a throne (or an old one regained its

position), there would be a specialist who provided the new king

wuth a fresh cult (as an instance we mention the Devaraja cult

in Gambodja installed by Hiranyadama and §i\akai\al\a for

Jayavarman II) and thus sanction his position In cases like

these great renown might aw^ait the ritual specialist, but he
should always be a man of high intelligence and gifted by a

strong driving force and belief in himself Just like the king,

he should always emphasize that his poweis were serviceable

to the good of the people As we saw above, Vasistha (m RV
7, 104) already maintained that he was no black magician In

the Tantras expressions like jagato hitdya "for the good of the

world” (eg PST 9, 43) are often found For the Buddhist

doctors, securing the hail of all beings was an integral pait of

then doctrinal equipment Of course, a reason for such
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statements in the Tantiic texts may also be that then authors
\\ anted to defend themselves against possible social disapproval

5 6 The magicimi^s self-confidence

In this section we shall examine the psychological basis

which enabled the ritual specialist who claimed the possession of
mayic powers to substantiate his claim When reading the

Mahamaya fragment (above, ch 3 3 ) one is struck by the tone
of superior self-confidence, one might say even arrogance in

modern eyes with which the poet expressed himself In stanza

5, the ritual of atti action is said to result in the king arriving

fiom afar and personally presenting his wealth to the perfoimer
of the rite, m the following stanzas he claims that fierce enemies
aie subjugated (8), beautiful ladies become his servants (9),

mountains of enormous size aie destroyed without effort (13),
and thousands of evil omma ofthe most cruel kind are suppressed

(15) Such utteiances of seemingly arrogant self-confidence

aie rather common m texts of magic In the couise of lime
they must have become a convention—but a necessary one,
without the'^e assertions of the performer’s power the rite would
apparently lose much of its force We can safely assume that

such statements are motivated partly by the sheer want to adver-
tize one’s supernatural abilities as well as possible But the

subject would not be exhausted by merely making this point
An important feature m such expressions of confidence

IS that the goal stiived aftei is stated by an author as having
become reality m advance The Kau S (20, 16) records that
m the cadre of a fertility iituai duiing ploughing the owner of
the soil should take up a handful fiom the ploughed field and
upon a iitual question by his wife answer to her that he just

took up welfaie, vegetative powei, offspimg, cattle and food
(cf Caland, p 53, n 8, who itfeis to parallels) We find the
same piinciple mutatis mutandis in AV 8, 8, 8, where the poet
asseits that by means of the ^‘^net of Indra” he already catches
all his enemies (Jacques, p 249, wrongly refers to 8, 8, 4)
In 8, 8,10 the enemies are said to have been bound by the bonds
of death '‘Ariogance” shines us in the face when we lead AV
4,36,9 “those who excite my wrath with their talk of gibberish,
like mosquitos an elephant, I consider them troublesome, just
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like small bats for a man” HG; ""cf Shende, p 160^^ We find

other examples in W 3,2 2 Agmr amumuhat ‘"Agni

brought to delusion” and W 4,36 m which the speaker boasts

that the Pisacas flee from him like dogs from a lion The
mfallibilitv of the procedure resorted to is often stated with
emphasis In AitBi 8, 28, the discussion on the ritual called
^ the Killer aiound Brahman” ^ Btahmanah parimarah i ends wnth

the assertion that even if the enemv possesses a head of stone,

one still smites him quicklv” ^apt ha jadj asyasmamurdha dii^an

bhaiati k^ipram hattainam strnute s

Post-Vedic texts, Hindu as well as Buddhist, retain this

characteristic emphasis on the infallible lesults of the magical
act Statements like SM \ol I, p 13 virydnur uparn J armdnu-

rupam cdvasyam eva sidhyati accordance with one’s supra-

noimal power and with the ritual performed, (the rite
j neces-

saiily succeeds” are quite common One instance from the

MMK (vol II, p 540), after a rite of love magic, from that

moment the woman comes, burned up (by love), even from a

distance of a hundred yojanas” {tatksandd dahyamdrid stri dgac-^

chati yojanasatdd api) Hindu Tantras also abound m such
lemarks Sometimes the authors seem to vie with each other

m expiessmg themsehes as stronglv as possible—a counterpart

to similar conventions m KavN^a literatuie Remaining m
the field of love magic, we mav quote JT 187, 6 which asserts

that “^the hearts of all women become deluded bv the spell,

and their minds become devoted to the performei bv meielv

obtaining the sight of him”
Vidy dvimu dhahrdaydh sadhakany astamdnasch

taddarsanena deiesi jdyanfe sarcoyositah

The poet expresses himself even more elaboratelv in JT
17,29 ff Another verv eloquent passage is PST 9,23-27 which
m all possible ways tries to describe the overwhelming emotion
created within the victims ‘ \ oung women from the classes

of the gods, demons, perfects vaksas, vid\adhaias, gandharvas,

serpents and heav enlv singeis, submit to a wink of his ey^'es

(st 27 j , bv the urge of their passion thev have allow^ed then

oinaments to go out of order, and the mass of then hair to be
deprived of the headdress of fine cloth, their limbs wavei with

the wavering caused by their unbearable feelings of love, and
quiver with scorching pain, their thighs bi easts and shoulders
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are hung about with the peails of drops of sweat produced by
then foimidable inner heat, then bodies aie piessed by the

jars of then high and well-developed breasts which rise massively

from the creeper-hke slenderness of their limbs set with erect-

standing hairs , the kicks of their feet are unstable because their

lotus feet tiemble, exhausted with the exhaustion following the

overall tremor caused by the load of their longing
, they have

been cleft asunder by the dnect hits of the arrows of the God
of love, their figures are submerged m the ocean of passion,

their lower lips undulate because of the depths of their sighs,

then eyes are afflicted by the full load of their teais , with both
arms they offer the gesture ofsubmission {anjah-) against their

foreheads, their eyes are like those ofyoung deer
,
they are intent

upon accomplishing all things desned’’ [17] It might be
objected that the author’s intentions may be different here from
those expressed m, say, the AV, because they are embedded
within a context of Tantiic mysticism, but this does not seem
to make any difference to the point discussed on these pages

In our view the self-confidence of this Tantric performei, deh-

beiately strengthened by means of the literary prolixity as an
additional device, can be legitimately placed m the same per-

spective as that of the Vedic piactiser
One could quote many instances from the magical tracts

In the Satkarmadipika (S) its author, when discussing rites

which accomplish ^ anti, says on p 200 (he cites the Sanat-

kumarasamhita) “one should assign the threefold mantra on
one’s crest, foiehead and heart, and health for all creatures

spontaneously arrives at his wush” [18] Very frequently a

certain mantia is lecommended by saying that the mere know-
ledge of it is able to afford the possessor all kinds of results,

as m S, p 201 yena hijndnamdtrena jdyante sarvasiddhayah The
same text states on p 234 that a goddess (accidentally called

Mahamaya) ^ ^grants her results to the sadhaka, by merely
meditating on her (he) might immediately immobilize the

thieefold world” [19] Fiequent are also statements like that

of the Siddhanagarjunakaksaputa (N), 2,12 vasam nayatt

rdjdnam anyalokesu kd kathd “one subjugates even a king, let

alone other people”, or of the PST (24, 39) sendrasurdsurarak^o-

yak^dn apt jayati kd kathd manuje “one vanquishes even the gods,

Indra included, the counter-gods, the laksasas and the yaksas.
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let alone a human being ” E\identK we are heie on the same
giound as in the Mahama\a fragment

It IS unnecessarv to present further instances from these

texts One could find them almost on every page \Ithough
being thus a quite conventional element of these authors’ style

and method ofpiesentation, yet they are never entirely meaning-
less They serve to express that an attitude of self-assurancv

should be a second nature to the magical performer, no matter
if he IS an ordinary magician or a Tantric adept who stiives

after perfection by unconventional methods Moreover, in

this case also there is a structural likeness between the attitudes

ofmagicians and priests Both are naturallv inclined to present

their rituals and the masteries they^ possess as effectivelv as

possible This might be show n also bv means of a phenomenon
which is in our opinion closely related to the present subject

the very frequent occurrence of the woid all”, complete
m descriptions of the value of the ceremonies presented oi in

the statements of the rewards that await the sponsois

Some examples of expressions with sarta from the IMMK
in \ol I, ch 2, p 26, a mantra is said to be sarcadurgatinivaranam

sm casdntikaram sariakarmakaram ksemam tiiridnaprdpanam aveiting

all e\il couise, pioducmg complete pacification, lealizing all

activiU, effectuating tranquilhtv and the gam of Xu v ana ”

On p 29, the bija hmn when said to the accompaniment of the

Mahasulamudra is desciibed as sai i,akaimakarak sa}cd7iartka~

nivdranam sai c^abhutacasankarah ‘^‘'perfoimingall activities, averting

all poveitv, subjugating all creatures ’ On p 153, m the

desciiption of Mahaki odha, a mantia deitv of teiiible figure

and a swine’s head, the following expressions occur saivavigh-

nai indsdrtham iiirghrridh save ac ighnem sat i at ighnopahdrikah

sadhakah say t.amanil andm bn oidei to destio\ all obstructions

lelentless to all obstiuctions the remo\ ei of all obsti actions

the mastei ofaiJmantias ” In Vol II, p 322, the mantia
Om tdkyeda namah is adxeitized as follows unconqueiable by^

all cieatuics, anointed b\ the whole woild/'^ impiegnable foi

all ci eatui es, pui il\ mg the load ofexistence, causing the dhaimas
of the Buddhas to be attained

,
a\ ei ting all depia\ ities

,
lejoiced

in b\ all the Buddhas leahzing all wclfaie, most exalted among
all mantias m the teachings of ]Manjm ii”[20]

In the VgPui ^302, 6;, in a ehaptei dealing with meant i-
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tion, Kama is addressed with the following mantra ^^Omhrmiy
om honour to Kama the Benevolent One for all mankind^ the
Deluder of all mankind, the Flaming One, render render the

hearts of all mankind devoted to my Self, [21] The text

then continues saying that by muttering this mantra (while

performing the correct ceremony) a performer will subjugate
‘hhe entire world’" {sakalam jagat) In SST 1, 12, 7 the person
who IS in the possession of the Tarayoga, a piocedure styled,

in the usual phrase of this author, ^^secret and most secret”, is a
“lord of all, and omnipresent, accomplished m all mantras,
a knowei of the meaning of all Tantras, accomplished in all

Tantias” [22] He who perfoims this yoga in the correct

method should not maintain any doubts that he will leach
perfection by it (st 9) The Pahcabrahma Up among other

things desciibes the mystical natuies of the four Vedas and
their effects The Rgveda “giants the lesult of all desires”,

sarvabhistaphalapradarn (st 6), the Yajuiveda “destroys the

floods of all sms”, sarvdghaughavindsanam (8) , it “allays all evil

appeaiances” and “grants the result consisting in all dominion”
{saitadustaptasaynanam sarvaisvaryaphalapradam^ 9) The Sama-
\eda ‘offeis all domestic happiness foi man, it grants the lesults

of all activities” sarvasaubhdgyadam nrndm sarvakarmaphalapradam

(13) The Atharvaveda among other proficiencies “is the

medicine foi allsoiiow and illness ”while it “beais all potencies”
{myvadhivyddhibhewjam sarvasaktidhrk^ 17)

Thus it appeals that the inclusion of epithets beginning
with saiva is a contention in the laudatory passages of the texts

which desciibe inantias and their use, oi which praise magically
poweiful gods and entities To such passages attach themselves
the moie simple kind of hymns to the gods The Balinese
piiests who fiom the Middle '^^ges onwaids weie closed off

fiom the Sanskiit tiadition of India neveitheless (or perhaps
in consequence theieof) made lavish use of this phenomenon
in the moie lecent hymns of then own making In the Intio-

duction to Stuti 8^ Stava (p 12) it has been noted as one of the

chief chaiacteristics of Aichipelago Sanskiit—that is, the
Sanskrit of the hymns composed by the pi lests without possessing

a knowledge of Sanskiit grammatical construction—that “theie
is a sti iking frequency of padas beginning with the woid saiva-^

Epithets like saivapdpavindsanam “destioying all evil”, sarva-
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dustanitdranam^^dt.\eitin^ all dcpia\ity’% or sm cajagatpratis thdnam

^"supporting the entire \vorld''’ are of frequent occurrence
The hymn Xo 040, directed to the Element of Space (\ka<=^a)

considered identical with Si\a is a good example of this kind
of poetr\ in pseudo Sanskrit In its sixteen stanzas the epithets

beginning with sarca occur not less than sixteen times In
No 148, D\ ijendrasta\a

5
diiected to Brahma and consisting

of ele\en stanzas^ such expressions recur ten times Xo 642,
§ambhusta\a, addiessed to the god of the North-East in the

Balinese Si\aite pantheon, in its se\en stanzas contains eight

expressions beginning with saica- No doubt this kind of lite-

ratuie would be tedious to lead for those who consider them-
seKes secularized and lationall^ thinking people, but the^ were
without doubt legaided as \Giy effecti\e b\ their authois and
leciteis in the couise of the ritual

Such expressions of confidence aiethus common to both
piiests and magicians It mav be propounded that for the

magician his characteristic utteiances of arrogance’" should

be mteipieted as the counteipart of the idea of ^raddha confi-

dence” which for Hindu theorists wilting m Sanskiit is a neces-

saiv pi epaiatoi\ stage foi anyone who desnes to engage upon
a iitual act oi a couise of \ oga Gonda, Saxa'^ajfias ^p

286 ;
cii cumscribes sraddhd as " an active and confiimative

attitude tow aids leligious acts including the confidence m then

tianscendental effects ’ He lefeis to the Sanskiit commentatoi
Dev ala who paiaphiases siaddha with piatjajo dhaimakdryesu
‘ confidence in the (effectiveness of the woiks of dhaima”
and who adds that foi a peison who lacks tins confidence theie

IS no motivation to entei upon these activities This same atti-

tude of confidence is, howevei postulated bv the authoi of the

Rgv idh (^1,1,4' as a condition foi the success of the magical

iitcs desciibed b\ him 1 he ancient sages obtained insight

in iitual activities gi anting vaiious lesults and connected with

pacification of evil and pi emotion of wellaie, and abo m the

pci lections based upon asceticism
,

-all this is within the xeach j

of him who peiioims the iites with a confident mind” [23]

The impoitancc ol sell confidence foi him who stii\es

aftei the xealization of supeinaluial acts has been dulv sticssed

bv Jhavtiv ip 12f i 1 his authoi distinguishes the lollowing

piincipal Londitiuiis as a tuple ke> ’ loi \ttainmciit ’ (doubt
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less his tianslation of the word 5 1 An intense desire for

the goal strived after , 2 An earnest and confident expectation

that It will come to pass
,
3 The persistent concentration of the

will towards it On p 16 he considers Desire and Will as the

two poles in the performer’s mind which cause his “mentative

energy’' to succeed They enable him to execute acts ofmagic

which are white as well as black Webster (p 79ff ) discusses

the impoitance of ''imperative willing” as a condition for success

in magic in primitive societies Such will-power, when com-
bined with an intense concentration of the mind upon the result

wished for, creates "the faith that moves mountains” (Webster)

The mere act of such "thinking” can sometimes suffice to create

all kinds of afflictions for a victim, even his death

When one leahzes that the state of the performer’s mind
(manas) is thus of paiamount importance dmmg the execution

of a ritual, no mattei if this iitual is in our eyes "magical” or

not in Its objective and method, it is easier to understand that

remarkable stanza 5 of the hymn Stuti & Stava No 330 called

Samksiptapuja "Concise worship” This sloka, which has appa-
lently no direct connexion with the preceding part of the hymn,
states that "Mind IS the pei fume. Mind is the flower (variant,

the unhusked gram, aksatam)^ Mind is the incense, Mind is the

iitual act, one should offer the pure oigan of thought which
consists ofMind to Thee, Gieat Lord”

A'lano gandham matiah puspam mano dhupam maiiah krtyd

suddhacittam manomayam dadyat tvayi mahdprabho

The fact that this stanza occurs in a context of puja, worship
to a deity, not in the least invalidates the hypothesis that "mind”
IS consideied heie an important souice of power able to effect

the same results, oi even more, as external ritual It is scarcely

necessaiy to lepeat that Tantric and other texts often attach
great value to the execution of "mental worship” (mdnasapujd)
which is sometimes said far to exceed m effectivity the external

worship with lamps, floweis, giains and other articles The
subject still awaits an independent study Here again, we
observe a cei tain parallelism between the spheres of the "priest”
and of the "magician”

But there is more The magician acts as god He enfolds
a cieation of his own He might indeed boast of changing a
rope into a snake He displa'ys his poweis, ax''d as it weie
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plays With objects and cieatures, his is a "‘playful” existence

(cf PST 18^53 krided deiavan mdnmcsu » In the Mahamaya
fragment (stanza 13) the sadhaka’s acti\it^ is also described as

a play {sddhakahlayd

}

This word hid is also topical of the

divine activity by which the entire creation is made to appear,
continue and be destroyed again at the end The magician’s
magic IS divine in origin, his actions are di\ine actions His
rage is like God’s rage, and by it he can deal with his subjects

just as God was accused by Draupadi m the Epic to deal with
His creatures (abo\e, p —16) In a certain way thethreemam
aspects of ritual activity—respectively resulting in pacification

, acquisition {pusiij and affliction (by abhicdra) can be
compared to the three mam characteristics of divine activity

in the world creation, pieservation and destruction By
means of santi one creates the presuppositions for a safe existence

in this world, P^sti secures all kinds of material prosperity

implying avoidance of stagnation, abhicara is the road to

destiuction inflicted upon the adversary

In this way also the magician should assume a cosmical,

at least a divine, consciousness He rides out against the enemy
in a divine chariot (AV 8, 8,22) He identifies himself with

the Goddess and robs the enemies of their insight fPST 14, 79

dtmdnam Arydm pratipadya musndfi ca bodham esdm) Just like a

piiest may meditate in the cadre of a puja on the disc and
conch of Visnu as being in his own hands (KJ ch 69 ,

tisl p
199f), a magician who performs “attraction” ma-^ imagine

himself as bearing the suitable divine attributes, noose and
elephant-hook (N, p 296 )

While executing his ritual he may
become Naiasimha (PST 24, 28) or Kali (SST 3 15 63) oi

Siva (SST 3, 18, 21 )
In the last cases the identification with

the divine even has become a chaiacteristic of the Tan trie

adept’s entiie existence Such a status involves that the adept

assumes the divine way of life, a privilege expressed sometimes

in the SM, e g in No 98 "'after identification with the Ladv
,

one may act as one pleases” (p 2 06 bhagataijahamkdrenayaihes-

tarn vthared iti') ^
oi in No 134, devatdyogetia dhartavyam "one

should behave oneself accoiding to the divine code % or ' one

should live m communion with the deity^ ’ S^l, No 139

contains the woids iadjc cilc ')at} csvlham dhmet "b\ commu-
nion v\ith Him one mav live as one pleas<-^ ” In No 209

—
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and on other places—there is a variation on this motif ksanena

prdpyate bodhih kxm punar anydh siddhayah ^'within a moment spiri-

tual illumination is reached^ let alone the other accomplish-

ments ’’ Other texts contain similar expressions We have

already referred to PST 18,53 krided devavan mdnusesu (p

420) says etdm vidydm japed yadi\saYvasiddhipariprdptir devavad

vihayed bhuvi “if one recites this foimula one obtains all accom-
plishments and abides on eaith like a god Other places,

instead of “abiding’’ or “dwelling” emphasize the adept’s

freedom of movement while he lives like a god he becomes a

kdmacdnn (GarPur 180, /I kamavad vicayen mahim^ 194, 2 If,

already Rgvidh 3,41,5 siddho vdpi caren mahim) As to the

magician, it is true that he sometimes draws his self-confidence

from an association with the demons (e g AV 7,38, 2 ) ,
and the

chief chaiacteristic of the demoniac being is just its relentless

conceit, Its overstiessed self-confidence (Zimmei, p 154)

On othei cases the Tantiic performer tiies to master them and
to make them his ' familiais” Such a course of action mav
lead him straightway to fabulous mundane accomplishments
But even then he needs not to have given up his hope forielease

He combines within himself both the magician and the mystic
He claims divine status and impiegnability This conviction

has been expressed by a poet in a stanza of Indian provenance
included in Stuti & Stava (No 676, 17)

Aham Sivamajo bhutvd vicardmi mahitale

Haradeva cara ksipyam satrun hatvd samatsaxdn

Having become identical with Siva, I loam about over this

woild, God Hara, quickly proceed killing my foes and those
who envy me ”

INDEX



6 THE SIX \CTS

6 1 Introductory remarks

In the piesent chapter we shall try to deal in some detail

with a comparatively neglected part of Tantric achievement
In the above discussion of the Mahamaya fragment it has been
said that this fragment contains some Skt terms which denote
standard acts of magic, included m what are commonlv called

the Six Acts (above, p 153) The first and most impoitant
part of the fragment (st 1-17) contains five of these teims
dkarsana- ^^attraction’% vasikarana- '^subjugation^% stambhana--

‘hmmobilization’% uccdtana^ ^^eradication*’ andprdyascitta-^^^^2iCi-

fication** The only element ofthe usual gioup of six omitted
in these lines is mdrana- ^liquidation” In the closing stanzas

(18-21) all the Six Acts occur vasyakarman^ mdranam^ and tidv^

esah m 18 (if the text has been emended correctlv l, uccdtanam^

stambhanam and dkarsanam or sdntih (text yaso^rthinah) in 19

It seems that the authois of both parts of the Mahamaya frag-

ment were acquainted with the theorv of the Six \ct^, but that

the poet of the first part deliberately omitted the most far-

1 caching of them, mdiarm - a practice which has its parallels (see

below, ch 6 8 J
In the following pages we ^hall tiy to comment

on these teims, fiist by concentrating upon the Suw Acts as a gioup
and afterwards by studying each ofthem sep^tiately, at the same
time paying attention to mmoi vaiietie-^? In keeping with the

nature of this book, the emphasis will also in this chapter be on

aims rather than on methods
The term Something may be said first on the Skt expies-

sion Aarmam Six Acts” (condensed heieafter into Satkar-

man) In the pieceding chapter it has been aigued that the

root ky- " to do, make” and its deiivations aie polyvalent They
can denote all kind of iitual actions including those which we
would call magical The word kaiman confoims to this tenden-

cy It denotes a ‘‘^ritual work** but aho a ^ magical act” In its

broadest sense it encompasses all human activity conceived as a

natuial force w^hich shapes man’s pi esent life and futuie destiny

Besides,human deeds can be seen as a leplica on a minor scale
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of divine work peiformed by the gods Without divine activity

life on earth would be unable to maintain itself (BhGita 3, 22-

24) But this same cosmic action which permeates the woild and
human life is the cause of the cosmic delusion which holds all

creatures within its grip The Harivamsa ( 78,32 Critical Note
line 12 , text, see Skt note 12 on ch 1 )

says that on the destined

time the karman of all becomes visible, and ascribes this to the

mdyd which is incomprehensible even to the gods Moreover,
the karman is said to be the cause for the delusion of the world

Also the magician in his small perspective treads the track

of this cosmic karman For example, just as according to the

description of the Mbh (
12,271,33ff ) this karman works by

means of Time in distributing states of existence characterized

by colours, so in the Mahamaya fragment thepractiser {sddhaka)

acts by means of the Maya and her colours in conferring the

state desired by him upon the victim The ambivalent sense

contained in the idea of karman is reflected by the different

meanings which are possible for the term sat kaimam The PD
gives the following three meanings under the heading satkarman

1 The six occupations permitted for a brahman study-

ing and teaching sacred literature {adhyayanam^ adhyapanam)
^

sacrificing for himself or for others {yajanam^ ydjanam)
,
present-

ing or receiving gifts [^ddnam^ pratigrahah)

2 The Six Acts of magic discussed here, for which PD
refers to the dictionary Sabdakalpadruma

3 The six methods of purification in Yoga dhauti^

vasti^nett, trdtakam^naulikam^kapdlabhdtlic^ Woodroffe, p 127)
It should be noted in addition that the six Indrivas o^

sense oigans are all said to possess their own activity {karman)
,

for instance in the KCT (2,83) And it may be useful to add
that the^e are six chief sinful acts (Woodroffe, p 141) On the
othei side it must be lemarked that the '‘^magical acts” do not
necessaxily group themselves into six In Ceylon, for instance,

there is a gioup of eight (Gooneiatne) The Six Acts are some-
times described within the cadre of a wider spectrum of siddhis
or ritual aim^ ( e g ,

in SST 2,34, 17)
Place in the ritual It has been leinarked above (p 95) that

all karman in the iitual sense was divided into thiee kinds
sdnti- ""pacification”, pusti- ""welfare” or ""acquisition”^ and
abhicdra- ""hatrnmg otheis ” This peispcctive is bioad enough
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to comp’^ise all ritual activity, black magic included, withm its

i>cope Anothet subdivision of the ritual popular in the texts

IS that of' ^hegular’% naimittika-^^ ocQa.sion.BV^ (ceremo-
nies perlormed on the occasion of certain occurrences,
usually a calamity or evil omen), and ^facultative’’,

that IS rituals performed by or on behalf of someone who che-
rishes a certain objective Within this distinction the Six Acts
fall under kdmya-^ because the> are ne\er seen as obligatory
but always executed for the realization of certain aims cherish-

ed by an individual or a community ^ The specialist who has
been initiated into the correct mantras and the right method of
adoring and applying them, obtains control over the powers
which aie able to grant him these objectives It is unclear in

how far the authors pay lip-service to orthodoxy when they

warn their readers that kamya rituals do not lead their per-

formers to salvation after death Thus, it is remarked in T
(p 354) that ‘'‘'there is no other world (as a recompense) for

those who execute kamya rituals, their result merely consists of

the success of their particular ritual and nothing else, for there

is never a twofold result of a single method, therefore one
should worship a deity without cherishing desire” [1] Similar

remarks are made by the author of the MMD (25, 74flF )

Vedic sacrifice and pure devotion is to be preferred above the

performance of kamya ritual The latter is the characteristic

business of those who are still bound to the objects of the senses

The result obtained by them does not exceed the particular

function of the ritual performed {tdvanmdtra-) Those who
worship God without desire will see all then wishes come true

A wise man should strive after knowledge of the \tman (81)

It IS none other than the Supreme Atman, the Lord, Who,
manifesting Himself m the guise of various deities, grants to

mankind the fulfilment of its desires (102) Pious utterances

like these, however, do not keep the authors from setting forth

the details of the magical science m all prolixity

A.n act of magic is often performed in the course of a

greater ritual, it is then constituted by w^ay of some modifica-

tion of or addition to a certain phase m th^t ritual, most often

near to the end The mechanism is indicated in its mam out-

line b\ passages like Mt Pui 93,140 ^ acts like subjugation or

incantation, and also like eiadication and so on, such faculta-
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live acts can be performed after one has gone through the

ritual of sacrifice to the Nine Planets^’ [2] In section 6 3 we
shall 1 evert to these significant changes in the details of the ritual

*The nature of the Six Acts

The chief featuie which distinguishes the Six Acts from

what is usually understood by the term magic is that they are

a theoretical body ofdoctiine found in Tantric literature and

in monographs on the subject strongly influenced by that

literature This doctrine is the result of deliberate choices

made by the authors from a rich variety of magical traditions

with then aims as handed down in older texts and doubtless

also in oral lore This eclectic character of the Satkarman

theory also appears from the mutual diflferences between the

descriptions devoted to this theory It is not entirely cleai

which were the motives that led to the incorporation of the Six

Acts (and other elements of the magical science) into Tantric

books The reason may paitly be that those who sought then

individual salvation by means of the methods described in the

Tantras at the same time were active as magicians and perfor-

meis of supianormal feats On the other hand, the way m
which some authois describe the subject creates the impres-

Sxon that they deal ’with it as an object of meaxtation only

without real performance of the Acts being intended A good
instance is furnished by the Mahamaya fragment, and a

similar position is suggested by KGT (4,129) and SST (2,15,

12ff
)

In the lattei place, knowledge of some of the Six Acts

as well as the posse^Jsion of jadna and vijrdna aie said to be
prerequisites for an adept m the kula practices In cases like

these, the concentration on feats of magic is probably meant to

constitute a necessaiv s^age m the yogin’s path towards ulti-

mate release by personal accomplishment One of the germs
of such a theory may be the Prajhaparamita view that the

salutary activity of a Bodhisattva is nothing else than an act

of indrajdla
(
Gonze, p 166f ) Within the same sphere lies the

doctrine of puiification by a full realization of the nature of
evil 2 In any case a description of the Satkarman theoiy can
be piesented without the question of the real or imaginary exe-

cution of the Acts being decided upon
In the sections 6 4-6 9 we shall try to discuss the con-

tents, limits and, above all, the objectives of the sat karmdi i in
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the iele\ant texts \ closer study soon repeals that it is extre-

mely difficult to limit them off against each other Sometimes
two or three of the \cts overlap to a considerable degree Some
aims, for instance the conquering of enemies, are discussed by
different texts under different headings In our treatment the
Indian way of presenting the subject-matter will be followed in

principle, although sometime^* rationalized by creating compart-
ments which do not exist in the texts themselves The sequence
in which the Acts will be handled is not the classical one, but has
been mspiied by the Mahamaya fragment It will be clear that

the svstematization of the science of magic into the mould of
the Six Acts does not render justice to the bewildering diver-

sity of the subject
,
but it would be difficult to deViSe a pattern

which does In this study the construction of such a pattern

i:> not attempted It will onlv be attempted to give an impressirn

w^hat the texts themselves understand by the technical terms
they use It will also be tried, by including some other

instances from Skt literature, to sketch the practice of the feats

in question outside the specialized Satkarman environment
Another warning is neccs^arv from the outset this

study IS on aims, not on methods We do not intend to give a

svstematic description of the procedures This v\ould have
been impossible for the present author on account of his meie
ignorance of the details of Indian herb lore and other piactical

features of the s\s+em Besides, the indications in the texts

aie not alvvays as detailed and unequivocal as one might wish

This means that we will restrict ourselves m the sections men-
tioned to circumscribe the terminology , to give instances fiom

literature
,
and to discuss the objectwes Only occasionally a

method will be described by way of illustration It will also

appear that the Satkarman system is not merely a gro up of
^ ciuel acts”, six oi more particular feats of magic, but that it

comprises the whole lange of human effort and otjectives as

leflected m the iitual This will also be illustrated from the

section 6 3 \vhere instances will be d^^cu^sed of the occupation

of complete sets of alternatives by the svstem, like m ]\o^ A 3

A 4 B 4 G 3 and so on
The sources The discussion of Satkarman is one of the

seven characteiistics of the Agamic tiadition according to the

Vaiahi Tantra (quoted bv Jhavery, p 51) ''creation and dis-
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solution of the world, the worship of the gods, the mastering of

them all and the preliminary worship, the mastery of the Six

Accts, and the fourfold practice of meditation, the wise teach

that the Agama possesses these seven (characteristics’’ [3] The
Six Acts are indeed often dealt with oi alluded to by the

Tantric texts It is necessary here succinctly to enumerate

the mam sources utilized for the following pages

Buddhist (for particulars we refer to the Bibliography)

MMK, esp ch 55 (vol III, p 668-721 )
GST (incidentally),

HT , KGT , SM
Jama BPK, esp ch 3

Hindu Puranas and Tantras AgPur, MtPur (esp ch 93) ,

JT ,
PST

,
SST

Tantric compilations MMD (esp ch 25 ) ,
T (a sevente-

enth-century compilation from Mithila by Narasimha, p 352fF
) ,

BMR, TSS (a work hailing from Kerala and compiled by the

16th century scholar Narayana It appears that the relevant

chapters in the AgPui are foi the greater part no more than a

condensation of the subject-matter found in the TSS)
Very important foi our purpose are a number of magical

ti acts which have been edited together in a volume called

IndrajalaMdyasamgraha ^^Compendium of the Magical Science”

(ed J Vidyasagar’s Sons, Calcutta 1915) A few of them may
be of a quite recent date, although one has been ascribed to the

great Siddha Nagarjuna who lived in or about the seventh
century A D Their names are as follows

1 Indrajalas astram or Indrajalam, Siddhikh^tndam (Is)

This small opening work seems entirely to consist of quotations

from other sources, m its present awkward form its consulta-

tion seems useless On p 1 2 it contains the colophon iti Kdland-
thavitacite Indraj die prathamo^ dhyd'^ah on p 13 a colophon runs
iti Indiajdlatantre trtiya upadesah^ the tract ends on p 21 with iti

Sivoktam Indrajalam

2 Kamaratnam by Nagabhatta fK) It occupies pages
22-131 m the Indrajalavidyasamgraha Presumably this work
hails from Assam, an Assamese version has been edited by
Pandit Hemchandra Goswami Pattvabhusan, Shillong 1928
(KA) In his Preface the editor mentions an edition of the
Sanskrit Kamaratna by B M Bose, Calcutta, Bengali Era 1319
We were unable to consult it About the As'^amese Kamaratna
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Its editor informs us (Preface, p III"' that it was m the posses-

sion of the Na-Gosain family in the North of Gauhati This
family traditionally produced the gurus of the Assamese rajas^

The book had alw ays been kept in secrecy
,
only one ms of it exist-

ed Its age was estimated by the editor to be at least 300 years

3 Dattatre\a Tantram (D) , comprising pages 132- 1 79
m the Indrajalavidyasamgraha This text mav be the oldest

of the collection, it appears to be the least systematized It has
been edited also by B M Pandey, Benares Samvat 2019 (Chr.
era, 1962-63) The work is anonymous

4 Satkarmadipika (S) (pp 179-264) The author calls

himself SrikrsnavidyavagiSabhattararva m stanza 1 The work
is a systematical compilation probably of rather i ecent date
The author usually takes care to mention his sources

5 Siddhanagarjunakaksaputam (N) (pp 264-390) Thi*:

IS the largest text of the collection It contains a wealth of in-*-

formation especially on illusionism, mastery^ of di\me beings
and other siddhis

While making use of these works it is necessary to keep
in mind that their editions in the Indrajala\idyasamgraha
are far from perfect uncritical, without adequate num-
bering of stanzas, without introductory comment b\ the

editors, and without any warning that on some places the

material is incomplete, perhaps because of deliberate omission

by the editors Incompleteness of D, for instance, immediately
appears from a comparison with the Benares edition of this text*

We are fully aware that on all these points w^e were scarcely or

not at all able to improve upon the Vidy^asagar edition Besides,

the position of these tracts in relation to then Tantric sources

and to each other remains unclear Usually we could not trace

the quotations given by the texts with or without mention of

their sources It also appears that the tracts ot the collection

often have considerable passages m common (this is especially

the case between K and N, w^here K is m oui opinion probably
the borrower)

It thus appears that we ha\ e in the mam relied upon
Hindu compilations and monogiaphs on the subject, which in

geneiai tend to be of a comparatively recent date Othei

Tantras not consulted might contain much additional mateiiaL

Many of ^henx certainly discuss the subject For instance, D (1,4)
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refers in general to the Agamas, the Puranas and even the

Veda, m the next stanza { 1,5) itmentions by name the Uddisa,

Merutantra, Kalacandesvara (Ben ed Kalicandlsvara) , Radha-
tantra, Taralantra Amrtesvaratantra S ( 1 ,3 ) refeis as sources

to the following Tantras Unmattabhairavi Phetkari, Damara,
Malinl, Kalottara, Siddhayogisvai i, Yogmijala, and Samvara
On other pages, this text also quotes the Vis uddhesvara (191),

Sarada (tilaka) (195), Tantraraja (202), Varahi (215,218)

and other Tantras , besides, the ^"Atharvana’’ (201,226) N(p
265) mentions a great number of sources Sambhava Yamala-
iastra, Maula, Kauleya, Damara, Svacchanda, Kakula (^)

Sauca, Rajatantra ( =Tantraraja “J^)
,

Mrtesvara (=Amrtes-
vara^), Uddisa, Vatula, Ucchista, Siddhi^avara, Kinkini, Meru,
IsLalacande< vara, Sakini, Dakini, Raudra, Salya, Haramekha-
laka, Garuda and other Tantras, and also to Atharvanamahaveda
as well as to the opinions of the Carvakas and what has been

handed down by mouth {vaktrdd vaktrena yac chrutam) In all

these sources we may expect to find particulars about Satkar-

man also In addition, Kane, 1962 (p 1051) in his discussion

of Satkarman refers to Vaisnava Tantras like the Gautamiya,
and on p 1070 to the Saradatilaka (23,1 22fF )

® T again mentions
the Phetkarmi Tantra The Tantrasara has been quoted by us

only once on the authoiity of Goldstucker the Siddhikhanda by
Parvatiputra Nityanatha on that of Weber In the Buddhist
tradition there are many Vajrayana works not consulted or

inaccessible (cf the list compiled by B Bhattacharya in the

Introduction to SM, p LXXXIX-CXXII
) Jhavery ( p 290f

)

mentions a number of other Jam Mantrakalpas beside the BPK
This rapid survey suffices to demonstrate that the sources are

iich and varied and that the following discussion is necessarily

incomplete Besides, it runs the risk of telescoping or otherwise
misrepresenting the facts Needless to say for anyone who is

acquainted with the nature of Indian literary tradition that to

aim at the presentation of anything like a survey of historical

development is a very dangerous thing
,
in general, we have re-

frained from trying to do this

6 2 Classification of the Six Acts

In trying to classify the terms which commonly denote
the Six Acts we have distinguished four types of lists By ^dist’’
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IS understood an enumeration of names of six or more magical
actions which may or may not ha\ e been labelled by the term
Satkarman(or §at karmdm) This distinction into types has not
been made m order to assess their historical sequence, nor even
for tracing some structural differences, but only for convenience
in ordering the mass of material and for the sake ofshowing the

floating character of the tradition

For reasons of space the technical terms for those magical
actions which usually or often come under the hea.dof^atkarman
have sometimes been rendered in the following pages by means
of a number code

Term in Sanskrit

Jdntih

vasikaravam

stambhanam
vidve^anam

uccdtanam

mdranam
mohanam
dkarsanam

pustzh

Transla tion Number
Pacification 1

Subjugation 2

Immobilization 3

Causing dissension 4
Eradication 5

Liquidation 6
Delusion 7
Attraction 8
Acquisition 9

There are other terms also, but their occurrence is much less

frequent The nine terms given above have sometimes been
circumscribed in the texts by variant formations or s\nonvms
For these the reader is referred to the treatment of the act

concerned

Type 1 is the most easily^' recognizable It consists of a
standard list of the Six \cts in a fixed sequence Some instan-

ces

1 1 PD quotes from the Sabdakalpadnima, a Skt dictio-

nary which m its turn refers to the Saiadaulaxa (Jacques, p 266 ) ,

presumably the passage 13,122ff refened to also b\ Kane,
1962, p 1070 This list of what PD calls the ^“^Sechs Zauber-
kunste” (Six Magical A.rts) is as follows

1 sdntz 2 va'-ya 3 stambhana 4 ^vi)dte'^a 5 uccdtana

6 mdrana

1 2 Another representant of this type hails from the
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Bengal VisvaVosa, a dictionary quoted by B Bhattacharya p
LXXXVIf He lists the following terms 1 santt 2 vastkarana

3 stambhana 4 vidvesana 5 uccdtana 6 mdrana He calls them
the ‘‘^six rites’’ and further on, incorrectly, the ^^six cruel rites

of Tantrism ”

1 3 K (p 22) cites the following stanza in which the

same acts are given in the same sequence ( 1-2-3-4-5-6)

Sdntivasyastambhandm dvesanoccatanam tathd

mdrandntdm samsanU sat karmdm mani^inah

1 4 S (p 179, St 5) cites a nearly identical sloka

Sdntiva^yastambhandm vidvesoccatane tathd

mdrandntdm samsanU sat karmdm manlsinah

1 5 T (st 10) declaring to cite the Phetkarinitantra gives

a sloka almost identical with the one contained in K and S

1 6 The MMD begins its chapter 25 with this sloka

Karmdm sad atho vak^ye siddhidani prayogatati

sdntir vayam stambhanam oa dvesam uccdtamdrane

shall now expound the Six Rites which grant perfec-

tion (if executed) by the right method pacification, (bringing

to) subjection, and immobilization
,
(causing) dissension, (and)

eradication together with liquidation ”

1 7 The SST n,8, 105; contains a stanza which enume-
rates the same acts, but in a somewhat different sequence
(1-3-2-6-5-4)

Sdnhstambhau vasikdro mdranoccdtane tathd

dve^anam ceti devest satkarmdni yathdkramdt

As in the preceding instance, mdrana and uccdtana have
been combined here into a dual compound

These sources of the first type represent the Hindu Tan trie

doctrine of the Six Acts in a classic” form They are in fact

almost the only sources which mention the term sat karmdm
The following types enumerate the acts (sometimes six of them,
sometimes more) usually without labelling them by a general
term

Type 2 Its general characteristics are that the teim
^dnti (1) IS lacking, so that the rites assume a more "ciuel”
appearance We might have added a subdivision into three, if
this would not have involved too much casuistry a Sdnti is
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replaced hy mohana (7) , b Sdnti is replaced hy dkar^ana ( 8 )^ c

Both mohana and dkar§ana occur and another term is left out or

not

2 1 The Tanlrasara (according to Goldstucker, sv
quoted by Hillebrandt, p 177, n 1) gives mdrana

{&)

^

mohana {7 )

^

stambhana (3), oidie^ana (4^ ,
uccatana (5),

vasikarana (2) Goldstucker called them the ^^Sechs Zwecke der

Beschworung’’ (The Six Goals of Incantation)

2 2 SST ( 1383104 ) gives the following stanza as the

second of three opinions on the subject, it contains ^he sequence
2-'3-7-6-5-4 and is ascribed to the authority of ^^Viraj”

Vasyastambhanasammohd mdranoccdtanam tathd

vidtesanam ca devest $at karmdni Vxrdnmate

2 3 Akarsana instead ofmohana is added in the stanza

which piecedes m the SST the one cited just abo\ e ( 1 38 , 103)

The sequence this time is 2-8“3-4-5-6 and the doctrine is as-

cribed to Virupaksa

Vasydkarsastambhanam ca cidte^occdtanam tathd

mdranam caica detest Viriipdksasja sammatam

We notice that this stanza has some similarit"^ to the ones

given under the numbers 1 3 and 1 4 The third opinion

referred to b\ the SST m the same passage has been quoted in

1 7

2 4 D 1,15 (Ben ed , 1,14 in the Vidyasagar ed ) com-
prises within one half-sloka mdranam mohanam stambhah vtdve-

soccdtanam vasam (6-7-3-4 5-2, just as m 2 1 )
But the list does

not stop here Other acti\ities are mentioned in a long senes

dkarsanam (8 ), indrajdlam^ yakstm {sddhanam) '^gaming control

over Yaksims’% rasdyanam “^prepaiation of elixir”, kdlajndnam
^^knowledge of the hour of one’s death”, andhdram “causing a
shortage of food”, sdhdram “creating an abundance of food”,

nidhidarsanam “finding a treasure”, bandhydputravatiyogam “the
method of causing a barren woman to have a son”, mrta^at^

sdmtajioanam “bimgmg back to life the son of a woman whose
child has died”, odjlkaranavidyd^^vci^v^ns of stimulating passion”,

bhutagrahaniodranam “a\ erting evil influences of demons and
planets”, stmhavydghrabhaya {nitdranam) “averting the danger
fiom lions and tigeis”, sarpavricikdndm bhaya {nivdranam) “aver-
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ting the danger from snakes and scorpions ’’ Here one ob-
tains an impression of the manifold powers of the practisers

2 5 Parvatlputra Nityanatha in his Siddhikhanda
(referred to by Weber p 1184) gives the list m another

sequence vasya (2), dkar^ana (8), stambhana (3)^ mohana (7),

marana (6), uccdtana (5) and tndvesana (4) It thus amounts to

seven items The Siddhikhanda further adds the accomplish-

ments of vyddhikaranam ^causing illness’’ ^ vehaka^anam

kautukakaranam ^^performmg awesome feats”, ^^jugglery”^

yakstmsddhanam^ anjanasddhanam ^^mastery over supernatural

ointments”, and mrtasanjivani "^reviving the dead”
2 6 The introductory verse to KA gives the terms in

the sequence 2-8-4-3-6-1-9, addmg-^^7z ^^etcetera” Uccdtanah2iS

been lef^" out, but this act is mentioned immediately afterwards

translated by ^^excitation) a clear proof that one should not

attach too much importance to stray verses enumerating a

number of the Six Acts without being complete
Under Type 3 we have listed some enumerations from

Buddhist texts and a few others similar to them Tne term
Satkarman is lacking Sdnti and vidvesana are not always men-
tioned, but mohana and dkarsana are always included and often

also pusti (9) comes m In some cases there is a group of

eight instead of six

3 1 SM, No 221 (Jvalamukhisadhana) lists the follow-

ing mohana^ stambhana^ vidvesa, uccdtana vasya^ dkarsana (thus

7-3-4-5-2-8), and adds jambha ^^devouring 2ind kutuhala

^^(feats of) awe”
3 2 The same text, (Raktayamarisadhana) gives

idnti^ pu^ti^ dkrsti^ moha^ vasya^ stambha ( 1-9-8-7-2-3) ,
and

continues with pierana ^'expulsion”, mgraha ^^coercion” and
uccd tana

3 3 KGT 4,130 (referred to above, p 1 87 presents a list of
eight and characterizes them in pairs by way of colours <;dnti

and push (white), dkr^H and vaya {r^d)
,
stambha dnid moha

(yellow)
,
marana and uccdtana (black) (1 and 9, 8 and 2, 3

and 7, 6 and 5) This classification reminds of the presenta-
tion found in the Mahamaya fragment The sequence of the
colours IS the same, there are differences in the number and
arrangement ofthe acts

3 4 In the poetical style of the KGT some varian*^ lists
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are presented which are not important from a viewpoint of
classification but which are repeated here for the sake of their

intrinsic interest At first, 43 I 37 gives stambha^ sanii, uaJya^

para^hanaharana ^Haking the monev of others” {=^dkar$ana')y

mdrana, uccdtana (3-1-2-8-6-5 ?

3 5 KCT 4,139 sanity pu^tiy ondve^^ay uccdtanay va%yddty,

kzlana ^"^piercing^^^mdranay jwana (1-9-4-5-2- 6- )

3 6 KCT 43i43fF sdntiy <.ayay uccdtanay vidve^anay

stambhanay mohanay marana (
1-2-5-4-3-7-6) This is the reversed

sequence of t\pe 2 1, with onlv sdntt added
3 7 KCT 4,156 again adds colours, but m another

sequence sdnti and pusti (white), va^ya and dkr$U (red),

vidve^a and uccdtana (black), stambha and kilanddt (yellow)

( 1 .9 -2 -8>4-5-3 . )

3 8 KCT 4,189 mentions stambhay dkr$tiymohay balaharana

{^i==:ias%karana)
y
idntikay uccdtana (3-8-7-2-1-5;

3 9 PST 28,13, although Hindu, can best be classified

with the Buddhist sources It also combines pairs with

colours but with some originality pau^tika and samana

(white), kr^ti 3iidvasya (red), k^obha ^^agitation ’ and ^amsto-

bhana ^'paralyzing” (golden), mardana "crushing” and
uccdtana (grev) y stambhana (yellow) and mukti "release” {vimala

"spotless”) The next stanza adds a circumsciiption of

vyddhi-karana "making sick”

3 10 In N (p 265) there is again no question of a list

of six Items (but the term Satkarman is implied on p 270 in

the expression karma-satkdnurupini) The rites mentioned are

vasyanty dkarsanamy stambhananiy mohanamy uccdtamdranam ( 2-8, 3-7 ;

5-6) ,
vidvesavyadhikaranam

y
pasundsanam "destruction of cattle”,

iasyandsanam ' d of the crop”, arthandsanam "d of possessions”,

kautukarriy indrajalaniy yaksimsadhananiy cdakam (^) ,
anjanamy

adrsyam "becoming invisible” , A "filing through the

air by means of miraculous shoes”, "magical bow 1”

,

khecaratoam "fi'^ing through the air”, mrtasanjtoanarrty and so on
{^ddi

j

3 11 The Eight Acts known in Ce\lon according to

Gooneratne are mohanay s^ambanay uccdtanay dkar^anuy zidvesanay

mdranuy tambanaya and paysana Then contents dexiate trom
those current in the texts

Type 4 is constituted by the Jama BPK The term
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Satkarman is not mentioned^ instead, there is a tendency to-

ward a group of eight Mohana is lacking, but Akarsana is

always present Marana is usually circumscribed by nisedha

'^^the forbidden act”, a cnange due to the importance attached

in Jainism to Ahimsa
4 1 BPK 3,1 dvesa^ vasikrta^ bandha^ -styydkrsU

^"^attraction of women”, samstambha (1-4-2- 8-3)

4 2 BPK 3,5 vasya dkrsti^ stambhana^ nisedha^ vidvesa^

cdlana (perhaps ==
, ^dntika^ push (2-8-3-6-4-5-1-9) This

list IS almost identical with 3 3, only msedha is included instead

of mohana^ and the sequence of the items is different There is

also a similarity to 3 7 (here msedha instead of kzlanddi)

4 3 BPK 3,8 dkrsti^ vasya^ sdntika^ vidve^ana, rodha

{^=stambhana'\

^

(8-2-1-4 3-6) Here theactof ^^liquidation”

is not circumscribed by an euphemism The passage enume-
rates alternatives of magical acts to be effected with the help of

a certain senes of mudras
4 4 BPK 3,9 dkarsana va§ya^ sdntipusti^ vidvesoccdtana^

stambhana^ msedha (8-2-1 -9-4-5-3-6) The passage mentions the

various postures and colours which help to produce the magical
alternatives , the combinations are made explicit only m the

commentary Sdnti and push are combined with the same
posture and colour, and this is also the case with vidvesana and
uccdtana This suggests that also 8-2 and 3-6 may go into a

pair Similai pairs may be recognized in 4 2 and 4 3
From Types 3 and 4 one might -conclude that in Buddhist

and Jama traditions there circulated a list of eight acts going
together in four pairs Usually 8 goes with 2, 7 or 6 with 3,

5 with 6 or 4, and 9 with 1

4 5 A non-Jaina example of a list of eight items is

found in BMR, p 2 The list is designated m the previous
sloka by the term Satkaiman, but seems to consist only in a

casual summing up of the various practices which can be rea-

lized by the power of Bagalamukhi They are stambhana^

vasya^ sdnti^ mohana^ dkarsana^ otdvesoccdtana^ marana Two other
Items bhrdntih ^^causing to wander” and udoegakaranam ^^caus-

ing excitement” bring the number to ten

In older texts, but also m comparatively recent ones,

the reader often comes acioss statements of magical actions

which might be called incomplete in the light of the preceding
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material In younger sources the> ma\ be no more than short

indications without any intention to gi\e something as a ^^list’%

or their motivation may lie m the authors’ wish to refer to

what they considered to be the most important items In
older sources, however, such enumerations may reflect an
older stage in the theory ofmagic, during which svstematiza-

tion was absent, some terms not vet in vogue and other terms

still alive which later went into abe'j.ance A characteristic of

‘Such older enumerations is that abhicdra ‘^^destructive magic” is

often mentioned as a separate item Speaking boldly, one can
also reduce these older statements to the classic threefold ritual

-aim of sdnti^ pmti and abhicdra^ and in this wav the Satkarman
tradition might be interpreted as another separate branch of the

Vedic Kalpa tiee We shall give a few examples of the older

‘^^lists” Numbers are given to them only for the sake ofeasy

reference, they do not suggest that we hav^e alwavs to do here

with varieties of a theory of ^^Six A.cts”

5 1 In the Rgvidh
,
teims denoting acts of magic are

spread through the whole work There seems to be no trace

of systematization Here follows a sample in 1,2,5 we have
vidvesanam^ samvananam ‘^‘'winning friendship”, c ^destroy-

ing poison”, rogandsanam ^^annihilation of disease” In 1,15,7

pldanam ^ tormenting” and uccdtanam In 1,17,4 badhayet ‘'"^one

will obstruct” In 1,17,5 vadha^ ® killing” In 2,10,5 tidie--

samjanayet ‘^'one will create dissension”, in 2,17,2 ,
cydianam

‘'^causing to fail” The third chapter mentions vasam netum ‘'^to

bung under one’s power” (3,16,4), sdntyarthaya sukhcya ca

^Tor the sake of pacification and happiness” (3,17,1) , va^am

nayati ^^one brings under one’^ power” (3,18,4), abhicaret

*^one will succeed in practising destructive magic” (3,18,3),

samvananam^ ’•^winning (a woman’s heart)” (3,19,3) The last

Item IS lepeated in 3,21,3 and its complement, pum^dm samva-

nanam, IS added It is cleai that here sometimes the

same terms appear as in the Tantrie compilations, but without

any attempt at svstematization and side b> side vMth other

expressions \ Inch are found onlv seldom oi not at all in 'younger

texts Of the Six A.cts which con^^titute T\pe 1 onlv’' stam-

bhana is, however, not represented

5 2 The SVBr evidently represents a still older stage

Here the technical terms are almost absent, although often the
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same kinds of actions and amis are described The passage

discusses dvartanam ^turning hither”, an equivalent oT
the later term vasikaranam by means of which Sayana paraph-
rases It Another commentator, Bharatasvamin, circumscribes

with abhimukhapravarttanam samipanayanam ity arthah^ a phrase
which is eauivalent to the act denoted by the later term dkarsana

As a result of a certain action 2,5,4 states gumbhavati^ explained

by Sayana as vasyo bhavati The following expressions also occur

subhago bhavati ^^one obtains domestic happiness” (2,6,1 ) , vasyd

bhavanti (2,6,13) , and naikagrdme vasati ‘^^(the victim) is unable

to stay in a certain village” a result which typically belongs to

the act of uccdtana (2,6,16) Sometimes a term characteristic

for the Veda is included, like yasasvi bhavati ^^one becomes
famous” (2,6, 17), or brahmavarcasvi bhavati ^^one becomes rich

m spiritual splendour” (2,7,2) Such terms occur also in the

Rgvidhana and they continue to be occasionally expressed in

the later sources A few more examples of aims from the SVBr
srutanigadadi bhavati ^‘one becomes proficient in the recitation of

the Scripture:^” (2,7,4), dhanyo bhavati ‘^one becomes rich”

(3,1 2), daivan po^dn pusyati ^^one fares well by examples of

divine welfare” (3,3,4) In 3,6,12, a method for killing a per-

sonal enemy is described without any technical term for “^fiiquid-

ation” being used In short, this text is a good instance of a
state of preservation ofVedic traditions combined with the emer-
gence of new ideas and restatements of older practices within
the minds of the same persons, m this case Samaveda brahmans
The Rgvidh presents almost the same picture in a further stage

of development for the Rgveda brahmans
5 3 GautDh 2,2,17, a passage quoted earlier (p 236) m

connection with a question after the performer’s identity, men-
tions the following series sdnti^ punyaha

^
svastyayana^ dyusman

{^=dyusyam^
^
mangala^ vidvesana^ samvanana^ abhicdra and dvisadvy-

rddhi

5 4-6 Presumably a younger stage is represented by the

AVPar, although heie {as elsewhere, for that matter) we have
to reckon with interpolations in the composite text The Word
Index to the edition by Bolling and Von Negelein mentions ofi

the Satkarman terms uccdtana (21,3,2, 26,4,1, 26,5,3, we add
uccdtakarman^ 36,4,2), oaHkarana (35,1,6, ^5^1 and 3) ^ vasy

a

(25,1,11), (five times), vtdve^a (21,3,2, 64,4,9, 64,5,5),
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stambhana (26^5,4)3 stambham *"36,1,4) Akar^ana does not occur
in the Index Sdiitika and abhicdra are mentioned in a passage

(21,3,1 ) which enumerates m the same way as younger texts do
the different kinds of materials needed for the performance of

the various magical rites

5 4 In the passagejust mentioned ^AVPar 21,3,1 ) the

magical acts are enumerated sdntika, abhicdra, uccdtana^ vasya-

karman, vidoe^a, paustika^ ttjqydcaha ^hnvoking \ictovy^ ^ ,
amriddi

'^rites for defying death and so on” The list is already akm to

Tantric examples
5 5 A similar list occur^i m A.VPar 25,l,9ff f variations in

the construction of the fireplace) vijajdraha, sanasdntikara,

idntika, paustika, abhicdra, tasyddi, mdranddi BLXiAvidte^a Another
similar list occurs in 26,3,2fF (measurements of the fuel sticks)

5 6 In 26,5, Iff (different kinds ofwood for the fuel sticks)

occur the terms pusiikdma—^^one who strives after welfare

idntikarman, vittdrthi ^ one who desires wealth rajyadhih ^‘^one

who concentrates upon (obtaining) a kingdom”, srikdma^^vidiem,

marana {not mdrana) , uccdtana, stambhana, vijaya, saubhdgya and
dyuskdma—" one who desires longevity ”

5 7 We continue with some instances of “incomplete lists”

from the Puranas MtPur r93,140ff) mentions the following

acts to be realized in the cadre of worship of the planets tasya,

abhicdradi, uccdtanddi, and again (st 149) vidve^anannA. abhicdra

These aims are summarized under the heading ofksudru,—“insigni-

ficant” or “\ile” \fter these the author tocotAs sdntika—m st

155 (the passage has been discussed by Kane, 1962, p 1114)

5 8 AgPur 306, Iff mentions stambha, vidi^esana, uccdta,

utsada ^overturning” or ^ causing destruction”, “causing

to wander”, marana, oyddh^ Here also, the term ksudram is used

for the group as a whole \n almost identical stanza occu’^s in

TSS— 17,1

5 9 AgPur 315,1 announces the discussion oistambhana,

mohana, vasya, oidvesa-uccatana, aisa “poison”, oyadhi, aroga “(res-

toring) health”, mdrana and samana {
= :>dnti) This list contains

the acts 3-7-2 -4-5 and 6 interspersed with a few others

5 10 \gPur 260 (insti actions for the use of the Mahawa-
hrti formula) mixes up Vedic aims and Satkaiman performance

^dntikdma-', pdbdpanutti Vemo\al of evil”, pasukdma- “desiring

cattle”, kanakam bahi “a large amount of gold”, Lanydkdma--
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‘‘'desiring a girl (for wife) grdmdrthi “desiring (mastery over)

a village’% vasyakarman, satrundm vadhakamyaya “out of desire to

liquidate the enemies’% vyadhivinastm “destroying disease’%

brahmavarcasakdma- vtdvesana^ medhdvijdyate “one becomes wise’’,

uccdtanam, and others In general, the AgPur betrays a fair

knowledge of magical theories and practice in a number of

chapters, and more than once mentions a number of actions

without intending to be complete

5 11 LiPur 2 52,2f enumerates some possibilities realized

with the help of the Savitri vasya^ dkarsana^ vidx)esana^ uccdtana^

stambhana^ mohana (text mocana) (2“8-4-5-3-7)
,
and further

tddana “kicking”, utsddana^ chedam “cutting”, mdrana, pratiband-

hanam “checking”, sendstambhana [4]

5 12 It might be useful to refer also in this connection

to the probably earliest Buddhist Tantra, the GST, which in

the cadre of its unconventional theory ofspiritual emancipation

(ch 9, p 35) expresses the characteristic abilities of the five

Kulas “Families” In the Family of Hate {dve^a) presided

upon by Aksobhya one is able to kill all beings, sarvasattvam

vighdtayet^ in the Family of Delusion Vairocana) there

IS haranam sarvadravydndm (“taking away all possessions”, cf

dkarsana) y in the Family of Passion (rdga^ Amitabha) one will

enjoy all women, {sarvayo^itah^ upabhufijayet (cf vasikarana) ,
in

the Family of the Thunderbolt ivajra') one may utter lies, while
in the last Family, Samayakula, one “obtains wisdom by pra-

ctising harsh talk and the like” {pdruyavacanddyaih sevayan

jiidnam dpnuydt) These acts, the opposites of the traditional

Buddhist virtues, contain a certain likeness to the system of
the Six Acts, although the passage can hardly be referred to as

one of its sources

5 13 The HT (ch 2) presents a list which is already very
akin to the Six Acts, stambhana^ vasya^ vidvesana^ abhicdruka^ dkar-

sana and mdrana A change of abhicdruka into uccdtana would
produce the items of Type 2 3-2-4-5-8-6

5 14 Theprobably much laterSM gives some casual lists

on p 368f We mention only these as instances Many more
similar passages could be probably found m the SM itself as

well as in related texts On the mentioned pages one first

reads twice a series oi sdntika^ pustika^ vasya^ mdrana A third
time dk^ is inserted before mdrana A fourth time we find
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iantika^ paustika^ abhicdra and tasya A fifth time this same
list IS extended by dkrsti^ and afterwards there is a version in

which sdntika zxiA pau^iika are followed b> abhicdrakarmdni sar--

vdm ^^all acts of destructi\e magic ’’

A few examples of casual listings in Hindu Tantras
5 15 The SST (I 3652 )

gi\es va^ya^ stambhana^ dkarsana
and trailokyavasyatd ^^(the power of / having the threefold space
subjugated"'’

, the list is continued w ith a great number of siddhis
5 16 SSTSjlS, 18ff enumerates the results of worship

with flowers, they include sdntikarman^ vasya^ cdgiibhuti ‘'‘power

of speech"’, stambhana^ mohana^ mdrana^ ripuccdta “eradication of
the foe”, dhandgamah “acquisition o^ wealth”, and so on 3,18,
14ff, in connexion with a similar subject, mentions
siddhi^ vasa^ nagimsiddhi “mastery over a Naga woman”, nidhana

“(finding) a treasure”, “being a poet”, jaya “victoiy”,

kdminimlabhet “one obtains the lady desired”, and so on
5 17 The JT (17,83-87) circumscribes the acts of

stambhana^ vasikarana^ dkr^ti and mdrana in association with the

four quarters of the sky

5 18 The PST (in 24,33) mentions m passing vasya^

dkrsti^ dvesana^ moha^ uccdta and others {^ddika) Mdrana is

discussed—not without reservations—m the preceding stanza
(6-2-8-4.7-5)

5 19 The SGT (p 52) prescribes four colours for the

mantras for the acts of sdnti^pu^ti^ oa§tkarana 2Lnd TTzamna, which
the editor calls “the four kinds of acts” (p 66 )

In referring to passages like these, one should not forget

that the time-honoured aims of the Veda are still expressed

in the Tantras also, as in the PTS (13, 45ff ) frz, samrddhi^

dyuh^ rddhi^ pusti^ mahodaya^ putrdpU “obtaining a son”, sarvo-

padravasanti “pacification (on the occasion) of all kinds of
calamities ” Besides, short allusions like those mentioned
above may ha\e been motivated by the intention to pick up
the most important aims which serve as pivots of the magical

science T (p 370) records a vaiiant of the division of ritual

aims into 6dnti^ pustiund abhicdra bv^ announcing sdnti^ oasya and
abhicdra in ih.is ro^c On p 372, the text accounts for this

clas^i icit-ion bv '^aying that “attiaction is done m the method
of subjugation, and rites with a good purpose in the method
of pacification, evil acts are to be done like liquidation (here
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probably a synonym of destructive magic), thus the ritual

should be always localized by the adepts”

dkarsanam vasyavat sydt subham sdntivad iritam

ugram mdranavaj jdeyam karma sarvatra sddhakaih

Two features which sometimes occur in Satkarman des-

criptions should be shortly dealt with now These are the

combination of these rites with the directions of the sky, and

then being presided ovei by goddesses Execution of power

into the directions of the compass is found already in the AV
hymns (eg, 3,26, 3,27, 4,40) The fear for dangers attack-

ing the centre in which the person or community in question

ritually resides induces the practiser to counteract them by

magical rites which relegate these dangers to the regions

irom where they launch their attack Tnis same principle is

continued unceasingly in Indian religious literature, and it is

abundantly represented in the Balinese digbandhas (see Stuti

andStava, p 17,579) For the Tantras we refer to JT 17,83-87

which effectively combines the desire to execute power into the

directions w th the application of some of the Satkarman acts.

It IS structurally related to the Mahamaya fragment [5] The
worship of iSiva, ^^Mrs Siva” is said m stanza 81 to destroy

all sms, within a month the performer is freed from all evil

committed m seven pievious births (83) Worshipping towards
theE IS connected with stambhana ^ Xo'w^xds th^’N with va:^i-

karana^ towards the W with conquerring women {ddsim iva

va§am nayet ^^one will bring her under his power like a female
slave”, cf the Mahamaya fragment, st 9), and towards the S
with loss of memoiy for the enemy (see alsoabove^p 269) The
worship can also be conducted into the intermediate directions,

in that case it will result m stupefaction, mutual dissension
among the enemies, disease and eiadication respectively (st

89 a stambhavidvesanavyadhisatruccatakaram bhavet) There is also

a likeness between this passage and that from the GST cited
above (No 5 12) which connects the five cardinal vices with
the five ' Families” It is well known that the 'Tamihes” and
their presiding Tathagatas are localized m ^he four mam
directions and the Centre

A related meditation (combined with colours) is describ-
ed m SM, No 97 (p 197f ) as to be realized within the per-
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former’s own body Ten female deities are worshipped sym-
bolizing the ten stages of perfection Among them are four
Doorkeepers^ called Ankusi (white, in the E ) Pasi (yellow,
in the S ) ,

Sphota (red, in the W and Ghanta f red, m the
N ) All these names can be preceded b> vajra- When after-

wards the practiser of the meditation should cause the goddes-
ses created by him to enter the ^‘Diagram of the Truce”
{samqyamandalam)

y
he does so for Ankusi b> means the

formula Om Vajrdnkmi dkarsaya jah
y
for Pasi with Om VajrapdH

pravesaya hurtiy for Sphota with Om Vajrasphota bandhaya tamy,

and for Ghanta with Om Vajra ghanta text -i:esa
j

hasikuru hoh

Thus at least three of the standard magical actions were asso-

ciated by these Buddhist authors of the GST and SM Xo 97
with the meditative practice of the vices, and from the SM it

also appears that they could be associated with female deities

Goddesses of fearsome figure which symbolize magical actions

occur also elsewhere in the directions of the compass as atten-

dants of a central God, for instance, in N (p 316) there are

Jambha '^Devourer”, Stambha ^Tmmobilizer”, Sammoha
"^Deluder” and Sosa ‘'^Desiccator” aiound Virabhadra, and
in the BPK (10,42ff) the sixteenth Jama Arhat, Santi (’) is

surrounded in the four intermediate directions by Jambha,
Moha, Stambha and Stambhini

In the SM No 97, and m Xo 110 (p 229) there are also

goddesses mentioned as incorporations of six Vices Their

presence should be assigned to the seats of the sense organs

(p 229) Moha\ajra on the e\es, D\esa\ajra on the ears,

Irs)a\ajra on the nose, Ragavajra on the mouth, Matsar\ a-

vajra—she iemo\es all afflictions and obscuiity, sariaklesatamo

"pahdm—on the skin and Nairatma\ ogm! (connected with the

mind as the sixth organ of sense j
in th.^ dyatanas ^'supports” of

these sense-organs These six "‘'women” {yositah
)

all pos'=ess

two aims and a single face and they should be meditated upon
as bearing the practiser’s skull in their hand On p 231 thev

aie honoured and invoked for protection

duesauajri namas tubhyam mohavajri namo^stu te

matsary aoojri mdm trdhi rdgavajri prayaccha me (^

)

mahdmdtre (v 1 -mdne) makersyeti sarvaoajri prasida me

The occurrence of Six Women m these texts is no excep-
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tion SM, No 250 (vol 2, p 488) mentions six Yoginls or

Sorceresses who originate from a spell of six syllables—and,

by the way, also six Gakravartins or Universal Monarchs, on

p 489— , and SM, No 251 calls the god Samvara the "'Lord

of the Six Goddesses” {saddevatindthah) HT 5 also speaks of

SIX women the Mother, the Sister, the Dancer, the Washer-
woman, the Gasteless woman (Gandali) and the Brahman
Woman All of them are in reality identical with Prajna, the

Buddhist goddess of Wisdom and Mother of all Buddhas The
same chapter mentions the goddesses of the five ""Families”

and they are for the greater part identical with the above list

of six Dombi, the Dancer, the Washerwoman, the Brahman
Woman and the Gandali Sothe ""Six” seem to be an exten-

sion of the ""Five” The KGT (3,125) advises meditation on
the following six women the Mother, the Sister, the Daughter,

the Sister’s Daughter, the Wife and the Yogini, in the course

of a left-handed sadhana
In the light of this evidence it can be expected that six

women are also described sometimes as presiding deities of the

Six Acts, and this is indeed the case in Saradatilaka 23, 122ff

(according to Kane, 1962, p 1070) Their names are Rati,

Vani, Rama, Jyestha, Durga and Kali The same doctrine is

echoed in S (1,10),MMD (25, 6) and T (p 366, ascribed to

the Kulaprakasatantra) The HT (ch 2, last stanza) already

expresses the same principle by means of a group of seven

goddesses with dijfferent names

vajrd gauri ca van ca vajraddki nairdtmikd

bhucari-khecari-yogat stambhanadi kared vrati

It IS not impossible that this doctrine of Six or Seven
Women (goddesses or other females) presiding over the Six
Acts or ovei the group of Six Vices arose under the influence

of a remarkable tiadition found until recently among aboriginal
peoples of India, that in the beginning of time there were six oi

seven witches or female magicians (Hermanns, p 264) Goone-
ratne relates a legend about the origin of witchcraft m Ceylon
in former times there was a prince who had to choose his wife
from among the seven daughters of the king of Ayodhyapura
Six of them were specialized in the black arts while the seventh
was an expert in counteracting all these sorts of witchcraft
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When this daughter was taken by the prince as his wife, the

other SIX revenged themselves by assembling all their magical
powers in a pumpkin and sent this pumpkin to Ceylon \%here

Its contents spread themselves over the island and are present

there up till now When there is really a connection between
these old popular traditions and the Tantric groups ofgoddesses

discussed—we only refer in passing to the ^ Seven ZMothers’’

who do not seem to be directlv connected with witchcraft—

,

we have here another instance of the appearance of non-
Sanskritic material in Sanskrit literature This symptom may be
called a function of the gradual pioce‘=:s of ‘‘^Sanskritization’’

(Gonda, 1963, p 7,10 and 11)

6 3 Alternatives in Satkarman rituals

The magical rituals described in the sources mentioned
above are sometimes preceded by a set of general prescriptions

the chief function of which is to equip the performer with the

modifications required for the particular objectives he wishes

to attain This whole complex of alternatives is based upon
the assumption that the intricacies of the ritual reflect, influ-

ence and even help to produce the realities which correspond

to them The power of the magician is awakened effectivelv

only by his realization of this law of interdependence of the

elements of the unwerse which hands over to him the keys of

the machinery he prepares himself to tend (see also above, p
56) A similar principle is also expressed by P Bhattacarya

m his Introduction to the Tarabhaktisudharnava (p 21 ),

since every individual being or object m the univ erse is a mani-
festation of the one and the same Creative Eneigy, whatever
somebody does or attempts to do, causes a tension in the crea-

tive atmosphere, and certain forcesvvhich aie favourably affect-

ed favour the completion of the work (and vice versa
j

some writers on Oriental Philosophy claim to have discovered

many of these forces
’’

The alternatives apply to a variety of cii cumstances
under which the ritual should be executed the exact time, the

correct astrological mansion, the method of tending the sacri-

ficial fire, the materials offered, the accompanying gestures,

the shape of the mantras recited, and so on Any particular

action requires the application of its concomitant lules The
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performer’s scrupulous adherence to them is his guarantee that

he IS actually on the right track, that he tunes into the correct

wave-length of the mystical force of the universe To be true,

there are circumstances in which one mav neglect them, as

when S (st 30) asserts that in a situation of dire necessity one
needs not to abide the exact time lequired foi a ceremony
There may also be cases of exceptional efficacy of the mantra
or the material Thus, foi instance, D (st 12 p 133) contains

the sweeping statement that the mantras and herbs taught by
the authoi are sufficient to bring about the result even with-

out adherence to the rules about the correct days or constel-

lations, the right method of w^orship, recitation or sacrifice

And probably many of these rules will have fallen into oblivion

or even have never been observed at all in the popular tradi-

tion

The svstem of con elation between the iitual and the

desired leality which we find here does not seem to be essen-

tially different fiom that which lies at the base of the Vedic
ritual prescriptions Vedic ritual even sometimes refers to the

same kind of alternatives aiming at different lesults desiied by
the sacrificei \yajamdna) and brought about by the priest

One may point to the kdmye^h-, ^^non-bloody sacrifices perfoi-

med fo a ceitain objective^’ which consist of varieties of the

full-moon and new-moon siauta sacrifices But they do not

constitute a close narallel to the Satkarman altei natives because
they ai c independent items not connected by sets of corres-

ponding changes in the iitual ^

What can best be compared to the later practice are us-

ually «=hoit remarks made in the course of a ritual piescription

Foi instance, AitBr (Pancika 2, 1, Adhyaya 6) declares that for

the lealization of different objectives th^yupa (sacrificial pole

symbolizing the axis mundi') should be made of different kinds

of wood When the Srautasutras describe the Agnihotra—the

oblation to be made twice a day by the Aryan householdei—
they usually'- insert a few of such alternatives (these aie dis-

cussed by Dumont) KatySr 4, 15, 21-26 (Dumont, p 5-7)

gives these rules "‘'he who desires heaven performs the oblation
with a iice-dish, or the same, if he desires cattle, one who desires

to obtain (leadership in) a village should bring an oblation

with a mess of barley, if one desires strength, with iice
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giainSj if one desires strength of Indra alertness of bod> and
mind) 5 with curds, if one desires fiery lustre, with ghee”—[6]
The AplSr (6, 15, 1) gives the same set of rules (cf Dumont,
p 40), but restricts the oblation with thence dish to the result of
obtaining cattle, in 6,4,1 1 the author of the Sutra had advised
this oblation for someone whose cattle had been attacked by
Rudra The oblation of rice grains is said to produce ojas
c Coverpowering strength”, but balam ^ ^strength” according to

^^some authorities” {ity eke)
^ we saw that this was also Katya-

yana’s opinion Apastamba further adds that one may sacri-

fice a rice porridge {odana-) for obtaining food a portion of
flesh for obtaining renown, and soma sap for obtaining spiri-

tual lustre HirSr (3, 7, 114) as usually stands close to

ApSr but prescribes the oblation of flesh for obtaining valour

(ytryam, Dumont, p 90) Alternatives are also presented for

the moment of sacrifice of the materials into the fire For ins-

tance, a luler who desires to extort as much as possible from
his subjects for his own consumption should have the oblation

performed into the fire immediately after kindling it when the

flame has not yet grown to its usual proportion, if he wants
to do so without destroying his subjects, the oblation should

be made while the fire sends out frequent beams, when it

flames at its highest, one should sacrifice for lustre and renown
when the fire begins to subside, for the obtaining of material

goods from the subjects by friendly means, and w^hen only the

chai coals are still glowing, for obtaining spiritual lustre (KLatySr

4, 15, 16-20, 27 adds that one may continue this kind of sacii-

fice for a year, Dumont p 5-7) It mav be remarked that

these alternatives cover the whole existence of the sacrificial

fire at the ceremony, m other words, the client is implicitlv

expected to have one of the mentioned objectives m mind w^hen

he launches the ceremony ^p§r (6, 10,3b) also presents alter-

natives on this matter but deviates in detail the fire should

pioduce only smoke during an oblation for acquiring power in

the village, it should flame up for obtaining spiritual lustre, an
oblation into the charcoals produces fiery lustre These differ-

ences suggest a comparatively late development of prescriptions

of this kind The objectives stated m the Vedic texts—cattle,

lustre, strength, food, ascendancy in the community, longevity

—may diffei at first sight from those of the Satkarman iituals,
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but this diflference is more apparent than real The termino-

logy differs but the objectives remain centied around the own
ascendancy and welfare and the putting down of rivals, and

—

for a ruler—the exploitation of the subjects There is one
particular kind of prescription met more than once in the Veda
which does not seem to occur m the later sources, this is the

abhicdrav<^hich, the priest may apply in ordei to bring haim to

his own client, as we find it for example in Hir Si 3, 7, 82

(Dumont, p 101) when he (the priest) desiies of somebody
(a client) may his power dimmish, may he change for the

worse, then he should bring a greatei oblation in the first

phase and a smaller one afterwards This difference between
eailier and later sources may reflect a change in social circum-

stances such as a less independent position of the brahman
perfoimeis at royal courts or a closer understanding between
the two uppermost grades of society

We now come to the alternatives presented by the sourc-

es on what we call Satkarman rituals The reader can develop

a keen sense of casuistry even from the simplified excerpts given

on the following pages The regulations usually icfer to

A Time (choice of right asterism, day and hour)
B Place and orientation

C Recitation (way of speaking, use of mantras, rosary

)

D Gestuies and meditation
E Saciifice (form of the fire, substances sacrificed)

F Some other subjects (behaviour of performei , mate-
rials) These groups aie each subdivided below into subgroups
indicated by numbers (A, 1 etc ) In the schematic repiesenta-

lions, use is again made of the number code foi the Six Acts
(see above, —p 259) which is repeated here in short

1 Santi

2 Vasikarana
3 Stambhana
4 Vidvesana
5 Uccatana

6 Marana
7 Mohana
8 Akarsana
9 Pusti

A 1 The most general presciiptions on the right time foi

the performance of a ritual are those concerning the iwenty-
seven lunai constellations {naksatrdm)) The JT (20,163) allo-

cates each rite to a naksatra Akarsana to Krttika, Marana to
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Bharani, Vasa and Uccatana to Svati^ Stambhana to Jyestha,
Vidvesana to Satatara (

= Satabhisaj ) and Santi to Abhijit

These simple prescriptions leave however a gieat numbei of

naksatras open, probably they have been meant only as sugges-

tions for the best occasion on which to perform the rituals In any
case, all naksatras figure in the list found m K (st 12-15, p
23) and in the almost identical stanzas 22-26 of S (p 182)
There, each act is assigned to more than one naksatra, for

example Stambhana to Jyestha, Uttarasadha, Anuradha and
Rohini, Mohana to Uttaiapada, Satabhisaj and three others,

Vidvesana to Svati and some others, Uccatana to Bharanl
and some others From a comparison with the data given by
JT It appears that there is no conformity at all between the

sources on this subject

A 2 The rules on naksatras tend to be accompanied by
those on yoga ov mandala—astrological combinations of planets

K and S ( 1 c ) distinguish those of Mahendra, Varuna, Agni
and Vayu (the last one fittingly prescribed for driving away a

person, Uccatana) Observ^ations regarding the signs of the

zodiac {rdsi) are recorded m T fp 365, from the Phetkanni
Tantra)

A. 3 Rules on titki (the days in the month) are gene-

rally combined with those on vara (the da\ of the week, denot-

ed by the planet which presides over it) The JT f 20,165)
only gives the planets of the days the (da> of) the Moon for

attraction. Mars for liquidation, Alercurv foi • adhanam ,

Jupiter foi acquisition, Venus for the realization of all objec-

tives, the Sun for ail kind of respectable desires {subhdm'^ K
(st 7ff

, p 22) divides the acts over the davs of the month as

follows (without specifying the month-half) foi subjugation,

the seventh, for attraction, the third or thirteenth, for eiadi-

cation, the second and sixth, foi immobilization, the foui-

teenth, fouith or fiist, foi delusion, the eighth or ninth, foi

liquidation, the eleventh or twelfth, for pacification, the

fifteenth or the full moon day
More complicated is the system piesented b\ S (st 1511,

p 181), MMD ^25,10-15) and T (ch 10, p 352) Except for

a few different leadings, S and T give the same stanzas, T
lefeis to the Phetkanni Tantia as then souice N (p 269 'i

gives the matenal in a slightly different mannei and
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incompletely (this may be the editor’s fault) The^lokas aie

not always clear as to which particulai days aie to be combin-
ed With the rites and we may have misunderstood them on
some points

6anti —second, third, fifth oi seventh (in the light

half of the month), on the days of Meicury
and Jupiter (S adds Venus and the Moon)

Pusti —fourth, sixth to ninth and thirteenth (S

(not in MMD) adds the tenth), days of Jupiter and the

Aloon

Vasikarana —fourth, sixth, ninth and thiiteenth, days of

(MMD only) Jupiter and the Moon, this means that

MMD gives foi subjugation almost the

same lulesas SandTfoi acquisition (Pusti)

Akarsana —-tenth and eleventh (N eighth to eleventh),

(not in MMD) days of the Sun and Venus

Vidvesana —MMD eighth to eleventh, days of Saturn
and Venus S and T new and full moon
day, first and ninth, days of Saturn and
the Sun N full moon,fiist, eighth and
ninth

Uccatana —eighth and fourteenth of the daiL half (S

adds the sixth), day of Saturn These
dates aie also suitable foi Gitasadhana,
pait of Viiacaia (T, Intiod

, p 20)

Marana —The same days oi new moon day (MMD
omits the fourteenth), days of Saturn and
Mais Li Pui (2,50,36) the fouiteenth of
the black half

Stambhana —Fifth, tenth or full moon day, days of
Tvlercury and the Moon

In general, S (st 21) advises to undertake favourable
rites during the rise of a favourable planet, and terrible rites

during the rise of the others (variant of this stanza in T, 1 c )

For liquidation, a Sunday falling on the fourth ninth or

fourteenth and a yoga conferring death (mrtyuyogah
) are espe-

cially recommended

It IS to be noted that the above listing of tithi and vara
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encompasses all the daxs, in an> case of the light half of the

month;, and all davs of the week
\ 4 \n important legulation is the one concerning the

divisions of the da\ The Rgvidh knows the piinciple that

diffeient moments of the dav aie suited lor different kinds of
rites In IjlSjS-lj 20,1 realit> one sloka clumsily cut up
by the tiaditional method of numbei ing; it sa>s legarding the

lecitation of a RV stanza { l^SO^lSb

udayaty dyur aksajyam tejo madhyamdinc japan

astam urajati surye tu dci^antain pratibadhate

‘Svhile the sun uses, (the lesult will be^ indestiuctiblc

longevitv
3 fiery energv, if one recites at nooiij and ( if one

lecites) while the sun is setting, one oppi esses one s enemy ”

This doctiine which appeals here in a simple form has been
eagerlv" woiked out in the Tantric sources Moieovei^thc
period of twentv-foui houis is dealt with b> these texts as a

replica of the year it is regularly divided into the traditional

SIX seasons Usually the texts declare that six parts of the

day arc to be called the ^Seasons”, as m S (st 12 p 181^

rtavah syur casantadyd akordtre dtnedine an\ period of da}

and night theie should be the seasons spiing etc ’ The same
line I*' found m T ^ p 364 i, while K <^t 4, p 22^ and

( 25.7) say the same m othei words The woiding of X ^p

269) seems to irnph that the iites should be leall} performed

in the diffeient seasons of the veai, and within these seasons on

the coil espondmg paits of the da\, foi example m the fiist

line iidaydd ydmapaiyantam hemante pau^tike japet ^Tiom suniise

foi three houis one should lecite in wmtei in the act of acqui-

sition But it IS possible to inteipiet N in the same wav as

the other souices as pei taming onlv to a division of a peiiod

of twentv-four houis

The directions foi this sixfold division of the dav aie woid-

eddiffeienth S (st 12, p 181), T (p 364) and MMD
(25.8) give each ''season’" a time of ten ghatikds^ K (st Ij

speaks of dandas foi them, N(p 269; meniion^ yamas oi

periods of till ec houis, whdeS(si 13 p 181) and K (^st 4,

p 22) divide dav and night intosix oaits coi i e'!>ponding win. ^

the vamas in this wa\ die lints aic identical in boihsoiucer'

riit moiiiing IS spring, noon is called sunuiiti, the alteinccQ
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IS the rams, the dewy season is known to be in the evening,

autumn falls on midnight, while winter is in the period of

sunrise’" [7] This very apt division of the day into seasons

contains one change in the normal sequence autumn and dewy
season have changed place, probably because midnight
with its clear star-spangled skies better conforms to autumn
which IS often piaised for its clearness, while the "^"^dewy season’’

may be aptly compared to the evening

The sources give different ways of assigning the Six Acts
to these seasons of the day They are presented below in a

slightly simplified scheme Five variants (denoted by Roman
capitals) may be distinguished Eleven souices were made use

of BPK 3,6, JT 20,166, K p 22, st 2, KA, introductory

stanza,MMD25,8,Np 269 (2x N-1 and N-2 ) ,
S p 181, st

14(S-l),Sp 182, st 27(S-2),Tp 365 (2x T-1 and T-2^
For the acts themselves, use is made of the number code

Part of day MMD BPK N-1 K S-2
(season) S-1 JT KA T-2

T-I N-2
Morning (spiing) 2 2 8 2,8 2

Noon (summer) 4 4 4 4 4,5
Afternoon (rams) 5 5 5 3 1,9

Evening (dewy s ) 3 6 6 6 6
Midnight (autumn) 6 1 1 1 3
Dawn (wmtei) 1 9 9 9 8

I II III IV V
A few lemarks explaining the simplification of the scheme

are necessary All five variants —V are lepresented by
identical or almost identical slokas This was the mam reason
to piesentN-1 as a separate item (III) m the list, although it

IS practically identical with II in contents (2, Vasikarana and
8, Akarsana, being sometimes mter-changeable) N-2 and
S-2 aie both incomplete, their last line which contains two of
the SIX seasons has been omitted m the edition In the case
of S-2 one can safely assume that this last line is identical with
that of T-2, but this is not the case for N-2 and JT because
N-2 m Its first line gives a variant listing 9 (/^w^f^z) together
with 2 {va^ya) in the moining KA, although being listed
together with K, recoids 5 (ucc ) instead of 9 m dawn In
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BPK the details of the identifications are gi\en by a commen-
tary^ while N~2 omits them altogether T-2 ascribes list V to

the Phetkarmi Tantra
B 1 After the category of time, that of place is expect*

ed to be an important deteiminant for the execution of the

rites There aie howe\er, surprisingly few indications made
about the locations most suited to the performance of the acts

Such indications are known to the Veda, e g Laty Sr 3 3,20flF

chadin varsakdmo^ go^the pa^iukdmah, sabhdydin yamskdmah^ smasdne

^bhicaraii “undei a co\er (one should saciifice i, if one desires

ram, in a cowpen when desiring cattle, in the council hall when
desiring fame, on a cremation ground when doing black magic’’

(Hillebrandt, p 174, he also refers to KausS 48 17 and
Kat’ySr 18, v 147 The LiPur (2,50,15f ) m a chapter which
deals with magical means of chastising evildoers ad\ises a

ciemation ground {pretasthdnam) or temple of the Mother
Goddess (mdtrsthdnam) the scene for the ritual, the pei former
should, by the way, be proficient in the Veda and its auxiliai\

disciplines {vedaveddvga-pdragah) Onl> three of the Tantiic
souices utilized for this study seem to give directions on the

subject, and at that incomplete T (p 367) states that subju-

gation should be practised m a temple, pacification at home,
and teiiible rites on a ciemation ground, oi all iites ma'^ be
done in a temple N (p 270 j is somewhat moie detailed

Subjugation is pieferably practised in a temple of Siva oi his

spouse, foi attraction no special location is necessaiv , for

causing dissension one can best choose a cremation ground,
eiadication is done upon a sinister place, for example a desert-

ed temple, while liquidation is also peifoimed upon a ciema-

tion ground or a place sacred to Kali under additional circum-

stances which remind of the sa^asadhand (obtaining peifection

by riding a corpse) pietam druhya manhaLit

daksindbhimukho bhutvd dantaih sampidya cadhaiani

ripum smrtvd japam kuican saptardtrena mdrayet

^‘the expert of mantias should seat himself upon a coipse

with his face into a southern direction, bite his lower lips with

his teeth ( in lage) and recite the mantra, meditating upon
the enemv

,
b\ a pei lod of se\ en da^ s one will cause him to

die
”
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B 2 More is said on the kinds of hide on which the

practiser of the ritual is supposed to seat himself In the

Vedic ceremonies the usual piescription is the hide of a black

antelope {krmdjinam) In Satkaiman theory, the diffeient

animal hides are probably considered to bung the performer

into immediate touch with the paiticular powers which were
supposed to be manifested in these animals To take an exam-
ple, JT (20,168f ) says the following "'During immobilization,

the hides of elephants (are pre»ciibed as seats) , and that of a

buffalo during liquidation, the hide of a deer during eradica-

tion, and that of a goat on the occasion of a iite of subjuga-

tion For causing dissension, that of a jackal is presciibed,

and the hide of a cow for pacification, for the sake of obtaining

various perfections and welfaie, the hide of a tigei is laid

down’^ [8] Below, the lists given by five authoiities are

piesented They diffei consideiablv between each other Only
MMD and T are m accoi dance on all points, but they give

different glokas The data m S aie incomplete, the gaps have
been filled up fi om the BMR ( p 11) which declai es to quote S

Number code MAID (25,16) JT S(p 187, N(p 270)

ofiitualact T (p 367) (20,168) st 50

1 cow cow

and p
234)
(deei

)

tiger

2 ihmoceros goal sheep tigei

3 elephant elephant (cow) —
4 jackal j ackal horse —

-

5 sheep deei camel buffalo

6 buffalo buffalo buffalo human haii

8 >

—

— tiger tigei

9 — — — tigei

Moksa — — elephant tigei

Besides, JT says that a tagei skin is competent to effec-

tuate all results, and S says nearly the same for a red cloth

iraktakambala) One observes that the tigei skin is also

gieatly favouied by N It would be cumbeisorne to give the

Skt names ol the animals because the^ aie often denoted by
wav of synonyms (eg, jambuka^ pherii^ sjgdla foi the jackal)

One observes that AIMD and T (as well as JT in this case)
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lemain tiue to the summing up of the Six Acts gi\en by them
beforehand, they onlv mention Xos 1-6 (T^pe 1 ,

above p 259)
Sometimes an explanation can be attempted for the prescrip-

tion of the hide of a particular animal The cow, most pure
of all animals, is natuially suited for a rite of Santi—although
the sinister thing is that the use ofa cow’s hidemay presuppose
a cow’s slaughter The elephant, most massive of animals, is

suited for immobilization, the jackal for causing dissension

The buffalo is widelv known in the Indian subcontinent as a
symbol of death ®

V diffeient treatment of the subject is contained in the

SST (2,71) This chapter treats of the seats of the initiated

(diksasana-) It mentions three categories of seats those of

metal, those of wood, and those connected with animab The
last category seems to imply a seat only m the shape of the

animal in question (2,71,1) The Satkarman tei ms occupy
only a minor position among the aims expressed Thus, a

horse is associated with the obtaining of one’s wishes M^dnchitd-

ptih ) , a goose, tiger or elephant with similar vague categories

a seipent or hare with the destruction of an enemy, a hon with

obtaining a kingdom, a falcon {syena-) with eradication, a

crane with immobilization As to the metals, loha copper leads

to liquidation, tdmra copper to iSanti, silver to temporal rule,

gold to obtaining all wishes, and so on Similar results aie to

be expected from seats of wood It needs not to be assumed
that the choice of these mateiials is a kind of automaton neces-

sarily bunging about in the view of these authors the results

mentioned for them, it is implied, however that a practiser who
has a certain objective in mind should caiefully choose fiom

the expedients at his disposal those which are in keeping with

the mainstream of his will so that they will be able to lemfoice

this stream m their turn

B 3 As to the postures to be taken by the peifoimei

when he sits down, the situation in the texts is comparable to

that with regard to the seats themselves Only MMD and T
aie in complete agi cement Without using the same woidmg
Othei sources sometimes diffei considerably, but in one case

all are in accoi dance the Cock’s Posture {kukLutdsa?za) belongs

to the rite of causing dissension The Padma oi Lotus posture

lb piefeired for Saiili and Pusti Foi the other cor lespoiidenccs
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the scheme may suffice

Number code MMD BPK S(p 187, N
of ritual act (25,15)

T(p 366)

3,9 st 49) (p 270)

1 Padma Pankaia

(
= Padma)

Svastika Svastika

2 Svastika Svastika Bhadra —
3 Vikata Kulisa Vikata —
4 K-ukkuta Kukkuta Kukkuta Kukkuta
5 Vajra Kukkuta Ardha-

svastika

Ardhasv

6 Bhadia (ka) Uccabhadra Ardhas-
thapana,

Parsnika

Ardhotthana

8 — Danda Svastika Parsnika

9 — Pankaja Svastika,

Padma
Pankaja

Of these sources, T adds the details as to how each

posture IS constituted BPK again gives the postures without

assigning them to a particular act , these data are supplied by
the Skt commentary Postures of the body are an impoitant

feature of the yoga system By assuming one of them, the pei*

former of a Satkarman act sets himself upon his own path

of yoga
B 4 A very important point to be considered is the

direction of the sky to be faced during the iitual By turning

his face towards a certain region the performer announces his

intention to contact the foices that live in that same region

and that influence from there the course of things in the Centre,

that IS the scene of habitation and activity of the subject All

the forces of good and evil aie represented m the compass,

and all diiections of the compass are present in the orientation

system advised by the texts on Satkarman, another sign that

the whole range of human activity, for good as well as for evil,

IS comprised by these rituals ^ As there are, strictly speaking,

only Six Acts and eight (chief and intermediary) directions of

the sky, it is understandable that a systematical text like MMD
only fills in six of these eight diiections, but some others tiy

to occupy all eight of them An e\ample (S, p 183, st 31=1,
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p 365) India ('s region) there is immobilization, eradi-

cation in Agni (the S E all kind of witchcraft in Yama’s
region, in the Demon, causing dissension, pacification in the
regions of Varuna and Vayu (prob corrupt) , in the part of
the Wind Gods (the N W ), destruction of the family, in the
Yaksa (Kubera, the N ), strife and separation’’ [9] There is

considerable difference of opinion between the authorities also

m this point, but the tendency towards a general pattern is

recognizable No l,§anti, most often wavers between the N
and N E

,
but m two of the sources it is located in the W

Vasikarana (2^^ often belongs to the N
,
Stambhana (3) is

generally placed in the E (presumably because Indra, the

lord of that region, rides an elephant which is, as we saw,

associated with this feat) Vidvesana (4) belongs to the S W
and Marana (6) to the S For Uccatana (5) the sources are

divided between the N W (the region of the God ofthe Wind)
and the S E We can say that the general Hindu pattern of

the division of the compass between good and e\il forces has

been roughly followed The picture is, however, further compli-

cated not only hy the inclusion of Akarsana (8), Pusti (9) and
Mohana (7), but also by the appearance of still other rituals

and aims like dahakarman ^^burning’% kulotsdda ^^destruction of

the ^a.xmXY^\dyusya ^^lon%evitY''\sarvastddhi '^general perfection”

and kalahavigrahau ^^strife and separation” It should be noted

also that, while the sources usually describe the region of the

sky the performer should face fcf MMD 25, 10, BPK 3,5, N j,

at least the JT (20, 161ff ) seems to have m mind the direction

m which the firepit {kundam) should he Probably the one

implies the other, although S (p 193'! fora few cases gives

special directions for the location of the firepit (for instance, to

the N W for Akarsana, Vidvesana and Uccatana

)

Oursourcesare,BPK3,5, JT20,161ff ,Kp 23, st 11,

MMD25, 9f, N p 272, Sp 181. st 11 (S-1), S p 183,

st 31 (S-2),Sp 193, unnumbered stanza (S-3) , S p 193, st

13 (S-4) , T p 365 (
= S 2) The following scheme makes use

of the numbei code for the Acts

Source E S E S S W W NW N N E
MMD 3 6 „ 4 — 5 2 1

S-1 3 6 4 _ — 2 1
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JT (3) daha-

karman

6 4 2 5 1 sayva-

siddht

S-2 =T 3 5 6 4 1 kulot-

sada

kalaha,

vigraha

(1)

S-3 1 0,3 5 6 4 — 2 1,9,8 —
N — 5 6 4 — 2,9 8 —
K 3 4 — — 7 5 (2) —
BPK 3 4 8 9 1 5

{calana)

2 6

S-4 2 — 6 dhana 1,9,

dyusya

Some further notes on this scheme

1 JT says that Stambhana should be done in the varum

dis, which means the W But this is highly improbable, as the

same source also places Vasya (2) in the W We took liberty

to put Stambhana (3) in the E
,
its usual position, also foi the

JT
2 S-2 andT give Santi (1 ) two positions both agree

about the W
,
while the second position is in the N (some) in

T and in the N AV {vdyu) in S We took liberty to replace this

second occurience of Santi to the N E
3 Marana is ciicumscribed by the broader term abhicd^

Tika or sarvdbhicdrika in S-2/7 and in S-4, by msedha in BPK.
4 In S-2/T, all othei rites are relegated to the position

of Brahman” {byahmanah pade) ^
cyi-plmncd hy t\ic Skt commen-

tary to be the N E The term may point to a fiiepit in the

Centre, the usual ‘^position ofBrahman” in orientation

5 Two of the three lines found m K on the subject are

also present m S (p 182, st 22)
6 Vasikarana s mentioned in K without a cortespond-

ing region, it has been placed here in the N , its most probable
position

It IS unnecessary to pioceed always in the same detailed

manner With the fui ther intricacies of the theory of Tantric
magic They might provide the material foi a thoroughly
specialized studv As we saw, the general lines along which
these classifications were made, aie, beside the categories of

time and place, the rules on meditation and recitation, the

sacrifice into the fire and a number ofdiverse topics concerning
the practiser's behaviour and apparel
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C The feifoimance of recitation (japah^^ m magic
pemands a sound knowledge of the rules of mantras and their

application (mantravadah) Jvlantras (foimulas or spells) are
supranormal de\ices with their own specialized powers, and
identified with deities They should be dealt with \er> care-

fully

G 1 One should realize that the application of a
mantra varies in accordance with its sex A mantra can be
male, female or neuter The sex is usually, but not always,
determined by the mantra’s last word, thus, a mantra ending
on the neuter word fiamah ^^honour” is also considered neuter ^

G 2 The voice m which the spell is uttered is also

important the utterance may be done aloud, in a whispering
tone, oi in the mind \bout the relative precedence of these

alternatives the AgPur in its chapter on mantra traditions

(293) has to say (st 28) that an inaudible, whispering reci-

tation IS ten times preferable to japa done aloud, while japa
done merely with the tongue is a hundred times as good, and
mental recitation e-ven a thousand times as p'^'eferable It is in

keeping with this set of relative valuation when N (p 271 )

prescribes mental recitation for Santi, Pusti and final release,

silent lecitation for the ^‘•intermediate” actions of subjugation

and attraction, and japa done aloud for all evil acts [10]
For other instances, the readei is referred to S (p 193) and T
(P 370)

G 3 The mantras are determined up to a high degree

bv their closing words such as namah and svdhd The authori-

tative MMD (25,32 followed also in S, p 198, st 22) pres-

cribes SIX of these words for the Six Acts, constituting six

'^‘^classes” {jdtayah) namah for Santi, svdhd for Vasikarana,

va'^at ioT Stambhana, oausat iox Vidvesana, hum for Uccatana,

and phat foi Marana One observes that these are the six

woids discussed above in connection with pujd and other i itual

(p 72) Othei, oldei texts give other prescriptions Thus, s^dhais

mentioned for Santi by BPK, for Pusti by KGT, while the

Mahamaya fragment opens and closes the syllable of its mantra
Aghorebhyah hv t asat hum phat only, ending besides by

namah svdhd \s peculiar features may be mentioned the asso-

ciation o? soadha with Pusti by S and BPK, and of namah with

Marana by SST (2,18,94) Needless to say that here, as else-
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where, the authorities often differ in their opinions although

there is a general pattern of conformity {phat is, for example,

always prescribed for evil rites)

The simplified scheme given below is made up fiom the

following sources BPK 3,10, Sp 186, st 45 (S-1)=^T p
369f,S, Ic (S-2)-Tp 370, Sp 198, st 22 (S~3), MMD
25,32, KCT 3,80, AgPur 125, 41f The scheme is simplified

in this way that two statements given by S on p 186 have

been left out and that all references to rites other than the Six

Acts (denoted by the number code) have also been left out

Jati BPK S-1 S-2 S-3 MMD KCT AgPur
T-1 T-2

namah 1 1 1 1 1

svdhd 1 1 2,8 2 2 9

va^at 2 2 3 3 2

hum 4 4 6 5 5 6 6

vausa

t

8 8 7,9,4,

5

4 4 8 9,2

phat 5 5,6 6 6 4,5

svadha 9 9

ghe ghe 6,3

G 4 It is important to know the method of inserting

the name ofthe sadhya^ the ^'victim’’ or “patient” of the ritual

withm the mantra The name should m any case be mention-
ed because it is a manifestation of the sadhya’s self By enve-

loping the sadhya’s name within the syllables of the mantra the

pracUser thus envelopes the sadhya himself There aie six

methods of inserting the name, each helping to effectuate

one of the Six Acts According to the MMD (25,18) thev are

granthanam {usmXly grathanam) for Santi, vidarbhah for Vasi-

karana, samputah ior Stambhana, rodhanam iov yogdh
for Uccatana and pallavah for Marana Bhattacharya (Introd

to SM, vol 2, p LXXXVII) gives the same division but
other sources may deviate The alternatives are very simple,

for instance, Grathana ^^knotting” consists in alternating the

syllables of the name with those of the spell, Vidarbha is the

same, but with two syllables of the spell for one of the name.
Yoga is uttering the name before the spell while Pallava means
the opposite (MMD 25, 19ff

,

some other sources are BPK.
3,1, T p 369, S p 185,39f ) The practice has its forerunners
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in Vedic literature In the AitBr ( 1258 ,9 ) the ^'cutting awa>’’
of the nihid—a stanza inserted in the h\mn of praise—from the
rest of the hymn by means of the s>ilables somsatom is said to

be equal to the cutting away of the sacrificer—the rulei —from
his subjects, because the mud la the sacrificei and the liMrr
denotes the subjects (cf also Hillebrandt, p 102 j

G 3 The correct recitation should be accompanied b\

regulation of the breath m v^arious wa\s effectuating the Sat-

karman divisions On this subject there seems to be the autho-
rity o[ the MMD (25,331 )

only
G 6 The next xegulations concern the handling of the

losarv {akm-mdld) It is important to know the use of the

correct jfingcis when revolving the ro'^ary during recitation

G 7 The composition of the losary itself should be also

carefully arranged—its thread and the number and material of

the bead^s (mam-) strung on it, thus, in order to drive ihe

enemy from bis home (Uccatana) MMD prescribes the use oi

the teeth of a corpse as beads, T the teeth of a horse The
system given b\ S (p 192) is beads of coials or \ajra foi Vas\a
and Pusti, those made from the tusks of rutting elephants for

Akarsana, horse’s teeth strung on a thread made of the victim’s

hair ^or Vidvesa and Uccatana, and beads made fiom the

teeth of a corpse or an ass foi Marana The passage pioceecis

with other materials for different aims In some cases the soui-

ces prescribe that for Marana the string should be made from

human smews In general we must sav that here also the parti-

culars differ considcrabl> The SST (2,56,2 ^ differentiates

the beads according to the grades of societv the peifoimer

belongs to

D 1 About the mudidh^ gestures to be made in the diffe-

rent rites, there is complete agreement between ]MMD(25,2Gf
S (p 188, 5n and T (p 367) The last two of these sou’-ces

give identical sloLas The lotus gesture \padmamudid^ is pi es-

cribed for Santi, the noose (pdm-) foi VasiLarana, the club

(gadd j
for stambhana the mace {jnusala- » for \ id\ esana the

axe (kuli:^a-) for Uccatana, and the sword {I hadga- asi-

)

^Ol

Marana In this way each act is associated with a gesture

considered symbolical of it The BPK (3,8) among others adds

the elephant hook (a ku^am) for Akai sana It should be noted

that these mudras cannot be separated fiom then material
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counterparts, the attributes carried by the images of deities or

evoked together with the deities themselves in the mind of the

adept who meditates on them By making the gestures, say of

pasa and ankusa, one assigns into oneself the divine poweis of

attraction and subjugation which so often appear together in

the deities worshipped (the attributes pasa and ankusa often

form a pair in opposite hands of the images of deities)

D 2 Besides these "^^emblematic” gestures, there is an-

other group of three called homamudrdh ^^sacrificial gestures’%

destined to accompany the oblation into the fire Thev are

the representations of female animals the antelope the

goose {hamsi) and the swine {sukari) The Rudravamala Tantra

(quoted by T, p 374) prescribes Mrgi for rites ofSanti,

Hamsi for those of Pusti and Sukari for those of Abhicara (see

also S, p 197f , MMD 25,27-29 with differences)

D 3-5 It IS of course important that the officiant exer-

cises the right kind of meditation {dhydnam) Dhyana is the

execution of imaginative will-power which, if done correctly

and consistently, is able to move mountains Dhyana regu-

lations fall into three categories those concerning the deity,

the state of the own mind, and the victim

D 3 The deity should for instance be meditated upon in

the light colour and the right outward appearance, and wear-
ing the right attributes (S, p 188, 191 , MMD 25,6, elsewhere)

The point needs no further elaboration here

D 4 As to the state of the own mind, one may refer to

SM, No 181, in which it is laid down that the performer of a

i§anti rite should have a pacified mind, when he tries to pro-

mote welfare, he concentrates his thought upon welfare, while
trying to subjugate, his mind should be m a state of intense

desire, and when he executes the Marana rite, his mmd should
be cloudy and disturbed

sdntike sdntacittena pus tike pusticetasd /

vasye cotkanthacittena udvignena tu mdrane //

Others say that the mind duiing Marana or other evil

rites should be full ofanger, this anger should manifest itself

also outwardly, for instance by biting the lips {sandastostha-

putah.S^ 188, St 52) The LiPur (2,50,32) points out that
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during Abhicara the practiser should be ‘'^senseless b\ rage’’

{krodhamurchitaK)

D 5 The victim or patient of a rite should also be medi-
tated upon as being in a state ans^^ering the rite in question

Theie are general rules like that of S (p 184, st 33 j that one
should imagine the victim as standing during \I^rana, sleeping

during LJccatana and seated during other rites Other pres-

criptions enter more into details S p 188, st 52 sa\s that the

victim of a rite of Akarsana should be thought of as being
caught and dragged along like a fish bv fish hooks , during Vid-
\esana one imagines the victim as being scolded b\ other

people, during Uccltana he should be thought of as pursued
by the people with sticks out of the village liKe a thief Some-
times the texts engage in picturesque elaborations of this kind
(thus m KCT 4, 144fF

, SM, No 60,62,92 a o )

E The fire sacrifice {homah)^ that time-honoured method
m vogue from the earliest Indian religious texts onwards, re-

tains Its full importance in the ritual of magic, at least m its

Sanskritized shape The fire is a supernatural force able to

protect and destroy whom it wishes By laving out the fire and
worshipping it in the right method a practiser mav be able to

obtain all his desires (cf the rules for the Lotus Fire in KJ
ch 5-8 j

But the performer of a magical fire sacrifice should

first ascertain himself ol the fulfilling of some conditions

E 1 He should, for example, lay out the required form
of the firepit The firepit may have different shapes dependent

on the kind o^ act practised The different forms of the fire

obtain already in Vedic tradition where we have the diffeient

shapes of the three fires Ahavamya (square, destined for obla-

tions to the gods), Garh^patva (round, destined for cooking the

oblations) and Anvaharya (in the shape of a crescent, it is

destined to ward off the evils from the South) The system

presented bv the WPar (25,1,8) is prepondei antlv in Sat-

karman style and sets the tune for Tantric schemes of the

same kind There is, however, not so much systematization

on this subject as in some other cases The MMD, for instance,

omits It, while other sources are meagre on this point Below,

we give a simplified scheme for which the sources w^ere the

following AVPar \^25,l,8fF ) , JT (20,159), SjM (No 181, p

368), N (p 272) ,
T (p 3 3
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Form of
Kunda

AVPar JT SM N T

Square 1, o^'jaya 1

1 2,9

sarva

Girculai 9 5 1

Crescent 2 2 2 subham

Triangular abhicara 8 2,9 destruction

of enemies

Sexagonal
Octogonal

6

4
3,6 cheda^ 6

cuie of

disease

Lotus

Fish

Vajra
Wind-form (^J

^ Space-form (^)

1, sarva various

results

5

6

9

6

ram

Besides, other stra\ prescriptions are found on other

places Thus, Mt Pur (93,142) suggests a triangular form for

Vidvesana ana Abhicara in the cadre of worship to the planets,

and a round form for Va /a and Uccatana on the same occa-

sion Sp 189, St 2 strikingly deviates by advising a crescent

form for Marana HT (2,1 prescribes a round form for Santi,

square for Pusti and a triangle for Marana
E 2 One should also know the tongues of the fire and

their positions, colours and functions (S p 195f
,
MMD 25,

47fF , T p 373f )

E 3 One should choose different kinds of fuel {samidh)

in accordance with the rite Similar prescriptions are given

alreadv by the AVPar (26,3,2ff
)

The Rgvidh ^^1,15,6) refers

to fuel sticks which cause disturbance The MMD system is as

follows (25,37fF ), Durva forSanti, Dadima for Va^ya, Raja-

taru foi Stambhana (also m JT 20,171) ^ Dhattura for Vidvesa,
Guta for Uccatana, and Khadira for Marana Besides, these

fuel sticks should be wateied with specific kinds of ghee or oil

(for other instances, see MMD 24, 125fF
, PST 14, 37fr , PST

27,25ff
, JT 20,171fr,Tp 377, ViDhPur 2, 125, Iff =AgPur

260, Iff)

E 4 The most important regulations for Homa are of
course those concerning the nature of the substances sacrificed-
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They are of the following kinds 1 Fiuits including grains

2 Flowers 3 Sprinkled products 4 Other substances
The texts devote much attention to the subject and many^
many plants and other products find their place in the system
^^Plants are like humans'*’ ^ Kluckhohn, p 185^ The tradi-

tions about their applications often go back to the Veda Their
name may be an important factor in deteimining their rituai

function, as when the plant piitra'ljiLa is pre^^cribed in a sacri-

fice for someone who desiies healthy sons (putra^ SST 3,19,57
a o ) Lajas, parched grains used in marriage ceremonies, are

pi escribed for someone who tries to secure himself a bride by
magical means (eg, in PST 24,55;, and so on There are
exceptional cases as when JT ch 18 describes an elaborate

system of puja (here included uncer homa
j
by means of flowers

of gold combined wnth jewels 'VVe gi\e no further instances,

a reliable treatment of the subject of materials for sacrifice

would require an intimate knowledge of Indian plants and
plant loie which the present writer lacks Suffice it to

say that the whole Indian kingdom of vegetation seems to be
represented in the Satkajman system

F Theieare minor lules concerning the performer’s

apparel and the requisites used b\ him We shall content our-

selves with a succinct survey

F 1 The method of weaiing the sacred coid

paoitarn') This subject is dealt with bv T (p 366) For Stam-

bhana and Vidvesa, the cord may be prepaied out of the intes-

tines of cats and cocks, for Uccatana, cranes Will do, for

Marana, ow4s

F 2 One should restrict oneseif to particular kinds of

food(HT 2,10, T, p 366)
F 3 In case the peifoimer makes use of some ingredi-

ents, like dohs {piittahkd) ^
he should be aware of cc’^tam rules

about them, for example the kind ofmaterial thev should be

made of Already in the SVBr (2,5 1 ), m the cadre oi Vasi-

karana, different mateimls aie pi escribed in accordance w ith

the grade of society the victim belongs to MMD ch 2 specifies

the sorts of clav of which a thumb-sized image of Lcr>usta-

Ganesa should be made S (p 190), quoting ^h\iigirasa’%

differentiates the meta s to be used for a ritual pot a golden

one filled with the nine kinds ofjewels brings about Santi, a
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pot made of loha should be used for Abhicara^ one of brass for

Mohana^ one of c^ay for Uccatana, or a pot made of red

copper hold good for all acts

F 4 If the performer designs a Yantra (symbolical

pictuie) in which the spell is inscribed (a very popular prac-

tice), the form and materials for it may be subjected to certain

regulations (T, p 365)
F 5 The ceremonial designs (772 ^2/2 used are assocxat-

ed with the Five Elements S ( 1,29) and MMD (25, 24) agree

in combining Santi with the mandala of Water, Vasya with

Fire, Stambhana with Earth, Vidvesa with Space, XJccatana

with Wind and Marana again with Fiie S also connects

Marana with Eaith KCT (4, 156) gives a slightly different

scheme
F 6 In general the performer should in all phases ofthe

ritual give attention to the corresponding colours (see above,

ch 4) The general tendency is to combine white with Santi,.

red with Vasikarana, yellow with Stambhana, grey with Vid-
vesana and/or XJccatana and black with Maiana Akarsana
may be associated with pink 01 red, in theMahamaya fragment

it IS connected with whne, while iSanti is reached by a medi-
tation on an image of manifold colours SST (2,18,96f ) com-
bines white (flowers) with the attainment of eloquence (some
sources S 1,32, MMD 25,6, N p 271, Tp 365f,BPK3,9)

F 7 At the end of the rite, the person for whose benefit

It has been done should not forget the ritual gift {daksind) by
which he couni erbalances the perfoimer’s services MMD
25, 49fF , the only authoritv on the -^ubiect m the passages stu-

died by us, specifies that, the moie evil the rite, the higher
should be the daksind The brahmans who serve at the cei e-

mory should be without blemish and their food absolutely puie^

6 4 Attraction

Its nature Although attraction by supranormal force

does not feature m the list of Six Acts discussed above (p 259) as

Type I, It is one of the best known and most widely performed
acts of magic The Skt term dkarsanam ^^drawing towatds
oneself’’ denotes any performance of the activity expressed by
the compounded root d-krs- ^To draw towards oneself” As a
technical term Akarsana does not appear in the Vedic texts
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In the Epics and Puranas it mav occur fe g ^ MiPur 2, 18)
but probablv usually without being a regular term for a speci-

fied magical action In Tantric literature, the word is \erv
frequent, it is often replaced by its synon\m dkr^tih By way
of exception al<?o karsanam serves as an equi\alent of dkar^^anam

(SST 3,16,26)

The aims of magical attraction \ary greatK The objects

of the act can be all those beings or things whose possession or

neighbourhood are considered desirable, such as gods, women
or material wealth MtPur 93, 74 and 75 in one breath demands
of the gods the obtamment of a wife and ofjew els The
pattern of one type of sorcery being destined to bring about
the possession of all kind of objects has its parallels m tradi-

tional societies dependent upon agriculture also outside

India Attraction is usually brought about by a magician
by means of the traditional methods ofsaMng a spell, drawing
a figure, or admmisteimg drugs sometimes mixed up with a
fragment of the victim’s possessions (m eiotic magic) But
there may be people who are able to accomplish their objec-

tive by the supianormal power of their thinking alone An-
cient Indian liteiature procures mans instances of hol> men or

gods who wete able to draw the objects thev needed towards

themselves by merely meditating on them ( smrtarndtrena)

These powers car also be considered to fall under the categorv

of Akarsana although thev do not imply a magical ritual

Visnu summons his cakra in this way against the A.suras in the

Mbh (1,17,20) He does the same with Garuda in the De\I

BhPur (6,28,27) In the Kathas (12,25, 35f), a vogin

summons a Yaksim by merely thinking about her In Bhasa’s

Karnabhara the hero Kama obtains fiom Indra an unfailing

w^eapon by the hands of a celestial cn\o> who announces yadd

smarasi tadd labhasva 'hf \ou e\er think of it, ou will obtain

It ” In the MtPm (2,18), Manu is said to draw^ all beings

tow^ards himself hy means of his yogic powers w^hen the great

flood has come, and the root d-krs-is used to denote this feat

bhutdn sarodn samdkrsya yogendropya dharmaiit ‘^'ha\ mg attrac-

ted all beings and caused them to go on ooard b\ means of his

yoga, the pious one ” In mythology, God remains, huwe\er,

the foremost wielder of Akaisana Ksrna attracts the gopisb> his
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youthful beauty and playfulness (cf above, p 25) The Gar Pur

(198,8) makes mention of a secondary divinity, attendant of

Jvalamukhi, who is called Akarsani aftei this particular power
which IS her specialitv The same text a few chapters earlier

( 194,13) calls upon Visnu to attract all the speaker’s sm towards

himself out of that speaker’s bodv (Visnuh sadd cdkarsatu kilbtsam

mama vigrahdt) God’s power of attraction will become also

active during the end of the world Han then will draw towards

himself the vital airs from the bodies of the creatures (MtPur
166,5 pranapanasamanddydn vdyun dkarsate Hank) Attraction,

like all acts of mava, is a neutral force Manu in primeval

times made use of it for the immediate hail of beings, but, as

often, it may fall into the wrong hands and be applied for sel-

fish ends like enriching oneself at the cost of others In a broad

-sense attraction may be stated to comprise even those devices

bv which a woi shipper draws the deity adored towards the place

of worship As such may be reckoned the uttering of mantras,

the recitation of hymns, and the meditation on the divine

figure in accordance with a standard description {dhydnam) In

all these cases the performer may have been thought to wield a

supianormal power by which he is able to coerce his divine

^•^victim”

In the Mahamaya fragment Akarsana is exemplified by
two types the obtamment of wealth from a king and the con-

tainment of floods These acts have their parallel in Indian

literature, but remarkably enough they do not feature in the

passages on Akarsana of the Satkarman monographs Only S

(p 249) mentions a method for atti acting kings without stating

the acquisition of wealth from them—although this has proba-
bly been understood, because for which other aim should a
biahman oi other religious specialist seek the king’s company"^
In general, these monographs pay due attention to Akarsana
K (p 33) restricts itself to a discussion of the attraction of a
woman and then introduces other subjects, which do not belong
to Akaisana propeily speaking D (p 147, Benares ed ch 10)

begins by announcing that the method for Akarsana will be
taught by w^hich one is able to attiact a king, his subjects, in

short all people Anvbody whose name is inscribed in the

middle of a certain spell in a 'v antra will arrive quickly, even
when he lives a hundred miles away A preoccupation with
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'women appears when the text adds that e\en Ur\asi would be
attracted in this way The mantra in this case is as follows

(Benaies ed ) Om name Adirupdja amuka^ydkar^anam kuru kuru

svdhd honour to the Prime\al Manifestation^ effect the at-

traction ofN N 5 svdhd!''* Then follows another method by means
of the goddess Tvarita and her mantra S f p 249, ch 7 ALar-
sana) deals chiefly with the attraction of women, among others

by means of mantras of Tripura and Kamalaksi The text

refers to the TripuratantraandBhutadamaratantra The chapter
also contains a passage on Vidvesana N i ch 6, p 296) also

focuses upon the attraction of women, thi*^ time b\ means of
a mantra of Raktacamunda In anothei method men and cattle

may figure as victims

Objects of AkarSana the gods We now proceed b\ differenti-

ating the beingsand objects which ma\ be affected b\ \karsana
Gods and other suprahuman bemgs ma\ serve as such in the

first place The presence of the god worshipped is absolutel>

necessary for the efficaev of any ritual ceremony In order to

ensure this presence various methods already referred to

above are employed Of course the most respectable wa\ is

humbly to implore the god to bestow the grace of his attention

to the gift destined for him and in answer to this gift to further

the needs which motivated it But other methods are also pra-

ctised which can hardlv be described under the term ^Svorship”

A few examples from Buddhist texts w ill elucidate this GST
(p 55, If ) in its typical obscure st\ le mentions the attraction of

the Buddhas {buddhdkarsa^^am) by the sadhaka, whose attributes

are the vajra, meditation on the personalized mantra, and the

elephant hook {ar kusam) constituted b\ the perfoimer’s body,

speech and mind {kdyavdkcitta-) This vajrakar^ana is followed

bv a samaydkarsana— ^‘'atti action by means of the Agieement’’

the word samaya, a catchword of this text, denotes the nature of

the close connection between the adept and the supernatural

forces with its consequences foi the beha\iour of both parties

The MMK (I, ch 11, p 106^) alludes to the attraction of

supranormal bemgs {dkarsanam ca mahdsattvdndm ca karoti ) The
same text, \ol III, ch 52 (p 575) declares that all gods can be

coerced by means of mantras 'all of them, being attracted

in consequence of the \greement, aiebi ought to this place by the

power of Yamuntaka the king of \nger (a mantia considered
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identical with this fearsome figure), devoured by Him and
placed into an agreement as obedient servants to Manjughosa'’

[11 ] The performer is advised to make a small image of the

god to be coerced and to recite the King of Anger until the

image begins to tremble, totter or sweat This is the sign that

the god has arrived m own person and that he will comply
with any wish uttered by the performer HT ( ch 4, devatdbhise-

kaK) describes how the sadhaka has himself anointed by all the

Tathagatas whom he has drawn towards himself by means of a

black ray in the shape of an elephant hook coming out of his

own heart The SM (No 35, p 80) prescribes meditation on

the Sun with above it a red syllable hrih emitting rays which
draw hither the Tathagata Amitabha Such practices can be com-
pared with the various forms of Yaksinisadhana (above, p 98)

by which the performer attracts a Yaksmi and compels hei to

serve him According to the SST (1,1,5 Off ) Akarsana is a

particulai insight {akarsapabuddhih) obtained by Kala as a gift

from his female counterpart Kali, by applying it he is able to

realize that goddess’ nature

The Balinese collection of hymns contains an example of

the power of attraction (Stuti and Stava, No 402, p 252)
When the Ksatriya feels himself in a difficult position (in bat-

tle^), he may try to strengthen himself by means of a prose for-

mula {^ividyddharah) which seems to be addressed (the Skttextis

unclear) to a mantra—oi female deity representing a mantra

—

possessing various powers of attraction By this formula the reciter

draws towards himself the energies of Visnu, of Garuda, and
of Visnu’s weapons the club Kaumodaki, the sword Nandaka
and the conch Pancajanya This procedure should be accom-
panied by nyasa on certain parts of the body The acts of

attraction are invoked by the word akarsana- Vimusaktyakarsane^

and so on By thus drawing divine powei into his body the

nobleman can feel duly protected

In methods like these man can attract gods and divine

power, but the reverse is also true Instances of divine attrac-

tion have been mentioned above Demons have also this power
like Kali the demon of dice who miraculously attracts Nala in

the Mbh, Book 3 (Nala 10,26, dkrsyamdnah Kahnd sauhardendva-

krsyate)

Attraction of human beings is sometimes effected by medita-
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non on^ which generalK means identification with, di\ine beings
invested with this particular power Such a figure is Kalara-
tri who '^'^possesses the power ofdrawmg towards herself ail men
and women’ % sartastripuru^dkar^ini according to the mantra of
Kalaratii quoted in the commentarv on ch 18 The
SM (No 115, p 243) describes a design on cloth lepresenting
Tara with foui arms and in the colours red, dark green, black
and white In hei hands she bears the attributes noose
{pdsa-')^ sword {khadga-)^ lotus (utpala-) and elephant hook
{ankusa--) by means of which she attracts the beings {dkar^a-

yanti) She attracts them from even more than a hundred
thousand miles {yojanasaiasahasrdd apy dkarsayati

i , but a neces-

ssary condition is that her mantra should also be recited a

hundred thousand times x\ mvstical attraction of all creatures

by a Bodhisattva is described b\ the KCT (3, 199 ^ ha\mg
atti acted by means of his vajra elephant hook of Wisdom all

beings which exist in the commonw^ealth of creatures in the

threefold state of existence, motiv ated by supreme compassion,

he should have them anointed bv the Buddhas within the

Mandala (m his mind) by means of the vajra Water of Life

which has the form of the spotless Moon, and after thev have
thus obtained the path of the Wielder of the Vajra, thev should

be sent back to their respective places, their sms melted awav ”

[12] A great master in the art o^ \karsana is met with in

the person of the Buddhist monk Nanda whose existence is

predicted by the Buddha in the MMK (ch 53, \ ol III,

p 617fF
)

He IS intioduced 3.s manfrdrthayuktdtird "^disciplined

in the secret meaning of spells’ , tantrajha— know er of Tantrie

lore”, bahusruta—‘'Very learned” This holv man will possess

a wonderful pot procured bv a spell rev ealed bv a \ aksa

{yaksamantrapiacodita--):, the contents of which are continuallv

being replenished At a ceitain time this pot will be stolen,

and the monk, enraged will summon all beings ‘ from Biahma
dowm to the tufts of grass” {d brahmastambaparyantam^ a standard

phrase) By thus concentrating upon then quick atti action

{ksiprdkarsanatatparan) he feels ceitain to have summoned also

the thief The text describes the effects of his pow ei ' w ithm
a moment, having merely’’ been thought upon {smrtaindtieiia)

^

by a mere uttering of the syllable hian, he would be able to

summon (ah beings) led b\ Brahma on eaith, attracted were
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all the gods, beginning with Biahma and including Indra,

the\ were afflicted, emitting cries of despair, shouting horribly”^^

They aiiive and bow humbly saying ^'what have we
to do, why have we been summoned The matter is investi-

gated hy the monk and the offenders turn out to be Pretas who
live in a perpetual state of hunger The saint in his mercy
allows them to keep the pot m their possession We have here

an instance of attraction of all beings, gods and humans alike

This feat is aften alluded to by ‘"attraction of the threefold

inhabited world" "" (trailokydkarsanam) We find such allusions

for instance in the AgPur (312, 8) and the SST This last

text in 1, 14 describes a trailokydkarsam siddhih connected with

the goddess Madhumati It lesults especially in the attraction

of Bhairavas, Vetalas, Kmnaras and Devas (st 13ff ) The
mantra itself contains the expression sthdvarajangamdkar^am

“attracting all beings endowed with or deprived fiom locomo-

tion” Other places in the SST are 3, 3, 92 {dkarsanam trilo-

kdndm) and 3, 14, 61-66 {sarvdkarsanam by means of a “doll

method”

)

\mong the beings liable to be the object of the attraction

figuie also Lings (D, ch 10, S, ch 7, p 250) and animals The
economic basis of the attraction of animals is evident m socie-

ties which are to a high degree dependent upon hunting game
but scarcely less so when cattle forms one of the mam sources

of subsistence and wealth In the Vedic environment this is

illustrated by the saciifices executed for the benefit of those

who desiie the increase of their livestock {pa^ukdma-) In

later texts the procuiement of animals plays only an insigui-

ficant lole in the list of objectives “Cattle" {pasuh) occurs

only occasionally among the desired goods But attraction

of animals may occur in quite another context, as when in the

Kathas (2 3, 4) king Udayana by his powei of playing the

vind entices the wild elephants of the jungle

Tattant) ikalamrhf adainohamanti avasikrtdn

dmndya ca samyamya sadd mattdn vanadvipdn

“He alwavs (bvhis plav) tamed and diew towards him-
self the wild Hitting elephants who became subjugated by the

delusive spells of the melodious cascades of his lute""
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Attraction of itomen The bulk of the space occupied b’v the
treatment of Akarsanain the relevant texts is devoted to v\omen
These by nature feeble and unsteadv beings-— as is often stated in

Sanskrit literature —are particularU liable to become the object

of the performer’s prowess The attraction of a woman, and
of the object of a man’s love m particular, is a frequent pheno-
menon in all cultures^® The subject could here be profitablv

combined with a discussion of erotic magic in general in the
Indian cultural environment, but this would require too large a
digression Suffice it to sav that also m the Indian view love
means that the mind is attracted towards the beloved (Kathas
2, ^ 71 tadgundkr^tacittatvat)

The AV which contains a number of love speils^’^ describes
in 3, 25, 4 the psvchic condition of the girl magica-
lly attracted

sued viddha tyosayd suskdsyd abhisarf a md
mrdur nimanyuh kevali pnyatadiny anuiratd

‘"betake thyself to me, pierced bv scorching sorrow, thy mouth
dried up, meek, devoid of anger, exclusively devoted to me,
speaking am ably, loyal” The plastic description of the vic-

tim’s situation without doubt has been meant to greativ enhance
the force of the powerful word and accompanvmg act The
SVBr (2, 6, 8ff

)
discusses methods to ensure a woman’s love

and suggests to sacrifice some dust from her footsteps to secure

her coming The mantras to be said are taken from the Sama-
veda, like Gramageyagana 1, 1, 1, 2 Agna dydhi mtaye ""O *\gni

come to our feast” The ceremonv should be continued until

the victim arrives The aim of ‘ winning the beloved maiden”
IS often alluded to We quote the A.VPar (36, 6, 1 kanydkdmah)

and the SST (3, 15, 22 kdminim Ldnchitdm labhet^ 3, 18, 19

kdminim labhet^ 3, 18, 21 kanyakdptih) With the mere motif

of showing his power the attraction is performed bv a magician
{indrajalikah) in the first act of Rajasekhara’s Prakrit drama
Karpuramanjari The woman evoked is the heroine after whom
the play has been named, she appears out of nothing before

the king who immediately falls in lov^e w ith her The successful

performer is a Tantric priest called Bhairavananda who boasts

of his abili ty to bring even the moon down on earth and to stop
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the couise of the sun, he also declares himself ready to bring

hither the wives of gods and spirits

The Satkarman monographs give some details on the

ritual procedures bv which one attracts a woman Their effi-

cacy IS advertized by statements concerning the distance bridged

‘‘she comes from a hundred miles away'% the high quality of

the woman concerned “even a princess, a Naga girl or a divine

maiden”, and the psychic situation into which she is brought

“with signs of sorrow, tormented by the God of Love” These

texts expatiate more on the practical method (especially the

preparation of herb mixtures ) than on the accompanying psy-

chical activity of the performer The mantra is always men-
tioned together with its deity One mantra can be utilized in

combination with more than one method An instance of a

prescription (N 6,3) “One should design ayantra (containing

the victim’s name and the mantra in question) upon a red cloth

by means of red lac and red saffron powder That yantra

should be worshipped and buried at the foot of a tree, during

three weeks one should constantly water it at day-break with

water mixed up with rice grains, and one will (by this rite)

attract a woman from afar even if she had been bound with

fetters” The goddess in question is Raktacamunda, and her

mantra runs ^''turu turu^ attract N N
,
hrim svdha^^ It should

be recited ten thousand times before becoming effective

AgPur 323, 15 f contains another mantra directed to Camunda
to the same effect

Other interesting instances are afforded by the Tantras
,

they devote more attention to the accompanying meditation
In some cases they even seem to present mere meditation exerci-

ses For instance, JT 17, 20ff
, while discussing the powers of

the Srividya, says that this mantra, when written in a yantra
in a certain method and said three hundred thousand times

(accompanied by the right meditation on a beautiful image of
Sri

)
will enable the performer to attract a princess of a beauty

never seen and scarcely heard of before Devoid of fear or
shame she approaches him, being deluded by the spell (mantra^-

mudha) Stanza 28 promises to the performer after a similar

ceremony even a Yaksini, a Naga maiden, an Apsaras, aDeva
girl, or the enemy’s wife Their condition is described poeti-

cally “torment caused by the God ofLove has arisen in them.
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their buttocks tremble, their minds are pierced b\ Kama sarrows,
their e>es \va\ei, all this because of the meditation (hy the
performer; on the Great Goddess personifvmg Lo\e’"^^

i\ similar description occurs in the stanzas 43f
, 58, 61 and 86

Other passages may be found in the ^aradatilaka (according to

Ewing, p 66) and the PST (9, 23 and 24, 13, 83, ch 18, Kama
meditation, 28, 16, 32, 19, 32, 28; It should of course be
emphasized again that the goal of these authors—emancipa-
tion of the adept by unconventional methods—is widely diffe-

rent from that of the Satkarman monographs which is pure
magic to be practised bv means of spells, decoctions and herbs

Another interesting instance from the S!M in Xo 59, p
123, this text describes a meditation by the performer on him-
self as "‘Loid Mahjusri as the vajra God of Love” A^ajrananga-
mafijusribhattaraka) He is of a yellow colour, and has three

eyes and six arms His hairs are plaited locks He looks like a boy
of sixteen vears, lovely in all respects In his right hand he holds

sword, arrow and mirror, m the left ones, a blue Iily^® and an
Asoka branch This god is identical with the God of Love and
should be meditated upon as such {madanaprayogena bhatayet)

The method of attraction concentrated upon is as follows

‘^with the arrow one pierces the victim^'s breast, with the Asoka
one hits her on the heart, with the sword one frightens her,

after w^hich one keeps the mirror in front of her, with the lotus

one binds her feet and draws her towards himself despite her

distress, her hair hangs loose At the same time one utters a
mantra Om Mahjughosa, attract N N

,
hrih The

KCT (5, 43ff ) describes Akarsana in the cadre of a Kaula
ceremony The adept meditates on and worships a mantra
of Kali—which also means upon the goddess herself—and this

causes the goddess to attract for him a maiden from the world
of the gods or the Nagas Somewhat further (5,74f ; the author

says that anv woman whose name has been inscribed by the

adept within the y antra worshipped by him v\ill ariive, tor-

mented by lovC, upon the place where he conduces his ritual

This woman should be gi\en wine and meat and serve as his

partner in the ceremony \ perhaps related meditation is

described in Stuti ^ Stava, Xo 073, 10-12, where on the occa-

sion of worship of Smara, the God of Love, the performer should

think on himself as being surrounded by various erotic senti-
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ments and constituents of beauty in the eight directions, here
the result is not Akarsana but ‘^extreme beauty, a shapely form

a vouthful age” and so on
In the Mahamava fiagment (Stuti & Stava No 450, st 9)

occurs a description of beautiful damsels in the cadre ofVasi-
karana, not of Akarsana This bungs us to the fact that the

attraction, especially that ofwomen, is very often closely combin-
ed with their subjugation This can be observed already in

the stanza from the AV quoted a few pages above (3, 25, 4f )

,

in stanza 6 of the same hymn the poet utters the wish that the
lady may come under his power {mama vase) Vasikarana
and Akarsana form a unity also in a comparatively early text

like the MMK (for instance, vol II, p 531 ddsabhutam samd^

ydtam^ p 538) The same may be noted for SM No 178 and
precedmg numbers Negatively this is implied by the assertion

ofJT 17, 14 that the true sadhaka will not be deluded by the
apparition of such beautiful women A mantra recorded in

the MMD (18, 43 f
) says sarvdn dkarsaya dkarsaya sighra {m

)

vasam kuru kuiu 'attract attract all, bring bring them quickly
under my power” Meditation on Tara with four arms and
four colours who attracts all beings leads to the result that one
subjugates anybody one wishes yam icchati tarn va^am dnayati

Cases like these imply that during the discussion of Vasikarana
we shall have succinctly to return to the manipulation ofwomen
Ir may be only noted here that a rite of Akarsana can theoreti-

cally be practised by a woman against a man A Jama text,

Vyavahara Bhasya (6, 148), makes mention of such cases per-
formed against ascetics, and of the counter-measures advised
which of course consist of certain spells (Jhavery, p 281

)

The attraction ofmaterial goods can also be traced in literature
from the Veda onwards The AV (1, 15) prays for "confluence
of wealth” while in AV 3, 15 a poet tries to secure success in
trade Successful gambling may also be the subject The TS
(2, 3, 2) mentions the procurement of gold The TBr (1, 1, 2,
3-4) suggests that someone who desires gifts from others should
lay out the fire during the constellation Purvaphalguni because
Aryaman is its deity, and he is known as the bestower of wealth
(Malaviya, p 78) A rain ofjewels is evoked according to the
Vedabbha Jataka (Jatakas, ed Fausb5ll, I, p 253, Fick p 15 1

ff ) The economic aspect of the attraction of wealth m the
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texts concerns the brahmans as a class, for their livelihood the\

were dependent on their lav sponsors and the assumption lies

near at hand that they ha\e often tried to secure their position

by influencing their clients b\ supranorm|il methods W

e

find already in the RV a poem in which its author threatens

with evil consequences the man who withholds from the reli-

gious man what is due to him (RV 10, 117) The emphasis on
rich gifts and daksinas in literature stands in the same tradition

But of course this focusing upon the brahmans does not exclude
other people as possible executors of rites concerning the attrac-

tion of wealth, gold, jewels, clothings or food
Of the Vedic ritual guides the SVBr (3, 1 and 2) procures

methods for obtaining various kinds of wealth Gold is pro-

mised in 3, 1,2 (sacrifice of bilva leaves) when the ritual is success-

ful, when It is not, silver will be obtained m any case 3, 3, 3

promises a bucket of gold Rgvidh 4, 10 offers a method for

obtaining with the help of the recitation ofRV 10, 141 the wealth
of another person, presumably a personal enemy Besides,

the man is said to be completely destroyed KausS 19, 7

(trsl Caland, p 48) gives another method for the man who
wants to become the owner of another’s possessions To that

end one should consume a rice dish composed from ingredients

taken from the victim’s house, or, if this turns out to be impo-
ssible, he should make use of fresh cowdung from that home-
stead Methods for procuring gold are also given in WPar
35, 2, 6 and 36, 21, 1 , in the last case again with the help of the

Bilva and by a sacrifice on the eighth or fourteenth day of the

dark half of the month
In a mythical setting the Mbh relates the attraction b\

the sage Usanas of the possessions of Kubera the god of wealth

(Mbh 12, 290, 12, acc to Eliade, p 159) \ ritual counter-

part in Buddhist literature is SM is No 296 where Jambhala,
Kubera’s Buddhist colleague, is said to procure an endless stream

of wealth as a result of a certain ritual No 293 promises the

same, and besides any other thing desired like honour, sons, a

kingdom, and after death the removal of all sorrow of existence

Here one comes upon the usual categories mentioned in the

statements of rewards which figure so abundantl\ in this kind

of texts In N (p 349, 3 ) a Yaksini is the victim of a perfoi mer’s

power of attraction
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Sometimes a god is not coerced but invoked and more oi

less humbly prayed to It is difficult to draw a line between
acts of magic and prayers with material intentions The MtPur
(93, 75) again tends towards coercion when its author simply

declares ^'just as all the gods are firmly established m (the

possession of) all kinds of treasure, thus the gods should bestow

upon me a gift ofjewels’’ (1^) (the word ratna—used m the text

may have here a wider meaning of "^precious object”, “'treasui e”

)

Rich people or institutions are liable to be considered as

having been performers or sponsors of this kind of magic Thus
the legend runs that the reason for the gorgeous wealth of the

temple of Visnu Venkatesvara at Tirupati is that the famous

philosopher Sankara in days of yore established there a magical

figure attracting money {Dhandkarsanayantra) (Ramesan, p 65)

Jhaverv (p 226) relates a legend of Dharmaghosa Sun by

reciting a certain hymn thisJam saint made the sea to offer jewels

to a Jam temple on the shore Obtaining jewels fiom the sea

IS advocated in N (p 352, st 17) where a mantra is given which
addi esses the Ocean as Rudra In an interesting passage the

PST (36, 60f )
mentions as a result of a rite that a thief will

bring back the money stolen by him from the performer ^‘bowing

humbly and trying to pacifv his wrath with presents” To this

end a performer should sacrifice during three months with 108

sticks fiom a bodht tree wet with sesamum oil while mutteimg
the Gavatii of Visnu Trailokyamohana Attraction of wealth
for the royal treasury is alluded to in LT 49,24 (Gupta, p 323)
The SST (1, 14, SSff

, 1, 15, 27f ) extols the result of Akarsana
done with the mantra of Madhumati out of all proportions

one attracts goods iyastum) from the ocean, the Meiu, the ends
of the earth, the nether world, Indra’s heaven, Lanka and so

on It IS of course also imaginable that such magic may be
diiected against the rich and powerful (cf Kluckhohn, p 141)
This w exemplified by the statement of the Mahamaya fragment
(Stuti Stava, No 450, st 5) ‘‘^a king, even when he lives in

another continent will humbly present his riches to the perfoi-

mer” It pioved very difficult to find a good parallel for this

highlv stylized statement in Indian Sanskrit literature Yet we
might point to the zWPai (36, 26) which describes a rHc as

follows ‘'After a hundredthousandfold recitation (of a spell to

Rudra) one goes to a river which runs to the sea and (constructs)
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on a platform of sand a imga and its base of the same material,

one procures eight hundred red lotuses and performs Puja in

the right method hy them, standing up to the na\el in the water
one should further recitate the matutinal h\mn, then the prince

who rules the province will (come and j bow to him and give to

him a hundred dinaras and cows m full confidence, sa\ing 'care

for me” [18] The editors, Bolling and \ on Xegelein fp 223 i

add the remark that the aim of the rite is "to force a neighboring

king to seek the priestly services of the performer”

A related form of magic which is, however, usuallv not

treated as a type ofAkarsana in the texts is the method For finding

a hidden treasure (nidhidarianam^ mdhdnalabhahy etc ) It is alluded

to by the Mbh (14, 65, Iff ,
\rbman, p 215 ) and bv the

SVBr
( 3, 7, 7 and 8) The AVPar mentions it in 35, 2, 4

(nidhanam pasyate mahat)^ and the SST in 3, 19, 55 We will

not go into details here and only mention that N (p 356 ff

,

ch 15, \hjanam "Ointment”) repeatedl\ deals with it, for

example on p 363, where the recitation of the Six Limbs Mantra
IS prescribed "\t midnight one should rise, and muttering

the mantra for 1001 times (worship the goddess), and after a

month the goddess certainly causes one to find a treasure” [19]

On the next page there is a meditation on fearsome figures to

the same end K. (p 100) also makes mention of "ointments

causing treasures to become visible” {nidhidarsakam ahjanam)

MMK repeatedly refers to the subject, e g m Vol II p 299,

vol III, p 671

The attraction offood is also exemplified m the texts As the

first allusion to it we shall have to consider the famous "Udgitha

of the Dogs” m ChUp 1, 12 The WPar (36, 15) speaks of a

feat of multiplying a store of food fourfold From the Tantras

we mention the PST (32, 51 )
which discusses a spell procuring

food {annapraddyako mantrah) In the SST, twenty slokas

(3, 20, 33-35) are dev’-oted to the subject b\ means of the worship

of Pathisad Rudra who is associated with the Goddess Abun-
dant in Food (Annapurna) Stanza 51 says that ' a man who
IS devoid of food on a journey and is vexed by hunger should

recite the mantra in question for 1008 times, and he immedia-
tely obtains delicious food which suffices even for a company of

a hundred brahmans”-*^

Attraction of water The second instance of attraction given
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in the Mahamaya fragment (Stuti & Stava, No 450, st 6)

runs "‘‘a river filled with water from swollen ram clouds quietly

streams forth with her water pacified and is pulled into the

opposite direction” {pratilomam ca krsyate) The passage is

thus more concerned with a ‘'drawing backwards” of water than

with a "drawing hither”, more with pratikarsanam than with

akarsanam Control and mampuiation of water in the form of

rain and floods is in any case frequently mentioned in the sources

Excessive drought as well as too abundant rainfall belongs to

the phenomena of South Asian climate, sometimes with dreadful

consequences The recourse to magical practices performed on

water will thus have often been motivated by dire necessity

The subject ofrain-makmg is not discussed further here, although

it IS often alluded to in the texts A few times there is also made
mention of devices to cause the ram to cease {andvrsiin)

^

as in

PST 17, 30 (a rite connected with Ganesa) with the help of an
oblation of salt For increase of ram one should offer stalks of

reed (the same methods are advocated in S, p 195) An inser-

tion m the paraphrase in Old Javanese to the Mahamaya frag-

ment after stanza 11 speaks of the destiuction of ram clouds m
the sky by means of worshipping the yellow Maya (see above,

p 148) Crooke (I, p 76-78) also mentions methods for aveitmg
ram (see also ch 6 6 and 6 7)

It remains to pay some attention to the manipulation of

rivers In literature this feat is repeatedly spoken of The
\itBr (Adhyaya 8, Pancika 2,3) relates how Kavasa Ailusa diew
the river Sarasvati towards him when he desired to perform the

Vponaptriya ceremony A different type occurs m ViPur 5, 25
where Balaiama is requested to forcibly diaw towards himself

means of his ploughshare the river Yamuna—stiictly speaking,

no action of magic but of mere force applied on the mythical
scale The SST (1, 14, 34) contains directions foi a rite by
vv Inch one attracts a river without delay {nadim samdkm '

talk sandt
)

Y varietv of this type is the splitting asunder of a sea or a
river in order to render free passage to the performer RV 3, 33
contains a dispute between Visvamitra and the rivers Vipas
and Sutudri which results m a passage created by these rivers

foi the army of the Bharatas As a matter of fact the sage did
not coerce the rivers but only persuaded them to comply with
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his wish \lso out of free will the Yamuna divided herself and
granted a passage to the fleeing Vasudeva with the babv Krsna in

his arms (Bhasa, Baiacarita, 1, 18 and prose, cd Devadhar, p
516) An action of pure magic is, however, recorded b’v Jha-
very (p 279) Pmdaniryukti 494-500 and the Sanskrit commen-
tary to this text mention as an illustration of magic powers that

the Jam sage Arya Samitasuri ‘ through mixture of magical
powders divided the waters of the river Bena and crossed over to

the opposite bank” One of the legends of Kahcipuram
(Dessigane, 1964, p 23

)
tells us that Visnu himself once stopped

the flow of a river by adoring the Sivalmga
The Mahamaya fragment speaks of obstructing the water's

course and sending it into another direction This reminds of

two interesting passages from the KausS In 40, 1-9 this text

mentions a method for changing the water’s course Foi this

end one should lie down on the place menaced b\ the water and
hit at It with the hand or the staflT^^ At the same time one should

recite AV 3, 13 and a sacrifice to Varuna should be made (cf

Arbman, p 139, n 1) Caiand (p 137, n 4) very apth refers

to the tale contained in Mbh 1, 3 of Pancalya Arum, the Brah-

manic student who tried to stop a breach in the dyke of a rice

field by laying himself in it (Cf Sayana on KausS 40, 10 nadi-

pravesamdrge sayita) The promising pupil thus not onl\ gave

an example of uncompromising self-sacrifice at the guru s be-

hest, but must also have known something of contemporarv

practices of magic
In KausS 38, 7 (Caiand, p 129) the subject is the stopping

of ram One peculiarity of the passage which leads to an
association with the Mahamaya fragment is the expression

pratilomakar^itah (Mahamaya fragment pratilomam ca kryate }

Caiand m n 7 gives due attention to this phrase and admits

not to know its exact meaning^^ In the Mahamava fiagment

the ‘‘being drawn backwards” is said of the result of the magical

act revealing itself in the backward course of the water The
use of the same expression in both passages might be sheer

coincidence, but it is possible that a tradition is reflected here oi

praiilomakarsanam drawing into the opposite direction ’ In

that case the text m the KausS (cf n 23)would have presumablv

been misunderstood by a scribe
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6 5 Subjugation

The Sanskrit terminology The act of attraction, however
powerful, if applied to persons is usually not performed for its

own sake As a matter of course, the victim will be expected

not only to appear on the scene but to submit himself to the

performer’s will still further In this way, subjugation may be
considered a logical complement of attraction We have seen

above that attraction and subjugation indeed often join each

other in the texts

The Sanskrit term for subjugation is vasikaranam^ to be
explained as

‘ 'reducing (someone) to the state of being under
oner's vasah, "power of command or control”, "dominance”
A comparison with other derivatives constructed in the same way,

like andhikaranam "making blind” suggests that the word vasi-

karanam stands for vasyikaranam "causing (somebody) to come
under one’s power of control”, as such derivatives by
means of -z are usually formed from adjectives Because the

existence of this class of derivatives presupposes a similarly

derived verb, vasikaranam suggests vasikaroti "to bring under
one’s power”, a word which indeed sometimes occurs m the

texts The Puranas and Tantras also apply forms of a verb

vasati^ like vaset in the third person singular optative (e g ,

GarPur 178, 19, TSS 22, 8) Beside compounds with vasi’-^

there also occur those with vaia-^ vasam--^ or vasya- The prepon-
derance of the term Vasikarana over its synonyms dates only

from Tantric sources, although there also other similar forms
remain in use, such as the simple vasyam (lit "the state of being
under dominance”, but often used as a synonym of "domi-
nance” )

The word vasah occurs already in this sense in the Vedic
Samhitas, cf AV 9, 10, 24 tasya bhutam bhavyarn vase sa me bhutam
bhavyam vase hnotd''' all that has become and will be is under his

powei ,
he (the Virat or Cosmical Being) should bring all that

has become and will be under my power” (cf Gonda, 1965, p
196) ,

or AV 3, 8, 6 mama vase^u hrdayam vah krnomi "I bring your
hearts under my controlling powers” In the same collection

(3, 25, 6) a poet bids that Mitra and Varuna should bring a
lady undei his power mamaiva krnutam vase This use of va^ah

continues in later literature Man can, however, also be him-
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self under the dominance of his own emotions, especialH of
rage (instances m ViPur 1, 17, 18, GarPur 196, 10

i
Vasa is

sometimes used irregularH as a synonym of lasya— being under
one’s dominance”, as in WPar 35, 1, 9 ^5 saptdhdt sati^a ete dsuri-^

homatd vasdh """after a period of se\en da\s all of them will come
under one’s power as an effect of the sacrifice with the \suii

plant”, another instance in the same text, 35, 2, 9, in 35, 1, 8,

lasin is used m the same sense {stn laJini)^ while it commonlv
means ""powerful” (as m GarPur 196, 16) Thus it appeals
that the terminology in the older as well as m the more recent

sources is far from precise

In a social sense the noun taiah denotes the status and
power by which a person is able to dominate his fellow -men
In this sense it forms a comparative va^iyas—and in this wa\
polarizes with pdpiyas

^

thus, ""being relatively powerful’ be-

comes an opposite of "‘being of comparativelv low status

In a speculative context, vasah and its cognates express the

dominion exercised by God m and over this world S\elGp

(6, 12) calls Siva the ""unique Controller over the man\ macti\c

ones” (i e the souls, according to Sankara
;

By executing this

power, God performs an act of Vasikarana on the world and its

creatures (see above p 19) These creatures may indeed feel,

like Draupadi, that they are subject to the manipulations of a

higher power This power is sometimes designated as fate”,

as m Kathas (2, 5, 37) JDeviyam karanavasdd avatirnd kntau

"this queen has been reborn in a lower state on earth b\ the

subjugating powder of fate” Sometimes God is said to exercise

his vasa on Nature (Prakrti, the primordial material cause of

the world)
,
thus, a stanza quoted by the commentator Dhana-

pati m his Bhasyotkarsadipika on BhGita 7,14 runs "‘the omnis-

cient Lord Whose reflection is Maya holds Hei (Nature
j

in

subjection, but the others aie kept m subjugation by Ignorance

by leason of her manifold appearances” [21] The passage

reminds of SvetUp 4, 9— (See abo\e, p 20) On another place

the state to w^hich creation is reduced by God’s subduing acti\it\

IS compaied to a kind of h\pnotic sleep ‘"the whole fourfold

mass of cieatures from the grass up to Brahma, the whole world

of mo\mg and unmoving beings is reduced to sleep b\ Th\
IMaya” [22] One can also meet the names of female divine

powers as personifications of subjugation Vasini "'Lady of
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subjugation^’ together with Ugra ^ ^Terrible One” form two
aspects of the Diksa according to TBr 2, 7, 17 (Gonda, 1965,

p 344) Ajhavivartmi ^^She who forces (others) to follow up
Her commands” and Ajhavivartinisvari ^"^The Sovereign Lady
who forces ” are two Saktis of Svapnavarahi (MMD 10^ 35ff

)

Vasavartini ^"causing (others) to be subjugated” is said of the
gift of poetry (kavitd) in SST 3 16 23

Needless to say that this sovereign control over other
beings must be a necessary goal also for the magician who by
nature of his position strives after the execution of divine powers
The particular power of subjugation may even be regarded as

his chief aspiration, it includes all specialized applications of
magical prowess Vasikarana thus becomes the embodiment
and prerequisite of anything which comes under the heading of
Satkarman

The term vasikaranam is circumscribed shortly in a few of

the concerned monographs S ( 1 , 7 )
defines it with the words

vasyam jandndm sarve^dm vidheyatvam udiritam subjugation is said

to be the state in which all people may be manipulated” (the

shortened form vasyam is used here for denoting the state caused
by the act of vasikaranam) MMD (25, 2) is still more laconic

va§yam vacanakdritvam^^suh^ugsition is the state in which one
cannot do otherwise (a nuance included in the use of the suffix

-in) than executing (the performer’s) orders” The SST(1,
8, 108) divides the act vasikdrah into three stages 1 Priti

'‘winning sympathy”, 2 Mohana "delusion” and 3 Vasikara
proper The text further intimates that the rite should best be
executed during the downward course of Saturn at an ancient
place of Sivaite worship containing an isolated linga B Bhat-
tacharya (p LXXXVI) circumscribes Vasikarana as follows
" gives the performer the power to bewitch all other men
and women or even animals and gods, and get work done by
them” Again m the SST (3, 3, 292) Vasya is mentioned m
one breath with Ajnasiddhi "the supranormal attainment of
(enforcing) one’s command”

Vasikarana often seems to imply the reduction of other
beings to a state of complete and helpless obedience or depen-
dence, like the position of a slave The word "slave” is indeed
used by the Mahamaya fragment in connection with this action
ddsibhutd)

, the term ddsa is found sometimes also in the Tantras
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and monographs (thus, dasata m SST 2, 18, 122) In this way
one can even subjugate gods and the powers of nature and
cause them to remain active only by one’s own will—a power
sometimes claimed also by magicians m other countries It

is instructive to recur for a moment to the leligious context and
observe that in the face of the sovereign subjugating power of
the Lord it is the task of the bhakta, devoted follower of God as

he IS, to wholly oubmit to His will, which means to willingly
assume the state of being subjugated b> Him The ideal bhakta
denotes himself as God’s slave^®, and it is a striking fact that the
essence of devotion is sometimes described to be doing work for

the Lord not only by means of ritual acts at home and in the
temple, but also on a psychical level by devoting all action^,

even the most trivial ones, to the Lord by means of a systematical

mystical transmutation Thus we read m BhGita 9, 27 any-
thing which you do, which you eat, offer or give, and an\ act

of asceticism performed by >ou, O Son of Kunti, >ou should
perform that as an offering unto Me”

Tat karo§i yad asndsi yaj juhosi daddsi yat

yat tapasyasi Kaunteya tat kuru^va madarpanani^^

The sources for the feat of subjugation in literature are

manifold They begin with the RV (10, 85, 10, 145, 10, 139,

10, 162, 10, 183) and include the AV (passim
) and the \ \

(e g , TS 2, 3, 9, 1, MS 2, 3, 2, TBr 2, 3, 10, SatBr 14, 9, 4;
according to Malaviya (p 20) The SVBr (2, 3, 3, see also

Malaviya, p 142) describes subjugation with the help of images

of the victim The mantras prescribed for the occasion include

the famous ud vayam tamasas pan (RV 1, 50, 10) “We ha\e gone

out of the darkness beholding a light supreme—God Surva
among the gods” The Rgvidh includes numerous passages

on subjugation, as well as the WPar (e g 35, 1,2) In the

Jama Vipakasruta (quoted bv Jhaverv, p 274 ;
a certain Pri\a-

sena is brought to the fore “who would control the king, lords

and others by employing Vidvas and magical powdei:* for

fascination or being invisible or charming, conti oiling or making
others subservient This does not requiie further comment”
Subjugation occurs often in the Puranas fsuch as MtPur 93,

145ff ,
GarPur ch 178ff

)
and is mentioned bv the Kathas
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in 2, 4, 64 The relevant passages m the Tantras are very

numerous We refer to the IvIMKL (ch 25, Vol p 287)

where all kinds of beings are said to be subjugated b> means of

offerings of various objects and kinds of grams, the same text

(Vol III, p 668ff ), HT (1, 54) in connection with the goddess

Kurukulla, SM (passim, in No 171 and 190 also with Kuru-
kulla), JT (ch 17) with a Sricakra belonging to the Mantra of

Sixteen Syllables, KVT (ch 15) among others with a mantra in

Chittagong Bengali, and PST (7, 65, 9, 23-27 , 32, 34, 13ff
)

Of the Satkarman monographs, D discusses the subject in chs

7-9, S in ch 4 (p 227-232), N in chs 2-5 (p 274-295) and K
on p 25ff A limited survey of some of the older sources will

be sufficient to present an idea of the content of the act of "‘sub-

jugation"" and the rituals usually associated with it

In some of these sources sometimes other Sanskrit terms

for subjugation are in vogue SVBr (2, 5) speaks of an act of

avartanam “causing somebody to direct himself towards the

performer” Avartana can have women as well as men as its

object The Sanskrit commentary of Sayana (ed B R Sharma,
Tirupati 1964) paraphrases by kutumbadindm vasikaranam “the

subjugation of family members m the first place, but also of

others"" Another commentator, Bharatasvamin, explains by
abhimukhapravartanam samipanayanam “causing somebody to

direct himself towards (the performer), that is bringing him into

(the performer’s) piesence”, a paraphrase which treats Avar-
tana almost as a synonym of Akarsana and which seems to be
too narrow in the context of the next paragraph of the text

The ceremony implies a vrata, religious observance, to be begun
in the month Sravana (2, 5, 2) A clay image of the victim
should be made with its face into an eastern direction in the

lorenoon, towards the South in the middle of the day, towards
the West m the afternoon and towards the North at night The
performer should stand on the region of its heart and utter a
mantia fiom the Samaveda, differentiated according to the
victim’s grade of society One may also use different materials
foi the image m accordance with the same criterion, and put
them into the fire while bringing oblations of ghee with a sacri-

ficial ladle made from Udumbara fig wood The result will be
that the victim comes under the performer’s influence {gum
hdsya bhavatiy Bharatasvamin paraphrases gum with vasyah)
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Another method (2 5, 5 j
is executed with the help of an image

made with rice grams broken b> the nails, the grains are made
to exude liquor by heating The limbs of the image are cut ofT

one by one with a knife and sacrificed into the fire with the

appropriate mantras The remainder, that is the region of

the heart fcomm
) he consumes himself, the autnor warns that

in case of neglect of this stipulation the performer will die him-
self [itarathdbhave myiyate)^ at least this is the wa\ Sa\ana intei-

piets the passage Bharatasvamm here again has another
mteipretation, sadhyasya vydpattih sydt^

''

the death of the victim

will come along’’ and this is not what was implied b\ the per-

former \ similar rite is described m the Rgvidh f 3, 19, 3 —
3, 20, 3) It is clear that this rite of subjugation closeK leseni-

bles a cruel act of magic the victim is symbolicalK deprived of

his or her limbs and trampled upon the heart But at the same
time one should be aware that similar sacrihce^ of the limbs f>f

a victim m image shape are sometimes performed without anv

evil intention

In the SVBr (2, 6 ;a number of rites are described which in

later sources would certainly be included under \ asikarana

but which are introduced m this text by the words I lom here

on, (the treatment) of those (rites destined for; happiness in

human relations” {athdtah saubhdgydndm) The word saubhd^yam

(it also occurs in WPar 26, 5, 4; regularly applies to happiness

within the small circle of immediate family relations, especiallv

between husband and wife A person who enjovs saubhdgya is

called subhaga- “fortunate” Sa^ana on this place define:*

saubhdgyarn as “the state of being loved dearlv b\ wife and othei

(membeis of the family)” su^thu yosidadibhir bhajmiiyaUam The

state of being subhaga—is held out as a result m 2, 6, 2-5 and is

followed up m 2, 6, 6 by sarvajanasya priyo bhatati one becomes

dear to everybody” In 2, 6, 7 the result is plamiv that she

loves him” yam kdmayet tdm srdoayet kdmayate hainam In 2, 6, o

another method is prescribed in case a woman does not coniph,

ydsya na gum sydt The performer should offer watei to lici

and recite the mantra Indro inshasya (SV, Gramage\ agaiia, 12,

1, 456, T2), oi he should sacrifice the dust of her footstep into

the file while saying another formula from the &\ In 2 6, 13

the result of a similar rite is stated to be vasyd bhai.anti the\

become subjugated”
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An important conclusion from these details from the SVBr
IS that the action of "'subjugation’’ often applies to situations

within the domestic environment The "victim” in many cases

appears to be somebody within the family or household, fre-

quently even the wife or husband The recourse to magic

seems to have often served as a panacea during the existence of

domestic tension

The Rgvidh repeatedly discusses rites of samvananam

"winning over” (3, 15, 2, 3, 19, 3, 3, 20, 5, 3, 21, 4) ,
the same

term occurs in GautDh 2, 2, 17, while Rgvidh 3, 20, 4 men-
tions gunikaranam as a synonym of vastkaranam^^ The same text

(2, 10, 4) promises that anything will come under the power
(vasibhavet) of one who sacrifices a mixture of salt and honey
while reciting the gdyatri The domestic character of many
of these rites again appears from 3, 14, 7 ff where the result of

the samvanana ceremony turns out to be the removal of illicit

lovers {sapatnan pratibddhate^ 3, 15, 1) The mantras prescribed

on this occasion are RV 10, 83 and 84, styled sapatnaghne "the

two killers of rivals” The PST (36, 3) still contains the teim
vasyasamvananam The Pali Canon contains an allusion to an
avartani mdyd (Pali dvattam mdyd) "device of winning other

people’s allegiance” According to the Anguttara Nikaya, 2,

190 ff, the Buddha was reported to be a magician (mdydvin) who
made use of such a device in order to cause adherents ofother

doctrines to become his own pupils The Buddha, however,
proved that his device consisted of no other thing than rationally

arguing that people should get rid of evil influences and develop
the good A similar report about the Buddha is recorded in

the MajN 1, 375

In the Jama Canon various terms are used for rites of sub-
jugation, such as dhevana "attracting people” and abhiyogya

"making one subservient” (so Jhavery, p 274) The AVPar
on some places mentions vasikarana (35, 1, 6, 36, 5, 1 and 3,

vasya in 25, 1, 11, besides, 5x vasa)

Some resources In the case of Vasikarana, it is worthwhile
to devote some attention to the attributes, symbols or
ingredients deemed helpful for this particular end The SM
(No 71, p 144) summarizes some of them in verse

vajracakratrtsulasaramudgarapdsdnku§ddint

anjanapadalepatilakavasikaranadravyam {sadhamyam)
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‘(one should master) the following ^attributes and)
mgiedients of subjugation the \ajra, disc, trident, arrows,
hammer, noose, elephant hook, ointment, paste lobe smeared
on the feet, and painted spot on the forehead’’ Most ot these
are the attributes familiar to us from images of the gods, where
they symbolize some aspect of the particular god’s subjugating
power When performing subjugation himself, a man should
meditate on himself as bearing one or more of these attributes

Two of them, noose and elephant hook, have been met alreadv
as characteristic attributes of Attraction, a reflection of the

tendency to make Attraction a facultative intioductor\ stage

to Subjugation In SM, p 181 (jNo 93, \ ajratarasadhana

)

the Goddess Tara is designed be the worshipper as two-armed
and bearing the elephant hook and a noose made of lotuses

(ankusotpalapasahastam vilikhya ) These attributes are used b\

the goddess in this way with the noose she binds the victim’s

neck and with the hook she pierces his (her; feet and mthiswa>
draws him (her) towards the performer who is free to deal with
him (her) according to his will as a slave

The three last items from the above list (SM Xo 71 j

ointment, foot paste, and painted spot are of adiffeient charac-

ter They are generally applied cosmetics but at the same time

often considered to be powctful devices of magic The Sat-

karman monographs mention them frequentlv Ointment
{anjanam

J
is a product of collyrium or other materials applied

to the eyelids^® It is mentioned m the AVPar f35, 2, 2j

Of places from the Satkarman monographs we mention X 2, 30

(p 278 j
-=K p 26, 8 A man who smears his eve* with the root

of the white Apaiajita plant picked during a lunar eclipse, while

saying a certain mantra, will subjugate the threefold world

Sdetaparajitamulam candragraste samuddhrtam

afijitdkso naras tena vasikurydj jagattrayam

K (p 27, 9) mentions as the result of the application of anothei

mixtuie to the eyes that the performer will become dear to

anv’-body whom he merely casts his glance on”

Priyo bhaiati sarvesdm dr^timatram na samsayah

Ahjana can be used also by a woman to subjugate her favourite
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or her husband (GarPur 178, 14) Against this background

we can perhaps better understand the caution of the author of

the Manusmrti who warns ( 4, 44 ) that a brahman should not

obseive his wife applying (or having applied) ahjana to hei

e\ es The glance of a person of more than ordinary power is a

matter of great consequence, but merely beholding such a person

can also be dangerous "^Those by whom he (the performer)

IS seen and those whom he beholds will become subjugated”

[disio yair ydn vdtha sa paiyati te vasydh syuh^ TSS 27, 57), and
the GarPur (194, 23) records the following incantation "‘he

who beholds me with his eyes and whom I behold with my
eye—of all evil and depraved persons Visnu obstructs the eye-

sight” [23]
For the Buddhist Tantrics, ointment of eyes and feet

{anjanam^ pddalepah)^ which means of course the correct use of

these ingredients for magical purposes, forms two of the eight

great peiformances or mahasiddhis (B Bhattacharya, p
LXXXV) Ahjana m this connection seems to be reserved for

the power to miraculously observe objects hidden from the

human e} e such as buried treasures
,
padalepa is applied with

the lesult of being able to move about at will, for instance b^

flying through the air SM (No 115, p 243), however, men-
tions an unguent of saffron {gorocand) applied to the eyes as a

means to attract the king’s friendly attention, when the accom-
panying mantra has been muttered a hundred thousand times,

all beings come under one’s spell {vasyd bhavanii) The MMK
(II, p 538) again mentions the powerful glance of the eyes

anyone who is looked at by the performei becomes his slave

The statement occurs within a context of the mutual relation

between husband and wife The same text (II, 540) promises
as a lesuIt of a certain other kind of anjana that the performer’s
favouiite woman will come towards him, burnt by passion
{madandgnind dahyamand stri dgacchati') There is also evidence
of the application of ahjana with the aim of becoming invisible

(GaiPin 178, 9)
The tilakam^ the famous ""mark of beauty” on the fore-

head of Hindu women, is also very often alluded to in the texts

as a device of magic, especially of subjugation In such a con-
text It would be applied by men as well as by women The
MtPur (62, 6) advises its use for obtaining domestic happiness.
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health and attractiveness for women (lahtaupriyali am \ The
\^Piir (123, 29 AT i states that a tilaka prepari d with »

rocand^ led sandal and other materials results in siih|uitat ion ^

even the gods \\ th Indra at then held would come undei
Its spell, let alone tinv human beings” stndrd t uird tasam }d?i/i

kim puna t I siidramdnu^dh
)

The GarPur ( 183 9 givis a sum! ir

receipt (thin leaf of Manahsila stone, Gorocani and saflron i

for a tilaka which overpowers ail women A.nothtr tP ika madr
up with the Sahadevi, Bhrngaiaja, and white Vparijiti pi ints

lesults in the subjection of the threefold world GiiPur 18>,
10") \ woman who looks at a man with on her lo thead a

tilaka composed of Goiocana led mineral and blond will

certainly cast him under her spell (185, 12 } The same if suit

leached with another mixtuie according to VgPui 323, 13

The KalPui (60 15 ff
, van Koov, p 92 1 mentions a sana asya-

mantra accompanvmg a tilaka The SJvI in 235 leeords a
tilaka which forces people to offer gifts to the wandering mendi-
cant (B Bhattachaiva, p LXXXIV

; \ p 277 fa shorten-

ed version in K p 26) gives sev^eral icceipts for tilaka all of

them applicable in Subjugation For example the loot of white

Guhja when applied in this way is able to subjugate men and
women alike (2, 35) of course with the help of an appiopiiate

mantia The TSS also mentions the ^ tilaka act \JJakakrijds

cf 27, 13, 27, 59) These instances mav suffice to show the

popularity of this device in rites of subjugation

Sometimes mention is made of smearing the bodv VMth

unguents {anulepanam^ lepah

)

The magicians of Cambodia
knew of mvsteiious unguents” which thev called thnarn l^ip

lepa) and which were usuallv applied for arousing love in

the victim ’ (Leclere, p 132 f
j

The S\ Bi (2, 6 11 alreadv

piesciibes an anulepana composed of the outei skin of a cow s

embivo and othei ingredients One who smcaied hniiscll

with this mixtuie would be able to create love in anv woman
touched by him [tendnulipto yamyam upasprsate sa sainarn kd nayate j

But this is restricted in the following paragraph (2, 6 12/

one should approach oniv a woman one is legailv entitled to

iganiyd] and never without having bathed beforehand \n-

othei unguent described in 2, 6, 13 is composed of a dowering

lotus and a quantitv of panic seed \11 kinds of w omen become
subjected to the performer if he in addition recites a stan/a from
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the SV (Gramageyagana 1 , 3, 26, 1 )
The AVPar mentions

an unguent of the feet in the same context Passing to Tantrie

literature, the PST (7, 67) advises beauty mark and unguent
as follows "‘one who would daily smear himself with it, eat

something of it, also apply a tilaka with it, and throw it on his

head—he will be continually free from calamities, epilepsy,

demons, unexpected death, evil planets and poison, and he is

loved bv his subjects (or his children)’^ [24] The TSS makes
mention of unguents m many instances, using such terms as

lepa (31, 67 and 71), vilepa (31, 66), vilepana (31, 74) and alepa

(31, 68), m all the mentioned cases applicable against enemies

Smearing with ashes {bhasmalepa) is advised in 27, 61 for subju-

gation with the accompaniment of a mantra which addresses

a goddess “who charms the eye and mind” or “of the charming
eyes” {nayanamanohari) On another place (28, 39) the TSS
ordains smearing over the whole body {sarvagdtrdm lepayet)

To give one instance out of the many cases provided by the

Satkarman monographs N (2, 36) again prescribes the root

of Gufija mixed up with white sandal as an unguent Instead

of the sandal, honey is also possible

A device of touching simplicity is the presentation of a

mere flower, prefeiably a red one, to the “victim” The red

flower on its own accord possesses the power of influencing a
person’s mind The presentation of such a flower is a sign of

one’s sympathy and love, but at the same time it means setting

m motion the subjugating power of the flower, enhanced by its

colour (see above, p 163), by a deliberate act of the will A
woman may become subjugated by him who presents a flower

to her, saying a certain mantra (TSS 22, 72) N 2, 39 (p 280)
discusses the application of the mantra Om kdmini mddhavi namah
'Om, Thou Lovely One, Honey-sweet One, honour” It may
be lecited a hundred times over a flower, the flower should be
given to some man who then comes under the performing ladv’s

powei within seven days, provided she also during this time eats

seven morsels of each of her meals inscribed with his name
According to N 2, 43 another mantra directed to Rudra (25)
should be said seven times over a red oleander before presenting
this flower to the “victim” with the desired effect In the Gar-
Pur (178, 11) such a flower is applied for causing the donee’s
mind to wander (bhrdmayet) K (p 25, 2) ordains for sub-
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jugation the presentation of a flower over which a mantra to
Camunda has been recited ffor fourteen times, according to
KA mantra 1

1 j
In S (p 228, line 7 and p 230, 8

)
success

is obtained b'y presenting a thousand red flower^ o\er which a
mantra has been said ten thousand times

There are othei methods and substance^ applied in Vasika-
rana, but omitted fiom the present description, such as the
presentation of betel (GarPur 178, 2, 178, 15 j, the sacrifice

into the fire of various sweets (MtPur 93, 143, SM p 181 for

kanyasiddhi)
y adding something to somebod\"s food '^D 8, 2,

TSS 28, 31ff ), or eating something inscribed with the victim’s

name Fumigation with incense is mentioned as a method in

TSS 28, 45
The victims These can be the same as the objects of

Attraction The Mahamaya fragment mentions as the objects

of Its subjugation rite ladies, elephants and mimical kings

The JT (ch 17) mentions all kinds of victims including kings,

enemies, gods, women, *^all beings” and ' the world” The
Satkarman monographs mostly aim at the subjugation of all

people”, kings, women and men (this last item usuallv means,
husbands), such is the sequence given bv X, followed by K,,

which summarizes its treatment \ttention is paid below to the

^Victims” in almost the same sequence as has been used iii the

discussion of Akarsana 1 Gods 2 Kings and enemies 3^

All beings or the world 4 Women or men 5 Animals
The subjugation of gods is mentioned surprismglv seldom

m the texts although it is certainly often understood, foi instance

when ^‘^all beings” or the “threefold world” are said to be affect-

ed by the power of subjugation Most often the gods seem to

function m the recommendation of the supranormal efficac\ of

the device in question, such as \gPur 123, 31 referied to above

“all the gods including Indra come under his power let alone

tiny human beings” JT (18, 11 and 12 j
mentions both the

gods and the demons among a great varietv of othei victims

The SST (3 18, 14) specifies that Kalika is subjugated bv a

sadhana of Mita, one of the Nitva goddesses, with the help of

betel Despite the lack of prominence of the gods as v ictims of

Vasikarana, it seems that in practice thev have often been sub-

jected to It The frequent manipulation of all kinds of super-

natural beings referred to in Ch 2, often directed to the aim of
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having the victim’s characteristic activity at one’s disposal, can
he denoted with profit as varieties of Vasikarana A good
instance from literature is furnished by the Kathas ,— 12, 25
(Vetalapafic 18), 35ff A Yogin enters an abandoned temple
of Siva and evokes a ‘‘Spell Which realizes all desires” {istasarn-

j^adim mdyd) the presiding goddess of which appears by his mere
concentrating his thoughts upon her, and says to him “what
can I do In other words, she is reduced by the Yogin to the

state of a maidservant—a characteristic feature of subjugation

But not only these divine or semi-divme beings of a compara-
tively low status can be subjected to the performer’s will Is not
in many cases the way in which the gods are approached by
prayer, saciifice or other rituals considered by the worshipper
to be a certain means to success, which means to virtually forc-

ing the deity to do what is asked of him confer boons, grant
material goods, work about health or cure, and so on ^ Is not
almost any hymn directed to the great gods of Hinduism accom-
panied by a frank statement of the rewards which are said to

be infallibly the result for him who recites the hymn with the

Tight intention and concentration of mind ^ (see above p 60)
In a broad sense, all these aspects of widely spread methods of
approaching the divine might be seen as variants of a different

kind of this fundamental act of subjugation

Kings as the objects of subjugation are frequently men-
tioned The WPar speaks of them m this context in 35, 1, 6
{vasikurvams ca bhupatin) From the Tantras we mention JT
17, 8 {rdjd), 17, 26 {dhanadhyo bhupatih) and 17, 52 {rajendra)

^

PSX 36, 60, TSS 22, 42 27, 25 Of the Puranas, AgPur men-
tions subjugation of a king in 260, 8, 308, 4 (in one breath with
mddhi “economic growth” and sii “lustre” to be expected by
the performer), 315, 9, the GarPur in 185, 3 In this last case,

an oblation made for 108 times of black sesamum seeds sprinkled
with ghee while a mantra to Ganapati is pronounced suffices

to reduce a king to subservience within three days Of the
monographs, D (9, 4-16) gives similar recipes, this time accom-
panied by the mantra Om namo Bhdskardya tnlokdtmane amuka-
mahipatim me vasikuru svdhd '""Om, honour to the Sun, the Self of

the threefold world, subjugate for me the king N N ” S (p
228, 3) advises a mantra to Candali for subjugating kings within
a week N (3, 3-12) discusses the Candamantra and its
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usefulness for this particular act In 3 2, this text gi\es another
mantra, this time to the Disc Sudarsana, the resuit of which is

stated somewhat differentK to be that '’one becomes honoured
at the royal gate % rajyadcdre bhacti puj\ah It might be
that this wording is applicable to the brahman who desires

to use the mantra in his own interest \ religious man who
wants to ‘'subjugate a king” will mean b\ th s phrase that he is

received honourably b\ the ruler and his court and applied to

for advice or for other ser\ices for which he will be liberallv

rewarded The phrase ‘ honoured at the ro\al gate” mav,
however, also allude to a successful pleading of one’s case in

court Another instance in the GarPur (178, 6 » 'B\ spreading
an incense consisting of a mixture of aloe bdellium, blue lotuses

and molasses, one becomes beloved at the ro\al gate” [26]
It IS well known how at least some of the religious men depended
upon ro^^al favour for obtaining a livelihoods^

Another possible context of "subjugation of a king” is an
action bv the subjects or by inimical pretendents against the

ruling prince The ViDhPur (2, 125, 8; seems to allude to

such a situation (see above, p 240) A.n interesting case is furnish-

ed by an inscription in Old Mala\ found at Telaga Batu
(South Sumatra, Indonesia) This inscription bv^ far the

longest known to us from the reign of SriMjava, and dating

probably from "the two last decades of the seventh century

AD” (De Casparis) contains a lengthy imprecation against

the enemies of the state and the king Line 1 2 alludes to conspi-

rators who would make use of Tantrie rites (among others the

Sriyantra) The next line (13) then refers to rites 'used bv
the rebels to bring others into their power bv bereaving them of

their common sense” (de Casparis, p 30; The terms men-
tioned here are makagila (line 8 ; and makalamt, both meaning
"to make crazv”, and vasikarana That there is no question

here of an abstract use of these expressions but of real magical

ceremonies is prov ed bv a reference made bv the king to certain

methods used by the rebels such as designing or painting an
image of him (rupinanku) and application of ashes f^bhasma),

wizards (^, text laidi, which ma\ mean caidika or caidya, or

perhaps oidyd) and spells {mantra), or the last w^ords should be
combined to mean vedic mantras” [27] De Casparis surmises

(p 30f
) that the king was about to go upon an expedition (this
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IS hinted at in the text) and wished to secure the situation in

his capital by means of the imprecation, or it may be that the

expedition was directed against the rebels themselves In any
case such rites as referred to here must in the eyes of the contem^
porary ruler have meant real menace to the state’’ (de Gas-

pans) As with the act ofAkarsana, it is a matter of probability

that persons of high status and wealth such as kings have often

figured as the victims of rites of subjugation

One could indeed imagine that the rebels of iSrivijaya had
made use of a ritual like that described in SM No 37 Rakta-
lokesvarasadhana Its essence is that the performer should

meditate upon himself as the red Avalokitesvara, provided with

red garment and garland, with four arms bearing noose, ele-

phant hook, bow and arrows, standing under a flowering Asoka
tree and producing an overwhelming emotion of desire The
fact that this kind of meditation seems to be applicable in the

first place to subjugation in the field of erotics does not detract

from Its usefulness in politics in SM No 178 a seemingly erotic

meditation is said also to have its effect on functionaries of the

royal court (dmdtja), on subjects of the king and on the king

himself The rite of the Red Lokesvara further requires an
oblation of salt for 108 times, and the recitation of the mantra
Om citi cinati vikloh {2:^) amukam sadhanapanvaram me vasam dnaya

svdhd^^ bring N N under my power together with his posse-

ssions and his retinue ” After three weeks a “great person”
{mahdpurusa) will be subjugated It is advised that an image
of the victim should be made with bees’ wax mixed with salt

The image should be four angulas high It should be heated
thrice a day within a heap of charcoal resulting from the burning
of Khadira wood Smoke should be avoided The person
whose name is uttered within the mantra for the required num-
ber will be subjugated It may be added that Hindu tradition

knows similar methods of subjugation of rulers AgPur 260, 8
suggests that “one should make an image of the king consisting

completely of rice grains and make an oblation of it by means of a.

thousand pieces, and the king will come under one’s power”

Sarvavrihimqyim krtvd rdjnah pratikrtim dvija j

sahasrasas tu juhuydd rdjd vasagato bhavet jj

Political enemies If the person in whose behalf the rite is
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executed is a king himself, the ro\al \ictim of such a rite usually
will be a political enem\, and the intricacies of magical sub-
jection of mimical kings are a necessar\ part of the intellectual

equipment of the purohita The subjugation of enemies is an
element, sometimes e\en a s\non\m of the \ictorv o\er them
leading to their destruction The "destruction of the enemy’’
{satrundsanam) with the help of supranormal arts is as a matter
of course often referred to, it can combine within itself aspects of
the acts of Vasikarana, Stambhana, \Iohana, ^ id\esana,
TJccatana and Marana ConsequentK

,
it might be discussed m

connection with each of these items separatel\ It might be
also added that some souices allude to jay ah ‘ \ictor\” outside

the cadre of the Six \cts in the context of the results of worship
of a god or similar meritorious actiMties (e g ,

LT 48, 20ff ,

48, 32fF
, 49, 43ff ) In the TSS the word jay ah has a twofold

meaning \ictor\ m battle or in debate The former is pro-

mised more than once in ch 22 (on Durga) as the result of "" bles-

sing” the weapons with a certain mantra, but the latter is also

implied m 22, 13 yuddhe ca lyacaharddaujayenmantram japen narah

a man will be victorious in battle and m legal processes and the

like when he recites this mantra” The same text in 30, 45
sangrdmavyavahdrayoh sa (mantro) jayakrt

We shall now concentrate on a few instances of the act of

Vasikarana performed upon an enemv (or inimical armv )

The Mahamava fragment, stanza 8, speaks of “unconquerable
enemies” who are subjugated b\ a meditation on the red mani-
festation of Visnu In MtPur 93,148 a method is given v\hich

necessarily results, according to the author, in the subjugation

of all mimical armies at^asydni i.a:>ikurydt sari^asatrubaldny api

The ceremony forms part of a sacrifice to the Nine Heavenly
Bodies, the result is reached bv making a special oblation of

Bilva and lotus flowers while the mantra “Friendlv should be to

us the waters and the herbs” (siimiiriyd na dpa^ TS 1, 4, 45, 2

etc ) IS recited The sacrificer should wear a white garment and
white flowers and honour the officiating brahmans vMth sacred

cords embroidered w ith gold, besides giv mg to them garments

of high qualm, white cows and golden objects Bv this method
one will subjugate all armies and tiansform enemies into political

friends, because ‘ this sacrifice destrovs evil ” [28]
The JT (18, lo ^ mentions the subjugation of ‘ those who have
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a feud’’ {vainnah') GarPur 18534 gives as the result of a certairt

rite that the performer or sponsor will be "hnvincible in battle

while all (enemies) have come to serve him” [apardjitah sydd
yuddhe ca sarve tan ca stsevire) In court literature there are many
allusions to the majestic power of a king by means of descrip-

tions of the state of subservience into which he has reduced his*

enemies, these enemies are sometimes styled the king’s '‘slaves”

The "Ritual Environments” and statements of rewards of the
Balinese hymns edited in Stuti & Stava often mention the aim
of invincibility in battle

The predominantly "white” character of the rite is stressed

also by references to the subjugation of "villains” {dusta-)^ e g
in N (2, 38, on p 279) ,

in N p 283 a passage of eight stanzas is

entitled "Method of taming the villains” {dustadamanaprayoga)

The beings affected by these rites are specified as thieves, wild

elephants and again, significantly, political enemies Sub-
jugation of a murderer by means of a stanza from the YV is dis-

cussed in AgPur 260,77 The methods are sometimes diffe-

rentiated according to the social grade the victim belongs to

(three cases from the TSS 24, 28f , 24,38, 27,16ff
)

The texts often express the conviction that a certain method
IS able to subjugate all people^ everything which exists on earth,

or the threefold cosmos {trailokyam) In a different context the

SvetUp already stated that the peifect soul "is master over the

whole world” {vast sarvasya lokasya) JT ch 17 promises the

subjugation of "everybody” {sakalajana^ st 49), "all grades of
society (78), 'the whole world” 85 ), "everything”

(90), and the "thieefold cosmos” (52,64) A Varahamukhis-
tava (Aithal, p 96f , No 18) says in its stanza 2 that the worship
of Goddess Varahimukhi will result among more in the subju-

gation of the whole world [vasayati jagat sarvam') According
to the PST (7,62) "he subjugates the entire threefold world”
{tribhuoanam akhilam vasikurute

^

another place m 9,28) The
Satkarman monographs often contain similai statements, thus

in N (2, 47) "one subjugates the beings of heaven, earth and
nether woild” {khambhupatdlabhutdm)

^ S, p 228, st 4 "al^

beings” {sarvajantu) D, ch 7 is called Sai vajanavasikai anam
and its first stanza in the Benares edition begins by stating that

the methods advised by it will result in the subjugation of "men
and women m general” {nard naryas ca sarvasah) Sometimes-
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these rites make use of the serMces of a god called for the occa-

sion He who subjects the threefold cosmos , thus^ in D (ch 7,

p 144 j
^\drdiana sarLalokai asanf ara ^ in SAI, Xo 33 i^\ ol

p 80/ T^railokjacasamkara-Loktscara Of course such state-

ments of a vague and all-encompassmg character should be read
in connexion with the magical context and the importance
of stressing the general \alidit\ of the method (cf abo\e,
ch 5 6 j

special case is formed b\ the claim that certain mantras
and ritual will effect the veneration or the friendship of all

people The TSS (27, 57 j
promises that a successful performer,

when betaking himself to the assembh hall will be constantlv

honoured there (sabhdm gacchet taddtmd bujxale sadd PST 13,

38 claims that various kinds of people will regularh pa\ honour
to such a person {kuroanti sadd namaskrijdm asmai / \Iore fiequent

are the passages which refer to the friendship orsvmpathv the per-

former wins from the people In \tiBr 9, 20 /^]Mala\iva, p 45 i the

dail} recitation of the Visvamitra Sukta bv the ]Maitra\aruna

priest IS said to have this effect X (2, 6 ;
promises as the result

that one will be ^dear to all people (sarvahkapriya- S\''Br

(2, 6, 6) sava saroajanasya priyo bhai^ati We have heie to do
with a forcible change of the victim’s mind worked about b\ the

performer in order to have his wishes fulfilled or his popularitv

increased The same effect can be reached, as we saw, bv
looking upon a person with one’s eves painted bv collvrmm

—

thus in a wav hv’^pnotising the victim Othei instances of

“becoming dear” are \gPur 260, 24 {janasja prnatdm i\dt^ w th

the help of a Vedic mantra j ,
\gPur 302, 6 = TSS 27, 5^ (m a

mantra to Kama sartajanahrdayam mamdtmagatam kuru \ ,
\gPur

309, 14 {janaoallabhah^ not in the parallel veri>ion TSS 22, 65 ,

PST 7, 67 {pyiyate ca prajdbhih )

,

PST 24 22 {ritnam priyas ca

bhiiydt
) ^
PST 24, 54 TSS 27, 60 In PST 18, 52-54 the same

thing {sarialokaprijah sydt

}

appears to be used in a context of

begging one’s food along the houses, an inteiesting passage

Success on one’s begging round is also expressed bv TSS 20, 34

{bhiksor annam ca sidhyati ; \ variant of being dear to people ’

IS ‘ the conciliation of someone who is enraged” (kubiiasva pra-

sadanam, TSS 23, 31), TSS 24, 35 this method de^trovs the

v\rath of someone who is wiathful ’ ndhir ajam haiiti nistasja

rosam * A.nothei term which sometimes occurs in such a con-
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text IS rahjanam " pleasing’’ (PST 9^ 30, 9, 38), it may have an
erotic connotation, as in TSS 27, 69

Stuti & Stava, No 097 (p 71 )
declares the state of ""being

deal to all people” to be one of the results of the recitation of

the Aksama Pahca-raksa, the Balinese version of a hymn to the

Five Tathagatas which also occurs m SM (vol I, p 15), it

begins with Asamdcaldh samatasdradharminah For this parti-

cular end the hymn should be said above a quantity of ""oil which
IS afterwards smeared on the head or throat”, then the per-

former ""becomes dear to anybody who beholds him” The
hymn should be repeated twenty-one times In our opinion,

this IS a good instance of the preservation in Bah of ritual appli-

cation of an Indian stotra in a magical context At the same
time we observe that the complex of subjugation, besides> vanqui-

shing an enemy, may also include placating him by appeasing

his mind—in the latter case by means of the recitation ofa hymn
of philosophical character which describes the infinite greatness

and compassionate nature of the Tathagatas But the same
hymn is applicable, according to the Balinese sources, also for

other cases like imploring the gods’ forbearance during the ritual,

destruction of sin, pieparation of potent water which is able to

destroy poison, defeat of the enemy, rescuing a person from the

dangerous influence of planets SM (p 16) promises as a result

of the same hymn abundant siddhi and the outcome of all de-

snes such as a long life, wisdom or strength

Women Subjugation of women and unmarried girls is,

like their attraction, a practice often referred to A woman is

liable to be subjugated by the mere experience of the gift of love,

as appears from Kathas 2,4, 89 ""she (Rupamka), being sub-

jugated by the consummate happiness of love afforded by this

Lohajangha, was convinced that no other result of her birth

could exist ”[29] In Kathas 2, 4, 134, Vibhisana presents

Lohajangha with a magic bird which will bring him back to

Mathura as a ""vehicle to subjugation” {vahkdrdya vdhanam)
The GarPur (178, 18) states that ""embraces and the like cause
the subjection of women and girls” {alinganadyd ndnndm kumdrindm
vankarah') Instances of the subjugation of a woman by magical
means are affordedby the AVPar m35, 1, 8, 36, 2, 6,36, 3, 2,36,
6, 1 (m the last case for someone who desires to wm a bride)

In ch 41, the GarPur relates the method to obtain a woman by
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the recitation of a mantra which contains the name of a Gandh-
aiva ‘‘O/w, the Gandhar\a called \ is\a\asu is the Lord of
ladies, I obtain thee, after Vissa\asu ^ has created a ladv

,

to him, Vis\avasu, [30] The same mantra occurs thrice

in slightly different form m the Satkarman monographs mz
in N, 4, 48, K, p 32, Is, p 12 \ccording to X, the mantra
should accompan\ a mere gift of water to the belo\ed, repeated
seven times, and within a month she will be his bride decked
beautifully

Pantyasydnjalin sapta datt^d cid\dm imam japet '

sdlankdrdm narah kanydm labhate mdsamdtratah

The subjugation of women proper is discussed b\ X in ch

4 (p 284 ff ) and bv D in ch 8 In the second stanza of ch 4,

N even boasts the subjugation of other people's wives {sadyo vasydh

J>arastnyah) The efficacv of the rite is sometimes expressed bv
stating that even heavenly or legendarv damsels such as Apsaras

will be mastered by the procedure advised, X 4, 5 tasikurydt

Tilottamdm^ TSS 27, 83 Rambhdpi lasagd bhacet^ D, ch 8, 1

jyadi sdksdd Arundhati In the last case the recipe consists of the

flower of a black Dhustura (Benares version Dhattura leaf

and root of a kind of ivy, pounded together w ith camphor and
saffron in equal amounts, the materials should have been collect-

ed on a Sunday \ tilaka prepared with this mixture will

prove successful Xo mantra seems to be connected with this rite,

or It would have to be the mantra given at the end of the chapter

Om namah Kdmdkhyddeci^ amukim nu tai>a7n kuru kuru Si.dhd ? Benares

ed Kdmdksyai devyai j
The effect is sometimes described within elv

imagination smasdne roditi sadd bdld dattoktabhojana 'when a

lad\ has got (the mixture described m a previous stanza) in

her food, she will alwavs stav on the cremation ground weeping
(out of love even aftei the pei former’s death \X,4, 9 * Almost

the same stanza is found m D as 8, 2 144 j

An interesting case is X 4, 26 {p 287 )
The pei former

should obtain the left e\e of a lizard {krkaldsah)^ mix it with

honev and sesamum oil, and prepaie an ointment with it A
woman looked at bv him vMth eves thus made up will be out of

her senses and imniediatelv subjugated yam pasyati naio mattd

edmd sd taiksanad lasd The mantra emploved here contains
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the famous Vedanta slogan * Brahman is bliss” Om dnanda

Brahma (sic) svdhd^ Om hrim klim pldm Kali kapdh svdhd Other
deities addressed in mantras in this context in N are Kama (st

28)5 Raktacamunda (st 34, p 288) and again Visvavasu

Stanzas 36 and 39 give other instances of hypnotizing by means
of certain eye ointments

Other texts ofa more sophisticated character may prescribe

a mental act of subjugation by means of the meditation on a

certain deity in a more elaborated form A hymn to Devi

as Mahasodasi (Mahasodasivarnaratnavalistotra, Aithal, p
86

)
m stanza 13 describes Devi as the nectar contained m the

ocean of the syllable hrlm Daily meditation on her will result

m the subjugation ofwomen deai to the gods^ they will be "'tor-

mented by the fever of the Bodiless One” (the God of love)

anangajvarakldntdh Such a meditation can be compared to the

prescription by the Mahamaya fragment (st 9) of concentra-

tion of the mind on the red Visnu with the result that beautiful

ladies will become the perfoimer’s servants {dast) Elaborate

descriptions of meditations for subjugation are found m the SM^
in the cadre of the Bodhisattva course (for instance in No 60,

62, 75, 92, 171-190) No 92, Vasyadhikaratarasadhanam, is

conceived as follows "‘Meditate upon a blue lotus born from the

syllable T'dm (which represents the name of the goddess Tara),
and provided in the middle with this same syllable Tdm Then
concentrate your mind upon the Venerable Goddess Tara as

developing out of that lotus, dark green {sydma) of colour, sitting

in the “favourable” posture, bearing a blue lotus m her left

hand, and with her right hand making the gesture of granting
a boon, and bearing Amoghasiddhi in her crown The per-

former should unify her with his nature-of-mtelhgence {jndna-

sattva-

)

He should 1 ecite in the number mentioned before, and
provided with the name of the “victim”, the mantra Om Tdre
tuttdre tare amukam amukim vd vasam dnaya svdhd Because the usual
attributes of arrows etc are absent, he should bind the victim’s

neck with the blue lotus and place her (him) undei his power by
filling her (his) body with bundles of beams of red colour which
aie emitted from his own body” [31]

In practice, the rite of subjugation has been often meant
to be applied by a husband against his wife or the reversal This
aspect of Vasikarana has been observed above (p 316) in conne-
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xion with the Vedic sources Other instances of icts of magic
executed b\ married people against each other might be given
RV IO

5 159, ascribed to Saci Paulomi, identified with Indra’s

wife, refers to a devoted wife who has vanquished her rivals and
made her husband subject to her aharn tmtim abhyasaksi ^ She
has performed a sacrifice bv which Indra has become successful

and famous From now on, her husband will live m accordance
with her intentions (2 mamtd aim kratum patih upacaret

)

She describes herself as possessing formidable pov^er’’ (ugrd)

and "'m the possession of victorv"’ [sehdnd The A^itBr f3, 24)
advises to recite a certain passage in a whispering tone m order

to secure that the wife will henceforward refrain from contradict-

ing her husband bv making her apraticddimm (]Malaviva, p
4o ;

Coming to the younger sources, we first observe that Gar-
Pur (178, 12) describes an unguent which causes the wife not

to desire another man few stanzas below (178, 19 ,
there is a

mantra of the following wording " Om, hnm^ Goddess Gauri,

grant me marital happiness, sons and the ability to subjugate

O Goddess Laksmi, grant me complete marital happiness, and
delusion of the threefold world’’ [32] The saubhdgyam afforded

bv a magical ritual executed bv^ the wife is often circumscribed

bv the phrase that "'the husband will be a slave” (patir ddso

bhaoisyati^ GarPui 178, 22, passim in the Satkarman mono-
graohs ) ,

meant is in the first place the abilitv and w illingness

to sexual intei course The monogiaphs contain chapter^) on

this 'marital subjugation’ D ch 9 ;Purusav asikaranam
)

,

N p 290 ff (Dravanam) p 293 ff fPativasvamJ , K. p 32^

(Pativaslkaianam)
, p 44 ff (Ranjanam These passages

include recipes and prescriptions on vaiious kinds of ointments

and aphrodisiacs destined to inciease the appetite for love and
to fight impotence The same kind of contents aie found in

GarPur 185 The result of such a method of subjugating the

wife has been poeticallv described in PST 18, 33 m this wav, that

"if one thus enjovs love v\ith one’s own partnei, she will be

shocked bv the aiiows of the God of Seduction and remain atta-

ched to one like one’s shadow even in a following existence

\ijdm pri^dfn bhajid e*.ari sd mdiasaiavin^a^d '

ckdjecdnugatd tasya bhaLtd api bhac^antaie Ij
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We mention m passing that there are allusions to an act

of subjugation executed by religious teachers against their

pupils It has been remarked already above (p 316) that the

Buddha was accused of a similar trick An instance from the

Jama canon is given by Jhavery, p 276 ‘invocation of a deity

through Vidya for the inducement of faith in a pupil ” One
might be leminded of the fact that in initiation ritual there are

traces of parallellism with the marriage ceremony (van den
Berg p 27, 38)

Animals The Mahamaya fragment in stanza 8 refers to

the subjugation of “elephants in rut^ excited and cruel” When
there is a question of animals to be tamed and brought under
power, the elephant will be the most impressive object on which
a performer’s abilities can manifest themselves The miraculous

deed of the Buddha who is said to have tamed the elephant

Nalagiri by his universal kindness (Thomas, p 133f ) can be
repeated by the recitation of mantras and the performance ol

supranormal art The MMD (10, 56), mentions among other

results of the worship of Svapnavarahi the sub]ugation of men,
women, kings, kings’ favourites, lions, elephants and other

terrible wild animals JT says (17, 53) “kings, steeds, snakes,

cruel elephants excited by rut,tigers and aggressive lions become
subjected by him” [33] N discusses some instances the

subjugation of animals, chiefly elephants, on p 284 Thus,
in St 4 mahdhasti vaso bhavet^ 5 gajd ydnti durato natasammukhdh

(i e , “attraction” in the first place”), 6 dure gacchanti kunjardh^

7 dustadantibhayam na sydt In stanza 8 it is said that the root

of a white Aparajita held in the hand during a certain ritual

keeps off the elephants, the root of a white Brhati destroys the

danger from tigers The subjects of gajamvdranam “warding
off elephants” and vydghramvdranam “warding off tigeis” are

discussed by K under the heading of Vasikaranam (p 37)
Here also the result may be described in a vague manner ‘ the

danger for tigers or lions is removed” so that a maximum of

practical situations is covered It should be noted that “ele-

phants” in many cases would prove to be military elephants
opeiating in an mimical army (PST 14, 53) In the twenty-
second of the sixty-four “plays” performed by Siva at Madurai,
such an elephant who leads the army of the enemies (the Colas')

has been created by the Jamas by means of black magic It is
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killed by Sundaresvara (a. local form of §i\a with Xarasimha
as his arrow (Dessigane^ 1960, p 36 ? Bringing animals to

life out of images made of cla\ is discussed in the MAIK (Vol
II, p 299, ch 26)

The taming of wild animals can also be considered as a
kind of subjugation T (p 418 s referring to the Brahmasam-
hita on p 415, mentions a procedure which consists of muttering
a certain mantra into an animal’s ear after which it becomes
subjected to the performer’s will The mantra is said to be
‘'‘^delightful to princes” {rdjaputrapriyaml arah the expected
owners of the elephants m question A similar method is des-

cribed in TSS 30, 1 1 Such mantras ser\ e as the animals’

^'secrets” known onl\ to the owner and enabling the owner to

get everything done for him which the animal is able to We
shall return succinctly to the waidmg off of animals m the next

section

6 6 Immobilization

The term Stambhana The preceding tw o acts w ere intend-

ed to induce a \ictim to a certain acti\it\—to attract him or to

cause him to serve the performer This leads one to expect

that the magician should also be able to cause the activities oF
his object to stop—in short, the power of immobilization, or

stambhanam as it is called in Sanskrit In some cases, the term

'"paralvzation” might serve as a translation , but this has the

disadvantage of implvnng too strong a phvsical” oi even

""medical” sense The act of Stambhana affects not onlv the

bodv, but at the same time also the mind of the victim who is

reduced to an overall state of immobilitv Besides it can be

applied— just like \karsana and \ asikarana—to inanimate

victims like the powers of nature

The power of immobilization is exemplified on manv
places in Sanskrit literature^^ It is treated at some length in

the Satkarman monographs X ch 7 and 8 (p 298 ff ) ,
D ch 4

(p 135-140;, Sch 5 (p 232ff;,ch 6 (p 242-246
| ,
K ch 4

(p 37-41) Besides, there are manv details on the subject in

the BMR, and one mav also compare TSS 17, 1-8

The word stambhanam is deriv ed fi om the root stabh— The
meanings of this root and its derivations aie characterized b\ a
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certain ambivalence On the one side it may mean (and does

mean most often in the Veda) "'to fix, consolidate, prop, con-

firm’’, on the other side it can stand for "‘to make rigid, to sti-

ffen”^^ In the RV, stabh—seems to occur twenty-seven times

as "to fix, prop” Sixteen times the subject is Indra, m eleven

of these sixteen occurrences the word divam "the sky” is the ob-

ject (Tripathi, p 16f ) These are references to Indra’s creative

act of propping up the sky and rendering life on earth a possi-

bility After the RV this deed has been ascribed to Visnu only,

for instance m TAr 1, 8, 2 (Tripathi, 1 c ) The power by which

Indra performs this feat is just mdyd^ as mav appear from RV,

2, 17, 5 astabhndn mdyayd dydm avasrasah "by his supranormal

creative power, (Indra) supported the sky (and in this way
guarded it) from collapse” After the Veda this meaning of

stabh—IS also found In the BhGita (10, 42) God asserts vista-

bhydham idam krtsnam ekdmsena sthito jagat "T remain supporting

this entire world with one fi action of Myself” In his comment-
ary on this place, Sankara circumscribes vistabhya with vi§esatah

stambhanam drdham krtvd "having made (this world) eminently

fixed, that means solid”, thus using stambhanam as an adjective

In post-Vedic texts the causative stambhayati tends to re-

place the Vedic stabhndti Stambhayati became the usual verbal

counterpart to the substantives stambhanam and stambhah An
example from the MMK (Vol II, p 538) parabalam drstvd

stambhayati "as soon as the inimical army is within his sight, he

immobilizes it” In the SM (No 85), among an extensive

list of the results of a certain Sadhana occurs the expression

gatim stambhayet "one obstructs the moving power (of a victim)”

Three imperatives loaded with power jambhayatu "he should

swallow”, stambhayatu "he should immobilize”, mohayatu "he
should delude” occur m the PST, 34, 62, where these instructions

are imparted to each of the eight Lokapalas or Guardians of the

horizontal space

A.S to the substantives stambhah and stambhanam^ they are

characterized by the same dichotomy of meaning as their verbal

counterparts PD (VII, 1255) gives for stambhah these four

meanings 1 Pillar (in this meaning, stambha- is a variant of
the more usual stamba-) 2 Confirmation, support, streng-

thening, e g the strengthening of a seed, bijastambhah 3 Mak-
ing rigid, rendering cohesive (or the state created by such an
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action
; 5 in this meaning the water ser\es as the foremost object,

as appears from an instance taken from the Rajatarangmi 3, 69
stambharn niyata ambho mayambudhth the water of the ocean is

brought bv me to immobilit\ Other shades of this third

meaning of stambhah are motionlessness Unbeweglichkeit^,
stiffening of the bod\ or the limbs, paraHzation 4 svnonvm
for this meaning jadibhatah ""the state of rigidit\” The Sahi-
tyadarpana is quoted for a paraphrase of stambha as a state of
the mind appearing as " the obstruction of all mobihtv caused by
fear excitement or disease” stambhas ce^tdbratighdtobhayaharsd-

mayadibhih Among other texts referred to figure the Malati-
madhava hy Bhavabhuti and the medical work of Susruta 4
A fourth sense of stambha is mentioned b\ PD as Hemmung,
Bannung (durch Zaubermittel j”

( "obstruction banishment by
magical means”) The dictionary refers to some text places

which make mention of certain t\pes of stambha This fourth

meaning is evidently the same as the magical act of immobiliza-

tion described in these pages We also note that apastambhah

""obstruction” (PD ""Verschliessung”) occurs as a magical act

in JaimBr 1, 325
The word Stambhana (PD VII, 1256) is not only used for

“""obstruction, paralyzation, stupefaction” (‘ das Hemmen,
Tahmen, Festbannen”), but can also mean in positive sense

""strengthening”, as in the expressions ciryastambhanam^ cittastam-

bhanam Stambhana can have a medical connotation the PD
refers to some places in Susruta Besides, the term occurs as one

of the five arrows of Kama ^TD), while Stambharn " Immobili-

zing One” IS mentioned as one of Kama’s iSaktis in PST 18,6

The AVPar mentions Stambhani, Jambhanl and Alohani as

epithets of Lad\ Siva (36, 1, 4)

As a technical term of magic Stambhana seems to occur

from the AVPar onwards This means that, as far as we can

trace, it is not one of the oldest specimens of the termmologv of

Indian miracle-working Sometimes the leadei meets varia-

tions, usually stambhan This word occurs for instance in the

BrVPur, Krsnajanmakhanda, 78, 32 ff, in a list of siddhis per-

fections” Among the peifections mentioned there occur a

few kinds of immobilization those offire {oahiiistambha j

^

of water

{jalastambha ) ^
of wind {idyustan^bha

)

and of weaknesses of the

human body like hunger, thirst and sleep {ksut, pipasd, nidrd)
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The BJUp, one of the younger Upamsads, mentions (8, 3 ) stam-

bhana of fire and other powers as some of the supranormal results

which can be obtained by him who studies the Upamsad, the

objects are fire, wind, sun, moon, water, the gods, the planets,

and poison The Bagalamukhistotra included m S (p 241)

promises for its reciters and for those who wear it as an amulet

on their body the power to immobilize kings, steeds, elephants

blind with rut, snakes, lions and human enemies, beside the

steady presence of the Goddess of Wealth—a good illustration

of the wide range of objects to which the power of immobiliza-

tion can be applied [34] The Mahamaya fragment in stanza

11 restricts itself to stating the immobilization of snakes—but

there is some evidence that on this place one stanza has fallen

out (see above, p 148, Stuti & Stava, p 277, n 12)

Just like the preceding acts ofAkarsana and Vasikarana,

the performance of Stambhana is ambivalent, which means that

It can be executed for good as well as for evil ends It would be
incorrect to classify the acts of immobilization without more
under the heading of ‘‘'black magic”, as will be evident from the

following pages But it remains true that with them one app-

roaches the darker side of the magical science TSS 1 7, 1 (
=

AgPur 306, 1 )
classifies Stambhana together with some other

acts as Ksudra “base performances”

Stambho vidvesanoccatav utsado bhramamdrane /

vyadhis ceti smrtam ksudram tanmoksas cdtra kathyate //

“Immobilization, causing dissension, eradication, putting

to flight, causing to wander, liquidation and causing illness are

known as the base performances , the remedies against them will

be told below” It is significant that the remedies following

in the chapter in question imply the invocation of awesome
deities with fear-mspirmg mantras While mentioning spells

destined for immobilization and the correct procedure for hand-
ling them {stambhanavidya), the texts sometimes admit that

they can be active also m causing evil results Thus the vidya
of Bagalamukhi is also fit for Vidvesana, Uccatana, Vasya,
Sammohana, even for Santi (BMR, p 3)

As synonyms for Stambhana there occur, beside Stambha
mentioned above, bandhanam “binding” (S 44, p 186 = T p 369)
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and rodhanam ''obstruction” (cf ]Mahama>a fragment, st 11

sarpdh rudhyante) The term rodhana occurs as asvnonymfor
Stambhana in the definitions gi\en h\ a few texts S (I, 8)
circumscribes Stambhana with prateritirodhah sarve$am ‘"obstruc--

tion of the activities of all beings (one desires \1\fD (25, 2f )

gives a similar definition stambho irttimrodhanam immobiliza-
tion is the obstruction of activ it\ ” It IS remarkable how these

definitions remind of the characterization of the nature of yoga
in Patanjali’s \ogasutras (1,2; cittairttmirodhah "obstruction
of the activities of the mind” Indeed the performance of voga
might be understood as an act of immobilization executed out-

side the magical context B Bhattacharva (p LXXXVIf

)

circumscribes the results of Stambhana with ' power is confer-

red on the worshipper for stopping all actions of others, and even
when a cause is operating, to stop its effect” This formulation
correctly stresses the fact that Stambhana can be applied against

inanimate as well as animate "victims” Besides, Stambhana
implies the idea of "banishing” as is stated m the paragraph on
this word m PD

Instances from literary sources Skt literature provides the

reader with frequent instances of the act of immobilization

According to Sayana on RV 3, 53, 15, obstruction of the voice

{vdkstambhanam) was applied by Sakti the son of Vasistha to

Visvamitra, the eternal rival of his father (Malax lya, p 33)
From the epic tale of Nala (Mbh , Book 3) we learn that the

serpent king Karkotaka had in former times been cursed by
Narada with the words tistha tvam sthdiara iia ' remain motion-
less” (Nala 14, 6) until Nala would arrive and release him from
his plight Strictly speaking, this is a curse and no act of magic,

but this is only a minor difference within the range of applica-

tion of supranormal powers The stopping of the movements
of others bv means of a mantra is accomplished bv \stika accord-

ing to Mbh 1, 53 The act is directed against the officiants

functioning at Janamejava’s serpent sacrifice, its result is salutary,

because Taksaka, the king of snakes, is caused b> the mantra to

stay hanging m the air at the \erv moment of his falling into the

fire b> the power of the priests" pra^ers Krsna paraKzed Indra
when that god was about to hurl the vajia (\Ibh 13, 149, acc

to Soerensen, p 420; Siva , seated on Paivati’s lap as a child

with five locks of hair, paralyzed Indra’s arm when he tried to
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kill him With the vajra (Mbh 13, 161 or 162 acc to Soerensen)

Indra is again the victim m a mythological tale recorded by the

MtPur (47, 96) The mother of the priest of the Asuras, Kavya
or Brhaspati, acted as the refuge of the Asuras who had sought

her help nn her son’s absence against an unlawful attack by the

gods She paralyzed Indra '‘having collected all her requisites

she bewitched Indra at that time, the goddess who was rich in

ascetic power and who commanded powerful magic, paralyzed

him”

Sambhrtya sarvasambhdrdn Indram sdbhyacarat tadd /

lastambha devi balavadyogayuktd tapodhand //

Tripura, a manifestation of Durga, performs the same feat,

again with Indra as the victim, by a mere smile according to

the TripR (Mahatmyakhanda, 9, 21 and 22) In stanza 66

of the same chapter Indra alludes to this incident and recognizes

that this act of Stambhana was no other thing than a proof of

the Goddess’ anugraha “mercy”—a contention due to the Sakta

character of the text A kind of Stambhana performed upon
water is effected by Ravana by his mere appearance the river

Godavari out of fear for the demon king slackened her course

(Ramayana 3, 44, 7)

Thus It appears that the power to perform Stambhana
forms part of the equipment of gods, counter-gods, demons and
powerful human beings But “Immobilization” may also be
understood to be an aspect of the Maya of the Supreme God by
which He holds all humanity in check together with the rest

of creation The SvetUp (4, 9) teaches “ the Wielder of

Maya creates this all, and within that (creation), any other

(i e anyone who fails to realize his fundamenijal identity with
the divine Magician) lives obstructed by His Maya” Addyi

srjate visvam etat j tasmims cdnyo mdyayd sammruddhah As we saw,

the act of rodhanam “obstruction” sometimes occurs as a synonym
—perhaps a little weaker—for Stambhana The Divine Lord
performs His immobilizing act against the victim which is

creation, so that it will stay deprived of the motion towards

salutary insight As Sankara explains in his commentary on
SvetUp 4,9 samniruddah sambaddha avidyavaiagah “obstructed means
bound, 1 e being under the subjugating power of Ignorance”
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Colour and deities of Stambhana We return to Stambhana
as an act of miracle-working In the regular list of the Six \cts

It occupies the third place In the realm of colours it is inti-

mately connected with >ellow, the third of the Four Colours
(see above, p 176) The\Iahama\a fragment combines it with
yellow, and so does JT 17, 83f worship of the Sodasavidya
with yellow ingredients after designing it upon a >ellow place
will result in the immobilization of all verbal opponents stam-

bhayet sarvavadinah Bagalamukhi, the immobilizing goddess,

should also be worshipped with >eliow materials and adorned
with yellow ornaments (S 5, 5, p 235; \IMD 10, 107 pres-

cribes a worship ofVarahi with yellow materials and accompany-
ing recitation with a rosary strewn over with Haridra fturmeric

powder), a yellow stuff, when the worship is done for Stambhana
Many other places could be referred to (eg, TSS 17, 6, 23, 3),
the colour symbolism of Stambhana is fairly constant m the

sources

A god who “specializes’’ in Stambhana is Haridragana-
pati “the Ganesa of turmeric” who is mentioned with his mantra
m S (p 243f )—but meditation on him mav^ also result m \kar-

sana, S p 244, 4 His mantra is as follows Om hum gam
glaum Haridrdganapataye taravarada sarcOjanahrdayam stambhaya

stambhaya staha to H , O foremost Granter of boons, immobi-
lize immobilize the hearts of all people ” The meditation

stanza which follows refers to this god as provided with an
elephant face, three-eyed, illustriouslv adorned b^ his garment
ointment, garland and ornaments, all of a yellow colour, show^-

mg the hand poses of noose and elephant hook, ferocitv and axe,

security and liberality (in his six hands
' ,

the supreme Lord of

the gods’
^ [35] \fter a minute description of the particulars

of his worship and the preparation of an appropriate v antra,

the results are stated on p 246 \fter a worship in this method
lasting a period which ranges from one dav to a week, one will

be able to immobilize all beings stambhayet sakaldn lokdn This

general statement is, however, further specified m the next

stanzas In the case of a ritual of attraction, the same Ganesa
is to be worshipped with red flowers The same mantra may be

applied, but instead of stambhaya^ the performer should say twice

dkarsaya attract” For attracting women one should take care

to worship with white *\rka leaves \ rite of Stambhana with
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the help of a mantra of Kuksiganapati is mentioned in TSS
17, 6 (cf the commentary)

Another deity specially associated with Stambhana is the

Lady with the Goat’s Head, Bagalamukhi, who has repeatedly

been alluded to above (see especially on p 105) She dwells in

the North of the Vmdhyas near Datia, M P , at the Pitambara-
pitha ‘^Residence of (the Goddess) with the Yellow Garment”
One of the guardians of this sacred place, called Sri-Svamin,

composed the BMR, a work which comprises the particulars

on this goddess’ mythology and worship, for the greater part

compiled from older sources such as the Samkhyayana-, Meru-,
Rudrayamala-, Kundika- and Bagalamukhitantra, and also

from the Satkarmadipika, the fifth chapter of which is devoted

to Bagalamukhi She is able to immobilize the threefold cosmos
{trailokyastambhim) ^ her fiery energy originates from Visnu
This vidya has the power of obstructing all activities {pravrtttm--

rodhim vidya) The enumeration of the mere name of Bagala

for a certain high number immediately suffices to work all kinds

of miraculous effects without preparatory acts like nyasa being

accomplished—a statement ascribed on p 4 to the AgPur
Meditation on her should be done as follows (p 5) ‘'One should

concentrate one’s thoughts on Bagalamukhi who is able to im-

mobilize the three worlds, she stands upon a golden pedestal, is

three-eyed, with a brilliant yellow garment, her limbs emit the

lustre of gold, her headdress contains the crescent, she wears a

garland made of beautiful (yellow) Campaka flowers, in her

hands she bears the hammer, noose, thunderbolt and tongue,

her body is decked with ornaments ’’[36] After meditation a

yantra should be constructed and worship performed to herself

and her accompanying manifestations (saktis) seated upon a

lotus designed with eight leaves On sixteen points of the com-
pass her sixteen saktis are located Among them occur names
like Stambhani “Immobilizer”, Jrmbhini “Swallower”, Mohini
“Deluder”, Vasya “Subjugating One”, Kalakarsmi “She Who
attracts Kala”, Bhramika “She Who causes to wander”, Manda-
gamana “She Whose course is slow” The worshipper should

also dress himself in a yellow garment and put on a yellow gar-

land Another meditation stanza on this goddess, this time with

two arms, is found in S (p 239) “I meditate upon the Goddess
Who is seated upon a throne which is fastened upon a platform
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of pearls within a temple consisting of jewels in the middle of
the ocean of nectar (a fa\ourite location of Devi ; , Her colour

IS yellow. Her bodvis adorned with a \eIlow garment, ornaments,
and garland

, She bears a hammer and the tongue of the ene-

my ’’[37] Her bearing a tongue is without doubt s\mbolicaI

of her capacity to obstruct the speech of an adversary in dispute

on behalf of her worshippers
The result of such a worship is stated eioquentK by S in

the Bagalamukhistotra on p 240, disputant becomes mute,
a lord of the earth is reduced to starvation, the fire becomes
cool, the irate become quiet, evil people become good people,

the quick runner becomes crippled , the conceited become
dwarfish, the omniscient become stupid, being affected by the

spells of him who masters Thy spells, O Illustrious eternal Lady
Bagalamukhi, to Thee honour day after day, O Beauteous One”
And the next stanza * Immobilizing the evil-minded, pacifying

formidable obstructions, dispelling poverty, performing stupe-

faction of the rulers of the earth, attracting the minds of the

buckeyed (ladies), being the foremost abode of domestic happi-

ness and (an ocean) full of Water-of-life of Thy compassion,

and killing my foes, O mother, in this wav Thy form should

appear before my eyes And the prayer is continued with

increasing effect Mother, break the voice of my opponents,

pm down their tongue, seal their speech, quickly destroy their

intelligence, obstruct their evil course, pulverize mv enemies,

O Goddess, with Thy mace of sharp edge, O pale yellow One,
clad with the yellow garment , O Bagala, daily remove the wav e

of obstruction m my behalf, O Thou Whose eves are full of

compassion *”[38]

Application of Stambhana to human beings We now proceed

to discuss some instances of immobilization seen from the view-

point of the objects affected bv them \ll kinds of beings and
powers may serve as victims We consider them m this sequ-

ence 1 Human beings and their faculties 2 Enemies (strictly

speaking, a subgroup of ( 1 ) 3 Animals^ and 4 Gods and powers
of nature

As to human objects, D (p 139, st 3) expressly refers to

the act oi manusyastambhanam “immobilization of human beings^*

The rite is directed against a man and its essence consists m
taking the undergarment of a menstruating woman, designing
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the Victim’s portrait on it, and throwing it into a pot K. (p 40)

m a prose fragment describes a rite which is able to accomplish

the immobilization of all those who are of evil mind The
victim’s name should be written with Gorocana (yellow orpi-

ment) and (or Alaktaka (red lac) and (or ^) Kunkuma
(saffron) upon a plate and this object thrown into the water

Another method is to fill the plate with ashes from the cremation

ground and bury it on that place—both methods probably

implying a symbolical death of the victim

All kinds of human beings can be affected by the worship

of the yellow Ganesa already referred to (S, p 246) One may
for example direct the rite against armies^ towns and villages,

opponents m dispute, thieves or women
In some cases the result of the immobilization rite is speci-

fied Thus a term like dsanastambhanam means that the victim

IS clustered to his seat D (p 135 f ) describes how the magician
who desires to accomplish this should throw down a certain

mixture m front of the victim’s seat, uttering the mantra Om
namo Dtgambardya amukasydsanaHambhanam kuru kuru svdhd

Thou Whose cloak is the air, perform the immobilization of

NN (so that he remains clustered) to his seat ” (version

of the Benares ed , 4, 15) Another instance is to be found in

N 7, 3 Here again, something is thrown m front of the victim’s

seat^^

Another variety is called gatistambhanam ‘immobilization
of the victim’s faculty of walking” For this end N (7, 2) pres-

cribes to write the victim’s name on a piece of copper and bind
it to a stone The AgPur has a case of Gatistambhana m 312, 2
and the TSS in 17,6 {gamanast

) While being on a ship m the

open sea, a performer can effect naukdstambhanam ‘immobiliza-
tion of a vessel” by throwing a wedge into the vessel’s hold The
idea is ascribed to the hero of rogues, Muladeva (D, p 139, 6,

Benares ed , 4, 50)
Immobilization is a power which m the first place affects

the object’s psychical faculties This is m accordance with a
general trait of the Six Acts “Immobilizing the will”, buddhi-

stambhanam^ is explicitly mentioned m D p 136 (Benares ed , 4,

18f
)

To this end a certain mixture is prepared and added to

the victim’s betel The next sloka mentions a tilaka in the same
context, and the same expedient is prescribed m K, p 40 The
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mantra on that place
(
=N 7, 14, p 300) mentions Visvamitra,

the famous rsi-magician Om namo bhagavate Viwdmitrdya namah
sarvamukhibhydm Vzsvdmitrdya Visvdmitroddapayati saktyd dgacchatu

The mantra is untranslatable (and probably corrupt) but its

meaning is probably that some spirit is enjoined to come to the

performer^s aid on Visvamitra’s behest In N 7,13 immobili-
zation of the will IS directed against enemies sarvasatrundm

buddhistambhakaram bhavet The PD further mentions ^immobili-
zation of the mind” {manahstambhah) and ‘imm of the heart”

(hrdah stambhah)^ referring to the Pahcatantra 4, 57 and 8, 18

respectively It may be remarked that immobilization of the

mind or the will is very similar to the act of delusion (mohana )

to which we will briefly refer later on
A very frequent miraculous feat of the same kind is vdkstarri’-

bhanam or mukhastambhanam^ ^immobilization of speech” This
important and dreaded magical procedure is chiefly directed

against the opponent in a disputation or a juridical process It

has been known outside India (de Jong, p 36 in Greece)
The mutual jealousy between two religious specialists or bet-

ween factions among them is a well-known feature of Indian
cultural history For instance, Rgvidh 2, 4, 2-4 alludes to a
feud between the Visvamitras and the Vasisthas which is also

known from other sources Besides, disputations between two
opponents were frequent, especially in later times (B Bhatta-

charya, p LXXXIV, 10) AV 2, 27 is destined to obtain a

victory in disputation, rules for the same goal are contained in

KausS 38, 17-21 (process), 23-25 (disputation), 41, 10-13, 38,

27-30 is destined for success m the gambling-hall SVBr (2, 7,

12f ) focuses on the same subject W3th kathdsu sreydn bhavati ‘^one

becomes the most proficient in discussions” (for this meaning of

kathd^ cf Bodewitz p 75, n 2) uttaravadz bhavati '"one obtains the

best result in disputations” Other allusions are found in Bhar-

Grh 2, 25, ApGrh 22, 19 —23, 1 References to such practices

are also found in the Pah canon (Brahmajala Sutta, DN 1, 1,

21ff ), and in the Jam Mantra tradition (Jhaverv, p 226)

Jhavery relates how the Jama doctor Dharmaghosa Sun (13th

century ) was once affected by mimical female magicians with

an ' ‘obstruction in his throat” so that he could not speak But

the holy man hit back hard his opponents were “paralyzed and
stuck to the ground” The Buddhist SM! (No 85, No 151, a o

)
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also refers to the subjection of opponents m dispute No 151

ascribes this feat to the power of Prajhaparamita, the Buddhist
counterpart of Sarasvati The HinduJT says (1 7, 84) stambha-
yet sarvavadinah “one will immobilize all disputators” To this

end Durga should be worshipped upon a yellow pedestal, the
worshipper sits down facing an eastern direction and makes use
of yellow materials AgniPur 315, Iff contains a peculiar rite

ofMukhastambhana in which use is made of a tortoise and other
materials, in AgPur 323, Ilf the same result is obtained with
an incense

The Satkarman monographs contain various devices for

silencing an opponent N 7, 7 enjoins meditation on the letter a
of the Devanagari alphabet as a serpent coiled up m the victim’s
ear N 3, 3 (p 283) and K (p 37) describe the result as the
opponent’s becoming mute paravadt bhaven mukah N adds
athava yati digantaram “or he goes to another place”, which is

properly speakmg the result of an eradication rite S ch 5

(p 246 )
advises to place a Ganesa image upon the scene of a

process
,
the victory will be certain In D (p 1 7 1 f ) victory

in a disputation is discussed outside the cadre ofimmobilization
Rituals with the aim of winning a process are frequently
mentioned, e g in AVPar 36, 23, AgPur 260, 64 (with a Vedic
mantra as a spell), and GarPur 178, 13 The practice has
continued until recent times Wirz, p 229, figure 25 shows
and discusses a yantra in use in Ceylon to obtain luck in a
process {ndduyantra) The mantra which should be said at the
time IS Om Sn Muniya

(
= Buddha), jaya Mumya, jaya pilla

(Wirz “Sieg auf der Stelle”) Muniya e svdhd It should be
repeated 108 times

Among other bodily functions liable to be immobilized are
hunger and thirst {kfutpipdsdstambhanam), evidently a rite with
a positive aim, and sleep {mdrdstambhanam) D p 139, 5 (Bena-
res ed , 4, 48 ) advises to obtain the latter result by smearing eyes
or nose with the root of the Brhati plant and with honey The
idea has been launched by Muladeva

Another frequent kind of Stambhana is garbhastambhanam
“stopping the embryo” Under this name one might classify
some rites of positive as well as negative character Definitely
positive when m AV 6, 17 the power ofSatya “Truth” is appeal-
ed to in order to help avoiding premature birth (Malaviya, p
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157) In the same way the TSS (23, 13) praises a certain
method as putradam garbharaksakrt ^securing the birth of a son
and guarding the embryo'" The same text (29, 33) has a re-

medy for a lady garbho na tisthedyasydh ""whose unborn child does
not remain m its place", in 30, 1 a certain mixture is destined to
""strengthen the womb of kme", gavdm udarabrmhanam In the
negative sense, AV 7, 35 aims at stopping an embryo so that an
mimical woman becomes sterile (Malaviya, 1 c ) , cf also ViPur
4, 3, 15 which records the stopping of a rival wife’s embryo by
means of a potion (gara) Rates for avoiding birth are further

mentioned in texts of diverse kind like the B\Up, the Brahma-
jalasutta (DN 1, 1, 21f

)
and the BMR In the Satkarman

monographs the aim of such a procedure is usually to become
able—or to enable a client—to enjoy the company of a woman
without running any risks Dp 139 (Benares ed , 4, 51-53,)

K. p 41, according to which some ingredient is to be bound to the

hip after which one may have intercourse with one’s beloved

without danger of conception ramet kdntdm na garbham dhdrayet

kvacit The idea is ascribed to Nagarjuna ^ A variety of the same
is Sukrastambhanam ""stopping the semen" Practices of this

kind may be the reason that in Sinhalese magic the word Stam-
bhana became a term for ""unlawful sexual practices" (Goone-
ratne)

The counterpart of Garbhastambhana, called garbhasrd'^

vanam or prajananam ""causing an easy birth", ""causing a child

to be born” is represented with high frequency and needs no
elaboration here We refer to RV 5, 78, KLausS 33, 1-20,

Rgvidh 1,23,3, 2,17,1, AgPur 302,22 = TSS 29,39 (jprasute

pramadd sukham) For the Baiga tribe the first executor of this

rite was the primeval magician Nanda Baiga who thereby stop-

ped the obstructive powers of the witch Samduria (Elwin, The
Baiga, quoted by Hermanns, p 294)

Immobilizing the enemy is a variety of the manifold practices

adopted in order to win a battle or in another way overcome the

political or personal antagonist We only discuss here a few

references to immobilization proper Webster (p 94) notes a

practice from New Britain where the Sulkas are said to call

their enemies ""rotten tree trunks" in order to slow off their

motions (he refers to R Parkinson, Dreissig Jahre in der Sudsee,

Stuttgart 1907, p 198) In the Indian cultural environment.
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Mbh 13, 1186 refers to camustambhanam '‘immobilizing an army”,
and 15,227 to satrundm stambhanam “imm the enemies” (both

places according to PD) The AgPur (125, 47-51) discusses

rites directed against enemies and their weapons stambhayec

chatrum dtmanah
,
stambhayec chastrajdlakam A mantra directed to

Bhairava is added Om, honour to the Great Fearsome One,
of dreadful form with misfigured tusks, of red eyes, the Bearer

of trident and sword (v 1 , club), vausat ”[39] In order to

“bind” an enemy (bandhatvam ]dyate riboh) a ritual is described

in stanzas 49-51 The performer should sacrifice during the

night a portion of human flesh mixed with blood and poison

He should be naked and his hair dishevelled He should face

the South, the region of the dead The enemy’s name should

be uttered for 108 times and this mantra said “Om, honour to

the Lady Kaumari, dally (2x), cause to dally (2x), Lady of

the Bell, kill kill N N by force, honour be to Thee, Lady Spell,

svdhd^^\^4:0~\ The use of the word “kill” mdraya^ is characteristic

for the lack of compartmentalization between the Six Acts
The rite in question could perhaps be better classified with
Marana Of course a performer himself will not mind the exact

classification of the procedure as long as it is easy to find in his

book and as long as he is assured, or is able to assure others,

that it works allright The same holds good for the spell pre-

sented next in AgPur 125, 51f
,
a long litany directed to Hanu-

man the monkey god, said to result in the enemies’ being broken
bhangam dydnti iatravah While the mantra is said, Hanuman’s
image painted upon cloth should be shown to the enemy The
mantra m translation is “Om, Thou of the vajra body, of the
snout like the thunderbolt. Pale red One, of wide open mouth,
of hairs erect, of great strength, of red mouth, of lightning tongue,
mighty fearful One, of fierce tusks, devour, O Thou of the wide
open mouth, of the mighty bold stroke, Constructer of the bridge
towards the Lord of Lanka, Bearer of the rock. Who traversest

space (^, gaganavara')

^

come come. Lord of the great strength
and valour, Bhairava issues his command (to Thee), come
come, mighty fearful One, with Thy long tail envelope envelope
N N, devour devour, bury bury him, hrum phaf""

Of the Tantras we refer to MMK II, p 538 and PST 14,

46 (m both cases, immobilization of an army), and to TSS
17,3, 17,6, 17,8 (here, as often, the term sainyastambhanam) ^
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23^ 3 TSS 23, 5 refers to the breaking up of an immobilization
which has been brought about by the enemy A.mong the
monographs, D (p 136 f , cf also K, p 38f } lays down that for

immobilizing mimical weapons one should bear something m
the mouth or upon the head, br bind something to the wrist,

and invoke Kumbhakarna On p 137f (Benares ed
, 4, 36f ),

D enjoins, for immobilizing the leader of the inimical army, to

bury a Svetaguhja plant upon a cremation place and lay a stone
over it, and to worship the Mothers together with the eight

Yoginis, Ganesa, Vatuka and Ksetrapala The mantra, how-
ever, IS directed to Kalaratri N (p 301 f ) refers to various
expedients of immobilizing an army, an enemy or inimical

weapons satrustambhakaram rane (7, 19), rane^u stambhakrd ripoh

(20) ^vdrayaty eva sastrasangham “one wards off a multitude ofwea-
pons’ (21 ) ,

3astraiYydvajjivam na badhyate “as long as one lives one
will not be harassed by weapons any more” (22) The eighth

chapter m N is even called Sainyastambhana “Imm of armies”,

although it also includes other rites, especially of the Marana
class On page 310, the same text concentrates upon the method
to become a “hero” (yirah) by obtaining a Brahmastra (see

above, p 106) Thereto the goddess Brahmi, one of the Seven
Mothers, should be invoke.d Her colleagues follow suit, each of

them presenting an appropriate weapon to the performer The
worshipper even obtains a divine cart from Brahmi by ascend-

ing which he can freely roam over the earth S ch 5 discusses

immobilization of the enemy m connection with the praise of

Bagalamukhi (see above)

Beside enemies, there are other beings of evil intentions

whose actions have to be stopped The W mentions in this

connection tigers, thieves, snakes,, sorcerers and “wolves” N 7,

15 (p 300, ==K p 41) refers to the immobilization of thieves,

caurdndm gatistambhanam^ by wearing stones (K nooses) around

the hip or the wrist Another place is TSS 30, 21 {corastambhah)

Immobilization of animals is repeatedly referred to by a gene-

ral term like pasustambhanam (SM No 93, S p 241 and 246,

N 73 4==Kp 40) Dp 138 f (Benares ed , 4, 43f )
specifies

“imm of kine, buffaloes and so on”, the author advises the use

of such objects as camel bones for this end Usuallv, however,

the victims of this rite are the wild animals who form a danger

for human life such as lions {simhastambhanam^ S p 241, 246),
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tigers (AV 4, 3, 4, JT 17, 46, T p 418) or rutting elephants

(mattebha, TSS 23, 4) With respect to tigers there is an interest-

ing passage in Bodding, p 1 00 for a lonely wayfarer in the forest

the Santals advise a mantra which is destined to charm all the

limbs which an appearing tiger might move The term used

in the mantra for “to charm” really means “to bind” {bandhe')

When an able person has pronounced this spell, “the tiger will

sit quiet without moving” The driving away of a tiger by
means of a mantra was once assisted by Elwin (Elwm, The
Baiga, 1939, p 351f

,
quoted by Hermanns, p 288)

The immobilization of snakes as a rite is very seldom men-
tioned in the texts, but there are many descriptions of ceremonies

to ward them off, chase them away or destroy them Brahmans
as snake charmers {ahigunthikd) are mentioned in the Jatakas

(Fick, p 154) Rites against snakes are found also in KausS
50, 1 7 ff

,JT 1 7, 53 ,
HT 2 (a snake chased away with the mantra

lit mill phuh phuh see above, p 79), SM No 117-122, 181, S p
241, TSS 23, 8 The best reference to the immobilization of

snakes remains the eleventh stanza of the Mahamaya fragment
(see above, p 136) This short passage on snakes would not be
complete without a reference to the many devices which existed

against poison both coming from snakes and from other sources

The BJUp (8, 3) contains the term visastambhanam It may
be mentioned in passing that also brahmans are able to send
poisonous snakes to a victim, as appears from the tale of King
Pariksit who was bitten by the snake Taksaka as the result of a
curse spoken by the young brahman Srngin (Mbh 1, 36)
Vedic mantra literature contains some hymns directed against
snake poison The most effective rites against poison invoke
the mythical bird Garuda, the enemy of snakes A meditation
on Garuda for this end is alluded to in the Siva-jhana bodham
(trsl Matthews, p 23f ) , such a meditation is described in the
MMK, ch 41, KCT 4,182 (a Garuda of five colours), MMD
14, 117ff The whole Garuda Up (ed Jacob, p 83-88) is

“simply a charm for the prevention of snakebite” (Jacob, Pre-
face, p 9 ) ,

It contains among other things a meditation by the
performer on himself as a Garuda of five colours with snakes
serving as his necklace, sacred cord and belly string A descript-
ion of the fearsome manifestation of Garuda is contained m
Stuti & Stava as No 441, Bhairavastava There is even a tradi-
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tion that Garuda once rescued Ki sna, who had been bitten

by the snake Kali(yaj
5 hy sprinkling him with Amita (Song

of the Snake-Charmer, translated from the Oriya m K Das,

p 169)
The magician’s claims also pertain to the immobilization of

deities and powers of nature He may even boast to stupefy the
whole cosmos JT 18, 17 (trailokyam)

,

S p 246 (trazlokjam sacard-

caram) “All the gods” are the object in the BJUp, 8, 3 The
same claims are made for the powers of attraction and subjuga-
tion, as indeed for the other specimens of the Six A.cts also Of
course such statements are usually vague, standardized and
theoretical and therefore of relatively small interest

The immobilization of water {jalastambkanam) has some
affinity to the act of attraction performed upon this element,

discussed above on p 308 As we saw, theRajatarangini refers to

a Stambhana of the ocean JaJastambhana is further mentioned
m the BrVPur (Klrsnajanmakhanda 78, 32ff j, in the Pahca-
tantra (2, 3, 78 according to PD), in TSS 19, 20 (with a mantra
of Vayu) and m S p 246 In N (p 306, st 3) this act is applied

against a storm on the sea—a famous and very useful miracle

—

and stanza 5 on the same page contains a device for becommg
able to walk upon the water The next stanza refers to the

use of miraculous shoes {pddukd) with the same effect An
astonishing miracle is presented in stanza 8 a pot filled with

water is split while its contents remain standing in the same form,

a mantra to Rudra should be uttered m the process The last-

mentioned feats are to be characterized as kinds of “show”
(kautuka)y ariful performances of jugglers by which they seek

to impress the public (N contains many of such devices)

Fire can also be the object {agni-, vahnistambhanam)

^

for

example in BJUp and BrVPur on the places mentioned above

The AgPur (306, 18) alludes to the immobilization of water as

well as of fire In TSS 19, 20 the feat is accomplished with the

help of a mantra to Varuna D p 135, 1-8 also discusses the

subject A prominent method is to anoint the body with a

certain mixture, often including the fat of a frog \fter such

preparations one is able to consume everything, even to keep a

hot ball of iron in the mouth (a typical feat of kautuka) In

K (p 39f )a few Mothers are invoked m the course of the process,

among others Mahisavahini “She Who rides the buffalo”, per-
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haps because of the buffalo’s connection with mud and water

N p 302 ff handles the same subject, stanza 7,32 again advises

to smear the body with the fat of a frog, together with that of an
owl and a ram The frog, an aquatic animal and a symbol of

recurring ram, is constantly made use ofm magical rites against

fire N 7, 38 describes the result of such a rite as bhramed angdra-

parvate '"one will be able to walk upon a heap of charcoar’, an
allusion to the popular practice of fire-walking^^ A mantra
prescribed in N 7, 40 worships the power of the Water-of-Life

and at the same time mentions the twin chief yogic arteries of

the body, tdd and pingald Om amrtqya ida {%ic)-ptngale svdhd

In stanza 43 a mantra is said to stop the burning of the house

hahmh Mmyati raudro ^pi dahyamdne grhe sail Its wording is

m the region to the North of the Himalayas there lives a

flesh-eating demon by name of Marica, with his urine and
faeces I immobilize the fire” [42] Among other results of the

application of devices against fire are the remaining intact of

objects thrown into the fire (N 7, 46-50), or the not becoming
cooked of heated food (N 7, 51f

) The mantra belonging to

the latter passage is Om namo Mahdmqye vahmm raksa svdhd "O
Great Goddess Maya, keep guard on the fire, svdhd^^

The forces of the wind may be immobilized according
to the places mentioned above from the BrVPur and the BJUp,
{ydyustambhanam) and the SST (3, 3, 293) Meghastambhanam
"immobilization of clouds” is discussed in D p 139, 4 (Benares
ed

, 4, 46 )
with the peculiar device of placing two bricks into the

ashes of the cremation ground, also in N p 314 (clouds and
lightning), S p 246 (ram), TSS 17, 6 (ram) The subjection
of clouds and ram is of course of great importance for assuring
a good crop, it has been dealt with also above (p 308) The
acts of immobilizing the sun (dditya)^ the moon (soma) and the
planets (graha) are mentioned shortly in the BJUp (8, 3)

Release As a counterpart to immobilization we succinct-
ly mention here the frequently recurring subject of bandha-
vimoksanam ' bringing about release from bonds or from prison
by supernatural means”, a result passionately longed for by a
great number of people in the course of the centuries Accord-

the SST
( 3, 2, 68) Kali is the goddess who presides over

release as well as immobilization (she is bandhavimocam and
stambhanesi) Udayana worships Isvara, the Supreme God,
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as the one who keeps the world as a prisoner when not being
duly pacified, but out of satisfaction he releases mankind (Chem-
parathy, p 156)

The theme occurs in Vedic texts like KausS (52, 3-4)
and Rgvidh (1, 17, 9) ,

in the latter source the lesult is obtained
by the recitation of one or more of the hymns RV 1 ,24-30 which
had been revealed to Sunahsepa when he had been bound to the
sacrificial pole The Kathas 2, 4, 63 refers to yogan
nigadabhanjanan ‘^devices which cause fetters to break’
01 the ritual sources, SM mentions this result after a few sadha-
nas like Nos 93 and 111 In the latter case it is enjoined that

the Vidya (spell) in question should be recited a thousand or
eight hundred times daily by a prisoner, after which its goddess,

Tara, will release him from his bonds In MMD 13, 37-39 the

feat IS ascribed to Hanuman, whose image should be painted
surrounded by his written mantra The performer, who in this

case acts for a client, should write the name of the person who is

to be released and twice add the word vimocaya release to it

Then the w^ords should be wiped out with the left hand and
written anew This should be repeated for 108 times, after

which the prisoner is released without delay In Stuti &, Stava
No 504, Astamahabhaya Klin, release is one of the results

demanded in the course of that dharam (p 3 1 Of ) ayobandhana-

madhyagato vd pramucyatdm ‘''when being enclosed by iron

bonds he should be released”

6 7 Eradication

“Mountains of hard material and enormous size,

immovable and devoid of life,

are destroyed within a moment
by the performer’s effortless activity”

By such words the Mahamaya fragment (st 13) describes

the effect of the act oiuccdtanam “eradication” Undei this name
goes what is without doubt one of the most spectacular feats

of the magjc art Although it can certainly be performed with

a view to accomplish a “positive” (i e socially beneficial) result,

It definitely belongs to the sphere of “black magic” Curiously

enough, for the pulverization of rocks described poetically in the

stanza cited above no parallel has been met by us m the Indian
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sources under the term Uccatana—although there are instances

of this feat known from Skt literature, it is described as a magical

feat in the LT, ch 49 (Gupta, p 324) The splitting of rocks

has been described as a very positive activity symbolizing the

creation of the material basis for human life and culture The
god Skanda splitted the mountain Krauhca Balabhadra

pierced the mountains around Kashmir Valley with his plough-

share
,
the water which filled up the Valley as a lake was thus

removed and this enabled Visnu to detect the demon Jalodbhava
who hid himself in it and to kill him By these acts of the divine

heroes the Valley became habitable ^
The terminology It is not easy exactly to define what the

authorities understood under the term uccdtanam In general

we can say that the most prominent idea is that of ^‘driving the

victim away, uprooting him, depriving him of his position’’

S (Ij 9) paraphrases Uccatana by svadesader bhramlanam caus-

ing (the victim) to fall away from his dwelling-place or other

(positions)” The MMD (25, 3) says uccdtah sthdnatas cyutih

'Tailing down from one’s position is called Ucc ” "Destruction

of one’s position” {sthdnandsah) is also mentioned as a result of

a certain spell in the LiPur (2, 50, 45) TSSC 17, 1 prefers to

give a narrower circumscription of the term with desdd desdntara-

preranam "driving forth (the victim) from the place where he
lives to another place ” The PST (24, 29) gives a good des-

cription of such an effect

Tan ca disam prati manundksipto^ sau tdm disam praydty acirdt /

putrakalatradhanadims tyaktvd na punar mvrttaye sahasd //

"The direction into which he (the victim) has been thrown
by the mantra, into that direction he departs without delay,
by the power (of the spell) he leaves behind his wife and sons
and his possessions, never to return” It is indeed a dreadful
power that is able to produce such a terrible result

In the most popular classification of the Six Acts (Type I),

Uccatana occupies the fifth place, between Vidvesana and
Marana Often it forms a pair with Vidvesana, sometimes with
Marana (in MMD ch 20 and elsewhere) B Bhattacharya’s
definition (Introd to SM Vol 2, p LXXXVI) comes very
close to the characterization of this act given above "The fifth
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gives the performer special power to make his enemy flee from
the country with all attendant disgrace’% but he adds that it has
also been applied ‘hn destroying the dwelling houses of ene-
mies” An important other aspect is added b> Panchanana
Bhattacharya in his Introduction to the Tarabhaktisudharnava

(p 21)5 wher6 this author defines Uccatana as ‘‘bringing about
a mental disorder in a person” Although onesided, this defini-

tion justly emphasizes the psychological component in the act,

by which the victim is affected mentally and brought to such a
state of perplexity that he is forced to leave his home and his

position Both the material and the psychological effects seem
to be essential in Uccatana as well as in the other constituents

of the Six Acts

In the light of this evidence the words by which the PD
characterizes the act of Uccatana are somewhat meagre ‘ ‘Das-

aus-dem-Wege-Raumen ernes Gegners” (“the expulsion of an
opponent”), for which this dictionary refers to the Prabodhacan-
drodaya by Krsnamisra, 61, 16, but of course the compilers of
PD had no access to the Tantrie literature of magic On the

same place PD adds the information (referring to the Kathas)
that Uccatana is also the name of one of the five arrows of the
God of love We know that the five arrows of Kama bear the

names of five acts of magic
Beside the word Uccatana, variant forms from the same

loot occur Rgvidh 2, 10, 5 mscs praedtayet^ the preverb pra in

Its connotation of “removing” even seems better to suit the case

than the usual ut- The preverb has been omitted in PST 30,

78 cdtandya “for eradication (or expulsion)” The question ofi

the etymology of these words is a difficult one They have
obviously been derived from a causative verb cdtayati which
IS based upon the root cat- Cdtayati has been paraphrased in

the Dhatupatha as “to break” or “to kill”^^, catati obtains

various explanations, but never that of “to break” or “to be
killed”, catita-j however, means “broken” or “fallen”, and on
one place (in the Jama work Simhasanadvatrimsika )

“gone or

driven anywhere” (MW, p 382) Besides, there is the equally

obscure root cat-^ one of the many verbal roots which mean “to

go” according to the Nighantu, but its causative cdtayati occurs

at least in the RV and the AV as “to cause to hide”, “to frighten

away” (MW, p 383) Catta-^ the verbal adjective from this
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rootj likewise lestiicted to the Veda, means “hidden, disappear-

ed” A.11 these forms may have their origin in Prakritisms

derived f om an original root crt-^ paraphrased by such diffe-

rent words as “to tie” (Dhatupatha) or “to hurt, kill” (Bhatti-

kavya 13, 20, according to MW, p 401) On two places the

TSSC (17, 32 and 17, 57) associates the metre mcrt with spells

of Uccatana and Marana Mayrhofer (I, p 398) hesitatingly

connects crtati with krnatti “to spin” without referring to a mean-
ing “hurt, kill” One might as well postulate a connection with

krntati “to cut, destroy” With respect to catati and cdtayati

Mayrhofer (I, p 370) admits that they have not been satisfac-

torily explained His dictionary lacks an entry on uccdtanam

A synonym cdlanam “causing to flee”, an etymological

connection ofwhich with uccdtanam would be difficult to explain,

occurs in the BPK (3, 5 )
and in the SM (No 181, vol 2, p 371)

PST 35, 22 asserts that a good performer by executing a certain

ceremony “will even cause mountains and forests to move, how
much more those who possess souls (animate beings)^” {giri-

kdnanddin pracdlayet kim punar dtmayuktdn) The term preranam

expulsion” which was met above m a definition of Uccatana
seems to denote a separate act m SM No 270 (vol 2, p 532)

,

the LT (45, 83 ) mentions Prerani as one of Maya’s attendants,

together with Mohmi, Bhramani and Durga (Gupta, p 307)
Cydvanam “causing to fall” was met with by us only m Rgvidh
2, 17, 2 Pdtanam “idem” occurs beside mdranam in AgPur 125, 1

Another problem which arises in connection with Ucca-
tana IS Its relation to utsddavam^ a term which occurs sometimes
to denote a similar, but presumably not identical, action Be-
sides “rubbing, anointing” (Pah ucchddanam m this sense) it can
mean in the Veda “putting away or aside, suspending, interrupt-

ing, omitting” and in Epic sources “destroying, overturning”
(MW) Utsidati means already m the TS “to fall into rum,
be destroyed”, ufsddayati^ besides “to rub, chafe” has
generally the meaning of “to annihilate, destroy” There is a
rather unclear utsadya in KausS 38, 5, the object of which is a
storm which is evidently stilled Galand (p 128) translates
“nachdem er entfernt hat” (“after having removed”) but in
note 4 on the same page he considers the possibility of a wrong
reading The reading is without doubt correct and the refe-

rence is to a magical act of utsadanam^ not, as the commentator
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Darila surmised, to the removal of the roof of the house h\ the
performer XJtsadana appears a few times in the \gPur In
146, 1 the Mothers m Space (Akasamatrs) are praised as "Vea-
lizmg all kinds of acts like the subjugation, destruction {uts )

and uprooting of all creatures”, saTi^asattiajasikaranotsadanonmu-

lanasamastakarmapravrttdndm Here unm ulanam ' "uprooting”,
otherwise quite infrequent, occurs side bv side with utsadanam
In 306, 4 a certain powder thrown into a victim’s house or upon
his head will cause utsadah (cf TSS 17, 71 f ) In 137, 12 and
13, XJccatana and Utsadana are mentioned as two different acts

iDeside each other ""by means of a sacrifice mixed with the blood
of an ass one will eradicate the enemv {uccdtayet')

^ by means of
a sacrifice to which the blood of a crow has been added, there

occurs the destruction of the foe (utsadanam^ [43] The spell

to be used in the context is the Mahamarividva, given in 137, 1,

which contains twice the word utsadaya ""destroy” Utsadaya

is also the demand uttered to the demon Grdhrakarni in TSS
17, 49 In AgPur 138, 2 and 3 Uccatana and Utsadana again
occur as different actions Uccata is realized by means of the

method of recitation called Pallava, while the Yoga method
(see above, p 288 ) should be applied m a case of kulotsddah ""destr-

uction of the family” It is clear that both actions have been
primarily directed against a victim’s family life In TSS 17, 1

(
= AgPur 306, 1) one meets Utsada and Uccata beside each

othei m an enumeration of the acts which should be characteri-

zed as ksudram ""vile” (see above p 267) The TSSC on this

place explains both words, Uccata, as we saw, with desad desdn-^

tarapreranam^ and Utsada with punardvrttivarjito vindsah ""a des-

truction which excludes the victim’s returning again” Ini 7,28

the TSS discusses a certain method which causes grahotsadanam

""destruction of evil planets” (perhaps a wrong reading for

grhotsddanam ""destruction of a house”) effected when a certain

mixture of ashes is laid in front of a dooi , the same mixture, if

laid upon the victim’s head, causes vidhesoccatane The two
terms have also been regularly confounded with each other in

TSS 17, 57 occurs ripor utsadanam^ which is repeated in the com-
mentary as ripor uccdtanam, note 6 to that commentarv again

writes ripor utsadanam and explains iipur unmattah " the enemy
IS deprived of his senses” In TSS 17, 70 ripor uccdtanam is print-

ed in the text, m 17, 72 (= \gPur306, 4) utsadanam npoh These
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instances give an idea of the confused state of affairs m such

treatises themselves

Another semi-synonym is bhramah ^wandering’% "^causing

to wander” The AgPur (308, 17==TSS 22, 1) mentions a

Durgahrdayamantra which contains the demand bhrdmaya

'"'cause to wander” directed to Durga in her ferocious manifes-

tation of Mahisamardim K, p 80, speaks of satrubhrdmanam

"causing the enemy to err around”, BMR, p 2, mentions bhrdn-

tih "wandering” as a result of the Brahmastravidya As a

synonym of bhramati the verb atati "to wander” occurs in PST
30, 60 To this important aspect of "wandering” as a result of

"eradication” we shall return presently

Varieties of eradication The translation "eradication”

for the word Uccatana has been chosen as a convenient term
reasonably able to cover the shades of meaning included m the

Skt term A few of these still have to be considered shortly

In the first place the application of the act against an enemy or

an inimical army which is forced to flee or to roam about AgPur
125, 3 refers to such an act performed immediately before a

battle {uccatayed randdau tu) There are various allusions in the

TSS, for instance 17, 22 vainnah send sd bhitd pratigacchati "the
army of the enemy leturns m panic”, 17, 23 sena ndydti tatpathd

"an army cannot proceed along that way” (a result akin to

Stambhana), 17, 74 uccdtayanti ripusainyam "they wipeout the
mimical army”, other instances in 17, 36, 22, 9, 23, 4f

,
in 17, 30

bhrdmyate ripuh, with the help of a mantra directed to Rudra
which contains among others the demand bhrdmaya An act

of sendpaldyanam "driving off an army” is mentioned by D (4,

40 ff, Benares ed ) within the cadre of Stambhana Uccatana
may also in other ways be applied for the protection of a perfoi -

mer or his sponsor In D (6, 1 , Benares ed 2,==Np 316, 2)
the remark is made that this rite should be used primarily by
those whose property or wife has been stolen, the eradication is

then a just retribution directed against the depraved {dustadandah ^

this word not in the Benares ed ) The variant version in N
adds as a further reason that the enemy in question may have
caused a person to "lose face” (mdnam vd khanditam yena)^^
The TSS 1 7, 40 mentions keeping off the ram within its discussion
of Uccatana rites

Anothei important aspect lies in the first place on the psy-
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chical plane 5 it is characterized in BIvIR, p 2, as udtegakaranam
causing mental upheaval’ ’ \ctions of this character are

sometimes mentioned elsewhere Thus, Wirz alludes to 'Trrs-
inn’% "'mental disorder” caused h\ a kind of Kodivma (witch-
craft) in Ceylon, the Sumatran inscription quoted above (p 323)
contains makagila "to make crazy” *^7 x (p 316, st 1) dis-

cusses unmadakdranam in an Uccatana context, K (p 80) has
unmattikaranam A^ccording to Jhaver\ (p 274) the Jama canon
contains the act of avindhanam "making one possessed” There
are many instances in the AVPar, from which we refer to 35, 1,

13 the enemy becomes hdsyasilah "addicted to laughing”
paraphrased by the Skt commentarv as sa unmatto bhaoati Other
terms used by the AVPar are vdvejayati (of a girl, 36, 6, 3),
avesayati (36, 12 a o ) unmattatd (36, 28, a, o ) In the

TSSC, unmadah occurs twice as a textual variant of utsadah^

unmddaya "make crazy” is one of the demands uttered to Grdhr-
akarni in the mantra TSS 17, 46 In TSS 22, 63 ( == \gPur
309, 12) the result of a sacrifice to Tvarita with gambling
nuts is said to be unmattatd satroh PST 30, 72 alludes to the ene-

my’s leaving his body (^, deha), "being possessed by delusion %
dvistamohah According to T (p 380, professing to quote the

Matsyasukta) worship of a grey Ugratara within a mandala
of Vayu enables one to disturb the enemies’ aimy force as

well as their senses unmddayati satrundm balam buddhtm na

samsayah

A relatively mild form of mental disorder, an inability to

sleep (it seems to be never associated with Uccatana) is told

about in AVPar 7, 1 "In former times Indra was unable to

sleep as an effect of the potent herbs applied by the domestic

priest of the demons with the help of spells, silent recitation and
saciifice” [44] In this plight Brhaspati found out for him the

Aratrika ceremony—the modern Arati—the essence of which

consists of thrice moving a lamp round the god *\ccording to

RV 8, 47, 17 dusvapnyam "bad sleep” has been sent to Trita

Aptva (Hillebrandt, p 179) Evil dreams may have been

caused by magic and can be remedied for (PST 24, 23) The
stimulation of sleep is also known \ h\mn from the AV is

destined to cause the parents of the beloved to be fast asleep while

the lover pays his visit RV 7, 55, 1 can be applied for bringing

evil beings to sleep (Rgvidh 2, 26, 5) Nidrakaranam is also
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mentioned in TSS 30, 43 and 44 (in the latter case connected

\Mth bhramah)

Uprooting as a divine act When the magician proceeds

by Uccatana to deprive a victim of his home and security, his

action may be viewed in a certain sense (i e intentionally or

unintentionally) as a reflection of a cosmical act peiformed by
the Maya—or Ignorance—upon creatures Such is at least

the point of view of the BhPur which repeatedly uses the word
bhrama “^wandering, roaming’’ to denote man’s plight on earth

as a consequence ofhis delusion The best instance is the beauti-

ful stanza quoted above (p 23) people wander about on the

ways of karman with their minds deluded by God’s Maya An-
other place is BhPur 12, 10, 27 ""he, having been caused to

wander about for a long time by Visnu’s Maya and being heavily

tormented ’% sa ciram mayayd Visnor bhrdmitah karsito bhrsam

BhPur 3, 2, 10 says devasya mdyayd sprstd bhdmyate dhih ""the

mental faculties, touched by the Maya of God, err about” The
same text, 12, 11,8, identifies this wandering with Visnu’s eternal

mysterious smile smayo bhramah

The same motif is met with in the DeviBhPur The stan*

zas 3, 53, lOflT contain the argument that all creatures are sub-

jected to the power of Devi Mahamaya In st 13 this situation

is characterized as ""being enveloped by the net of delusion”,,

mohajdlenayantrita— (for the image of the net, see above, ch 5 2 )

In St 15 the author concludes te '"pi rdgavasdl loke bhramanti pan-
mohitdh ""they also wander about in this woild, being comple-
tely deluded by the subjugating power of passion” ViPur (14,
40) strongly condemns the philosophical materialists who consi-

der the world as material of nature {aithasvarupa)
^
such people

""wander about on the ocean of delusion”, bhrdmyante mohasam-
plave The Trailokyamohana mantra which addresses Visnu
in his aspect of the universal Deluder contains the demand
bhrdmaya (\gPur 307, 1 , PST 36, 6) In the Tantra*:! this image
IS maintained, K.ulT (2, 96f

)
describes Siva saying to his spouse

during one of their speculative discourses bhrdmitd hi mayd devi

pasavah sdstrakotisu ""O Goddess, all people of vegetative nature
have been caused by me to wander through millions of false

teachings” And he adds that all these teachings have been
proclaimed by himself m disguise mohandya durdtmandm ""in order
to delude those who are of evil mind” (Kane, 1962, 975) The
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SST says (in 3,2525) ajndnatasato de^i bhramanti hi itas tatah

"'by the subjugating power of Ignorance, O Goddess, the\

wander about hither and thither” Bhramani is an attendant
of Maya according to LT 45, 83 These few examples were
taken at random without being the result ofa systematical search
Yet they clearly demonstrate how the idea of bhrama is connect-
ed for these authors with God’s fallacious and inscrutable deal-

ings with mankind by the force of his Ma\ a, the paramount cause
of human delusion The whole earthH existence, the round of
rebirths, is a continuous ramble undergone bv those who ha\e
been driven from their spiritual home b\ divine magic

Eradication in the Veda Coming now to the enumeration
of some instances of Uccatana as a deliberate act of magic, we
should first note that similar rites or actions are often described

in the Veda without the term Uccatana being applied

to It RV 10, 145 deals with the removal of a sapatni " rival
^

bv a married woman The ladv enjoins a certain herb to ' blow^

away my rival” after which she asserts param eua pardi^atam

sapatmm gamaydmasi ""we cause the rival to go towards the

farthest distance” \itBr 2,32 mentions the possibilitv that the

officiating Hotar piiest takes aw^av the "root” of the client and his

sacrifice To that end he should omit the Samsana which is

considered the root of the sacrifice (jMalaviva, p 47 j
Related

actions are depriving a client of his base (making him andyata-

navdn or apratisthita) Positive applications are also found,

like the one in Kausitaki-Brahmana 3, 2 (IMalaviva, p 60;

bv a threefold pronunciation of the sv liable him (the vajra is

threefold) the yajamana removes all enemies and rivals out of

this world
A more homely instance, closei to what is usuallv undei-

stood as Uccatana is afforded bv SVTr 2, 6, 16 (Hillebiandt,

p 176 2, 6, 14, Malaviya, p 142) On the fourteenth dav of

the daik half of the month (an extremelv inauspicious moment ),

after a fast of three nights, the performer takes action He
collects charcoal from a funeral pyie and sacrifices it into a
fire fed by wood of the Badhaka ""obstructive” tree as fuel to-

gether with a fish and a Krkaia (kind of paitridgej The
scene is a crossroads [catuspatha) Two passages from the SV
are recited which describe Agni’s greatness, the> accompany
the sacrifice of the two animals The lemains he should collect
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^nd mix with Haritala powder and the blood from the heart

of a cow and on the first suitable occasion throw this mixture

—

under the recitation of another saman—on the victim’s bed
and in his house The result will be that the victim is doomed
to flee and to find rest in none of the villages {naikagrdme vasaH)

The Skt commentary calls this procedure an instance of Ucca-
tana ‘hn order to eradicate the rival from his position and
dwelling place” The words naikagrdme vasati are paraphrased
with kimtu sthdnabhrasto bhutvd desdntaram prdpnotity arthah '^'^on

the contrary, the meaning is that (the victim) becomes fallen

from his position and dwelling place and seeks his refuge in

another country” The JaimBr (1,325) contains a reference

to mrbddham “driving out” (Caland, Das JaimBr in Auswahl,
ad loc “Hinausdrangung” ) effected by the priest while he
pronounces the syllable him in a particular saman, by mentally
driving out the opponent into a certain region desired by the

performer sdmno himkriyamdna etdm disam yam dvisydt tarn manasd
mrbddhetay tata eva sa pardbhavati In the cadre of the Syena-
yaga “Falcon ceremony” the SadvBr (3, 8, 14) advises the

application of the powerful samans Brhat and Rathantara to-

gether with another saman, the Plava, during the afternoon

pressure m a soma rite “By the Brhat and the Rathantara he
removes him from these worlds, by the Plava (lit “Floating”)

he causes him to drift away, (the victim) goes to the farthest

distance, he loses his base” [45] The Rgvidh (1, 15, 7) in-

troduces the term Uccatana, together with “oppression”

Ta tcchet pidanam iatror api voccdtanam punah /

pacchah sampidayec chatrun varnasas ca pramdpayet //

"^He who desires to oppress his enemy or to eradicate him,

—

with (the recitation of the Savitri stanza by) quarters he is able
to press down hi:> enemies, and with (the Savitri recited by)
syllables he annihilates him” Thus, “eradication” is consider-

ed here to be virtually identical with “annihilation”, there is

no further indication of what the author exactly meant by these

words In 2, 10, 5 the Rgvidh uses pracdtayet “one will drive
forth”, the intention is clear because the word desdt “out of the
region or the place of living” has been added The method
again consists m reciting the Savitri—here called Gayatri—

,
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this time with the injunction to use oil from the Vibhitaka nuts
In his translation Gonda (p 43) refers to a place from the
AVPar (36, 5, 3, read 26, 5, 3) where the Vibhitaka comes in

again in a context of Uccatana together with other trees of e\il

repute like the Kakubha, the Katabha or the Kamirala In
AVPar 26, 4, 1 and 21, 3, 2 Uccatana recurs during the discu-

ssion of the different characteristics of the firew ood and the

Sruva 36, 4, 2 mentions Uccatakarman with the help of the

Kukusa and Tumbara plants

Uccatana in post-Vedic sources From Parana literature the

AgPur and GarPur, as is usual when the subject is magic, give

the best information A.gPur 260, 13f, in a chapter which
enumerates the magical applications of passages from the Yajur-

veda, lays down that a peg of eleven fingers’ length made of

copper or of Acacia wood should be buried in the enemy’s home
while the formula dvisato vadho^st ‘^thou art the hater’s death”

(VS 1, 28) is being recited ^"This act will result in the eradica-

tion of enemies”[46] AgPur 315, 11 for the same end advises

to throw the head of a serpent into the enemy’s house Such
actions are typical of what is generally understood bv the youn-

ger sources as Uccatana x^ccording to AgPur 313, 14 the same
goal IS reached with the help of a black thread {nilasutra) In

125, 8 the same Parana mentions some goddesses standing in a

diagram of Fire {tejocakram) and causing eradication, their

names are Saumya, Bhisani, Jay a and Vijaya In the weird

passage GarPur 177, 69 ff some devices for Uccatana are ex-

plained, the ingredients chiefly consist of ashes, blood or faeces

of such animals as owls, crows and mice , thev are to be thrown

into or hidden m the enemy’s house or strewn upon his head

In one case (st 72) the result is that the victim is '"eaten by
flocks of crows” {khadyate kakavindaih')

^

m another (st 73) that

he is destroyed outright

The Buddhist sources also know^ the secrets of eradication

MMK (II, ch 27, p 307) without mentioning the term Ucca-

tana discusses the power of the mantra mum A perfbrmei who
applies this mantra should w^ork himself up to a state of rage,

go to an evil place or a place \ isited by outcastes (a part of the

passage, which is in abominable Skt , is not clear to me), the

result is that the inhabitant of the house affected b\ the magic

departs to another region, becomes totally upset, or flees aw^ay
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in the night, or his family will be ^
"split” The victim, who

seems to be the adherent of another deity {anyadevatabhaktam)

may, however, be restored into his former position by libations

during a whole year of 8000 or 80000 portions of fresh milk [47]
On another place (vol I, p 33f

)

the MMK discusses what
might be considered a special kind of Uccatana the universal

practice of driving out demons The deity invoked in the

accompanying spell is no less a figure than the god Visnu (pro-

perly speaking !§iva appearing as Visnu) who is set to work by
the command of the Bodhisattva Mafijusri After a customary
invocation of all the Buddhas, the mantra is intimated

Thou Who ridest upon Garuda ^ Who bearest the Disk m Thy
hand ^ Four-armed One ’ hum hum, remember the Agreement *

The Bodhisattva issues the command, svdhd The effect is

proclaimed (p 34) ""having been commanded by Manju-
ghosa, ;§iva quickly fulfills the desire m the form of Visnu
he causes the evil spirits to flee from mankind” [48] The
text adds that the Trisikha mudra should be shown during the

ceremony There is also an allusion to numerous other such
expedients taught in the Vaisnava Tantra tradition {ya eva

vaisnave tantre kathitdh kalpavistardh)

,

also these have in reality

been revealed by Mafijughosa The connection of Uccatana
with the exorcizing of spirits is confirmed by Sinhalese magical
tradition where otchatana has exactly this meaning (Goone-
ratne)

Driving out enemies or evil persons is of course mentioned
on many other places like PST 30, 81 {drdvayed arir , GT, p 8
vdyubijam japed vidvdn pdpoccdtanakarmam ""during the act of eradi-

cating evil people (or of eviP) one should mutter the syllable

of Vayu {vaY^ A connection of Uccatana with Wind is found
also in SarTil 7, 54 ff according to which the effect is reached
by burying a diagram of Wind (Vayuyantra) near the door of
a victim’s house When the victim does not leave, he will die
(Ewing, p 67) Other instances of Uccatana from the Tantras
are JT 17, 77, 17, 90, PST 14, 44, 24, 29, 30, 78, almost a
whole chapter m TSS 17, 18-74, SM No 85 and 93 The
methods applied do not differ much from what has been des-

cribed above from the Puranas The favourite device is, as

we saw, to throw or bury something in the enemy’s house TSS
17, 24 (object laid down) 17,25 (object buried), 17, 73 (the-
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object buried is a triangular peg inscribed with a mantra and the
victim’s name in the \/idarbha method

,
\ iDhPur 2, 125, 13

(obj ect buried

)

Deities of Uccdtana The PST TSO, 78 < describes a
meditation upon a certain goddess fBhagavatl ‘ the Lad>’%
presumably Durga ) who should be created in the mind seated

upon a lion and running speedih while the \ictim runs after

her This meditation and the accompan\mg ritual results in

cdtanam In 14, 44 this text describes the same result as ‘'being

hated by the people he (departs) from the country and wanders
about towards other regions sa tu videos to lokair desad desantaram

paribhramati^ thus connecting Uccatana with Vid\esana m the

process A mantra of Tara applied m SAI, No 93 for Lcca-
tana is Om Dare tuttdre ture cala pracala sighragdmim Dei^adattam

ucedtaya hum hum phat Tara, mo\e, mo've forward O thou
Whose course is quick, eradicate NN, ” MMD 18, 79ff

invokes Kalaratri in the following wa\ in a deserted temple

{dgdia) the performer during the fourteenth night of the dark

half of the month sits down in the ‘^cock posture” (Kukkuta-
sana, see above p 283 ) He should face the South, the region

of Yama, and his haii is dishevelled He wears a garment of

dark blue (jiila) coloui (in the Mahamaya fragment also, this

colour is associated with Uccatana) Moving a cord made
of Muhja grass and provided with knots he should recite the

mantra Om blum slum mlumkslumKalardtri Alahadhediiksi Great

Grow Lady”, the crow plays a preeminent role in this kind of

rites) amukam dsucedtaya iiccdtaya chindhi chivdhi bhindhi

svdhd ("" quickly eradicate NN, split him, bieak him”)
haum Kdmdksi krom A. goddess who specializes m this matter,

Dhumavati "'Smoky One”, is described m the SST (2, 28 i

During her worship the adept should imagine the woild as w^ell

as the mantra of the goddess to be grev of colour, he should

blacken his teeth, wear black clothes, and obseive ceitain regu-

lations such as subduing his senses, eating little, and sleeping

on the ground He should '"transform his own mind into a

crow” {svacittam kdkavat krtvd^ st 7) and this is the " ciow^ pro-

cedure” {kdkakiamah, 1 c ) by which one will eradicate the world

(i e
,
any victim one likes) The same Tantra (3, 21, 51 fF

)

introduces Dhumavati again and mentions hei mantra The
goddess rides upon a ciow (56), she is toimented bv hungei
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and thirst and sick with fear {ksuttrmrtd bhaydturd^ 57) She
IS also mentioned by TSS 17, 56 where a similar^ but different

mantra is given A performer should burn a crow in a fire of
cremation and, saying the mantra, strew the ash in the enemy’s
house into the eight directions Shortly before (17, 45-47)
the TSS discusses the worship of Grdhrakarni, a kind of Krtya
with a deformed face, hanging breasts and protruding belly

She is invited b> the performer to kill the enemy and drink his

blood
A grey goddess Dhavalamukhi with a crow’s beak (Kaka-

tundi) is addressed in an Uccatana spell in S ch 8, p 253 She
IS described as '"grey of colour, three-eyed, moon-crested, lean,

and bearing m her hands a rosary of bones, a knife, and a lotus,

with deformed eyes dreadful fangs and an enormous belly remind-
ing of the nether world” [49] Other deities addressed m this

chapter aie a Rudra with a wide open mouth provided with
fangs and a Kalagnirudra "of the apocalyptical fire” The
chapters on Uccatana m D, in N (p 316-321) and K (77f )

piesent the same kind of rites as discussed above, they often

contain identical or nearly identical stanzas N addresses

amongst others Rudra in some fearful manifestations like Udda-
maresvara and Mahakala, in a mantra on p 321 this text has

Kalaratri set to work on the command of Mahesvara N also

contains a few directions for restoring the victim into his former
state by making him sukhi "happy” again

6 8 Other destructive rites

Sorcery The concept of sorcery, under which we under-
stand magical rites executed by professional or amateur per-

formers with the intention of doing harm to others^®, is perhaps
the best term by which to translate the Skt word abhicdrah The
latter term, as well as the word "sorcery” can also be used for

those cases in which the destructive ritual aims at the welfare or
the protection of a community and thus are not socially dis-

approved In the Skt texts, Abhicara is the most general of
the terms which denote destructive magic It occurs from the

Veda onwards and remains in use in the Tantras, although it

did not fit in with the set of specialized terms of the Satkarman
tradition which are the product of a more developed theorizing
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in the field Abhicara finds its place in the classical division of
the aim of all ritual into three iSanti, Pusti and Abhicara (see

above, p 95) It serves as the counterpart of Santi and
Pusti together^^ About the range of the term the vounger
sources widely differ KA 5 assumes that Abhicara includes
Akarsana, Vidvesana, Uccatana and Marana, but the Skt
commentary on GautDh 2, 2, 17 equated it with Marana only
abhicdrasamyuktam yendsya iatraoo mriyante connected with ^bhi-
cara is that act bv means ofwhich the performer’s enemies die”
The Sutra on this place immediately after Abhicara 3.dds dvt^a^

dvyrddhi-’ “adversity of the foe”, paraphrased hy the commen-
tary with rddher abhdvah “absence of prosperitv”, while it adds
yendsya ^atravo vigataiivaryd bhavanti which one’s enemies will

be deprived of their leading position” On his own accord the

commentator adds uccatanadim “acts of eradication and the like”,

and he emphasizes that the king should take the initiative for

such ceremonies (see above, p 236) In other words, the

GautDhS recognizes the full right of rulers to resort to acts of
sorcery when the interest of the state demands it The king has

the rites performed by his purohtta “court priest” and himself

only provides the required means and funds \ close connec-

tion between Abhicara and the killing of enemies seems to appear

also from TSS 25, 49 and its version in the AgPur (301, 16)

where the TSS reads abhicaraoidhau^ the latter tev.t has ripughdta-

vidhau “during the practice of killing the enemy”, although it

should be noted also that no less than five manuscripts of the

Purana have the reading vidyutpatavidhau “during the practice

to be followed in the case of a stroke of lightning” A term

which expresses the same idea is sarva^atrumbarhanam “destroying

all enemies” (SST 3, 14, 54), satrunigrahah “coercion of the

enemy” occurs in the SST (3, 21) and the LiPur (2, 50, 1),

for other instances of mgrahah “coercion”, see below Ksudram

or ksudrdm “vile acts” is also found as a semi-synonym of \bhi-

cara, the SST (1, 6, 113) equates ksudram with krurakarmdm

“terrifying acts” (for ksudra^ see also above, p 267)

The Skt terminology on the subject is rich Of the A.bhi-

cara terms discussed in the following survey, only Vidvesana

“causing dissension” and Marana “liquidation” commonly

form part of the Six Acts, but the others are sometimes included

in their scope The less frequent of them seem to have been m
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vogue only as varieties of supranormal effects without having

denoted an independent class of rites

Creating dissension This is a widely practised form of

magic*^® The term oidvesanam (we find sometimes vidvesak

or dvesah) is derived from the root dvis-^'to hate’" and is one of

the oldest specimens of the Satkarman terminology S (1,8)

defines Vidvesana as snigdhandm dvesajananam “creating dissen-

sion between two persons who are attached to each other”

MMD (25, 3) says the same dveso "‘pritih pritimatoh “(creating)

hate is (the creation of) hate between two who love each other '

Vidvesana is sometimes circumscribed by pritindsanam “destruc-

tion of sympathy” TSSC (17, 1) paraphrases with

parasparakalahah “mutual strife between two who were attached

to each other” The commentator upon the GautDh (2, 2, 17)

mentioned shortly above interprets m the political sphere with

yendsya satruh prakrtindm vidvesyo bhavati “by means of which one’s

enemy becomes hated by his own subjects” Bhattacharya

(p LXXXVI )
again considers the personal sphere ' the fourth

(of the Six Acts) gives the power to separate two friends^ relat ves,

lovers and so forth” From the above definitions it becomes
clear that Vidvesana is in the first place a method by which the

magician is able to create dissension between two who up till

then were wont to love each other or to sympathize with each
other, and very often the two concerned will be members of the

same household, especially husband and wife In that case an
act of Vidvesana can become a tool for those who have or desire

an extra-marital relation (the same is argued by Webster, p
349) In politics it appears to be a pure representant of “divide

and rule” But no matter in which situation it is applied, it is

a psychological act which affects the state of the victims’ minds
m the first place, its special characteristic is that the victims are

always more than one—two individuals, an individual and a
group, or two groups (for instance, two parties within an army)

As one of the Six Acts, Vidvesana possesses a certain status

jn theoiy, but it is comparatively seldom discussed in the texts

otherwise than as a mere item in enumerations of magical arts

It IS never subdivided like Vasikarana or Stambhana In lite-

rature similar actions are very little spoken of , although there
are of course figures who are told to have a predilection for

creating quarrels, thus, Narada is called kalahaprtya- “a lover of
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strife” The fear of mutual dissension as one ofthe chief imper-
fections which attach themselves to the round of births inflicted

b> the Supieme Power is illustrated hy the opening words of
the SvetUp ma vidvisaoahai ^^may we two not become hateful
to each other” In the AV divine e'^istence implies the absence
of dissension, as appears from the spell W 3, 30, 4 which
the gods do not withdraw, and do not come to hate each other,
that word of power we create in your house, concord between
human beings” [50] (Shende, p 205) W 1, 28, 4 operates
against the Yatudhams, female demons or sorceresses " Ins-

tead of killing others, they are asked to kill each other” or to

pull each other’s hair (Shende, p 169) Vidvesana and Marana
are combined in AV 8, 8, 2 Id rrutho vighndnd upa jantu mrtyum
“may they incur death by mutual killing” Creating dissension

is discussed by KausS 36, 38 by means of the spell W 7, 113
In the AVPar Vidvesana occurs thrice (21, 3, 2, 64, 4, 9,

64, 5, 5) ,
besides, the <lQxn2LndL pradmsa “make hateful” is uttered

to Rudra in 36, 9, 3 The Rgvidh (2, 10, 5) advises to accom-
plish a Vidvesana rite by saying the Gayatri during a sacrifice of
leaves of the Nimba, a tree of evil repute InMtPur 93, 149ff

,

Vidvesana and Marana are dealt with as two similar acts Ag-
Pur 260, 1 1 in its chapter on Yajurvidhana prescribes to sacrifice

during a lunar eclipse the feathers of a crow and an owl together

with ghee from a reddish brown cow under the recitation of the

Mahavyahrti The same text (315, 9) advises to throw a mix-

ture of ingredients including menstruation blood upon a bed
and other places in the victims’ house The accompanying
mantra is directed to Kali Similar methods are prescribed by
GarPur in 177, 74 with the result tayor madhye mahdvairam bhavet

“between these two there will be a big feud” and in 178, 4
tatra vai kalaho bhavet “there will be strife on that place” In

the last case the mantra emploved is simply Om Harih Hank
svdhd The TSS (23, 18) specifies in one case that the hate wull

occur between a father and his children virodhah sydt tadanga-

jaih The TSS discusses some rites of causing dissension in

17, 9-18 The first of these is of special interest because it is

based upon a spell which has been handed down also on Bah
(Stuti & Stava, No 941, Eka-Yamarajastava) The spell,

which IS an untranslatable word-play, is given in TSSG on TSS
17, 9 as follows
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Tamardjasadomeyqyamedorunayodaya
yadqyonirayakseya yakseyas ca mrdmaya

which IS practically identical with the stanza edited as Stuti

& Stava No 941, 1 (the version of the TSS itself deviates^ curi-

ously enough^ in the first quarter) The stanza addresses King^

Yama and ends with mrdmaya ‘‘sound and safe’% perhaps in order

to ensure the performer's safety The TSSG gives directions

for writing the spell on a Yantra which should be buried on a

cremation ground after having been carried between the future

victims An image ofYama with the same spell inscribed within

a Yantra in front of his belly exists in Bali®^ The TSSG calls

this device a Yamarajacakra “Diagram of King Yama" An-
other Yamamantra is given in TSS 17, 13-15 The next stanzas

(17, 16-18a) are connected with the invocation of a female deity

called Vidvesmi who specializes in the field She is called upon
to create such dissension as exists between crows and owls

According to stanza 48 of the same chapter, also Grdhrakarni

may bring about this result According to stanza 75, mutual
hate between two persons is effected inter aha by burying two-

objects inscribed with the names on opposite sides of a river

Of the Satkarman monographs, N discusses the subject

in ch 11 (p 325f
) The first stanza ordains the sacrifice of

the feathers of a crow and an owl and promises as the result

ubhayor nasyati piitih Kurupandavayor yathd “the sympathy between
the two victims disappears like that between the Kauravas and
the Pandavas" A prerequisite is that the names of the victims

should be uttered during the sacrifice Other effects of the acts

described in these pages of N are tadgrhe kalahah sadd “constant
strife in their house" (2) hate between a father and his son

(4), hate between brothers (5), the two latter results are
reached by means of a certain incense with which the house is

fumigated In stanza 6 the result is that a woman will become
irresistibly tempted to desert her husband, in 10 a man who has
anointed his eyes with a certain mixture will be able to cause the
persons looked at by him to hate each other anjiidkso narah
pasyed vidvisantz parasparam Stanza 1 1 invokes a terrifying

goddess Mahakapalini for the same end, stanza 13 invokes
Gaurl (the mantra is corrupt) D (ch 5, p 140) mentions the
creation of dissension between man and woman (wife) and
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betVk/een a king and his chief adviser The chaptei comprises
one and a half pages of the usual kind of recipes A mantra is

directed to Visnu Nara\ana
3 but according to the more pro-

bable version of the Benaies edition (5, 14} it addresses Xarada,
the foremost creator of quarrels Om namo \ draddja^ amukasyd--

mukena saha vidvesam kuru kuru stdhd S succinctk discusses

mantras which cause dissension on p 251 f The general motif
IS that hate will arise between two persons whose names have
been inscribed upon two separate vantras One of the mantras
IS directed to Bhairava, another to Kali both of thei e deities

are said to dwell on cremation grounds A meditation on Kali
of the colour of sapphire (indranila) is added

Vidvesana is mentioned a few times in the PST In 13, 48
It IS, as m the Rgvidh

,
associated with the iNimba tiee In

14, 84 a certain sacrifice with anaccompammgmantraof Durga
Vindhyavasmi is said to result after a week m dissension and
separation of two people who used to like each othei duasaih

saptabhiY istau dvistau mitho viyoginau bhavatah In 30, 59 \ id\e3'ina

IS effected by meditation upon Tarani Gavatri with a grev^

colour and bearing the club and trident, accompanied b\ a
sacrifice of bones sprinkled with acid substances, leaves of the

cotton plant and the Nimba, and clarified butter from sheep

milk In the SST the creation of dissension is mentioned a few
times in 3, 14, 53 ff The objects are the enem'^ (twice) and the

threefold world {trailokyarn) The deitv is Virodhmi The
MMD (13, 21 ff ) gives rules for Vidvesana in the cadre of the

sadhana of Hanuman The vidya of Hanuman should be

recited for seven nights while a peg (an object suitable for the

act) IS buried together with ashes It is especiallv directed

against military enemies who begin to quarrel with each other

before taking to their heels In 18, 86 ff the MAID presents a

method with the aid of a mantra of Kalaratri the cential part of

which consists of the demand amukam arrukam stghram vidoe^aya

(2x) rodhaya (2x) bhanjaya (2x) ^^quicklv make N Is* and N X.

hateful to each other, obstruct them, break them"’ Two
boards inscribed wath the names should be buried near an anthill

Wirz (p 212, 217, 245) repeatedly speaks of magical

devices which were current among the Sinhalese to create dissen-

sion between the members of a household

Delusion An act of mohanam ^delusion” is repeatedl)-
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referred to, although in most cases it does not belong to the

^'Six Acts’^ In a general sense it can be considered a replica

of the divine influence which causes man’s mind to be enveloped

in spiiitual darkness and inertia However, in the context of

magic, the meaning is more restricted Mohana then most

•often seems to denote that power by which one is able to cause

the victim to lose the normal control of his senses or even to faint,

the same result is expressed in the AVPar (36, 8, 4) with nihsam-

jnatd In the younger sources, Mohana seems to have been

most often applied m an erotic context In the sense of ^ Taints

ing’% moha seems to occur m Bhasa’s Abhisekanataka (2, 18,

ed C R Devadhar, p 335), where Ravana mocks '‘The gods,

Indra included, and the demons have been broken by me in

battle, really I am fainting today by these three syllables uttered

by Sita ”[51]
A great divine agent of delusion is Visnu who bewilders

mankind in various ways (see above,p 21 ), especially in his female

manifestation as Mohini and his male aspect ofTiailokyamohana
"Deluder of the threefold cosmos ” Besides, Mohani is the

first of Kama’s saktis (PST 18, 6) while Moha is one of the fear-

some ladies who surround the Five Lords of Jam Mantravada
(BPK 10, 42fF in Jhavery’s edition) The beauty of earthly

women is also able to delude mankind
As an act ofmagic, Mohana appears in the Veda Accord-

ing to KausS 14 the hymns ofAV 3, 1 and 2 are mohana- "causing

delusion” (PD 5, p 922) AV 3,1,1 prays that Agni delude the

mimical army sa sendm mohayatu paresdrn^ and in stanza 5 the

same demand is directed to Indra tndra sendm mohaydmitrdndmy

immediately followed by a summons to destroy this enemy
In stanza 6 Indra is called upon to delude the army, the Maruts
to kill It, Agni to take its eyes out, so that it will return crushed
AV 3, 2, 1-3 again call upon Agni and Indra who this time
should delude the enemies’ minds Agnih sa cittdni mohayatu

paiesdm tndra cittdm mohayann arvdn akutyd cara The result is

that all deliberations that were in the enemies’ hearts are des-

troyed (st 4 ) The gods should seize the enemies, pierce their

hearts with darkness and burn them by sorrows (st 5) The
next and last stanza again prays that darkness may fill the ene-
mies’ minds so that "the one of them willbeunable to recognize
the other ” The reader observes how the ideas of moha and
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tamas ‘"darkness” are already interconnected in so early a speci-

men of Indian literature In W 8^ 8, 9 moha is laid upon the
enemy together with such qualities as srama “fatigue” and
iandri “sloth” In AV 6^, 67, 1 the gods who should delude
{muhyantu) the mimical army are Indra and Pusan, as a conse-
quence that army will be mudha- (2) The SVBr (3,7,1) presents

a method to ward off moha m the sense of “spiritual delusion
or Ignorance ” To this end one should regularly recite the SV
passage make no adya bodhaya “awaken me today to greatness”
(Gramageyagana 11, 8, 421, 1) and remember it at the time of
one" s death In his future births such a person will not be liable

to delusion amuhyant sarvdny djamtrdm parikrdmati In the

Rgvidh (1, 31,5) the subject is taskaramohanam “depriving a
thief of his senses"" by means of the hvmns beginning with
kamkradat “crying repeatedly"’ (RV 2,42 and 43, Gonda’s trans-

lation of the Rgvidh
, p 36)

We now turn to some instances of Mohana as a magical

act in post-Vedic ritual literature Most often these are mere
occurrences of the word without further description AgPur
140, 10 mentions a tilakam lokamohanam “a spot of beauty which
deludes the people”, a phrase which recurs elsewhere The
same text, 315, 8, promises the delusion of the world (mohayej

jagat)^ again with the aid of a tilaka In such cases Mohana
seems to represent an aspect of the act of Vasikarana, and
mohayej jagat almost a synonym of vaiayej jagat One might

compare also N (4, 39) anjitdk^o naro ramdm dr^tvd mohayatz

dhruvam “a man who has his eves daubed (with a certain mixture)

is without doubt able to delude a woman after he has looked at

hei” N on p 293 speaks of Mohana at the time of sexual

intercourse In AgPur 323, 3-4 a certain mantra to Kali

which contains the words vasam dnaya mdnu^dn ‘bring human
people under my power” is said to produce, besides Vasika-

rana, the results of antardhdnam “disappearing”, mohanam and

jrmbhavam “devouring or stupefying"" The mantra “subju-

gates the enemies and deludes their insight” (4b) vasam nayati

satrundm (^, perhaps read vaidnayam satrundm) satrubuddhipra-

mohtm JT 18, 12 also connects Mohana and Vasikarana,

by a certain ritual “after twenty-one nights one will delude this

world, gods and demons without any doubt come under his

power”, but in 18, 26 Mohana of the world is described as a
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positive counterpart to the destruction of all evil actions com-
mitted by the performer [52] In PST 18, 15 Mohana m combi-

nation with Vasikarana is described as the result of a mantra
and yantra of Kama In 18, 28 mohana- as an adjective is the

quahty of the successful performer who is able to steal the hearts

of all women vamtajanahrdayamohano bhavati The MMO
(18, 60 ff ) describes Mohana by means of meditation on Kala-

ratri with the mantra Om Kdmdya klaum khm kdmiayai klim The
proceedings are that one should on a Sunday mix turmeric

with mothermilk and design a yantra with it, details of which
are given The performer should be m an enraged state of

mind and recite the mantra for fi\e successive days Then he
will ""delude anything that exists’’, mohayed akhilam visvam

Mohana continues also to be applied against enemies

The PST (30, 61) describes such a case {ahitdn vtmohayet) with

the help of meditation on a Durga of the colour of fire The
TSS in 31, 61 enjoins to bear some stuff on the head so that one
will protect oneself and delude the enemy, mastake dhrtam

dtmdnam raksec chatrum ca mohayet In 31, 64 two plants are

mentioned called sammohim and rdjamohim {sammohim also m
31, 73) the Malayalam equivalents for which are given in the

TSSC, ad locum Mohana executed by the king against the

subjects mav have been alluded to by the SST (1, 9, 95) trai-

lokyavasakdritvam lokasammohanam In 3, 19, Iff this text deals

with the Tiraskaramka vidya ""spell which causes to disappear”

which is said to be a powerful agent of delusion (mahdmohana-

kdnmm) By means of this spell one can temporarily eliminate

other people’s senses, so that one remains unnoticed The
deity of the spell is demanded to cause the faculties of eye, eai,

tongue and nose of the victims to disappear caksuh syotram jih

vdm ghranam tiraskaranam kuiu kuru tha tha svdhd Accoidmg to SST
3, 16, 24, Mohana is effected by means of the worship of Dipta,
one of the Tantric Nitya goddesses, with liquor

Among those who serve as the victims of Mohana, K (p
42) mentions ""lo^/al families” {rdjakula), ""rulers’ families”

{isvarakula)

^

""bad people” {dustajana) and ""enemies” N dis-

cusses Mohana together with Uccatana in ch 9 (p 314 ff
)

In many of the recipes the preparation of an incense {dhupa)

IS the most important device St 5 on p 315 circumscribes the

effect with svasthasydvesakdrakah ""causing frenzy within a sensible
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person’% thus reminding of an aspect of Uccatana discussed
above (p 357)®^ The same is found in stanza 10 with mohdve-^

sakaro nrndm \ mantra on p 316 addresses Jambha De\ourer’%
Stambha '^'Immobilizer/’ Sammoha ' Deluder” and Sosa
"Desiccator”

5

the> receive their commands from Bhairava and
(who is Virabhadra^^ The magician has the power to cause
the victim to return to his normal state of mind s^astho bhaien

fiarak (9) mohdt sustho bha^isyati (13^ D treats Mohana in ch
2 (Benares ed ch 3), which consists of 15 siokas (21 m the

Benares ed ) of the usual recipes The Sunda\ is again men-
tioned as the most suitable dav The results are usualh des-

cribed in very \ague terms such as mohqye^ sakalam jagat There
IS no separate chapter on jMohana in S

Agitation This act, ksobhanam in Skt
,

is another instance

of psychological magic parallel to mohanam It pla\s a minor
role and never obtains a separate treatment in the monographs
It should be noted, however, that the act of Ksobhana is one of

the constituents of divine creation The VhPur (1, 2, 29-31)

savs "Han, having entered primordial ^Matter and Spirit by
His own sovereign wall, when the time of creation had come
caused them by agitation to produce the svmptoms of decay

and vanishing” "He , the Supreme Spirit, is Himself the

Agitator and the \gitated Ksobhana, like Mohana,
often appears to be an aspect of Vasikarana in its erotic sense

Ksobhani is one of Kama’s saktis (PST 18, 6), Kama is the god
who agitates the senses of all creatuies indriyakwbhajanakah

saioesdm (MtPur 4, 14) Ksobhana is also the name of one of

Kama’s five arrows (MW, p 331)

The word ksobhanam occurs in the R\ ,
where im 10, 103)

Indra is called a ksobhanas carsamvdm ' agitator of mankind”
In AV 8, 8, 1 this disturbing power of Indra is invoked when the

god in his qualitv of manthitd "chuiner”, ‘ distaibei”is called

upon to disturb (manthatu) the enemy so that ' we will be able

to slay the mimical yathd handma send amitrd,cdm Here

disturbing” is considered a preparatorv act to ' killing”

Ksobhana as an equivalent of Mohana on the field of Io\e is

implied m MtPui 61,23f \ isnu b\ his stern asceticism be-

came a menace to the other gods’ position and India sent

Madhava and Ananga, two manifestations of Kama, accompa-

nied by a throng of celestial damsels, to agitate hib senses When
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Visnu proved unable to be agitated (vada na Harth praticuk^

$ubhe) the gods and damsels fell into despair Visnu in his

turn now produced from his thigh the nymph Urvasi woman
able to delude all people in the threefold cosmos” in order

to ‘'agitate their minds” (st 24)

Samksobhdya tatas tenant svorudesan Mardgrajah /

ndrim utpadayamasa trailokyajanamohmim //

As a magical act "agitation” occurs in JT 17 As its

objects are mentioned women (17, 55 ), towns (175 65) and the

earth (17, 80) In 20, 170 meditation on a goddess of a red.

colour IS said to be conducive to subjugation and attraction^ to-

agitation and to causing the beloved to approach vasydkarsa-

nayo raktam ksobhandrtham priydvaham AgPur SOO, 14 (
= TSS

22^ 65) speaks of purak^obhah "shaking the stronghold” which
presumably means "agitating the senses” (the same in TSS
24^ 31) Some iSaktis called Dravmi "Mollifier”, Ahladaka-
rini "Gladdener” and Ksobhani "Agitator” figure in AgPur
313, 24 (

= TSS 27, 27) The PST in 28, 13 associates methods
of agitation and paralyzation [ksobhasamstobhanavidhisu) With
the aid of the goddess Nityaklmna one will be able to "agitate

the whole world”, ksobhayet so ^khilam jagat (TSS 27, 47) In
N 2, 1 (

=K p 25, 3), ksobhayate lokdn again occurs m a context

of Vasikarana A mantra following in N on the same page
addresses the Lady and begins with Om aim puram ksobhaya

Bhagavati In 2, 44 N contains a mantra addressed to a "Lord
of beings” whose aid is invoked in subjugating a king and agitat-

ing other people Om namo Bhutandthdya yam (^ ) bhupalam
vasam kuiu kuru bhuvanaksobhaka sarvalokdn ksobhaya ksobhaya

Piercing The word kilanam^ derived from kilah "pointed
stick”, “peg”, occurs a few times as a magical act It is not
easv to define its exact meaning In D (6, 13 Benares ed

)

a kila IS made of human bone and buried at the door of a house
in order to effect Uccatana, and nearly the same method is

prescribed in N p 317, 6 (K p 78, 2), this time the kila is made
of owl bone In TSS 17, 27, Utsada is effected by means of a
triangular peg made of Nimba wood (othei cases of the use of a
kila in AVPar 36, 16, GarPur 20, 6) Kilanam seems to be
effective especially against opponents in a dispute The BMR
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(P 20) records in a mantra the words jihtjdm kilaya ^“^pierce the
tongue” On p 23 this text contains a Kilakastotra which is

directed against such opponents according to its sixth stanza
sa bhauati parameso vddindm agragaryah ‘""he (the reciter) becomes a
supreme ruler and leader of the disputants” S (p 241) in

another stotra to Bagalamukhi invites this goddess to
^‘break the

mouth of my opponents, pierce their nimble tongue” matar
bhanjaya me vipaksavadanam jihadh caldm kilaya The S\I CXo
85 )

mentions among the results of a sadhana that the mouth of
the opponent m a dispute is pierced pratioddimukham kilitam

bhavati A performer will be able to “pierce feet”, which means
that he immobilizes a person’s faculty of walking (padau kilayet^

gatim stambhayet)^ and to do the same to a heart, which means
that he immobilizes a person’s wrath {hrdayam kilayet, ro^am

stambhayati) The text further describes that one can in the

cadre of this sadhana destroy a victim’s limbs by writing his

name with a peg made from the shin bone of a man or made of
copper and pierce the particular limb mdnusajanghdsthikilakena

lohakilakena vd ndma grhitvdyany angdni kilayet tdni tasya nasyanti

In the GarPur (38, 5 ) Durga is demanded among other horri-

ble deeds to “pierce with a piercer” {kilakena kilaya)^ in the

version of this long prose mantra w’^hich occurs m the AgPur
as ch 135 we read also damstrayd kilaya “pierce with Thy tusk”

In the KCT (4, 139) Kilana is executed with the help of demo-
nesses, Asuris The SST (3, 2,58fF

)
while discussing the

difference between sapoddharah ‘ release from a curse” and utki-

lanam “unfastening, release from piercing or pinning down”
argues that kilanam implies that the victim is unable to mo\e
ktlane tu mahddevi na gatdgatam iritam (st 59) In connection

with immobilization of enemies, Kilana occurs in N (p 299,

ch 7, 8) ,
jdyate vairindm stambho durgdgre kihtam dhrueam (^ j

In

erotics, Kilana is an effect of the five arrowy's of Kama in Bhava-

bhuti’s Malatimadhava (p 118) nas cetasi kihteoa visikhats

cetobhutah pancabhih “she (Malati) has been as it w^ere fastened

(pinned down) in my mind by the fi\e arrows of the Mind-
born One” The Skt Commentary^ sa\s on kihteoa yathd

dariidv lyam ayahsaldkaviddkamkilitam “binned down jUSt as t'^vo

pieces of wood have been pierced bv an iron nail

There is also a term chedanam ‘cutting” w^hich occuis in

T (p 373) side bv side with Marana Gatim chedaya “obstruct
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the faculty of walking” is demanded of Rudra in TSS 13^ 6

Oppressions pidanams is an effect aimed at in Rgvidh 1, IS,?

The victim is the '^enemy” and the act is mentioned in one
breath with Uccatana In later texts, pidanam plays no role

It IS mentioned in an extensive list of magical faculties in the

MMK (III, p 514) in combination with bhartsanam "'scolding”

It might be added that one can also he pidita- "tormented” or

"""pressed hard” by an ascetic's curse (Padma Pur 3, 5, 164,

according to Kulke, p 62, the victim is Siva himself) Pidana
IS also one of the Mantrasamskaras (N p 273)

Coercion Skt mgrahahs seems to be a general term for the

reduction to harmlessness of enemies and rivals It is men-
tioned in SM (Vol II, p 53 If ) in a list of the Six Acts (see

above, p 262), perhaps as an euphemism for Marana The TSS
(23, 23), however, associates it with Vasikarana Nigraha of
the evildoers is discussed in the chapter LiPur 2, 50 by means
of an elaborate abhicara ritual which makes use of the Aghora-
mantra, the enemy is destroyed or depri\ed of his position (st

45 ) ,
the coercion rite ±s characterized in the next chapter (st 1

)

as "horrible in shape” (ghoraiupa) In SM, No 151, nigrahah

sarvavadinam "coercion of all opponents in dispute” is promised
as a result of a meditation on Prajhaparamita In SST 3, 21

the coercion of enemies {satrunigraha) with the aid of a mani-
festaiion of Bhadrakali turns out to be tantamount to Marana

Checking Bandhanam ov pratibandhanam is in some cases met
with as a semi-synonym for various other acts In the BPK
(3, 1 )

bandhah figures between Vasikarana and Stryakrsti "att-

raction of women” (see type 4 1 quoted above, p 264) A
lepeated demand bandha "bind, check” is found m the mantra
of Sii Trailokvamohani in AgPur 308, 2 (= TSS 21, 1) and
elsewheie In such cases, bandhanarn has an erotic context
But in TSS 17, 41 hrdayam bandha "bind the heart” is uttered m
a spell during a iite of Uccatana, and LiPur 2, 52, 3 mentions
pratibandhanam immediately after Cheda and Marana In st

12 of the same chapter bandhanarn occurs as a variety of immobi-
lization, but Alarana and Uccatana aie mentioned m the pre-
ceding sloka

Intimidation is the woid which most correctly translates

trdsar am, a term abstracted by us from the recurrent demands
made to deities or spiiits that they should inspire a victim with
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fear As an instance wc lefer to the Trailok\amLohanamantra
in the v ersion of TSS 20, 1 surdsuramanujasundarimandmsz tdpaya

dtpaya sosaya mdraya stambhaya trdsaya bhrdmaya dra^qya dkar^aya
^‘the minds of gods^ counter-gods, men, fair ones, scorch, set on
fire, dry out kill, immobilize, intimidate, caase to \v ander, mollify,

attract ’’ The Sudarsanamantra fTSS 20, 25"^ contains the
words bhutdm trdsaya "hnspiie the beings with fear”, the \ isnu-

hidayamantra (TSS 20, 35) bhisaya hum trdsaya hum ^ intimi-

date, inspire with fear ” In the SST (2, 56, 12) it is pro-

mised that Devi will intimidate and destro\ the enemies {ripun

trdsayen ndsayed devi) A.n interesting case is furnished b\ SST
3, 19, 56 in the context of the woiship of S\aDnavarahi, when
duly worshipped with the entrails of cats, this goddess will inti-

midate anyone who tries to prosecute the perfo’^mer in court

mdrjdrdntraih krto homas tidsayet sadhakdrthinam The s\non\m
bhisanam is found as the name of a magical act in SST 2, 56, 6,

to be furthered by the use ofa rosar\ with the beads made of the

fruit of the Marica shrub Bhisana is the name of a Yogini
who attends Kali (KalPur 63, 96f ) ,

Bhisani is a Sakti of S\apna-
varahi (MMD 10,35ff)

Kicking Kddanam is met with in LiPur 2, 52, 2 and 10

after Uccatana, Stambhana and Mohana (the \ ersion mocanam

in st 2 IS probably corrupt ) ,
this act is furthered b> a sacrifice

of the blood of an ass, an elephant and a camel in due order

(st 10) It remains unclear what result is thought to be attain-

ed by such an act, this can hardi> be “kicking” in its literal

sense We found no parallels for tadanam as a separate act,

although It should not be o\erlooked that kicking an image or

other objects is sometimes said to ha\e supranormal results m a

positive (kicking of trees b\ ^oung ladies as a fertility ' s\mbor’,

and cf LT 48, Gupta
, p 324) as well as a negati\e sense (for

instance, kicking the painted image of a political enem\ on the

head, LiPur 2, 50, 47) In the AgPur \ersion of the Tiailokva-

mohanamantia (AgPur 307, 1 )
one finds the doma^nd ankusena

tadaya “kick with the elephant hook” (instead of to kick”, the

meaning is here lather “to chastise”), the same expression in

GarPur 29, 2 The TSS version (20, 1) leads sulena tadaya

^ prick with the lance” Tadana is also an element m the

Afantrasamskara (Stuti & Stax a, p 209)

Crushing In one place the term mardanam was met by
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us as denoting a magical act, in the PST (28, 13) meditation on
a grey Ardhanarisvara is said to promote the acts of Mardana
and Uccatana Mantras containing the demand marda

^ mar--

daya or pramardaya ^ 'crush” occur more than once, for example
m TSS 17, 32, 19, 20 (to Vayu), 20, 35 (in the Visnuhrdaya-

mantra) It seems that "crushing” has been especially asso-

ciated with a political enemy (cf the recurrent expression

arimardana "crusher of thy foes”)

Devouring'^ The word jambhanam or its variant jrmbha--

nam is often difficult to translate According to MW, jambhanam
m the Veda means most often "crushing, destroying”, while

Jambha, Jambhi and Jambhaka are the names of demons,
in the latter case also of "evil spirits residing in magical wea-
pons” Of Rudra it is said in the TS (4, 5, 1, 6) that he is

engaged m "crushing” or "devouring” {jambhayant) serpents

and Yatudhanis, Keith’s translation "confounding” (trsl of

TS, II, p 354) is probably too weak The demand jambhaya
is uttered to a deity in theMMK (ch 2, p 31 , see above, p 91

)

In the AgPui (323, Ai)^jrmbhana occurs as a separate act beside

Vasikarana, Antardhana and Mohana, another instance is

SM vol II, p 434 Jambha is the name of a fearsome Sakti

in N p 316, Jambhani occurs m GarPur 41, 3, SMp 221 (name
of Vajravarahi Jvalamukhi) and elsewhere, Jrmbhanl is the

name of a spell according to Jhavery, p 262, Jrmbhmi plays the

role of a Sakti in GarPur 198, 10 (ofJvalamukhi) and BMR p 5

(of Bagalamukhi

)

Desiccation The term sosanam^ denoting a magical act of
drying out a victim, is only very seldom met with There js a
case in the MMK, ch 47 (Goudriaan, p 78) It is implied in

the LT, ch 49 (Gupta, p 324) where a performer is credited
with the ability of causing a tree to lose its sap The demand
"dr-^ out”, "desiccate” is, however, found various times It is

uttered to Grdhrakarni (TSS 17, 46 mantra) and to Trailokya-
mohana (AgPur 307, 1 , TSS 20, 1 ,

a o
, cf above s v Intimida-

tion) In TSS 18, 62 the pratisusyatu is included in
a pseudo-Vedic cursing stanza (called vidyudrc, but not found
in Bloomfield’s Concordance) which according to the TSSC,
ad locum, runs as follows

Tathd vidyuddhato vrksa a muldt pratisusyati /

evam sa pratisusyatu jo me pdpam cikirmti //
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“Just as a tree hit by lightning dries up with the roots included,
thus should dry up anyone who desires to inflict e\il upon me ’’

The context is the worship of the Missile of \ghora The names
of Sosanl and §osa occur as 2§aktis, the former in connection
with Svapnavarahi (MMD 10, 35ff the latter m the same
circumstances as Jambha (IN p 316, cf Goudriaan, p 92,

n 78)

Various teasings These need not detain us long here,

although some ofthe Satkarman monographs de\ote considerable

space to them The AVPar contains such procedures as pdkam
surdpdkam “causing a cooked drink to change into liquor’’ (36,

14), rendering somebodv poor {nirdhanatam vrajet, 36, 16),
causing somebody’s house to burn down (36, 29) In post-

Vedic sources they may come under the headings of Kautuka
“show” or even Vmoda “pleasant pastime” Thus in TSS ch

19 (Vinodapatala) an inventive would-be performer could

find rules for actions like making somebodv impotent, blind or

deaf, conjure away his possessions, create plagues of mice or

snakes, or change milk into blood An example from the mono-
graphs K (p 83ff ) deals with Asvamarana “killing (a victim’s)

horses” (also in D p 156), Sasvanasana “destroving his crops”,

and such vexations as rajakasya vastrandsanam “destruction of a

washerman’s clothes” or dhivarasya matsyanasanam “causing a

fisherman’s fishes to disappear ”

Making sick (yyddhikaranam) This relativel’^ innocuous

variant of Marana is practised bv a magician in order to make a

show of his power or to force the victim to yield to some demand
We do not deem a discussion of the text-places necessarv in this

context and refer to AgPur 315, 12, TSS 17, 54, PST 30 75-77,

N p 327fF (with a heading vyadhijananam creating illness”)

The disease seems to have especiallv operated as a fever (cf

AVPar 36, 8, 1 , 36, 10, 2, TSSC on TSS 17, 1, TSS 17, 65)

A magician who makes his vuctim sick of course implicitlv

threatens to liquidate him^^

Liquidation The most fearsome of the Six \cts, mdranam

(S, p 190 “an act greater than mdranam does not exist”), is

also in a sense the least interesting Its aim is always the same
the enemy, personal or political, should be caused to die In

S 1 , 9 this act IS defined as prdmndm prdnaharanam taking the life

of living beings ” MMD 25, 3 says the same mdranam prana-
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haranam^ while TSSC on TSS 17, 1 simply declares maranakdn

yat karma tat ‘ht is that act which causes death’’ B Bhattacharya

(p LXXXVI) says ""the sixth (of the Six Acts) consists in

killing enemies by means of apparently harmless practices”

Synonyms for Marana may occur^ especially in the older texts^

eg AVPar 26^ 5, 2 maranam^ Rgvidh 1^ 17^ 5 vadhah (cf RV
7, 104^ 16c (tndras tarn hantu mahata vadhena) In later texts

euphemisms occur {nisedha^ mgraha)

During the performance of this cruel act the magician
should be in the right state of mind He should for example
bite hiS lips in rage {sandastosthaputah^, S p 188, dantaih sampidya

cadharam^ N p 270) He should act on a cremation ground,

sitting on a corpse, or in a sanctuary of Kali (N, 1 c ) Marana
IS associated with a black colour (Mahamaya fragment, st 18)

The awful implications of this act are the reason that sometimes
the texts reveal a hesitation on the side of the Sanskritized per-

formers to engage themselves m it Marana does not occur in

the mam part of the Mahamaya fragment, where the black

colour has been leserved for Uccatana The PST (24, 32)
condemns it as ""forbidden” {asasta--) One who has committed
It should purify himself by a 10,000-fold recitation of a certain

mantra The Visnusmrti (5, 191) classifies one who ""kills

another by \tharvavedic art” {dthawanena hantdram) under the

seven kinds of murderers who are to be executed by a king A
performer who nevertheless engages on Marana, especially a
ruler who has this done m time of war, should carefully take his

precautions, as is prescribed in T, p 353 (from the Brahmaya-
mala Tantra) one should in any case refrain from directing it

against brahmans and other respectable persons and only choose

as victims the evildoers such as violators ofwomen or enemies of
the state ^ One should take measures to protect other people
from one’s wiath, nevei should one perform liquidation m order

to gratify one’s greed or fear Mai ana should always be accom-
panied by iites aimed at protecting one’s self and followed by
expiation [54] Elsewhere (on p 354), quoting ""another

Tantra”, T advises to draw the enemy’s horoscope at the outset

If this appears to be fa^ouiable, one should abstain from such an
act altogether A statement of principle is made by S (p 191 )

""In a case where there is no other means of checking the danger
from enemies, (only") then one should have such rites as Marana
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performed, because there is no other recourse left”[55] The
Jama Mantravadms, compelled b\ their ideoIog\ of Ahimsa,
forbid Marana altogether and in their classifications are wont
to replace it by Nisedha '"the forbidden act” (Jha\er\, passim)
The HT (ch 11) argues "having realized the four kinds of
mystical sight, a wise man should rescue the living beings, but
in this connection (the passage speaks of the various sorts of
supranormal powers) the power of killing should not be applied,
because this would mean a complete break ofthe Agreement” [56]

The above consideiations are sufficient to prove that
Marana should never be applied at random b\ a magician, but
only in cases where the victim’s death is considered politicallv

or socially necessary This means that we should translate by
"execution” or "liquidation”, not bv the mere word ' killing”*

It IS, however, open to question if these leservations were alwa\s
observed, as there have no doubt been persons who did not
hesitate to attack the lives of their personal enemies or who
committed such rites for a client for rich rev\ards Marana
rites have been performed in India up till recent times In Kerala
It was known as a ceremony during which a figure of the enemv
was made and buried in the ground on a place where he was
expected to pass by (Fawcett, according to Thurston, p 247)
The Korku knew the practice of piercing a doll representing the

victim^^ Dare (p 50fF
)

mentions a case of Marana w ith

the aid of a deity summoned up by the performer We abstain

from giving more instances from the manv cases of so-called

"v^itchcraft murders” in recent times in India®^

I or a correct understanding of the procedure of execution

bv magic it should be borne m mind that this act is not a mere
inflicting of physical death on a person by setting in motion a

deadly automaton There is also a psychological side to the

mattei the aim is so adversely- to affect the victim’s mind and

will that his faculty for facing life is completely bioken It is

the culmination of the faculties of psychological subjugation

wielded by the adept of the Six Acts It has been actually

observed how the victim of magical execution can become so

terrified and convinced of his approaching end that he becomes

sick and withers away without other people being able to help

him, so that the psychical b eakdown results in phvsical rum
also
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In the Veda, liquidation by supranormal power is alluded

to in RV 1, 80, Ihyad dha tydm maymam mrgam tarn u tvam mayaydva-

dhih ''when Thou hast killed that animal wielder of maya with

Thy own maya"’ (the god addressed is Indra) A brahman was
considered to be able to liquidate a person by his wrath according

to the Mbh 1, 67, 5, where a stanza inserted m three manuscripts

of the Southern recension says manyund ghnanti te iatrun vajre-

nendra ivdsurdn "by their wrath they kill your enemies like

Indra the counter-gods by his Vajra ” The stories of sages who
burn their adversaries with a fiery look from their eyes are famous

and need not to be repeated here, they do not fall under what we
understand to be "magic” Another method which they may
resort to is related in the Cidambaramahatmya m connection

with the Daruvana legend when jSiva as a Kapalika begging

monk tried to seduce their wives, the enraged Rsis created a tiger

from an Abhicara fire (Kulke, p 12)

We now give a choice of instances of the act of liquidation

taken from Sanskrit texts AV 6, 133, 3 contains the sacrifice

of a person to the God ofDeath by a magician (Shende, p 154)

By a certain method of singing during a Vedic sacrifice the offi-

ciant can execute the enemy (e g the Jamadagneh saptahd^ Jaim-
Br 1, 152) Methods of Marana are presented by the Rgvidh

(2, 3, 5— 2, 4, 3) with the recitation of the RV passage 3, 53,

21-24 (stanza 2 Id yam u dvisma^ tarn u piano jahdtit "whom we
hate him the life breath should leave”), and 3, 17, 5 ff SVBr
3 6, 1 2 describes the method of creating a man with a lance in

his hand out of the sacrificial site For this end one should fast

three nights and perform the rite on the fourteenth of the dark
half of the month Charcoal should be taken from a burnt
corpse, firesticks from a Badhaka tree, the scene is a crossroads

The ladle should be from Vibhitaka wood, the thousand obla-

tions consist of mustard oil The mantra is taken from the SV
When the man wuth the lance stands before the performer, the

latter should command "Kill NN ”, "and he kills him "[57]

This is an early instance of how the border between the products
of concentrated meditation and reality seems to fade away for

an adept performer

The MtPur (93, 149') gwes a colourful method of Marana
in the cadre of the worship of the Nine Planets (the text speaks of

Abhicara) The brahmans {viprdh) should perform a sacrifice
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in a triangular fireplace Their clothing and apparel should
be red Among the requisites are three dishes filled with the
blood of a young crow and firewood mixed with eagles’ bones
The performers should wear their hair loose and should meditate
the evil for the enemy They should then with a knife over
which a certain mantra has been recited cut throng ti an image of
the victim and sacrifice the pieces of the image into the fire

Continues the author such practices may have their results on
a purely mundane sphere, they can never add to a performer’s

religious emancipation, therefore one who desires his own spiri-

tual well-being should afterwards conduct a pacificatory cere-

mony [58] The pierced doll method is advised in AgPur
260, 8 during the discussion of the effects of the Mahavyahrti
mantra The same te<t (306, 3 = TSS 17, 31) describes the

piercing of an image’s throat or heart with golden needles, by
which the enemy will die (mriyate ripuh) There are other

Marana rites in this text (e g , in 125, 49fr
, 315, 11), the TSS

•describes some in 17, 32fF Sometimes the rule is added that

the performers of the rite should face the South, the region of

Yama (AgPur 125, 50, JT 17, 74, on the latter place a >antra

inscribed with the victim’s name is sacrificed) Similar rites

are found in LiPur 2, 50, 28ff (an image of the victim is

buried), PST 14, 4'’f (deity Katyayani, the victim dies within

two weeks, pierced doll method), PST 14, 51 (the same, the

victims die immediately), PST H, 80 (deity Vindh>avasmi )

,

PST 30, 62f (Tarani of black colour), 30, 73 and 34, (pierc-

ed doll method) PST 22, 50 gives a meditation on Visnu’s

four-coloured disc Sudarsana in a fiery form standing above the

victim’s head, as a consequence thereof this victim within a

week is attacked hy a scorching fever and within a month he

departs to the spirits’ abode The MMD in a chapter discussing

the effects of meditation on Kalaratri (18, 93ff
)
gives this spell

for Marana Om mrd mrum Mrtisvan krakrtye amukarp hghra{m)

maraya u krom The officiant should be dressed in dark blue

inila) and cut off the head of a doll image of the enem> which

he sacrifices into the fire

Rites of liquidation are discussed in detail b> the mono-

graphs S (ch 9 p 255ff )
and N (ch 10, p 321-325, ch 8,

p 307ff in case of a battle) In various cases N gives a method

for causing the languishmg victim to recover, for example by
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digging up a buried root Stanza 18 on p 325 promises the

enemy’s death within a week, even if he be a Mahasura S

(p 191) discusses some general rules for Marana A performer

will use paridhi sticks of Vibhitaka wood, he sacrifices the paws
of crows and owls anointed with Nimba resin, he adds to the

mantra in question for 108 times the words ddrayainam §o^ayat^

nam mdrajatnam ""cleave him, parch him, liquidate him” After

the sacrifice one should worship the Krtya (see above, p 222

)

who has arisen for him and command her to drink the blood

from the enemy’s heart One should guard the fire for nine

days Then one should realize ""(the enemy) is dead now”
mrtas tisthaU On that same moment the enemy dies

Resuscitation A consequent magician who practises liqui*

dation should also claim the ability to restore a victim to life

when the necessary rites are executed correctly up to the most
meticulous details Like an ambivalent god who strikes but

also cures and protects, the human wonderworker should be
al-v^ays able to undo his own proceedings before it is too late

—

and the affected should know this in order that he ma\ recover

But the power of resuscitation (in Skt often called samjwim--

vidya) is also an independent feat which can be practised by
persons who never have anything to do with acts of destruction

and only serve as physicians In both qualities, resuscitation

strictly speaking forms part of Santi (see the next section)

Ihe pel formers of the second kind also derive their powers from
the gods There is a tradition that Durga revived Laksmi’s
son Kama®® In the Nagananda by Harsa the heio of the play,

Jimutavahana, on his mother’s prayei is restored to life by Gauri
who sprinkles the Water-of-life over him

,
and the same is accom-

plished by Garuda for the Nagas (Wintermtz/Jha, III, 1, p
257) The science of rendering people immortal by means of
potent herbs has been studied by Biahma, Rudra and Indra
(AgPur 141, 1) It is a matter of understanding that the gods
who possess the gift of immortality and the Water-of-life also

have the ability to execute the power of reviving

The same abilitv is sometimes declared to be within the
reach of powerful human beings, especially the semi-divme Rsis
In the tale of Pausya (Mbh 1, 3) the sage Kasyapa revives a
tree which had been burnt just before by the Naga king Taksaka
(the power of reviving trees is attributed to an adept by the

/
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LT, 49, 43-535 Gupta, p 324) \ccording to the Brhaddevata,
84-90, the stanzas RV 10, 57-60 were revealed to the three
brothers of King Subandhu who had been rendered lifeless

{murchita-) by sorcery (Mala\iva, p 29, n4i The JaimBr
(3, 72-74) discusses the Traisoka melody of Vedic liturgv, and
in connection therewith tells the story of Kanva who married a
daughter of the Asuras and his sons Trisoka and Nabhaka The
Asuras had enclosed Kanva within a big stone, but his two sons
with the help of Vedic hymns freed him When he was still

lifeless, Nabhaka brought him to life again bv touching him with
the words o yi jiva^ he became alive but was still enveloped in

darkness By saying o yi diva^ this w as also remedied, and even
the entrance to heaven was procured for him bv the words
o yi divam The Mbh (1, 71, 7ff ) relates how the counter-gods
who were killed by the gods m battle were resuscitated bv their

domestic priest Kavya Usanas by means of his magic power
{vidyabalasrayat) Kavya’s deadly antagonist, Bihaspati, had
to look on while his rival executed a feat he was unable to emu-
late because he did not know that power of revival na hi oeda sa

tdm vidyam yam Kdvyo veda viryavdn^ samjivamm (st 9) The gods
thereupon sent Kaca, Brhaspati’s eldest son, to Kavva m order

to study this science After 500 years the \suras killed Kaca
while he herded the cattle Sukra (

= Kavya) thereupon app-
lied his samjivam vidya while he called Kaca by the simple words

ayam eht “come here’’ After some other critical events the

vidya was obtained by Kaca who delivered it to the gods The
last of the Sixty-four Sports of Siva at Madurai contains the

story of the Saivite saint Jhanasambandha who bv a mere graci-

ous look revived a young man who had been bitten bv a snake

(Dessigane, 1960, p 110) The Kathas (12, 9,21, Vetala-

pancavimsatika 2, 21 )
records how a mother threw hei naughtv

little boy into the flaming herd and how the child was levived

again by the father by means of a few mantras taken from a book

in his possession A guest in the house looks on in astonish-

ment, at night he steals the book and runs awav m oidei to

revive his own belov-^ed The same text in 12, 16, 29fF relates

of a brahman who claims the possession of the powei of lesusci-

tation He is, however, judged unfavourablv bv the king

Trivikramasena (st 37) “\s to that third brahman, what is

(my daughter’s) concern with this degraded person, a magiciar
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-who has fallen fiom his legal occupation but supposes himself

to be a master-mind

To ^pi vipras trtiyo tendpi patitena ktm /

svakarmapracyutenendrajdhnd vu amdmnd j /

From Indonesia we record the case of the sage Tumburu
who revived his own son Kapulunan with holy water

^ the same

feat IS told of Narada in the story of Pakar Raras^^

Sporadically we come across signs of a ritual of resuscita-

tion having been actually performed AV 5^, 30 addresses some-

body who is on the verge of dying as a consequence of sorcery

He is recalled as it were from death with the words anuhutafi

piinar ehi “being recalled, come back’’ (Shende, p 156f
) A

Samjivanayantra is given in TSS 13, 55

In AgPur 285, a series of recipes is announced by Dhan-
vantari the god of medicine as bringing about restoration to

life In practice their function is the curing of disease, as stanza

1 Itself says “Now I shall again proclaim effective supranormal

devices which cause the restoration of life, divine, formerly

told by Atreya, which crush all disease” [59] The same text

in 323, 17 gives a mantra which is able to “conquer death”

oblations of honey accompanied by the mantra Om ksum sah

vasat will have the desired effect It seems as if often the “reviv-

ing the dead” oi “conquering of death” is a method of advertiz-

ing potent heibs^or other devices for curing the sick The
same can probably be said of the “Worship for conquering death”
or “Worship of the Conqueror of Death” (Mrtyuhjayapuja)
which is directed to the Siva manifestation of Tryambaka and
sometimes occurs in the texts (e g ,

GarPur ch 18, LiPur 2^

ch 53, PST 27, 31ff, S p 223) Kane, 1962, p 814 holds
that Mrtyuhjayapuja is performed against premature death
The mantra in Tryambaka worship is the Vedic stanza Tryam-
bakam yajdmaha (RV 7, 59, 12) “We worship Tryambaka the
Flagrant One, Who furthers welfare, and Who may deliver me
from the state of death like a cucumber from its string” [60]

S discusses the Sahjivmividya on p 203 as a form of Santi,

as appears clearlv from this mantra Om namo bhagavatz Mitu-
sanjivani^ amukasya sdntim kuru kurii svdhdy a meditation on this

goddess follows N treats the subject in ch 19 (p 379 ff
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Mrtasanjivimoidya), K on p 106 D Cch 19) in 12 stanzas
specializes on the method of resuscitating a noman s still-born

son (
Mrtavatsdmtajivanaprakcrah

)

6 9 Pacification

The nature of Santi in the Satkarman context The last of the
Six Acts in the order adopted here—but the first of them in the
most common list—,

the act of sarti ' or pacification, is the com-
pletion as well as the counterbalance of the other h\e No
study of Tantric magic is complete without the mastery of Santi
In the following pages it has not been the intention to give a
complete survey of the many shades of meaning implied by
the word Santi and the manifold acts and ceremonies which go
under this name This would require a monograph of its own
and detailed study in the field has already been made by others

(Hoens, Kane, 1962, p 719-814, Kane quotes primary sources,

generally post-Vedic, on p 734f
)

We do not even tr\ here to

give a balanced treatment of the concerned rituals as they obtain

m Tantric literature It is only endeavoured to mention a few
aspects of this important part of Hindu religiosity which may
be considered characteristic in connection with the Six Acts,

but It may be emphasized at the outset that the chaiacter of

Santi as one of the Six Acts usually does not differ much from
what goes under that name in the sources of ordinary Hindu
ritual

In the Satkarman monographs Santi, although being the

first of the Six Acts, is not treated with special attention The
only source from the Indrajalavidyasamgraha which devotes a

longer section to it is S (ch 3, p 198-227) ,
and this portion con-

sists—as usual in S—of excerpts from other Tantric texts, m the

first place the Santikalpa from the Sanatkumarasamhita (p

198-201 \ followed by fragments from N\tharvana”, Tantia”

and “Purana’’ traditions The TSS deals with the subject in

ch 18 (18, 1-18 has a shorter version m \gPur 306 5-17)

This comparative neglect of systematic treatment of Santi may
be due to a looser connection of Santi with the stock of popular

non-Sanski itic magic which must have influenced Satkarman

theories and practice, but such a hypothe:»is should be handled

with the utmost reservation, because rituals of pacification and
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recovery form the ubiquitous substance of the ritual supply of

the performer ofwhite magic Many of the Santi rites advocated

in Tantric and non-Tantric brahmanic texts certainly have

ultimately been derived from non-*brahmanical sources^ however

much they may have been systematized and elaborated upon
The word Santi in the Veda most often indicates the state

of being appeased or freed from evil, conform to a frequent

resultative shade of meaning of the Vedic nouns on -ti But
Santi can also in a few cases denote the state m which the evil

powers themselves abide when conjured^ and in a few more
cases It can stand for the means of appeasing or the appeasing

ceremony itself (Hoens, p 182f gives a survey of the meanings

of Santi and other derivatives from the root ^am- in the Veda)
In this last sense the term iSanti is usually known in post-Vedic

Hinduism, and the same can be said of the Satkarman ritual,

where Santi denotes the ^^act’’ of pacification We choose this

English rendering instead of ^^appeasement’’, because as a more
general term it seems to us to sufficiently encompass the state

of peace and freedom and its manifold implications denoted by
the Skt term While appeasement restricts itself to the act of

appeasing the powers that make for evil by nullifying then

effects, pacification implies the creation of peace in its dynamic
aspect the stimulation of the powers which work for the good
of the individual and of society This seems also to be implied

hy the sources when they discuss acts of Santi, although, it is

true, it does not appear fiom their definitions But often the

efficacy of a rite to afford good results is praised together with
Its first object of appeasing evil as an instance we quote MtPur
70 62 sarvapdpaprasamanam anantaphaladayakaw Kane, 1962^

p 719, when dealing with the geneial character of Santi, para-
phiases with ‘‘propitiatoiy rites for averting a deity’s wrath, a
calamity or an unlucky ev^ent”, thus departing from the meaning
of Santi as ‘"appeasing ceremony” The evils against which
Santi selves as a remedy are divided by Kane into three groups
evil forebodings of omina when the evil itself has not yet arrived,
the unexpected evil itself which should be undone, and ever-

recuiring inevitable evils like impuiity caused by contact with
death In short, Santi serves as a means of defence against all

kind of fateful events This is expressed clearly by the passage
MtPur 93, 81 quoted by Kane (p 752, n 1207) “just as an
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armour is a means of defence against the strokes of arrows so
the pacification is a means of defence against the blows of fate’’

[61]
The definitions of Santi in the Satkarman texts are, as

usual, very short S 1, 7 rogahytyagrahadindm nirasah “the removal
of disease, spirits of revenge, e\il influence of planets and so
on”

5

MMD 25,2 is even shorter with sdnti rogddind^anam^^pa.ci^--

cation IS the destruction of disease and other (evils)” It is

therefore interesting to see how disease in both cases occupies
the first place—the white magician’s first preoccupation is

medicine—, and how one of them also mentions the spirits of
revenge created by sorcerers, thus expressing the general popular
beliefm black magic as an important source of disease and other
evils B Bhattacharya (p LXXX\^I) also describes Santi as

the ceremony destined to destroy diseases or evil luminaries

but he adds among the evils those caused by the bad actions

committed by the performer himself in previous births This

aspect of jSanti—undoing the consequences of the own deeds—is

especially important m the Satkarman context as we shall see

presently

Kane (p 756f ) further quotes a more elaborate defini-

tion of Santi from the Santimayukha b\ Nilakantha, a mono-
graph on the subject from the seventeenth centurv, the essence

of which is that Santi may be used for the removal of all that is

undesirable, especially those evils which are not known and which
form a menace to life on earth, a further prerequisite is that

the act itself should not aim at evil consequences for others

This definition, however, comes from a specialist in the field

and is too technical for our purpose Santi in the texts which

form the object of the present studv also embraces defence against

evils the causes of which are known (e g deeds from former

t births or evil committed shortly ago), while it mav also be desti-

ned to procure an easier way to release of the spirit beside happi-

ness in the present world A.s to the avoidance of evil conse-

quences for others, Tantric Santi does not commit itself to such

considerations, at least not in theory

With respect to the aims held in view bv the magician who

wants to perform a Santi ceremony, the short circumscriptions

given above are typically inadequate These aims are mam-
fold A good instance of the results to be expected from §anti
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IS furnished by the LiPur (2, 52, 13) means of (an oblation

with) ghee there will be perfection of all things by means of

milk one is purified from sin, by means of sesamum there is^

destruction of disease, bv means of a lotus one will obtain,

wealth”

(

Ghrtena sarvasiddhih sydt payasaghad visudhyate
/

tilena rogandsa§ ca kamalena dhanam labhet /

/

In our opinion, the four aims mentioned give an idea of the

intermingling of positive and negative values associated in the

minds of the believers with the term jSanti One might find the

same association of ""purification from sin” and ""advancement

of good things” in the statements of rewards attached to literary

works, like m the case of Bhavabhuti’s Uttararamacarita (7, 20)

pdpebhyas ca pundti vardhayati ca sreydmsi seyam kathd (see Gonda,

1970, p 116) The following passage from the KGT (3, 203, one

out of rpany of this kind) expresses the feats and values of Santi

in the negative ""Enemies, lions and powerful elephants, the

yellow ones and the serpent rulers, thieves and bonds of capti-

vity, a stormy sea, imps who bring with them the fear of death,

illness, manifestations of Indra’s power (excessive ram)
,
poverty,

separation from the wife, danger from enraged kings, the stroke

of lightning, loss of possessions—all of these do not leave the man
who IS not pacified (has no Santi performed for him), even
when he meditates the feet of the Yogmis” [62] This state-

ment, while being in the negative, implies that a successful Santi

act brings about very positne results the counterparts of all

the evils mentioned as staying with one who has not performed
such an act The conclusion must be that Santi is a compre-
hensive idea, perhaps even as comprehensive as all the other

magical acts together, including those of Abhicara (as far as

they are dii ected against evil people, which is of course always
the case, cf LiPur 2,50,6) The only restriction pei taming to

Santi IS probably that it should not require another act of appease-

ment in Its turn, otherwise one would enter upon a vicious

circle, this means that such an act can hardly be directed against

the person of an enemy, but should rather concentrate on the

dangei resulting from mimical conduct
Synonyms of Santi Of the synonyms we first mention irt
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passing the word raksd ‘^‘protection’’ which sometimes in the
Tantras occurs in that function PST 28, 24 flF for example
discusses a Raksay antra, w^hile the same text in 30, 83 provides
raksd for a client {sadhya) ObviousK raksa refers to protection

of the own person m a sense more restricted than Santi which
aims at a general pacification In S (p 192?, raksd occurs as

one of the specifications of J§anti uttaram sdntikam bhacet^ dyu’-

syaraksdm (read dyusyam raksdni) sdntin ca pustim zdpi karisyanti

^"(recitation of mantras while facing) the Xorth leads to paci-

fication, in that case one will procure Ionge\it\, protection and
pacification (in a restricted sense perhaps aopeasement of
omina), or welfare ” On the other hand, raksd mav appear
out of the Santi context in the meaning of preliminary rites to

be performed by a magician on his owm person {atmaraksd)

before he embarks upon a rite ofcoercing the spirits or of sorcery

Without such a preliminary protection no peifo mance of \bhi-

cara is possible (see above, p 380)
Beside Santi, there are the verbal derivations from the root

sam- “to pacifv” In the Veda we have sdmyati ‘^to come to

appeasement” and especially samayati “to appease” to conjure”,

beside the verbal adjective sdnta- “appeased” (Hoens, p 177f )

For samayati^ Hoens records various svnonvms samdcdhati^ sam-

tanoti^ akruram karoti (against pain or fever) prindti^ mitram

karoti (against wrath) Most of them have become obsolete

m the Tantric texts, but samayati remains in general use For
Santa there are in the Veda the svnonvms prita or aghora^ while

for Santi in the dative there sometimes occurs ahiinsdyai “for

avoiding harm”, in another pratitisthyai ‘ for havmg a firm

base” ,
against flaws in the ritual klptyai “for making into order”

Further synonyms of Santi in the Veda are Isemah^ abhayani^

sam or sivam For Santi as “means of appeasing”, there are

various occurrences of bhesajam “remedy ”, “medicine” as a

synonym (everything in Hoens, pp 178ff
)

It seems that the

Tantric vocabulary on pacification is less v aried than the \ edic

one But there is one woid not mentioned bv Hoens as a sy-

nonym of Santi which deseives special attention prdjasoittam

“reparation”, ‘ expiation” This woid is used instead of

Santi in the Mahamaya fragment (st 14 pidym^cittakaro yogi^

the stanzas 14-16 are styled in the manuscripts Caturvamapra-
yascitta) Prayascitta is a Vedic term, and it seems that some
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instances can be adduced from the Veda to illustrate not only its

affinity, which is self-evident, but also its virtual identity with
iSanti in some cases Hoens (p 175) quotes a passage from the

GopBr (1, 5,24 138) prdyascittair bhesajaih samstuvanto ^tharvdno

^7igirasa§ ca sdntdh “The Atharvans and Angirases, praising with
words of expiation and words of remedy, become pacified (i e

have pacification realized upon them)’’ Kane (p 727) quotes
AitBr 32, 4 which first states a question as to the nature of the

expiation {prdyascitti
)

in the case of overflowing of the heated
Agmhotra oblation, and the answer is that one should pour
water in that case “for pacification^’ {idntyai)^ “for indeed the

waters imply pacification” {sdntir vd dpah) In his comments
Kane notes the identity of Santi and Prayascitti m this passage,

but it does not have his special attention, although on p 736
he discusses KausS 13, where at the end a number of Santis

against supernatural {adbhuta) occurrences are summarized with
prdyascitta

In the Santimayukha of Nilakantha mentioned above,
Santi and Prayascitta are distinguished According to this

authority, Prayascitta implies care for the hereafter as well
as for the present existence, while iSanti restricts itself to the pre-
sent life But this text, as we saw, is late and specialized In
general, “pacification” and “expiation” may be considered m
non-techmcal texts to stand for two aspects of the same pheno-
menon the endeavoui to procure security from all kinds of
dangers by ritual (or meditation, in some cases in the Tantra)
The shade of meaning comported by “expiation” m that case
tends to be the atonement for one’s own misdeeds, ethical as
well as ritual Of course, Piayascitta is often a pure ritual

action destined to make good some omission in the ceremony
For example, in SadvBr 4, 1, 7 when the clarified butter flows

over, the Yajamana runs the risk of dying In order to procure
Piayascitta for this occurrence, the Yajamana should hand over
a certain gift to the officiating priest (Malaviya, p 135) But
in cases like SVBr 1, 8, 7-8, “expiation” can hardly be distin-

guished from “pacification” Kane, p 733, comments on this

passage with “several prdyascittas (really Santis') on the happen-
ing of various incidents” (the words between brackets are

Kane’s) An interesting case is SadvBr 1, 2, 12 discussed

already in ch 1, p 15 After an enumeration of all Indra’s
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mayas by means of which the sacnficer obtains a rich quantity
of brahman and srij the author concludes his argument hy
saying that for all that is known and not known this is the
prdyascitti expiatory rite”

It seems that often Santi is the more general term when
compared with Prayascitta, but, as we saw, both terms may
occur as pure synonyms In its turn, §anti is sometimes used
m a narrower sense which is usualK reserved for Pra\ascitta

the atonement or expiation for the own misdeeds, ritual and
ethical A case of ritual wrongdoing the atonement for which
leads to Santi is quoted by Kane (p 721, TS 6, 1, 7, 7-8) the

pronunciation of a formula which contains the name Rudra
should be followed up bv another formula containing the name
Mitra, ‘"for Santi”, in order to undo the evil {krura-^) effect of
mentioning Rudra^s name But also a magician who inflicts

evil on a victim may on a certain moment feel the desire to

revoke his magic or to undo its effects, especially when the \ictim

has complied with his or his client’s demands, or has been
sufficiently intimidated m his opinion Thus in the WPar
there are various places on which Santi is advised as the revoca-

tion of acts of sorcery (eg, m 35, 1, 12, 35, 1, 14, where the

author uses the term moksah “release”, 36, 10, 3, 36, 16, 2,

36, 28) Besides, the performer of destructi\e magic needs

atonement for his own sm—that means, for his own magic per-

formed lecently or immediatelv before, not, or rather not

merely, for actions done m his former life The appeasement

for the own magic has been discussed above in connection with

Marana (p 380), we also refer to Malaviya(p 23) prdjascitta-

krtydny ambhdndm karmandm dustaphaldndrn duhscapnddindn ca

samandrtham kriyante, atah sdntir eoa tesdm mulam “the actions of

Prayascitta are performed m order to pacify the bad results of

evil deeds, such as bad dreams , and therefore pacification forms

also their base ” Santi as a general appeasement oi pacifica-

tion of the owm sms occurs in PST 7, 64 laksam tilair cdjuhujdd

aghdndm sdntyai^ cf JT 17, 81ff (worship of Siva’s spouse with

fragrant flowers)
, JT 18, 16 and 21 (in the places from

JT the woid Santi is not mentioned but implied in my
opinion

)

There are various prescriptions in N for the i evocation of

magic They do not contain the term Santi, but most often
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describe the victim as svastha- ^^healthy’’ or sukhi ^'happv’’

p 314, 9 svastho bhaven narah^ 316, 13 mohdt sustho bhavi§yati

^

318, 17 snanad goksiratah sukhi ''he will become happy after a

washing with cows’ milk” (after Uccatana), 322, 9 mkhanen

mriyate satrus tasyotpdte sukham bhavet "when he buries it, the

enemy dies, when he digs it up, there will be happiness”, 323,

15 sukhi bhavet^ some cases in the chapter on Vyadhijanana (p
327 ff ) It IS possible that also in the Mahamaya fragment the

Prayascitta given in st 14 implies atonement for the destructive

acts which were described in the preceding stanzas, especially

because also here (st 16) the poet promises that a person will

become "happy by reason of the Prayascitta” {prdyascittdt

sukhi bhavet)

This discussion on the nature of Prayascitta in connection

with the execution of destructive magic leads us to a more general

consideration of the relation between Sdnti and Abhicdra As
Malaviya (p 23) emphasizes, there is already in Vedic magic
no essential difference between these two ideas There is only

a difference of emphasis Santi means procuring the own secu-

rity and welfare by magical means, without consideimg (or

while avoiding) possible detriment to others, Abhicara is, in

Malaviya’s words, dtmanah sreyo aparasya hdnih "the good for

oneself, downfall for the other”, and thus leads to the same goal

of happiness and security for the performer, but with the em-
phasis on thwarting the other who blocks his way Malaviya
refers to the foremost goal of Vedic man yogaksemah^ which
means alabdhasya Idbhah^ labdhasya pariraksanam "acquisition

of what has not been acquired, and protection of what has been
acquired” These processes are complementaiy

,
the first of them

might become realized by \bhicara, the second by Santi Toga-

k^ema still occurs in the MMD, ch 22, and it might be recalled

that joga in later times sometimes serves as an equivalent for

"magic” (see above, p 66)
One might also say, as Malaviya, I c ,

does, that abhi-

carakarmdny apa satrun daitydms ca samayanti^ yena na sydd dhdmr
asubho od purusasya "the acts of magic directed against an adver-
sary are destined to pacify the danger resulting fiom that adver-
sary ,

\\ ho may be a human enemy or a demon, so that there will

be hencefoith no downfall or calamity foi man” (as we say ^
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' pacifying’’ a district b\ rooting out resistance This she
declares to be the reason that m her stud\ on ^^Santi and Pusti”
she also discusses Abhicaramantras

, and, in our opinion, this is

done from a correct insight into the human motnation for

embarking upon acts of magic Foi the Vedic observer, man s

faculties may be sharpened into weapons which he recklessly

wields to attain his objectives, but at the same time his desue
IS for peace to be procured bv means of the same faculties

those five senses, accompanied bv the mind as the sixth, which
have been sharpened in my heart bv means of the brahman
power, and by means of which the terrible has been created

—

by means of these same there should appear pacification for us”
(AV 19, 9, 5, quoted also bv Kane, p 720; [63] \n associa-

tion of the ideas of ‘^^pacification” and ‘ destruction” appears
also after the Veda m passages like ViDhPur 3, 48, 17 trailokya-

samanah krodhah (Siva’s) wrath which pacifies the threefold

world”, and the same text, 3, 50, 10 du^tasamsamanah krodhah

^'(Indra’s) wrath which allavs the evil-minded”
In post-Vedic ritualism we lead of the ceiemonv of Vijav a-

dasami on which kings were to perform Santi on the tenth day
of the light half of the month Asvina, this went together with

iites aiming at the victory over the enemies (Kane, 1958, p
190fF ) On these occasions there was a honouring of the Sami
tree or of branches of that tiee, the Sami, because its name v\as

associated with Santi (in the Veda it serv^ed as a means for

procuring Santi Hoens, p 184) The MtPur in the introduc-

tion to Its detailed discussion of the Xavagrahasanti (93, 2)

remarks that this iSanti ma^ also be pei formed in the case that

someone desires to execute A^bhicaia (cf Kane, 1962 p 749

the passage is similar to Yajfiav^alkva Smrti 1, 294)

srikdmah Mntikdmo id grahayajham samdcaret f

viddhydyuhpu^tikdmo od tathaivdbhicaran punah ^

' Sacrifice to the Planets should be taken up bv someone who
desiies to attain lustre or pacification, oi b\ someone who longs

after expansion, longevit'^ oi piospeiitv ,
or also b\ someone

who has his recouise to sorcerv ” That this last lemaik is no

loose theoretization appeals fiom the stanzas 140ff of the same

chapter where destructive magic is dealt with The connection
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of Santi With attack by and destruction of an enemy appears
further from MtPur 228, 4f “^^One who desires to conquer others

and one who longs after welfare and also who is attacked by
others, also if one suspects sorcery^ and during the destruction

of the enemy, and when a great danger occurs, the type of iSanti

called Secure {abhaya) is recommended” [64] According to

ViDhPur 2, 159, 47, Santi to be performed by temporal rulers

IS ' procuring wealth and fame, destroying enemies, conducive
to happiness and msurpassable, it should be executed by rulers

for the sake of the increase of the kingdom with all possible

effort” [65] The BrhSamh (44, 21 )
expresses itselfm the same

spirit when it lays down that ^^having performed Santi for the

increase of the kingdom, a twice-born should further, with the

aid of mantras of Abhicara, pierce with a lance the (image of)

the enemy made ofclay as a representative of the enemy himself”

^dntim rastravivrddhyai krtvd bhuyo ^bhicdrakair mantraih /

mrnmayam anm vibhindydc chulendrehsthale viprah //

The connection of Santi and Abhicara is preserved in the

younger iitual monographs according to Kane (1962, p 735),
the Kit>akalpataru in Its volume on rites of pacification and
prosperity (Santikapaustikakanda) also contains a discussion

of Abhicara The practisers of rites of pacification and des-

tructive magic must have often been the same persons, ritual

specialists (m the service of powerful laymen) who found the

details of such performances conveniently together in their

handbooks, and from this situation it is not a large step to the

position of the magician who specializes in the Six Acts which
include also Santi This is not to say that the Satkarman
monographs do not accord a much more prominent place to

the rites of Abhicara or Vasikarana, but it would not be correct

to assume watertight compartments between “white” ritualists

and “black” magicians in Ancient Hindu culture®^

A few instances of the proximity of Santi and Abhicara
to each otherm Tantrism may be adduced from the PST Many
passages in this text mention these two faculties in one breath
as results attainable by ritual and meditation In 9, 34, the

author asserts sakalopadravasdntyai jvardpamrtyupranodanaya vast

“one becomes able to subjugate for the pacification of all kinds
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of calamities, and for the removal offerer and untimeK death
In St 39fF this is repeated in more detail 39 speaks of Santi
of omina, 40 of subjugation, 41, idem In 24, 27f of the same
text, a passage on iSanti is immediateK follov^ed b\ a medita-
tion on the enemy as if he were the demon king Hiram akasipu
who IS being struck down and devoured b\ Xarasimha

(
== the

performer) The principle is put somewhat more cautiousK
in a preceding stanza, 24, 22, 'hn case of a terrible outbreak of
calamities, this sacrificial ceremom serves for a pacification of
evil for the people, and also any other wish desired b\ him in

his mind, all that he obtains, moreover, he becomes a favourite

of the people’’ [6b] PST 23, 30ff describes a worship of

Varaha m five colours which results in welfare, victorv as well

as Santi The earth is freed of rivals and prosperit> {pmti)

IS obtained PST 30, 79 contains a ritual directed against

disease and spirits of vengeance {krtydh) which ma\ serve at the

same time for the fulfilment of all desires and the dislocation

of the enemies [81] The list could be continued Two other

instances from the SST in 1, 12, 16 this text recommends a

device ^^which creates protection for the realm and the destruc-

tion of inimical realms”, besides, it helps to accomplish the Six

Acts rdjyaraksanayogam ca parardjyavtndsakam satkarmasd^

dhanam According to SST 3, 14, 57f ,
worship of Virodhini

leads to the infliction of fever on the enem> as well as to the

protection of the own person from the sorcery devised bv others

satrur jvarayuto bhavet^ pardbhicdrandsdrtham suaraksdrtham yathd-

vidhz In texts like these, Santi, Vasikarana, as well as Abhi-

cara, are only aspects of the supernatural proficiency of the

successful performer In the mythological sphere the same idea

may be expressed by the convention of worshipping a protecting

god, as an image of external material or created in the mind,

surrounded by dreadful females who embodv the destiuctive

aspects of that god’s power^® The sadhaka is the foremost

receptacle of that powei of Maya by w^hich he influences the own
life and that of others for good or for evil And it might be

added that both Santi and Abhicara basicallv imph the combat

against mimical power The performer may act for his ov\n

sake or for the weal of the community ,
in both cases he sti ikes

at the opponent, be he real or imagmaiv, a peison or a foice,

human or suprahuman
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Pacifying meditation In the Tantras the results desired are

brought about by various means which are all considered sources

of power and therefore should accompany and strengthen each

other during the same ritual Very important among these is

the meditation {dhydna)^ le the creation of a mental world in

which the situation aimed at is realized in a forceful way The
meditation creates the deity concerned sometimes in combina-

tion with the victim of the ritual Some examples have been

discussed above in connection with other acts There are also

specific Santi meditations We refer at first to S which (p
199fr )

contains meditations on Visnu for pacification, accom-
panied by regulations for his worship Here we are on the

border between magic and religion—if such a border is ever to

be demarcated sharply The aims for which this meditation

may be applied are cure of the diseased, birth of a son, cure of

obsession by evil planets, and the realization of various desires

including final release The passage has been taken from the

Sanatkumarasamhita Visnu should be meditated upon as

follows ^‘bearing disc and conch, with four arms, wearing the

diadem, provided with all his emblems, standing upon Garuda,
honoured by all the lords of the sages headed by Sanaka, accom-
panied by Sri and Bhumi, his spouses, with the lustre of the

rising sun, standmg upon a mandala of the sun which rises at

dawn, intent upon the preservation of the whole world, without
limit, eternal, showing the gestures of security and liberality, of
friendly appearance” [67] Also the minor gods which surround
Visnu have a pacificatory effect TSS 18, 13 (=AgPur 306, 14)
records the mantra Namo Visnuganebhyah {A.^'Pur-janebhyah

)

sarvasantikarebhyo bahm grhnantu sdntayenamah “Honour to Visnu’s
folks who procure pacification in all respects, they should accept
the tribute of rice, for pacification, honour” In 18, Iff (

=
AgPur 306, 5ff

)
the TSS specially deals with Sudarsana, Visnu’s

fiery disc When meditated upon in a terrible form, provided
with tusks and arms and a variety of weapons, while pervading
the cosmos, it removes for the worshipper all base things done
towards him and the evil influence of planets, and it will enable
him to accomplish all results (st 1 k^udragrahahrt sarvasddhakam^
Ch 18 of the TSS also contains the discussion of an Aghoras-
tramantra, which runs as follows hrim sphura prasphura ghoia
ghoratara tanurupa cata pracata kaha vama bandha ghdtaya hum
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phat svdhd shake, shake \iolentl\, horrible One, inten-

sely horrible One, of lean bodv, dri\e, drive av\a\, eat (^),

vomit, bind, strike, (st 57 j This mantra destroys all

calamities, sorcery, evil planets, and disease One might es-

pecially apply It m a bathing ceremony with the aid of ten

pitchers filled with fragrant water, in order to reach pacifica-

tion for sorcery, demons and soon {k^udrabhutadtsantaye^ st 58)
The deity to be meditated upon is the Rudra Aghora, the

charactersitics of whose figure are described by the TSSC,
ad locum

Another instance has been taken from the SM (vol

p 532) ,
It forms a part of the Rakta-Yamarisadhana (No 270)

This terrifying god of Tantric Buddhism usually assumes a red

colour, as his name says, but this colour can be varied m accord-

ance with the aims with which he is approached in meditation

In a Santi context the god appears as white ‘‘During a Santi

act there is protection by means of yellow pigment
)

On a
piece of white cloth or on a piece of cleaned bark of the young
birch one should design two ritual figures {cakra = mandala)^

surround them with specimens of the word namah “honour’

%

place It within a platter which does not contam impure substan-

ces, putting It in a mixture of ghee and honey, wrap it up with

a white thread and worship it on the three crucial points of the day
"With white flowers One should meditate on the manifestation

of the white Yamantaka (
— Yamari) facing the East Having

observed the victim as sitting to the East thereofupon a mandala

of the moon, (the god) anoints him with white flowers which

have been filled with the Water-of-life obtained from the moon
One should mutter the formula Om hrih strih^ O Thou of deform-

ed face, perfoim pacification for N N
,
honour, shdhd'^\^6Q'\

Besides the method for pacification, there is one for welfare or

acquisition (Paustikavidhi) characterized bv the colour \ellow,

but Its description starts with the information that it can be

applied for Santi as well as for Pusti The god this time faces

the North These methods are followed by one destined for

subjugation in which the god is red and the victim is meditated

upon as trembling and falling to the god’s feet

It Its chapter on pacification, S contains some other

instances of this kind of meditation On p 202 it records a

pacification of fever taken from the Tantraiaja Tantra in which
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the Victim should again be imagined as being anointed with

Water-of-life from a vessel by the god Tumburu, a manifesta-

tion of Siva (cf Goudriaan;, Ibid )
Tumburu should be wor-^

shipped in this context with white Durva flowers which are

considered particularly apt to promote longevity^ presumably

because of the association of Durva) with dura- ^flong’% the

ceremony is declared to be conducive to welfare as well as to

pacification As one observes from the above instances, the

Water-of-life {amrtam) plays an important part in such medita-

tions of Santi The person whose well-being the performer

tries to further, is created in the ixiind as being showered with

amrta Belief in amrta as a pacifying power is a continuing

element in Ancient Indian religion It is expressed in RV 10, 9,

where the Waters are addressed, especially in stanza 4 sam

no devir abhistaye '^the Waters, the goddesses, should stream

towards us for haiF’®^

Objects ofpacification The appearances or persons against

which a pacification is deemed necessary do not differ substan-

tially in the texts ofmagic from those in other ritualist or dharma
sources, Vedic and post-Vedic It might be noted that in the

Veda the Santi is often connected by a grammatical construc-

tion with the persons or beings on whose behalf the ceremony
is performed, like sdntir gaodm 'Opacification for the benefit of
kme” (against disease, AVPar 36, 2, 5), while m the younger
sources the object of Santi usually is the inimical power or being

Santi IS sought against a wide variety of powers and circumstan-

ces—against anything which may cause the fears and suspicions

of the individual or the people It cannot but strike the reader

how often the object which needs to be pacified is expressed

m vague terms "evil”, "calamity”, "demons”, "sorcery”, and
so on On the one hand this reflects the vague feelings of feai

which generally obtain m individual and social life of former as

well as modern man, while on the other hand the exact cause of
some disaster which really occurred was very often unknown
Santi may refer to real occurrences—epidemics, war, sudden
death—or only to those which threaten to happen or which are

to be expected from evil forebodings Besides, there is a positive

aspect of Santi, as we saw above the securing of relative pros-

perity, generally covered by the term Pusti (see below)
Taking now a short glance over the various objects of paci-
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fication expressed m the texts, the first thing to be considered is

that sometimes the object feared is mimical sorcery, in most
cases not specified further As needs not to be emphasized, the
fear of magic is indeed a current factor in traditional societies

We refer to one recent instance told bv Ishwaran (p 106f )

a cow produced blood instead ofmilk A neighbour of the owner
had shortly before observed a certain person collect the dung
of that cow, and that person was suspected of having performed
the magic The sorcerer may be known or not, a protective

ceremony will have often been felt to be necessar\ The W
contains some passages aimed at counteracting sorcerv (eg,
2, 1 1 ) A Santi m case of suspicion of sorcery (abhzcdrasankdjdm)

is ordained in MtPur 228, 4 quoted above The TSS m
18, 50 describes a meditation on the Krodhagnirudra who
‘Temoves all sorcery” {sarvdbhicdrahri) This chapter often

contains references to ksudram ^Vile deeds”, probablv to be
explained by ^'evil magic” One can almost sa> that the
author (s) is (are) haunted by this idea A short sample 18,1

ksudragrahahrt^ 18, 16 ksudragrahdpahah ^ 18, 41 f kmdrddihrty

18, 58 ksudrabhutadisantaye

^

18, 64 k$udram vinasyet That
magic IS probably meant can be concluded from 18, 59f where a
ceremony is advised ksudrasdntaye ‘ for the pacification of evil

deeds”, while the TSSC, commenting on this passage, prescribes

the recitation of the mantras Tam kalpayanti and Tathd vidyut ,

both evidently directed against mimical magicians

A few examples from the Tantras JT 17, 68 says bhayazn

na vidyate devt paramantrdbhicdrajam ^^there is no fear fiom sor-

cery inflicted by the spells of others ” In the same chapter, st

87, the worship of a certain black mandala with a sorcerer’s

name inscribed in it will be sufficient for destroying the sorcerer’s

spells {cakram krsnam yadarcayet^ yasya ndmdnkitam tasya mantrahd-

mh prajdyate) In this last case, the identity of the sorcerer is

at least known PST 24, 27 mantrausadhdbhicdrikakrtdn oikdrdn

ayam manuh ^amayet “^^this mantra will pacify the evil consequences

produced by acts of sorcery, by means of spells and potent

herbs ” Abhicara is also mentioned in this context m PST
24, 56 and 27, 48 {ghoratare ^bhtcdre) The same text, 30, 79,

speaks of the Vedic concept of the krtyd^ a female evil spirit

evoked by the sorcerer and sent to the victim The krtydh are

said to be accompanied by diseases {rogasahitdh) On this
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point not SO much seems to have changed since the days of

the AV (see above, p 219) The SST (3, 14, 58) advises

to use a certain method pardbhicdranasdrtham svarak^drtham

jathavidhi ''destined for the destruction of the sorcery

committed by others, and for the sufficient protection of

oneself
’’

Vague circumscriptions of that against which Santi is

sought occur in the AV, eg in 19 9, 14 tdbhih santibhih sarva-

Sdntibhih samaydmy aham yad iha ghoram yad iha kruram yad iha

pdpam "by these means of pacification which pacify the whole

I pacify anything which is terrible, which is cruel and which is

evil in our surroundings” The same vagueness is continued

in terms like duhkhaiantih "pacification of sorrow” (PST 9, 37)^

an PST 30, 79 the sorrows are brought about by different kinds

of demons and by enemies tdms tan bhutapisdcavairivihitdn duh-

khan asau ndiayet There is also drohasdntih "pac of injury or

damage”, or perhaps ‘'pac of deceit”, especially promised

in the TSS We mention TSS 18, 27 {drohasantaye) ^ 18, 35

{drohahrd bhuvi) y 20, 44 where the drohah appears to be directed

especially against the crops (TSSC ukte$u yoge^u k^etradroha--

JdntikaresUy read also k^etradroha- instead of ksatradroha’- in TSS
18, 26), the crops to be protected against droha- are also men-
tioned in 18, 39f sasyadtke govardhamrgadibhyah droho na

jdyate "no damage to the crops is inflicted by kine, swine, deer

and other such animals ” We have also vighnasdntih ^‘pac

of obstructions” which occurs in SM, No 181 (vol 2, p 367)
Man IS indeed "afflicted by all kinds of obstructions” {sarva-

mghnair upadrutahy PST 36, 4), with the term upadruta- one can
compare the various passages in the PST which mention upadra-

sjaidntih "pac of calamities” (eg , 13, 49, 24, 22, 30, 87 nasyanty

upadravahy 14, 36 has vipad as a synonym) Other instances are

to be found in the TSS, like vtpadah (18, 4), a method is apad-^

hhaydpaham (23, 37), the Sulinividya is sarvopadravanasim (22,

1 1 ) ,
a mantra of Narasimha is sakaldpannivdranah "driving away

all calamity” (18, 49, the version m AgPur 306, 18 has sakald-

ghanivdranah) Bhayah "fear” or "danger” is pacified according
to PST 28, 24 ff (a protective yantra against all sorts of disease

and danger) and 30, 84 ijbhitih) MtPur 228, 5 prescribes the

Abhaya "Secure” Santi in the case that a terrible danger might
arise MtPur 70, 62 mentions pacification of "evil” with the
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term sarvapapapraJamanam^ TSS 25, 58 refers to the '
'destruction

of stains’ ’ {malaksayah
)

A circumstance m which a man felt a special need for a
ceremony which would guarantee him security from danger,
was the undertaking of a journey We find various instances

of it in the Veda, where Pusan acts as a protective god in such a
circumstance^® In the TS (3, 4, 10, 3) the verb iamayati occurs

in connection with a journey of the sacrificer when the latter

would depart from home without having sacrificed to Vastospati,

the lord of the homestead, Rudra would kill him on the way,
for Vastospati is Rudra, therefore one should perform a sacrifice

for Vastospati, and thus he pacifies him by allotting his share to

him {bhdgadheyenmvainam samayati^ ndrttm archati) Other places

from the Veda are AV 3, 17, KausS 18, 27-31, 24, 11-17, 50,

1-11, and cf the Rgvidh , 1, 18, 4 The Tantras contain

promises of security against danger during a journey at sea,

thus KCT 3, 203 mentions a storm in a list of evils that are

eliminated

An almost ubiquitous phenomenon is the Santi directed

against disease of all kinds The instances are so numerous
from the RV onwards that we feel entitled to pass them here m
silence, leaving them for a special study*^® A few Tantric

examples JT 17, 59f (in one breath with sapatnah^ rivals),

TSS 15 {amayadhvamsapatala) ^ 18, 41, 20, 39, SST 3, 15, 23
(advocating suitable herbs at the same time), PST 14, 36,

24, 27, 27, 48, 27, 29, 30, 79 S p 199f advocates a meditation

on Visnu against illness (discussed above, p 398) On p 209, S

presents a still other device, this time taken from ' Harita”

against fever caused by the influence of evil asterisms (nak^atra^

dosaj jvaraidntih) On p 213 there is a dhdrani from the same
source for the same end We emphasize that also the Maha-
maya fragment, st 16, promises for the yogm the annihilation of

all disease and continuance of life (see above, p 139)

The pacification of evil omina is another very extensive

subject on which only a few words are spent here There are a

great number of evil forebodings classified according to certain

standards One group is constituted by those which occur m
the sky {divya-) and the most important of these are caused by

the influence of the planets {grahdh) Grahaidnti is treated by

Kane (p 736), the PST mentions it in 14, 36, 27, 26f
, 30, 84 ,
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D, ch 263 IS called Bhutagrahamvdranam “Driving away demons,

and evil planets Graha and Bhuta are often mentioned as

causes of disease, TSS has methods against Grahas in ch 13

{Grahadhvamsapatala) some methods are effective against “vile

deeds'" {ksudra) and Grahas at the same time (eg, 18, 1, 18,

16, 18, 20) TSS 23, 6 gives the impression that there is little

difference between Grahas and demons “Grahas and the like

run away, shouting with fear, leaving their victim alone'"

{praydnti httvd tarn grastam artanada grahadayah) To return to

the iSanti of omina, KGT 2, 107ff states that this feat can be

realized by the adept performer {siddhayogtn)

,

a statement whictt

can be compared to stanza 15 of the Mahamaya fragment

There the yogm who performs Prayascitta is said to be able to

pacify thousands of certain kinds of evil omma, doubtlessly

meant as examples in order to illustrate the performer’s compe-^

tence in the field These examples are Ulkapata, Silavarsa,

Naksatradhuma and Grahayuddha Ulkapata refers to the

“falling of meteors'" which is often mentioned m the texts as a

very dangerous phenomenon In AV 19, 9, 9, we read naksatram

ulkabhihatam sam astu nah “the fact that an asterism has been hit

by a meteor should be pacified for us '" The characteristics oF
Ulkapata as an omen are discussed in the AVPar, ch 58b (cf

the book by Kohlbrugge)'^® iSilavarsa “rain of stones" refers

to hail
,
it was often endeavoured to conjure the detrimental

effects of hailstones on the crops*^^ For Naksatradhuma “smoke
on asterisms” we found no exact parallel Varahamihira (in

BrhSamh 45, 83) mentions 'iajodhumah “smoke of the space'"

(cf Kane, 1962, p 768) Grahayuddha “fight of planets"

refers to the opposition of planets Kane (1958, p 587) pre-

sents the doctrine of Garga, repeated in the Adbhutasagai a,

that Grahayuddha is the case when of two planets the one
somewhat obscures the other or covers it, or with its light drives

away the light of the other, or takes up a position immediately
to the left of the other There are tables which teach which
planets are friendly or mimical to each other on certain points

of time (Kane, 1958, p 586) The AVPar treats Grahayuddha
in ch 51

Other objects for which Santi may be sought are evil

dreams (for instances in the Veda, cf Kane, 1962, p 728f
see also 774f ) which are mentioned in PST 24, 23 , wild animals,.
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for which we refer to AVPar 36, 27 KCT 3, 203 PST 14, 36
(snake), 24, 24, D ch 28 simhadibhayanasanam

j ^ this aspect of
Santi overlaps the acts of immobilization against wild animals
•discussed above (p 347) Santi of mimical beha\iour in poli-

tics and of mimical weapons is the subject in WPar 35, 2,10
{rdjdbhayam)

,

36, 24 {rane na jiyate)

,

MtPur 228, 5, PST 27,

29, SST 3, 14, 59 {iatrumodranam) Of course the disposing of
the danger from enemies hy magical means is a subject which
also overlaps other parts of the Satkarman theor\ fsee above,

p 325 ) iSanti is even possible against moha, the basic delusion
which binds man to the round of births It is mentioned m
PST 27, 48 in a context of disease created b> sorcerv, and per-

haps the word moha here onlv refers to
—

^"^attacks of fainting”

(cf Mohana, above p 370) S (p 200), how^ever, mentions
moksa among the results of the meditation on the healing Visnu,
in TSS 20, 41, mukti {

= moksa) occurs among Pusti aims It

seems that for a magician ultimate release could fall, at least in

theory, within the range of Santi

Acquisition Santi is not only a passive defence against

inimical powers, it also implies the very positive aspect of obtain-

ing the better side of life welfare, prosperity, happiness This

IS what IS called m the texts pustih ^‘acquisition”, literally “a
well-nourished condition” (in this more restricted sense called

sarirapustih in TSSG 30, 29) Pusti is often combined with

Santi in the basic threefold classification of ritual aims (see

above, p 95), and already in the RV (1, 114, lb) sam and
pustam occur m combination with each other (quoted by Kane,

1962, p 719, see also Hoens, p 179) S (st 16) paraphrases

Pusti as dhanajanadindm vardhanam “increase m such values as

wealth and people” A good idea of the range of this term is

procured by AgPur 309, 13 (
=TSS 22, 63f )

where oblations with

different kinds of flowers or fruits are said to result m dhanadhan-

nydptih “gam of money and natural wealth”, tustih ‘satisfaction,

mahdpustih “great welfare” and mahodayah “great rise m status”

(this last term also m SST 3, 16, 25), and the list is continued

by other objectives like dyuh “longevity”, laksmi andi:r 2 ‘welfare”

or “lustre” and dhana In the TSS, 18, 17fF3 we find a list

consisting of brahmasri “spiritual lustre”, dyuh^ sri, putrdh “sons”,

^osiddhih “success in cattle-breeding”, medhd “wisdom” bxiA yaksi

"“mastery of a (wealth-spending) Yaksim”, TSS 18, 48 the
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results of a method applied with the mantra of eight syllables to

Vasudeva are that evil deeds {k^udra), adversity and guilt are

destroyed while protection, longevity, welfare and victory

are obtained, it is further advised for the cure of cattle, children,,

pregnant women, and those stricken by evil planets [69], in

23, 12 a method is called dyusyam pdvanam pusttlak^misaubhdgya^

vasyakrt ' ‘leading to longevity and purification, and conducive

to acquisition, welfare, domestic happiness and subjugation

of others it further removes the danger from thieves, dangerous

animals and water, promotes the birth of sons and protects the

unborn child, and, again, destrovs evil planets, disease, and vile

deeds InTSS 27, 9f the results are that the performer will be
able to memorize all sacred books, be healthy, live long and
without fear for thieves, tigers, snakes and so on Anything
which IS desirable occurs amongst the things to be acquired;

in the words of the Laksmi Tantra “he becomes dauntless on
this earth, has good luck and along life, beyond death he attains

happiness” (LT 49, 53, trsl by Gupta, p 325)

As synonyms of Pusti one might further mention sakald-*

bhyudayah “increase in all things” (PST 7, 66, cf 7, 67, 23, 35)

,

samrddhik “welfare” (PST 14, 38, ^anti and Samrddhi combin-
ed, PST 24, 53 dhanadhanyasamrddhagehah “his house is opulent

in money and natural wealth”), vrddhzh sampadam “increase of

good things” (PST 32, 15), dpydyanam “growth”, “becoming
fat” (PST 22, 53, S 44, p 186), TSS 25, 48 =AgPur 301, 16)

Some values which sometimes serve as the motivation for

acts of magic can best be considered as aspects of Pusti To
these belongs the protection of the property In TSS 18, 37
a device is called gehagrdmddirak^itd “protector of the house,

the village and so on” (as to the fields, cf Drohasanti above)
Often remedies are sought against theft TSS 23, 13 cora

bhaydpaham “removing the danger from thieves”, 30, 18 coras

tan na viied grham “a thief will not enter that house”, a result

effected with the aid of a meditation of Helaki TSS 30, 17

contains a method for finding out a thief afterwards steye

corandma na dahyate “in case of theft the thief’s name is not
burnt” A method for protecting merchandise is discussed

in TSS 30, 35 The AgPur (302, end) contains a mantra destin-

ed for securing the protection of cows which runs as follows

“Om, honour to the Venerable Tryambaka, pacify pacify, >
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5
Split spilt O Thou (female deity) Who appearest

as a cow. Who wieldest the disc, hum phaf^ m this village perform
perform protection and pacification of the cowshed^’ A sloka
follows which mentions Ghantakarna the 'Torceful man with
a great army and great power"’ as the destroyer ofMari (godd-
ess of pestilence)

, he is further addressed as a lord of the earth
for protection These slokas are styled ^‘protecting the cattle”

[70] A pacification of cattle {idntir gavdm) occurs also in

AVPar 36, 2, 5 The Tantras occasionally mention protection

of property in general terms, for instance when PST 32, 22
promises security from thieves, demons or serpents

Acquisition of property or food (or destruction of poverty)

IS offered various times in the TSS, thus in 20, 37 (recitation of
the Visnuhrdaya mantra combined with a sacrifice of Bilvas)

tatkule na daridrah sydt “no beggar will there be in his family”,

26, 31 tarn muhcati daridratd “poverty leaves him” (worship of
Manibhadra), 26, 35ff (Jambhala/Mambhadra) , 30, 36

(Annapurna, food), 30, 37 (Manibhadra) Debts are to

vanish by the power of the Jyesthamantra (30, 36) Increase

in land {bhuvrddhih) is realized by the Bhuhrdayamantra direct-

ed to Goddess Earth (20, 45) In 30, 33 a method turns out

to be directed against mice and other harmful animals which
consume fruits and crops A special aim is the finding back of

lost property for which a method is offered m the HT (nastadrav-

ydnvesanam^ ch 2) by means of conjuring spirits who point out

the thief (cf Webster, p 293), in TSS 30, 48 it is promised that

anything lost, including a woman, a man and a cow, will be

won back
Another important aim connected with Pusti and men-

tioned already above is dyuh “longe\ity”, which means the

guarantee ofa continuation of life, ifpossible up to the traditional

ideal limit of a hundred years In the Veda the AitBr (13, 10)

contains a stanza on Santi for securing the long life of the sacri-

ficer (Kane, 1962, p 721 f
,
for longevity, seealso p 737, 757f )

The “hundred years” still occur m the \gPur (313, 18) And
PST 27, 48 says tanoti sdntim na cirena homah sahjivanam cabda-

satapramdnam “such an oblation secures pacification within a

short time, and continuation of life up till the limit of a hundred

years” The same text, without using the term Santi, promises

in 26, 73 dhanavibhavayasahsrisampadd dirghajtvi “one will be m
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the possession of longevity combined with wealthy status^ fame,

lustre and welfare” Instances from the TSS are 27, 9 {ciram

jioet) ^ 20, 38 (sudden death is avoided), and 17, 78, where one
who desires longevity is advised regularly to guard the tree which
agrees with his horoscope {naksatrataru)

Another ideal is the obtaining of wisdom or intellect

Panini the famous grammarian realized this aim by austerities

and worship of Siva according to the Kathas (1, 4, 20ff ),

originally he is said to have been a student of very mediocre

intelligence We find various places which contain advices for

acquiring strength of intelligence or memory by magical means
Among these are AVPar 36, 18 (for one’s son), 36, 24, 2 AgPur
309, 15 (omniscience), SVBr 7, 4 (being able to recite the

Scriptures), T, p 383, PST 9, 29 (one becomes '"an abode of

Sarasvati”)
, 24, 41 ,

SST 3, 21, 27 (knowledge ofthreefold time)
,

3, 21, 35 (eloquence), TSS 25, 85 (for a good memory, worship

Vyasa), 26, 55 (idem, worship Vamana), 27, 9fF (knowing
all Scriptures, being wise and eloquent) A variety is stated

jLn SST 2, 56, 8 gurur bhavet ‘"one will become a guru” Social

status IS implied in passages like TSS 20, 41 {suyasah) or TSS
21, 33 (mastery in a village) Regaining the lost position of a
ruler is the subject in TSS 26, 13 tenabhisecayed rdjyabhrastam tat

so ^cirdl labhet “with this one should anoint (a ruler) who has
lost his kingdom, and he will regain it soon ”

A goal mentioned shortly here is the gift of obtaining
children, for which we refer to AgPur 323,14, SST 3, 19, 57,
TSS 20, 41, 27, 22f

,

29, 22ff A variety is called Bandhyd'-

putravatikaranam (D ch 18) “causing a barren woman to

bear a son”

This rapid survey of the aims for which rituals of Santi
and Pusti have been commonly executed shows that these aims
COvex a field almost as broad as the totality ofhuman striving We
saw that Santi-Pusti in some cases overlaps other aspects of the
Six ^cts, Santi is sufiicient in itself to secure goals which have
also been sought for by means of other expedients which were
at the disposal of the specialists Besides, because these objec-
tives are usually common to all human endeavour, it is reason-
able to expect their occurrence also among the results obtained
by the “higher” religious activities such as worshipping or prais-

ing a deity (see also above, p 59f ) That this is indeed the case
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can be amply demonstrated by the numerous phalairuti'- ‘State-
ments of rewards’" attached to literary works and especially

to the stotras or hymns to the gods \s an example we quote
the praise of the results of a stotra to !§iva sung by Banasura (to

be found in the BrVPur, Brahmakhanda, 19, 67flF
j [71]

“That man who recites with devotion this stotra which
procures good results, he without any doubt obtains the results

of bathing in all holy watering places, one who lacks a son
obtains a son, if he listens to it for one year (worshipping
Siva) , he who is in an advanced state of leprosy or who
suffers from acute attacks of gouts will be certainly released from
his illness if he listens to it during a year , the man who is

bound in prison will obtain security having heard this stotra

during a month he is certamly released from his bondage
Someone who has lost his kingdom will recover it who has

lost his money will regain it he who is consumed by tuber-

culosis IS certainly released from his illness by the grace of

the Gracious God, for one who constantly listens to this lord of

hymns with devotion, nothing is beyond his reach in the three-

fold world ,
never will he be parted from his dear ones and

he obtains unshakable paramount sovereignty without any
doubt, he who listens to it during one month concentratedly

and devotedly—one who lacks a wife obtains a wife who is gentle,

faithful and desirable , and a great blockhead of dull intelligence

who listens to it during one month obtains intelligence and
wisdom by the mere teaching of his teacher, he who suffers

because of his evil deeds and who is poor wall certamly obtain

wealth after listening a month to it by the grace of the Gracious

God, having enjoyed happiness m this world and procured for

himself unique fame as well as religious merit of various kinds,

one will in the end reach the Abode of Siva

The divine nature of Sdnti All ritual has its counterpart in

mythology and its basic motivation in a certain evaluation of

reality It is not different with the idea of Santi The ritual

way open to man for the pacification of his own or his client’s

environment also opens for him the prospect of an earthly para-

llel of the characteristics of divine existence The state of being

sdnta-^ pacified, which means free from all defects and dangers,

can even be compared to the realization of ultimate release

The state of Santi (or the absence of such a state) can be recog-
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nized also in the dealings of God with the world In the first

place there are two poles of divine bearing which may be called

idnta ^"pacified"" and ghora “terrible^’ Seen from this angle^

sdnta thus becomes a synonym of aghora (cf Hoens, p 180 and
the mantra of the Mahamaya fragment), instead of ghora^ we
also find ugra as the counterpart of sdnta (e g m the KalPur,

van Kooy, p 32f
)

In his terrible manifestation God produces

evils which torment mankind, as is implied in the BhPur

(3,2, 15)

Svaidntarupesv itaraih svarupair

abhyardyamdnesv anukampitdtmd /

pardvareso mahadamiayukto

hy ajo ^pi jdto Bhagavdn yathdgnih j j

‘'when His own pacific manifestations are being tormented by
other manifestations of Himself, the Lord of far and near out

of His compassionate nature, though unborn, incarnates Him-
self with a mighty part of His essence, just as a fire (kindled

from another fire)

The divine state of iSanti is characterized further by a

synonym dtmarata- “taking pleasure in the Self”, “absorbed m
the Self” God needs no others beside Him, His own existence

is sufficient, because He embodies the whole of existence The
Sivapujastava, st 18 (Aithal, p 265) describes Sadasiva as

Mnta, in the Sivagauri-stotra by Jfianasiva, st 12 (Aithal, p
261), Dattatreya is called sdnta and dtmamdydrata “taking plea-

sure in His own Maya” The term sdntamdya can also occur
(eg in Kathas 12, 25, 76) The author of the GarPur (195,

3) addresses Vasudeva as dtmardma and sdnta^ and free from the

erroneous insight of duality dtmardmdya sdntdya mvrtadvaitadrstaye

Yet this God incorporates all manifestations tvam rupdm casa rvdm
It appears that the sdnta or pacified state can also mean

the unevolved state m which God is sufficient to Himself (cf

LT 18, 19, Gupta, p 99) and needs not to obscure His being
by the acts of His power of evolution, maya or sakti His maya
can be pacified, as can be His sakti, in the BhPur we read
namo '"stu tasmai upasdntasaktaye “honour be to Him Whose dyna-
mic force has become pacified” In the imagery of mythology,
this relation of God, Who is santa, and the terrible aspects of"
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His sakti can be represented, as we saw above, by the figure
of a god (or sage) in the Centre, surrounded by ferocious females
in the directions of the sky

This aspect of iSanti as the absence of evolution, which
means of transformation of perfection into imperfection is also

expressed by the relation of the terms idnta and mu4ka, ‘"pacified

and “deluded” The Trimurti, the threefold manifestation of
the unique God as the Creator, Maintamer and Dissolver of
the universe, has been characterized m the DeviBhPur by the
three states of being santa, ghora and mudha (see above, p 50f )

On the plane ofhuman existence there are the sdntdh mentioned
in MuUp 1, 2, 11 as the counterpart of the mudhdh m 1, 2, 7

and 8 Mudha means under the sway of moha^ the cosmic
delusion the cause of which is the divine Maya (see p 20f ) and
Santi implies the absence of such maya A way to reach this

state IS yoga, which is apt to clean, literally “pacify’^ human
affliction or soilure {klesapraiamdydlam^ ViPur 6, 6, 49), it leads

to the state of ultimate release, described in the ViPur (6, 6, 21

)

as follows

Mohasrame §amam ydte svasthdntahkaranah pumdn /

ananyatisayabadham param mrvdnam rcchati //

“When the fatigue of delusion has come to rest, man, being

of sound self, reaches the supreme state of peace which is not

oppressed by the superiority of something else” On the other

side, for those who are deluded, there is no Prayascitta, as was
emphasized by Yudhisthira (see above, p 17) Life is magic,

the glamour of the world is a product of Indrajala {jdgati hendra-

jdlasri^ YogV, Utpattiprakarana, 104, 1

)

The essence of the experience which brings about spiritual

Santi is, in simple words, the realization of the unity behind the

manifold appearance of existence Already in the Veda, prd^

yaicitti can be effected by means of a completeness, an undivid-

ed whole tad anena sarvena prdyascittim kurute ‘ so with this Ml
he makes expiation” (JBr 1, 53 trsl Bodewitz, p 164, the

“All” is represented by the vydhrti mantra^ cf also Bodewitz, p
100) For the human performer, the Santi effected on the

ritual plane thus becomes the function of an integrative expe-

rience The integration concerns a number of manifestations
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that are unbalanced, unable to effect the good, and even dan-
gerous in themselves In the category of time they may be the

seasons without reference to the year, in that of place the

directions of the sky without reference to the Centre, in the

human body the life-breaths without theAtman, or the natural

elements water, earth, etc without the Prana or Atman (cf

MNT 7 97f
)

During life, man is an integrative combination
of these elements, when someone has died, it is said that he has

^'fallen asunder into five"% pancatvam gatah On the cosmical

plane one could say that during creation the Cosmical being
has diversified Himself into five sa eva mayayd deva pancadha

samsthito Hank ‘^This same Visnu, O god, exists as fivefold by
the agency of the Maya’’ (GarPur 32, 4) In the Maha-
maya fragment, this fivefold appearance of Visnu’s Maya is

realized by means of the delusive series of colours Its aim is

not to enable the performer to pick out one of these appearances

in order to apply it to an individual act of magic Its aim is to

lead him through a meditative course of supranormal power, a
kind of spiritual pradak^ind^ in order to “^release him from all

evil” (st 1) and to create within him that vision of the divine

as the harmony of seemingly horrible and contradicting appea-
rances which is called Prayascitta We can compare the

symbol of the colouis with that of society, the yogin by his posi-

tion outside the four grades of society (the same word varndh)

as it were forms a fifth grade in which the other four are com-
bined, as IS said in the HT (ch 6) ^'for theman who performs

the yoga of Heruka there is association with five varnas possible,

by a combination of these five, one varna is constituted, because
no difference can be observed between this unique varna and
a multiplicity of them”[72]

;§anti as the state which results from the integration of the

seemingly diffuse world of appearances amounts to ultimate

release {mukti) But it lealizes itself already in this world by
the gift of the good life on earth {bhukti) ^

also the Mahamaya
fragment has been applied for warding off all diseases and
calamities” (Stuti & Stava, p 275) In the Puranic and Tantric
world view, bhukti and mukti are always complementary The
adept who realizes Santi becomes divine, his antagonists are
dispersed or annihilated, his place is in the centre ofexistence,
he IS akutobhayah “without danger from anywhere”
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atomic bomb above Hiroshima, Robert Oppenheimer, its deviser, is said to

have recalled just this vision of the Terrible Visnu “whose fearful ra>s
burn the world’

81 In Balinese art, this function is discharged in the wajang shadow
theatre by the Pamurtian, a“many-headed figure representing a transcendental
state of anger” (G 'iAooy'kz.?L^, Pamurtian in Balinese art ^ in Indonesia, No 12,

Ithaca, NY, Oct 1971, p 1 20)

Chapter 2

1 The same conviction exists in Tantrism Gonda, 1963, p 29f There
is a richly documented tradition of microcosmic macrocosmic identification

by ascetics and yogins, cf Ehade, p 114, 127

2 Gf Hermanns, as summarized by Pinnow in ZDMG, 119, 1970,

p 395 399
3 Compare the Vaikhanasa atmasuktam, a hymn which is meant to>

guide the enlargement of the priest’s consciousness to cosmic size (edited and
translated in IIJ, 12, 1970, p 212fr), and also Rangachari p, 141, C G
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Diehl, Instrument and Purpose^ Lund 1956, p 115 117, 139, Gonda, 1963,

p 34, van Kooy, p 14, 17, for Bali Hooykaas, p 28f , 36f , 66 85

4 Cf Radin, p 60 In the present book, the term ‘‘magic” is used
m accordance with the second part of the definition gi\cn Webster, p 55,
quoted here m full *‘As a belief, it is the recognition of the existence of occult
power, impersonal or only vaguely personal, mystically dangerous and net
lightly to be approached, but capable of being channeled, controlled and
directed by man As a practice, magic is the utilization of this pow er for

public or private ends, which are good or bad, orthodox or heterodox, licit

or illicit, according to the estimate placed upon them hy a particular societv

at a particular time ” The magic is practised by individuals for themsel\es

m private, or by specialists for their clients or the rulers of a community (or

for that community as a whole) Destructive magic (a term to be preferred

to the equivocal “black magic”) can be socially approved or disapproved
according to the circumstances (for these remarks we refer to R Firth, Human
Types An Introduction to Social Anthropology, 1956, as excerpted in Marwick,

p 38) It should be noted that we feel fully entitled to refer to convictions

felt in primitive religionsm order to elucidate somefeatures found in practical

Hinduism In Indian religion (we do not speak of other religions nov\ )

the elements of the world view which we are wont to call “primitive” were
not always destroyed

5 Many instances are presented by Webster, p 39 44, among others

from the Lushai and the Maria Gonds (in the latter case, the magic came
from a Guru, see also Elwin, p 61) In the mythology of the Korku the

Creator (Bhagwan) created a primeval magician for protecting mankind
against demons and sorcerers (Hermanns, p 207)

6 Iyer, p 44, quoting Robert Briffault

7 Iyer, p 54 The same author describes how another Kerala tribe,

the Mannans, who have come more and more into the sphere of influence of

the great tradition of Hinduism, usually invoke blessings of a pure material

character (p 217)

8 Rivers, p 212 On p 459, this author says "these magical formulae

of the Todas seem to show us a stage of magic in which religion has been

called to its aid”

9 One may compare what Radin (p 151) has to say on the role oF

magic in securing the everyday needs ofthe people even in complex agricul-

tural societies which possess a priesthood proclaiminga spiritualized religion

On p 154, after discussing instances from the Maori and the Ewe, Radin

states that even in the worship of a Supreme Deit> there remains an interp^av

of economic-magical and religious factors

10 A good example is the PST which constantly refers to both these

values

11 Tattvasamgraha, p 905, as quoted b> B Bhattacharva, p X\II,

also quoted by Kane, 1962, p 1037 For a case in recent Buddhism, see

Bareau, p 24f

12 K Das, p 72 On p 42, this author describes how the villager^

preate their gods "as offsprings of their daily necessities”
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13 For a short survey of the theories on this subject, we refer to Heiler,.

p 27, repeating that we do not endorse this author’s conclusions, nor those

of Hermanns which reflect the views of the “Vienna school” of Father \\

Schmidt (see Pinnow’s recension referred to above in n 2)

14 In primitive societies, the spirit world is thought to be loaded with

magical power When magic is practised in such a society, powerful spirits

are often invoked and presented with sacrificial gifts before the rituai itself is

executed (Webster p 44f ) On p 113 Webster speaks about the Maori,

whose gods always had to comply with the wishes of those who possessed the

know-how necessary for realizing their goals The Toda sorcerers proceeded

in a similar manner, they also were wont to call the gods to their aid during

a ritual of magic (Rivers, p 450, 460)
15 Kluckhohn (p 31) remarks that a certain chant had been applied

in mythical times only against monsters and enemies, but more recently

“perversely directed against intra-tribal victims” See also the same work,

p 8Sf

16 See Webster, p 40 (natives of Rossel Island, Western Pacific),

p 44 (the Tlingit of British Columbia, the Buriats), Kluckhohn p 25,

p 158ff , Radm, p 202 (cult of the Trickster)

17 On Abhicara, see below, Ch 6, 8, Henr>, p 220, Shende, p 153

18 The political and economic world view of most of the privileged in

a modern Western society has been impressively summarized in the form of

a fearsome incantation by Breyten Breytenbach m his Afrikaans poem “Brey-

ten bid vir homself”

19 SeeJ Gondsi, JVotes on Brahman, XJtrecht 1950 Inconcrete situations

this brahman was felt to be a supranormal power loaded with magical efficacy

vertu magique” (Henry, p 224)
20 Some other instances in Shende, p 201-210, Oldenberg, p ISlfl

,

139

21 V Raghavan, in his Preface to the edition of the SVBr by B R
Sharma, Tirupati 1964, p 3

22 Sekoddesatika, according to Joshi, p 308, 340, n 61 , Poussin, p 365,
Wirz, p 255

23 Jhavery, p 159, 147fr On p 19811 this author relates how Siddha-
sena Divakara won over various kings to Jainism by showing his magical
prowess, especially in overcoming their enemies, similar feats have been told

of Hemacandra (p 220f ), it was said that this authority, notwithstanding
his Jam conMCtion, had caused the death of an mimical king —One might
compare the powers attributed to St Patrick and St Golumba in Irish legend,
see, e g , \domnan. Life of Columba, 1, 1 (ed A O Anderson and Marjorie
Ogilvie Anderson, London a o , 1961, p 194ff )

24 In the JaimBr and SatBr, an esoteric doctrine is represented that
“speaking the truth is equal to sacrificing” (Bodewitz, p 236) The Prasna-
vyaLarana, a Jama canonical text (2, 2, 24), speaks of Truth as the source
of all power and the base of all the arts and sciences (Jhavery, p 274) —On
the act of truth as a means for protection and other ends, see M Dillon, Celt

Md Hindu, m Vishveshvaranand Indol Journal, 1, 1963, p 203-223 (on

p 215f ), who refers to H Luders, Die wagische Kraft der Wahrheit im alten
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Indien, m ZDMG, 98, 1944 For other articles on the subject, see F B J
Kuiper, in IIJ, 14, 1972, p 144, for Cambodia Bareau, p 28

25 See especially Joan V Bondurant, Conquest of Violence IThe Gandhian
Philosophy of Conflict^ Princeton, IN J, 1958, p 16-23, 108-111

26 The magic power ofsamans is also described in Sad\Br 3, 8-11 For
jinstance, the Vajrasaman is the most powerful of thunderbolts The singers

hurl this thunderbolt (especially the zasat call) towards the sacn fleer’s rival

The Brhat and Rathantara fulfil the same function

27 Heiler, p 3o5 The Gospel, when laid on the head, has been believ-

ed to cure headache, during a thunderstorm the prologue to the Gospel of St

John was considered effective

28 An instructive example, an Algonquin’s prayer to a Jesuit missionary,

IS printed in Radin, p 186f In general, see F Heiler, Das Gebet (1918,
reprint of the fifth ed , Munchen/Basel, E Reinhardt \ erlag, 1969j, p 41

originally, the motif of a prayer was always ‘*a concrete situauon of distress”,

Heiler gives a list of the most frequent objectives on p 65 In the history

of religion, the distinction between prayers and spells is a floating one (cf

Webster, p 111) A prayer to a god can be reinterpreted and adapted m
practice as a spell m order to accompany magical actions For the use of

prayers in incantation and exorcism, the reader is referred to Heiler, p 161-

182 Kluckhohn, p 31 “the incantation may be recited as a prayer ”

29 Heiler, p 275, who gives other literature in note 28, deJong, p 67,

J Gonda, hfotes on names and the name of God zn Ancient India Amsterdam 1970,

VKAW, 75, 4
30 H Bechert Widerspruche %m Buddhimus Ceylons, lecture held in October

1970 for the Theological Faculty of the Catholic University of INijmegen,

p 7 Magic to be executed with the help of the names of God and of Saints

by the mystic orders of Islam is described by Jhavery p 134fF

31 Resp jhana^ aiivarya^ sakti, bala, virya and tejas^ on their role in Panca-

ratra speculation, see LT 4 9flf (Gupta p XXV, 20)

32 This shape of the Sadanga formulas is given b> iS R Bhatt in his

edition of the Rauravagama vol 1 Pondichery 1961 p 18 n 1—It is

added in the note that the “Vedic school” uses the words namah^ staha^

jvausat, hum, oausat zxidi phat in connection with the Six Limbs, i e just as m the

Vaikhanasa A.rcanasarasamgraha The ISP, which is of post-\gamic date

and character, also records the “Vedic” varieties of the Sadanga formulas

(Kriyapada, 3, 55) , Om ham Sivaya hrdayaya namah, Om him Sitaya sirase s^aha,

Om hum Sivaya sikhayaz vasat (sic), Om haim Sizaya kavacaya hum, Om haum

Sivaya namah netratrayaya vausat, Om ham Siia\a namati estraya phat In Kxi'ya-

pada 6 after st 77, in the context of the worship of bi\asur>a the formulas

are presented with some variation but with the same six words at the end

Nyasa should be done to the five fingers of each hand and the two palms,

then to the head, mouth, heart, secret part, feet and directions of the compass

respectively, and at last to the six parts of the body mentioned in the formulas

33 Malavi>a, p 45, Hillebrandt, p 170 A.itBr 7, 22, 4 (34, 4, 4)

asserts that by uttering hrahmane svaha one evokes the Brahman power’s

friendly disposition {tad enat prinati)

,

which means in practice the Ksatnya

grade evokes <he Brahman grade’s friendly disposition
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34 De Jong, p 150, refers to such formulae contamed m the papyrus-

fragments which were recovered, from the sands of Egypt, and quotes lambh-

chus on the doctrine of their symbohc meaning, they can also lead to the

realization of the umo mystica The Bodhisattvabhumi (ed Wogihara, p

273, also quoted by Dasgupta, p 22) argues that precisely the meamngless-

ness’ of these syllables leads to shakmg off worldly opmions and prejudices and

to the reahzation of santi nasty esam mantrapadanam hand arthapannis

patpih, mrartha evatte ayam eva caisam artho yad uta nvrarthata tasmac ca param

ptcnar anyam artham na samanvesate (p 274) tena bodhisattvena praUlabdha tarn

dkaranipadany adhisthaya bodhisattvaksamtir taktavta adhmairayam adhimukti-

caryabhumiksamtau vartate

35 Avalon, 1952, p 610, who quotes the Yamala Tantra (^) devatqyak

iariram tu bijad utpadyate dhruvam

36 Gonda, 1963, p 30 Tantric mantras and bijas are usually given

a pseudo-Vedic character by an assignment of a Vedic metre, an rsi, and so on

37 This remark has been taken from F D K Bosch, Selected studies tn

Indonesian archaeology. The Hague, Nijhoff, 1961, p 185

38 See above, n 34, and De Jong, p 100

39 Cf Kohlbrugge, p 16, and, m general, Webster, p 92

40 F Bernhard, Z^r Entstehung einer dharani, in ZDMG, 117, 1967,

p 148-168 ^

41 Gf Joshi, p 360, and A Foucher, Etude sur Vtconographie bouddhtque.

Pans 1905, II, p 8ff

42 The yoga image is destined for one who strives after the results of

yoga, the bhoga type is for the obtainment of wealth, dormmon or enjoyment,

the vira method is for strength (KJ, 1 c trsl Goudriaan, p 161 ) ,
the ahhicara

method is for victory over the enemy (KJ, ch 10) A younger Vaikhanasa

source, the Prakirnadhikara ascribed to Bhrgu, distinguishes the image types-

of yoga, bhoga, srsti “creation”, “emanation”, and samhara “dissolution”

43 Ramesan, p 107 In a copper plate dated 1626 the mentioned

village (Akinpalh) is left as an agrahara to god Sobhanesvara, and put under

the guard of one of two bhaktas to whom the god is told to have miraculously

revealed his will On p 165, Ramesan describes the penance done by Yadava

for similar reasons, told in connection with a sanctuary at Yadgiri

44 On purascarana, see Kane, 1962, p 1108f A Buddhist purvaseva is

detailedly described in SM, No 1

45 The idea has been developed greatly by the Indians of North Ame-

rica Radin, p 156ff ,
emphasizes ritual fasting (160) and offerings (176)

Crooke, p 148f describes the precautions to be taken for imtiation as a

magician

46 This is described for Ceylon by Gooneratne and Hildburgh

47 The aim of ruling the animal world is also often stated by texts of this

kind We find it already in TBr 2, 7, 5, 1, where the Prthisava is discussed

ApSr 22, 25, 14 advises this sava for becoming a lord of cattle J Gonda, The

Savayajnas, p 15

48 SCT, ed Kazi Dawa-Samdup, with English trsl
, p 53 of the trsl,

note 8 On p 66 the mastery of these four kinds of acts is said to be gradually
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attained by a course of meditation under the presidence of the Three Kayas
(Nirmanakaya, Sambhogaka> a, Dharmaka>a) of \laha\ana Buddhism.

49 O’Malley, p 133ff , \bbott, p 421-433
50 Webster, p 207f describes how one obtains magical power among

the Arapahoes by compelhng some spirit The Angakoks (wizards) of the
Eskimos of East Greenland claimed to be masters of the spirit world The
relation of an Angakok to his assisting spiiit is more “a purely mechanical
mastership” than “a mystical alliance” Webster, p 232, n 7, quoting W
Thalbitzer, The heathen priests of East Greenland, \ erhandiungcn des XVI
Intern Amerikanisten-Kongresses, I Halfte, Wien 1908, p 448, 454
Webster, p 209, adds other instances from the Quinault, Eillooet and other
tribes

51 W H Skeat, London 1900, p 571, according to Webster,

p 53

52 A K Coomaraswamv, laksas^ Washington, DC, 1928, 1931, rcpr

1971, Gonda, 1960, p 323

53 The Bagalamukhirahasya (BMR) bv Sri-S\ainm, see also below,

p 339
54 On Java, see also Goudnaan, p
55 The translation by M N Dutt Shastri, Benares 1966 (Chowkhamba

Skt Studies, vol 54) is unsatisfactory

56 Van Kooy, p 34, who refers to publications bv G Tucci and H
Hoffmann

57 D Ingalls, 'The Brahman tradition^ in Singer, p 3-9, esp p 7

58 All kinds of beings or natural powers are liable to be manipulated

The ancient rsis are no exception, according to Iyer, p 3, “e\en to this day,

the Kamkkar (a tribe in South Tra\ancore) invoke Agastya to bring confu-

sion to their enemies”

59 In religious literature there are instances of the symbolism of the

Divine Boatman, for instance in the Dohakosa, cf A Bake, A case ofparallel

symbolism, in India Antiqna, A Volume of Oriental Studies, Leiden 1947, p lOff ,

P Gh Bagchi, Some aspects of Buddhist mysticism in the Caryapadas, in, P Gh
Bagchi, Studies in the 'Tantras, Part I, Calcutta 1939, p 74 86 (the adept as

boatman) —On the pezegzmatio of Insh monks in the Earlv ^vliddle Ages by

embarking on a boat, see Nora K Ghandwnck, The 4ge of the Saints in the Early

Celtic Church, Oxford U P
, 1961, p 79ff

Chapter 3

1 The importance of the last thoughts is illustrated b> BhGita 8, 5

antakale ca mam eta smaran muLtua kale^aram j yah prayati sa madbha<^am yati nasty-

atra samiayah

2 The same is noted by S G Mukherji, p 198 The terracotta relief

discussed by V S Pathak, -in incantation image of Visnu, in Arts Asiatiques,

Vol 6, 1959, p 235f ,
seems to me a doubtful case, as well as the image found

near Ghaitanpur the abhicara nature of w hich is doubted also bv Pathak o c

3 SC Mukherji, p 17, besides, “mam Tantric texts describe Jagan-

natha as Bhairava” (Mahesh P Dash, Inter relation between Vaisnavism and
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Saktism in Onssa, in Orissa Historical Research Journal, Vol XI, No 4^

Bhubaneshwar 1963, pp 273-2813 according to the abstract in Praci-Jyoti^

II, 1, Kurukshetra 1964, p 217)

4 On the importance of Visnuism for the Balinese nobility, see Stuti

& Stava, p 16, C Hooykaas, Preliminary remarks on Vaisnavism in Bah^ in

JOIB, Vol XIV, Nos 3-4, 1965, p 326-329

5 It IS not clear which text is Rao’s authority for this description See

Kane, 1962, p 1105, for a few other references

6 The commentary sums up the Six Acts as vasya^ akarsana^ stambhana^

mohana, uccatana, and marana They figure here as faculties of a yogin who is

on his way to, or has already reached, final release

7 Edition in Raghu Vira and Lokesh Chandra (eds ), Kalacakra

Tantra and other textSy Part I, New Delhi 1966, Satapitaka Ser
,
Vol 69

8 For the critical notes on the Skt text in which also some of the expla-

nations of the paraphrases have been mentioned, the reader is referred to

Stuti & Stava, p 277f

9 The lotus may, however, function in attacking an adversary, it is

called “Killer of Aksa ’ in the KJ, ch 74 (trsl Goudriaan, p 22 1 ) ,
it can

also be apphed in magical subjugation (see the present work, ch 6 5, p 320)

The martial character of the Conch appears from Stuti & Stava No 887

where it figures in a series of aggressive weapons

10 NR Ray, p 45f , the author refers to Rao, Icon I, 1, Plate XVIII
(Bhogasthanakamurti

)
I could find no instance in this volume of T G

Rao’s work of a Visnu image characterized by disc, conch, mace and sword

11 An image with the sword in the lowei right hand, represented on
Plate V, 1 in Goedes’ Bronzes Khmers, is referred to by K Bhattacharya on p
104 For Indian instances of Visnu images bearing the earth instead of the

lotus, and not belonging to the Varaha type, Bhattacharya refers to Rao,
I, 1, p 227fF and to the AgPur, ch 48 Both references, when checked,

turned out to be faulty, a third one, to an article by C Sivaramamurti, was
uncontrollable for me

12 See KJ, end of ch 56, Gonda, 1954, p 234

13 For the magical manipulation of water, see below, p 308 Evidence

of a similar sort from the Maori tradition is mentioned in Webster, p 307

14 H Mitra, Sadasiva worship in Early Bengal, in Journal and Proceedings

of the Asiatic Soc of Bengal, XXIX, 1933, pp 171 242, the essentials of the

article have been condensed by Gonda, 1970, p 163, who refers to other

literature in n 196 and 199 Mitra (p 230f ) also discusses the description

in the MNT of Sadasiva’s five heads in five colours
,
grey, yellow, pink, white,

red (other texts give other colours), also quoted by Banerji, p 109

1 5 There is as yet no comprehensive monograph available on the deve-

lopment of Visnuism m Indonesia, m such a study, its tendency to become a

characteristic of the worship of the ruling class should be accentuated See
also n 4 on this chapter
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Chapter 4

1 Jhaver\ p 23, O Garrison 'Tantrc^ tie yoga of sex New \crk, Julian
Press, 1964, p 53 63

2 M Alemchiba \o (publ ), T'he arts and crafts of \agrland ed Naga
Institute of Culture, Go\ernment ofXagalard, Kohima 1968 p 7fF , 1811,
and the photographs

3 The meaning of samsthanam seems to be “Nnordnung der Teile’^

(accommodation of parts in a whole^, Frauwallner, p 3j3
4 Bedekar bases his argument on the fact that the doctrine is commu-

nicated to Vitra who is the mam antagonist of the \ edic gods, and there foie

conceals some authorit\ outside orthodox Hinduisn For the doctrine of
the SIX colours of the soul in Jainism, Bedekar also refers to H \on Glasenapp,
The doctrine of karman in Jama philosophy^ p 47f

5 This case has been discussed b\ Eliade, p 198 202
6 \ W Turner, in \I Banton (ed Anthropological approaches to

the study of religion^ London 1965 I could not gam access to this paper and
had to rely on the recension b> J Blauw, BTL\ , 126, 1970 p 165f iiii

Dutch

)

7 The reader is referred to Me>er, I, p 6 Iff, Vbbott, p 276fr

8 A warning b> the Church Father Irenaeus against such a belief is

discussed by de Jong, p 117ff

9 J L Motley, The Rise of the Dutch Rtpublic, London, E\ci\man’s
Librar\, 1906, repr 1950, \ ol 2, p 373, describes how the Spanish king

Philip II as it were was cured of his illness bv the blood of Dutch rebels

massacred by Spanish troops “The blood of twent\ three hundred of his

fellow-creatures pro\ ed for the sangumar\ monarch the elixir of life he
drank and was refreshed*’

10 For red as a colour of death, see also Jvle'ver, I, p 83, and Bcllee on

SadvBr 3, 8, 22

11 It IS perhaps in connection with this rite and the corresponding

passage from the AV that Si\a has been called ISilalohita “The Rcd-ard-

Black One”
12 Cf Gonda, SatayajnaSy p 54, who also gi\ es some further information

on the meaning and importance of “four” m the \ edas

13 The probably best known type of a four-faced (Caturmukha^ \ isnu

is the one with a placid face in front, a terrible one looking backwaids and

Varaha and Narasimha looking sidewards (Jais%\al p 184’^ Anotl er t\pe,

called Vaikunthanatha, shows a female face looking backwards, while the

other faces are as abo\e (Rao, I, 1, p 256) The Trailok>amohana " Delud-

ing the Threefold World** manifestation should ha\e the same faces, opK
with Kapiia looking backwards, while Ananta and \ is\arupa ha\e the same

faces as Vaikunthanatha but differ m the number of arms and in their attii-

butes (Rao, I, 1, p 2D7f

)

14 Gf Goudriaan, p —, based upon P Ch Bagchi Studies in the Tantres^

Part I, Calcutta 1939, p iff, K Bhattachar\a p 49f

15 Here I am indebted m some respects to an unpublished stud> on
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the doctrine of the progressive decay of the world based upon the Theravada
Pall canon and the Mbh K v3jn.lA2i2LStcTCix^ Het verval der tijden in Pah Tipitaka

en Mahabharata (Scriptie Nijmegen, 1969) Van Haasteren emphasizes

among other aspects that the theory as it is found in the Mbh is a reshaping

by Visnuite Brahmans of an older tradition (p 97), while their description of

the evils of the Kali age is a veiled criticism ofcontemporary society (p 100)

16 For instance, in MtPur ch 144, LiPur, I, ch 40

17 Swellengrebel, p 47, Damais, p 95f , Zoetmulder, p 317f

18 Stuti & Stava No 483, called Brahmastava, begins with the words
Mamas te bhagavann Ague On the Agm-Brahma relation there is already a
reference by H Kern in his article TJn dictionnaire Sanskrit Kavt, in Actes

du 6e Congres International des OrientahsteSy tenu en 1883 d Leide^ 3e Partiey

{Section 2)j Leiden 1885, p 7 For this information I am indebted to Drs
L A van Daalen

19 Schulte Nordholt remarks that the tradition of the clockwise direc-

tion IS peculiar because Timor lies South ofthe equator (the same holds good,

for that matter, for Java and Bah) This suggests indebtedness to India

20 Abbott, p 295, on the symbolism of this number, cf Gonda, 1970,

p 45 and notes

21 On Indonesian evidence, cf Schulte Nordholt, p 200, 225fF

22 Sanjukta Gupta, The Caturvyuha and the Viiakha-^Tupa in the Pafica-

ratra, in Adyar Library Bull , 1971, p 189-204

23 The reader is referred to a discussion of Kiifel’s article by Gonda,
1970, p 158, n 53

24 Parpola, p 15 This order of the five planets has been deduced by
him from the sequence of the weekdays which are presided over by them
according to Hindu sources

25 ViPur 1, 2, 49f akaiavayutejamsi sahlam prthivitathajjiabdadibhir gunair

hrahman samyuktany uttarottaraih / santa ghoral ca mudhas ca visesas tena te smrtah

**the Five Elements Space, Air, Fire, Water, and Earth, are combined with
the qualities of sound, etc , increasing one by one, O brahman, and distingui-

:shed further by the three states of being pacified, fearsome and deluded ’

26 Avalon, 1958, p 28, referred to by Mitra, p 241
27 See n 14 on Ch 3

28 The system expressed in the Pancabrahma Up has been mentioned
above in Ch 3 5, p 160

29 Above, p 193 According to the KJ, ch 49, Garuda consists of earth

from his feet up to his knees, of water from knees to navel, of fire from navel
to throat, of air from throat to crown In ch 35, however, Garuda was said

cO consist of five elements

30 Lokesh Chandra, Ganesa in Japan in Studies in Indo-Asian Art and
Culture, Comm Vol on the 69th Birthday ofAcharya RaghuVira, €:d Perala Ratnam,
Vol I, 1972, p 12 Iff (Jobukuten on p 125)

31 See Pott, p 120, and Table II, relying partly upon an article by
Moens, Zoetmulder, p 269 (from the Arjunavijaya)

32 Avalon, 1958, G W Leadbeater, "The Chakras, Madras (Adyar)
1927, repr 1972

33 For this reference I am indebted to Mrs Sanjukta Gupta
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Chapter 5

1 A few instances of this power ha\e been gi\eii PD^ s v mdrajala
On the “sorcerer” or “illusionist”, see PD, s\ mdrajalda

2 Celsus seems to regard aP such wonderworkers, Jesus included, as
dlegraded people under the influence of an e\il genius Ongenes’ mam
-argument against Ceisus in this matter is that Jesus performed his miracles
mot in order to make a show of his powers, but out of his desire to lead man-
kind to greater justice and better understanding of God

3 Some contributions to the subject—listed herem chronological order

—

were made by L» von Schroeder, Ahhicara in Tajurveda^ in Indiens LiUratur

und Cultur, Leipzig 1887, p 121fr , HiUebrandt, ch I\, p 167-186, who also

mentions older literature on p 168, n 1, Bloomfield, The Atharta leda and
the Gopatha Brahmana^ Strassburg 1899 , Grundnss der indo-arischen Philologie

und Altertumskunde, II, lb, p 57-101, W Galand, Altindisches Z^uberntual^

Amsterdam 1900 (on the KausS), V Henry, La magie dans Vlnde antique^

Pans 1909, H Oldenberg, Vorwissenschaftliche WissenschafL Gottingen 1919,

p 129-149, Shende, p 153-177, Kane, 1962, p 1035ff , and the praiseworthy

-Study by Maya Malaviya, Atharvaveda Sanitpusiikarmanty \ aranasi 1967,

which contains more than is suggested by its title, but has unfortunately for

the non-specialist, been written in Sanskrit

4 The distinction has been clearly made by Baladeva Upadhyaya in

Jus Preface (Prastavikam) to Malaviya’s book
o On the Krtyas, see also Shende, p Idljff ,

Macdonell-Keith, p 118,

II, p 190 An interesting description of the activities of a krt>a sent by
Hiranyakasipu’s court priests against his son Prahlada is found in \iPur

1, 18, 9, 1, 18, 30ff Other places from Tantrie sources are SST 1, 6, 113

and TSS 18, 63

6 Gf the somewhat emotional judgment by Henr>, p 220, 253, and
compare Oldenberg, p 129ff , 153

7 J Woodroffe, Shakti and Shakta, Madras 1956, Bagchi, p 212f

8 Bagchi, p 217, see also Ghosh m the aame volume, CHI I\, p 241

9 Jnatadharmakathanga, I, 14, Sutra 99, according to Jhaverv, p 273,

the speaker, a nun called Suvrata, denica that she herself will ever make use

of such practices

10 SeeJ Gonda, Gwrw, in Gonda, 1965, p 229-283, especially on

p 247, 262 , on tribal functionaries, see p 267 with reference to G W Briggs,

The Dorns and their near relations, Mysore 1953, p 404f

1 1 Other cases of the union of the “magic w orker” and the ‘cult leader”

in one and the same person outside India, especiallv in Southeast Asia and

Oceania, are presented by Webster, p 182f ,
for India, Webster refers to \V

Grooke, Natives ofNorthern India, London 1907, p 247 —More mformation on

magic in Tribal India can be gathered from O’^vlallev? p 162fr ,
Dare,

passim ,
Thurston, p 224-272 ,

Riv ers, p 2o5-263, Grooke, \ ol I? p 14^-lbi,

Vol II p 259 286, Boddmg, p 38f ,
ElvMn, p 61 81,C v on Furer-Haimen-

dorf, Moials and MerH, London 1967, p 43 and 47f The list is far from

complete
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12 An interesting case of the self-assertion of the religious specialist

against the temporary ruler is AitBr, Paficika 7, 19-26, where it is argued

that the royal power is dependent on the priestly power and that the king is in

consequence thereof not entitled to drink the Soma In the same text, 8, 24-

28, the office of the Purohita is exalted Gf Keith’s trsl of the AitBr, p 29

1 3 Ofcourse the function ofthese remarks is to describe a socio economic

process, not to express some anti brahmanical or anti-religious bias A good
instance of the same process in Africa is to be found in Marwick, p 170 (des-

cription of a witch-finding movement in the ’thirties in the piesent Zambia
by Audrey Richards

)

1 4 The reason ofsuch inconsequences perhaps also partly lies in a double

sided attitude against sorcery and sorcerers while destructive rites are at

least theoretically considered as disreputable, the performers of such rites

may have at the same time been esteemed and secretly dreaded, or people

may keep in mind that at a certain moment they may need the services ofsuch

performers themselves Of G von Furer-Haimendorf, Morals and Merit,
London 1967, p 43

15 In Kathas 12, 16, 30 (Vetalapahcavimsatika 9, 30), a brahman who
claims to possess the power of resuscitation (see below, p 384 ) boasts of his

being a viracaryastddha—On this subject, see also T Goudriaan, Virva—and

vira—in Bahnese Samkrit hymns, in Studies in Indo-Asian Art and Cultwe, Commem
Vol on the 69th birthday ofAcharya Ra^hv Vira, ed Perala Ratnam, Vol I, 1972,

p 55-61

16 Political santi rites are treated in detail in Kane, 1962 p 719ff

1 7 For artificially created supranormal occurrences m Glassical Anti-
quity, see Hippolytus’ Refutation of all sects (dejong, p 164 fl )

18 On the purohita, see e g W Rau, Staat und Gesellschaft im alien Indien,

nnch den Brahmana 'Texten dargestellt, Wiesbaden 1957, p 117f , Fick, p 156,

Jhavery, p 232 (for the Middle Ages)
19 In the latter passage the magician, who enters the king’s audience

hall ‘like a rain-cloud the earth, bringing confusion by his torrents” and “like

a monkey before a tree” (the Skt commentator adding that the word “mon-
key” suggests his unfashionable evil bearings and appearance) invites the
king to behold a magic trick (kharolika, paraphrased by the commentary with
mithyakautukahrida) while lemainmg sitting on his throne, like the moon
beholds the earth wh le residing in the immeasurable space Having said

thus, the man waves a peacock s feather “like the Maya of the Supreme
Self which brings mental confusion”, the result is that a complete illusionary

existence is undeigone hy the king, while for the assistants the incident lasts

only a moment W'hen the magician has made his leave, the councillors
conclude that he cannot have been an ordinary illusionist,otherwise he would
have asked for money (109, 24 and 28)

20 In Marwick, p 174, \udrey Richards remarks that in a primitive-
society the use of magic by a chief against one or more of his subjects may
be motivated by a certain weakness of his position With the Bemba, a
Bantu tribe of Africa, the chief, whose authority is traditionally great, does not
need to bewitch others (the statement was originally made in 1935)

21 On the Devaraja cult, see the literature noted in Ch 4, n 14
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22 This aim is often emphasized m texts like the S M For the Jama
tradition the point is stressed b\ Jha\er%, p 240 and 269

23 As such a statement we consider for instance PST 14, 78 adhaya
bane msite ca devi Ksemankarimantram imam jabit^a ^ tad edhanad eia itbak^asena

diso diso dhavati nastasamjna The advertisement made b\ Cambodian sorcerers

IS described by Leclere, p 13 If

24 One ma> compare w hat \Iomer W illiams had to sa> on the preten-
sions of the Mantrasastnns M \Iomer \\ illiams, Brahmanism and Hinduism^

p 201, quoted by Crooke, p 150f, or de Jong’s remark Ide Jong, p 139 i

on '‘‘overloaded demands” made b\ the magicians of Classical A.ntiquitv

25 Or, more probably “an unguent for the whole world” {unguent
being a magical device, cf p 317 u although this presupposes an incorrect

Sanskrit

26 P Hacker, Sraddha^vsx \\ZKSO\, \ol 7, 1963, p 151ff

27 Webster, p 84, quotes other authorities who confirm that among the

North American Indians there used to be a belief that an intense concentra-

tion of the mind is a necessary preliminarv for attaining an\ important

objective—On “thinking”, see also above, p 69

28 Among the literature on the subject we mention Avalon, 1952, p
1144fr , V A Devasenapathi, Saita Stddhanta, ;Madrasl960, p 270, in Panca-

ratra Visnuism LT, ch 36 and Gupta, p 2120“
, Rangachari, p 141ff

, a

few stotras in the BSR and m A.ithal, \ ol I, describe mental worship, Nara-

yana, Tantrasamuccav a (from Kerala), 7, 6fF , Trimaila, Pujav idhimru-

pana, ed and trsl by F Nowotn>, IIJ, Vol 1, 1957, p 124f and 136f

29 Thus executing the famous A-dvaita image of cosmicai illusion

Webster (p 390) refers to theMazatec of Mexico, where sorcererswere credit-

ed with this particular power “When thrown into the enemv’s direction,

it (the snake) goes to him and kills him” Webster refers to J B Johnson,

T'he elements of Mazatec witchcrafts Goteborg 1939, p 133, which was inacces-

sible to me
30 Identification with gods by the magicians of Classical \ntiquit\ is

discussed by de Jong, p 68f , 144f

Chapter 6

1 Gf Pancanana Bha^tacarya in his Introduction to the Tarabhakti-

sudharnava, p 20

2 Some places collected b\ Kane, 1962, p 1064ff, whose concern is

to show their immoral character, and see also KGT 3, 97, 4, 124, a o , HT
2, 3 ao ,

W^ilhelm, p 6 Iff (Naropa'

3 On this important text we could consult onlv the article b\ \ H
Ewing, The Sarada-tilaka Tantraj in J -kOS, voi 23, 1902, First Half, p 6d-76

4 On the Kamyestis, there is a Dutch publication bv W Caland, O^er

de Wenschoffers Bijdrage tot de kennis i,an den 1 eda In I trslagen en \Ied

vandeKon Akad L.an II 4e Reeks, \ ol 5 Amsterdam 1902, p 4 36

5 The development m the relation between rulers and religious specia-

lists IS discussed in Kosambi, p 100, Sharma, 19o9, p 198f
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6 In ViDhPur 3, 51, 10, Yama*s buffalo is explained as the *
‘delusion

'which leads to death” {moho marane)

7 The incorporation of the forces of evil into the ritual structuration

of space can also be observed in the traditional division of the ground plan
of a house or a temple {vastuvinyasaK) The subject is discussed m detail by
Stella Kxamrisch, 'The Hindu Temple^ 2 vols , Calcutta 1946

8 For example in T, p 370 On sex of mantras, see also S, p 186, 46,
MMD 24, 92f , AgPur 293, 3 5, KJ, ch 4, end

9 The sources on this subject are BPK 3, 12, K p 23, st 16, S p 192,
MMD 25, 42, T p 372 They are in full agreement only for Vidvesana
and Uccatana which should both be accompanied by handling the rosary

with thumb and index finger, for Stambhana the thumb and fourth finger

are prescribed by both MMD and T, the only sources which mention it

10 S, p 192, other sources are MMD 25, 41, T p 372, T p 222f with
maany particulars on the rosary, BPK 3, 11, HT 2, 10, JT 17, 7ff The
SST, 2, 56, 2 differentiates according to social grade Reference has also to

be made to W Kirfel, Der Rosenkranz Ursprung und Ausbreitungy Bonn 1949

11 Gf Webster, p 85, and Malinowski, p 71, on the role of patternized

emotions in such circumstances

12 Some sources on the substances sacrificed in magical Homas HT
2, 1, PST 7, 53, 13, 45ff , 14, 65ff , Second Varadapurvatapam Up, in

Jacob,p 131, Np 272, Sp 193f,Tp 376, JT 20, 125ff , MMD 24, 122fr

On Homa of flowers in particular, cf PST 17, 30, 24, 53, 36, 58ff , SST 3, 15,

18ff , 3, 16, 23ff , 3, 18, 14ff , 3, 19, 53ff , JT 20, 122, TSS 27, ISff

13 Kluckhohn (p 40, 177, 181) describes “Frenzy Witchcraft” which
was done, or thought to be done, among the Navahos, a predominantly pas-

toral tribe, m order to procure women, gold, game or rain

14 See n 27 on ch 5

15 Webster, p 251, cites a case from the Hidatsa tribe m North America
16 Webster, p 344ff , for the Navaho Kluckhohn, p 40, 177f , 187

by means of an act of flute playing reminding of Krsna, for South East Asia

Le Monde du Sorcier {Sources Orientales, 7, Pans 1966), p 313-316 (Pierre

Bitard, Gambodge) and p 343f (Maurice Durand, Vietnam), in classical

Greek and Roman culture de Jong, p 29f, 45f, 106, 130ff, 218, with the

Baiga Hermanns, p 296ff

17 E g, 1, 34, 2, 30, 3, 25, 6, 8, 6 9, 6, 102, cf KausS 35, 21-28, 36,

13 and 14

18 Rajasekhara, Karpuramahjari, I, 2 Iff, ed Konow-Lanman, Har-
vard Or, Ser, IV, 1901, repr Delhi 1963, p 24ff (text), 235f (trsl ) In

I, 25, the magician says Damsemi tarn pi sasinam vasuhavainnam^ thambherm tassa

VI raissa raham nahaddhe, anemi jakkhasurasiddhagananganao, tarn natthi bhumivalae

maha jam na sajjham

19 The blue lily acts also as a device of attraction in SST 3, 19, 55

nilofpalakrto homah striyam akarsayed dhathat (worship of Svapnavarahi ) , m the

ViDhPur, 3, 52, 14, Rati bears an utpala which symbolizes saubhagyam^ but
Its colour is not certain

20 Galand, 1 c , note 5, refers to a regulation in the Roman Laws of the

Twelve Tables against the “excantation” of cereals, to an allusion to the
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same m Vxrgxl, Eclogue, 8, 99, and to a sensational lawsuit conducted against
C Furius Chresimus described b> Piiny, Hist JSiaiuralts 18, 8, for the latter,

see also de Jong, p 38f

21 The classic example in Christian tradition is the splitting of the Red
Sea by Moses related in the Old Testament (Exodus 14) Other instances
from European literary history have probably been derived from this Biblical
tale, such as the dividing of the water of nver by the French king Philippe
Auguste (1280-1314) for rendermg free passage to his arm>, told by the his-

torian Rigord
22 Compare the efficacy of the holy man’s staff for finding water in the

ground or a rock, F D K Bosch, Guru, drietand en bron, in BTL\, Vol 107,

1951, 117-134, Enghsh trsl in F D K. Bosch, Selected Studies in Indonesian

Archaeology, The Hague 1961, 153 170

23 Caland cauTously translates hterally “wenn er von uberflussigem

Regen gequalt wird und wenn er inumgekehrter Richtung
gezogenwird ” The Skt commentaries wisely do not try to ex-

plain, at least their explanation does not occur in Bloomfield’s selection In any
case the suggestions of Bloomfield (“with dishevelled hair”) and of Jolly

(“von Missgeschick bedrangt”) are to be rejected

24 TBr 3, 8, 3, 1 , P E Dumont, Hhe horse sacrifice in the Taittiriya-Brak~

mana, Proc of the American Philos Soc , 92, 1948, p 447ff, who on p*

453 somewhat simphfymg translates by *'rich” and “poor”
25 Kluckhohn, p 149, refers to such powers m the hands of Navaho

magicians, they can get work done by the sun, by thunder, and even by the

police

26 Thus, in Padma Pur 6, 195, 44 ye dasyena namanti “those who bow
to him while acting as his slaves

”

27 The same principle has been expressed more forcibly and beauti-

fully in the stanza Atma tvam quoted by Radhakrishnan in his edition of the

BhGita, ad locum, the stanza is also quoted by Nilakantha m his commen-
tary on Ganesa Gita 2, 12 it occurs as stanza 12 in a Sivastotram edited in

Stotraratnakara, ed M Bappu Rao, Kollam (Quiion;, Sri Ramavilasam

Press, on p 61 (in Malayalam characters)

28 Gf the Visnuyaga, a sacrifice of a bull made of grains to \isnu des-

cribed m KJ, ch 99 The meamng may be that the divnne bodv is strengthen-

ed limb by limb through the hmb by hmb sacrifice of the victim, an act

which must have its salutary consequence for the human performers fin the

KJ, the context is Santi) For the sacrifice of a real buffalo in this way as a

substitute for a boy, see K Das, p 45 A similar act in another context is

discussed in AV 9, 4 (cf Essers, p 131)

29 With the Santals, the word gun featured m a Bengali mantra recorded

by Bodding, p 101 In some languages, words for ' conjurer” or “exorcist”

are etymologically connected with this stem, see R L Turner, A comparative

dictionary of the Indo-Aryan languages, London, Oxford L P ,
1962-66, entrv

4192, sv gumn In Indonesian languages, guna can have the meaning of

“supernatural powers”, “sorcery” For Javanese, see Th Pigeaud, Jataans-

Jhfederlands Handwoordenboek, Groningen/Batav la 1938, p 139, for Indonesian

O Karow/ I Hilgers-Hesse, Indonesisch Deutsches Worterbuch, Wiesbaden
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1962 p 117 {guna-guna ‘‘Zaubermxttel Schwarze Magie’% guna-guna pengasih

'‘Liebeszauber”

)

30 Wirz p 248fF describes Aiijana as an important device m Ceylon

*‘eme besondere Zauberkraft eine Art Hellseherei ” Its preparation is

a difficult process for which specialists are required {anjana-'krtya) who
among other gods invoke Ahjanadevi the mother of Hanuman The
Ahjana in such a rite is smeared on a table and the performer makes contact

with the deities through the spot

31 Perhaps the presentation of a flower can be seen as a powerful instance

of the winning effect of the presentation of gifts m general, J Gonda, “Gifts’%

m Gonda, 1965, p 198ff

32 See, e g , D Ingalls, The Brahman tradition^ m Singer, p 3-9, who
concentrates upon the possibilities ofa literary career Cf also P V Kane,
History of Dharmaiastra^ Vol II, p 117 on the importance of gifts G H
Heimsath, Indian nationalism and Hindu social reform^ Princeton, N J , 1964,

p 323, quotes an interesting remark made on the subject by R G Ranade
m 1897

33 For this inscription and a discussion of its problems, see J G de

Casparis, Prasasti Indonesia, Vol II, Bandung 1956, p 15-46, especially on

p 27ffi

34 As has been argued above (p 312), reduction to the state of a dasa,

servant or slave, often occurs as a synonym for subjugation (another case in

N, p 284, St 3)

35 Galand, p 117, note 11, quotes Mooney on the subject of young
married couples among the Cherokee tribe who by magical means tried to

secure each other’s affection Also Ishwaran, p 107, mentions the use of

magic in similar circumstances

36 We also refer to the acts performed by the primitive hunters to

stop the movements of animals (Webster, p 94) The classic instance from
the Bible is the tale of King Jerobeam whose right hand was stiffened as he
outstretched it while ordering to arrest an anonymous prophet (1 Kings
13 4)

37 O Bohtlmgk, Sanskrit Wdrterbuch in kurzerer Fassung, Vol III, Repr
Graz 1959, p 200, records the following meanings for stabh “1 Fest-
stellen, stutzen 2 Stutzen, reichen bis 3 Anhalten, hemmen, festbannen
4 (Medium), a Sich stutzen, sich lehnen an b Unbeweglich, steif werden
c Erstarren, zu emem festen Korper werden ” Stabdha

,
its verbal adjective

serving as past participle, means “a Anstossend an, reichend bis b Steif,

Starr, gelahmt, unbeweglich, c Erstarrt (e g water
) d Aufgeglasen, anspru-

chsvoll ’ The causative stambhayati means “1 Befestigen, stdtzen, aufri-

chten 2 Steif, unbeweglich machen, lahmen 3 Erstarren machen, m emem
festen Korper verwandlen ” The meanings 2 and 3 for stambhayati reflect

an act of immobilization applied respectively to animate and inanimate
objects The same pattern of meanings is found for some compound verbs
derived from the causative stem, such as mstambhaya- and samstambhaya-

38 See also my article Tumburu and his Sisters, WZKSO, Vol 17, 1973,

p 91 , and below, p 373
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39 Bhasa, Dutavakya Is 17 (ed G R De\adhar, Flays ascribed to Bhasa^

p 447 ) describes how Duryodhana upon the appearance of Kr na as messen-
ger falls out of his seat and considers Kesa^asya prahha^ena cal to '"smy asanad
aham / aho hahumayo ^yam dutak

40 In North America, snake poison \\as sometimes considered to ha\e
been created with an act of magic bv the animal fKluckhohn, p 133

41 RV 1, 191, AV 4, 65 4,7, 5, 13, 6,12, 6 , 56, 6 , 100, and others, cf
Malaviya, p 25, Henry, p 197-203

42 A fire-walking ceremony is described by H Whitehead, The ullage

gods ofSouth India, Oxford 1916 p 82f , 97f , see also 0’\lalle>, p 160 (Bihar ;

,

Ishwaran, p 102 (Kanara), K Das, p 67f (Onssa j ,
jumping o\er a fire

Meyer, p 191

43 The early Medieval English historian Bede records a case of Chris-

tian masses bringing about the release of a prisoner (Bede, Historia Eccelesias--

tica, 4,22 people who did not know the truth suspected that man to ha\e
had litteras solutorias ‘‘letters (i e formulas) of release with him Cf the note

by Plummer in his edition of Bede’s work, Vol 2, p 243

44 Nilamata Purana, according to P N Kaul Bamzai, 4 History of
-Kashmir, Delhi 1962, p 50 In Iceland, the first Christian missionaries sphttcd

a huge boulder behe\ed to be inhabited by an ancestor spirit m order to

convince the spectators that the God of the Christians was superior Knstm
Saga, ed B Kahle, Halle 1905, 2,2, Thattr Thorvalds ens \’idforla, 2, 6f , cf

A Heusler, Germanentum, Heidelberg 1934, p 125

45 Dhatupatha bhedane, vadhe Bohtlingk, SW \ol II, p 206, MW,
p 382

46 In an article Sorcery and rative opinion E E E\ans Pritchard

'discussed the role of sorcery “as a legal force upholding the norms and rules

of society”, a role stressed by Mahnowski m his study of a ^Melanesian commu-
nity (Marwick, p 22)

47 “Craziness” is discussed by Kluckhohn (p 177;, but as a feature

of Frenzy Witchcraft which is closely associated w’lth lov e magic

48 For this use of the term, see the distinction made b\ E E E\ans-

Pritchard, recorded m Marwick, p 12, 13 and 25, and see also abo\e, note

6 to Ch 1

49 AVPar 36, 2, 5 records a polarization between iinaiana “destruc-

tion” and Santi An interesting parallel to the division into Pusp, Santi

and Abhicara is the threefold division made b> R Firth, Human Typf^s

An Introduction to Social Anthropology 1956, ch 6 , into Productive, Protective

and Destructiv e magic (Marwick, p 38f )

50 Webster mentions such acts for the Trobrianders (p 347 ;
and the

Malays (p 349) Galand (p 125) compares the Cherokee practice of

separating two lovers or married couple

51 The image and the \ antra were verv neatK photographed b\ Proi

C Hooykaas, who kindly showed me the pictures

52 Hanuman plavs an important role in the charms of the Ojhas, the

village magicians, of Mirzapur District and vicinity Crooke, I, p loO

53 One instance Raghav abhatta m his commentary on Kalidasa s

jVbhijnanasakuntalam, 1,16 prose, describes the beauty of Sakuntala and her
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\si.dy jagattrayaikamohanam vapuh (ed N R Acharya, 12th edition,.

NSP, Bombay, 1958, p 26)

54 A catalogue of instances of abnormal behaviour produced by sorcery

IS given by Sir W V Grigson m his Foreword to Elwin, p XII
55 See above, n 38, and Jhavery, p 274

56 ‘‘Om atm, agitate the stronghold In the variant recorded by
K 1 c , there is no mentioning of the “stronghold” em vatu om ksobhaya kso*

bhaya Bhagavati tvam svaha The “stronghold” presumably means the sense-

organs, Indriyavikarani “Disturber of the Sense-organs” is a vague
goddess xn Visnu’s retinue according to KJ, ch 74 (trsl Goudriaan, p 219),
Balavikarani and Balapramathim belong to a group surrounding the Divine

Lady according to AgPur 144, 2, LiPur 2, 21, 6f
,
AgPur 304, JT 7, 12f , etc

57 In passages like these, there may be a reference to the famous act

of “bone pomting” in which one can cause a person to become sick and wither

away by merely pomting at him with a sharp bone ('Webster, p 382 cases

from Australia, Malinowski, p 71)

58 The transference of disease was also known , see S Gh Mitra, Disease-

transference charms^ in Jn of the Anthropological Soc of Bengal, vol 11, 1917,

3ff I had no access to this article

59 Compare what has been said above on the use of sorcerym preserving

the social equilibrium (n 46 on this chapter), and see also Marwick, p
59 (article by Ph Mayer)

60 Hermanns, p 106, from Russell, 'Tribes and Castes of the Central Pro-

Vinces, 'V'ol 3, 1916, p 561f Similar practices are recorded in Crooke, Vol 2,

p 278f ,
Webster p 70, for other instances from literature, see below

61 See, eg, Elwin, p 61-81, R K Gupta Witchcraft Murders in the

Duars, in Man in India, 40 1960-1 Information from outside India can
be found xn Webster, p 250, 269, 273, 380, Caland, p 158, n 1, again refers

to the CheroLees
62 These psychological and physical effects and their interrelation were

discussed by W B Cannon, Voodoo death, American Anthropologist, vol

44, 1942, 169-181 (the author does> not restrict himself to the Caribbean
region

)

63 TripR, Mahesvarakhanda, ch 21, Aithal No 22, Rajarajesvaristava,

stanza 6 ya Laksmitanayosya jivonaka'*'i samjivanavidyaya

64 Stuti &, Stava, p 465, J H Hooykaas—van Leeuwen Boomkamp,
De Goddelijke Cast op Bah, I Bagoes D^arsa, Bandung 1949, p XII

65 Also in primitive religions, the executois of “white’ and “black”
magic are sometimes the same persons (Webster, p 379, Kluckhohn, p 82f >

Marwick, p 171)

66 Gf Goudriaan, p 90
67 Kane, 1962, p 721 gives other instances from the Veda, see also the

same work on p 759, 769, note 1239 For the author of the BhagPur, 12,

10, 27, the multitude of a person’s afflictions in samsara is destroyed by the
Amrta of God’s words The LT (49, 59-62, Gupta, p 325) holds that medi-
tation on Narayana Who is ar ocean of Amrta “quietens your mind ”

68 J Gonda, The Vedic concept of amhas, in IIJ, vol 1, 1957, p 33-60,
esp on p 37
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69 See Henry, ch 8, Malaviya, p 24, 72f , lOSf , 147-158, Grooke,
I p 123-174 ' the godiings of disease”, Ishwaran, p 93, professional magi-
cians like the Ojhas specialize in the subject, see e g P K Bhowimck, Threat-

merit ofdiseases among the Lodhas of West Bengal, m Man m India \oi 35, 1955,

p 287-298, an instrucme text is the iCumaratantra ascribed to Ra\ana
which deals with the treatment of children (ed J Filliozat, Pans 1926

}

70 MtPur 229, b classifies Ulkapata under the \ntariksa phenomena,
1 e those which occur in the intermediate region betw een the sk\ and the
earth Falling of meteors and related phenomena are discussed b> Kane,
1962, on p 745, 766f

71 Hermanns, p 293, borrowed from \ Elwin, T7/^ Baiga, p 349f

,

Webstei, p 163 (Panjab), de Jong, p 41 ( \ncient Italy —^The \IMK,
III, p 557, gives the synonym hlapata

72 With rites destined for securing longevity one ma\ compare other
devices taught m the Tantras on Rasayana (preparing elixirs, cf Conze, p
171, D, ch 13, Matrkabheda Tantra), Mrtyuvancana /deceiving death’

or Mrtyukalajhana “knowing the time of one’s death” in D, ch 14, and the
study of the Risps “forebodings ofdeath” like in Durgadev a’s Risjasamuccaya
(ed A S Gopani Singhi Jam Ser

,
"Vol 21, Bombay 1945

;

73 The structuration of human life as being beset by a succession of
magical acts executed by an outside power can be exemplified by the legend

from the DeviBhPur (6, 27-30) retold above m ch 1 (p 44) By the Maya
of Visnu, Narada experiences an incarnation as a woman of ravishing beauty

A king observes her and falls in love with her the manifestation of Akarsana
The king thereupon even came to neglect his duties because he was “sub-

jugated by amorous play” (Vasikarana) The queen obtains many chil-

dren and grandchildren so that she is wholly absorbed in tending and fond-

Img them and continues doing so, being unable to think of spiritual progress

(Stambhana, the text uses the word mokita) But in the course of time she

developed a feehng of egotism, because she considered herself the happiest of

creatures, notwithstanding the fact that sorrow about illness and domestic

strife (Vidvesana) did appear (6, 29, 32fr ) Then fate strikes hard the family

IS destroyed bv an enemy and only the mother remains weeping lonely on the

battlefield (Uccatana) At that moment Visnu appears in the guise of a brah-

man and consoles her by causmg her to have insight into the nature of reality

(Prayascitta) Such a structure resembles the mayic interpretation of the

Five Acts of Siva (above, p 162) , and itmight be applied also, in a somewhat

diSerent way, to the tale of the Two Brothers, the story of a Tamil film very

popular m the early fifties, retold by Hev-anandan (p 183) as a case of the

modern Indian interpretation of Nlaya Woodroffe [Shakti and Shakta, 2nd

ed , p 41, quoted by Jhavery, p 56) makes the point that m modern society

there is plenty of “disguised magic” executed by those who try to rule over

other people’s minds \nd, we may add, modern man v\ho has lepudiated

magic as being due to a pitiable misapprehension of realities, is more than

ever at the mercy of unseen powers who influence and regulate his life and

mind The only act not yet mastered in this modern variety of magic is

pacification
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SASFSKRIT PASSAGES TRANSLATED OR PARAPHRASED
(Referred to in the text by means of square brackets)

{Chapter 1

1 RV 1, 51, 13

Adada drbham mahat^ vacasvdve Kaksivate Vicaydm Inctra sun\ate

Menabhaxo Vrsanasvdsya sukrato visvet ta te savanesu pravdcya

2 KausBUp 3, 1

Trisirsanam Tvastram ahanam Arunmukhan vatin salavrkebhyah

prayaccham, bahvih sandha atikramya divi Prahladiyan (comm
anekakotisankhyakan mahamayan anekacchidraghatino ’suran) atr-

nam aham (comm atmajhanmdrah) antarikse Pauloman, prthi-

vyam Ralakahjams, tasya ne tatra na loma canamiyata Sa yo
mam veda (comm asya mam saksat kurvatah), na ha vai tasya

kena cana karmana loko miyate na steyena na bhrunahatyaya na
matrvadhena na pitrvadhena nasya (comm maaatmajhanmah

)

papam cakruso mukhan nilam (comm mukhakantir) vetiti

:3 Mbh 3, 31, 19ff

19 Ativa moham a>ati manas ca panduyate
nisamya te duhkham idam imam capadam idrsim

20 Atrapy udaharantimam itihasam puratanam
isvarasya vase lokas tisthate natmano yatha

21 Dhataiva khalu bhutanam sukhaduhkhe priyapriye

dadhati sarvam isanah purastac chukram uccaran
22 Yatha darumayim yosam naro dhirah samahitah (Southern rec )

irayaty angam angani tatha rajann imah prajah

23 Akasa iva bhutam vyapya sarvam Bhaiata
isvaro vidadhatiha kalyanam yac ca papakam

24 Sakunis tantubaddho va niyato ’yam amsvarah
isvarasya vase tisthan nanyesam natmanah prabhuh

25 Manih sutra i\a proto nasyota iva govr'ah
dhatur adesam anveti tanmayo hi tadarpanah

26 Natmadhmo manusyo ’yam kalam bhavati kam cana
srotaso madhyam apannah kulad vrksa i\a cyutah

27 Ajno jantur aniso’ yam atmanah sukhaduhkhayoh
isvaraprerito gacchet svargam narakam eva ca

28 Yatha vayos trnagram vasam yanti baliyasah
dhatur evam vasam yanti sarvabhutani Bharata

29 Arvakarmani yuhjanah pape va punar isvarah
vyapya bhutam carate na cayam iti laksyate

30 Hetumatram idam dhatuh sariram ksetrasamjnitam
yena karayate karma '^ubhasubhaphalam vibhuh
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31 Pasya mayapiabha\o ’yam is'^ arena \atha krtah
yo hanti bhutair bhutani moha\it\ 'itmama\a>a

35 Evam sa bhaga\an de\ah s\ayambhuh prapitamahah
hmasti bhutair bhutani chadma krt\a \udhi«thira

36 Samprayojya viyojvayam kamakarakarah prabhuh
kridate bhaga'van bnutair balah kndanakair i\a

37 Na matrpitrvad rajan dhata bhutesu \artate
rosad iva pra\rtto ’yam yathayam itaro janah

38 Aryan chilavato drst\a hrimato "vrltikar itan

anaryan sukhinas cai\a \ih\alami\a cinta\a

4 Sudraka, Mrcchakatika \ I

Haddhi haddhi <tam pi nama parasampattie sartappadi’ Bhaa-
vam Kaanta ’ Pokkharavattapadidajalabindusariser hi kilasi

tumam purisabhaadheehim (ha dhik ha dhik * a>am api nama
parasampatt\ a santapvate ^ Bhaga\an Krtanta ’ Paskarapat-

trapatitajalabmdusadrsaih kridasi am pum abhagadhe>aih)
5 Mbh 12, 290, 57-60

Apam phenopamam lokam \ isnor ma>asatair \rtam
cittabhittipratikasam nalasaram anarthakam
Tamah svabhranibham drs^va \arsabudbudasamnibham
nasaprayam sukhadhmam nasottaram abhavagam
rajas tamasi sammagnam panke dvipam i\a\asam
Samkhya rijan mahaprajnas tyakt\a deham prajakitam

jhanajheyena samkh^ena vyapma mahata n’*pa

Rajasanusubhan gandhams tamasams ca tatha\idhan

punyams ca satUikan gandhan sparsajan dehasamsntan
chittvasu jhanasastrera tapodandena Bharata

6 BhGita 7, 13-15

Pribhir gunama^air bha\air ebhih sarvam idam jagat

mohitam nabhijanati mam ebhyah param a\>a>am
Daivi hy esa gunama^i mama ma^a durat>a\a

mam eva >e prapadyante mayam etam taranti te

Na mam dutsknmo mudhah prapadvante naradhamah
mayay apahrtajhana asuram bha\am asntah

7 Mbh 13, 135, 135 and 140

Sasurasuragandharvam sa\ aksoragaraksasam

jagad vase vartatedam Krsnasya sacaracaram

Eko Visnur mahad bhutam prthag bhutanv anekasah

tnml lokan vyapya bhutatma bhuiikte \is\abhug av^avah

8 Nilakantha, comm on BhGita 7, 14

jivesvaravibhagasun>e suddaacinmatre Lalpito mavadarpanas

Citpratibmibarupam jivam vasikitva bimbacaitan^am anuruohya

pracalati

SvetUp 4, 9

Ghandamsi yajhah kratavo vratani

bhutam bhavyam yac ca \eda vadanti

9
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asman mayi srjate \isvam etat

tasmims canyo mayaya samniruddliah

10 DeviBhPur 6, 31, 46b-47a

Mayadhinam jagat sarvam sadevasuramanusam

dehi ma-> aparadhmas ces^ate tadvasanugah

11 Ramanuja, comm on BhGita 7, 14

aindrajalikadisv apx kenacin mantrausadhadina mithyarthavisa-

yayah paramarthikya eva buddher utpadakatvena mayaviti prayo-

gah esa gunamayi paramarthiki bhagavanmaya eva ‘'mayam
tu prakrtim vidyan mayinam tu mahesvaram” ityadisv abhidhiyate

Asyah karyam bhagavatsvarupatirodhanam svasvarupabhogyatva*

buddhis ca, ato bhagavanmayaya mobitam sarvam jagad bhagavan-

tam anavadhikatisayanandasvarupam nabhijanati

12 Harivamsa 78 , 32 Critical note

Prapte kale tu tat karma drsyate sarvadehinam

esa liy antarhita maya durvijneya surair api

yathayam muhyate loko hy atra karmaiva karanam

13 BrVPur Krsnajanmakhanda, 78, 19

Kamakrodhalobhamohair vestxtah sarvakarmasu

mayaya mohitah sasvaj jnanaliinas ca durbalah

14 BhPur 8, 12, 38

Distya tvam svam nistham atmana sthitali

yan me strirupaya svairam mohito ’py anga mayaya
8, 12, 43

Api vyapasyas tvam ajasya mayam
parasya pumsah parade\atayah
aham kalanam rsabho vimuhye
yaya vaso ’nye kim utasvatantrah

8, 5, 30

Na yasya kas catititarti mayam
yaya jano muhyati veda nartham
tam nirjitatmatmagunam paresam
namama bhutesu sairam carantam

12 , 10 , 2

Prapanno ’smy anghnmulam te prapannabhayadam Hare
yanmayayapi vibudha muhyanti jnanakasaya

3, 6, 39

Ato bhagavato maya mayinam api mohini
yat svayam catmavartmatma na veda kim utapare

10, 23, 50
Namas tubhvam bhagavate Krsnavakunthamedhase
yanmayamohitadhiyo bhramamah karmavartmasu

15 Marici, Vimanarcanakalpa, ch 88
Athayam dehojanraa krtva bharyamayapasanibandhito bhagavan*
mayaya mobitatvat kamakrodhalobhamohamadamatsaryahimsadmi
karoti
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16 BNarPur 36, 10

Yanmaya>a mohitamanasa ye pasyanti natmanam api prapannam
ta eva mayavigatas tadaiva pasyanti sar'vatmakam atmarupam

17 Siva Pur, p 180, St 25
Durjneya Sambhavi maya sarvesam prarmam iha
bhaktam vmarpitatmanam taya sammohyate jagat

18 DeviBhPur 6, 25, 24
Maya balavati biahman dustyaja hy akrtatmabbih
arupa ca niralamba jnamnam api mohini

6, 26, 2b and 3

Samsare ’smin vina moham ko ’pi nasti sariravan

Brahma Visnus tatha Rudrah Sanakah Kapilas tatha

mayaya vesptah sarve bhramanti bha\ a\ artmani
6, 28, 2

Mayaya mohitam sarvam jagat sthavarajangamam
18a BhPur 12 10, 30

Naitavata bbagavatah svamayamay a\ rttibhih

na dusyetanubhavas tair mayinah kuhakam yatha
19 Bhasa, tJrubhanga, st 35

Yenendrasya sa Parijatakatarur manena tulyam hrto

divyam varsasahasram arnavajale suptas ca yo lilaya

tivram Bhimagadam pravisya sahasa nirvyajayuddhapriyas

tenaham jagatah priyena Hanna mrt>oh pratigrahitah

20 Mbh 7, 164,99
Sa bliavams tratu no Dronat satyaj jyavo ’nrtarn bhavet

anrtam jivitasyarthe vadan na sprs>ate ’nrtaih

21 Mbh 12, 326, 25
Pasya devasya mahatmyam mahimanam ca INarada

subhasubhaih karmabhir yo na lipyati kadacana

22 LiPur 1, 80, 19 and 20
Drstva naryas tada Visnum madaghurnitalocanah

visalajaghanah sadyo nanrtur mumudur jaguh

Kascid drstva Hanm naryah kihcitprahasitananah

kihcid visrastavastras ca srastakahciguna jaguh

23 RV 7, 100, 6
Kim It te Visno paric^ksyam bhut

pra ydd vavakse sipivrsto asmi

m^ vdrpo asmdd dpa guha et^d

y^d anyarupah samithe babhutha

24 Mbh 5, 109, 5 Grit Note
Atra Visnuh sahasraksah sahasracarano Hyayah
sahasrasirasah sriman anekah (Gr Ed ekah) pasyati mayaya

25 Bhasa, Balacarita I, 6, prose
Mayaya sisutvam upagatam Xrilokesvaram pragihya \ asudevena

saha [Devaki] svagrhan ni'=ikramati \aisa

Lokanam abhayakaram gurum suranam

daityanara nidhanakaram rathangapamm
sokarta sasivadana niai prasanta

bahubhyam girirn iva Mandaram vahanti
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26 Mbh 12, 47, 38
Sambhaksya sarvabhutani krtva caikarnavam jagat

balah svapiti yas caikas tasmai mayatmare namah
27 Mbh 3, 186, 91-100

Tato balena tenasyam sahasa vivrtam krtam
tasyaliam avaso vaklram daivayogat pravesitah

Tatah pravistas tatkuksim sahasa manujadhipa
sarastranagarakirnam krtsnam pasyami medinim
Gangam Satadram Sitam ca Yamunam atha Kausikim
Carmanvatim Vetravatim Gandrabhagair Sarasvatim
Smdhum caiva Vipasam ca nadim Godavarim api

vasvokasaram Nalmim Narmadam caiva Bharata
Nadim Tamram ca Vennam ca punyatoyam subhavaham
Suvenam Kisnavenam ca Iramam ca mahanadim
Sonam ca purusavyaghra Visalyam Kampunam api

(96) Etas canyas ca nadyo ’ham prthivyam ya narottama
parikraman prapasyami tasya kuksau mahatmanali
Tatah samudram pasyami vadogananisevitam
ratnakaram amitraghna mdhanam payaso mahat
Tatah pasyami gaganam candiasurya\iraiitam

jajvalyamanam tejobhih pavakarkasamaprabhaih
pasyami ca mahiin rajan kananair upasobhitam
Yajante hi taaa rajan brahmana bahubhih savaih

ksatri^as ca pravartante sarvavarnanurahjane
Vaisyah ki sim yathanyayam karayanti naradhipa
susrusa\ara ca nirata dvijanam vrsalas tatha

28 Nilakantha, Comm on Ganesa Gita 3, 6

Anagatam atitam ca mmcsah kalpa ity api

tatha duram aduram ca bhavisyat stnulam anv api

cidatmani sthitany eva pasya mayavij^-mbhitam

29 Mahavamsa 7, 5-9

Tathagatassa devindo v^^co sutva visarado

devass Uppalavannassa Lankarakkham samappa^ i

Sakkena vuttamatto so Lankam agamma sajjukam

paribbajakavesena rukkhamulam upavisi

Vijavappamakha sabbe tarn upecca apucchisum
‘ ayam bho ko nu dipo” ti, '‘Lankadipo’ ti abruvi

“Xsia santi manuja ettha, na ca hessati vo bhayam”
iti vatva kundikayam tejalena msmciya
Suttah ca tesam hatthesu laggetva nabhasagama,
da'^sesi sonirapena paricankayakkhiiii

30 BrVPar, Ganapatikhanda, 8, 19-22

Retahpatanakale ca sa Visnur Visnumayaya
vidhaya vipiarupam tad ajagama rater g^-ham

Jatavantam vina tailam kucailam bbiksukam mune
ativa sukladasanam trsnaya paripiditam

Ativa krsagatram ca bibhrat tilakam ujj\aiam
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bahukakus\ aram dinam dain\at kutsitami2rtiir*at

Ajuha\a IMahadevam ati\rddho ’nnavacakah
danda\ alambanam krt\ a ratid\ are ’tidurbalah

31 Ajitagama, Kriyapada 1, 22
Bhairave ca tathan\esu Pasupabupatadi^u
Visnutantre ca BaLiddbe ca tatha Dikpaladarsane
tat tat sa e\a de\esah Si\asamjnah sanatanah

32 SvetUp 3, 1 and comm b\ Ijpanis idbrahma\ ogm
\a eko jalavan isata isambliih sar\aml lokan isata xsanibbih

ya evaika udbha’ve sambha\e ca “va etad vidur amitas te bha\aiiti

Jalasabdena ji\ajatamats>agrahi ma^asaktir iic\ate

tadadhisthatrtvena tad’van ii»\arah sarvam ii>ate isanibhir

mayasaktibhir iste

33 Kaivalya Up 12

Sa eva ma^aparimohitatma t»atiram asthava karoti sarvam
stryannapanadivintrabhogaih sa eva jagrat paritrpnm eti

34 Pancabrahma Up 24
Mayaya mohitah Sambhor Mahadevam jagadgunim
na jananti surah, sarve sarv akaranakaranam

35 BNarPur 15, 74 76

Mama mmtyantaram Sambhum vaja stotrail svasaktitah

sa te samastasrevamsi vidhas^ati na samsavah
Aham Adrisutanatnam yajami prat>aliairi nrpa
tasmad aradha>esanam stotraih stutvam sukhapradam
Anadinidhano de\ah sarvakamaphalapradah
tvaya sampujito rajams tava sre>o vidhas>ati

Ruarahrdava Up 5-7a

Ye namasyanti Govindam te namas>anu Sankaram
ye ’rcayaiiti Harim bhaktya te ’rca>anti V rsadhv ajam
Ye dvisanti \ irupaksam te dvisanti Jana^^danam
ye Rudram nabhijananti te na jananti Resavam
Rudrat pravartate bijam bijayomr Janardanaii

36 Skanda Up 9

Yatha Sivamayo Visnur evam Visnumavah Suah
yathantaram na pasyami tatha me svastii a>usi

yathanta am na bhedah syuh Siv akesava^os tatha

deho devala>ah proktah sa jiv ah kevalah bivah

37 Mbh 1, 16, 38 40

Etad atyaJbhutam d s|va dana\anam samutmitah
amrtarthc m^tiian nado mamedam iti jaipatam

Tato Narayano mayam asthito mohinim prabhun
strirupam adbhutam krtva danavan. aohisamsritah

Tatas tad amrtam tasyai dad us te mCdhacetasah
striyai danav adaiteyah sar\e tadaratamarasah

38. Mbh 1, 17, 2 and 3

Tatas tad amrtam devo Vi‘'nur adava \irva\an

jahaia danav endrcbhyo 2siarena saliitah prabhah
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35. MMK Vol I, p 153

Hr he Mahakrodha, sanmukha, satcarana, sarvavighnaghataka

hum hum, kim cirayasi Vmayaka, jivitantakara ’ duhsvapnam me
nasaya, langha^ samayam anusmara, phat^ svaha

36 MMK Vol II, p 298
Atha samudratate pascanmukham patam pratisthapya nagakas^hair

agnim prajvalya samudrasyauddisva nagapuspanam laksam juhuyat
Samudre urmaya agacchanti , siddhimmittam na bhetavyam
Tavad yavat samudro brahmanavesenagacchati, braviti “kim
maya kartavyam Vaktavyam “vasyo me bhava” , tato yad
ucyate tat sarvam karoti

37 Second Varadapurvatapani Up (Jacob, p 131)

Ya etena caturthisu paksayor ubhayor api

laksam juhuyad apupanam tatksanad dhanado bha\et
siddhaudanam trimasam tu juhvad agnav ananyadhih
tavaj juhvat prthukan hi saksad Vaisravano bhavet

38 AgPur 302, 6 mantra
Om hnm om namah Kamaya sarvajanahitaya sarvajanamohanaya
prajvahtava sarvajanahrdayam mamatmagatam kuru kuru om

‘Chapter 3

1 Atri-Samhita or Samurtarcanadhikarana, 20, 17f

Sribhumibhyam munibhyam ca rahitam viraham viduh
rahitam sankhacakrabhyam kevalam devam eva va
Devibhyam rahitam capi Bhumipunyarcanayutam
kaiscid viraham ity uktam

Marici, Vimanarcanakalpa, ch 19, p 81

Devam dvibhujam caturbhujam va dhumavarnam syamadharam
suskavaktram suskamgam tamogunanvitam urdhvanetram brahmadi-
devair vivarjitam paisacapadastham ardradyanuktanaksatre sarvar«

yam cararasau sthapitam vimanam ca laksanahinam karayed etad
abhicarikasthanakam syat

(p 83) Devam vedikasane samasinam caturbhujam dvibhujam va
nilabham syamavastradharam rajogunanvitam urdhvanetram devy-
adin vma laksanahme vimane satrudinmukhe krsnastamyam agny-
adyanuktanaksatre sarvaryam cararasau garbhalaye paisacapade
sthapayed etad abhicankasanam bhavet

(p 86) *5esam laksanahinam dviphanam dvivalayam anunnata-
sirahparsvam, devam nilabham dvibhujam caturbhujam va sama-
sayanam mahamdrasamayuktam suskavaktram suskangam syama-
vastradharam sarvadevair vihmam karayed etad uttamam abhi-
carikasayanam, ekaphanam ekavalayam madhyamam, sarvadeham
vma ) samasthalasayanam adhamam

2 MMD 14 29 mantra
Om snm hnm jaya Laksimpnyaya nityapramudicacetase Laksmi-
sritardhadehaya srim hnm namah
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*47 DeviEhPur 6, 31, 41 and 42
Madhavo ’pi sada satt\asamsritah sarvatha bha\et
>ada santah pritiyukto bha\ej jnanasam^n\itah
ba eva raja-adhikyad apntisamyuto bha\et
ghoras ca sarvabhutesu gunadhino Ramapatih

48 Mbh 12, 47, 37 and 38
Yo ’sau yugasahasrante pradiptarcir \ibhavasuh
sambhal sayati bhutani tasmai ghoratmaxie namah
Sambhaksya sar\abhutani krtva caikarria\am jagat
balah svapiti yas caii as tasmai mayatmane namah

12, 47, 44
\ SLsy agnir a;>yam dyaur murdha kham nabhis caranan ksitih

Suiyas caksur disah srotre tasmai lokatmane namah
49 BhPur 12, 11, 6 8

Etad vai paurusam rupam bhuh padau dyauh siro nabhah
nabhih Suryo ’ksini nase Vayuh karnau disah prabhoh
Prajapatih prajananam apano mrtyur isituh

tadbahavo lokapala manas Gandro bhruvau \ amah
Lajjottaro ’dliaro lobho danta jyotsna smayo bhramah
romani bhuruha bbumno meghah purusamurdhajah

12 , 11 , 11

Svamayam vanamalakhyam nanagunama> im dadhat
vasas chandomayam pitam brahmasutram tnvrt svaram

12, 11, 14-16a

Ojah sahobalayutam mukhyatattvam gadam dadhat
apam tattvam dara\aram tejastattvam Sudarsanam
Nabhonibham nabhas tattvam asim carma tamomayam
Kalarupam dhanuh Sarngam tatha karmamayesudhim
Indnyani saran ahur akutii as>a syandanam

50 DeviBhPur 6, 28, 18b and 19

Triyutas tarn katham mayam jetum saktal puman bhavet

K.alo ’pi tasya rupam hi rupahinah s\arupakrt

tadvase vartate dehi vid\an murkho ’tha madhyamah
51 Stuti <!k Stava, No 133, 1 and 2

Bhutaraja mahakrurah sahasrakiranaprabhah

sad\ aktrasamvutas caiva

Mahakso sarvastrakarnadharanah

mahapretasamarudho nagayajhopasobhitah

No 136, 6

Dasavaktro mahadevah saha^rabhujabhisanah

sarvayudhadharo raudri damstrabalendusamnibhah

Chapter 2

I Tantrasara, p 73 (quoting Visuddhesvara Tantra)

S^trirakarabhutanam bhutanam >ad visodhanam

avya>abrahmasam>ogad bhutasuddhir lyam ixiata
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2 ChUp 4, 5, 3

Sa ya etamevam vidvams catuskalampadam Brahmanah piakasavan

ity upaste, prakasa\an asmiml lokebhavati Prakasavato ha lokafi.

jayati

4, 12 2

Sa ya etam evam vid\an upaste, apahate papakrtyam, loki bhavati,

sarvam ayur etij jyog ji\ati, nasyavarapurusah k‘=:iyante Upa vayam
tarn bhuhjmo ’smims ca loke ’musm ms ca, ya etam evam vidvan

upaste

4, 15, 6

Sa enam Brahma gamayati Esa devapathe Brahmapathah Etena

pratipadyamana imam manavam avartam navartanta iti

5, 19, 2

tasyanu trptim trpyati praja^a pasubhir annadyena tejasa brahma—
varcasena

3 D, Benares ed , 2, 4
Brahmatmanam tu vitatam drs^va vijnanacaksusa

sarvatra maranam karyam anyatha dosabhag bhavet

4 Kathas 12, 22, 25 and 26
Tatah sa yogaguhkam ksiptva dhurtapatir mukhe
Muladevo vyadhad vrddhabrahmanakrtim atmanah
Dvitiyam gulikam dattva mukhaksepyam cakara ca

sukantakanyakarupam tarn Manahsvammam dvijam

5 Stuti & Stava, No 636, 2 and 3
Naivedyam Brahma Visrius ca bhokta de\o Mahesvarah
sarvavyadhin alabhati sar\ akaryantasiddhantam
Jayarthi ja>am apnuyad yasarthi yasani apnoti

siddhisakalam apnuyat Paramasi\ £»m labhati

6 Stuti &. Stava, No 362, 36 and 37
Mantrena moksam apnoti mantrenabhyudayam labhet

hanti mantram mahasocam pavitram papanasanam
Papam bahudha kuryad yo narah pitrmatarah

[tan]mantrena visuddhatma sarvapapam utpavakah
7 AgPur 125, 41 and 42

Vasye jvare tathakarse prayogah siddhikarakah

santau pritau namaskaro vausat pustau vasadisu

Hum mrtyau pritisannase vidvesoccatane ca pliaf

vasat sute ca diptyadau mantranam jatayas ca sat

8 MMD 24, 92b-95a

Pumstrinapumsakah prokta manavas trividha budhaih
Vasadantah phadantas ca pumamso manavah smrtah
vausatsvahantaga naryo hum namo nta napumsakah
Vasyoccatanarodhesu pumamsah siddhidavakah
ksudrakarmarujam nase strimantrah sighrasiddhidah

Abhicare smita kliba evam te manavas tndha
9 KGT 3, 80

Pustau svahantamantro bhavati narapate

santiko sau namo ^’ntar
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akrstau \ausadanto bha\ati ca \asadantas ca \as\e tathaiva

humkaranto ’bhicare prakrtiguna\ asat kilanadve phadantah
sveto raktas ca krsno varakanakanibhah

karmabhedaib ca mantrah

10 MMK Voi III, p 662
Om hana hana sar\abha\an sada>otsada\a trasa\a mota\a chinda
bhinda j\ala j\ala hum hum phat phat svaha

11 MMK Vol III, p 666
Namah sarvatathagatebhvo arhadbhvah sam> aksambuddhcbhyab
Om Kumararupim visvasambha\a agacchagaccha lahu lahu bhrum
bhrum bum hum jinajit Mahjusri\a susri\a tara\a mam sarvaduh-

khebhyah phat phat samava sama>a mnodbhavodbha\a papam
me nasaya s-vaha

12 RV 7, 104, 1

Indrasoma tapatam raksa ubjdtam
nyarpayatam vrsana tamo\ rdliah

pdra smitam acito nyosatam
hatdm nudetham ni sisitam atrinah

13 MtPur 70, 52 and 53

Yathantaram na pasyami Kamakesa\ ayoh sada

tathaiva sar\^akamaptir astu Visno sada mama
Yatha na Kamala dehat prayati tava Kesa\a
tatha mamapi devesa sarire s\e kuxu prabho

14 MtPur 93, 151-155

Nava (nara"^ ) v ayasaraktadhyapatratrayasaman\ itah

samidho vamahastena syenasthibalasamyutah

hota\^a muktakesais tu dh-yayadbhir asi\am ripau

Durmitriyas tasmai santu tatha hum phad ititi ca

syenabhicaramantrena ksiuram samabhimantr\a ca

Pratirupam ripoh krtva ksurena parikarta\ ct

ripurupasya sakalanv athai\agnau \inihksipct

Grahayajha\idhanante sadai\ abhicaran punah
vidvesanam tatha kur\ann. etad e\a samacaret

Ihaiva phaladam pumsam etan namutra sobhanam
15 MMD 12, 139b and 140

Evam sriSundarim mtyam puja>an \ajitendn>ah

navavrtiyutam sarvan kaman istan a\apnu\at

atha prayoga vaksyante sadhakabhistasiddhidah

16 MMK Vol I, p 54
Mucyate sar\ arogebhyo ipsitam artham ca sampadyante

aputro labhate putram durbhagah subhago bha\et

Daridro labhate arthan darsanad e\a mandalam
striyasya purusasyapi sraddhasyapi kalpatah

yathestavividhakaram prapnuyat sampadam sada

SM No 111 (Durgottaramsadhana

)

Bandhasthena japtavya, sahasram astasatam \a dine dine japen

mocayati, yadiha muhcati tada siro\edana bha\ati, jvaro mahan.

17
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bhavatij visama visucika bhavati, sadhakasya darsanam dadati,

saptame divase Vasyam mocayati

18 D 12, 13

‘*Devi * dandryadagdho *smi tasya nasakari bhava”
dattvarghyam pranamen mantn, \adet sa ‘‘tvam kim icchasi^*’

tato dadati sa tusta vittavus cirajivitam

19 MMK Vol II, p 293

Atha yaksmi-akarsayitukamah tasya namam grhya saptaham asoka-

puspam juhuyat, agacchati varam dadati saptame saptahe Vasyam
agacchati, mata bhagini bharva yam carocati Atha na va gacchati,

murdhanam asya sphutati

20 MMK Vol III, p 566
Om Bhatte Bhatte alokmi kim cirayasi ehy ehi agaccha agaccha mama
karyam kuru svaha

21 MMK Vol III, p 566
IsTamah sarvayaksinam, Om rakte raktavabhase raktanulepane svaha

Revatya yaksinisrestha lalantya maithunapriya

isadraktena vastrena nilakuhcitamurdhaj a

Sarvangasobhana yaksi kamabhogarata sada

kamada bhogada nityam varadam tarn abhimrdiset

22 MMD 9, 93

Yo me purvagatah papma papakeneha karmana
Indras tarn devarajo bhanjayatv ahjayatu mohayatu nasayatu
marayatu kalim tasmai prayacchatu

krtam mama sivam mama santih svastyayanam castu

23 MMD ch 10

sadhyam nccataya^ sosaya^ maraya^ bhisaya^ nasaya^ sirah kam-
paya^ mamajhavartmam kuru^ tadvastujatam sampadaya^ sarvam
kuru^ svaha

24 HT 1, 11

Hrihkarasambhava devi raktavarna caturbhuja

isukarmukahasta ca utpalankusadharana
asya bhavanamatrena trailokyam vasam anayet

laksenaikena rajanah prajaloko ’yutena ca

pasuyaksadayah kotva saptalaksena casurah

laksadvayena devas ca satenaikena mantrmah
25 Kathas 2, 2, lOf

Athanyan viksya tan adhyan grhasthan irsyaya Sriyam
homaih sa sadhayamasa Kalanemih krtavratah

Sa ca tus^a sati saksad evam Sris tarn abhasata

hutam agnau tvaya yasmad amarsakalusatmana
26 DeviBhPur 9, 4, 73

Srim hrim Sarasvatyai svaha siro me patu sarvatah

Snvagdevatayax svaha bhaiam me sarvadavatu
MMD 9, 36

Girvanasamgharcitapadapamkajarunaprabhabalasasankasekhara
raktambaralepanapuspayunmude srmm sapasam dadhati sivastii nah

:27
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28 MMD 18, commentary
Om aim hrim khm bxim Kahnes^an sarvajanamanohari sarvamukha-
stambhani sarvarajavasamkari sarv adus^tanirdalani sarv astnpurusa-
karsim vandii,rnkhalas trotaya^ sar\asatrun bhahja>a^ d\estni nirda-
laya^ sarvam stambhaya^ mohanastrena d^esina uccata>a^ sarvam
vasam kuru^ svaha dehi^ sarvam Kalaratri kamir igane3\an namah

29 MMD 18, 43
Om aim klim hrim snm glaum hsauh namah Kahnes\ari sarv an
mohaya^ krsne Lrsnavarne krsnambarasaman\ i te sar\an akarsaya^
sighra[m]vasam kuru^ aim hnm klim snm

30 MMD 18, 50

Om hlam hlim hlum Kamaksi mayarupim sar\ amanoharmi stam-
bhaya^ rodhaya^ mohaya^ klam klim klum Kamakse Kahnesvan
hum ^

31 KGT 4, 163 and 164

Purne home jvalan vai laiadasirasmas tiksnadams^ras trmetro

garjan vai sphotayan vah ksitim api caranaih

sadhakam bhisayan vah
sthitva kundantarale hasati kahakaham nrt>ate bhimaka^as
tarn drstva bhimamantn vrajati Yamapuram nastacittah ksanena

Bhetavyam nasurendrad api citibhuvanc mantrasiddhyarthahetor

drstva nihkampacittam bhavati punar idam sadhito bhutanathah

“siddho ’ham te suvira vada sakalam aham
sampratam kim karomi'^’’

ity ukte sadhakena svamanasi rucitam prarthaniyam parartham

32 KGT 4, 165 and 166

Sparsam khadgam rasendramrtaphalagutika rocanam cahjanam ca

yal lepam padukam va dadatu samabhav an laukikim astasiddhim

vidvesoccatanam vai bhu\ anamdhanata stambhanakrstivasyam

sarvam me yatu siddhim, sa ca \adati punah *‘sarvam etat karomi’’

Bhutendram sadhayitva vrajati narapate sadhako vatra tatra

patale cantarikse suravarabhuvane merusmge ’bdhipare

tatrarudho ’sihastah ksititalamlaye lokakar>am karoti

tasmat sattvarthahetoh paramakarunaya sadham>o ’surendrah

33 MMK Vol I, o 29

Namah sarvabuddhabodhisattvanam apratihatasasananam Dm,
kara^ kuxu^ mama karyam, bhahja^ sarvavighnan, daha^ sarvavajravi-

nayakam, murdhatakajivitantakara mahavikrtarupme, paca“ sarva-

dustan, mahaganapatijivitantakara bandha^ sar\agrahan San-

mukha, sadbhuja, satcarana ’ Rudram anaya, Visnum anaya,

Brahmadyan devan anaya, ma vilamba ma Mlamba, jhal*" mandala-

madhye pravesaya, samayam anusmara, hum® phat^ s\aha

34 MMK Vol I, p 153

Sadbhujo ’tha mahakrodhah sanmukhas cai\a kalpite

caturaksaro mahamantrah Kumare murtimsrtah

ghorarupa mahaghoro Varahakarasambhavah

sarpabhogavilambitah asihasto mahaujasah
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Tato devaganah sarve papus tad amrtam tada

Vi'^noh sakasat samprapya sambhrame tumule sati

39 Mbh 1, 16, 40 Southern Recension

Sa tu Narayani maya dharayarti kamandalum
asyamanesu daityesu panktya ca prati danavaih

devan apavayad devi na daityams te ca cukiusuh

1, 17 3 Southern Rec
Pa\ayaty amrtam devan Harau bahubalena ca

nirodhayah capena ddrikrtva dhanuidharan

40 BhPur 8, 12, 39 and 40

K.O nu me 'titaren mayam visaktas tvad rle puman
tarns tan visrjatim bhavan dustaram akrtatmabhih

Seyani gunamayi maya na tvam abhibhavisyati

maya sameta kalena kalarupena bhagasah

8, 12, 47
kapatayuvativeso mohayan yah surarims

tarn aham nato ’smi

41 DeviBhPur 6, 27, 31b“52a

gacchan hasyavmodena stribha\am garnitah ksanat

rajapatmtvam apanno mayabalaMmohitah

6, 28, 1 and 2

Nisamaya munisrestha gadato mama satkatham
mayabalam suduijheyam munibhir yogavittamaih

Mavaya mohitam sar\am jagat sthavarajangamam
Brahmadistambaparyantam ajaya durvifohavyaya

42 DeviBhPur 6, 29, 51

ICim visidasi tanvangi bhramo ’yam prakatikrtah

mohera kokilalape patiputragrhatmake

43 KuPur 1, 34
Maya mama priyananta yayedam dharyate jagat
saisa sarvajagatsutih prakitis tngunatmika

44 Krsna Up, 7

Aja'^^'ya Vaisnavi mayapy ajena sajita pura
Devaki brahma\idya sa ya devair upagxyate
Comm ata eva hi Krsnarupabrahmavirbhavasambhavah

45 MkPur 81, 41 and 42

Tan naira vismayah karyo yoganidia jagatpateh
mahamaya Hares caitat taya sammohyate jagat
Jhamnam api cetamsi devi Bhagavati hi sa

balad akrsya mohaya Mahamaya prayacchati
46 DeviBhPur 6, 31, 29b-32

Yathendrajalikah kascit pahcahm daravim kare
Krtva nartayate kamam svecchaya vasavartinim
tatha nartayate Maya jagat sthavaiajangamam
Brahrradistambapar> antam sadevasuramanusam
pahcendriyasamayuLtam manascittanuvartanam
Gunas tu karanam rajan mayasairudbha\ah
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3 MMD 14, 111

Devakisuta Govinda \ asudeva jagatpate
dehi me tanayam Krsna tvam aham saranam gatah

4 AgPur 307 mantra (=PST 36, 6ff

)

Om srim hrim hium om namah Puru^ottamah Pumsottamapratirupa
L.aksmini\asa sakalajagatksobhana sar\astrihrda>adarana tnbhu-
vanamadonmadakara, suramanujasundanjanamanamsi tapaya^
dipaya sosaya^ maraya^ stambhaya^ dra\ a>a^ akarhaya,^ parama-
subhaga sarvasaubhagyakara kamaprada, amukam hana^ cakrcna
gada>a khadgena sarvabanair bhmda^ pasena hatta^ (PST ghat-
taya^) ankusena tadaya^’ txim^ kim tisthasi >avat tivat samihitam
me siddham bhavati, hum phat namah

5 Second Varadapurvatapani Up (ed Jacob, p 123f )

Tasya hi *=ad angani bhavanti Om hrdayaya namah sirase s\aha
sikhayai vasat kavacaya hum netratrayava vausad astraya pha(J
iti prathamam prathamena sas|:ham sast;hena pratyaksaram
ubhayato Maya Laksrms ca bha\ati

6 The OJ Commentary to the Mahamaya fragment m the Rotterdam
manuscript (No 19615 Museum Voor Volkenkunde) is as follows

(1) San Hyan Mayatattva ajarakna, atyantamahapavitranira, ndan
evekta kapanguhanira, matanyan renen ta kitasan yah, kanenan&nen
Sira yan mankana, Imuputanira, ikan sarsrvapapa

(2) Ndya ta kanenanenanira ^ Dvinetra sira, caturbhuja, gadasanka-

cakragingemra, sarwajha ta sira, pita\ama ikan padma stananira

(3) SineMta sira denin sarwadevagana, bhmusanan ta sira denm
sarwabharana (mantra) Nihan ta vakyanira muvah

(4) (mantia) nan mantra

(5) Yadyan hana ri nusantara, klm hadmya, kahananira san prabhu, i

samankana dohnya, niyata marakiriim san sadhaka, umehaken
rajyadrvenira, sahana ni kadatvamra

(6) Pira gena nikan Ivah, tuvi bahunya kala nin renren, myata valuya

ni bahunya muvaha ri sankanya nuni

Iti akarsanaprayoga

(7) Raktavarna raktadhara puspadi (mantra) nan mantra

(8) Yadyapmvan sdananyan amankel rak\an liman, la\an satru

sek saha kosa vahananva, tan vnan inalahaken, niyata kakavasanika

kahh, yan San Hyan Maya raktavamna inaradhan

(9) Pira hayva nikan kanya, ka\asa ika de san sadhaka, van inara-

dhanan San Hyan Maya ban

Iti vasikaranaprayoga

(10) (11) Pira galakin ula kavdi-vdi, pati sahut sahutanavet nm
lapanya, inaku maryanya mankana, yan maradhanan San Hyan
Maya kunm Muvah piratguhan m akasa, pten pepet ta denm
megha nila manhiu hudan ri kala nm renren, niyata nanti taya

ni San Hyan Maya kunm maradhan (mantra)

Iti stambana

(12) (mantra)
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(13) Pira kasa nikan vukir mvan atyanta genanya, pisanin xin

polahana mvan kahanan aprana, myata sivakasa prahara^ yaix San
Hyan Maya krsna inaradhana

Iti uccatana prayoga

(14) Kunan yan prayascitta mrayogaknanta, San Hyan Maya
caturvarnna pujantaradhananan, caturvarnna smandanmra, tka

mn vastra puspadi, makantan cam, caturvarnna ika kabeh
(mantra )

nan mantra

(15) Yadyapxn sevu kvehanikan andaru tumiba rin Imah, mvan
ikan vintan kukus pira kvehanikan grahayuddha, pira kv^hamkan
hudan vatu, myata padmanika kab^h, salviramn hala kavanun denya,

ilan d6ni prayascitta mankana

(16)

Lavan sira kvehamn hala nin wan, piran tavun lavasanyan pamdep
sansara mvan lara, alupa nara kaharepnya, vet nikasakitanya, mya-
tanya mulih maluy paripurnna sariranya, kadi nuni sukacitta, yan

pmagavayaken prayaiscitta mankana Iti San Hyan Mahamaya,
sarwaprayascitta sira, hayva vera, parama[ra]hasya sira

(17) Nahan ta Ivir nm prayoga San Hyan Mahamaya
(18) Makaphala kagavayan in wan hirmvan, mvan bhaktyanya,

kadi varnna nin smdura San Hyan Mantra, va^at indikanya Om
hrom va»at namah vasat hrum om, i pingala kahanan San Hyan
Mantra Isep tekan smadya, makavakeki, mahjinen sarira mnvan
Kunan yan patya mn satru, hilan varnna San Hyan Mantra, phat
indikanya, Om hrom hum namah hum hrom um, mankana

(19)

Yan makadon palayvan ir» satru, kukus varnna San Hyan Mantra,.

Om mdikanya, Om hrom hum namah hum hrom om Kunan yan
makadon hunpan i wan, svetavarnna (na) S H Mantra, vasat

mdikanya, Om hrom vasat sama vosat hrom om Kunan yanma-
kadon tka mn satru, kadi gulu mn mrak, varnna S H Mantra,
Hum mdikanya, upalaksana

(20) (21) Om vasat om vasat namah, nn sirah, Om vasat am
vasat namah, nn mukamandaia, Om vasat ghom vasat namah, rm
hrdaya, Om hum phat rem hum phat namah, nn yom, Om hum
phat bhyah hum phat namah, nn padakarva, mankana nyasa
sarvasiddhi Iti sarwapravascitta, mabhyasan sarisari, tan kaluban
rahmen kulem, sarwaroga hopadrava vinasa, dirghavusa ta sira

7 AgPur 308, 10
Dhyeyas te padmapattresu sankhacakragadadharah
ahjanaksirakasmirahemabhas te suvasasah (TSS pitavasasah)

8 MMK Vol I, p 44
Visnus cakrapams caturbhujo gadasankhasihasto Garudasanah
sarvalankarabhusitas ca

9 SvetUp 3, 5
Ya te Rudra siva tanur aghora papanasmi
taya nas tanuva santamaya girisantabhicakasihi

10 SvetUp 4, 3

Tvam stri tvam puman asi tvam kumara uta va kumari
tvam jirno dandena vancasi tvam jato bhavasi visvatomukhah
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11 LiPur 1, 11, 2 and Sa, 1, 12, 1

Ekonatnmsakah kaipo vijneyah Svetalohitah

tasmims tat paranxam dhyanam dhyayato Brahmanas tada
Utpannas tu sikhayuktah kumarah svetalohitah

Tatas trimsattamah kaipo Rakto nama prakirtitah

Brahma yatra mahateja raktavarnam adharayat
12 LiPur 1, 13, 1-3

Ekatnmsattamah kalpah Pitavasa iti smrtah
Brahma yatra mahabhagah pitavasa babhuva ha
Dhyayatah putrakamasya Brahmanah paramesthmah
pradiirbhuto mahatejah kumarah pitavastradhrk

Pitagandhanuhptangah pitamalyambaro yuva
hemayajnopavitas ca pitosmso mahabhujah

13 LiPur 1, 14, 1-6

Tatas tasmm gate kalpe pitavame Svayambhuvah
punar anyah pravrttas tu kaipo namnasitas tu sah

Ekarnave tada vrtte divye varsasahasrake (read di\^a-)

sraspikamah praja Brahma cintayamasa duhkhitah

Tasya cmtayamanasya putrakamasya vai prabhoh
krsnah samabhavad vamo dhyayatah Paramesthinah

Athapasyan mahatejah pradurbhutam kumarakam
krsnavarnam mahaviryam dipyamanam svatejasa

Krsnambaradharosmsam krsnayajhopavitmam
krsnena maulma yuktam krsnasraganulepanam

Sa tarn drstva mahatmanam Aghoram ghoravikramam
vavande devadevesam adbhutam krsnapmgalam

14 LiPur 1, 16, 1-5

Athanyo Brahmanah kaipo vartate munipumgavah
Visvarupa iti khyato namatah paramadbhutah

Vimvrtte tu samhare punah, srste caracare

Brahmanah putrakamasya dhyayatah paramesthinah

Pradurbhuta mahanada Visvarupa Sarasvati

visvamalyambaradhara visvayajnopavitmi

Visvosmsa visvagandha visvamata mahosthika

tathavidham sa bhagavan isanam paramesvaram

Suddhasphatikasamkasam sarvabharanabhusitam

atha tarn manasa dhyatva yuktatma vai Pitamahah

15 Pancabrahma Up, st 25 and 27b 28

Yena prakasate visvam yatraiva pra\’ihyate

tad Brahma paramam santam tad Brahmasmi param padam

Brahmakaryam lU jhatva isanam pratipadyate

Pahcabrahmatmakam sarvam svatmam prainlapya ca

so ’ham asmiti janiyad vidvan Brahmamrto bha\ et
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Chapter 4

1 SvetUp 4, 1

Ya eko Varno bahudha saktiyogad

\arnan anekan nihitartho dadhati

VI caiU cante visvam adau sa devah
sa no buddhya subhaya samyunaktu

2 SvetUp 4, 5

Ajam ekam lohitasuklakrsnam

bahvih prajah srjamanam sariipah

ajo hy eko jusamano ’nusete

jahaty enam bhuktabhogam ajo ’nyah

3 Mbh 12, 326, 26 and 27 and 54b
Sattvam rajas tamas caiva gunan etan pracaksate

ete sarvasariresu tisthanti vicaranti ca

Etan gunams tu ksetrajno bhunkte naibhih sa bhujyate

nirguno gunabhuk caiva gunasrasta gunadhikah

trims caiveman gunan pasya matsthan murtivivarjitan

KLrsna Up, st 5

Maya sa trividha prokta sattvarajasatamasi

prokta sattvi ca Rudre sa bhakte brahmani rajasi

tamasi daityapakse tu maya tredha hy udahrta
4 MMK, Vol II, p 538

Jatikusumair devmam pratimam tadayet raja vasyo bhavati
Jatikahkair devmam pratimam tadayed, astasatavaram pahca-
kahkabhis tnsandhyam sapta divasam yam icchati rajakanyam
mahadhanopetam varangarupimm tarn labhate

5 JaimBr 1, 80

Sa yam kamayeta papiyan syad iti krsnam asya pavitre *pyasyet,

papiyan eva bhavati Atha yam kamayeta narvan na parah syad
iti dhumram asya pavitre pyasyen, naivarvan na paro bhavati
Atha yam kamayeta sreyan syad rucam asnuviteti, phalgunam asya
pavitram kuryac, chreyan eva bhavati rucam a-^nute

6 MMD 5, 82

Karmasu krurasaumyesu dhyayen mantri yatha tatha
evam siddhe manau mantri gira Vacaspatir bhavet

7 GarPur 50, 36
Pujya dvijanam kumudendubhaso ye ksatriyanam jvalanarkavarnah
tatha visam ye kanakavadata niliprabhah sudrajanasya ye ca

8 AVPar 70a, 2

\ipranam bhavati hi suklam ambudose
rajanam sapadi nihanti lohitam ca
pitam ced bhavati nihanti vaisyavargam
sudranam bhavati hi krsnapmgadose

Mbh 12, 326, 1-8

1 Evam stutah sa bhagavan guhyais tathyais ca namabhih
tarn munim darsayamasa Naradam visvarupadhrk

9
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2 Kjincic candravisuddhatma kimcic candrad \'iseb>a\an

krsanu\amah kimcic ca kimcid dhi^nyakrtih prabhuh
3 Sukapatra\amah kimcic ca kimcit sphatikasaprabhah

nilanjanacayaprakhyo jatarupaprabhah k\ acit
4 Pravalankuravamas ca s\eta\arnah k\acid babhau

kvacit suvarna\ amabho \aidur>asadrsah k\acit

5 Nilavaiduryasadrsa mdranilambhah k\acit

mayuragriva\ amabho muktaharambhah k\ acit

6 Etan varnan bahuvidhan rupe bibhrat sanatanah
sahasranayanah srimah chatasirsah sahasrapat

7 Sahasrodarabahus ca Avyakta iti ca kvacit

omkaram udgiran \aktrat sa\’itrim ca tadanvavam
8 Sesebhyas cai\a vaktrebhyas caturv edodgatam \asu

aranyakam jagau de\o Hanr Narayano vasi

10 Mbh 3, 187, 32-34

Antakale ca samprapte Kalo bhutv atidaninah

trailokyam nasayamy ekah krtsnam sthavarajangamam
Aham tnvartma sarvatma sarv alokasukhav ahah
abhibhuh sarvago ’nanto Hrsikesa urukramah
Kalacakram nayamy eko brahmann aham ampi \ai

samanam sarvabhutanam sarvalokakrtodyamam

11 Bhasa, Balacarita 1, ed De\adhar, p 511

Sankhaksiravapuh pixra Krtayuge namna tu Nara\anas

Tretayam tripadarpitatribhm ano \ isnuh suvarnaprabhah

durvasyamanibhah sa Ravana\adhe Ramo yuge D\apare

nityam yo ’hjanasannibhah Kaliyuge \ah patu Damodarah
12 BhPur 10, 8, 13

Asan varnas trayo hy asya grhnato ’nuyugam tanuh

suklo raktas tatha pita idanim krsnatam gatah

13 Mbh 12, 47, 43

Brahma vaktram bhujau ksatram krtsnam urudaram \isah

padau yasyasritah sudras tasmai varnatmane namah
14 BhPur 3, 6, 34 and 35

Ete varnah svadharmena yajanti s\agurum Hanm
sraddhayatmavisuddhyartham yajjatah saha \rttibhih

Etat ksattar bhagavato de\ akarmatmarupmah

kah sraddadhyad upakartum yogama>abaloda\am

15 PST 22, 35

Pitabha karnika syad amnataram aram s\amalam cantaralam

nemih sveta ca bahye viracitasikharekhakulam parthi\ antam

cakradvandvam likhitva visadamatiratho saum\a>am'vah ca mantri

kumbham sampurya saumye praracayatu tatha dak'=ine homakarma

AgPur 30b, 9b and 10

Pitan cakram gada raktah s\arah syamam a\antaram

Nemih s\eta bahih krsnavamarekha caparthiM

madhyetare mare vaman evam cakrad\ayam likhet
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TSS 18, 7b and 8

Pitam cakram ghatam raktam aram syamam arantaram

Neimh sveta bahih krsnavama rekha ca partbivi

madhye taram aresvarnan e\am cakradvayam likhet

16 SM, No 194, Vol II, p 396

pitam caturmukham trmetram astabhujam pratharaamuklianaL

pitam daksmam sitam pascimam nilam vamam raktam

17 HT 2, 1

Sxikravarnam bhavec chantau pitam tu pauspke tatha

marane krsnavamam tu vasye raktam prakirtitam

yatha vasye tathakrstau dvesadau yatha marane
18 TSS 47b^50a (=AgPur 301, 15b-17)

Dhyanam vasye ’runam stambhe pitam apyayane sitam

Abhicaravidhau krsnam mohane sakracapavat

yo ’bhisekajapadhyanapujahomaparah sada

Tejasvi subhagah sriman sa yuddhadau jayam labhet

(AgPur samudradau jayam labhet)
19 T, p 426

Raktam dhyayed imam vasye stambhe svarnambham smaret

dhumram uccatane dhyayet krsnam maranakarmani
20 Mayabijastotra (Jhavery, Appendix 25), st 4-7

Tvam cmtayan svetakaranukaram
jyotsnamayim pasyati yas tnlokim

srayanti tarn tatksanato ’navadyah
vidyakalasantikapaustikani

Tvam eva baiarunamandalabham
smrtva jagat tvatkarajaladipram

vilokate yah kila tasya visvam
visvam bhaved vasyam avasyam eva

Yas taptacamikaracarudipram

pmgaprabham tvam kalayet samantat
sada muda tasya grhe sahelam
karoti kehm Kamala calapi

Yah syamalam kajjalamecakabham
tvam viksate catusadhumadhuniram
vipaLsapaksah khalu tasya vata-

hatamravad yaty acirena nasam
21 Mbh 1, 55, 28-30

Ajayad Bhimasenas tu disam pracim mahabalah
udicim Arjuno virah praticim Nakulas tatha

Daksmam Sahadevas tu vijigye paraviraha
evam cakrur imam sarve vase krtsnam vasundharam
Pahcabhih Suryasamkasaih Suryena ca virajata

satsuryenababhau prthvi Pandavaih satyavikramaih
22 Mbh 1, 62, 3 5

Pauravanam vamsakaro Duhsanto nama viryavan
prthivyas caturantaya gopta Bharatasattama
Gaturbhagam bhuvah krtsnam sa bhunkte manujesvarah
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samudravaranams capi desan sa Sainitimja>ah
Arolecchatavikan sarv an sa bhunkte npumardanah
ratnakarasamudrantams caturv arnyajanavrtan

123 KGT 5, 185

Prthvi syad dhemadhatur jalam api rajatam \ahnidliatxis ca tamraip
vayus cayas ca sunyam trapu bhujagam idam misradhatus\abhavam
prthvi syat pitaratnam sitam api jalajam raktaratnam ca vahm^^
krsnam vayus ca nilam hantam api tatha misradhatudbhavam tat

24 JT 20, 170 and 171a
Svetam dhyanam bhavec chantyai pitam stambhanakarakam
vasyakarsanayo raktam ksobhanartham pnyavaham
K.rsnam ca marane proktam dhumram uccatanadike

25 AVPar 50, 5, 4-6

Hante sarire somasya pasunam vadham adiset

krsne sarire somasya sudranam \adham adiset

pite sarire somasya vaisyanam vadham adiset

rakte sarire somasya rajham tu \adham adiset

sukle sarire somasya brahmavrddhim vimrdiset

26 PST 23, 18

Janvor apadam udyatkanakam iva himaprakhyam ajanunabheh
kanthad anabhi vahniprabham atha sirasas cagaJam nilavamam
mauler vyomabham akankaralasad ansankhasikhetam gadasakty-

akhyestabhitihastam pranamata vasudhollasidamstram Varaham
27 KGT 4, 182

Padat katyantapito Garuda iti tatha nabhismmo himabhah
akanthad raktavarnah gaganaghanambho bhrulatam yavad eva

tasmad \ai visvavamah phamkulasahito mudntah pahcatattvair

dhyatas tanmudraya vai harati phamvisam bhutarogadikam ca

28 PST 30, 54-56, 58, 59, 61, 62

54 Pitayomustigadahasta mahisajyasamyutapulakaih

vaibhitakanstasaimtkodravakaih stambhayec ca hutavidhma

55 Susita pasankusayugvigaladvanpravahasambhmna
vaitasasamidahutya madhurayuja manksu vasayed Durga

56 Rakta pasankusim nisi phalmikesarodbhavaih puspaih

candanarasasamsiktair homad Durga vasikaroti jagat

58 Sakapalasulapasankusahastarunatara tatha Durga
akarsayec ca lavanaputtalya trimadhuraktaya homat

59 Dhyatva dhumram musalatnsikhakaram asthibhis ca tiksnaktaih

karpasanam nimbacchadamesaghrtair hutac ca v’ld'vesah

61 Sikhisulakaragninibha sarsapatailaktamattabijais ca

maricair va rajiyutair homad ahitan vimohayed Durga

62 Krsna sulasikara npudmavrksodbhavaih samitpra\ araih

vranakrdghrtasamsiktair homan marayati masato Durga

T, p 380

Utthaya cottare yame kundalim asanam krtam

cmtayed Ugrataram vai muktibhagi bha\en narah

santyai kimdendudhavalam cmtayet sadhakottamah

29
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dhumrabham pujayed vayumandale pujita tatha

unmadayati satrunam balam buddhim na samsayah

30 KCT 2, 29
K.a>e bhavapravesah kbam i\a samaraso bhavamadhye ca kayo
jnatavyo yogayiiktaih prakrtigxinavasad dhatuvarnadibhedaih

pitah krsnas ca varnas tv aruna iti sito bhumivatagnitoye

jnanakase ca nilo bhavati hi haritah kayabhavaprabhedat

31 Jayakhya Samhita 14, 76-78

Vidhmanena japtavyo mantro dhyanasamanvitah

santike sphatikabham ca pitam dhyayec ca paustike

vasye kimsukapuspabham akrstau Nrpasailavat

marane kajjalabham tu vidvese casapaksavat

uccatane ca dhumiabham mantram dhyayej japet sada

Chapter 5

1 Rgvidh 1, 18, 1

Hiranyastupam Indrasya suktam karmabhisamstavam

taj japan prayatah satrun ayatnat pratibadhate

2 SatBr 4, 2, 1, 5

yadai\ aitena madhyandinena pavamanena stuvate ’tha vijite

bhaye ’nastre daksina niyante tatho evaisa etaih pahcabhir grahaih.

papmano d\isate bhrativyava vajram praharati, sa vrtram papma*
nam hatva vijite , tasmad va etan pahca grahan grhnati

3 AgPnr 133, 31

Hastadyair dhanta purvam Brahmamdrendravisnubhih
gurusangramakale tu vidyaya raksitah surah

4 Santistava by Tyagaraja, st 22

Indrajalam idam alpakalikam visvam evam iti mscayatmanah
bodharupata ihaiva bhati ya sa sivaham iti santim asraye

5 YogV, Nirvanaprakarana, 1, 20, 23

Putrah kaccid aparyantavasanatantugunthitat

bhavanto nirgata nunam asmat samsarajalakat

6 SkPur 2 26, 6 and 7a
Papino manujah sarve hy asmasu snanti yatnatah
\isrjya papajalani krtartha \anti \ai janah
Asmakam papajalam tat Latham nasyati sarvatah ^

7 JT 17, 14

Patalatalanagendrakanyakah ksa (read kso ) bhayanti tarn

tasam kataksajalais tu na moham yati sadhakah
8 Suresvara Taittiriyopamsadbhasyavarttika, 2, 374

Vyakrtir ya tayor Visnoh pratyaham namarupayoh
bhuyo bha\ anam etat syan mayino ’nekata yatha

9 PST 30, 84
Krtya nas>ati tasya viksitena grahadayo bhitya (read bhitya>
kartaram eti kupita krtya sarvatmana ca nasayati

10 ManusmrU 11, 33 and 34
Srutir Atharvangirasih kuryad ity avicarayan
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vak sastram vai brahmanasya tena han\ad arm d\ijah
Ksatnyo bahu\iryena tared apadam atmanah
dhanena vaisyasudrau tu japahomair d\yottainah

11 GautDh 2, 2, 17

Santipunyahas\ astyayanayusmanmangalasamvuktan\ abh\nidayikam
vidvesanasam\ananabhicarad\isad\’\rddhi\’uktani ca salagnau
kuryat

12 Mitaksara, comm on GautDh 2, 2, 17

uccatanadiny etani ca salagnau kurvat Kah ^ Raja Tas\a
ca kartrtvam idam e\a, yat tat sam\adhatrtvam arthasampradana-
dina (aparah) abhyudayikam purohitah svavam kuryad itaram
karayed iti

13 L.iPur 2, 50, 48b and 49
Svarastrapatim uddisya \ah kuryad abhicankam
Sa atmanam mhatyaiva s\akulam nasayet kudhih
tasmat svarastragoptaram nrpatim pala\ et sada

14 MMK, Vol I, p 49
rajaputram murdhabhisiktam ksatnyaputram \a an\am \a mahot-

sahamaharajyakamam va pra\ esavet

15 MMK, Vol I, p 51

Adhrsyah sarvabhutanam ajitah sarv adehinam
vijayatvam sarvamantranam sadhayast\am (^) yathepsatah

16 AV 4, 36, 9

Ye ma krodhdyanti lapita hastinam masaka i\a

tan aham manye durhitam jane alpasatun xva

17 PST 9, 23-27

23 Sasurasurasiddhayaksavidyadharagandhar\ abhujangacarananam
pramada madavegato vikirnabharanah srastadukulakesajalah

24 Atiduhsahamanmathavyathabhir \’yathitantahparitapa\ epitangyah
ghanagharmajatoyabmdumuktaphalasaktorukucantabahumulah

25 Romahcakahcukitagatralataghanody aduttungapinakucakumbha-
mpiditangy ah

autsukyabharaprthmepathukhedakhinnapadaravindacalana-
skhalitabhighatah

26 Marasayakampatadarita ragasagaranimagnamurta\ ah

svasamarutatarangitadhara baspapurabhara\ ihv aleksanah

27 Mastakaracitadordvayanjaliprabhrta harinasavalocanah

vahcitarthakaranodyatas ca taddrsppatam api samnamanti tah

18 S, p 200
Murdhni caiva lalate ca nyasen mantratrayam hrdi

arogyam sar\ajantunam yatheccham gacchati s\a\am

19 S, p 234
Evam dhyatva tu de\ esim satrustambhanakarinim

mahavidyam mahamayam sadhakasya phaiapradam

yasyah smaranamatrena trailokyam stambhayet ksanat

20 MMK, Vol IT, p 322

Asahyam sarvabhutanam sar\ alokanuliptakam
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adhrsyam sarvabhutanam bhavamargavisodhakam

prapakam Buddhadharmanam sarvadustamvaranam

antimoditam sarvabiiddhais tu sarvasampattikarakam

utkrstah. sarvamantranam Manjughosasya sasane

21 AgPur 302, 6 mantra
Om hrim om namah Kamaya sarvajanahitaya sarvajanamohanaya

prajvalitaya sarvajanahrdayam mamatmagatam kuru kuru om
22 SST 1, 12, 7

Sarvesvarah sarvagas ca sarvamantraparayanah

sarvatantrarthavetta ca sarvatantraparayanah

23 Rgvidh 1, 1, 4
Nanartham ca karmam santipuspyasrayam ca

siddhayas ca tapomulah sraddadhanasya kurvatah

C h r 6

1 T, p 354
Kamyaprayogakartrnam paraloko na vidyate

prayogasiddhir evaisam phalam anyan na vidyate

Ekasya hi vidhanasya na kutrapi phaladvayam
devesi drsyate yasman, mskamo devatam bhajet

2 MtPur 93, 140

Vasyakarmabhicaradi tathaivoccatanadikam

navagrahamakham krtva tatah kamyam samacaret

3 Varahi Tantra, quoted by Jhavery, p 51

Srsps ca pralayas caiva devatanam tatharcanam

sadhanam caiva sarvesam purascaranam eva ca

Satkarmasadhanam caiva dhyanayogas caturvidhah

saptabhir laksanair yuktam Agamam tad vidur budhah
4 LiPur 2, 52, 2 and 3

Vasyam akarsanan caiva vidvesanam atah param
uccatanam stambhanah ca mocanam (read mohanam ) tadanam tatha

XJtsadanam tatha chedam maranam pratibandhanam
senastambhanakadim Savitrya sarvam acaret

5 JT 17, 83-87

83 Masena hanti kalusam saptajanmakrtarn narah
purvasabhimukho bhutva pitadravyaih samarcayet

84 Pitasthane samalikhya stambhayet sarvavadinah

uttarasamukho bhutva smdurarajasa likhet

85 Pujayed vidhivad vidvan sarvalokam vasam nayet

pascimabhimukho bhutva candanena samalikhet

86 Sampujya vidhivad vidvan sarvayosinmano haret

vallabho jayate devi dasim iva vasam nayet

Yamasabhimukho bhutva cakram krsnam yadarcayet
yasya namankitam tasya mantrahanih prajayate

87
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6 KatySr 4, 15, 21-26
Payasa svargakamah pasukamo \a kavagva gramakam
Xandulair balakamah. I)adhjaen<inyakamah Gh.rtena tejaskamali

7 K, St 4 and 5a
vasantas caiva purvahne grismo madhyahna ucyate
varsa jneyaparahne tu pradose sisirah smrtah
Ardharatrau saratkala usa hemanta ucyate

*8 JT 20, 168 and 169

Stambhane gajacarmam marane mahisam tatha

mrgacarma tathoccate chagaJam vasyakannani
Vidvese jambukam proktam gocarma santike tatha

nanasiddhihitarthaya vyaghracarmam udahrtam
9 S 1, 31

Indre stambhanam uccatam Agnau sarv abhicarakam
Yamye Raksasi vidvesah santir Vaninavayave
kulotsadam Marudbhage Yakse kalahavigrahau

10 N, p 271

Santike paustxke mokse manasam japam acaret

vasyakrstav upamsu syad vacikam ksudrakarmani

11 MMK, Vol III, ch 52, p 575
Sarve ca samaye akrstah iha krodharajena Yamantakena amta grasta

samaye sthapita Manjughosasyopanamita pancanka
12 KGT 3 199

Ye sattva lokadhatau trividhabhavagata jnanavajrankusena

akrstva tan samantat paramakarunaya mandale cabhisicya

Buddhair vajramrtenamalasasivapusa vajnno labdhamargah
svasthane presaniya vyapagatakalusa bodhicaryadhirupaih

13 MMK, Vol III, ch 53, 619

Ksanena smrtamatrena humkarena matrena Brahinad>an anayed
bhuM akrsta sarvadevas tu Brahmadyah sasakrakah, hahakaram
pramuncana arta bhairavanadmah Kim karoma kim anita

14 N 6 3

Raktavastre likhed yantram laksaya raktacandanaih

pujyam tad dhi taror mule nikhaned dharamtale

trisaptaham sada sihcet pratas tat tandulodakaih

durad akarsayen narim yadi sa mgadanvita

Om hrim Raktacamunde, turn turu amukim akarsaya hrim s\aha

15 JT 17, 28-30

Hathad anayate sighram yaksimm rajakanyakam

nagakanyam apsarasam khecarim \ a suranganam

Vidyadharim divyarupam rsikanyam ripustnyam

madanodbhavasamtapam sphurajjaghanamandaiam

Kamabanaprabhinnantahkaranam lolacaksusam

Mahakamakaladhyanayogat tu suravandite

SM, No 59, p 123

Isuna tu kucam viddhva asokais tadayed dhrdi

khadgena bhisayet sadhyam darpanam darsayet tatah

16
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utpalena padam baddhva akarsayet sa vihvalam maktakesam iti

Om amukim akarsaya Manjughosa hrih jah

17 MtPur 93, 75

Yatha ratnesu sarvesu sar\e devah pratisthitah

tatha ratnani yacchantu ratnadanena me surah

18 AVPar 36, 26, 1-3 (the complete chapter)

Laksajapottaram gatva nadim udadhigammmi
valukasthandile lingam tanmayam tajjasadmam
Padmas^asatam ahrtya pujayitva vidhanatah
udake nabhimatre ca suprabhatam punar japet

Tato mandahko raja dmaraxiam gavam satam
pranamya sraddhaya tasmai dadyad uddhara mam iti

19 N, p 363
Ardharatre samutthaya sahasraikam japen manum
masam ekam tato devi mdhim darsayati dhruvam

20 SST 3, 20, 51

Annena rahito marge ksudhasampidito narah
japed amum mahamantram astottarasahasrakam

21 Bhasyotkarsadipika on BhGita 7, 14

Mayabimbo vasikrtya tarn syat sarvajha Isvarah

avidyavasagas tv anyas tadvaicitryat

22 GarPur, Bareh ed , 107, 43
Tmadicaturasyantam bhutagramam caturvidham
caracaram jagat sarvam prasuptam mayaya tava

23 GarPur 194, 23b and c

Yo mam pasyati caksurbhyam yah ca pasyami caksusa

sarvesam papadustanam Visnur badhnati caksusi

24 PST 7, 67

Ajiudinam anulimpet tena kihcit samadyat tilakam api vidadhyad
uttamange ksipec ca

anutataduntapasmarabhutapamrtyugrahavisarahitah syat

priyate ca prajabhih
25 N 2, 43 mantra (p 280)

Om namo bhagavate Rudrava siddharupme sikhibandha sarvesam
sivam astu sivam astu hana hana raksa raksa sarvabhutebhyas ca
namah

26 GarPur 178, 6

Agurum gugguluh caiva nilotpalasamanvitam
gudena dhupayitva tu rajadvare priyo bhavet

27 Inscription of Telaga Batu, line 13

ini makalanit prana uram marupabhasmavaidimantraprayoga Tida
ahara dan samayanku rupinanku kusta kasihan \ asikarana lai ^

28 MtPur 93, 145 148

Vasyakarmam biHanam padmanam caiva dharmavit
sumitriya na apa osadhaya iti homayet
Na catra sthapanam karyam na ca kumbhabhisecanam
snanam sarvausadhaih krtva suklapuspambaro gihi

Kanthasutraih sakanakair vipran samabhipujayet
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suksmavastrani deyani sukla gavah sakancanah
Avasyam vasikuryat sarvasatrubalany api
amitrany api mitram homoVam papanasanah

29 Kathas, 2^ 4, 89
Tatra sa Lohajanghasya tasya saubhag>asampada
vasikrta sati nanyat phalanx janman> amamata

30 GarPur 41, 1 mantra
Om Visvavasur nama gandhar\ah kanyanam adhipatir labhami te

kanyam samutpadya, tasmax \ is\ avasa\ e s\ aha
N 4, 48 mantra (p 290)
Om Visvavasur nama gandhar\ah Lanyakanam adhipatih, surupam
salamkaram dehi me, namas tasmai \is\a\asa\e s\aha

31 SM, No 92, Vasyadhikaratarasadhanam
Tamkarajam tamkarakrantamadhyam indi\aram dh\at\a tatpan-
natam Aryataram syamavarnam 'vamenotpaiadharam daksine \ara-

dam bhadrasanasthitam Amoghasiddhimakutim dh>at\a jnanasat-

tvenaikikrtya, Om Tare tuttare ture amukam amukim \a vasam
anaya svaha iti sadhyanamasahitam anantaroktena samkh>amyamena
japet / saradicihnabhave ’pi sadhyagalam utpaiena baddh\a s\asari-

rarunakiranasancayais tacchariram apurya svavase sthapa>ed iti

32 GarPur 178, 19 mantra
Om hrim Gauri devi saubhagyam putra\asyadi dehi me
Om hrim Laksmi devi saubhag>am sarvam trailokvamohanam dehi me

33 JT 17, 53
Rajano vajinah sarpa gaja dus^a madotkatah
vyaghrah kesarino matta \asyas tasya bha'vanti hi

34 S, p 241

Rajano harayo madandhakannah sarpa mrgendradika

ete yanti vimohita npugana Laksmih sthira siddha\ah

35 S, p 243f
, meditation stanzas on Ganapati

Ratnamandalamadhyastham ratnasimhasanopari

pitavarnamsukalepamalyabharanabhas\aram
viram va viditam devam gaja\aktram trilocanam

pasankusakrodhamudram parasuh cabhayam \aram
dadhanam de\ade\esam dhyayed de\am ananyadhih

36 BMR, p 5, meditation stanza

Sauvarnasanasamsthitam trinayanam pitamsukollasinim

hemabhangarucim sasankamuku^am saccampakasrag> utam

hastair mudgarapasavajrarasanah sambibhratim bhusanair

vyaptangim Bagalamukhim trijagatam samstambhmim cinta\et

37 S, p 239, meditation stanza on Bagalamukhi

Madhye sudhabdhimammandaparatnav edi

simhasanoparigatam paripitavarnam

pitambarabharanamalyavibhusitangim

devim smarami dhrtamudgara\airijih\am

S, p 240f
Vadi mukati rankati ksitipatir vaisvanarah sitati

krodhi sam>ati durjanah sujanati ksipranugah khahjati

38
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gaivi kharvati sarvavic ca jadati tvanmantrina yantntah
Snnitye Bagalamukiii pratidinam kalyani tubhyam namah
Dustastambhanam ugravighnasamanam daridryavidravanam
bhubhrtstambhanakaranam mrgadrsam cetahsamakarsanam
saubhagyaikamketanam mama drsoh karunyapurnamrtam
satror maranam avir astu purato matas tvadiyam vapuh
Matar bhanjaya me vipaksavadanam jihvan calam kilaya

brahmim mudraya nasayasu dhisanam ugram gatim stambhaya
satrlims curnaya devi tiksnagadaya gaurangi pitambare
vighnaugham Bagale hara pratidinam karunyapurneksane

39 AgPur 125, 48 mantra
Om name Mahabhairavaya vikrtadamstrograrupaya pingalaksaya

trisulakhadgadharaya (v 1 , -khatvangadharaya ) vausat

-40 AgPur 125, 51 mantra
Om namo bhagavati Kaumari lala% lalaya^ ghantadevi amukam
maraya^ sahasa namo ’stu te bhagavati vidye svaha

Anaya vidyaya homad bandhatvam (v 1 dagdhatvam) jayate ripoh

•41 AgPur 125, 51 second mantra
Om vajrakaya vajratunda kapilapmgala karalavadana urdhvakesa
mahabala raktamukha tadijjihva maharaudra damsprotkata kaha
karalina mahadrdhaprahara Lankesvara setubandha sailapravaBa

gaganavara, ehy ehi bhagavan mahabalaparakrama, Bhairavo
jnapayatL, ehy ehi maharaudra, dirghalangulena amukam vestaya^

jambhaya^ khana^ vaite hrum phat
42 N 7, 43 mantra (p 304)

Om Himalayottare bhage Marico nama raksasah

tasya mutrapurisabhyam hutasam stambhayamy aham svaha
43 AgPur 137, 12b and 13a

KJaararaktasamayuktahomad uccatayed ripum
kakaraktasamayogad dhomad utsadanam hy areh

44 AVPar 7, 1

Na susvapa pura Sakro danavanam purodhasa
prayuktair ausadhair yogair mantranam japahomatah

45 SadvBr 3, 8, 14

Brhadrathamtarabhyam evamam ebhyo lokebhya uddhrtya
Plavena praplavayati param paravatam eti na pratitisthati

46 AgPur 260, 13 and 14a (=ViDhPur 2, 125, 13 and 14a)
Ekadasangulam sankum lauham khadiram eva ca
dvisati vadho ’siti japan mkhaned npuvesmam
uccatanam idam karma satrunam kathitam tava

47 MMK, Vol II, p 307 (ch 27)
atha kruddhacittas caturvarnyo anyataram vikrtasthane va yato

vikrstapradhanalmgena va anyadevatabhaktam laukikesu yasmm
disi te tisthanti tad eva vesma so ’sya desantaram prakramate / udvig-
nas ca bhavati / ratrau prapalayati va / kutumbam vasya bhidyate /

pratyayanam ksirastasahasrayutayo hotavyah / svastho bhavati
MMK, Vol I, p 33f

tad yatha Om Garudavahana cakrapam caturbhiya, huip. huip.

48
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samayam anusmara, bodliisatt%» o jnapayati svaha
Ajnapto Manjugbosena ksipram arthakarah Si\ah
vidrapayati bhutani Visnurupena debmam

49 S, cb 8, p 253f

Dbumravarnam mabadevim trinetram sasisekharam
krsangim asthim^an ca kartrkan ca tathambujam
Kotaraksim bbimadamstram patalasadrsodanm
evamvidbafi ca tarn dbyatva kuryad uccatanam npoh

50 AV 3, 30, 4
Yena deva na viydnti no ca vidvisdte mithah
tdt krnmo brdbma vo grbe samjnanam pixmsebhyab

51 Bhasa, Abbisekanataka 2, 18 (ed Devadbar, p 335)
Devab sendradayo bbagna danavas ca ma>a rane

so ’bam moham gato ’smy adya Sitayas tnbhir aksaraih

52 JT 18, 12 and 26

Ekavimsatiratrena mobayej jagatim imam
devadaitya vasas tasya jayante natra samsayab

Nasayen mobayet sarvam samudravalayam dbaram
53 ViFur 1, 2, 29 and 31a

Pradbanapurusau capi pravisyatmeccbaya Harih
ksobbayamasa samprapte sargakale vyayapyayau

Sa eva ksobbako brabman ksobhyas ca Purusottamah

54 T, p 353

Brabmayamale
Marane varjayed vipran anyams capi sudbanmkan
strijanavyatirekesu rajavairir^u yojayet

Svarosato va lokanam raksartbam va tadacaret

na tu lobbad bhayad vapi kuryan mantri tu maranam
Prayascittam ca kartavyam devx taddosasantaye

55 S, p 191

Yatra na syad upayo ’nyab satror bbayamvrttaye

tadananyagatitvena maranadim karayet

56 HT, cb 11

Sadbayitva caturdrstim sattvam tarayed budbah
maranam natra karyam syat samayabbedah param bha\et

57 SVBr 3, 6, 12

Tnratropositah krsnacaturdasyam savad angaram ahrtya catuspathe

badbakam idhmam upasamadbaya vaibbitakena sruvena sarsapatai-

lenabutisabasram jiihuyat sammilyena yatra vrscasabdah syat (SV,

Aranyakagana, 2, 7, 51, 6), tatra punisah sulabasta uttis^bati Tam
bruyad amiim jabiti Hanty enam

58 MtPur 93, 155

Ibaiva pbaladam pumsam etan namutra sobhananx

tasmac cbantikam evatra kartavyam bbutim iccbata

For tbe precedmg stanzas, see Quotation No 14 on Gh 2
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59 AgPur 285, 1

Siddhayogan punar vaksye mrtasanjivanikaran

Atreyabhasitan divyan sarvavyadhivimardanan

60 RV 7, 59, 12

Tryambakam yajamahe sugdmdhim pustivdrdhanam
urvarukam iva bamdhanan mrtyor muksiya m^m rtat

61 MtPur 93, 81

Yatha banapraharanam kavacam bhavati varanam
tadvad daivopaghatanam santir bhavati varanam

62 KGT 3, 203

Satruh simho gajendro hanr uragapatis taskarah pasabandhah
ksubdhambhodhih pisaca maranabhayakara vyadhir indropasargah

daridryam striviyogah ksubhitanrpabhayam vajrapato ’rthanaso

nasantasya prayati sphutam api caranam yah smared Yogmmam
63 AV 19, 9, 5

Im^m yam pdficendriyam manahsasthani me hrdi brahmana
sdmsitam

ydir eva sasrje ghoram tdir eva santir astu nah
64 MtPur 228, 4 and 5a

Vijigisuh paran evam abhiyuktas tatha paraih

tathabhicarasankayam satrunam abhmasane
Bhaye mahati samprapte Abhaya santir isyate

65 For the text, see above, p —237

66 PST 24, 22

Utpate sati mahati hy upadravanam
homo ’yam bhavati ca santido naranam
yad vanyan nijamanasepsitah ca kamam
tat prapnoty akhilam nrnam priyas ca bhuyat

67 S, p 199, meditation stanzas

Sankhacakradharam devam caturbahum kiritinam

sarvayudhair upetah ca Garudopari samsthitam

Sanakadimunindrais tu sarvadevair upasitam

Sribhumisahitam devam udayadityasanmbham
pratarudyatsahasramsumandalopari samsthitam

sarvalokasya raksartham anantam mtyam eva ca

abhayam varadah caiva prayacchantam mudanvitam
68 SM, No 270 (Vol II, p 532f

)

Santike rocanaya raksa bhavati Sitanetrakarpate bhurjavamsa-
tvacavidhautakarpate \ a cakradvayam abhilikhya namaskaravidar-
bhitam akalamuladirahite saravasampute Vasthapya ghrtamadhu-
madhye praksipya sitasutrena vestayitva trisandhyam suklapuspena-

rcayitva purvabhimukham sitavarnam Yamantakarupam dhyatva
puratas candramandalopavistam sadhyam drs^va sitakalasaih can-

dramrtaparipurnair abhisihcayantam dhvatva mantram japet Om
hrih stnh vikrtanana Devadattasya santim kuru namah svaha

Santikavidhih
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69 TSS 18, 48

Ksudraghnam asripapaghnam raksayoihsnjayapradam

gobalagarbhinigrastavyadhitadisu sas>ate

70 AgPur 302, 25 mantra and 26

Om namo bhagavate Tryambakaya upasamaya^ culu^ milj^ bhida^

gomanim cakrini hrum phat Asmin grame gokulasya raksam kuru^

santim kuru^

Ghantakarno mahaseno virah prokto mahabalah

Marimrnasanakarah sa mam patu jagatpatih

slokau caiva nyased etau mantrau goraksakau prthak

71 BrVPur, Brahmakhanda, 19, 67fF

67 Idam stotram mahapunyam pathed bhaktya ca >o narah

snanasya sarvatirthanam phalam apnoti mscitam

68 Aputro labhate putram varsam ekam s noti yah

samyatas ca havisyasi pranamya Sankaram gurum

69 Galatkusthi mahasuli varsam ekam smoti yah

avasyam mucyate rogad Vyasa\akyam iti srutam

70 Karagare ^pi baddho yo nai\a prapnoti nirvrtim

stotram srutva masam ekam mucyate bandhanad dhruvam

71 Bhrastarajyo labhed rajyam bhaktya masam srnoti yah

masam srutva samyatas ca labhed bhrastadhano dhanam

72 Yaksmagrasto varsam ekam astiko yah srnoti cet

niseitarn mucyate rogac Chankarasya prasadatah

73 Yah srnoti sada bhaktya stavarajam imam dvnja

tasyasadhyam tribhuvane nasti kimcic ca Saunaka

74 Kadacid bandhuvicchedo na bha\et tasya Bharate

acalam param aisvaryam labhate natra samsayah

75 Susamyato 'tibhaktya ca masam ekam srnoti yah

abharyo labhate bharyam su\mitam satim \aram

76 Mahamurkhas ca durmedha masam ekam srnoti >ah

buddhun vidyam ca labhate gurupadesamatratah

77 Karmaduhkhi daridras ca masam bhaktya srnoti yah

dhruvam vittam bhavet tasya Sankarasya prasadatah

78 Iha loke sukham bhuktva krt\a kirtim sudurlabham

nanaprakaradharmam ca yaty ante Sankarala>am

72 HT, Ch 6

Herukayogasya pumso viharah paheavarnesu

paheavarnasamayuktam ekavarnam tu kalpitam

anekenaikavarnena yasmad bhedo na laksyate
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2, 1 374
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Pancabrahma Up 30, 78 363

5fF 160f 30, 79 401

6fr 246 30, 84 222

24 38 34, 62 234
35, 17 202

Pancavimsa Br 35, 22 354
6, 3, 2 81 36, 56ff 131

36, 60f 306
PraSna Up

1, 16 2
Rgvidh

PST general remark 224

1, 23 166 terms of magic in 265

6, 76 168 1, 1,4 247

7, 67 320 1, 15, 4f 64

9, 23-27 243 1, 15, 7 360

9, 34 396f 1,17, 4-6 29

13, 45ff 369 1, 18, 1 212

14, 44 363 1, 19, 5 279
14, 78 427 1, 31, 5 371

14, 79 249 2, 4, 4 64
14, 84 369 2, 9, 3 222
18, 28 372 2, 10, 4 316
18, 33 331 2, 10, 5 360,367
22, 35 184 14, 7ff 316
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3, 20, 1

on p
74

4, 6, 4 104

4, 23, 1 216
4

Rudrahrdaya Up
5 and 7 40

RV
1, 1 226

1, 51, 13 9f

1, 80, 7 382

1, 121, 2 11

2, 17, 5 334

3, 33 308

3, 53, 8 3
COi-H 5

7, 59, 12 387
7, 100, 6 29

7, 104, 1 79

7, 104, 24 4
8, 1, 2 9
10, 54, 2 3

10, 111, 3 11

10, 119, 6

10, 145, 4 359

10, 159, 1 and 2 331

10, 166, 2 212

10, 166, 5 213

S{^Sa tkarmadipika)

After ch 1, the numbering of
slokas IS not maintained in

the edition

general remark 257

ch 1 (p 179fF ) 277f

1, 2 222

1, 5 260

1, 7 312,389

1, 8 337,366

1, 9
on p

352,379

1, 16 405

1, 34 174f

p 188 238

p 191 380f 384

p 192 391

p 199f 398

p 200 244

p 202 399

p 234 244

p 239f 340f

p 241 336

p 243f 339

p 253 (ch 8) 364

Sa^vBr

1, 1, 16 10

1, 1, 19 9
1, 1, 24 8

1, 2, 7-12 15

3, 8, 14 360

Sdntistava

22 216
31 38

Sarabha Up
24 41

31 38

SatBr

4, 2, 7, 5 212
11,5, 7, 1 65

SCT (trsl )

p 52 269

p 52fr 187

p 53 95

Sivagauristotra

12 410
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on p on p
Sivajfidnabodham 1, 8, 103f 261

8 165
1, 8, 105 260

1, 8, 108 312
Sivapujdstava

1, 9, 95 372
23 157

1, 12, 7 246

Siva Fur 1, 12, 16 397

p 180, St 25 23 1, 14, 34 308

p 184fF 34 2, 15, 12ff 254

p 761f 76 2, 28 363

2 56, 6 377
Skanda up 2, 56, 12 377

9 40
2, 71 283

SkPur 3, 2, 25 359

2. 26, 6 217 3, 2, 59 375

3, 14, 57f 397
SM 3, 14, 58 402
No 1 (P 13) 243 3, 15, 18flr 269
Vol I. P 15 328 3, 18, 14 321
No 59 303 3, 18, 14ff 269
No 66 217 3, 19, Iff 372
No 71 316 3, 19, 55 428
No 85 375 3, 19, 56 377
No 92 330 3, 20, 51 307
No 93 66,317,363
No 97 270f Stuti & Stava

No 98 a o 249 see Appendix 3

No 110 271
No 111 97 SVBr

No 115 299,318
general remark 223

No 156 202
terms of magic in 265f

No 173 109 2, 5 314

No 181 290 2, 5, 1 293

No 194 185 2, 5, 3 313

No 221 262 2, 6 315

No 270 262, 399 2, 6, 8fr 301
2, 6, llfF 319

SST 2, 6, 16 359
1, 1, 50ff 298 2, 7, 12f 343
1, 6, 2 269 3, 5, 6-8 222
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3, 6

on p
235

3, 6, 12 382

3, 7, 1 225,371

SvetUp

2, 1 66

3, 1 37,215

3, 5 157

4, 1 163

4, 3 157

4, 5 167

4,9 20,338

4, 12 157

6, 10 3

6, 12 19,311

T {arabhaktisudharnava)

p 352fF (ch 10) 277f

p 353 380

p 354 253

p 372 269

p 380 206,357

p 418 333

p 420 250

p 426 188f

p 430 173

Taittiriya Up -Bhd^yavdrttika

2, 166 217

2, 374 219

2, 469ff 219

Tantrasdra.

p 73 63

Tattvasamgraha by Santaraksita

p 905 59

TBr
3, 8, 5, 4

on p
Tiruvachakam

1, 50, 1 198

TripR

Mahesvarakhanda
9, 61 24

9, 66 338
ch 48 43

TS
3, 4, 8, 5 73

3, 4, 10, 3 403

4, 5, 1, 6 378

5, 5, 7, 1-3 157

6, 2, 4, 4 6

TSS
17, 1 336, 366, 380

17, 9ff 367f

17, 22f 356

17, 28 355

17, 41 377

17, 56 364

17, 57 355

17, 73 362f

18, 13 398

18, 39f 402

18, 48 405f

18, 57 399

18, 59f 401

18, 62 378

20, 1 377

20, 34 327
20, 44 402
22, 13 325
22, 63f 405
23, 6 404
23, 12 406
23, 13 345175
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on p

23, 18 367

23, 31 327

24, 35 327

25, 47ff 188

25, 49 365

26, 13 408

27, 47 374

27, 57 318,327

27, 61 320

28, 39 320

29, 33 345

30, 1 345

30, 17 406

31, 61 372

31, 64 372

Varadapurvatdpani Up (Second)

p 123ff 131

p 131fF 121

Vardhamukhistaaa

results of 86f,

2 326

Vasiftha Dh
18, 18 177

Vdjyu Pur
65, 27 65

on p
ViDhPur

1, 2, 49f 424

2, 125,

8

240

2, 148 and 149 237

2, 159, 47 236,396

3, 46, Ilf 169f

3, 47, 5 170

3, 48, 17 395

3, 48, 19 165

3, 50, 10 395

3, 51, 10 428

ViPur

1,2,7 50

1, 2, 29-31 373

1, 2, 63 50

1, 4, 31 144

1, 4, 40 358

6, 6, 21 411

Vi§nusmrti

5, 191 380

TogV
Nirvanaprakarana

1, 20, 23 217
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REFERENCES TO THE BALINESE COLLECTION
OF HYMNS, “STUTI & STAVA”

Number of Title (s) of hymn Referred

hymns in to

Stuti & Stava’’ on p

040 Akasastava 247

073 Dvadasa-Smarastava 303

097 Aksama Pahcaraksa ,
Viramantra 71,328

100 Narasimhastaka, Rudrakavaca 51,126

103 Saptomkara, Mantra-n Kajan 166,207

121 Bhasma Agama-tirtha 80

133 Bhutarajastava 54,118

136 Khadga-Ravana[stava ]
54

145 Brahmakavaca, Lokanatha 57,62,201

148 Dvijendrastava 247

151 Brahmastava 175

223 Pranavabheda[stuti ]
194

229 Ramakavaca 70

314 [Gurupadaprasamsa ] 73

325 Trailokyavijaya[ stuti ]
108f

330 Astapuja, Saptapuja 248

336 Bhairavanaramamsasunyastava 68

360 Brahmastava, iSivastava, a o 155

362 [ Sivalayatattva] 69,160

366 I svarastava 175

372 Gaturkumbha ,
Gaturdevastava 186

381 Vedasara 19,126

384 Stava Bhattara 126

402 Gaksuso Vidyadhara 298

441 Garudeyamantra , Bhairavastava 199,44 If

450 Mahamaya ,
Gaturvarnaprayascitta

394,412

133f,242,251,

456 Saptatma 166

471 Sivastava 37

477 Nagavayustava ,
Pancabuddhastava 200
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Number of Title (s) of hymn Referred

^mn in ^‘^Stuti to

& Stava” on p

483 Brahmastava 174

504 Astamahabhaya ELlin 68,351

507 Vrramantra, Astakamantra 65 68

519 Ganapatistava 117

528 Buddhastava 55

534 [Visnustava] 175

540 Ardhanarisvarastava 25
594 Rudranalagm 198

600 Sristava 185

636 Tribhuvana 40,68
642 Sambhustava 247
658 [Bharah-Prajnaparamitastava ] 201
676 Rudrakavaca 250
787 Visnupanjara 213
800 Pancasarasvatimantra 201
801 Pancatathagatastuti 201
802 Caturvedastuti 201
803 Pancasarasvatimantra (Buddhist version) 201
809 [ Sadaksarastava] 77
815 Yamarajastava 61
842 Lokamantra 126f,155
887 Narasimhastaka 127
941 Eka-Yamarajastava 368
Phalasrutis to various hymns 94
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Sanskrit and Pah Texts

AgPur

AitBr

Ajitagama

Ambikastuti

AngN

ApGrh

ApSr

Atri Samhita

AV

AVPar

Bagalamukhirahasya,
BaudhlSr

Agni-Purana, ed Baladev Upadhyaya,
Benares 1966 (KSS, 174)
Aitareya-Brahmana, ed Satyavrata
Samasrami, Calcutta 1896 (BI, 134-

HI), trsl A B Keith, Cambridge,
Mass, 1920 (HOS, 25)
Ajitagama, Kriyapada, ed N R Bhatt,

Pondichery 1964 (PIFI, 24)
Ambikastuti by Hanuman, ed K P
Aithal, in Stotrasamuccaya^ vol I, Mad-
ras-Adyar 1969, as No 10

Anguttara-Nikaya, ed R Morris,

London 1955 (PTS)
Apastamba-Grhyasutra, ed M Win-
ternitz, Wien 1887

Apastamba-Srautasutra, ed R Garbe,

Calcutta 1882-1892 (BI, 92, vol 1-3)

Samurtarcanadhikarana (Atri Sam-
hita) by Maharshi Atri, ed M Rama-
krishna Kavi, Tirupati 1943 (SVOS,
No 6)
Atharvaveda, ed R Roth — W D
Whitney, rev ed by M Lmdenau,
Berlin 1924 trsl W D Whitney, rev

by Ch R Lanman, Cambridge, Mass ,

1905 (HOS 7 and 8)

Atharvavedaparisistani, ed G M Bol-

ling— J von Negelem, Leipzig 1909

see BMR
Baudhayana-Srautasutra, ed W Galand,

Calcutta 1904-13 (BI, 163, vol 1-3)

Brhadaranyaka-Upanisad, ed E Senart,

Pans 1 934
BAUp
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BharGrh

Bhasa

BhGita

BhPur

BhrgU“Yajnadhikara,

BJUp

BMR

BNarPur

Bodhisattvabhumi by
BPK

BrhSamh

BrVPur

BSR

ChUp

D

Bharadvaja-Grhyasutra, ed H JW
Salomons, Leiden 1913 (Thesis Utrecht)

^Tlays ascribed to Bhasa"% ed C R
Devadhar, Poona 1962 (Poona Or
Ser ,

No 54)

Bhagavad-Gita, ed F Edgerton, 2 vols
,

Cambridge, Mass , 1952 (HOS, 38

and 39 ) 3
ed with 8 commentaries by

V L S Pansikar, Bombay ^1936

Bhagavata-Purana, ed V L S Pansikar,

rev by NR Acharya,^ Bombay 1950

(NSP)
ed D Rangacharya, np, 1931 (Srivai-*

khanasagranthamala, 19)

Brhajjabala-Upanisad, ed A Maha-
deva Sastri, in Satva Upamsads^ Adyar
1950, p 87-128

Bagalamukhirahasya by Sri-Svamm, ed

R N Sharma, Datia, 1965

Brhannaradlya-Purana, ed Hrsikesa

Sastri, Calcutta 1891 (BI, 107)

Asanga, ed U Wogihara
Bhairavapadmavatikalpa, ed by M B
Jhavery, Comparative and Critical Study

oj Mantrashastra^ Ahmedabad 1944, as

an Appendix
Brhatsamhita by Varahamihira, ed
Acyutananda Jha, Benares 1959 (Vidya-
bhavan Skt Ser

, 41

)

Brahmavaivarta-Purana, ed V S Ma-
rathe — V G Apte, Poona 1935 (ASS,
102 )

Brhatstotraratnakara, ed Sivarama
Sarma Vasistha, Benares 1960
Chandogya-Upanisad, ed E Senart,

Pans 1930

Dattatreya-Tantra, ed J Vidyasagar’s
sons, in Indrajalavidyasamgraha

^

Calcutta

1915, p 132-179, ed B M Pandey,
Benares Samvat 2019 (1962-63)
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DeviBhPur

DN

GanGita

GarPur

GautDh

GopBr

GST

GT

HirSr

HT

Is

ISP

JainBr

Devibhagavata-Purana, ed R T Pan-
dey, Benares 1 963
Digha-Nikaya, ed T W Rh\s Davids-

J Esdin Carpenter^ 3 vols , London
1890-1911 (PTS)
Ganesa-Gita, ed with the commentarv
of Nilakantha by H N Apte, Poona
1906 (ASS, 52), trsi K Yoroi, Thesis

Utrecht 1968

Garuda-Purana, ed Ramshankar Bhatta-
charya, Benares 1964 (KSS, 165), ed
by Srirama Sarma, 2 vols

,
Bareli

1968

Gautama-Dharmasutra, ed with the

comm Mitaksara by U Ch Pandey,
Benares 1966 (KSS, 172)

Gopatha-Brahmana, ed D Gaastra,

Leiden 1919

Guhyasamaja-Tantra, ed B Bhatta-

charya, Baroda 1931, 21967 (GOS, 53)

Gayatri-Tantra, ed T Bhattacharva,.

Benares 1946 (KSS, 143)

Hiranyakesi-Srautasutra, ed C B
Agashe, 5 vols, Poona 1907-30 (\SS^

53)

Hevajra-Tantra, ed Raghu Vira

—

Lokesh Chandra, in Kdlacakratantra and

other texts^ New Delhi 1966 (Sata-Pitaka

Ser ,69), Vol II, pp 683-698, ed D L.

Snellgrove, 2 vols
,
London 1959

Indrajalasastra, ed J Vidyasagar’s sons^

in Indrajalavidyasamgraha ^ Calcutta

1915, pp 1-21

Isanasivagurudevapaddhati by Isana-

siva, ed T Ganapati Sastri, Vol III,

Kriyapada, Trivandrum 1922 (Tri\SS

77)

Jaiminiya-Brahmana, edition of frag-

ments by W Caland, Das Jaiminiya^
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Brdhmana in Auswahl^ Amsterdam 1919
(ViCAW, 19)

Jayakhya Samhita, ed V Krishnamacharya;, Baroda 1931

JT Jfianarnava-Tantra, ed G S Gokhale^
Poona (ASS, 69)

K Kamaratna, ed J Vidyasagar’s sons,

in Indrajalavidyasamgraha^ Calcutta 1915,

p 22-131

KA Kamaratna, Assamese version, ed and
trsl H Goswami Tattvabhusan, Shil-

long 1928

Kaivalya Up Kaivalya-Upamsad, ed A Mahadeva
Sastri, in Saiva Upamsads^ Adyar 1950,

p 51fr

KalPur Kalika-Purana, trsl by K R van Kooy
of chs 54-69, Thesis Utrecht, Leiden
1972

Karpuramanj ari by Rajasekhara, ed S Konow—Ch R Lan-
man, Cambridge, Mass

, 1901 (HOS,
4), repr Delhi 1963

Kathas Kathasaritsagara by Somadeva, ed

J L Shastri, Delhi 1970

Katha Up Katha-Upanisad, ed S Radhakrishnan,
in l^he Principal Upamsads^ London
-1968

KatySr Katyayana-lSrautasutra, ed A Weber,
Berlin-London 1 859

KausBUp Kausitaki-Brahmana-Upamsad, ed E
B Cowell, Calcutta 1861, repr Benares

1968 (Chowkhamba Skt Studies, 64)

KausS Kausika-Sutra, ed M Bloomfield, New
Haven, Conn 1890, partly trsl by W
Caland, Altindisches iZauberritua\ Amster-
dam 1900 (VKAW 3, 2), repr Wies-
baden 1967

KCT Kalacakra-Tantra, ed Raghu Vira

—

Lokesh Chandra, in Kdlacakratantra and
other texts

^

Vol 1, New Delhi 1966 (Sata-

Pitaka Ser , 69), p 332-378
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KJ Kas\apa-Jfianakanda
3

ed RB Partha-
sarathi Bhattacharv Timpati 1950
(SVOS, 12;, 2nd ed, 1960

Krsna Up Krsna-Upanisad, ed G \ Jacob, m
Eleven Atharcana Upamshads^ Bombay
21916, p 3-13

KS Katha Samhita, ed L von Schroeder,

4 vols
, Leipzig 1900-1910

KulaCT Kulacudamani-Tantra, ed G Ch
Vedantatirtha, Calcutta-London 1915
(Tantrik Texts, 4)

KulT Kularnava-Tantra, ed J WoodrofFe

—

M P Pandit, Madras 1965

Rumaratattva (Bal ) ^'Koemaratatwa’% ms No 2322 in the

collection of the Gedong ELirt^a, Singa-

radja, Bali, copy in the Leiden Univer-

sity Library (see Th Pigeaud, Litera-

ture of Java, vol I, The Hague 1967,

P 56)

KuPur Kurma-Purana, ed N Jvlukhopadh-

yaya, Calcutta 1890 (BI, 106)

KVT Kalivilasa-Tantra, ed P Gh Tarka-

xirtha, London 1917 (Tantrik Texts, 6)

LatylSr Latyayana-Srautasutra, ed \ Vedanta-
vagisa, Calcutta 1870-72 (BI)

LiPur Lmga-Purana, ed P Tarkaratna, Cal-

cutta 1889, ed KJiemaraja Srikrsna-

dasa, Bombav 1906

LT Laksmi-Tantra, ed V Krishnama-

charya, \d\ar 1959, trsl Sanjukta

Gupta, Leiden 1972 {^Thesis Utrecht)

Mahamaya fragment =Stuti & Stava, No 450

Mahasodasivarnaratnavalistotra, ed K P *\ithal, in Stotra-^

samuccaya^ Vol I, Advar 1969, as No 15

Mahavamsa, ed W Geiger, London 1908 (PTS), repr 1958

MajN Majjhima-Nika>a, ed V Trenckner

—

R Chalmers, 4 vols
,
London 1888-

1902 (PTS)
Malatimadhava by Bhavabhuti, ed M R Telang—V L S

Pansikar, Bombay 1936 (NSP)
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Manjusrimulakalpa^ see MMK
Mantramahodadhij see MMD
Manu Manusmrtij ed J Jolly, London 1887

Marici-Vimanarcanakalpa, ed as No 15 in the Siivaikhana-

sagranthamala, Egavaripalem 1927

Mayabijastotra, ed M B Jhavery, in Comparative and Critical

Study of Mantrashastra^ Ahmedabad 1944,.

as Appendix 25

Mbh Mahabharata, Crit ed by V S Suk-
thankar a o , Poona 1933-1966

MkPur Markandeya-Purana, ed KM Baner-

jea, Calcutta 1862 (BI, 29)

MMD Mantramahodadhi by Mahidhara, ed
Khemaraja iSrikrsnadasa, Bombay 1962

MMK Mafijusrimulakalpa, ed T Ganapati
Sastri, Trivandrum 1920-25 (TrivSS,

70, 76, 84)

MNT Mahamrvana-Tantra, ed J Vidya-
sagar, Calcutta 1884

MNUp Mahanarayana-Upamsad, ed and trsl

J Varenne, Pans 1960 (in French)

MPN Mahjusrijhanasattvasya paramartha
nama samgitih, ed Raghu Vira—Lokesh
Chandra, in Kdlacakratantra and other

texts

^

vol I, New Delhi 1966 (iSata*

Pitaka Ser , 69), p 3 If

Mrcchakatika by Sudraka, ed R Ojha, Benares 1962 (Haridas

Skt Ser
)

MS Maitrayani-Samhita, ed L von Schroe-
der, 2 vols

,
Leipzig 1881-86

MtPm Matsya-Purana, ed by Pandits of the
Anandasrama, Poona 1907 (ASS, 54)

MuUp Mundaka-Upamsad, ed v^ith French
trsl Jacq Maury, Pans 1943 ("'Les

Upamshad”, 4)
]N Siddhanagarjunakaksaputa, ed J Vid-

yasagar’s sons, in Indrajalavidyasamgraha^

Calcutta 1915, p 264-390
NispY Nispannayogavah, ed B Bhattacharya>

Baroda 1949 (GOS, 109)
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Pahcabrahma Up Pahcabrahma-Upamsad, ed *\ Maha-
de\a Sastrij in The Sana Upam^ads,

‘kd’j^ar IQSOj p 79-86

Pahcavimsa Br^ bee PVBr
Prasna Up Prasna-Upamsad, ed O Bohtlingk,

Leipzig 1890
PST Prapahcasara-Tantra, ed T Vidva-

latna, Calcutta-London 1914 (Tantrik

Texts, 3)

PVBr Pahca\imsa-Brahmana, ed A Chmna-
swami Sastri, 2 vols

,
Benares 1935

(KSS, 105)

Ram Rama\a^a 3 Crit Ed by GH Bhatt

a o 5
Baroda 1960

Rgvidh Rgvidhana, ed R Meyer, Berlin 1878,

trsl J Gonda, Utrecht 1951

Rudraliidaya Up Rudrahrdaya-Upanisad, ed A Maha-
de\a Sastri, in ^aiva Upanisads^ Adyar
1950, p 149f

RV Rg\eda, ed F Max Ivluller, repr in 2

^ols, Benares 1965 (KSS, 167)

S Satkarmadipika, ed J Vidyasagar’s

sons, in Indrajalavidydsamgraha

^

Calcutta

1915, p 179-264

Sadhanamala, see SM
SadvBr Sadvimsa-Brahmana, ed H F Eelsingh,

Leiden 1908 (thesis Utrecht), trsl

W B Bollee, Thesis Utrecht 1956

Saiva Ups Saiva Upamsads, ed A Mahade\a
Sastri, Adyar 1950

Saktisangamatantra, see SST
Samavidhanabrahmana, see S\ Br

Santistava by Tyagaraja, ed K P \ithal, in Stotrasamuccqya^

\ol 1, \dyar 19693 as Xo 23

Sarabha Up Sarabha-Upanisad, ed \ IMahadeva

Sastii, in ^aua Jjpanuadi^^ \d\ar 1950,

p 165fF

Saiada-Tilaka, onlv in references (cf

the aiticle bv Ewing)
SarTil
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SatBr Satapatha-Brahmana^ ed A Weber^

Berlin-London 1855, repr Darmstadt
1963, Benares 1964, trsl J Eggelmgj
5 vols

3
repr Delhi 1964 (Sacred Books

of the East, vols 12, 26, 41 , 43, 44)
Satkarmadipika, see S

SCT Sricakrasambhara-Tantra, ed and trsl

Kazi Dawa-Samdup^ Calcutta-London

1919 (Tantrik Texts^ 7)

Siddhanagarjunakaksaputa^ see N
Sivagauristotra by Jhanasiva, ed K P Aithal, in Stotrasamu’-

ccaya^ vol 1, Adyar 19693 as No 40

iSivajhanabodham^ trsl G MatthewSj Oxford 1948

Sivapujastava by Jnanasiva, ed K P Aithal, in Stotrasamu-

ccaya^ vol 1, Adyar 19693 as No 41

Siva-Puranaj ed R Sh Acharyaj Bareli

1966

Skanda-Upamsadj ed G A Jacobj in

Eleven Athawana Upamsads^ Bombay
I 9 I 63 P 161f

Skanda-Purana
3

ed Khemaraja Sri-

krsnadasa^ 7 vols , Bombay 1909-10

Sadhanamala, ed B Bhattacharya, 2

vols 3 Baroda 19253 repr 1968 (GOS^
26 and 41

)

jSricakrasambharatantra, see SCT
SST J§aktisamgama-Tantra

3
ed B Bhatta-

charya, 3 vols
,
Baroda 1932-1947 (GOS

6 I 3 943 104)
Stuti & Stava Stuti and Stava (Bauddha^ Saiva and

Vaisnava) of Balinese brahman priests^

ed and trsl by T Goudriaan and C
HooykaaSj Amsterdam 1971 (VKAW>
76)

SV Samaveda (only in references)

SVBr Samavidhana-Brahmana
3 ed with the

commentaries of Sayana and Bharata-
svamin by B R Sharma

3
Tirupati 1964

(Kendriya Skt Vidyapeetha Ser 3 1

)

Siva Pur

Skanda Up

SkPur

SM
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SvetUp Svetasvatara-Upanisad, ed R Haus-
child^ Leipzig 1927

T Tarabhaktisudharna\ a b\ Xarasimha,
ed Panchanana Bhattachar\ a. Cal-

cutta-London 1940 (Tantrik Texts, 21 j

Taittiriya-Upamsad-bhasya\arttikam b^. Suresvara, trsl J
van Boetzelaei Leiden 1971 (Thesis

Utrecht)

Tantrasara by Krsnanandavagisabhattacar\ a, ed as CSS, Woik
No 491

Tantrasarasamgraha, see TSS
TAr Taittiriya-Aran^aka (onl\ in references)

Tattvasamgraha bv Santaraksita, ed D Shastn \ol 1, Vara-
nasi 1968 (Bauddha Bharati Ser 1

;

TBr Taittiriya-Brahmana, ed N ^pt^s
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Asurendra 115
asun (plant) 227, 311

Asuri 48, 49, 375
asvamedha 176
Asvapati 83
asvattha 98, 111
Asvatthaman 26
Asvins 13
Atharvanah 221, 258, 380, 387, 392
Atharvaveda 76, 104, 160, 220f , 233,

246, 258, 380
Atirakta 209
atman 14, ^7, 21, 63, 65, 166, 191,

207, 215, 253, 412
atmaraksa 62
Atom (a people) 186
Atreya 386
Atri 172, 204
attraction 25, 75, 101, 114, 117, 138,

197f, 203, 208, 259, 294f
Avalokitesvara 324
avartana 223, 266, 314
avastabh 20
A\ataras 32, 207
avidya 20, 170, 338
avindhana 357
axis mundi, cf yupa 191

Ayodhyapura 272
ayuh, ayusya 124, 221, 266, 269, 279,

285, 405, 407

badbana 265
Bagalamukhi 64, 105f , 148, 264, 336,.

339f, 347, 375
Bahurupa 209
Baiga 35, 44, 70, 171, 345
Balaka 185
Balapramathmi 432
Balarama 169, 308, 352
Balavikaiam 432
ball 96, 105
Ball (an Asura) 9, 29, 81, 196
Bali(nese), see also App III, 5, 57,

94, 126, 134f, 186, 198f, 246,298,
326, 328

Banasura 409
bandha(na) 264, 336, 346, 348, 350f,
376

bathing 45f , 80, 149, 399
battle 88, 93, 107, 223, 325f

, 346,
356, 383

Bena 309
Bengal (i) 48, 158, 194, 314
Bhadra 196
Bhadiakali 376
bhadraSana 284
Bhagwan 35, 70
Bhairava(s) 229, 300, 346, 369, 373
Bhairavananda 301
bhakti 48, 231, 313

rescues from maya 24, 39
Bharadvaja 204
Bharah 201
Bharani (naks ) 277
Bharatas 308
Bharatasvamin 266, 314
Bhatta 99f
bhavana 82
Bhima(sena) 26f, 170, 180, 191

bhisana 377
Bhisana 377
Bhisani 106, 361, 377
Bhisma 17, 26, 53, 142, 164, 179
Bhitiharistasadhaka 127
bhoga 82, 92, 117
bhrama 48, 267, 320, 356, 358f^

Bhramani 354, 359
Bhramika 340
bhranti 264, 356
Bhingaraja 319
Bhucari 272
Bhuhrdayamantra 407
bhukti and mukti 59, 412
Bhumi 125, 398
Bhumij 25
Bhumaka 232
Bhurisravas 26
Bhutas, cf demons 88, 261, 404
Bhutaraja 118
bhutavejja 96
bhutavijja 230
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Bible, cf Old Testament 69
bija 75, 84
bijapura 88
biiva 93, 128, 171, 196, 305, 325, 407
bmdu 76
birth 220, 344f, 408
black 113, 125, 169f, 177, 380
blood 170f, 319, 346,355, 360, 367
blue, cf nila
boat 120, 173, 342
bodhisattva 115, 217, 254,299, 330,

362
Brahma (god) 50,62,169,179, 186,

192, 195, 204, 299
nis way of dealing with mankind 1

7

identical with Siva and \ isnu 39
one of Siva’s five murtis 158, 194
manifestation of Agni 174, 186
teaches Siva a hymn to Visnu 213
subjected to Devi’s maya 45, 48
serves as cosmical food 68
presiding deity of the a m om 76
attracted 108, 122, 300
knows the samjivinividya 384

brahmacarin 204
brahmajala 217, 230
brahman(s), (member of) first grade

of society 177
murder of 14, 40, 158
god in the guise of 33, 46, 120
honoured with food 83, 88, 325
assists in vesyavrata 86
wives of 39
embodies rajas 167
SIX occupations of 252
social-economic position of 233, 305
br -s as social theorists 176f, 183
as purohitas 239
as exorcizers 229, 230, 348
their power to kill 382

brahman (cosmic force) 15, 62f,
76, 91, 161, 181, 197, 330

Brahmanas (texts) 59, 225
Brahmanah parimarah 64, 243
Brahmastra 64, 106, 347, 356
Brahmaudana 64, 175
brahmav areas 266, 268
brahmav id 64
Brahmayamala (tantra) 380
Brahmi 112, 347
Brhaspati 14, 112, 238, 338, 357, 385
brhat 360
brhati (plant) 332, 344
Buddha 55, 67, 70, 103, 115, 133,

200, 218, 316, 332, 344
Buddhas 78, 297, 362
Buddhadakim 132
buddhi 54 342
Buddhism 59, 92, 109, 115, 190, 229,

241, 318

501

buffalo 282, 349f
burial of image, cf image
Burma 143

caitya 93
cakra, cf Sudarsana 51, 52, 184
cakras (Tantnc) 166, 19a, 207
cakravartin 272
calana 264, 354
Cambodja 241, 319
camel 282, 347, 377
Gamunda 302, 321
Ganda 217
-mantra 322

Gandah 272, 322
Gandi 90
Garvakas 2a8
cat 65, 105, 293, 377
cattle a9 63, 123, 242, 263, 267, 274,

300, 405f
Gaturmasya 157
Celsus 2 1

8

cemetery, cf cremation ground
centre, cf compass, Lokapala 1 56,

191, 270, 286, 411
Ceylon 96, 169, 252, 263, 272, 344,

357, 430
charm 80
cheda(na) 268, 292, 375
child

god manifesting himself as ach 8,
29f, 36, 53

observance for obtaining a ch 22,
83 obtained by a magical rite 269,
408 protection of 223, 406

cit 19
citasadhana 278
clay 294

for an image 89, 396
Colas 332
colours 163f, 262, 271, 290, 294,

339, 399, 411
of Visnu 137f
three c 1 66f
four 132, 137, 152, 158, 175f, 304
five 190f, 397
SIX 164, 20af
multitude of 52, 133, 163

compared
creatures 16f, 47
mava 21, 24, 49
rajas 17
soul 1 65
world 16f, 38 aO, 16a

compass, directions oi 'cf Loka-
palas I 17d, 190, 201, 214, 270, 284f
combined with colours 178, 192,

198, 201
conch 54
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copper 283, 294, 375
courtezans 86
cow, cf cattle 122, 195, 282, 360,

401, 406
creation 3, 6, 20, 35, 40 161, 249, 373
cremation ground 36, 89, 115, 281,

342, 347, 350, 369, 380
crossroads 359, 382
crow 87, 89, 214 355, 361, 363, 368,

384
curse 233, 337, 348, 376
cuta 292
cutting 223, 268, 375
cyavana 265, 354

dadima 292
dahakarman 285
Daityas, cf Asuras 4 If

daivayoga 30
Dakmi 91, 132

-tantra 258
Daksa 36
daksina 294, 305
Dak'^inagm 1 60
Daksinamukha 156
Daksinamurti 122
Dalbhya 86
Damara (tantra) 258, 297
Damodara 71, 181
dana 252
Danavas, cf Daityas, Asuras 41 f
dance 38, 47f
Daruvana 39, 382
Dasahra 87
Datia 105, 340
Dattatreya 410
datura cf dhattura
death 48, 50, 78, 169, 283, 379f, 386,

388
prediction of 433

debate, cf dispute
delusion, cf mohana 369f 411

of world by god 18, 38f, 129, 152,
370

of world by maya 20f
, 44, 128, 216

of soul by maya 38
of gods by maya 38
of people bv magician 243, 370f
maintains life 44

demon (s), cf Asuras 18,29,49, 87,
96, 228, 250, 362, 394, 404
king of, cf Ravana 54, 115, 118

demoniac 18 49, 54
destiny 18, 30
destruction of enemies, cf liquidation

78, 324f, 355, 364f , 376, 379f , 394
deus otiosus 35
Devaki 30, 47, 142
Devala 247

Devaraja 241
Devasuri 109
Devavrata (saman) 223
Devi, cf Gamunda, Durga, Bagala-

mukhi, Mahamaya 86, 330, 341
377
her maya 24, 44f

Dhanadatri 98
dhanakarsanayantra 67, 306
Dhanapati 20, 311
Dhanvantari 385
dharani 77f

, 227, 351, 403
dharma 13, 48 52, 123

restored by Visnu/Kr«na 26, 32
dharma (Buddhist) 59
Dharma cult 48, 194, 200
Dharmaghosa 306, 343
Dhatar 170
dhattura 292, 329
dhauti 252
Dhavalamukhi 364
dhih 202
Dhrtarastra 51
Dhumavati 363f
Dhupatara 185
dhyana, cf meditation 84, 290, 398
Dhyanibuddhas, cf Tathagatas 132

200
dice, cf gambling 7, 17
Digambara 342
digvijaya 190
diksa212, 283, 312
Dipatara 1 85
Dipavali 194
Dipta 74, 372
Dipti 74
disease (s), cf Vyadhikarana 90, 114,

134, 139, 176, 208, 227, 265, 270,
292, 379, 386, 389, 401, 403, 409

disguise (s )
3

of Indra 5f
of Supreme God 16, 44
of Visnu 28f, 4 If
of Siva 38f ,

157
as a brahman 33, 46, 65
as a woman, cf woman

dispute 90, 93, 98, 132, 174, 220, 325,
341, 343, 374f

dissension (causing), cf vidvesana
139, 150, 188, 203, 208, 259, 366f

divine name 70, 393
doll, cf image 222, 293, 381, 383
Dombi 268
Dosajala 217
Draupadi 16f, 80, 246, 311
dravana 331
Dravidian 79
Dravim 374
dreams 357, 393, 404
drinking (alcoholics) 37, 38
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Drona (warrior) 2S, 27
Drona (sage) 65
Druids 232
duhkhajala 217
DuhSanta 191
Durga, cf Candi, Kali, Katyayani,

Tripura, Devi 47, 111 112 202f,
272, 325, 344, 354, 372, 375

Durgotsava 87
durva 292, 400
Durvasas 216
Duryodhana 26f, 431
Dvapara 7, 180f
dvesa, cf vidvesa(na) 36, 268
Dvesavajra 271
dwarf 29, 44

Earth, cf Bhumi 407
economic 59, 60, 232, 300, 304
Edda 413, 414
Egypt (lans) 18, 97, 218, 420
Ekanath 48
elements (five) 193, 207, 294, 412
elephant 17 138, 147, 282, 289, 300,

326, 332, 348, 377, 390
epilepsy 227, 320
eradication, cf uccatana 74, 87, 1 14,

138, 187, 197, 351 f
ethics 7, 13, 36f , 59, 177, 180, 392
God elevated abo\e e 27 37

eMl 7, 27, 37, 91 254, 272, 388f , 402
exorcism 94, 362
eye 317f

, 329, 372, 382

Faces of Siva, cf Pahcamukha
false doctrines 25
familiars 96, 250
famine 90
fertility 227, 242
festival 83
fire 167, 225, 275, 291, 336, 349

apocalyptic 51, 53
vedic 160
tongues of 168, 208f

, 292
fish 292, 379
five 155, 190
flower (s) 87, 92, 146, 176 293, 320,

339
food 167, 242, 293, 350

cosmic 68
procured by magic 93, 261, 307,

327, 407
bewitched 89, 32

1

fiog 349f
funeral rite 29

Gada 142f, 289

gambling 90, 304, 343
Ganapati 116, 322
Gandharvas 19, 98, 329
Gandhatara 1 85
Gandhi, M K 68
Ganesa 71, 89f , 121, 131, 308, 339,.

^144. <14,7

Gang-I 30, 92 201
garbhastambhana 344f
Garga 404
Garhapatya 160, 291
Garuda 34, 92, 131 144 198f, 295^

298, 348, 362, 384, 398
Garuda (tantra

; 258
Gaun 112, 272, 331, 368, 384
Gautama 8, 204
Gautamiy a (tantra 258
Gavatri cf Savitri 69 76 172, 185

316 367
ghanta 271
Ghantakarna 114 407
ghora 50, 142, 193 410
gods attracted 298

subjugated 321
immobilized 349

Goda\ an 338
Gokarna 7

1

gold 145 173 194 283, 293 30>
Gomsai 200
Gonasa 107
Gonds 3o, 46
Gop ilamantras 128
Gopis 28, 128, 29

j

gorocana 113, 113, 318f 342
Go\mda 40
grace 39, 71 161 183
Grahaf cf planet
grathana 288
Grdhrakarni 35j 357, 364 368 378
grev 12o, 149, 151, 204 363 369
grhastha 204
grhv a (karman ) 224
Guhav asini 101
Guh^ aka 101
gunas (three) 4, 18, 38, oO, 167,

193
mava identical with 18, 43 45 54
produced b\ ma\ a 47, 48 jO 66

gunia 171
gumkarana 266 314, 316
guhja 319 f, 347
guru 73, 83, 231 408

Haihavas 415
hamsa 173
Hamsi 99 290
Hanuman 84, 88 180 191, 346, 331,

369
(author) 179

Haramekhala (tantra i 2o8
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Harij cf Visnu 367
haridra 339
Haridraganapati 339
Hariscandra 6
Harita 403
Hastmapura 16
Hayagriva 126, 415
heart 31, 223, 315
heaven 225, 274, 385
Helaki 406
Hemacandra 418
herbs 21, 274, 302, 384, 401
Heruka 132, 412
Hevajra 94, 205
Himalayas 109, 350
Hiranya 209
Hiranyadama 241
Hiranyakasipu 51, 81, 127, 397
Hiranyastupa 212
homa 74, 84, IlOf , 291
homamudra 290
hotar 190, 239, 359
hrdaya (mantra ) 227
Hrsikesa 1 28, 1 30
hum 72f , 76, 287f, 299
hum 245
husband (subjugated) 91, 315f , 318,

331, 366
hymns 94, 224, 240, 246, 322, 328, 409

lamblichus 95
identification (with the divine) 57,

82, 249
image

of a god 50, 81, 89, 92, 125, 169,
178, 298, 346, 397

of a victim 107, 114, 223, 313, 323
sacrificed 240, 314, 324, 383
cut into pieces 223, 315, 324
heated 324
buried 114 381 383
pierced 89, 381, 383, 396
kicked 377

immobilization, cf stambhana 105,
138, 197, 202, 259, 333f

imperative 77
incantation 62, 213
incense 321, 323, 344, 368, 372
Indonesia 199, 209, 240, 323, 386,

422, 429
Indra 2f, 108, 190, 201, 204, 21 If,

331, 357, 373
his disguises 5f
deludes mimical army 21, 370
seduces wives of demons 9
apphes a dharani 77f
invoked for destruction of enemies

79
kills by maya 382

knows the samjivimvidya 384
prototype of earthly ruler 234
devotion to 9, 11
Visnu his successor 15, 26
his celestial tree robbed by Krsna 27
paralyzed 36, 337f
mastered by sadhaka 121
fears human asceticism 121
teaches Vesyadharma 86
removes evil in the East 105
god of ram 390

indrajala 14, 141, 21 If, 254, 261, 411
mdrajalika 133, 301, 386
Indrajalin (a Bodhisattva) 218
Indram 9
Indnyavikarani 432
Indus (culture) 192
initiation, cf diksa 332
inverted order 64
iron 1 94
^responsibility of God 15, 35
Irsyavajra 271
Isana 37, 76, 155f
Islam 241, 419
Isvara (form of Siva) 158, 175, 186,

192, 201, 350

Jama canon 68, 230, 332, 357
Jam (ism) 109, 165, 189, 229, 264,

306, 313, 332, 343, 370
jala 37, 2 Ilf
Jalodbhava 352
Jambavati 129
jambha(na) 262, 378
Jambha 271, 373, 378
Jambhaka 378
Jambhala 305, 407
Jambhani 335, 378
Jambhi 378
Jambudvipa 31
Janamejaya 47, 337
Janardana 33, 40, 50
japa 84, 123, 145, 287
Japanese 200
Jatakas 67, 96, 230, 239, 348
jati 119, 169

jatismara (tva ) 71
jaya, cf victory 269, 325
Jaya (form of Ganesa) 200
Jaya 103, 107, 179, 191, 361
jayamantra 237
Jayanti 191

Jayavarman II 241
jayavijayabhiseka 241
Jesus Christ 218
jewels 293, 306
Jimutavahana 384
jitamaya 45
jhana 254
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Jnanasambandha 385
Jnanasiva 157
Jrmbhana 378
Jrmbhani 378
Jrmbhini 340, 378
juggler (y), cf kautuka 21 , 24, 214,

262
Jupiter (planet) 192, 207, 277
jvalamukha 55
Jvalamukhi 262, 296, 378
Jyestha 272

(naks ) 277
-mantra 407

Kabir 19, 49, 219
Kaca 385
kadali 88
kadamba 128
ICahnesvari 113
Kaksivant 9, 11
Kala 45, 49, 50f

, 54, 164, 181, 298
kalacakra 31, 115, 134
Kalacandesvara (tantra ) 258
ICalagnirudra 364
Kalakanjas 14
kalajnana 261
Klalakarsim 340
Kalanemi 111
Kalaratri 113, 299, 347, 363, 364,

369, 372, 383
Kah 7, 180, 298
K.ali, cf Kalaratri, Durga 54, 171,

222, 272, 298, 350, 367, 369, 371,
380

Kalika 321
Kahya 349
Kalottara (tantra) 258
Kama, cf arrow 43, 86, 121, 130,

197, 246, 303, 327,330, 335, 370,
372f
five Kamas 192

kamacarin 250
Kamaksi 113, 329, 363
Kamala 1 88
Kamalaksi 297
Kamavati 99
Kamesvari 99, 206
Kampani 106
Kamsa 128
Kamsai 200
kamya (karman ) 223, 253
kamyesp 274
Kanaka 209
Kancipuram 309
Kamkkars 58, 70, 97
Kanva 385
kanya (siddhi), cf love magic, women

128, 267, 269, 301, 321
Kanyakubja 45

kapaiabhati 252
Kapahka 39, 170, 382
Kapila 131
Kapulunan 386
karaskara 121
Karkotaka 337
karman 15, 23, 54, 154, 164, 221, 224,

252
Kama 26, 295
Karnapisacim 99
karsana 295
Karttikeyamanjusnmantra 91, 117
karuna 115
Kashmir 352
Kas>apa 77, 384
Katyayani 383
kaula 303
Kauleya (tantra ) 258
Kaumari 346
Kaumodaki 298
Kauravas 368
Kausika 8
Kautilya 237
kautuka 262, 349, 379
kavaca 69, 72, 112, 227
Kavasa Ailusa 308
kavita 269, 312
Ka\ya (a sage) 234, 338, 385
Kerala, cf Kamkkars 381
Kesava 86 180
khadira 292, 324
khecara(t\a) 263
Khecari 272
kilana 263, 374f
killing (by magic), cf liquidation
kimsuka 208
kmg, cf subjugation, destruction of

enemies 87, 183, 233f, 296, 300,

307, 318, 322f, 369, 380
kingdom, cf rajvakama 88, 91, 98,

168, 267, 396, 408
Kmkini (tantra ) 2d8
Kinnaras 300
Kirata 85
klesa 217
Klin 146
kodi\ina 357
Korku (s) 35, 232, 381
Koyil Puranam 43
Krauhca 352
Krodhagmrudra 401
Krodharaja 76, 92, 116f
Krsna 33, 128f, 169, 180, 309, 349

identical with Brahma or brahman
17, 63

his judgment on mankind 19
deludes mankind 22f
his power of attraction 25, 295
his fallacious character 2of

present e\erywhere 32
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his power of yoga 66
his cosmic manifestation 5 If
paralyzes Indra 337
five K -s 192

Krsna 208
krta 7, 222, 235
Krta 7, 106, 180f
Krttika (naks ) 276
krtvan 222
krtya 65, 104, 222, 235, 384, 397, 401
Krtyakalpataru 396
ksatriya 159, 177, 197, 240, 298
ksetra 43
Ksetrapala 347
ksobhana 90, 197, 208, 263, 373f
Ksobham 373f
ksudra 267, 336, 355, 365, 401
Kubera 92, 102, 114, 121, 305
Kubjika 109
kukkutasana 283f, 363
Kuksiganapati 340
kula 132, 254, 268
Kulaprakasatantra 272
Kulasundari 217
kulisa 284 289
kulotsada 227, 285, 355
Kumara 117
Kumaratantra 433
Kumari 101
Kumbhakarna 347
kunda 285, 292
Kundika (tantra) 340
Knrukulla 109, 189, 314
kusa 98
Kusika 8, 64
kutuhala 262

Laja 293
Laksmana 129
Laksmi 44, 47, 128, 331
Lanka 33, 123, 180, 306, 346
lead 194
lepa, cf Anulepa 319
Ilia 149, 249
linga 83, 98, 178, 307 309, 312
lion, cf Narasimha 347, 363 390
liquidation, cf marana 114, 121, 139,

203, 208, 259, 379f
lizard 329
Lohajangha 34, 123, 328
Lokapala lOo, 129, 201, 334
Lokesvara 324, 327
longevity, cf ayuh 119, 123, passim,

328, 391, 395, 400, 407f
lotus 84, 112, 121, 144, 299, 303, 319,

325, 330, 390
lotus fire 110, 291
love 37, 86, 130, 303, 331

love magic, cf woman 44, 220, 24:3^
301f, 318f

Ludhiana 237

Mace 26, 54, 142
macrocosm-microcosm 56
Madhava 50, 373
Madhumati 300, 306
Madhusudana 1 64
Madhuyaksi 1 0

1

Madmai 32, 34, 38f , 332, 385
magic 58, 75, 95, 140, 152, 2M1

Its nature 58f
gods first possessors of 58, 62
and religion 60, 220, 226
Its place m the ritual 253
its relation to the Six Acts 254
connected with colours i86f, 197,,

203, 206f, 262
destructive, cf abhicara, vidve-
Sana, uccatana, marana 6 If, 74,
87, 96, 193, 389, 394

magical power (s) 35, 229f
of a yogm 38, 66, 230

magician, cf Parihar, sorceier, yogm
4, 21, 47, 96, 229, 242, 312, 391
god a m , 25, 35f
primeval m 35, 345
philosophers as m s 67, 231
in classical antiquity 218f
his appearance 36, 426
initiation of am 212, 221
m and ruler 234f
m and priest 231, 248, 396

Mahabharata 1 5f
,

141
Mahabrahmamantra 92
Mahacina 76, 229
Mahadeo 35
Mahade\a 158, 186, 194, 201
Mahakala 364
Mahakapalini 368
Mahakrodha 245
Mahakrsnameghavatamandali 119
Mahalaksmi 48
Mahamari 172, 355
Mahamaya (name of Siva and Visnu)

25
Mahamaya 47f, 106, 112, 132, 134f

170, 244, 350, 358
Mahamoha 48
Mahapratisara 185
Mahapratyangira 1 04
Mahapurusa 54, 324
Maharashtra 191
Mahasodasi 330
mahasula 117, 245
Mahasvetavidya 91, 168
mahat 64
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Mahavidyas (ten) 105
Maha\ira 67, 229
mahavyahrti 235, 267, 367, 383
Mahayana 59, 71, 116
mahayogin 55
Mahesvara 40, 99, 108, 364
cosmical consumer 68

presides over the nada 76
one of Siva’s fi\ e manifestations 1 58
manifestation of Agni 174

Mahi‘='amardmi 356
Mahisavahim 349
mahodaya 269
Maitravaruna 32 7
Maitreya 50, 103
Maitreya Kausara\a 64
Malaga 96
Malmi (tantra) 258
manahsila 319
manas 66, 69, 248
Mandagamana 340
mandala 82 196, 294
Mandana 67
Mandapala 65
Mandara 30
mangala 266
mango 98
mam 289
Manibhadra 407
Mamkka Vachakar 37, 198
Manipura (cakra) 195
Manjughosa 76 298, 303 362
Mahjusri76f 92 101 117, 133,217,

303 362
Mann ans 217
Manohari 99
Mano}ha 101
mantra 69f 84, 88, 104 f

,
154f , 287

passim
mantrakalpa 258
mantrasamskara 376 377
mantrasiddha (-i ) 230, 269
Mantravada 229 287, 370
mantroddhara 84
Manu 120, 224, 233, 295 f

manyu 233, 382
Maori 417 418
Mara 78 103
marana cf liquidation 95, lol 251,

346, 352, 365, 367, 376, 379f
Marani 106
Maratha 48
mardana 208, 263 377f
Man cf Mahamari 93, 407
Maria (tribe ) 170
Marica 350
Marica 4, 164 377
Afarkandeya 30f , 55,66, 142, 154, 181

marriage cf saubhagya 331, 359, 366
Mars (planet) 117, 192, 207, 277

Maruts 370
materialism 358
Mathura 328
Alatrkabheda (tantra } 433
Alatsaiy a\ ajra 271
Afatsy asukta 206 357
Alaula (tantra 1 258
AIa>a 32
may a, passim cf Indra, Si\a \ isnu

Its use in the \ cda If, 211, 382
Its use in the Epic 4, 15f
m as transformation 4f
Its ambivalence 2, 13, 228 397
a veil 19
God hides Himself bv m 18, 38
a mirror 19, 20
a net 21o
a subjugating force 18 20 38 311
a delusive force 20f 44 47
an attracting force 47 1G4
an immobilizmg force 338
an uprooting force 338
holds mankind m its grip 37, 48
cause of creation and destruction

181
identical with the gunas 18 43

45, 54
incarnated in women 44
a goddess, cf Alaham iv i 46f 112,
354

her form is Ik ala 54
related to voga 66
one of five Entities oi Saiva Sid~

dhanta 71, 76
sadhanas of m 129f
vMclded by men 161 233
enhanced bv colours 164
— the sv liable frim 189
origin of varna svstem 182f 234
produces a fivefold nianift station

411
m of Dattatreva 410
Santa form 141 410

mavajala 23, 133, 216 237
\Iav amoha 24
mavasakti 38
ma\ atattv a 141
mav atman 53 1 42
Alavavati 183
mav a\antra 217
AIaves\ari *18

mavm 66
Alavon 18
Aledhatithi 5
medicine cf disease 384f 389 392
meditation 82 271 290 29o 303

324, 330 348 382, 383 3971

Alekhala lOOf
memoiv 406 408
Alena 9f
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Menaka 10
mendicant 38f, 43, 66, 319
Mercury (planet) 192, 207, 277
Mem 101, 116, 306
Memtantra 258, 340
metals 194, 283
milk 227, 362, 372, 379, 390, 394
mind, cf manas 69, 290, 357
Mxrabai 171
mirror 19, 303
Mita 321
Mitra 310, 393
moha 21f, 38, 133, 164, 167, 217,

219, 268, 358, 370, 405, 411
Moha 271, 370
mohajala 48, 217, 358
mohana, cf delusion 21, 113, 187,

259, 312, 343, 358, 369f
Mohani 335, 370
Mohavajra 271
Mohini 41f, 49, 340, 354, 370
moksa, cf release 70, 123, 209, 393,

405
moon 54, 58, 94, 197, 207, 277, 301,

350, 399
morals, see ethics

Moses 219, 429
Mothers (goddesses) 106, 112, 185,

273, 347, 349, 355
mountain 118, 139, 352
mrtasamjivana, cf samjivana 156,

262, 386
Mrtyuhjaya 386
mudha 21, 50, 193, 371, 411
mudra (s ) 264, 289
mukhastambhana 343
mukti, cf bhukti 263, 412
Muladeva 65, 342, 344
Muladhara (cakra) 195
musala 289
music (delusive power of) 300
Muthans 97

Nabhaka 385
nada 76
nadi 192
INagas 14, 93, 120, 218, 302, 384

(a people) 163
Nagabhatta 256
nagapuspa 99, 120
naga wood 120
Nagarjuna 67, 256, 345
Nagi 98, 218 269, 302
Na Gosain 257
naimittika 253
Nairatmyayogini 271
nakedness 346
naksatra 276f
naksatradhuma 404

naksatrataru 408
Nakula 191
Nala 298, 337
Nalagiri 332
namah 71f,287f
Namadeva 24
name, cf divine name
n of a victim 107, 288, 320, 324,

330, 346, 351, 363, 369, 383, 401,
406

Namuci 14
Nanda 299
Nanda 196
Nandaka 298
Nanga Baiga 35, 171, 345
Nara 42
Narada 30, 33, 44f , 179, 337, 366,

369, 386
Narasimha 32, 51, 126f, 132, 217,

249, 256, 333, 397, 402
Narasimhastaka 51, 126
Naravira 101
Narayana 17f , 25, 42, 142, 180, 209,

219, 256, 369
Naropa 415
nastikya 1

7

Natika 97, 99f
Natta 99f
nature, cf Prakrti

forces of 64, 120, 190, 333, 349
naulika 252
Navaho 184, 413, 428, 429
Ndembu 166
Nepal 193, 216
net 21 If, 215f , 358
neti 252
New Britain 345
mdhidarsana 261, 307
nidrastambhana 344
night 88f, 106, 280
nigiaha 262, 365, 376, 380
mla 14, 126, 149, 363, 383
Nilai 200
Nilakantha (commentator) 20f , 31

nimba 90, 125, 203, 367, 369, 374,

384
nirajana 236
Nirrti 12
nirvana 123, 245, 411
nisedha 264, 286, 380, 381
nitya (karma) 253
Nitya 321, 372
Nityaklinna 374
mvid 240, 289
noose 215, 289, 299, 317, 339
nyagrodha 30
nyasa, cf sadanganyasa 57, 70, 84,

139, 204
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Ocean 306
of existence 1

7

of nectar 341
Visnu/Krsna sleeping on it 27, 30
within God’s body 30
churned 41, 415
mastered by a sadhaka 120, 306,
335

Ojas 275
Ojhas 431, 433
Old Testament 18, 94, 429, 430
Om(kara) 76, 145, 173, 176, 194
omina 178, 197, 236, 388, 403f
onomatopoeic 74
ordeal 68
Ongenes 218
ongm, m>th of 35
Orissa 48, 194
owl 293, 350, 361, 368, 374, 384

Pacification, cf santi, prayascitta 74,
76, 139, 149, 186, 197, 205, 207,
259, 387f

padalepa 318
padanda 126
Padmadakini 1 32
padmasana 284
Padmocca 103
padukagati 263, 349
Pagan 143
palasa 100
pallava 288, 355
Pamurtian 416
Pahcabrahma, cf Pahcamukha
Pahcabrahmamantras 133, 155f
pahcagavya 1 95
Pahcajanya 298
Pahcaksara (mantra ) 71 204
Pahcamahabhutavrata 194
Pahcamukha 76, 133, 155f, 196, 198
Pahcamurti 184, 195
Pahcaratra 25, 47, 72, 143, 183, 191
pahcavarna 201 209
Pandavas 26, 190f, 368
Panmi 408
papajala 217
Paramasna 166
paramatman 215
Parihar 35, 232
Pariksit 348
Parsva 67, 229
Par\ ata 33, 44
Parvati 22f, 33f, 80, 337
Pasi 271
Pasupatastra 85
Pasupati 35, 127
pata 92, 102, 119
patala 103
Pataliputra 111

patana 354
Patanjali 43
Paulomas 14
paustika 172, 174, 399
Paus^a 384
peg 89, 361, 363, 369, 374f
phalasruti 84f , 88f , 124, 326,390,409
phat 72, 73, 287f
Phetkan^nij (tantrai 258,277, 281
pidana 265, 360, 376
piercing cf image 374f
Pisacas 92, 98, 243
Pita 208
Pitambarapitha 340
pitha 84, 105
planets 192, 207, 277, 328, 350, 398,

403f
worship of 87, 168f, 292, 382, 39j>

opposition of 139, 404
Plava 360
pla\, di\ine, cf lila 16, 38, 44
Plotinus 96
poison 68, 71, 79, 88, 199 220 226,

265, 348
politic (al) 234f, 32o
Pradyumna 129, 143, 183
Prahlada 14, 127
Prajapati 3, 6 54
Prajha

\
paramita ) 201, 254, 272 344,

376
Prakrti 4, 20, 47 165f, 311
prana 14, 89, 412
Pratardana 14, 212
pratibandhana, cf bandhana
pratisjha 73
pratisthita o9
prat\abhijha 46
Prat>angira 1 04
Prat\ angiramantrah 221
Prat\angirasa 104
pra\ arg> a 7
pra\ascitta 50, 149, 223 251 39 If
412

pra\ascitti Id 392 411
prater 69, 82, 306
prediction 89 99, 224
prerana 262, 3d2, 354
Prerani 354
Preta 192, 300
primitne peoples 35, d8, 70 231
Pmasena 313
Prophet Tap 97
protection cf raksa, santi 397, 406
puja 57, 81 84 248
Puja K^atriva 134
pumaha 266
Puranas 59, 66, 158, 182, 231, 258,

310, 313, 362, 387
purascarana 84
puiafication 63, 69, 80, 94, 252, 254
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purohita 223, 238f, 325, 365
purumaya 3
Piiruravas 11, 83
Purusa 51, 53f, 63, 182f
Purvaphalgum 304
purvaseva 84
Pusan 13, 21, 371, 403
Puskaraksa 7

1

Puspatara 185
pusti, cf acquisition 73, 95, 151, 208,

259, 269, 405f
putranjiva 293

<QTainault 42

1

P^adhatantra 258
raga 36, 48, 54, 268
Ragavajra 271
rain 59, 69, 90, 94, 147, 148, 220, 281,

292, 350, 356
rajamti 235
rajas 17, 167
Rajasuya 195
Rajatantra 258
rajyakaxna 83, 240
raksa 39

1

Raksasas 34, 92, 106, 124
Rakta 209
Raktacamunda 297, 302, 330
Rama 272
Rama 33, 47, 49, 70, 128, 193, 181
Ramai 200
Ramanuja 19, 21
Ramayana 70, 149
Rambha 329
ranjana 328, 331
rasayana 261, 433
Rathantara 360
Rati 272
Ratnadakini 1 32
Raudra (tantra ) 258
raudrakarma 172
Ravana 54, 181, 338, 370, 433
rddhi 269
red 94, 112, 125, 170f, 192, 324,

374, 383
flowers 108, 320

release, cf moksa 71, 74, 80, 94, 174,

225, 254, 287, 398, 403, 409, 412
from bondage 71, 350f, 409
from the consequences of magic
227, 393

responsibility 1

8

resuscitation, cf samjivana 384f
Revati 1 00
rewards, cf Phalasmti
Rgveda, cf Appendix II 1, 160, 224,

246

rice 274, 275, 305
river (s) 217, 308, 368
rodha(na) 264, 288, 337
Rohim (naks ) 277
Rohita 5f
rosary, cf aksamala 377
rsi, cf sage 382
Rudra, cf Siva, Ucchusmas 4, 88,

306, 349, 356, 364, 376, 393, 403
manifests himself in many forms 4
his fiery manifestation 198, 364, 401
his dangerous nature 36, 393
consumes mankind 50
attacks cattle 273
one of Siva’s five manifestations 1 58,
201
one of five Pretas 191
identical with Supreme God 215
embodies sattva 167
presides over the syllable ma 76,
204
crushes demons 378
knows the samjivmividya 384

Rudrayamala (tantra) 290, 340
Ruknuni 26, 129
Rupa Gosvamin 182
Rupanika 328

Saci 33

1

sacrifice

disturbed 5, 36
its intercourse with Speech 8
cosmic 5, 40
black magical (abhicara), cf nivid
43, 359, 382f

Sadaksara 77
sadanganyasa 72, 127, 131
Sadasiva

five headed 191, 198
presides over the bindu 76
the sadaksara his body 77
one of Siva s five manifestations
158, 201
one of five Pretas 191
Santa form 410

sadhaka 81, 88 154, 252 etc
sadhana 8 If, 96
sadhya 107, 288
Sadyojata 76, 155f
sage 39, 43, 204, 384f
Sahadeva 191
sahadevi 319
samyastambhana 346f
Saiva Siddhanta 71, 76, 165, 204
Sakim (tantra ) 258
Sakka 33
sakti 4, 24, 48, 168, 170, 410
Sakti (son of Vasistha) 337
Sakuni 16
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Sakyamuni 120
§alagrama 32
Salavrkas 14
^alya(tantra) 258
^anian(s) 190, 223, 225

destructive power of s 69, 360
Samaveda 69, 160, 246, 301, 314
samaya 101, 116, 268, 297
Sambari 216
Sambhava (tantra) 258
Samduria 345
sami 395
samit 292
Samitasuri 309
'samjivanayantra 386
samiivamvidya 234, 384f
Samkarsana 129, 143, 183

Samkhya 4, 167, 193

Samkhyayana (tantra) 340
Sanamoha 271, 373
Samoda 103
•samputa 288
^amrddhi 406
•samsara 44, 153, 217
tsamstobhana 208, 263
samvanana 225, 236, 265, 316
Samvara (tantra) 258, 272

Samvaramandala 133

Sanatkumarasamhita 387, 398
Sanchi 98
sandal 89, 187

Sanjaya 51
J^ankara (Siva) 40
•gankara (philosopher) 20f , 67, 162,

215, 306, 334, 338
gankari 185

Sanskrit literature 37, 47, 60, 62, 121

sanskritization 273
santa 50, 141, 161, 193, 409

Santals 348, 429
santi 69, 94, 149, 187, 208, 216, 224,

236, 25 If, 386, 387f

ganti (an Arhat) 271

santika 55, 172,

gantimayukha 389, 392

santyatita 161 ttoko
garadatilaka, see Appendix II 258

Sarasvati 11 If, 159, 173, 201, 344

(river )
308

sarupyam 57
sarva 245f ,

411
Sarvasampadamsvari 10b

Sarvatobhadramandala 196

gastar 43
Sasthi 105
gatabhisaj (naks )

277

satkarman 132, 153, 231, 2511

Saturn (planet) 192, 207, 277, 312

Satya (manifestation of \isnu) 184
satya (truth ) 344
Satyabhama 1 29
satyagraha 68
saubhagya 161, 223, 267, 315, 331
Saubhagyasundari 45
Sauca (tantra ) 258
saum\a 361
savasadhana 281
Savitar 66
Savitri 83, 173, 179, 226, 268, 360
Sayana 66
seasons 279
self 32
self confidence 242
gesa 32, 126
Setai 200
seven 208
sex 58, 331, 345, 371

of mantras 74, 287
shape changing, see disguise

gibi 13
siddha 81, 93, 230
Siddhasena Divakara 418
Siddhayogis\an (tantra )

258
siddhi 65, 81, 230
siddhis (eight) 115, 318
Siddhikhanda 256
Siddhisa\ ara (tantra )

258
gilanidhi 34
gilanka 229
silavarsa 404
silpasastras 125
silver 194 283
Simeon 30
Sinhalese 70, 345, 362, 369
gipiMSta 29
gisupala 26
Sita 208
Sita 47, 164, 370
gitala 92

, ~

giva, cf Mahes\ara, Paficaksara, Pan-

camukha, Rudra, Sundares\ ara,

Trvambaka, Tumburu 358
secretlv proclaimed m the \ edas 36

his ma> a 24, 34f , 2 1 5f

his pow er of \ oga 66
his power of subjugation 31

1

as Kala 54
as Kirata 85
ambnalent oO

^ ^ ,

his 64 ‘ sports % cf Madurai
manifest m sacred ashes 80

as King of Demons 118

his four-faced manifestation 179

his colours 198, 20of

his white colour 165

deluded by \ isnu 23
uses \ isnu as arrow 32

learns a hvmn to \ isnu 213
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identical with Visnu 39f

,

362
cuts off Brahma’s fifth head 191
paralyzes Indra 337
subjected to Devi’s maya 45
propagates Bagala 1 06
ins love-play with Parvati 33
seduces others’ wives 39, 43, 382
seduced by Mohini 42f
persecuted by a giant 42
mastered by sadhaka 122
cursed 376
magician identical with 249
communion with 68
mam entity of Saiva Siddhanta 76
worshipped with asceticism 82
worshipped for wisdom 408

Siva 270, 335, 393
Sivakaivalya 241
six 116, 164, 205f, 251f, 271
Skanda 106, 117, 204, 352
sky, directions of the, cf compass 334
sleep 311, 335, 344, 357
slesmataka 89
Smara, cf Kama 303
snake, cf poison, Garuda, Naga 109,

138, 189, 344, 347f, 379, 405
compared to maya 24

Sobhanadri 83
Sodasavidya 339
soma 2, 5, 14, 42, 213
Soma 2, 32, 79, 211, 215
sorcerer, cf magician 4, 88, 220, 230,

347, 389, 401
sorcery, cf magic (destructive ) 64,

116, 222, 364f,385, 395f,400f
Sosa 271, 373, 379
Sosana 378
Sosam 106, 379
soul (jiva) 20, 38, 71, 76, 164, 167
spells, cf \idya, mantra 21, 62, 64,

96, lOo, 213, 227, 229f, 401
Sphota 271
sraddha 247
sraddha 92
Sravana 314
Sravasti 218
Sri IlOf , 125, 168, 185 302 376, 398
sri 15, 47, 98, 110, 269, 322 405
Sricakra 314
Srimati 33
Srivaisna\a 72
Srividya 302
Srivijaya 240, 323
Sriyantra 197, 323
Srngin 348
Stambha 271, 373
stambhana, cf immobilization 113,

148, 187, 208, 251f, 333f
Stambhim ( am) 271, 335, 340
Sthulasiras 114

stotra(s) 86, 189, 328, 409
Subandhu 385
Subha\ rata 82
subjugation 69, 113, 127, 138, 186.

197, 202, 208, 227, 259, SlOf,
397, 400
of the world

311
by (a) god 19f, 218,

of the king 86, 109, 169, 239f , 244
322f, 374

’ . >

of the queen 92
of gods 224, 32 If

Subrahmanya (sacrifice) 9, 12, 15
Sudarsana 323, 377, 383, 398
Sudras 177, 197
Sugriva 84
Sukra 238, 385
Sulinividya 402
Sulkas 345
Sumana 196
sumaya 2
Sumedha 48
Sumekhala 99f
sun 54, 94, 168, 188, 277, 298, 322, 350*
Sunahsepa 6f, 351
Sundaresvara 32, 333
Sundari 88
Sunya 68
sunyatman 166
Suprabha 209
Supreme God, cf Bhagwan 15, 18,

27, 36, 57, 59, 198, 215, 350, 410
Surabhi 196
Surasundari 98, 101
Suratha 48
Suresvara 217, 219
Surya, cf sun 313
Suryasevana 73
Susila 196
Sutudri 308
Sutvan Kairisi 64
Svacchanda (tantra ) 258
Svadha 288
Svadhisthana (cakra) 195
svaha 72f, 287
Svaha 186
Svapnavarahi 90, 106, 312, 332, 377,

379
Svarbhanu 172
svastikasana 284
svastyayana 266
Svati (naks

) 277
svayamvara 33
Sveta 208
sword, cf Nandaka 142, 289, 299, 303
Syama 208
syenayaga 171, 212, 360

Taboos 85
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tadana 268, 377
Taksaka 337, 348, 384
Talavrnta 45
tamas 125, 167, 371
Tamasundarya 99, 101
Tantras 57, 59, 229, 241, 256, 310,

314, 362, 398
Tantraraja (tantra) 258, 399
Tantric cults and tradition 25, 74f,
83f, 166

Tantric literature 94, 98, 254, 256f

,

353
Tantrism 75
Tara, cf Ugratara 97, 185, 299, 304,

317, 330, 351, 363
Tarayoga 246

Taraka 43
Taranatha 67
Taram 185, 369, 383
Tara (tantra) 258
Tathagatas (Five) 71, 200, 270, 328
Tatpurusa 76 155f
Telaga Batu 323
temple 281, 306, 322
worship 50

Theravada 166
thieves 88, 131, 220, 306 342, 347,

371, 406
three 1 66f
thumb 29, 89
Tibet (an) 200, 229
tiger 282, 332, 348, 406
evoked 70, 382

tilaka 93, 318, 329, 342, 371
Tilopa 414
Tilottama 329
time 180, 276f
Timor 186
tiracchanavijja 230
Tiraskaramka \idya 372
tirodhanam 19
tirtha 46, 149
Tirupati 67, 306
tithi 277
Todas 58, 418
trade 304, 406
Trailokyamohana 130, 306, 358, 370,

377, 378, 423
Trailokyamohani 112, 185, 376
Trailokyavijay a 1 07f
Traisoka (saman ) 385
transformations, see disguises
trasana 376
Trasani 106
Trataka 252
travel 403
treasure (hidden ) cf nidhidarsana

98, 115, 269, 307
tree 98, 125
Treta 7, 180f

trickster 27, 39
Trimurti 39, 50, 76, 173, 175, 411
Tripura 32, 213
Tripura 43, 174, 176, 297, 338

-tantra 297
Tripurasundari 207
Tnsikha (mudra) 362
Trisoka 385
Trita Aptya 357
Trivikramasena 385
truth 27

appeal to 67, 79 344
Truths (Four Noble) 79
Tryambaka 121, 386, 406
tulasi 98
Tulsi Das 47
Tumburu 179, 185, 191, 386, 400
Tvarita 109, 297, 357
Tvastar 14
Tyagaraja 38, 216

Uccatana, cf eradication 148, 208,
251f, 351f, 376, 378

Uccatani 106
Ucchistaganesa 90, 293
Ucchis^a (tantra) 258
TJcchusmas 227
Udayana 300, 350
XJddamaresvara 364
Uddisa (tantra ) 258
udgatar 190
XJdumbara 314
udvegakarana 264
Ugra 312
Ugratara 173, 188, 206, 357
ukthya 81
ulkapata 404
Uma 43, 62, 170, 213
unguent, cf anulepa
Unmattabhairavi (tantra) 258
Unmatta 357
Upanisad Brahmayogin 37
Upanisads 3, 38, 56, 63, 65, 76
Uparicara 234
Uppalavanna 33
Urvasi 11, 297, 374
Usanas 305, 385
utsada(na) 268, 354, 374
Uttanka 12f, 170
Uttarasadha (naks ) 277

\ac 42, 73, 343
vadha 264, 380
Vadhuyak si 101
Vagisvarakirti 67
Vahmnibha 208
Vaikhanasa (s) 59, 72, 111, 124, 168,

184, 416
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Vaikunthanatha 423
Vainateyamantra 92
Vairocana 268
Vaisravana, cf KLubera
Vaisyas 177f, 197, 240
vajikarana 261
vajra 73, 212, 268, 292, 297, 317, 346,

359, 382
Vajra 272
Vajradakim 132, 272
Vajradharma 217
Vajradhatumandala 200
Vajrajalini 218
Vajrapani 99, 120
Vajrasattva 201
Vajravarahi 378
Vajrayana 93, 132, 229, 258
Vajresvari (vidya ) 69
\ akstambhana 343
Vamadeva 76, 155f
Vamadevya (saman) 69
Vamana 408
\ anamalini 1 85
Vim 272
\ara 277
Varaha 127, 131, 144, 198, 397
Varabamukhi 86, 326
Varahi 86, 339
Varahitantia 258
Van 272
varna 164, 177, 412
\arnas (grades of society) 412

originate from maya 66, 234
their duties 31
ruled o\ er 191
combined with colours 174f, 182

197, 412
differentiation according to 326

Varuna 2, 6, 17, 49, 120, 211, 215,
277, 309f, 349

\asa 16, 43, 48, 310
Vasantasena 17
vasat 72f, 153, 287f
\asikarana, cf subjugation 19 95,

147, 187, 2olf, 310f, 371, 374
\asikrta 45, 67
\ asm 19, 31

1

Vasini 311
Vasistha 228, 234, 337, 343
\asti 2d2
Vastospati 403
Vastujatesvari 106
Vastusamana 224
Vasude\a 309
Vasudeva, cf Kisna 129, 143, 183,

309, 406, 410
Vas\a 340
\ ata 98
Vatayak^ini 98
Vatuka 347

Vatula (tantia) 258
vausat 72f, 287f
Vayu 13, 277, 349, 357, 362, 378
Veda 42, 62, 73, 120, 176, 211, 219f,

228, 2^6, 334, 359, 388
maya m the V If, 228, 334
study of the V 65

Vedasara (a hymn) 19
Venkatesvara 306
Venus (planet) 192, 207, 277
vesyadhaima 86
vetala 89, 300
Vibhisana 123, 328
vibhisika 185
vibhitaka 121, 125, 200, 361, 382, 384
victory, cf jaya 220, 237, 267, 325,

396, 397, 406
vidarbha 288, 363
Vidhatar 170
\idvesana, vidvesa 89, 150, 225, 236

2olf, 352, 363, 366f
Vidvesini 368
\idya 91, 106, 216, 230, 313, 332, 351
Vidyadhara 93, 298
vidyaraja 78
vidyasiddha 230
vi.aya, cf jaya 292
Vyaya 33
Vyaya 191, 361
Vyayadasami 395
vijayavaha 267
Vihstenga 9, 177
village (mastery over) 268, 274, 275,
408

village gods 60
Vmayakas 117, 121, 205
Vmdhyas 340
Vmdhyavasmi 369, 383
\inoda 379
Vipas 308
vira 234, 347
Virabhadra 271, 373
viracara 278
viraha 125, 159
viraj 190, 261, 310
Virocana 29
Virodhim 369, 397
Virupaksa 261
virya 72, 234, 275
Visakhayupa 191
Visnu, cf Krsna

his maya 15f, 123f, 134f, 179,
219 358

his disguises 28f
,
41 f, 46, 54

his terrible side 19, 49f , 155
deludes mankind 21, 370
obstructs eyesight 318
his power over women 28, 33, 34, 86
transfoims Narada mto a woman 44
his power of yoga 66
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assumes different colours 134f5
178f

his power of attraction 25, 295
his asceticism 373
manifested fivefold 412
his names 70
his garment 170
his supreme abode 124, 144
identical with Siva 39f
one of Siva’s five manifestations

158, 201
one of five Pretas 192
connected with the five elements 194
worships the linga 309
manifestation of Agni 174
embodied in tne king 183, 234
serves as cosmical food 68
presides over the syllable u in om 76
presides over the si in Pancak

Sara 204
enveloped by Devi’s maya 24, 45
attracted 108, 298
invoked for exorcism 318, 362
grants a bhakta a boon 82
slays a demon 352
meditated upon for santi 398
sacrifice of a bull made of grains

to V 429
Visnuhrdayamantra 377, 378, 407
Visnukavaca 70
Visuddha (cakra) 195
Visuddhesvara (tantra) 63, 258
Visvadakmi 132
Visvamitra 204, 308, 327, 337, 3^-3

Visvarupa 14
visvarupa (multiple manifestation

)

27
Visvavasu 329
vrata 83, 314
Vrcaya 11
Vrndavan 128
Vrsadarbhi 222
Vrsanasva 10
Vrtra 14, 213, 423
vyadhikarana 263, 379
'Vyasa 44, 47, 50, 408
Vyuhas 143, 183, 191

Wanderer 7
wandering 23f , 48
war, cf battle, victory 126, 214,

237, 380
watei 88, 120, 138, 147, 166, 329, 400

attracted 307f
immobilized 349

Water of-Life cf Amrta 41f , 99,

201, 299, 341 3o0 384, 399f
wealth, cf acquisition 225, 267, 304,

324, 336, 390, 396, 406, 409

515

welfare, cf pusp 74, 76, 396, 405f
West Bengal, cf Bengal
white 132, 138, 168f, 399

flowers 119, 399
Wind 64, 3o0, 362
wisdom (procured by magic) 268,

328, 40o, 408
witchcraft 2, 169, 220, 272, 381
Woden 5
woman (en), cf courtezan 406

manifestation as a w 9f, 22, 41 f
transformation of a man into a w

45, 65
power of gods o\er w 28, 34
loved by Sna 37, 39
agents of delusion 38, 370
irresistible evcxi to gods 44
try to seduce the sadhaka 8a, 119,
218

obtains a husband 128
embraced m dream 176
subjugation of w 92f, 138, 148,

243, 315, 319, 328f
attraction of w 301f , 318
SIX women 271

word (sacred ) 68f
worship, cf puja 56f, 80f

Yajamana 274, 359, 392
yajna 81
ya,nopavita 293
\ajurveda 160, 246, 361
Yajurvidhana 235, 367
Yaksas 93, 109, 114f, 237, 299
5. aksakumarika 1 02
Maksim (Yakkhmi) 33, 83 98f 261

298 302, 30a 405
Yama 50, 54, 126, 368
yamala 229, 2a8
'Vamantaka 76, 92, 118, 237, 297, 399
\amarani 61
Yamari 1 18, 399
Yamuna 308f
yantra 80, 83, 154, 197, 230, 294

302, 339, 340, 344, 368, 372, 383
402

Yatis 14, 204
Yatudhana 12, 110, 228
Yatudham 222, 367, 378
Yaudhe>as 237
Yayati 13
year 194
yellow 106, 113, 148, 174, 197, 208,

399
yoga 252, 284, 337, 3a0, 411

connected with ma>a 4, 22 65f

,

217
connected with magic 65, 394
result of worship 82
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yoga (astrological) 277
voga (of a mantra) 288, 355
yogagulika or -gufika 65, 263
yogaksema 394
yogamaya 31, 66, 183

\ ogasiddhas 230
Yogesvara 66
yogm 38, 65f

, 103, 149, 207, 322, 412
Siva a y 36

y and magician 65f

Yogim 90, 218, 272, 347, 377, 390

SIX Y -s 372

Yoginijala 218, 258
Yogmividya 91
yoni 151
Yuddhaja>arna\a 107, 237
Yudhinhira 15, 17, 26, 190, 411
yugas, cf ages 142, 180f

yupa 81, 191, 274

Zeus 3




